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IVPB Studies Equipment
Fndstuffs Still Lead

Favorable Report Expected On Report

FM Concert
W63NY, FM station

affiliated

lational Advertisers

with WHN, New York, which inaugurates regular program service

Nional food and grocery adver-

be on the air 45 minutes longer
on its inaugural day in order to

from

:ie spent $37,125,403.51 on network
in 1941, according to figures

ted by the Bureau of Advertis-

e the American Newspaper Pubs Association. Securely estabI as the biggest users of national
tising,

the food trade spent a

of $106,073,139 in newspapers,
sines, network radio and farm
als, an increase over 1940 of

,691, the Bureau reported.

It substantial increase went to
Japers, according to the statis(Continued on Page 2)

,1 The People" Adding
shortwave For Soldiers
f Oil Corp. will start shortwavs program, "We the People," to
u roops abroad, effective tomoro. Aired in this country on Sun from 7:30-8 p.m. over 80 CBS
is in behalf of Gulf Motor Oil
o 'ras, the program is to be shortI to the AEF on Tuesdays from
n

2-9

p.m. daily today, will

broadcast the entire concert of the

New Jersey WPA Philharmonic
Orchestra

from

Paterson, N.

J.

Starting tomorrow the new station
will maintain a regular seven -hour
operating schedule daily.

Ask Stations To Join

'10%' War Bond Drive
Every radio station in the country

As Recommended By DCB; Sharing
Will Relieve Shortages
Sees Post -War Boom

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-War Production Board

is considering the "share the- spare
parts" program recommended by the

Defense Communications Board and
an early, favorable report is expected.
Serious study is to be given the recGreencastle, Ind.-New era in ommendations for an industry equipbroadcasting and television that will ment pool to relieve critical shortcome when the world is at peace ages of parts and tubes, but it is not

For Radio -Television

was predicted by Niles Trammell,
president of NBC, in his speech to
the graduating class of De Pauw
University last night. Trammell was
awarded the

honorary degree

of

(Continued on Page 7)

will be asked to develop special

believed

in trade circles here that

the WPB will object since the plan
does not call on that agency for administration.

At the NAB, however, it is pointed

out that in the event the pool is set
up, there is not the slightest possi(Continued on Page 7)

"Ten Per Cent Club" programs, ac-

cording to Charles A. Gilchrest, chief Miles Laboratories Moving
of the radio section of the War Sav- Blue Shows To New Time
ings Staff of the Treasury DepartParliamentary Group
ment. Campaign, which begins on

Miles Laboratories, Inc., will move

June 14 and continues through July its two programs, aired on the Blue
5, was originally conceived by Doug- Network for Alka-Seltzer and Vitalas Meservey, assistant radio coordi- mins, to different time periods. Be- May Co -Op With fBC
nator of the Office of Facts and Fig- ginning June 29, "Lum and Abner"
:15 a.m.
ures and will publicize the idea of will broadcast Monday t h r o u g h Ottawa-Organization of a permang & Rubicam handles the ac parliamentary committee which,
(Continued on Page 7)
Thursday from 10-10:15 p.m., EWT, nent
1)
working with the Canadian Broad(Continued on Page 7)
casting Corporation, would keep itWillson Orch. Replacement
self fully informed on radio matters
.:csey To Treasury Staff
'

A Southeast Radio Head

For Fibber McGee Program Anti -Inflation Series
was suggested here late last week
by Major Gladstone Murray, general
(Continued on Page 5)
Chicago-Meredith Willson and or- Scheduled Over MBS Net

i)tham, N. C.-C. Knox Massey, chestra, originating in Hollywood,
eresident of Harvey -Massengale will be the Summer replacement for
eiy of this city has been appoint - "Fibber McGee and Molly" on NBC
a special assistant to the Red Wednesday night, 9:30-10 p.m.,
try Department War Savings EWT. The S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc.,
program uses a hookup of 120 Red
1
i

to a dollar -a -year basis, it was
need Friday by Charles J.
.est, Chief of the Radio Section.
y, account executive on the
(Continued on Page 2)

En Masse
oston - Thirty-two members of
Dartmouth College Naval Avia-

Unit will be interviewed by
Britt on Wednesday night via

R.AB and the Colonial and
Mual Networks on the occasion

*their departure for active duty

the U. S. Navy.
Special
sausage from President Ernest H.
Hiking of the college will be
gsn by Dean Lloyd K. Neidlinger.
Wi

(Continued on Page 2)

First of a new series of broadcasts
to the nation by foremost Government officials arrayed against the

spread of inflation will be aired by
Mutual exclusively, on Wednesday
(Continued on Page 6)

TI -i E WELL IN L,ADIC *
... Equipment Pool
By BOB LITZBERG

APPROVAL of an equipment pool
by the Defense Communications
Board last week was followed by a
statement by DCB-FCC Chairman

James Lawrence Fly warning con-

struction permit applicants that there
would be no deviation from the miles
regarding the freezing of new construction of broadcast facilities. The

tenance of standard broadcast sta-

tions for the duration of the war and
that pressing of new applications was
a waste of time, energy and money.
The Office of Facts and Figures last
week sent stations, advertising agencies, producers and writers a booklet

of background data for what will
probably be the greatest patriotic

statement left no doubt that the 18 campaign in history, culminating on
proposals listed to facilitate the estab- June' 14, Flag Day, when, by a Presilishment of an equipment pool were dential Proclamation, the flags of all

prepared exclusively for the main-

(Continued on Page 2)

Ted Collins Appointed
To U.S. Labor Dept. Post
Appointment of Ted Collins as

a

special agent of the United States
Department of Labor was announced
over the week-end. Serving without salary and under assignment as
(Continued on Page 5)

Each Equally Worthy
Washington-Broadcasters have
been requested by the Office of
Facts and Figures to consider the
Navy, Marine Corps and Coast
Guard as three separate and distinctive agencies in allocation of
spot announcements. There has
been some confusion about this,
it was stated, because the Navy
operates all three services in war
time.
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cominG and GOID(

... Equipment Pool
(Continued from Page 1)
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United Nations will be honored. Cam- committee investigating its activities

paign coincides with the Treasury
Department's drive to enroll the nation's workers in its "10 Per Cent
Payroll Plan," which has been pre-

Chicago, Ill.
Wabash Ave.

North

- Frank Burke,
Phone . State

203

7596.

Department of Commerce encouraged
the continuance of informative adver-

tising to help in the war effort....
pared by the Department in con- Plans for the first college radio netjunction with the Advertising Coun- work were announced ....First incil.
stance of a switch from NBC to the
Cooperation with the war effort Blue Network occurred with the signwas continued on all sides during ing of Hall Bros. for a program to be
the past seven days. SESAC station aired on the latter chain....Radio
relations was drafted to act as a liai- Executives Club of New York had
son between broadcasters and the its final meeting of the season.

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10; Treasury Department to increase the
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit
with order. Address all communications to effectiveness of the War Savings raRADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, d i o campaign ....Foreign language
N. Y. Phone WIsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, sponsors on WOV, New York, an7-6338.

and management....United States

Blue Network announced an innovation in its "teamed -up" plan for
wartime sponsors who are no longer
in production of their usual product

nounced their voluntary cooperation ....Blue Network also announced the

Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- with all government agencies at a ironing out of its policies regarding
wood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
luncheon meeting.... Network spon- its New England affiliates following
Entered as second class matter April 5, sors, in cooperation with the Office of a meeting of network and station
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., the Coordinator of Inter -American executives ....Advertising Federation
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Affairs (Rockefeller Committee) , in- of America completed the agenda for
augurated a project to supply top its 38th annual convention to be held
American entertainment to South June 21-24....Bob Hope topped C. E.

American listeners in their own language and on a regularly scheduled
basis, with DuPont's "Cavalcade of
America" on NBC leading the way

FINANCIAL

Office of Emergency Management
asked for and is receiving cooperation

(May 29)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. & Tel.
CBS 113

High Low Close
116
115
115
111/8 111/8
111/8
251/4 247/8 247/8
8
8
8

Gen. Electric
Philco
27/e
27/a
RCA Common
21/8
493/4 493/4 493/4
RCA First Pfd.
70'A 695/8 695/8
Westinghouse
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
.

Net

Chg. scripts designed to answer questions
- 11/8 regarding the general subject of price
control.
1/8
- 1/4
Curtailment of television for the
I

9-16 9-16 9-16
OVER THE COUNTER

Farnsworth Tel. & Rad.
(

Baltimore)

WJR (Detroit)

Bid

Asked

13/4
15

18

17

19

2

Jet Oil Polish Plans
Readied For Next Season
Although the current Hecker Products Corp. spot campaign on Jet Oil
liquid polish still has about a month

to run, next season's spot drive already has been set and will get under
way early in August. Next season
campaign will approximate the current drive, with Hecker to use one minute transcriptions, about one a
day, on 30 stations in Texas, Georgia,
Alabama, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana
and on the Pacific Coast.

Benton & Bowles handles the ac-

count.

before a special House of Commons telligence Division.

Shea Heads Press Dept.
Foodstuffs Still Lead
For NBC In 'Frisco
National Advertisers
(Continued from Page 1)
San Francisco - William E. Shea,
released, with radio's gain set Jr., has been promoted to head of
at $2,116,148, a 5.7 per cent increase the NBC press department in this
over 1940 revenue from the grocery city, according to an announcement
field. Newspapers hit a 1941 peak of by John Elwood, KPO station man$38,408,273, a 14.7 per cent boost over ager. Shea was formerly an NBC
the preceding year. Magazines in- national spot sales representative and
creased 5.3 per cent while farm jour- prior to joining the network in 1941
nals declined 3.3 per cent.
was connected with the San Francisco "Examiner."
Shea at one time was associated
Massey To Treasury Staff with
McCann - Erickson advertising
As Southeast Radio Head agency and also with Hearst Radio.

tics

.ied

C.

Headache Powder account,

diately to coordinate the Treasury's
War Bond radio activities in the
south eastern portion of the country.

Vimms Spot Campaign
Expanded To 97 Outlets
THE STATION
THAT SELLS
5000 WATTS

950 KG

and LEW BREED, treasurer, of WSI
Springfield, back to their Massachusetts hea

ager,

quarters following completion of the Blue N(
work -New England

stations meeting

here

HAL SEVILLE and GROVER C. CRILLEY, go
eral manager of WJEJ, Hagerstown, expected
town today from Maryland for a few days
station business.
WILLARD

SCHROEDER,

sales

manager

WCAE, returned to Pittsburgh over the wee
end.

CECIL. BROWN, CBS Far Eastern correspoa
ent, is in Spokane today for the 15th in t
series of lectures which he is delivering
conditions in the Orient.

LARRY BAIRD, of the national advertish'
department of WLW, has returned to Ni
Orleans. He spent a few days here last week,
EDWIN

M.

SPENCE,

general

manager

WWDC, Washington, D. C., in New York Frick
for conferences with the local reps.
SID EIGES, of the NBC press department, o
trip contacting affiliates in 'Philadelphi
a
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and Louisville areas.
on

MURRAY ARNOLD, program director of WI)
Philadelphia, was in New York Friday on static
business.

PARKS JOHNSON and WARREN HULL v"
a
base of the U. S. A
Force Ferrying Command from which poin

ing tonight at

will broadcast their "Vox Pop" program.
SAM KAUFMAN,

sales

promotion

and

licity manager of WCCO, back to Minne
after a business trip of a week or 10 d
BEN SELVIN, of Muzak, on a short
through the Canadian territory, including,.
treal and Ottawa.
JOHN

B.

HUGHES, West Coast news

of WOR-Mutual, en route to Cleveland,
tomorrow night he will broadcast fr
plant

of

United

originate at WHK.

Airlines.

The

program

DAVID JONES, business manager of

Lawrence, Mass., left for home over the
end.

FRANKLIN OWENS, time buyer of Bento
left for Fire Island over the week-ead

Bowles
on

two-week

vacation.

Willson Orch. ReplacemeJ
For Fibber McGee Progr
(Continued from Page 1)

and Canadian stations. Wally Jordan

of the Wm. Morris agency set the
Willson deal. Needham, Louis Ili
Brorby, Inc., is the Johnson agency. 1

'ow HOLDS 'EM AT MOMS

CENTRAL OHIO'S
ONL's' CBS OUTLET

Lever Bros.' radio campaign for
Vimms now has been expanded to
nationwide proportions, embracing
spot schedules on 97 stations, as part

of "a Summer campaign on the largest scale ever used for a vitamin
product." Total of 5,781 chain breaks
and spot announcements are involved.
BBD&O is the agency placing the
account.

1:

week.

(Continued from Page 1)

B.

volunteered his services to the
Government. He will begin imme-

9a1t Piidadelfza>/tt'a

sion as head of the transcription division of the Columbia Recording Corp.
to CBS and was succeeded by Robert
J. Clarkson ....War Production Board
granted an extension of 30 days before its Copper Conservation Order,
M -9-C, is applied to manufacturers
of radio receiving tubes....WHN,
New York, completed final prepara-

duration was indicated by the curtailment of programs by CBS and tions for today's inauguration of its
NBC.... Canadian Broadcasting Corp. new FM outlet, W63NY....FCC anwas subjected to a verbal lashing nounced the creation of a Radio In-

Nat. Union Radio

WCAO

from local stations in the airing of

Hooper's May program ratings for
the Pacific coast area ....William A.
Schudt was transferred from his po-

QUINCY A. BRACKETT, president and mi
ager: WAYNE LATHAM, promotion manag
MILTON W. STOUGHTON, commercial mi

AS'IIANY BLA/Q

MAN OR

1

W63NY takes to the air, auguring another great career among radio stations. For to all
that "FM" stands for in technical fineness, W63NY adds the "know-how" of America's most
successfully operated independent station

.

..

...

the showmanship engendered from the
the cultural advancement
and the

...

world's largest entertainment organization
outstanding public service that the important New York radio audience expects. Seventyfive thousand homes in the New York area are already FM -equipped, already to enjoy the
benefits of this better way of broadcasting.

And better broadcasting must mean a better medium for advertising. We invite
your
inquiry. Rates and data will be sent upon request.

W63NY

46.3 Megacycles
THE FM SERVICE OF

WHN50,000 WATTS 1050 CLEAR CHANNEL
NEW YORK 1540 Broadway Bryant 9-7800
Chicago Office 360 N. Michigan Randolph 5254
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Los Angeles

Chicago

By JAC WILLEN

By FRANK BURKE

CLAIRE, WGN so

THE new Old Gold -Nelson Eddy
airshow over CBS looks certain

to "find -the -groove" as a popular
longtime broadcast. Current format
with Nadine Conner, Metropolitan
opera star, Robert Armbruster's fine
orchestrations, the Old Gold chorus,
and Bob Garred on the, announcing

spots seem to click with every audience, whose applause is prolonged

to the point of causing a time difficulty on the waits. 'Write-in reaction proves listeners -in are of no

Srowsin' About Boston!
Boston, Mass.:-Here's how it happened. We were playing
gin -rummy the other day, minding our knocks and melds, when suddenly
we found ourselves aboard the Yankee Clipper, headed for Boston. Aboard
train we encountered Sonny Werblin, MCA exec., Mannie Sacks and Joe

MARION
to Forrest Glyn, Maryl
Sunday, where she was honor
her alma mater, National Par
lege, which presented her a

cate expressing appreciation f
outstanding work in fine arts.
Lorraine Hall, women's corn
tor on WBBM, as "official mo
the Marines" took a group of
to the Chicago production o
Sister Eileen" the other night,

Higgins of Columbia Records, Cork O'Keefe, Jack Robbins, Sidney Kornheiser,

raine has a son in the Marin

different opinion.

Jonie Taps, Charlie Ross with Arthur Michaud and Howard Christians,
managers of Dick Jurgens' band. The junket, it appears, was to see the

takes her `official mother" ac

its first bid this week for the original
song "Get In The Scrap," which was
introduced on the Ransom Sherman

Jurgens lad make his eastern debut at the Totem Pole Ballroom, just outside
of Boston.... Jurgens, credited with writing "Elmer's Tune" and "One

seriously.
Don McNeill, NBC "Breakfast

star, was awarded an honor

The War Production Board made

show by Martha Tilton. Tune is by
Gordon Jenkins, musical director of
the show, and John McMillin.
Jim Jordan, Jr., young son of
Fibber McGee (Jim Jordan) will

enter the Army Air training at USC
this month.

Meredith Willson will premiere the
"Nocturne" movement, just completed, of his Third Symphony at

DJ,

Monday, June 1,

RADIO DAILY

Dozen Roses" is an instantaneous hit with the kids here. He is one of
the greatest band personalities to come along since Kay Kyser. The band
isn't great-but Dick himself, makes up for whatever the band lacks
musically. A novel idea would skyrocket this combination in no time....
George Lasker of WORL is there and he drives us back to Boston while
we talk about the local radio industry and conditions in general. WORL
is doing a terrific job for its clients and its own moneybags.... In Boston
we drop into the Cocoanut Grove to spend time with Mickey Alpert. Our

San Francisco in June, with the composer himself batoning the San Francisco Symphony orchestra.
Reed Hadley, who stars in "Red
Ryder" over Mutual and KECA, made
his debut on "Big Town" last Thursday on CBS.
Gracie Allen's piano concerto seems
headed for the "most expensive radio
gag" 'In radio history. It cost George

former city editor on the "Daily Mirror," George Clarke, is the top columnist

Burns and Allen program a cool
$2,500.
Cash expended represents
cost of making necessary arrange-

After a few hours' sleep we rush out to see Linus Travers at
the Yankee network but Linus is downtown and his hour of returning isn't

Burns and the sponsors of the NBC
ments and hiring extra musicians to
augment the Paul Whiteman ork and
pay for composer -conductor Felix
Mills to write the orchestrations.

Cost of the four -week build-up of
the gag is not included.
Lieutenant Rudy Vallee enlisted a
new member in his California State
Guard Evacuation Unit this week.
He is Tom Hudson, announcer on
Vallee's Blue

Net program,

who

signed up as a private.
Charlie Lung is drawing the most
uncomplimentary fan mail replies in

local ' radio circles because of his

most authentic Nip accent when appearing on the "Big Town" broadcasts. Charlie specializes in impersonating Japanese.
Dinah Shore has been singing
"One Dozen Roses" and "Three Little

Sisters" so often that this week, at

her radio rehearsal, she became
slightly confused. "I think we should
shorten 'One Dozen Sisters'," she

Producer Bill Lawrence
chimed in: "Let's send out for some
midgets. That'll do it."
suggested.

sue

?'ou Met T/ e Voices
aj

GILBERT
7

MACK
LEX. 2-1100

on the Boston "Record" and he's there picking up news.... We sit and
chew, swopping stories and items. George is one of the finest conversationalists in the nation. Jack Robbins and his Boston man, Frank Rice, join
the party and stories go flying fast and thick about composers and writers.
..Before long the Cocoanut Grove has dimmed its lights and we're still
gabbing so a retreat is made for Ruby Foo's in Boston's Chinatown. It's

past four a.m. now.... The sun is up as we head back for the hotel.

certain so we run over to see Lasker again at WORL and view some
additions in the studio ....Much talk here about the changes around Boston.
WBZ, a Blue outlet now, is scheduled to go to the Red while WHDA, an
independent station, becomes the Blue outlet. Yankee's two stations here,
WNAC and WAAB, encounter some changes. The former will be the
Mutual outlet while the latter becomes a Worcester station....CBS's WEEI
remains as is.... We rush over to meet Harold Fellows of WEEI and meet
an individual who surpasses the esteem we originally had for the gent....

Josef Cherniaysky is about to go on the air and we meet De Castillo,
program director, Ray Girardine, darn good production man, Jean Collins
and Bill Elliot, singers, Jay Westly and James Pollards, announcers....
Cherniaysky has really stood Back Bay up on its ears with his programsand Fellows is to be complimented for the way spot announcements are
woven into a live show.... Why the Blue network hasn't snatched Josef
into its fold, we'll never know. He has one of the most commercial musical
minds in the country. His ability was again attested during the show
when he had a handful of musicians do a satire in rhythm. (Later, when
we encounter the brilliant Lorenz Hart of Rodgers & Hart, he relates that
the musical composition was magnificent. Told that Joe rehearses a halfhour show in sixty minutes-mostly original compositions, Hart was further
amazed!).... We try getting transportation back but almost all means of

gree of Doctor of Letters

Bonaventure College and Se

at St. Bonaventure, N. Y., on S

MCA reported trying to ge

the movie and nigh
singer, to take over Orrin
band when Tucker joins the
next month.
Newcomers to NBC's "Ba
Regan,

Wife" include Charles Irvin

Louise Fitch They are also
on "Arnold Grimm's Daughte
Production of "Meet Your
show at Great Lakes, Ill., has
regular North Shore commu
Al Woyd and Jack Stillwell

WLS staff. Assignment entails
tioning of bluejacket talent

week as well as preparing the
and looking after other profe
aspects of the show.
Marvin Mueller, NBC radio

heard discussing the best w
eliminate dandelions from a la
a fellow radio artist the othe
Mueller's

friend

advised

st

with the aid of a knife or tro
George Wettling, ex -Paul
man drummer, renewing o
quaintances with radio friends
here with the Chico Marx b
the Oriental Theater.
Jack Holden, WLS announce
Ozzie Westley of the WLS arr
recently collaborated on a ne
"You Can Count on Us, Uncle

And music publishers say g"
triotic tunes are worth only "
a dozen." Publishers still look
a

solid "Over There" as a

the 1942 crop of tunes.

Harold Stafford, program
of WLS, has been named a

of the radio section of the

State Council of Defense by Go
Dwight Green.

leaving are sold out-so we take a midnite train with Walter Murphy,
WEEI's drum -beater par excellence.... We stop at a couple of places
before. At the Mayfair Ranny Weeks' plays his original composition (which
he wrote with Mickey Alpert's fiddle player) called "Navy Wings." Song

will be performed by Pops and the Boston Symphony next week-before
being adopted by the Navy Air Corps. We heard Jack Robbins heard the
tune and will publish....Leo Reisman is at the Ritz -Carlton roof but none
of the publishers go up there.... We hear that Phyliss Alpert is mad about
that sergeant attached to the medical corps of Camp Edwards.... We try
calling Travers again before leaving without much luck....No gin -rummy
back. We struggle with an upper berth all the way home!

G

"11"FDF is right-Flint, blic
igan is no one-horse town!"

1
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Canada Parliamentary Group

tv ETT- I N G
ELEINE

CARROLL,

in

a

dramatizing the life of Clara

.IAM VENTURA, tenor, on the
pia Concert Orchestra program,
WABC-CBS, 3:30 p.m.) .

;N JEPSON, soprano, on the
one Hour," today (NBC Red,
3ARA STANWYCK and FRED

PALMER & PALMER, INC., has
been incorporated by the Secretary
State, Albany, with capitalization
manager of CBC, when he appeared time problems the CBC had been of
of $12,000, directors being
as a witness before the special com- required to meet and the methods stock
mittee on radio broadcasting which adopted. Dealing with programs, he Charles M. Palmer, F. Ferris Hewitt
is probing the affairs of the CBC. said 55 per cent of the time was and H. M. Zerbe, Saranac Lake. It's
Murray not only denied being op- devoted to music and 45 per cent a radio station -publication tie-up.
posed to such a committee but said to news, drama and talks. The enthat he considered such groups as couragement of "robust and balanced ROBINSON MURRAY, formerly of
controversy" was a definite peace- the New York office of McCannextremely helpful.
time policy of the CBC. Under war Erickson, Inc., has joined the headConfidence Vote a "Surprise"
conditions a policy was followed of quarters staff of the American AssoReferring to previous evidence re- expounding
issues "objectively ciation of Advertising Agencies....
garding a CBC board of governors and not in public
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce,
a
violent
vote of confidence in him (Murray) The CBC policy was to controversy."
Inc., has been elected to membership
give
impartial
following the resignation of the late presentation of news, he declared.
in the AAAA's.
(Continued from Page 1)

BRAY, in an adaptation of
f Fire," on Cecil B. DeMille's Alan Plaunt, CBC governor, Murray
adio Theater," today (WABC- said it was passed without his knowledge and came as a surprise to him.
p.m.) .
Murray praised Plaunt's service.
1NE and LOUISE LESCHIN, Plaunt resigned in protest at the
nists, on Nancy Craig's "Wo- failure of the board to act on a reTomorrow" program, tomor- port he had prepared and which
rJZ-Blue Network, 9 a.m.).
criticized the CBC.
"LE JOHNNIE," of the Philip
advertisements, on "Nellie
Presents," Wednesday (NBC
:30 p.m.).

LE GALLIENNE, currently
in "Uncle Harry," on Stella

"Your Hollywood News Girl,"
day (NBC Red, 6:30 p.m.).

1H ALLGOOD and BARRY
;RALD, stars of "How Green
is e Valley," on the Rudy Vallee
,...1, Thursday (NBC Red, 10

Thanks News Services

Major Murray thanked the Cana-

Replying to criticism made at the its own news service, CBC had merely
previous hearing about entertainment sought to keep pace with radio news
allowances provided for him, Major presentation elsewhere and to relieve
Murray said he had to be persona C.P. of a burden it had carried for
grata with leaders in industry, the years. (C.P. prepared news sumtheater, the film artists, advertising maries for the CBC previously gratis.)
agents, newspaper owners and edi- He said there had been no attempt
tors. "I was allowed by special vote to anticipate news -gathering organof the board varying amounts spe- izations or newspapers and that all
cifically as a contribution to the the CBC wanted was equality. "We
maintenance of a standard of living do not want an unfair advantage,"
calculated to be advantageous to the Major Murray said. He declared CBC
position but which I could not en- news broadcasts had a large followtirely defray out of my own re- ing in the United States and that
news commentators heard on CBC
sources," Major Murray said.
networks were among the best in the
Expenses $2,435 Annually
world.

1

for a period of

13

John Kennedy To Navy

weeks.

g ting at the famous Hollywood Thomas H. Lane, Young & Rubicam Charleston, W. Va.-John A. Kentnt, the program is aired from account executive, has been appoint- nedy, president of the West Virginia
a.m., PWT. J. M. Mathes, ed assistant director of press and ra- Network, has resigned as West Virork, is the Skinner & Eddy dio of the War Savings Staff of the ginia Area Director for the War ProTreasury Department, according to duction Board to report for duty as
Vincent F. Callahan, director of the a Lieutenant Commander in the U. S.
1

5'
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Ted Collins Appointed

dian Press and the British United
To U.S. Labor Dept. Post
Press for their service in providing
news for CBC. Relationships between
(Continued from Page 1)
the CBC and the C.P. and B.U.P. radio consultant
to the National Comwere most cordial and in setting up

Nov. 2, 1936 until Dec. 31,
Deprecates "Surveys"
LUKAS, star of "The Watch FromMajor
Murray said, he received
Dealing with "coverage," Major
Rhine," on the "Kate Smith 1941,
expenses
while
away
from
his
base
u tFriday (WABC-CBS, 8 p.m.). averaging $2,435 yearly. A normal Murray said it is hard to determine
the extent of the listening public
included a day in Toronto, a for any particular program or staALBANESE, soprano, and week
in Montreal and occasional visits tion. He was not convinced, he said,
t LANDI, tenor, on the "Treas- day
New York and Washington. Care- of the accuracy of "scientific" surur of Song," Friday (WOR- to
ful record was kept of these expen- veys of the listening public.
10 p.m.).
ditures, he added.
Major Murray said he was conDealing with his business ability,
VIANDER GENE TUNNEY, Major Murray recalled that he had vinced 95 per cent of radio listeners
entertainment.
Stern's "Sport Newsreel of been responsible for the management seek
Saturday (NBC Red, 10 and business control of the CBC pub- "It is vital the CBC should retain
its independence and be free to prolications which showed a substantial vide equal opportunity, within reaprofit. (Rene Morin, chairman of the sonable limits, to those who hold
board of governors last week and desire to express opposing views,"
2 ite Soup' Coast Time CBC
told the committee that financial con- Major Murray said, adding that there
k er & Eddy Corp. will par - trol of the CBC was reorganized is always a suspicion that the CBC
in "Breakfast at Sardi's," "perhaps" because of a lack of con- ,is a government mouthpiece.
1 12 Pacific Coast stations of fidence in Major Murray's business Major Murray will resume his tese Network, beginning today. and financial aliility.)
timony when the committee reconnute Man soup, Skinner & Major Murray outlined the war- venes.
ill sponsor a five-minute seg1
the program Monday through Lane To War Savings Staff
d

AGENCIES

May Cooperate With The CBC

, on "Cavalcade of America,"
NBC Red, 8 p.m.) .

r1
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mittee for the Conservation of Manpower in War Industries, Collins will
conduct through radio a safety selling campaign against accidents, which

are seriously hampering production
of war supplies. In making the appointment 'Secretary of Labor Per-

kins said:

"The rapid rising rate of accidents
in industry during the past two years
presents a serious impediment to the
flow of production. In the 12 months
of 1941 more than 19,000 persons were

killed at their jobs, 115,000 maimed
or crippled, and 21/4 million others
were temporarily disabled. Time lost
from work because of temporary injuries alone totaled 423,000,000 man
hours.

The accident raids on our

production plants are less spectacular

than air raids, but are extremely destructive in their effect. To combat
them successfully it is necessary that
every plant worker be told the importance of safe work practice and
every employer must be convinced
of the urgent need to conserve our
supply of trained war workers."

OEM Explains Usage
Of Special Programs
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Transcriptions of two
popular 30 -minute OEM programs,
"Three Thirds of a Nation" and "This
Is Your Enemy," are now available
to all stations. Arrangements can be
made for precuring the whole series
by writing Miss Leverne Shedlove,
OEM radio section, Washington, D.

Network. "This Is Your Enemy" is

a Sunday MBS show and must also
Lane is on leave of absence Navy. He has already reported and be used on another night. Both shows
from the advertising agency where is located temporarily at Norfolk. may be used at once.
he handled General Foods accounts.
Staff.

ND EFFECT RECORDS

NETTSPEEDY-Q
C'
'1

-d Basic Library Offer Containing
200 Individual Sound Effects
Write For Details

ARLES MICHELSON
7

44th St.

New York, N. Y.

C.

Only restriction is that "Three Thirds
of a Nation" cannot be used Wednesday nights when it goes on the Blue

WNBF Boosting Power

WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y., will
shortly increase its power from 250
watts on 1490 kc. to 5,000 watts day
and night on 1290 kc., the station has
informed CBS.

For Studio Production

Krueger WTAG Manager

Worcester, Mass.-Herbert L. Krueger, formerly sales promotion manager and research director, has been
appointed commercial manager of
WTAG of this city, by E. E. Hill,
managing director of WTAG.

"TALES OF NAVAL HEROES"

quarter hour, one man production
scripts.
Dramatic narration of dramatic
13

In the
lives of the world's greatest sea moments
fighters. Write
for sample script and pr fires.

RWL Scripts

53 N. DUKE v'1',

LANC_1STEI2, PA.
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new BU5IDESS
KPO, San Francisco: Acme Brew-

eries (beer) , variet ETs, through
Brisacher, Davis & Staff; Langendorf
United Bakeries, Inc. (bread), anns.,

through Erwin Wasey & Co., Inc.;
Paraffine Companies (Pabco), "The
House Next Door," participation ETs,
through Brisacher, Davis & Staff;

Lyon Van & Storage Co. (moving and
storage) , "International Kitchen" participation and anns. ETs, through
BBD&O; The Kellogg Co. (Pep), anns.

ETs, through Kenyon & Eckhardt,

Inc.; Chamberlain Sales Corp. (hand
lotion), "Musical Clock" participations, through Cary -Ainsworth, Inc.;

William H. Wise & Co. (books), anns.

ETs, through Northwest Radio Adv.
Co.; Golden State Co., Ltd. (milk
products), anns. ETs, through Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.; Eaton Paper Corp.

(writing paper), anns. ETs, through
Grey Adv. Agcy., Inc.; Manhattan
Soap Co. (Sweetheart Soap), "Intern a t i o n a l Kitchen" participations,
through Franklin Bruck Advertising
Corp.

KMYC, Marysville, Calif.: Dr. Cor-

ley's Products (health foods), health
talks, through Rufus Rhoades Agcy.;
Langendorf United Bakeries (bread) ,
Fulton Lewis, through Leon Livingston Agcy.

Anti -Inflation Series

Scheduled Over MBS Net
(Continued from Page 1)

from 8:15-8:30 p.m., EWT. Each
week, prominent Government spokes-

men will be heard at the same time
on Wednesdays and Fridays. First
speaker on the inaugural broadcast
the series, called "The Fight
Against Inflation," will be Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., Secretary of the
bf

Treasury, who will explain how the
buying of war bonds and the saving
of money are essential factors in the
new national economic policy.

Among the speakers to be heard
Secretary of Agriculture; Robert P.

on the series are: Claude R. Wickard,
Patterson, Undersecretary of War;

Donald M. Nelson, Chairman of the
War Production Board; Leon Hender-

son, Administrator of the Office of
Price Administration; Jesse H. Jones,
Secretary of Commerce; and William

H. Davis, head of the National Defense Mediation Board.

Different Points to Be Treated

Each speaker, basing his talk on
by President Roosevelt in his April
28 address, will explain a different
the seven steps to curb inflation listed
aspect of the program.
The points of the national economic

policy to be covered in the talks, as

President Roosevelt,
will be-(1) Fixing ceilings on prices,
(2) Stabilization of salaries, (3)
Keeping cooperative and personal
profits at a low level, (4) Stabilization of agricultural prices, (5) Consuggested by

tributions, by the purchase of war
bonds, (6) Rationing of all scarce,
essential commodities, and (7) Dis-

couraging credit and installment buying, to encourage savings.

WORDS AND MUSIC

PROGRAM REVIE

By Sid Wefas,

BIGTOWN SMALL TALK: Peculiarly enuf, all the big war songs seem to
have the name "Johnny" in their titles. As, f'rinstance:
Johnny
Comes Marching Home"-"Oh, Johnny"-and now, "Johnny Doughboy

Found a Rose in Ireland." And the way Diane Courtney sings that is
like a ticket to Paradise.... Pete Donald's lush red beard has started a
lad among radio actors. Right now, more than twenty kilocycle thespians
are sporting foliage on their chins. Pete grew his because of a minor skin
ailment.... Blue Network will introduce the new "Victory Dance" by Joe
Rines and Arthur Murray from the Stage Door Canteen tonite with Allen
Prescott emceeing.... Take it from Tim Marks (he'll take it from you) that
hip flasks are due for a come -back. People will be using them for their
week's gas ration.... Eunice Howard will play the secretary to Wm. Hazlett
Upson (he wrote the well-known "Earthworm Tractor" series) in a new
series of spots he's short -waving for AEF.

*

*

You'd think that it would be a cinch for a gal with the background of Janet Leland to click in radio, but maybe we're wrong.
She's merely played featured roles in such B'way hits as "She
Loves Me Not," "Room Service," "Personal Appearance" and a
half a dozen others-but thus far, radio directors, for one reason
or another, have consistently overlooked her talents....Localites
already missing Peg Mahoney, Jack Mclnerny's secretary for years
at the Paramount Theater, who is now with the Inter -State Circuit
in Dallas, Texas. Write her at the Ambassador Hotel down there.
...Look-Alikes: Melvyn Douglas and Dwight Weist....Betty Garde
due for a Calif. vacation.... Table Sitters at Lindy's: Jacques Renard,
Jimmy Dorsey, Bill Wilkerson, Benny Davis and Igor Gorin....All
time attendance record at the Panther Room of the Hotel Sherman
in Chi. was broken last Saturday when Bob Chester drew over a
thousand paying customers-$4,300 was the evening's take-a figure
several hundred higher than the previous high mark.
Now that it's been announced that a movie firm is giving $25,000 for
"Stage Door Canteen" to be used in a forthcoming picture, it's
only fair to tag Horace Braham as the originator of the title. At the outset
they were going to call it the "Cabaret Canteen," until Horace stepped
in with his suggestion....Leon Janney, reported to be in the diplomatic
service already, actually is just starting out. Right now, he's commuting
to Ithaca where he's taking a 12 -week intensive course in Russian and
after that goes in the Intelligence Corps....Ina Ray Hutton transcription
deal with World set by Herb Gordon, the live -wire radio man with
the title

Frederick Bros.

*

Definition of Betty Wragge (as over -heard at the Stage Door
Canteen) : A trim destroyer....Incidentally, as was to be expected,
plenty of romances are blossoming at the Canteen. Pat Ryan met
an English naval officer (love at first sight, too) who lives on the
same street in London that her mother used to some twenty years
ago.... Twosome in Hollywood: Mickey Rooney and hís new voice
teacher, Miguelito Valdez, of the Cugat troupe....John Kelvin,
former network singing favorite, making a strong come -back bid

via WBNX....Hold onto your hats, boys, Veronica Lake's due in
town shortly .... Joan Edwards Hollywood -bound to visit ailing
uncle, Gus Edwards.... Joan Vitez set as first woman in , cast of

Phil Lord's "Counter-Spy"....It'll be a November wedding for
Helen O'Connell and Cliff Smith....Maxine Andrews, of the singing sisters, has an idea for a new war industry. She wants to manufacture skull caps for bald men to wear during a black-out....Bob
Kerr, together, with Harry A. Gourfain, Gene Austin, Patsy Flick
and Sidney Fields, has whipped up a two-hour popular concert
tagged "This is Radio," portions of which are already on the major
networks. Talent includes: Joan Brooks, Una Mae Carlisle, Deep
River Boys, Jayne Cozzens, The Four Belles, Eton Boys, Hi, Lo,
Jack and the Dame, Victory Twins, Cliff Hall and others.
Remember Pearl Harbor

-

"D'Artega Presents"
Novelty of a well-known

leader combining a "live" and'

show, can be applied

to

D'Artega program, "D'Arte
sents," broadcast weekly over
New York, 9:05-9:30 p.m.,

D'Artega has employed th
his past recordings as a b
for commentary and emee
introduces a guest on each
whose recording is availab
gram is very effective, and

comments well phrased an
humorous. His selection of
ings was good using dance
concert airs. D'Artega tells
number has been selected,

plies a short story of the

encountered in its making, o
particular phase to be notic
construction of the arran

Joan Edwards, well kno

was Tuesday's guest, and

cording of "You're An Old

supplied a nice touch, to
wise completely D'Artega
playing. Other ETs on
consisted of "Nola," "I'r

Chasing Rainbows,"

Sonata," and "Dancing in th
Program is sustaining.

Eddy Duchin May C
"Meet Your Navy"
Chicago-Eddy Duchin
come orchestra leader on
Navy program, "Meet Yo

when it goes commercial u
Brothers' sponsorship on
Network in August. Al Kv

ent leader of the Navy rh
chestra at the Great Lak
Training Station, is out an
tions are that Duchin wi

a lieutenant's commission
over the post.
Al Boyd, WLS producer
Your Navy," will have to g
set of tires and wheels for

he's going to continue to
the show. Chicago police ro
out of bed at 4 a.m. last w
word of the tire theft.

Marlin On WIZ S
Marlin Firearms Co. w
participating in "Breakfast

lam" with Ed East and Polly

July 13, using a 50 -word

nouncement Monday throug
for a period of 13 weeks.
the announcement will be th
sity for care of razor blades
to obtain longer service.
Craven & Hedrick, New
the agency.

Godfrey Show Shifts

Arthur Godfrey's thrice CBS program, "Victory Be
Home," will be heard 15 minu

beginning Monday, June 8.
be on the air from 11:15-11
Godfrey moves to the later
cause

of

the new CBS

"Clara, Lu 'n' Em," which
heard from 11-11:15 a.m.

r, June 1, 1942
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"Post -War Boom
siRadio-Television

Juvenile Listeners' Club

(Continued from Page 1)

*

II) L O M O T

E<ir)f Laws by the university
KABC, San Antonio, is offering jufine service rendered to the venile radio listeners membership in
broadcasting in the United a local "Superman Club." Station is
Present at the ceremonies airing the series locally for Knowlirry C. Kopf, NBC Central ton's Creamery for a quarter-hour

Re Sponsor Co -Op
Believing that "a sponsor deserves
cooperation throughout the entire
term of his contract and that radio in
general, as an advertising medium,

WPB Studies "Pool"
Of Radio Equipment
(Continued from Page 1)

bility that WPB can guarantee priorities on parts and tubes after the
proposed pool is exhausted. WPB
officials are said to be of the opinion

will benefit from the wholehearted that stations can continue for some
manager of WJZ, on Friday wrote 400 tions calculated to increase the life
grocers in the metropolitan area ad- of their equipment.
vising them of the switch of the In submitting the pooling proposal
Welch Grape Juice program, "Dear to the WPB, the DCB noted that "such
John," from WJZ (Blue Network) a plan could operate only with the
to WABC and the Columbia hookup. full cooperation of the broadcasters

vice-president, Paul McCluer, each Monday, Wednesday and Fri- backing of dealers," John H. McNeil], time if they observe certain precau-

tivision sales manager, Jules day. Membership buttons as well as
aux, program manager and a membership certificate is given
tay, publicity director, all each child. In addition a special code
cago offices of the network. booklet is given whereby secret mes1 and the broadcasters, who sages given over the programs may
De Pauw, will attend the be deciphered. An autographed pho/IRE Appreciation Dinner to to of Superman rounds out the offer. Change is effective June 7.
"We're mighty sorry to see the
t the Claypool Hotel, Indian - Banners on the many Knowlton's
trucks call attention to the thrice - Welch Company go," McNeill wrote,
id., tonight.
weekly broadcasts. Spot announce- in calling the transfer to the grocers'
:ices War Mobilization
ments
also call the children's atten- attention, adding that relations with
the
to
speech
graduates,
had been fine for nine years
1
discussed the tremendous tion to the program. Copy tells the Welch
"we ask you to go on making
radio in mobilizing the children that they will be all able to and
program's success your success."
or war in all its aspects, do some of the feats of Superman if the
merchandising cooperation
the importance of free radio they will drink lots of milk and eat Continued
with
Welch
was requested by Mcand
play
regularly.
both informational and enNeill despite the changeover..
tnt programs. "Radio broad -

It

n our country has justified
Dealer Tie-up
.y as an instrument of com- WWRL, Woodside, has been lining
erstanding in peace and of up independent and chain radio stores
ear," Trammell said. "Radio to keep their display radios and loud_
it arm of education, adding speakers tuned to the station's "1600
man's ability to learn, to Club," station's new two and a half
td to form his own judg- hour daily record. WWRL feels that
a period where truth has thousands of persons pass these stores
¡erted, where the lie spreads daily as well as visiting the stores
'edible speed, our system of so that many new listeners are atnmunication has served as tracted. Along one important shopread and instantaneous me- ping center the program can be heard
r counter -acting harmful from several radio stores for a dis'1

Record -Spinner "Expose"

and this cooperation is assured by the
fact that it originated with the broadcasters themselves and was prepared

and submitted to the DCB by the
Domestic Broadcasting Committee of
that Board. It is believed that its
operation should go a long way to
relieve the priorities problems now
confronting the 900 -odd broadcasting
stations in repair and maintenance
materials."

Fly Approves

FCC Chairman Fly has given his

A ten -page booklet about Dick Gil- enthusiastic and personal approval to
the project, declaring that he believes

bert, who conducts an hour -and -a half record session daily on WHN,
New York, is the latest release of the
station's sales promotion department.
The presentation outlines Gilbert's

"this is the first time a whole industry has proposed to share its repair
and maintenance material on a n

highlights his unique ability to harmonize vocally with the records he

P.&G. Wed. Night Plans
Still Under Discussion

background as an entertainer and

tionwide basis."

Pictures of guest stars who
have appeared on his program and
Procter & Gamble is still undepictures of his own guest appearropaganda.
tance of five blocks. Stores have been ances and publicity dress up the cided on whether or not to retain
a s job to a large extent is found receptive and willing to co- booklet.
Final page gives time and its Wednesday night half-hour on
take people shockproof. The operate. Station is going ahead lining talent costs for participating sponsor- CBS which will become vacant June
it 4)f
the American listener up additional radio dealers.
24 when the Ransom Sherman show
ship of the Dick Gilbert program.
such as will prepare him
folds, but decision is due shortly.
n .)ntingency. We are a people Ask Stations To Join
Sherman is in the second half of
Miles
Laboratories
Moving
take it. The American pub Wednesday 940 p.m. (EWT)
"10%" War Bond Drive Blue Shows To New Time the
every advantage of observa P.&G. block on CBS, following the
1'

t

plays.

11

i

o

information knows that it

heer itself to victory.

It

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

7 at bombast is no substitute wearing a "10% Button" and display- with a repeat broadcast at 11:15 p.m.
,ers. Radio has the serious ing a "10% Sticker" in every home The comedy team is currently heard
n only of informing and in - in America.
at 6:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. on MonSpecial announcements covering day, Tuesdays, Thursday and Friday.
1
at of awakening those whom
importance
of
the
promotion
are
bend complacency may have
"Quiz Kids" will shift to the halftr sleep. I am sure that the ing prepared by the radio section hour period Sunday at 7:30 p.m.,
radio listener does not re- of the War Saving Staff and the OFF EWT, with the repeat at 11:30 p.m.,
f
slogans that have more and will be distributed to stations beginning July 12, from their current
i an sense in them. He is by June 10.
spot Wednesday at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m.
i
1

ligent for that.

If he is

do, he wants to know what.

Pabst On WINS

Shirley Temple "Junior Miss" stanza.
"Truth Or Consequences" will hiatus

from the Red following the broadcast of June 27, with returning date
not yet set.
P.&G. spot schedules are continuing
uninterrupted except for a slight
seasonal decline.

The last Wednesday broadcast will
be on July 8.

asked to help, he wants to Pabst Sales Co. of Chicago, for Wade Advertising Agency, Chicago,
w. We need steel nerves
Blue Ribbon Beer, has con- handles the account.
mbative spirit to win this Pabst
tracted with WINS, New York for
30 minutes daily of recorded music,
FTC Cites Vita -Ray
urns Against Disunity
through Saturdays, for 52
Sterling
Products
e ho are in positions of re- Mondays
its subRecord -spinner is Ralph sidiary, Vita -Ray 'Corp.,and
Lowell, Mass.,
ty in broadcasting are keen - weeks.
Cooper,
who,
in
addition
to
playing
of the vital necessity for
have been ordered by the Federal

g our democratic rights of discs, will introduce guest stars.
d tssion. We must guard with
tors, intent on enslaving their own
gainst those abuses of speech peoples or conquering others, is to
1
Cite disunity and which en
I
a

-

le national goal of victory.
:ing must not be used to stir
and religious bigotry, to
wedge between the laborer

employer or to create dis-

is free, and must be kept
v vital this is to the main -

'f democracy can be seen in

that the first act of dicta-

Trade Commission to discontinue cer-

tain representations made in advertising its cold cream. FTC ordered
seize control of broadcasting sta- the respondent corporations to stop
tions. As for ourselves, we are fight- representing that their cosmetic
ing to preserve liberty and it is by creams and oils have any added benethe principles and practices of a ficial value upon the skin by reason
free people that we will prevail. of their vitamin content.
These are the ideals that have been
strengthened in you during your
Newhoff Agency Moves
years at this University. These are Theodore A. Newhoff Advertising
the ideals that must sustain you as Agency, Baltimore, Maryland, has
you mold your future and that of moved to new quarters in the Court
this nation."
Square Building.

1.

I
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1

Coast -to -Coast
JACK BUNDY, announcer, and Don Norman, conductor of "Your Franklyn M. Doolittle, general manCharley Nevada, sportscaster, for Date With Don Norman," heard on ager of WDRC, has been appointed
WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wis., are the WGN, Chicago, Monday through Sat- general chairman of the Victory
"Journal" station's chief self-appoint- urday, will leave for New York to- House War Bond drive in the Harted authorities on Civil War history. morrow, where he will originate his ford area. Doolittle has appointed a
Nevada has been a student of Amer- future broadcasts. His first show from committee of 15 leading Hartford citican history for several years, but New York will be aired June 1.
izens, including representatives from
Bundy has only recently become a
radio stations, newspapers, and labor
fervid and frequent debator on the "Our Latin American Neighbors," groups, to assist him in the three
subject, as the result of a trip he a half-hour program combining news weeks' drive, beginning in late June.
took through the south. They're both in Spanish and recorded music by
*
*
"experts" now, but Nevada has been leading Latin American orchestras,
of broadcasts on
Recapitulation
at it longer.
is a current presentation on WTSP,
*
*
St. Petersburg, Fla. Program origi- WOR-Mutual's regular, daily shortservice from Australia, shows
Second feminine control room tech- nates in WTSP's Tampa studios, and wave
that
191
members of the American
is
directed
by
Tampa's
leading
Latin
nician has just been engaged by
forces from 38 states, and the
WCCO, St. Paul, Minn. Her name is American citizens. Tampa merchants armed
in the sponsorship. District of Columbia, have been heard
Maryella Smith and transfers direct- participate jointly
from March 18 to May 16. Broadcasts,
*
*
*
ly from the Federal Intermediate
heard
over Mutual facilities from
C.
B.
Locke,
general
manager
of
Credit Bank of St. Paul, and has piled
-to -coast and aired through the
up a stack of credits in Physics and KFDM, Beaumont, Texas, is in Fort coast
of the Australian BroadMath. from a couple of years of night Worth for a few days to attend the cooperation
casting
Commission,
bring an average
graduation
of
his
son,
Charles,
from
school at the University of Minnesoof
five
A.E.F.
men
to
the microphone
Paschal
High
School.
...Bernice
Anta. Her colleague and immediate
predecessor is named Mary Ellen derson, member of KFDM's continuity every day.
department, is vacationing in HattiesTrottner.
*
"The Old Corral," featuring Pappy
burg, Miss.
*
*
*
and his National Champions,
Eddie King, NBC-KPO, San Fran- WNEW, New York, will broadcast Cheshire
replaced the Regal Beer sponsored
cisco, announcer, claims honors for a testimonial luncheon to George has
show over KTBS, Shreveport, La.,
holding the pinochle hand of the Raft to be tendered him by his "Good Evenin' Judge." "The Old
century; 1000 aces and a sequence. friends in the sports, professional, Corral" is a 15 -minute program of
It happened during a recent session civic and business worlds for his western songs and music presented
at the card tables. Old-time players, work in arranging boxing tourna- for Regal Beer three times weekly,
like Eddie's father, who has been ments and shows for the men in the Mondays, Wednesday and Fridays at
playing the game for 40 years, said armed forces. Proceedings will origi_ 6:30 p.m.
they had never seen it happen before. nate in Toots Shor's Restaurant on
Eddie believed it when he read sev1:45-2 p.m.
New educational feature over
eral days later of a pinochle player Tuesday, June* 2, from
*
dropping dead from shock when he Skippy Homeier, 11 -year -old net- CHML, Hamilton, Ont.. entitled "Forsaw his hand, double pinochle and a work actor, will be heard on "Portia um Quorum," is meeting with enthusiastic response. Thirty - minute
sequence.
Faces Life," Post Toasties show, three program brings together men and
times this week. Skippy is heard women from all walks of life to disBob Allen, whose orchestra is cur- regularly on "Bright Horizons" and cuss subjects of diversified character
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

rently playing at the New Pelham "My Daughter Betty."

*
*
*
Heath Inn, Westchester, N. Y., is this
week adding Merry Eilers as featured Muriel Pollock, free-lance organist.
vocalist to his crew. Merry, 'who hails has been selected to handle the music
from Baltimore, Md., is the winner on the "Labor for Victory" program
of an audition contest conducted by which Paul Stewart is directing for
Allen. She will be heard along with the A F of L, on WEAF, New York.
the band on their regularly sched- Miss Pollock is also in charge of the
uled WOR, New York, broadcasts.
music on "Win the War," sponsored

in open discussion. Among the topics

William Woodson, WOV y{p

nouncer, has returned to Neto
after a leave of absence from Ii
tion duties. For four weeks I
been touring through the Soul
Middle West playing a leadin
in the Helen Hayes road show

pally of "Candle in the Witu
the Theater Guild.

Art Kemp, CBS sales chief
Francisco, has left for the east
to confer with agency execs
prospective sponsors....Agnes
formerly of KIRO, Seattle, has
the CBS staff in 'Frisco as sea
to Marie Houlihan, the web's
licity chief ....Henry "Hank"
son, former CBS manager
Francisco, has joined the
nal Corps, for assignment
ington, D. C.

*

A. Harvey McCall, Jr.,
added to the KYW, Phi
sales staff, according to B.
Donald, sales manager. M

associated for 16 years with t

adelphia Evening Public L

both retail and national a
departments. He was a y

War, an
12 months in France, as a se
the Ordnance Department,
the First World

sion....Charles C. Roder a

J. Cummings have been ap
KYW engineering staff
engineer E. H. Gager. R

merly of WHN, New Yo
WCBM, Baltimore, has been
to the studios. Cummings,

in amateur circles, has been
to the transmitter.
Phillips H.

Lord,

who

already reviewed on "Forum Quor- launched his new "Counter
um" included "Progressive Educa- ries over WJZ, New York, e
tion," "Socialized Medicine," "Soap day, is readying a new pro
Operas," "Modern Advertising," and regular weekly presentatio
be based upon the activities
"Should Classics Be Swung?".
*

ploits of the British comma

*

Gomer Smith. candidate for Gov- permission has been asked.
ernor of Oklahoma, recently pur- ceived for use of the title.
by the CIO on WQXR, New York, chased a Sunday afternoon half-hour
Hank Swartwood, program mana- each Friday night, and is heard regu- over KGKO, Fort Worth, Texas, in Bernard M. Dabney, Jr.,
ger of KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore., larly on "Stella Dallas" and "David behalf of his candidacy. KGKO was named publicity manager f
used in addition to KTOK, Oklahoma Richmond, Virginia, succee
is California -bound on a business - Harum."
City. and other cities of the Okla- Willis, now on duty with
pleasure jaunt....Bob McCoy, KOIN
Edgar H. Felix, director of Radio homa network. KGKO, although a Navy .... WRVA staff has
bass -baritone, flew to Seattle to sing
before the annual banquet of the Coverage Reports, a service which Texas station, serves 35 southern date, including two of last
Municipal League recently.... Walt was recently suspended in order to counties of Oklahoma, in the daytime. of its members to the arm/
Stewart, organist, is back in harness undertake work for the signal corps,
after a two-week vacation in the has been commissioned Captain, and
is assigned to the office of the chief
mid -west.
* TELEVISION *
*

signal officer.

*

1
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17¡18!19;20;21¡221231

!';,25 26
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June 1
Ray Heatherton
Knowles Entrikin
Hugo Mariani
Werner Jannsen
Marshall Pope
Frank Morgan
Erik Rolf

*

*

When the Utica Free Academy
choir was broadcast over the CBS

=

S

network, May 27, from WIBX, Utica.
N. Y., George Wald, Utica organist,

heard his composition, "The Bells,"
for the first time on the networks.
Opal Knowles, *purchasing agent
and secretary for manager Richard
Mason of WPTF, Raleigh, N. C., for

the past nine years, has sustained
two fractures in her left arm. She

fell while going down her porch steps,

and will be out of action for at least
a month.

Equipment

for

Radio

Sinai..."

Charles Ross, Inc.,
carries the most complete line of MOLERICHARDSON CO. Incandescent

and High Inten-

Arc Lamps in the East.
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
sity
Any

Purpcse

Anytime

Anywhere

333 W. 52nd St.. New York City
Circle 6-5470-1

CHARLES ROSS,Inc.

s..t4111211P
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'CC Held `Reviewable'
Network Plans

CBS Golf Tourney
CBS on Saturday will hold its
ninth annual golf tournament, the
contests to take place at the Rye
Country Club, Aye, N. Y. A large

Iferred For Month

s

TEN CENTS

Railroads sponsor an tr,
net'viirk program, whirl,
en approved by the AAR
board. is Mill alive.
yesterday, but flnal al
prop', t apparently h.,

to the one turning
In the best score. A new trophy

trophy going

MI

offered this year since
Frank Kisis, three -time winner, re
tired last year's prize.
will be

'

for at leat a month

1

the rail\vay

!tors of

irk up of pres.rlrnts

,.f the

t read-. met in ('hieacii over
u'pr'k-end but failed to take

the broad, ast prop,oitl in
not represent a 'pocket
as learned, but rather

)r1

-d

it

ctnadian Restriction
>t Parts For Receivers
,u has In ,..t
ea', No r,
on the manufa, tole of refor
nt pat 1, for tad ,, .e'
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S. Supreme Court Upholds CBS -NBC

Staving Commission Order Until
loll er Court Passes On, Case

number of employees will compete. with the L. W. Lowman

that t},,' .\

Mil
an

(

"language" Meeting
in Capital Tomorrow

Paley Hails Decision
Of U.S. Supreme Court

Philadelphia,

is

chairman, is now

structing the United States District

I Supreme Court decision. William S. tional Broadcasting Co., against enPaley, president of CBS issued the forcement of the chain broadcasting
regulations issued last year by the
"flowing statement:
"We are naturally gratified by the Federal Communications Commission.
The majority decision was de Supreme Court's decision. It puts an

1,,
Wash1ncton tomorrow and talk and which have, until now, blocked
over their proposed code and ques(Continued on Paar 3)
ionnaire which is to he sent to some

of which Arthur Simon of WPEN.

five -to -three decisions yesterday in-

Court for Southern New York to
hear the appeals of the Columbia
Upon being apprised of the U.S. Broadcasting System and the Na-

Wartime Committee of the foreign end to the technical and procedural
Ianeuage stations will hold a mee`ing objections raised by the Commission

20f) outlets in the U. S. which broadcast "language" programs. Committee

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-The United States
Supreme Court handed down two

(Continued on Page 3)

Web House Orchestras

Will Add 13 Stations

To NBC 'Opry' Network To Add Negro Players

Effective July 4, R. J. Reynolds Broadcasting, long the leading forTobacco Co. will add 13 stations to um for airing liberal views, is taking
n --h,n taer f these
t ,Ntti
"The Grand Ole Opry" program, the lead in abolishing discrlmina`.ory
the near fu',u;e Nlanufac "True Or False" Renewed heard over the NBC Red Network employment practices, it became
tad,
re r v.nC ,,,. f,,:
Saturday nights from 10:30-11 known yesterday with confirmation
For Year By William on
pnt p,,., . ha- a11-ead) bee,
p
m..
EWT. for Prince Albert To - of a report that the major networks
td
a
M1,
were considering the opening of their
r,
if011f41.14'2r
.1
Williams 1'
has renewed
staff musician ranks to Negroes.
True Or False" for Williams ShayWhile the ne`works in the past often
ing Cream for 52 weeks on the Blue Over 100 Outlets Grant
have featured colored artists on both
Y Adding AP Service Network effective Sept. 14. The qui7
and the War' inn.
owl Trade T3o.,rd ('anada,
put

,'eking offices in 'he Capital and as
I

.n I'uo( 2)

.

I

13

Time For OEM Scripts
protgram will return to the Blue after
:t summer vacation which begins aftiasdinohv; R,,,du. RAPIC) DAILY
ter the broadcast of June 29 using 'I Washington
it
- More than 100 stat» ,
rN.
'hr the same
period.
Monday
from
8:30-9
I tions are now granting free time
e hrntCht nto p m , E\VT, on 38 stations.
ed l`r, .
' \1'l'Kti'
once a month to the local American
o, :\'r
if room
.1
Walter Thompson Co. is the Legion
I3
Auxiliaries, for presentation
a, , .,rdnng to i.
neA',

Current News Setup
,

,

;

.

,

and general

it

-

ntanaCer ,if

t,ttt (',' n»hia
slate ",,o, :\1' nr,c:
Ano

aff)lnatr
,v:ll be

.Sh OI-1 l

tinurrf rn Pear 6)

ryl 1'(' S('rt'l ('('-i%('ll ,Shows

(Continued nn Page 7)

Status Of Watson Salary
Delayed To End Of Week
(Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - Conferees on Independent Offices Appropriation Bills,
which include FCC appropriations
for next fiscal year, again postponed
(Continued on Page 2)

1 rr(1nrce(I i3yNew.Spaper Group

'hisngri-1.n. N. C.

eill,

N.

ewe are.

C. WWNC

probably

staff
getting a

Theater Wing Committee

Starts "Labor" Query

woofer kick out of the Preci
it reference to Shanari La as
lion of the air base from
General Doolittle bombed

Tor sVral years now one
NC s

station

worded

th

bteaks has
WWNC. Asheville.

Shangri La of Eastern

Week
the

Schenectady, N. Y.-New series of
broadcast programs to be arranged

by various newspapers throughout the

ing June 7 has been set coun`ry and directed to the "Men in

Production Training Service" through General Electric's
nnmittce of the American Theater three short-wave stations, will be
','i ng War Service. Inc.. as the period
inaugurated next Sat. night, at 11:30
potential war -labor mobilization p.m.. EWT, and will be aired weekthe entertainment industry. Backed ly. Each program will be broadcast
,,y a
majority of theatrical unions, three different times from KGEI in
the Committee has sent question- San Francisco, twice from WGEA
,v

War

(C ~Soused ow Pope 2)

(Continued es Page 7)

ingenuity
Philadelphia-Ingenuity of WFIL's

special events director Jack Steck
and announcer AI Stevens made
possible a cutin on a recent Blue
Network program. Discovery that
communications were cut between
a remote point and transmitter led
to commandeering of an auto radio.

Following broadcast, the pair got
their cue off -the -air rather by line
from the transmitter.

2
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(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

NAB or any other trade association.
Conferences to be held in the Capital will include a talk with Lee Falk,
head of the foreign language division

Quebec radio retailers' and servicemen's meeting. Statement was corroborated by Gordon J. Irwin, chairman of the engineering committee

per request of the FCC, will take ment by A. H. Williamson, controller
quarters apart from space in the of supplies, which was read 'to a

of the OFF. Those planning to be of the Radio Manufacturing Associapresen`, include: Arthur Simon; Jo- tion of Canada, who was one of the

Lang of WHOM; Griffith speakers at the meeting of the
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays Thompson of WBYN; Harry Henshel, Quebec Radio Trades Association.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate. of WOV; J. F. Hopkins. of WJBK, Others who spoke were W. H. FurPresident and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- Detroit, and Arnold Hartley, of neaux, RMA chairman of the parts
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester WGES, Chicago.
and accessory division, and Dr.
B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Simon today is working out the Augustin Frigon, assistant general
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States
seph

7-6338.

North

Chicago,
Wabash Ave.

Phone

State

203
7596.

Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Net

Am. Tel. & Tel.
Gen.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
bacco. This will bring the station
available to WCKY's newscasters in line-up
to 58 outlets.
addition to the service of United
New
stations
to carry the program
Press, which has been used for the

pohl Brewing Company, Art Dry WMFG, Hibbing, Minn.; WHLB, Vir-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Electric

RCA First Pfd.
Pfd

Westinghouse

High

Low

Chg.

Close

1153/e 1153/4 1153/e
25
25
25
491/4 491/4 491/4
122
122
122

+

t/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad.
WCAO (Baltimore)

13/4

15
17

WJR (Detroit)

Asked
2
18

19

(Continued from Page 1)

,

corre

to broadcast the

16th

national situation in the Orient.

BENEDICT CIMBEL, JR., president of
Philadelphia, returning from a three-day.
Ii

to Washington, D. C.

New

JOHN B. HUGHES, Mutual's West C
analyst, arrives in Cleveland today. H
a
principal speaker at an employee
United Airlines.
KEN CHURCH,

director of national

sors include Planters Peanuts' Hude- City; WEBC, Duluth -Superior;

COLONNA, SKINNAY ENNIS, LARRY
and BOB STEPHENSON to Quantico,
tonight's broadcast of their program
U. S. Marine Corps base.

The program originates from the
Wilson station are Rex Davis, Jack
Foster, Bob Little, Bill Robbins and studios of WSM, Nashville, Red network affiliate. William Esty & Co.,
John Watkins.
Inc., is the agency. Program is now
in its third year on the web.

a

England station meetings.

promotion for WK RC, has returned to
from trip to St. Louis.

Cleaning Company and Drs. Kinwald ginia, Minn.; WDAY, Fargo, N. D.;
and Brothers, dentists. News an- KFYR, Bismarck, N. D., and KANS,
nouncers heard regularly on the L. B. Wichita.

Ate

HOWARD W. THORNLEY, president

past two years.

BOB

HOPE,

FRANCES

LANGFORD

BOB JONES, of the Blue Network'
relations department, off on a short
trip visiting New England affiliates.

CAB CALLOWAY to Camp Dix to

broadcast his "Quizzicale" program
New Jersey military training center.

Status Of Watson's Salary
Theater Wing Comm'
Delayed To End Of Week Barrymore Services Today
Starts "Labor" Qu
Hollywood Funeral of John Bar(Continued from Page 1)

R.R. Network Plans
Deferred For Month

CECIL BROWN, CBS Far East

in Seattle today

coast -to -coast series of lectures on the

engineer of WFCI, and T. F. ALLEN, e
manager, back at their Pawtucket Ilea
Came here last week for the Blue

(Monday, June 1)

11.1'

station.

WCKY Adding AP Service To Add 13 Stations
To NBC 'Opry' Network
To Current News Setup

ing Corp.

FINANCIAL
i

few days of

a

ferences with the local representatives e

THOMAS McCULLOUGH, of WAGA,
visiting with the local reps during
business trip in town.

will be: WIRE, Indianapolis; WMAQ,
Chicago; KSD, St. Louis; WTMJ,
In the past six months, WCKY has Milwaukee;
KSTP, Minneapolis -St.
the
enlarged
scope and frequency
of its news broadcasts. News spon- Paul; WOW Omaha; WDAF, Kansas

.f .

HARRY CAMP, local sales manager of 1

here from Cleveland for

questionnaire and the manager of the Canadian Broadcast-

outside of Greater New York, one year, $10; details of the
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit code itself.
with order. Address all communications to
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,
Phone WIsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337,
N. Y.

Ill. - Frank Burke,

corn==e and G011

rymore, who died here late Friday

action yesterday on the House Provi- night, will be held here today. A
sion banning payment of salary to Requiem Mass will be offered in the
Dr. Goodwin Watson. chief analyst small chapel of Calvary Cemetery.
for FCC foreign broadcast monitoring Active pallbearers will be Gene Fowservice. It is expected that a decision ler, John Decker, E. J. Mannix, W.

(Continued from Page 1)

naires to 27,000 union -members
an effort to completely survey oc
pational skills and potential abilli

of show business and to create
clearing house and training cel'

stemmed from the overcrowded on this matter will be forthcoming C. Fields, C. J. Brider and Stanley for the subsequent placing of uni
members. Questionnaire includ
Campbell.
agenda of the meeting. Next board Thursday or Friday.

session is in a month and at that
dl'

time a definite decision one way or
the other is anticipated.
Meanwhile, Arthur Kudner, Inc.,

questions about professional and nQ

McNutt On CBS Tonight

Paul V. McNutt, chairman of the

agency on the deal, is looking around War Manpower Commission and
for a .new network time spot. Failure Federal Security Administrator, will
of the AAR board to okay the plan, be heard on the WABC-CBS "Report
Nation" at 9:30 p.m. tonight.
which had envisaged moving into to the
will explain the Commission's
the spot just vacated by Jack Benny, He
apparently kills this possibility, since plan to "freeze" key workers in key
NBC has to fill the time beginning war jobs.
next Sunday.

As approved by the railroad ad-

visory board, the proposed program
would be a half-hour in length, featuring Raymond Gram Swing along
with dramatized news highlights. It
would be institutional in nature, devoted to the railroads' contribution
to the war effort.

Sherman, Wirsig To CBS

professional experience, hobbies,¡,,eQ

Ira Sherman, for seven years with cation, personal history, empiJ
Transradio Press, and Woodrow Wir- physical condition, draft status, e
sig, formerly of the WXQR news
desk, have joined the short-wave
1
news department of CBS.

I1

ae- s
BUY AN AUDIENCE
2f/lzeit irria 4444,

1

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

CO-OPS
1930-42
E.
Two co-ops for your
T.'s are now in their 12th

successful year on WDRC.
ore

THE MIDDLE LINK IN COLUMBIA CHAIN
FROM THE HUDSON TO THE GREAT LAKES

CBS
,

270,000
METRO M'K'T

BASIC
BUPP.

UTICA,

N.

Y.'s

ONLY

RADIO

STATION

the

Programs
and the
Shopper's Special
are availAd -Liner. Both

The

able for one -minute an-

Get the fads from

WOL-WASHINGTON, D. C.

Affiliated with MUTUAL

National Representatives:
SPOT SALES, Inc.

CO

nouncements at unusually
attractive

BROADCASTING SYSTEM

rates.

for
Hartford, Basic CBS

WTAG

Connecticut.

WORCESTER

!i.
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Court's Action
#ivors Webs Vs. FCC

*

ID IIR lO M C T II O al
War -Switch Publicized

(Continued from Page 1)

*

Interview Policy

Justice Harlan Eye-catching mailing piece is be- ''The Music
Makers Club" on
ki A dissenting opinion was
ing used by KSTP, Minneapolis, to WPAT, Paterson, N. J., has inaugulived by Justice Frankfurter for announce
war -time changes be- rated a policy of giving a daily inter4ins Reed, Douglas and himself. ing made inthe
Bea Baxter's "Household view with a music celebrity. Show
kti Black took no part in the
Forum" program. Faced with a loom- is a daily record program handled
it;?.ration of the case.
¢rl

by

Chief

lh suits were taken to the Su -

or Court after the New York
;trt Court of three judges diss(
sic

''

network

the

complaints

the projected chain regulas being out of its jurisdiction.

er, in the actions which linked
ommission and the Mutual
asting System as defendants,
strict Court stayed the operathe FCC's network regula '

Stay Continued

stay is now continued on the
f yesterday's decision, which
:p the introduction of the new
Igulations for network broad-

ing death -head figure of the Nazi
leader, the promotion piece is entitled, "Script: A. Hitler," and on
the inside tells how the program is
now featuring low cost but highly
nutritious menus and hints on how
to turn left -over scrap material or
old dresses into children's garments.

Folder is done in two colors and a
simula`ed wash -drawing is used on

frontpiece to get the desired "scarey"
effect.

Vice -President Wallace
To Speak Monday on NBC

is

(Continued from Page 1)

any judicial review of the basic

issues raised by the FCC network

rules and the widespread evils which
would result therefrom.

Launched on Blue Web

Thursday.

hold that the order of the

Of U.S. Supreme Court

"We intend to present a full case
by Steve Ellis. Interview policy is on the merits to the Federal Court
facilitated by the fact that Ellis, in in New York and to show that the
addition to the "Music Makers Club," network rules promulgated by the
does a daily remote airing from the Commission are arbitrary and capriMeadowbrook, Jersey night spot, at cious and will be destructive of all
which practically all "name" bands that is best in the American system
play. Ellis transcribes his interviews of network broadcasting. We believe
with band leaders and others and that network broadcasting has perplays them back on his record show formed and is performing a worthlater in the week. The section sur- while and indispensable service to
rounding Paterson is one in which the public and that the Congress
name bands are not only popular never intended to grant to the FCC
but are kept busy with engagements. the power to disrupt this service."
NBC issued no official statement,
saying it preferred to wait until the
Beatty's "War Journal"
matter was further adjudicated.

until the New York court Vice -President Henry A. Wallace Morgan Beatty, whose 15 -minute
the CBS and NBC cases now will speak on "The Destiny of the "Military Analysis of the News" has
Hemisphere in World Affairs" during been aired on the Blue since March 2,
id to its jurisdiction.
Supreme Court issued a 17 - a special broadcast of ceremonies at yesterday launched another series of
:nester" decision in the CBS which the "Churchman Award for news commentaries, "Daily War
E tnd a two -page companion 1942" will be presented to President Journal," to be aired Monday through
Roosevelt next Monday. The pro- Friday from 8-8:15 a.m., EWT.
in the NBC suit.
dissenting opinion covering gram will be heard over the NBC Beatty's "Military Analysis" will
ses was more than 14 pages Red network starting at 10:30 p.m. continue in the 10:30 a.m. spot MonThe Wallace address will emanate day through Friday until June 29
from one of the main banquet rooms when it will be shifted to the prenajority decision in the NBC at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New ceding quarter-hour Monday through
e included as follows:
York.
Ision

Paley Hails Decision

reviewable in the

Boake Carter Co -Op Areas

Boake Carter is now available for
local sponsorship in areas not conflicting with his regular 21 -station
hookup for Land O'Lakes Creameries,
Mutual has announced.

Sam Brewer Leaves New Delhi

Sam Brewer, WOR-Mutual's roving
war correspondent, who has been re-

porting from New Delhi, India, has
left for an unannounced destination,
cancelling twice -weekly newscasts.

suit by the District Court of as well as after they are invoked.
idges. The Bill of Complaint In holding the Commission's order

S

e'

cause of action inequity. to be reviewable, the decision addgment will accordingly be vised the New York District Court
cr'l and the cause remanded that it was not, as that court "seemed
to think, improperly substituting a
ft;her proceedings."
a

Basic Facts Outlined

different procedure and court for that

ii acts on which the majority which Congress has prescribed for
i
was based applied in both the trial of like issues so far as they
s id were set forth in part as may be raised on review of an order
o
in the decision on the CBS denying a license."
Justice Frankfurter's Opinion
..ccepting the allegations of In his
dissenting opinion, Justice
plaint as true, as for present Frankfurter
observed: "In denying
s we must, it is evident that that it had power
to review the action
ion by the Commission of of the Federal Communications
Comnations in accordance with
mission
because
that
body
had
not
:ins would disrupt appellant's
a, sting system and seriously yet determined a legal right, the
size íts business." The Su- Court below, as Judge Learned
"ourt also holds that the FCC Hand's opinion abundantly proves,
not respecting a rule of etiquette.
Dias, "have the force of law was
the contrary, it merely recognized
orders reviewable," before On
that the Federal Courts
E

'

WINS
London Ca/ling

:

Headline News Direct From London

Late news roundup and analysis by

are entrusted
with the correction of administrative

Robert Fraser, ace British Broadcasting
news commentator every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 6:45 P. M.
over WINS exclusively.

reject the doctrine of administrative
finality and take jurisdiction when-

WINS carries these newscasts direct
from the BBC studios in London by

errors or wrong doing only to the
extent of Congressional authorization. To say that the Courts should
ever action of an administrative
agency may seriously affect sub-

stantial business interests, regardless
of how intermediate or incomplete

the action may be, is, in effect, to
imply that the protection of legal
interests is entrusted solely to the
Courts. The unbroken current of this
Court's decisions in construing the
scope of judicial review under the
urgent deficiencies -act and which is
the only warrant for jurisdiction in
this case, repels such a contention."

shortwave pick-up.

"LONDON CALLING"
"1000 On Your Dial"

Another WINS Exclusive

/4/

//;

,
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Los Angeles
By JAC WILLEN

ANEW wrinkle in "brush off"
tics backfired with a station
lic relations man last week wheel

NEIL McDONALD of Tom Fizdaler.

1

.

Hollywood office and noted golf

star of the local greens, left Hollywood Saturday as advance man for
the West Coast "Camel Caravan"
unit. Route scheduled for the group
includes tours through the states of
Oregon,

Washington,

Nevada

and

Arizona camps, with a visit to Colorado most likely.

Knox Manning, CBS newscaster
and veteran motion picture narrator,
will address the National Council of
Jewish Women at their convention
this week at the Ambassador Hotel's
Cocoanut Grove. Manning has been
requested to also do a dramatic read_
ing before the group.
Connie Haines, warbler on "Three
Thirds of the Nation," has just completed two soundies.

Al Pearce actor, Bill Wright, has

been appointed radio director for

the Southern California division of
the Red Cross blood bank drive.
Bob Garred does one of those col-

lege sprints as soon as the Nelson
Eddy -Old Gold show hears his last
word of announcing, and is out of the

Vine Street Theater before the line

in order to rush to CBS,
grab up his script and be in the
is cold,

broadcast booth of his next newscast
within 15 minutes from the time he
signed off of the Old Gold stanza.

Don E. Gilman, vice-president in
charge of Blue Network's Western
Division, will be principal speaker
at

the

Los

Angeles

Advertising

Club's "Old Timers Day" luncheon
to be held today. His subject will be
r1917-1942: Advertising and Two
Wars."

June 6 is the date set for honoring
the Marines at the Riverside Breakfast Club, which has been tagged

"Los Angeles Day." Bob Burns, ex -

Marine, will make an appearance,

with Ginny Simms also present to

do the vocal honors. Mayor Fletcher

Bowron will likewise make an ap-

the shindig that will
culminate in a dance at $1.00 per
which will be turned over to the
pearance at

Marine Fund.
"Breakfast at Sardi's" will emanate

from outside of Hollywood for the
first time since its beginning, traveling to Portland, Oregon, where the

broadcasts will be incorporated as
a feature of . the annual Rose Festival.
Tom Breneman, host and genial em-

cee of the show, planes to Portland
immediately following the June 8
broadcast.

RADIO ARTIST?

ad"

LExington 21100
- FIRST AND FOREMOST

Ordnance Department of

The Informer!

why an original ordnance song cld

Office of Facts and Figures will fill seventeen weeks of the
Jack Benny time on the Red (unless sold) and nine weeks of the last thirty
minutes of Lux Theater on CBS while the two shows vacation, and will
ask sponsors of other programs to contribute complete half-hour shows
sans commercials to plug the war effort of various government agencies!

Sponsors are asked to furnish the talent and OFF will take care of the
Al Jolson, now in Hollywood, departs for
union expenses which arise'
Alaska and will spend two weeks there entertaining American soldiers
encamped there. From Alaska he will go to Hawaii for the same length
of time to entertain the boys there! Meanwhile, a hot radio deal is pending
here.... Charles Vanda, under instructions from William Paley, is on the
coast putting together an audition record which'll be presented to George
Washington Hill when the latter returns from his vacation. Show is reported
to be "Hit of the Week," made up of personalities and items which were
outstanding in the past seven days....Sid Strotz' wife, Helen, knocked
off a great satire on having her hair done while in Hollywood and N.Y.
Yorker" editors jumping out of their skin to
which should get the
get the publication rights. Didn't know Mrs. Strotz had such a terrific sense
of humor.... Edna May Oliver's show which Martin Gosch and Howard
Harris wrote and produced, has the inside track over at Ruthrauff & Ryan.
..."Nature Sketches," a regular summer feature, returns to NBC June 13
and will be heard Saturdays at 3 p.m.... Bill Maloney has left the Kate
Smith -Ted Collins firm to become head of radio publicity at BBD&O. Hank
Bowman goes into active service soon.... Chester Morris has landed a
regular role in "Red Ryder"....Jean Hersholt and his "Dr. Christian"
from N.Y. for the rest of the month.
will
Abbott & Costello are being peddled for radio by Music Corp.
MBS has changed the title of "This Is Your Enemy"
of America now'
to "This Is OUR Enemy"...."Your Date With Don Norman" moves from
Chicago to N.Y. via MBS.... Starting June 13 "Down Mexico Way" will
be known as "Pan American Holiday" and will embrace other republics
during the 21 -week run on the Red ...Meredith Willson claims his "America
Calling" was performed in 1939-before Ed Pola's "Old Mr. Whiskers"
was performed....Eddie Cantor appears on the Dinah Shore show Friday.
...Red Skelton's next flicker will be tagged "Whistling in Dixie"....Jerome
Kern will speak from Hollywood to introduce his own composition "Mark
Twain" on the Kostelanetz show Sunday on CBS ....Alec Templeton will
be a guest of Vera Brodsky's show on CBS Sunday when the latter introduces Templeton's latest song, "Idyll".

"Report to the Nation" moves from 9:30-10:30 p.m. on CBS

starting June 10-and moves from Tuesdays to Wednesdays.... Shirley
Temple show is slated to bow out next month....Another Tuesday to
Wednesday shift on the 10th will be Art Baker's "United We Sing" which

will be heard at 7:30 p.m..... Baukhage has been renewed on the Blue
by his peanut co. sponsor with the new contract carrying the commentator
through Sept. 11th....Irving Berlin brings his troupe of soldier actors to
Broadway Thursday to start rehearsals.... Frank Black starts conducting
a new series Sunday, a religious airing called "We Believe" on the Red
Blind Mice,"
network....M. Willson's musical satire on the dictators,
will serve as the background for Arch Oboler's "Back Where You Came

From" on the Red Sunday ....Gracie Allen introduces a new animal on
her show tonite.... Government will shortly take action, charging a Trust
exists in the music business whereby orchestra leaders owning music
publishing firms, are "buying" material from themselves.

the tr

Department investigated the re:d

Also

to

not be used on a special prolk
The public relations man had 8
them that any original song Nb

have to be cleared through Aseatr
BMI before the station would ui;
on the air. Later the Ordnancti
vestigator learned that neither Alp

or BMI had anything to do wi r
and it was entirely up to the st
program department if the nut,:
was used.
Alan Mitchell, former artist ire
NBC sales promotion departe

was inducted into service at

Grant, Ill., last week.
Raymond Jeffers, public re

director of Russel N. Seeds ages 1..
is finding i`, difficult to lay co 1

travel by air route for Mary

Mercer, NBC singer, on her tot:
southern service posts during

Jeffers has found that the cut

ment of commercial aviation
made routing of the artist via the
a problem.
Betty Mitchell of the Chicago!

of AFRA points proudly to

set';,

flag of Chicago radio artists who)

joined the colors. The 33 stars

resent the following members: F
cis Derby, Don Gallagher, Ge ,

Kluge, Edwin Love, Martin 01

John Mathews, Randall Atcher, B
Rowlands, George Habib, W.
Hancock, Boris Aplon, Ted .1

Dolph Nelson Louie Perkins,
Thompson, Stanley Waxman,

1

O'Dell, Robert Thomas, Glenn Ta)'

Frank Payne, Claude Kirchner, I
Kasper, Ted Stephens, Scotty To

send, Byron Keith, Spencer

Al

Henry Cooke, Rich Olson, Billy b
son, George Guyan, Karl Hoffer*
Don Gordoni and Rene Gekiere.
Students at Maine Township B

School picked Harold Stokes,
Levant and Bob Strong as the tb
most popular among Chicago's t
orchestra leaders and now it's a ae
and -neck race for the coveted Vid
Ball assignment for the Tenth D
1

sion

of

Civilian

Defense

Plaines on June 20.
Henry Salisbury Barbour,

WGN's continuity department,

thor of the new WGN Navy
"Johnny Goes Aboard."

is
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affected, are movie companies owning music publishing firms. Can't buy
from yourself-same as network artists' bureaus! List of bandleaders owning music firms includes almost every top leader!
Remember Pearl Harbor
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Former Axis Reporters

kG E N C I E S

Aired Over NBC Network

5

Additional News Spots
Sold To WEAF Clients
Sponsorship of two newscasts has

Authentic, eye -witness reports con- been contracted for airing on WEAF.
BJE Network will broadcast a cerning conditions in Italy and Ger- New York, by Manhattan Soap Co.
;ale conference from the Victory many were broadcast over NBC and Benson & Hedges. Former,
;al( Rally of the National Federa - by David Colin and Paul Fischer through the Franklin Bruck Adverif Sales Executives here Friday following their arrival in New York tising Corp., has signed to air "News
p.m., EWT. Arthur H. Motley, on the S.S. Drottningholm which by Don Goddard" three times week>resident of Crowell Publishing sailed from Lisbon, Portugal some ly at 7:30-7:45 a.m., beginning July
Prank W. Lovejoy, Socony-Vac- 10 days ago. NBC put the corre- 6, in the interest of Sweetheart Soap.
Co., and Gene Flack, trade re- spondents on the air at 11:15 last Cigarette sponsor will use "News
s counsel, Loose -Wiles Biscuit night.
gill discuss "Sales Management Heard on the same program with With Rad Hall" from 8:30-8:45 p.m.,
on June 29, on a three
it and Victory."
Colin and Fischer were: Hugo Speck beginning
times
weekly
schedule. Agency for
of INS, Berlin; Reynolds Packard of Benson & Hedges
is Duane Jones.
with prizes ranging UP,
I ¡ .'TTEST
Rome;
Richard
Massock
of
AP,
$1,000 in War Bonds and a trip Rome, and Jack Fleischer of UP,
sponsor's plant to $10 in War Berlin. Apart from a story of a WMBG Night Power 5 Kw.
gs Stamps will highlight the frustrated
plot to capture Mussolini,
week Allis-Chalmers' spot radio the correspondents
stuck pretty much WMBG, Basic Supplementary Red
sign getting under way this to generalities in describing their network outlet in Richmond, Va.,
has notified NBC that it is now
To employ three spots weekly experiences in the Axis countries.
operating with 5,000 watts power at
pproximately 40 stations, the
Both Colin and Fischer spent the night.
sign will be concluded with
ling of 125 prizes for winning weeks following America's entry into
s

GIJE.IT-ING
VERONICA LAKE, on Eddie Cantor's "Time to Smile" program, tomorrow (NBC Red, 9 p.m.) .
RICHARD C. BROCKWAY, direc-

tor of the New York State Employment Service, and BENNY GOODMAN, on "Double or Nothing," Friday (WOR-Mutual, 9:30 p. n.).

MADELEINE CARROLL, on "Information Please," Friday (NBC Red,
8:30 p.m.).
EVA LE GALLIENNE and JOSEPH
SCHILDKRAUT, currently starring
in "Uncle Harry," on the "Kate

Smith Hour," Friday (WABC-CBS,
8 p.m.) .

war after Pearl Harbor in internof 100 words or less on the the
ment camps, Colin in Italy and

2t of "Why Farmers Should Buy Fischer in Germany. In addition,
Bonds." Bert S. Gittins Adver- Fischer had the experience of being
Milwaukee, is the agency.
pounced upon by a truck load of

Gestapo agents last Fall and being
WON & ECKHARDT, here, is held incommunicado in a Nazi jail
ing plans for a nationwide sal - until American diplomatic officials
r. -' campaign of grease and fats, and Alex Dreier,
of NBC's Berlin
radio to be asked to aid, prob- staff, obtained his release.
un a non-commercial, voluntary The six reporters were among the
Details have yet to be ap- group
of American diplomats and
Ir d by the proper Government
ies, and local collection facili- newspapermen arriving on the S.S.

THERE'S NOT ANOTHER LIRE 1T!

Drottningholm.

et up.

WSAI'S SALES AIDS
1. Street car and
bus cards
2. Neon Signs
3. Display Cards
4. Newspaper Ads
5. Taxicab Covers

6. Downtown Window Displays
7. House -organ

8. "Meet the Sponsor" Broadcast

THE giant telescope atop Mount Palomar in California will soon afford
a view of the heavens which was once believed impossible.

"PASSING SALES,"

3

figures Suzy our Steno, "by

the thousand are directed to your program and product by WSAI's
neon -illuminated signs on Cincinnati's second -busiest corner, passed
by more than 15,000 persons daily."

The results obtained by national advertisers who use WTIC are pretty
startling, too, but the answer is very simple. WTIC's primary area leads
the nation with a per family spendable income, which is 66% above the
national average*.

Get your share of this income by reaching Southern New England's
friendly people through their favorite station . . WTIC. One test will
convince you that

THERE'S NOT ANOTHER LIKE IT!

This is just one of the 8 reasons why WSAldentification means more
results in Cincinnati.

IT SELLS FASTER IF IT'S

WSA
BLUE NETWORKS

y

IINTuiIEU

(CINCINNATI'S
OWN STATION
NBC &
5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT

.

°Sales Management, April 10, 1942

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S NO.
WAT'S

500

1

MARKET

The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation

Member of NBC Red Network and Yankee Network
Represenlohve,. WEED & COMPANY, Nev.
York Chiccge, D'r,c, Son Froncnco
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new BU5IDESS
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KPO, San Francisco: Regal Amber
Brewing Co., through M. E. Harlan,
San Francisco, 52 Wednesday variety
shows; Albert S. Samuels Co. (Jewelry), through Frederick Seid Advertising, San Francisco, 52 Sunday "Art
Linkletter Interviews"; General
Foods, Inc., N. Y. (Post Toasties),

"This Is Our Enemy"

Excellently written, produced and
acted, this new WPB series, along
with its contemporary (and, regret ably, competitor) "They Live Forever" (CBS), go far toward filling
through Benton & Bowles, Inc., the void left by the too short-lived
N. Y. C., renewal of 30 transcribed "This Is War!" Judging from the sec'Don

Winslow"

strips,

,

DON LARIMER, for several

"Spirit of '42"

a member of the

3

staff of KP

KFAB, Lincoln, Nebr., will

repo:;

CBS sustainer heard on Sundays a navy recruiting school on Junk
at 2 p.m., EWT, for 30 minutes fea- He will have the rank of chief ¡
tures Ted Collins and Kate Smith as cialist and will be assigned to i;

co -emcees and the U. S. Marine Band Lincoln area in recruiting service''
- vvv from Washington. Last Sunday's
show came from Norfolk Naval Sta- RUSS LAMB, program directot

Fort Worth, has joined
tion at Portsmouth, Va., and featured KFJZ,
army and is currently statione(!
program of the new series, which the
Monday ond
music
of
the
Naval
Training
Stais being

written by Bernard C.
band. Script is written by Jean
Schoenfeld, radio chief of the OEM, tion's
Halloway and stresses patriotism.
no punches are to be pulled in mak- Ted S:raeter, who
usually accoming known to the American people panies Miss Smith when
she sings a
the depths of degradation, brutality
requested by men or families
and ignorance which are plumbed by song
men in the armed forces, got lost
the Fascist philosophy. Its message of
en route and Kate sang sans accomhits home with powerful dramatic paniment. Collins and Smith repreimpact, speaking in terms readily
Americanism at its best and the
understandable to the average Amer- sent
30
minutes
of talk, song and martial
ican layman.
It's a "hate" show, but one which music are entertaining.
day through Saturday; Chuck Dut- clearly differentiates between blind
ton's Music for Fun (Music course), hate and reasoned hate. It makes,
through Emil Reinhardt, transcribed subtly but' firmly, the all-important "St. Louis Municipal Opera"
programs of music, Monday through point that tolerance carried to the
extreme well may be engulfed by Program originating in the studios
Friday.
intolerance. At some point the forces of KMOX, St. Louis, features the perof
humanity must fight back else sonnel of the St. Louis Municipal
Brewery Radio Budgets
they will be forever silenced by in- Opera Co., currently appearing in
that city. Music was handled by Ben
Up 100% Over Last Year humanity. And this is war.

through Friday; Axton Fisher To-

bacco Co. (20 Grand Cigarettes) , 13
Saturday newscasts; W. & J. Sloane
& Co., San Francisco, 26 Sunday "Romance of Furniture" discussions. direct; Veneto Restaurant, through W.
L. Gleeson Agency, Riverside, renewal of 104 participations in "International Kitchen," Tuesdays and Thursdays; Quaker Oa's Co., Chicago
(Sparkies), through Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Chicago, 48 "Thesaurus," Mon-

Radio expenditures by the brewing
industry in the first quarter of 1942
have increased 100 per cent over the
same period in 1940, according to A.
Edwin- Fein, general manager of the
Research Co. of America. Brewers
spent $908,000 in the 1940 period. A
nationwide survey of the money spent

by the industry shows a total

of

$20,000,000 for the 1942 first quarter,
and although there is as yet no accu-

rate account of the radio percentage

of that amount, Fein placed it at

Sunday night's program (WOR- Feld's troupe and featured Norma
MBS. 10:30 p.m., EWT) drew a sharp Terris and Bob Lawrence with a
distinction between Naziism and pre - chorus. Initial show was aired Sun-

Hitler Germany. If was the Nazi day at 2:30 p.m., but hereafter will
system and philosophy, itself found- be heard at 1:35-2 p.m., EWT, over
ed on hatred, which you learned to WABC-CBS. Letter from the former
hate through the program, not the St. Louis mayor and now head of the
German people as such, who were opera committee was read and Bob
portrayed as caught in the inflexible Lawrence's vocalizing of "Wanting
web of Nazi brutality, slowly but You" from "New Moon" was the outsurely being ground into the bestial standing feature of the 25 minutes of
caricature of man which is the Nazi entertainment.
ideal.
Duet between Miss Terris and LawThe conflict between the old and rence was also effective. Ben Feld's
new Germany was brought out offerings with the orchestra were of

about 4.2 per cent.
The increase is due to the numerous
the device of showing the
sport broadcasts and spot announce- through
ments sponsored throughout the effect of Nazi regimented "education"
country by brewers, in behalf of their on the children of Dr. and Frau

packaged sales. Packaged beer sales
of 1942, aggregated 59.2 per cent of
the total beer sales, compared with
53.7 per cent for the same category
fine performances being turned in
during last year.
by Arnold Moss, Harold Vermilyea,
Gladys Thornton, Kingsly Coulton,
Hale WBBM Announcer
Chicago - Jonathan Hale, of the Guy Repp, Ronnie Liss and others in
"Scattergood Baines" cast, has been the cast.
added to the announcing staff of In underlining that the events
WBBM, here.

dramatized were fact not fiction,

Sigrid Schultz, former Mutual repre-

INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!
JUST REACH FOR THE CARD!

TUNE-DEX
library of past, present

and advance tunes printed on miniature cards,
detailing melody, chords, lyrics, composers, arrangers, keys, etc. Hailed by publishers, bandleaders, vocalists, radio program directors and
others of the entertainment field as a "solid"
contribution to maintaining a permanent musical
reference.

NOW READY -1,000 old timers-tunes that you
program daily.
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION: TUNE-DEX, Inc.

1619 Broadway, New York City

replaced at the station by L. R. Di

- vvv -

JERRY MANTER, Transradio P,

correspondent in Albany, N. Y.;

doing press relations work at

Knox, Ky. Manter's successor is
Magdoll.

Over 100 Outlets Granti
Time For OEM Scrii

,

(Continued from Page 1)

of the OEM -written show, "The Ha,

Front." The third of these mont
half-hour scripts has gone out, sch,

uled for broadcast between June
and 25.
Public "Elated," Says Greenwald

William B. Greenwald, Chief

Field Operations for the OEM
radio section, is highly please
the reception the show has ha
far, following a trip throug
mid -western states, contacting lo
state and national leaders of t
Legion Auxiliary, and reports t

with the first
shows as well as with the pu
all are elated

reaction to their broadcasts.
"The Home Front" is written
Ben Kagen and made available

legion women throughout the coin
try by the National Radio Commit

of the Legion Auxiliary. The loe

groups arrange with local

statiol

Using either legion members or loci
little theater groups, the wome

present the script entirely on tM'
entirely with local Caleb
Legion bands, high school orc.iestY
own,

and others have assisted.

In

soul

Sponsored by Pet Milk Co. program cases the broadcasters have volurl
features Jessica Dragonette and Bill tarily supplied announcers and m
Perry, with Gus Haenschen's orchesTwo -a -Month Possible
tra and a chorus group called the Frequency of the program
"Serenaders" and is heard on CBS be stepped to two a month, b
Saturday nites at 9:45-10:15 p.m. probably not before late summe4
Perry was best with "Sleepy Lagoon" By then it is expected that the n
and "My Buddy." We have heard ber of participating stations
Miss Dragonette in better form. Nót have doubled or better. Annual el
much is made of commercials. Most- tions of auxiliary officers, occurr

sentative in Berlin, was introduced
at the end of the program to attest
to having seen them happen. While ly institutional with the announcer
Miss Schultz's talk could have been swinging from one number to anmuch more eloquent and impassioned other calling out the name and per(it was a let down from the sustained
slated to render the offering. A
dramatic impact of the body of the son
decided contrast from the show pre-

nevertheless it served
forcibly to point out that this was ceding it, "Hit Parade."
program) ,

no mere radio drama, but represented

Camp Wolters, Texas. He has II

his usual high calibre. Nothing but for time-half an hour monthly-an
25 minutes of good music presented ask nothing more of the static:

under the tag of "St. Louis Municipal
Becker and the resultant dissolution Opera."
of the household, the parents being
turned into the Gestapo by their own
son. Acting was uniformly excellent, "Saturday Night Serenade"

A "living" "pocket"

To the Colors!

i

what this country could expect if duction, under the direction of Frank
the war effort should fall short of K. Telford, production director of
victory. The warning, while implied, the OEM radio section. was more

in nearly all posts at this time,

known to have delayed particiPati

of many local groups. There ha

been no cancellations by any of th
participating groups or stations, an

the mail Greenwald is receiving !11,'
dicates that the "local talent" talord

part in the productions is enjoYini
the opportunity to appear on

air and to aid in maintaining civil
morale. "The Home Front" scrip
than adequate.
was unmistakable.
as the general title of the series m
Russell Bennett, musical director Recordings of the series, it has dicates, are devoted to dramatic
and writer for the series, did a fine been announced, will be made avail- sentations of the various civil
problems occasioned by the war.
job on last Sunday's show and pro - able to all stations by the WPB.
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d 'Service' Series
adp By Newspapers
(Continued from Page 1)

NEW PROGRAMS - IDEAS
Listener -Forum
New audience participation idea

ice from WGEO in Schenec- has been developed for "Tomorrow
Magazine," sponsor of Lisa Sergio's
Initial program, of one-half "Column of the Air" on WQXR, New
duration, will originate in York, every Tuesday and Thursday
tgton, D. C., and will be ar- at 10 a.m. An open forum discussion,
by the Washington 'Evening in which members of the studio audiIt will be broadcast locally in ence participate, will be held each
Ity and recordings will be Thursday beginning June 4. The disto both Schenectady and San cussions will be led by authors whose

e

a
T

a

rd -Times." "Manchester Un Jamestown "Jost - Journal,"
"Times," Syracuse "Post d," Elmira "Star - Gazette,"
a Falls Gazette," "Watertown

To Add Negro Players
(Continued from Page 1)

Combination of up-to-the-minute

news on important war fronts with sustaining and commercial programs
comments on the geographical and and have broadcast the music of outhistorical characteristics of the places standing Negro name bands, employmentioned, feature a new program, ment of Negro instrumentalists as
"News and the Places in the News," regular members of the networks'
heard over KWK, St. Louis, from staff musician pools will mark a rad8-8:15 each Tuesday and Thursday ical departure from past practice.
Addition of the colored orchestra
night. This educational combination
of history made and history in the men to their staffs will be made durmaking is presented by Moulton Kel- ing the next two or three weeks at
sey, newscaster 'on "A Dispatch From NBC, CBS and the Blue Network, it
Reuter's" over KWK at 6:30 six was stated. At NBC and ,the Blue,

.

n

Web House Orchestras

News Plus Geography

for rebroadcasting over work is currently featured in "To/eve one week from the date morrow Magazine" or the books issued by Creative Age Press, publisher
long -wave program. Thus the of
the magazine. Miss Sergio will
in Washington on June 6 interview
one author each Thursday, nights a week, and by Dr. Samuel A.
t be short -waved until June 13.
on some angle of international affairs. Johnson, professor of history at HarSchedule Outlined
After the broadcast, the author will ris Teachers College and lecturer at
schedule of the short-wave lead the audience discussion. Authors St. Louis University. Spot news will
lets which will be the same scheduled so far include Margaret L. be handled by Kelsey, while Johnweek, follows: KGEI-Satur- Macpherson, author of "I Heard the son will provide the history and
1:30 a.m., PWT, for Alaska, Anzacs Singing," who will speak on geography.
, the islands of the Pacific and "America's Younger Brothers
tipodes; at 8 a.m., PWT. for the Anzacs" on June 4, and Ruth
Burma, India, etc., and at 7 Harkness, author of "Pangoan Diary,"
"New American Heroes"
WT, to the Canal Zone and who will discuss "Can Peru Solve "New American Heroes" will be
America. WGEA - Saturdays War Shortages?" on June 11.
the title of a new series of Sunday
p.m., EWT, for Australia,
evening programs to be aired over
America, Newfoundland and
Reading -Time
WOAI, San Antonio. The quarterSundays at 12:30 p.m., EWT,
"Let the Book Speak" is the title of
broadcast will be sponsored by
land and England. WGEO- a new series of programs to be aired hour
the
Eighth
Area War Bond
6:30
p.m., EWT, for over KTSA, San Antonio, five morn- Office, andCorps
lys at
will
be
presented at a
la, South America and New- ings per week from 9:15-9:30 p.m., regular scheduled time each week in
nd. The programs will con - CWT. Jack Mitchell, program direc- '`he interests of promoting the sale
entertainment, including mu- tor, planning the series of broadcasts of defense bonds and stamps. A skit
gs, greetings from the chief during which time he will read fa- written by Pvt. Robert E. Nail of
¡e of the city in which
mous stories, both short stories and Fort Worth, Texas, titled "Men of
:1 originates and from the edi- book length novels.
Bataan" will make up the first airing.
publisher of the newspaper
Private Nail will be present in the
ing the program. It is also KYA Plans More Studios
WOAI studios on the first program
to have personal greetings
and will be introduced by Col. C. R.
lm some of the mothers and When FCC Approves Sale Tips,
Corps area officer in charge
arts of the men in service.
of War Bond activities.
San Francisco-Plans to immediateewspaper List Impressive
g newspapers which have ly establish a studio in Palo Alto, if
:o sponsor programs are: New and when the FCC approves the sale
Sun," St. Louis "Post-Dis- of Hearst Radio's KYA to Palo Alto
Knoxville "News -Sentinel." Radio Station, Inc., were revealed
"Times -Union," Minneapolis here by Wilfred Davis, president of
corporation which is seeking to
)urnal," Indianapolis "Star," the
the station. Studios would be
"News," Atlanta "Journal," buy
in San Francisco at the
nd "News - Leader," Kansas continued
location in the centrally -lotar," Memphis "Commercial- present
cated Hearst Building, Davis said,
' "Boston Traveler," Rocheswith the Palo Alto studio used for
lmes-Union," New Bedford
ico

s
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they will be hired as replacements as

soon as jobs open up, while at Columbia it was indicated a complete
Negro group may be hired shortly.
Credit for the networks' change in
policy which has obtained for the
past 15 years was given to John Hammond, Jr., of Columbia Recording

Corp. and publisher of "Music and

Rhythm," popular music monthly, by

the New York newspaper, "PM,"
which broke the story yesterday.
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - The Washington

"Star," leading capital newspaper,
devoted one of its lead week-end edi-

torials . to the first Washington and
first Negro broadcast of "America's
Town Meeting of the Air." (The
Blue Network program on May 28
originated in the Rankin Chapel at
Howard University, one of the country's outstanding higher schools for
Negroes.)

The "Star" termed the broadcast,
which was attended by 600, "a success in several distinctive ways."

special remotes, most of which would
feature Stanford University people.
The sale has been agreed to by both
sides, and is subject only to the FCC

okeh. Davis is a former president of
Worcester "Telegram," the San Francisco Opera Association.

try "Republican," Portland
Jerald," Battle Creek "En Walter G. Cowels
News," Poughkeepsie "Eagle Hartford,
G. Cowels,
Springfield, Ohio, "News and 85, founderConn.-Walter
of
WTIC,
died
May 30,
olumbus "Dispatch," Hartford after a brief illness. He was
vice-

Seattle "Post Intelligencer," president of the radio station and
irg "Telegraph," South Bend vice,president of the Travelers
Ine," Los Angeles "Times" and surance Co. at the time of his death.

n '

THE VOICE OF LIBERTY

d Oregonian."

MUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1830

UTHORS' REPRESENTATIVE
FOR RADIO, STAGE G SCREEN

West 45th Street, New York
West 7th Street, Los Angeles
alogue of Ploys on Request)

WNEW News Commentator
George Brooks, WNEW chief an-

nouncer and the station's principal
newscaster, has been upped by the
studio to the role of commentator
and is now doing his own analysis

period each Sunday at WNEW from
1-1:15 p.m. Brooks will continue his
newscasting duties.

OFFICES :

846 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N.

Y.

Tuesday, June
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Coast -tv -Coast
BASIC staff of WLIB, New York.

city's newest radio station. exclusive of Elias I. Godofsky. Arthur
Faske, Louis W. Berne, general manage. chief engineer, commercial man_
ager, respectively. who have already
been appointed, include: Sylvia Ansen and Frank Ross, sales; Paul
Gould, program director; Martha
Roundtree, production supervisor;
Norman Cazden, musical supervisor;
Roger Wayne, chief librarian; Roger
Sweet, assistant librarian; Murray
Jordan, acting chief announcer; Scott
Douglass, Ernie Stone, Charles David.
and Brenda Ross, studio announcers;
Gilbert Atwater, news announcer;
Murray Goldberg, transmitter supervisor; Elliott Grey, studio supervisor;
Sam Felsinger, Phil Greenstone and
Bob Saron, control engineers.

WQXR. New York, begins a mu- KALE. Portland, Ore., in originatseries for Russian War Relief, ing a Mutual network broadcast for
Sunday, June 7, at 6 p.m. Sidor John B. Hughes, built a studio atop
Belarsky, young basso, sings a recital ! a building in the Oregon shipyard,
of modern and traditional Russian from which he had an excellent view
songs. Programs will be heard week- of the activities which had made the
ly through June, and will feature Portland area leader in shipbuilding.
Russian music, most of which is sel- Hughes was making a tour of the war
dom heard in this country.
industries plants in the northwest.
sical

Hans Jacob, well-known

mtentator

and

news

ar14l

joined the staff of WOV, N
where he will be heard
through Saturdays, from 9-9:

In 1936, in Paris, Jacob was the
er of Radio Strassbourg, the

voice of France. He managed
cape, along with his wife, u.
Germans occupied the coun
James Stanberry, merchandising
Ilka Chase's Saturday afternoon began anti-Facist work on the
manager of KGNC, Amarillo, Texas, "Luncheon Date" broadcasts are defi- can front.
is the father of a boy born on May 9. nitely stated to come from Hollywood,
Mother was formerly a member of Cal., until the end of July. "No Time William G. Fields, formerly
the KGNC traffic department.... May for Love," the picture for which Miss KFJZ, Fort Worth sales and
23, a boy was born to Mr. and Mrs. Chase has just been signed by Para- staff, has been named KFJZ
Robert Armstrong. Armstrong is a mount, has a 42 -day shooting sched- cial manager. succeeding Ha
member of the engineering staff.
ule, and is not due before the cameras vey, who was promoted
until June 8. The guests on the Ilka managership last month of
Charles John Borrelli, of the Bor- Chase program will continue to be Austin. Fields has been chis
relli Co., and chairman of the the- West Coasters, a sprinkling of movie elated with southwestern r
atrical entertainment committee, of personalities as well as other interest- the past ten years, was KA
the Philadelphia council of defense,
Antonio merchandising mana
Victory Theater is the title of the has been very active in sending en- ing people.
with TSN merch
newest Morale program scheduled tertainment at various centers where Soldiers of Fort Monmouth will associated
department.
At KFJZ, he h
over KOY, Phoenix, Arizona. Feature servicemen are stationed or gather. take part in a 15 -minute transcribed variously an announcer,
sales
is written and directed by Paul
Forrest W.
program to be held in behalf sportscaster
Charles Benard, who has just con- Bill Hightower, who recently joined radio
the Army Emergency Relief Fund, KFJZ publicity dtrec'or and
cluded a series of six dramatic pro- the announcing staff of NBC, has of
over
WCAP, Asbury Park, New Jer- ping reporter" announcer
grams under the general title of siytted a management contract with sey, tonight,
at 10:30. Jane Hendrick- Worth, is now station co
"We'll Win This War." New program the National Concert and Artists son of Middletown,
N. J., plays the chief, in addition to his former
is scheduled 8:30-9:00 p.m.. Wednes- Corp., for all booking other than only feminine lead in
a sketch writ- Claudia Benge, former dir
days. ...John A. Reilly, station man- announcing for NBC.
ten
by
Corporal
Tom
DeHuff
which women's activities at KPDN,
ager, is chairman of the Phoenix
exploits
meritorious
work
the
the Texas, joined the KFJZ co
United War Chest Campaign...
department, May 12.
Songstress Dinah Shore has been AER is accomplishing.
James Ross, studio enj ;ic'er, has left chosen
"Bond Girl" for the Chico
for his vacation.
Army Flying School, and will make
an appearance there on June 14th to
WDRC, WNBC, WTIC. and WTHT. ielp in the big bond rally. Part of
Hartford, Conn., will participate in the drive will be to get the soldiers
a new series of shows direct from the to subscribe to bonds. and each one
Connecticut U. S. Army induction to sign up gets a number that will
center at Hartford this week. Pro- be drawn by Dinah from a bowl, and
grams include interviews with re- the lucky lad will be Dinah's date at
cruits, army officials, visiting celeb- the Victory Ball, staged by the school.
rities, etc., thus providing a big sendoff for Connecticut boys going off to
Otto Sorg Schairer, vice-president
the Army. Each Hartford station has of the Radio Corporation of America,
been assigned certain days in which in charge of RCA laboratories, was
it will put on a show at the induction recently awarded the honorary decenter.
gree of Doctor of Engineering by the
University of Michigan. Degree was
Special events broadcast heard on in recognition of the "unusual
WTAG, Worcester, Mµss., recently. achievements of one of the Univerwas a chimney top interview con- sity's alumni in the conduct and adducted by Clive Davis of the an- ministration of scientific research for
nouncing staff. Mike in hand, Davis industrial purposes."
recorded his reactions as he climbed
a series of ten 10 -foot ladders lashed
Willard Johnson, religious reporter
'o the side of a 100 -foot chimney. of KWK. St. Louis, and director of
Interviewees were three steeplejacks the central region of the National
who gave WTAG listeners an on -the - Conference of Christians and Jews,
s

.

scene account
work.

of

their hazardous has been named assistant to the
president of the National Conferen

and will move to New York City
August 1 to assume his duties. Johnson was dean of men at Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa. from 1934

2

1

I1
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19',20;21¡22123'

15 16 21;28,29;30
June 2
Betty Adams
Lillian Cornell
Tony Giman
Gladys Heen
Louis Shoobe

Frank Arnold
Sarah S. Feldstein
Ben Grauer
Sid Schwartz
Walter Tetley

'

1938, and became director of the
Conference in the latter year.
to

Ted Taylor, member of NBC's press
department since February, has trans-

ferred his activities to the sports division, where he will assist Bill Stern.

the network's director of sports programs. Taylor succeeds John Dillon.
called to Army service. Taylor was
formerly on the staff of the Washington Daily News and sports editor of
the Portsmouth, Va., "Star."

DAVID CARTER DUO
WCKY ORGANIST
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TEN CENTS

)uery On 'Time Brokers'
w Station Granted;

Complete Information Will Be Requested

R.0. Record
"Box office" record of one million

Cher Action By FCC
ashingto, Bureau, RADIO DAILY

shington-The following actions

taken yesterday by the FCC:
n WALL, Community BroadCorp., Middletown, N. Y.,
(ranted modification of construe ig

permit for new station to op-

on 1340 kilocycles, 250 watts,

men was established this week by
the Camel Caravan units touring
service bases under the auspices
of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. The
four units, headed by Ford Rush,
Al Zimmy, Pinky Tomlin and Herb
Shriner,

have now rounded out

nine months of free entertainment
at

Army

Camps,

Forts,

Stations and Marine Bases.

Naval

cited time.

in Dealer Publishing Co. (transwas granted consent to transintrol of the United Broadcasting
licensee of stations WHK and

E, Cleveland, and WHKC, Co -

Of 'Language' Outlets Regarding
Block Buying -Selling
Sanders Bill Hearing
Resumes With Mutual
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Warner's Spot Budget
$4,000 Weekly In N.Y.

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-More than 200 stand-

ard

broadcasting stations

in

this

country which schedule foreign language programs will shortly be requested by the FCC to provide full
information on the activities of "Time

Brokers" in their foreign language

Washington-Hearings on the San- broadcasts, the Commission announced
ders Bill (HR -5497) before the House here yesterday. It is estimated that
Interstate and Foreign Commerce nearly half of the stations broadCommittee will be resumed today

casting such programs sell time to

after a two weeks' deferment. The
contractors who generalhearing was originally scheduled to independent
ly operate through block booking
been resumed yesterday. Louis and, often, as their own announcers,
In -Machines -Victory
Representing an estimated expen- have
G. Caldwell, Washington attorney a role in which they enjoy popularity
diture
of
over
$4,000
weekly,
Warner
(Continued on Page 2)
!'t For Blue Start Friday Bros.' current local spot campaign
(Continued on Page 7)
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
for
"Yankee
Doodle
Dandy"
is
beh the purpose of eliminating
to be one of the most exten- Remaining Chi. Outlets
trial and off -the -job accidents, lieved
spot drives ever placed by a
Sign AFRA Contracts Blue Network Shows
Var Production Fund To Con - sive
picture firm in the metropolitan area.
(Continued on Page 7)

is

11'r Srirlgt

Bonds and Stamps

Manpower will launch an eight - Planned by the Warner
agency,
series of programs titled "Men,
With signing of WGES, WAIT and
-Thompson Co., Inc., to reach WSBC,
Ines and Victory" on the Blue Blaine
Chicago, the Gene T. Dyer
a
complete
cross-section
of
the
listen)rk Friday night at 10:15-10:30 ing audience, it is estimated the 56 stations, to AFRA contracts, the
EWT. Melvyn Douglas, direc- announcements weekly will reach American Federation of Radio Artists
the talent division of the Office
now has agreements with every sta- Blue Network is continuing its new
(Continued on Page 2)
vilian Defense, will open the
tion in Chicago, according to national program splurge, with two audience
tiny War Savings Bonds and Stamps
as narrator and William G.
headquarters of the union here.
participation shows and a Negro

Set For Early Debut

at the three Dyer outSquibb OK's Summer Run Contracts
(Continued on Page 2)
For Programs Over CBS
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
ada Sponsored Shows
E. R. Squibb & Sons will continue Trammell, Ohio Governor
Increase Says Murray sponsorship
of Frank Parker thrice Honored At WIRE Dinner
twa - Considerable increase in weekly on CBS throughout the Sum(Continued on Page 7)

ty War Savings Bonds and Stamps

ercial programs of Canadian mer, having just picked up its option
Indianapolis-Tributes `,o the vital
was reported by Major Glad - on the time, for another 13 -week role being played by radio in the war
period.
Renewal
continues
the
proMurray, general manager of
effort of the nation were voiced here
BC, as he continued his testi- gram in the Monday, Wednesday, Monday evening by Niles Trammell,

before the House of Commons
1 committee on radio broadcastesterday. Maj. Murray's testi(Continued

it

Pane 6)

Spark Plug
Chamber Music Society of Lower
tin Street," despite moving to

Wednesday, 9 p.m., EWT, spot
the Blue, opposite Eddie Cantor
f Shirley Temple, has upped its

asley rating 100 per cent since

o Mostel, comic of Cafe Society
own, was added to the program
rll 8, according to Doug Storer,

mercial program manager of
Blue Network.

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

Central U. S. Bureau of Info.
Again Becomes Possibility
"Listen America" Moving
To Friday Night On NBC

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - Central U. S. infor-

mation office, which has appeared im_

minent on a number of occasions in

Coincident with its first anniversary the past only to fade into the backon the air, "Listen America," Federal ground, once again appears to be on

Security Agency program produced
by Henry Souvaine, Inc., switches
from NBC to the Blue Network and
will be heard starting Friday, June
12 from 9-9:30 p.m. in the spot pre -

tap. Last week, according to certain

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 7)

well-informed Washington circles, the

plan was shelved by the President
because he could not decide who
should serve as coordinator of the
coordinators. Reported in the run -

talent showcase program set for early

debut. In order of premieres, "Sing

for Dough," with Lew Valentine (the
original "Dr. I.Q.") as emcee moves
(Continued on Page 7)
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Records For Service Men
Aim Of Musicians -Singers
Organization of Records for Our

Fighting Men, Inc., non-profit corporation to raise approximately $500,000 via a salvage campaign for the
(Continued on Page 2)

Too Good
Radio is in a large part responsible for current release to editors
and stations by Clifton R. Read,
OEM regional information officer,

urging the playing up of the fact
that Salvage campaign for waste
paper should be, stopped for the

time being. Temporary discontinu-

ance was made because of overwhelming response of the people
to the drive.

JI

't

2

Warner's Spot Budget
$4,000 Weekly In N.Y.

"Listen America" Moving
To Friday Night On NBC
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Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly-

occupied by "The March of
over 60 per cent of radio homes in viously
the area each week the campaign Time."

Program, which was aired on Sunis run.
Early morning participation shows, isday afternoons for the past year,
designed to educate the civilian
including Arthur Godfrey on WABC
and "Studio X" on WEAF are em- population in the essentials of healthnutrition habits. Recently awardployed in the drive to reach com- ful
muters. Daytime announcements have ed a Certificate of Merit by the
been scheduled to reach the woman's Women's National Radio Committee,
audience, being spotted around high the series is written by Frank
rating daytime shows, as well as Phares, Y. K. Smith and Ruth Adams
news broadcasts. Early evening au- Knight under the supervision of
dience is covered via "Here's Mor- Mary Louise Anglin, with Bill Sweets
gan" on WOR and the 7:25 p.m. news of NBC as studio director. It is

on WQXR, later evening audiences presented under the auspices of the
National Emergency Comby announcements preceding or fol- Women's
lowing Gabriel Heatter, Raymond mittee and is carried by approxiGram Swing and Arthur Hale, the mately 80 stations.
day's coverage being concluded with
Records For Service Men
midnight news periods.
Dramatized spots of the "playlet" Aim Of Musicians -Singers
type, created and directed by Marlo

wood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., Lewis, radio director of Blaine under the act of March 3, 1879.
Thompson, are used for the most

(Continued from Page 1)

purchase of new records, was anpart. In addition, special 100 -word nounced yesterday by Kay Kyser,
announcements have been placed
before and after the Brooklyn
Dodgers games on WHN. The agency
estimates that approximately 3,000,000
homes have heard the "Yankee

FINANCIAR_
(Tuesday, June 2)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
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Sanders Bill Hearing
Resumes With Mutual
(Continued from Page 1)

will be raised through the salvage

(Continued from Page 1)

attended by 500 business and profes- necessary for the manufacture of new

sional leaders of Indiana and Chi- disk releases.
cago.

the dinner, a feature of Which was
an NBC -WIRE Ice Parade.
usytrading centers
for 43 counties, at 1/3

the cost
coverage.

of

localized

Nell Rep. George P. Hollingbery Ca.

50,000 Watts...Clear Channel...Fell
Time,.,NBC Glee and Red Networks

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

"Tie STROMHRGCARISON STATION-

arrived from Virginia for a few days on stai
and network business.
EDDIE

CANTOR,

VERONICA

LAKE,

BE

"MAD RUSSIAN" GORDON. and HARRY V(
ZELL are at Camp Haan, Calif., for the broa
casting of tonight's program from the An
post at that point.
WILLIAM T. LANE, station manager
WAGE, Syracuse, expected today on a br,
business trip to New York.

`I

WHITFORD CONNOR, of the cast of "Roman
of Helen Trent," and MAURICE EVANS, Shak
spearean

actor, are on

a

personal

appearan

tour of the Army camps throughout the East.

FHYLLIS MOIR, director of the lecture din
sion of the National Concert and Artists Corp
tomorrow for Wilmington, where sl
will deliver an address at the Delaware Feder;
tion of Women's Clubs.
leaves

WATT KANER, publicity director of WWRI
Woodside, vacationing at Mountaindale.
DEAN MADDOX, amateur hour director'
KFRC, San Francisco, is touring Northern G
fornia in connection with the drive for
Bonds and Stamps.
in

ARTHUR SIMON, general manager of
Washington today, heading Wartime Fo

Language Committee.

(Continued from Page 1)

Schricker of Ohio, guests of honor canvass, with their collections to be Friday, 6:30-6:45 p.m., EWT, spot on
at the annual Appreciation Dinner of sold as scrap to record manufacturers 50 Columbia stations. Geyer, Cornell
WIRE, of this city. The affair was for conversion into raw materials & Newell, Inc., handles the account,

gician, furnished entertainment for

/18

expec

EDWARD E. BISHOP, vice-president and g,
manager, and EDWARD E. EDGAR, co
mercial manager, of WGH, Newport News, h,

basements. Volunteer workers will

rector at Chicago.
John Mulholland, well-known ma

NOt

events,

eral

president of NBC, and Gov. Henry F. be used to conduct a house -to -house

1

o

of the original incorporators.

G. W. "JOHNNY" JOHNSTONE Blue Netw

director of news and special
back today from Washington.

of at least ten per cent of the two
Trammell, Ohio Governor hundred
million unused phonograph
OK's Summer Ruo
Honored At WIRE Dinner records, estimated to be collecting Squibb
For Programs Over CBI
dust today in American attics and

Governor Schricker called radio the

a

one

Supported by representatives of the
popular and concert music fields, the
new firm will start an immediate
drive to provide funds for the proDoodle Dandy" announcements, by vision of complete record libraries
striking an average between the and record players in all U. S. Army
preceding and following show based camps, forts, Naval stations and Maon the Hooper report.
rine bases here and overseas. Funds

and chief counsel for the Mutual greatest agency of democracy in warBroadcasting System is expected to time and expressed appreciation for
be the first witness. MBS witnesses the world-wide as well as national
will be followed by Paul D. P. Spear- service being rendered by NBC. He
man, Washington attorney, repre- closed with a eulogy of Eugene C.
senting Network Affiliates, Inc., the Pulliam, owner of WIRE, for his pa_
regional station group which is op- triotic leadership as state chairman
posed to high power.
of the War Savings Bond campaign
FCC Chairman James Lawrence in Indiana.
Fly is not expected to testify before Accompanying Trammell to IndiaThursday. Other Commission wit- napolis were four vice-presidents of
nesses, and Arthur Garfield Hayes, NBC: Frank E. Mullen, Roy C. Witcounsel of the American Civil Liber- mer, Frank M. Russell and Harry C.
ties Union, will also be heard later Kopf. Other executives of NBC inin the week.
cluded Clarence L. Menser, program
director; Sheldon B. Hickox, public
relations director; Jules Herbuveaux,
tea
program director of the central division, and William Ray, publicity dio
o`4

COmI11G and G01111

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
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whose

women's

"Hour of Charm" vocal competition public.
among members of the armed forces
will be made on June 14 on General
Electric's program featuring Phil Remaining

Spitalny and his all -girl orchestra
over NBC at 10 p.m. Spitalny has

YOUNG MAN AVAILABLE
DRAFT EXEMPT
Assistant Radio Director in top
Hollywood ad aeencv. Recently Creator Producer of hit programs in Mexico.
Exnerienced in, and can do a bang-up

iob for you

in,

mercial writine.

directing programs, comprogram

research,

time

buying, talent handling. Other advertising
and publicity experience. College grad.Maior in Advertising and Cinematography.
Want radio, agency. public relations. or

day through Friday, 4:15-4:30 p.m.,

RADIO DAILY, Box JD, 1501 B'way, N.Y.C.

EWT.

Chi. Outlets
Sign AFRA Contract'

presented a guest competitor on each
(Continued from Page 1)
of his last six programs which were lets, all of the standard AFRA vaaired from various training camps riety, have just been signed and were
located in the East. Winner, who negotiated for the union by RaY;i
will be chosen from the six contest- mond Jones, executive secretary,
ants representing various camps and the Chicago AFRA local.
branches of the services, will receive
for his camp recreation division any
needed athletic or musical equipment
up to the amount of $500.

comment programs were sponsored
on CBS for two years by Campbell's
Soup, will return to the network on
a sustaining basis beginning June 8.
The Wiley talks will be spotted Mon_

mercial copy will deal with phases

Announcement of the winner in of the war effort as they affect the

Formerly

Fletcher Wiley Returning
Fletcher Wiley,

"Hour Of Charm" Winner
To Be Announced Sunday

Increasingly, it was learned, the
stanza, formerly devoted
simply to various popular songs, will
stress patriotic tunes in line with
the program's "Keep Working, Keep
Smiling America" theme, while com-

Parker

motion picture position. Physical defects
keen me nut of armed farces. Write

O

3/' of
O A has

time , ..

more eveningy

other
than all

listeners , Denver
stations In

That's correct! 73% of the time ...KOA has more evening listeners
than the four other stations in Denver (according to a recent Hooper
survey covering 55,956 homes in the Denver 50 telephone area).

In short, KOA is approximately...
Three times as popular as all other Denver stations combined!
Four times as popular as the second -ranking station!
Eleven times as popular as the average of the four other stations!
Need we translate those facts in terms of value to advertisers?
Hardly! But, if you'd like to have all the facts on KOA's
tremendous margin of leadership, we'd be only too happy to
oblige. Simply call any NBC Spot Sales Office, or write us direct.

HERE'S THE RECORDA survey of the 63 night-time half-hour periods per week (nine
each evening from 6 to 10:30 p. m.) reveals the following percentage -wise ranking of the five Denver stations in audience
leadership during each period:
KOA
First -73% of the time
Station B
First-only 19% of the time
Station C
First-only 6% of the time
Station D
First-only 2% of the time
Station E
Failed to lead in any period

50,00°

.005
From Every Vantage Point

A

otNvtl
11111
$50
Owned and Operated by the National Broadcasting Company

is FIRST
in DENVER!

\
.

Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales Offices

4
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CHICAGO

CIJEIFT-1NG
LEIRO MOSTEL and PAUL LUKAS,

on Kate Smith's "Variety Hour," Friday (WABC-CBS, 8 p.m.).

FRANCES CHANEY, star

of

"Brooklyn, U. S. A."; ALFRED
DRAKE, featured in "Yesterday's

Magic," and ROBERT SHAYNE, of
"The Land Is Bright," on the "Grand
Central Station" program, Friday
(NBC Red, 7:30 p.m.).

IRENE MANNING, vocalist of
"Yankee Doodle Dandy"; BOOTH
GOODMAN, head of the California
Parole Board, and IRENE, motion
picture dress designer, on the Ilka
Chase program, Saturday (NBC Red,
12:30 p.m.).

DR. VICTOR R. BOSWELL, in
charge of vegetable investigation for
the Bureau of Plant Industry, on
Tom Williams' "Garden Gate" program, Saturday (WABC-CBS, 9:30

p.m.) .

WARREN HULL, featured with
Parks Johnson on the "Vox Pop" pro_

gram, on the "Ellery Queen" show,
Saturday (NBC Red, 7:30 p.m.).

DOROTHY SHAWN, contralto, and
ANDOR FOLDES, pianist, on the

"Radio City Music Hall of the Air,"
Sunday (WJZ-Blue Network, 12:30
p.m.) .

REX STOUT, author, and JOSEPH
WOOD KRUTCH, literary critic, dis-

cussing the works of Edgar Allan
Poe, on "Invitation

Learning,"
Sunday (WABC-CBS, 11:30 a.m.).
to

By FRANK BURKE

----.~~00b,,
vi'%,..

-11t-.>s

Slug: Orerutatter!
You Top This?" was renewed for another thirteen weeks

by Kirkman Soap. Show will go network shortly....The Jack Dempsey
sport quiz will vacation after June 27th show.... "Truth or Consequences"
also fades on June 27....It's "Private First Class" Eddie Cantor now, the
comedian having been "inducted" at San Francisco's famed Presidio by
Col. George Munteanu....Jane Froman will be the soloist on the Fred
Allen summer replacement for Texaco with Al Goodman's band and Jimmy

HOWARD VIEROW, director pf the

Leisure Foundation of the Chicago
Recreation Survey; V. K. BROWN,

director of recreation and playground
activities of the Chicago Park Board,
and MRS. JANINA ADAMCZYK,
instructor in the Department of
Sociology, Northwestern University,
discussing "Recreation in Wartime,"
on the "Reviewing Stand" program,
Sunday (WOR-Mutual, 11 a.m.).

Heslep Joining OFF

Charter Heslep, NBC night news
editor, left the Radio City staff yes-

terday to join the radio news desk

of the Office of Censorship, at Washington. One-time assistant to the

president of the University of Virginia,

Heslep was also managing
editor of the Washington "Daily

News" before coming to the NBC.

RAY WINTERS
ANNOUNCER
Years With Paramount Newsreel
21/2
Years With Manufacturers
5

Trust Co.

LA 4-1200

i

f.

chestra, will make its debut tods

9:30-10

p.m.,

CWT.

Edna

O'De
w

songstress, and a choral group
be featured.
Approximately

1,000

applicatiu

have been received for the sped

eight -week Summer Radio Instittl
in which NBC is collaborating wi
Northwestern University, beginnit

Wallington. Show will be cut to a half-hour-the 9:30-10 p.m. spot on
CBSundays-away from Winchell'
Cottonseed Clark, "the Bill Stern of

June 22, and the sponsors face

Texas," is the new Blue Network producer on "Inner Sanctum"....Meredith
Willson, having lost four men to the services, now has a service flag over

of 100.

the stage from where his program is aired....Kay Kyser starts his army
camp tour a week after he leaves Meadowbrook....Raymond Scott's left
the Blue Gardens....At the request of more than 20 camps Dinah Shore

task of weeding out the applica

conform with the enrollment

Something of a record in a

bling a transcribed show was
by WGN this week. Engineers

went to Navy Pier found that

had to use their recording equip
at 11 different spots to get the

is writing a weekly letter addressed to the boys and they're being published
in the camp newspapers....A survey reveals that U.S. Army officers
prefer Viennese waltzes'
Albert Spalding returns to the Coca-Cola

of activities at the Pier. After

show June 14th after a concert tour....Nick Keesely of N. W. Ayer has
bought a house up in New Rochelle but can't move in because the present
occupants have a long term lease....That look of relief on Ed Byron's
face reflects good news from Cincinnati where his wife is recovering fast
following two major operations.... Jimmy Cash, singer on the Burns &
Allen show, will stick with the show when Tommy Riggs takes over....
Anton Leader has been named production director of the "We Believe"
show which starts Sunday on the Red.... Bing Crosby plans a birthday
surprise for John Scott Trotter June 14.

This accomplishment can be ere

LYMAN BRYSON, CBS director of

education, on "Wings Over Jordan,"
Sunday (WABC-CBS, 10:30 p.m.).

COHARLES VICTOR'S first plekNWGN for cakes for service to
at the Chicago Servicemen's Cent
brought 400 homemade cakes.
"Musical Trends," new WGN-11
tual sustainer, with Bob Trend]
conducting the 32 -piece dance

Connee Boswell leaves for Washington today for personal
appearances.... Regina Crewe heads west soon.... Allen Miller, former
radio director of the University of Chicago, will head a course on public
service programs

for

the NBC -Northwestern University's Summer Radio

Institute....The boy and girl selected as the top drama students at the
University of Wisconsin will get medals from Vivian Fridell, actress on
"Backstage Wife".... Commander Gene Tunney, an unfamiliar mike figure,

has been snared for an appearance on Bill Stern's show Saturday....A
special program called "People" will be heard on the Red Sunday with
Robert St. John at the mike in London.... Madeleine Carroll is perhaps
the busiest movie star in radio, having done a number of guest shots last
week-end and one on Monday, appears on "Information Please" Friday
and "Lincoln Highway" Saturday.

-- -

Up With Rosemary," the new series starring Fay
Wray, is being scripted by Addy Richton and Lynn Stone, who used to
write "Hilltop House" for Bess Johnson....Frances Chaney gets the lead
on "Grand Central" Friday....Johnny Mercer will pen the tunes for the
X Cugat flicker.... After reading absurdly extravagant Jap claims of war
victories, Bob Garred. CBS newscaster, says he expects any day now to
hear a Nipponese communique like this: "An intrepid Japanese submarine
commander, against great odds, unerringly sent a torpedo crashing into
the United States Pacific Coast today, sinking three states west of the
Rocky Mountains and damaging others further inland!"....Charles Gilchrest
of the Treasury Dept. vacationing this week....Parks Johnson of "Vox Pop"
will deliver the graduation address at the commencement exercises of
New York Military Academy, Cornwall -on -the -Hudson, Sunday.

Remember Pearl Harbor

ing their lines and equipment all

the Pier they returned to the s
with 11 different "takes" for b
ing together in one transcri
to

Jack Pearce, Bud Schultz

Paul Russdorf, engineers, and
Harrington of the recording de
ment.

Bob Brown did an excellent j

emceeing the Treasury Depar

rally from the Amphitheater
other night which featured
voices of Richard Crooks, Olivi
Havilland and Marian Anderson

WGN. This promotion, under
personal direction of Carlton D
of the Treasury Department, s
events division, Washington, wa
first big bid for war bond and s
sales among Chicago's colored
lation. It attracted approxim

18,000 persons.

NBC Athletic Association hel
annual election of officers' and
mittee chairmen on Monday in
studios in the Merchandise Mart
its regular spring outing on Ju
Spaulding - Gorham, Inc., thr

Ivan Hill agency, have ordere
to 25 -word time signal anno

ments on WMAQ, Monday to
inclusive for 52 weeks. Iro

Yeast, through Ruthrauff and

has ordered one minute anno
ments on WMAQ daily for 13
starting June 1.
Mayor Edward J. Kelly of C

is getting to be a top-flight pat
talker on the air. He was espec

good during the Navy induction c
monies picked up by WGN from
Medinah Temple last week.

LEN STERLIN
on
Now available on

ALL NETWORKS
Call LA. 4-1200
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WAR-I'Ii.U(;Ii.A11I II/EAS
Francisco, with sportcaster Doug
"Over The Top"
the Top" is the title of a Montell, well-known radio figure,
O variety program, presented handling the shows. Each program
in the new NBC studios, San is different in concept, covering a
o,

for sale

of War Bonds. different phase of recruiting. Sub-

d by KGO staffers, the pro - jects taken up include how Marines
'eludes studio talent, a 40- are recruited from civilian life for
nd from the Presidio, choral specialized fields; candidate classes
g by the Navy glee club at for college men; athletes in the Corps;
Island, songs by KGO-ers typical questions asked by prospects,
taw and Armand Girard, and etc. Lt. Col. Ralph E. West, recruitbits played by Monty Mar- ing officer, collaborates in production
ian Green, Lu Tobin and of the show.
s

Lhe skits contrast life in Axis
)
with life in the United

Army Workers' Tribute

Special guests are also fea- "Working for Victory," a special
ich as Army nurses, foreign program honoring the tens of thouetc. Stuart L. Hannon and sands of Army Ordnance workers
)wning produce the program. who stuck to their machines on
Memorial Day to keep the wheels of
war production turning, was broadrtwaved Appreciation

on WGN, Chicago, from 12 noon
;an Francisco, will broadcast cast
to 12:15 p.m., CWT, last Saturday.
) salute to General Douglas In the hundreds
of factories within
ur and his troops in Aus- the Chicago Ordnance
the
connection with the cele - program was tuned indistrict,
and transI "MacArthur Day" on June mitted through public address
sysoadcast of the KPO pickup tems to all the men and women who
earned via KGEI, shortwave were giving up the holiday to turn
San Francisco to MacArthur
rifles, artillery, shells and tanks.
b nen. Program, it is believed, out
Families
of the workers also were
b ste first in which an American notified and to be listening.
nd his men in a foreign corn Col. Donald Armstrong, deputy diswill hear their fellow coun- trict
chief of the Chicago Ordnance
xpressing their heartfelt de - district,
Brig. Gen. (retired)
rough a military program on Thomas and
S. Hammond, production
chief of the district, were heard. Gen.

Hammond introduced an ordnance
worker, the worker's wife, and their
e.ly program boosting enlist - soldier son. Capt. Samuel Pace, disthe United States Marine trict public information officer, was
Recruiting Show

h been started on KSFO, San master of ceremonies.

Jto To United Nations Cooper Blades Expanding
8 WMCA and WEVD To Other Eastern Markets
ti)f the United Nations in the
Yk At War" parade on June
described in two programs
r WMCA and WEVD, New
d originating at Freedom

tnorrow. Former will carry
rT at which Grover Whalen,
a of the Mayor's Committee,
?rt Agar, president of Freese, will speak. At 9:30-10
N D will broadcast a program
t: hich a graphic description
e articipation in the parade
rnited Nations section will
V

Following a successful test cam-

F f OW COST -PHONE

Posta!
te q rap I)
TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR
TELEPHONE BILL.

MtCHARGES

FOR

Chicagoans listen to most.

W M A Q is the station which
carries 7 of the 8 most popular programs on
the air.

paign on WNEW, here, Cooper Safety
Razor Corp. is expanding its spot

advertising for Long -Life Blades to
a number of other Eastern markets,
with a view to eventual national coverage. Meanwhile, Cooper is testing
a new stainless steel blade via a campaign on WSRR, Stamford, Conn.,

with the possibility that this new

product also may eventually achieve
spot promotion on a national basis.
For Long -Life Blades, Cooper this
week began a series of 21 announceThe parade will be one ments weekly on WFIL, Philadelphia,
?atest in the city's history. with other markets to be added from
week to week.
Heffelfinger Agency handles the, radio end of the Cooper account.

)'PEED TELEGRAMS

«' III A Q is the station most

State Of Rhode Island
Again To Sponsor Show
Despite restrictions on travel, State
is continuing its
vacation advertising this Summer.
For the second consecutive year,
Rhode Island will participate twice
weekly on the "Happy Jim Parsons"
( Irving Kaufman) program on WOR,
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 10:30-10:45
a.m., beginning next week. Bernstein
Agency, Providence, handles the account.

W'31.1141 is

the station most

people in 33 important trading centers listen to
most.

W M A Q is the Chicago station
listened to most in 9 metropolitan centers.

W IAQ is the station that most
people in 123 counties of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Iowa and Wisconsin listen to most.
And as a consequence, it is the

best vehicle for your sales message in the Nation's
second market.

of Rhode Island

Key NBC Network Station in
New York

Represented by NBC Spot Offices in
Chicago
Boston
Washington
Denver
San Francisco
Hollywood

a
Chicago
Cleveland
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AGENCIES
RADIO and other media in the New
York area on Thursday will begin an
integrated campaign on behalf of the
Treasury Department war pledge
campaign of Greater New York. with
the objective of selling approximately

$2,000,000 worth of War Bonds annually in this market. Cooperation of
all media, advertisers and agencies
has been assured.
SWERL, new concentrated laundry
soap, is being introduced in test mar-

kets this week by H. J. Heinz Co.,
through Maxon, Inc., Detroit. Test

cities are Syracuse, N. Y., and Grand
Rapids, Mich.
THE GERTH-KNOLLIN Advertis-

ing Agency of San Francisco has
been split into two separate organizations. Edward P. Gerth is now
the sole owner of the Gerth-Pacific
Advertising Agency, and James C.

Knollin heads the Knollin Advertising Agency. Both have offices at 68
Post street.

Canada Sponsored Shows
On Increase Says Murray

WORJJS

AND

MUSIC

By Sid Weiss
OUR TOWN: Two scenes in the Warner smash, "Yankee Doodle Dandy,"

were shot here in town and directed by Charlie Martin, the Philip
Morris Playhouse ace. One was the scene with Cagney talking to FDR
(using Bill Adams' voice as a dub -in); Martin received a personal wire of
congratulations from Jack Warner....Speaking about Martin, his guestar
on the
this week will be Geo. Raft. For the assignment, Raft,
through his agent, demanded $3.500. After considerable haggling, he
agreed to take $3,250-providing that the remaining $250 went to his
"bodyguard," Killer Gray....That dread experience which all of us fear
at one time or another-that of accidentally wearing shoes from different
pairs-happened to genial Mose Gumble the other day. Lucky for Mose
they were both brown!
Dogs are being enrolled for defense purposes
and Kate Smith hopes for a 1-A rating for her cocker spaniel, Freckles....

Jack Benny sent Ed Gardiner a wire saying that "Duffy's Tavern" was
the funniest thing on the air Tuesday nites.

*

*

Last week, Muriel Pollock was signed for the music on the CIO
program called "Win the War" on WQXR. Not to be outdone, the
A.F. of L. readied a new show over WEAF. Miss Pollock has been
signed for that show, too! ....Marcia Neil the new attraction at the

Weylin Bar with her songs and pianoing....That pretty gal on
Jacques Renard's arm these nites is his pretty 22 -year -old daughter,

Wini, from Beverly Hills....Larry Elliott has become a dollar -a-

year man in the Treasury Bond Drive....Geo. F. Putnam has

PROGRAM REVIEI
"Counter Spy"

Somewhat over-melodr

sentation which debuted
title of "Counter -Spy" on

Network Monday night 10-

EWT, via WJZ, appears to
in that any reminder of th
matter how inconsequenti

cumulative effect on this
war effort. Half-hour sho

suited to the 5-7 p.m. peri
it probably would be recei

cordially by a children's
rather than the adult au
its present air -time. Trut
lurking submarines for
and penthouse radio tran
used in the first episode of

are a bit too much for th
to take in when all he ha
to listen to his news co
or read his newspaper to
and much more exciting

The first program undoub

limited in telling its story

time was used in

introd

main character, who will
in subsequent episodes.,

with a rather

off

effect

interrogation to give the

proper background for the

mony, as at his previous appearance,
was read from a 57,000 -word brief,
which he will continue to present

offered his services to the U.S. Civil Service as announcer of their
one -minute recruiting transcriptions....Saturday "Evening Post"
gave a great break to "Singin' Sam" in its current issue, relating
the circumstances surrounding the cancellation of the big publicity
campaign on "Try Smilin' " last year.

conducting our country's
espionage activities.

tions to have the witness repeat
statements presented.

FUN FILLERS: We're still laughing at Martha Raye's gag, entertaining
the boys at the Stage Door Canteen. "As I was coming in here," cracks
Martha. "a fellow came up to me and said: 'Miss, I haven't had a bite in
five days'. So I bit him!". ..Alton Cook's line about Earle Ferris is

another howl. He says Earle is the only guy in the world who rented
a piano só s he could tune up his mandolin.... During his recent Victory

the Red Saturdays at

tour, Groucho Marx was approached by a woman who said: "Pardon me,
are you Harpo Marx?" "No." replied Groucho. "Are you?"....With House
Jameson being drafted into the Army next week, a terrific possibility is
opened up. Supposing he gets assigned to Ezra (Sergeant) Stone's company-thus making his "radio son" his army superior!

upper. A question is ask
the contestant fails to giv
rect reply within a limite

(Continued from Page 1)

at the hearings next week. No transcript of the brief was made available for the press, it being entered
on the record only as Maj. Murray
read it. There were a few interrupEfforts had been made to provide
all possible facilities for promising
new talent, Maj. Murray said. Between March, 1939 and Dec. 31, 1941
more than $2,400,000 was paid by the
CBC to Canadian artists, 'musicians,
authors and composers.

There had been a downward trend
in the ratio of commercial programs
to sustaining programs, Maj. Murray
told the committee. In the past year
commercial programs accounted for
14 per cent of the CBC network
broadcasting. In accepting commercial business, he said, revenue was

not the only factor considered. He
then referred to the increase of Canadian commercial programs and said
private stations had given cooperation in giving wide distribution to

programs designed to further the war
effort.

Lauds Employees

Maj. Murray also spoke highly of
the efficiency of the 657 employees
of CBC.

Touching on radio in education,
Maj. Murray said Canadian schools
have failed to take full advantage of
the use of radio in education. Radio
offered great educational opportunities, especially in rural areas, he

said, but as yet general advantage
has not been taken by Canadian educational institutions. Only in Nova
Scotia and British Columbia, he concluded, is school radio being used to
any appreciable extent.

*

*

*

*

*

*

OF THEE I SING: The Blue Network's decision to let down
the bars on spy stories, thus bringing in Phil Lord's "Counter Spy"
series every Monday nite. The programs aren't episodic, each one
being a story in itself dealing with counter -espionage.... Bob Con way's intelligent newsful headlines that wind up the WNEW-"Daily
News" hourly broadcasts.... The rousing rhythm of Irene Beasley's

tune, "I've Got a Job to Do for Uncle Sam"....Ditto "We Don't
Want No Goosestep Over Here" penned by Ray Seeley (an inmate
of Folsom Prison) and published by Bell Music Co...."Other
People's Business" heard daily on WQXR-as slick a show as its
title, with credits going to Wilbert Newgold and Alma Dettinger....
The consistently swell job Nellie Revell turns in each week. Nellie
can give most of the others cards and spades and why she hasn't
been sold yet will always come under the head of "mysteries" to
us....Broadway's offering of "Uncle Harry," which is worthwhile

viewing if for no other reason than to sample the superb toiling

fell down as the action p
Sound effects throughout
only redeeming feature of
duction.

*

*

*

- Remember Pearl Harbor

is

pro

"Truth or Consequent
Procter & Gamble show

8:

plugging Ivory Soap, featu
Edwards as emcee and stun
!J

consequence must be paid

The comedy and enterta
this stanza comes only fro

testants paying the forfei,
range from riding in a ba
down Fifth Avenue to hav

belt locked on a person-th

to be delivered until mi

a messenger to the home o
tim. Commercial copy is
the light side and the
passes too quickly if the co

are amusing. They usually
th

"TRY SMILIN
By RAY SEELEY
(No. 21-774 Folsom Prison)

IS IN THE NEWS .

.

See SATEVEPOST story on

SINGIN' SAM

of Eva LeGallienne, Joseph Schildkraut and radio's own Addie Klein.
Addie, whom we last caught in "Brooklyn, U.S.A.", is right at home

in this Big Time company as the nagging, snarling and shrewish
old maid sister.

Series

Phillips H. Lord, indepen
ducer, and is currently a
sustaining basis as a tribu
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Blue Network Shows
New Station Granted;
Set For Early Debut
Other Action By FCC
/'a.,.

1r

I ( ontinned from Pape 1)

ended by Colonel William nut, the 9,30-10 p m. all times EWT, lumbus, Ohio. and relay stations to
fi Uunotarr Donovan is spot on the Blue beginning this Sun- the Forest City Publishing Co. on
detlnitcly -'out." probably day. Deliberately on the corny side. condition that no authority contained
a high Army post
and show will consist of mass singing by in action would be construed
(
Sherwood is hemg the studio audience up to a certain finding with respect to. or as aasfu-a
point in the song when, at a pre- ture approval of any future transfer
O take over from him
.io'i to in. hiding :at lrast arranged signal, all will stop except of control of licensee arising out of
kireiv In's present agency. one member of the audience with a changes in stockholding of Forest
its foreigo :nformatio ii scr- microphone who will carry on alone City Publishing Co., or otherwise.
part of M,llett's lr. S in- until, at another signal, entire audi- This is understood to be eliminating
Survle., the agency now ence again picks up the tune.
an intermediary corporation.
will include all of MacFour microphones will be scattered A voluntary assignment of license
hias of Facts and Figures. in the audience, permitting of im- was
granted for station WJZM,
-opaganda section of Vice - promptu solos, duets. trios and quar- Clarksville, Tenn., from William D.
Walla rr's Board of Eco- tets on the signal when the general and Violet Hudson to Roland Hughes,
rfare in addition to 'he audience stops. Cash prizes will be for a total consideration of $26,500.
services of Army. Navy awarded for best (and worst) voices. The Western Evergreen Broadcast'reduction Board. The reti- Program is a General Amusement ing Assn. of Seattle, Washington, was
re run by Byron Price ano Corp. package.
granted authority to transmit to and
ckefellcr's Office of Inter Lew Valentine. in addition to his exchange programs with the CanadiAffairs are not expected "Sing for Dough" assignment. has n Broadcasting Corp. for rebroadbig new war information taken over the emcee duties on the "asting.
Blue's "Swop Nite" program, hereAuthority Given Blue Web
Wit to COI and OFF
'nfore handled by H. Allen Smith. The Blue Network. Inc.. New York
ncics which are sure to he On Sunday, June 14. "The Army - City. was granted authority to trans,rtunities for improved co - Navy Game." an all -service contest mit programs to stations CFCF. CBL
'rider the proposed set-up program, with prizes going to Army and to other Canadian Broadcasting
an's COi and Macl.cish's and Navy Relief, begins a regular Corp. stations.
W6XLA. Television Productions,
s p ,in'ed out that both weekly schedule on the Blue, Sune now processing much of days from 4:30-5 p.m. Created by inc., of Los Angeles. was granted
type of source material -- Herb Moss and Allen Funt, "Army - construction permit for a new telefor domestic morale and Navy Game" was air -auditioned last vision relay station (in lieu of earlier
purposes. and Donovan's May 13 on the Blue. Fred Uttal will permit which expired Oct. 15, 1941)
foreign consumption via he emcee, awarding prizes to service to operate on frequencies 204,000shortwave stations. if the teams matching wits, singing, acting. 216.000 kilocycles (channels 11 and
12). 800 watts peak visual power
ion goes through, these etc.
only, A-5 emission.
es may have a common
Negro Show June 17
1,
possibly even pooling
Idea for a regular weekly program Station WBYN, Brooklyn. N. Y.,
toying and analysis sec - to serve as a showcase for outstand- yesterday applied for a modification
ing Negro talent will be tried out of license for removal of its main
few heads may be lapped Wednesday, June 17, during the studio from 1 Nevins Street. Brookop. it is not expected that ''Cab Calloway's Quizzicale" time. lyn. to 132 West 43rd Street, New
at reduction of personnel 9 30-9:55 p m . with Calloway as York City.
did information agencies emcee ' Quizzicale" format will he
Hearst Radio. Inc.. of San Francist from reorganization. The dropped for this one program, al- co, applied for permission to assign
e'ently bitten deeply int., though it is not intended to discon- license for station KYA by sale to
. and the expectation of a t:nue the program altogether. An the Palo Alto Radio Station, Inc.
I shakeup has prevented
impressive array of leading colored
Thus, a p~l ni: of funr- .artists is being lined up for the June
Joins WABC Announcers
rrelat ion of activities of 17 broadcast and if successful the
Sandy Baker. formerly a member
employees would pr7ob- flea may be continued with a perfirst noteworthy results manent emcee other than Calloway of the announcing staff of WWRL
ination of war rnfornaa- whose band dates keep him on the and more recently with WBT. Charlotte. has joined WABC where he
tors.
road most of the time.
will serve as staff announcer.
.

Of 'Language' Outlets

'mergency. The offer is not merely

test but a good -will gesture on part
quarter-hour. Saturday morning of the brewery officials. Offer is be program being aired by WPAT. Pat- ing made on the "Lone Star News,"
, rson. N .1. Program, which is de- aired each evening over KTSA, San
signed to promote sales of the New- Antonio.
ark -Sunday Call." with which WPAT
has just completed a mutual promoAnns.-Trailer Swap
tional tie-up. is a dramatized narraDeal
whereby
free announcements
live, with appropriate music and are exchanged for promotional sound
sound effects, previewing stories trailers has been set by K@W, San
cheduled to appear in the rotogra- Francisco outlet for CBS, with the
vure section of following day's "Sun- Nasser Brothers' theater chain of
day Call " Broadcast is heard from northern California. Eight theaters
12 noon rin':1 1215 on Saturdays.
of the circuit, all located in the San
Francisco
Bay area, will use the staOCD Booklet Giveaway
tion plugs, which will feature the
Lone Star Beer. heavy radio time voices of different station personalibutyer. is promoting a give-away in ties-some local staffers and others
the form of a booklet outlining Ci- heard regularly via the CBS network
vilian Defense and .', hat to do in the lanes.
R.,d,

"Time Broker" Query
(Continued from Pup; I.

-and influence-among foreign born

listeners.

Possible wartime dangers inherent
in such a setup if the licensee does
not have complete knowledge and
control over the content of such pro-

grams were impressed upon NAB
members by Lee Falk of the Office
of Facts and Figures at the recent
NAB convention in Cleveland fol-

lowing which a foreign language station committee for voluntary control
was created.
Members of the committee headed
by Chairman Arthur Simon of WPEN,
Philadelphia, are scheduled to meet
in Falk's office this afternoon. In

addition to matters of organization
and procedure, the group will consider a proposed code on foreign
language broadcasts which will include a proposal on block -booking.

The committee is also seeking office
space in Washington.
Program Details Wanted

Through direct communication with
the individual radio stations con-

cerned, the FCC said yesterday, it
would seek to learn the following
facts about "Time Brokers": Their
precise relationships with the stations over which they operate, the
titles and nature of their programs,
and also whether in the opinion of
the licensees there are objections to,

or useful functions for the broker

system.

Copies of contracts and agreements

concerning the foreign language
operations of brokers and stations

are to be filed at the offices of the
Commission.

"Men -Machines -Victory"

Set For Blue Start Friday
(Continued from Pagel)

Irvin, formerly president of U. S.

Steel Corp. and presently chairman

the Fund, will appear as guest
speaker to present the aims of the
series. The War Production Fund
of

To Conserve Manpower was organized as a result of a proclamation of
President Roosevelt calling upon the
National Safety Council to mobilize
its resources in a drive against accidents.

MORE BUSINESS
SALES are made, not born. Factual presentation based on accurate market
survey makes it possible for salesmen
to increase sales from present sponsors
and new prospects. Available now, sales
and sales -promotion man, seven
years
in broadcasting.
Excellent record of
accomplishment, best references, draft
exempt, broad knowledge of exploitation,
publicity, special events. Knows how to
handle tough competition. Details
on
request.

Write RADIO DAILY, Box T,
New York City

1501 Broadway
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Coast -to -Coast
HOWARD RAY, program director
of KPRO, San Bernardino, Cal.,
conceived a unique idea for the local
USO drive. USO will furnish a date
to the uniformed man winning a contest held over the station for the best
"tall tale," gag, etc. Winner may
specify type of girl he prefers; local

WFBC, Greenville, S. C., broadcasts
After seeking a talented girl vocalist for five years, Sammy Kaye, the the weekly meetings of the "Popeye
swing and sway maestro, has finally Club" from the stage of the Rivoli
added a songstress to his outfit. She Theater in Greenville. Meetings are
is 17 -year -old Nancy Norman, whom presided over by Bud Watson, of the
School

12-12:30. Music menu is main*
Thursday, at 10-10:30 p.m. Dr. Wil- hour,
selections.
liam Agar, educational director of ly made up of light concert
engineer f o r
Robert
Artman,
*
the Freedom House and vice-presiWTAQ, Green Bay, Wis., resigned his
Lily
Pons,
Metropolitan
Opera
sodent of the Fight for Freedom comrecently at the transmitter in
mittee, will act as moderator for the prano, a.nd Andre Kostelanetz, her post
DePere, to take over new duties
discussion. Others participating in the conductor - husband, celebrated their West
the Army Signal Corps, as a
round -table are: Alexander Kiralfy, fourth wedding anniversary yester- with
in the Radio Technician
author of "Victory in the Pacific"; day in Silvermine, Conn., where they teacher
courses.
His
first assignment was at
were
married
on
June
2,
1938
as
the
Krishnalal Shridharani, representative
DePere and Green Bay. He fills
of India and author of "My India- .surprise climax to a garden party West
out the classes started by the Rev.
My America"; and Dr. Lin Mousheng, held at Miss Pons' home.
L.
F. Jacobs, Ph.D., St. Norbert Col*
*
*
editor of the "Contemporary China."
lege, who also joined the Signal
Alvino Rey and his orchestra, with Corps. St. Norbert College owns and
As a portion of "This Nation at the four King Sisters, will succeed operates WTAQ.
War" program, WTRY, Troy, N. Y., Kay Kyser's orchestra as the feamoved its microphones into the home tured band on WPAT, Paterson, N. J.,
of Fred M. Patrie of Albany. He and "Sundown at Meadowbrook" broadtwo sons are employed at the Ameri- casts commencing Friday evening,

the announcing trick for WTRY.
*

*

*

is sen

his own expense, copies of tht
disk, "This Will Be a Lonesot

throughout the country. Jo
head of the new label, is con
an album of "Home Front

for Wayne, as a morale built
s

Howard W. Davis, J. K.
and W. W. McAllister, all
Antonio, have purchased ra

tion KPAB from J. B. Morton.

business man. Davis and Mc
operating as the Walmac
and operate radio station
Antonio. KPAB operates

on a frequency of 1490
with a power of 250 watts.
dios will be built in the

Hotel here. Trio plan to org
Laredo Broadcast Corp. with
who also operates KMAC, in
*

s

*

Ray Sentker, assistant prop
rector of KSL, Salt Lake CI
came the father of a baby bol
Raymond, May 19.... Ben Bi
member of the technical staff
KSL transmitter, received a
from the stork the day before,
a fine baby girl.

June 5. With the arrival of Rey's
band on the program, broadcasts will
be lengthened to one half hour, the

new time being from 7:30-8

p.m.,

Tuesdays through Saturdays.
*

*

*

Patricia Pritchett, new to radio, has

*

receptionist... . Louise Ste ff ens, for-

mer receptionist, has been placed in
charge of music clearance. ...Edward
Wilson, formerly of WLS, Chicago,
has joined the announcing staff. His
ten years in radio have included all
types of announcing... .Claire Har-

continuity director, recently
New additions to the staff of rison,
married
John Cari-Cari of the U. S.
WFBC, Greenville, South Carolina, Army Air
stationed at Scott
are Bob Youmans and Charlie Davis, Field. She Corps
will remain with the staannouncers, and Sue Jones, commer- tion.
cial department. Youmans comes to
*
*
WFBC from KPAC, Texas. Davis
joins WFBC, from the announcing Richard Peck, f o r m e r l y with
staff of WISE, Asheville, N. C., and KARK, Little Rock, Ark., has joined
Miss Jones was formerly on the the staff of WOW, Omaha, Neb., as
a broadcast operator ....Don Larson,
sales staff of WMRC, Greenville.
Omaha organist, has replaced Eddie
Butler as staff organist. Butler has
enlisted in the Navy.... Bill Wise-

yi

*

man, promotion manager, has accept-

ed an invitation to speak before the
Btlt!i!

for Beacon Records,

started work at KWK, St. Louis, as

*

Pittillo, secretary in the
commercial department of WWNC,
Asheville, N. C., is now displaying a
diamond engagement ring. The other
half of the twosome is Charles Beard
of the engineering department.
Eileen

*

Jerry Wayne, CBS singer

cently did his first solo re

Kaye discovered at a Roosevelt High WFBC staff. Program is aimed at mer," to the various Armp

dance in Hollywood, Cal. the juvenile listeners from eight to
Nancy is currently singing with the 18 years.
*
*
*
merchants will shower the couple band at the Essex House, New York,
broadcasting
over
NBC
several
times
Hoyt Andres, recently of KWK,
with presents, free dinner, free taxi
St. Louis, and formerly with WOAI,
cab rides, and present them as the a week.
San Antonio, Texas, has joined the
guests of honor at a big dancing
party held by the USO on June 16. "Music by Black," specifically, by KMOX, St. Louis, announcing staff.
Details of the contest are broadcast Norman Black, melody maestro of Hoyt is particularly identified with
every day on KPRO's "Merchants' WFIL, Philadelphia, will not only WOAI for his special events anchange, but double his time on the nouncing of Army shows from RanSalute to Fighting Men" program.
Blue Network Saturday mornings, be- dolph Field and Fort Sam Houston
*
*
*
June 6. Instead of the previ.Jim Moran, studio technician for
"The Future of Asia" will be the ginning
15 minutes, 12:15-12:30, Black KMOX, recently returned from his
subject of a broadcast forum to be ous
presented over WHN, New York, will play on the Blue for half an vacation and is back in harness.

can Locomotive Works in Schenectady, his daughter is employed as a
nurse in a local hospital, and last
- but not least, Mrs. Patrie, besides her
household duties, works as a maid
in a local hotel. Bob Lewis handled

.7;t

S

i17¡18119 ;20¡21122i23!
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June 3
Bob Hutton
Ruth Carhart
Joey Nash
Herman Larson
Dave Rose
Jan Peerce
Warren Sweeney

Kansas City Advertising Club, June 8.
*

*

"The Happy Medium," new novelty

tune by Bill Watters and Harvey

Brooks, getting MBS network introduction by Johnny Richards Orchestra from Zucca's in Hermosa Beach,
Calif. Watters, formerly New York
and Hollywood publicist, is now in
the Navy and recently wrote "Fight-

ing Sons of the Navy Blue," published by Vanguard Songs, Inc.
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fIBS At Sanders Hearing
No 1 -Hour Sponsors

tinew Time Over NBC
(meral Foods and Bristol-Myers

e,?rday formally renewed their
).yhour evening time blocks on

General Foods renewed for

t Sher year the Thursday 8-9 p.m.,
hour while Bristol-Myers reeted the Wednesday 9-10 p.m.
;tent..

ograms involved are Eddie Can "Time to Smile," occupying the

half of the Bristol-Myers hour

i

stations for Ipana and Sal
ttica (Young & Rubicam) and

t r 36

(Continued on Page 2)

cap's Better Relations
ended To Movie Exhibs
lantic City - Indicating further

Sobriquet

Not content with calling its new
cooperative sponsorship plan merely "teamed sponsorship," Blue Net-

work staffers have been racking

their brains for a more descriptive
handle. Leading candidate thus
far was devised by Jack Sullivan,
of the WIZ promotion department,
who offers: "Kilocycle Build for

McCosker Supports FCC Administration
And Sees No Cause For Revision;
Deplores Court Procedure
BVC Fears Drafting

Four."

Of Key Radio Execs

chairman of the board of Mutual
Broadcasting System and president
Mutual May Billings
Washington-Concern over the pos- of WOR, that no new legislation be
sible effects upon radio of the new enacted which would hamstring the
War Manpower Act has been voiced Federal Communications Commission
Show Increase 0f 48% by the Broadcasters' Victory Council, and further delay enactment of its
which views with alarm the possi- proposed network regulations.
Indicating MBS support of the FCC
Mutual billings last month, reflect- bility that key men in broadcasting
ing the loss of Coca-Cola's "Spotlight will be drafted for work in war in no uncertain terms, McCosker was
Bands" series which terminated on plants even though they may not the first witness in the course of these
protracted hearings to voice all-out
(Continued on Page 7)
the network May 2, dropped from
support of the chain regulations, in
the approximate 100 per cent increase

"Dr. Christian" Awards
To Be Announced June 17

relations with the picture in - mark. Figure for the month of May Winner of the $2,000 "Dr. Christian
an increase of 48.6 per
y at the opening session of the was $748,745,
Award" for the outstanding radio
(Continued on Page 2)
d Theater Owners of New Jerscript will be announced June 17 on
annual convention at the
the regular weekly "Dr. Christian"
assador Hotel here yesterday. Satevepost Campaign
broadcast on CBS, it was announced
P e told the convention of the
)val of Ascap's lawyer -represenand substitution of good

t - es

(Continued on Page 2)

mes" Correspondents
St For WMCA Broadcast

merce Committee on the Sanders Bill
resumed yesterday morning with an
appeal from Alfred J. McCosker,

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

:hanged attitude of Ascap toward over comparable months of 1941
ustomers, John G. Paine, Ascap which they had been running, but
iral manager, pledged better fu - continued close to the 50 per cent

r

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Hearings before the
House Interstate and Foreign Com-

On 35 In Major Markets

(Continued on Page 6)

NBC Signs Gram Swing

To Exclusive Contract

Raymond Gram Swing has signed
of the judges. Walter Wanger, mo- an exclusive contract with NBC and
will switch from Mutual to the Red
Curtis Publishing Co. this week be(Continued on Page 2)
network in September, it was learned
gan an intensive spot campaign for
yesterday. Swing, one of the top
the "Saturday Evening Post" on Angott-Montgomery Bout
radio news commentators, will re approximately 35 stations in major
markets.

Plugging the magazine's
new format and specific articles (cur-

yesterday in making public the names

Bought By Adam On Blue

(Continued on Page 7)

NLRB Renders Report
between Sammy Angott and Bob Anent WQAM Employee

Adam Hat Stores, Inc., will sponsor
Lund table discussion on the war rently Jan Henrik Marsman's "I Estoonclude correspondents who ar- caped From Hong Kong!'), the one - the broadcast of the lightweight bout

1 on the S.S. Drottningholm in minute announcements total 17 per
thx exchange of nationals with the week per market, where time is Montgomery, Monday, June 15, over
ri

:\x,

will be featured in an hour

iru a quarter broadcast on WMCA,

York, next Tuesday, June

"'e

(Continued on Page 2)

Arm` -Navy Relief
An afternoon -and -evening show
I

Madison Square Garden, with
ame bands, radio and recording
ars, is being planned by the Rect

rd Masters of Ceremonies Commitle of

the U. S. Treasury's War

and Campaign headed by Dick
n Silbert, WHN disk twirler. Proceeds
the affair, tentatively set for
I

I

me 20, will go to the Army and

er.

avy Relief Fund.

9,

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

"Language" Committee Meets;
Fly Offers Full Cooperation
Philco's Net Profit

Shows 1st Quarter Gain

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Foreign Language Ra-

dio

Wartime

Control

Committee

made its debut in the Nation's Capital
yesterday selecting its headquarters,
electing officers and conferring with
Federal officials on methods of policing foreign language programs on the
more than 200 stations represented.
Arthur Simon of WPEN, Philadel-

Philadelphia-Gross sales of Philco
Corp. totaled $17,139,891 in the first
quarter of 1942, as compared with
$16,476,996 in the corresponding period a year ago, it was announced yesterday by James T. Buckley, president. Net income after provision for phia, was elected permanent chairestimated Federal and State income man of the group when it was cre(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 5)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Reinstatement with

back pay from Dec. 10, 1941, for announcer Fred Handrich, WQAM,
Miami,

Fla., was recommended by
(Continued on Page 2)

"CBS Mail Bag"
On the theory that "this nation
can provide substitutes for everything except letters from home,"

CBS this week launched the "CBS

Mail Bag" which goes to all
Columbia men in the service.

Edited by Jack Hoins, it consists
of excerpts from letters written to
the network by ex -staffers now In
the armed forces and includes a
page of their pictures.

'

I,

"i

6
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RADIO and other media in the New
York area on Thursday will begin an
integrated campaign on behalf of the
Treasury Department war pledge
campaign of Greater New York. with
the objective of selling approximately

$2,000,000 worth of War Bonds annually in this market. Cooperation of
all media, advertisers and agencies
has been assured.
SWERL, new concentrated laundry
soap, is being introduced in test mar-

kets this week by H. J. Heinz Co.,

WORDS AND bIUSIC
OUR TOWN:

By Sid Weiss
Two scenes in the Warner smash, "Yankee Doodle Dandy."

were shot here in town and directed by Charlie Martin, the Philip
Morris Playhouse ace. One was the scene with Cagney talking to FDR
(using Bill Adams' voice as a dub -in); Martin received a personal wire of
congratulations from Jack Warner.... Speaking about Martin, his guestar
on the "Playhouse" this week will be Geo. Raft. For the assignment, Raft,
through his agent, demanded $3,500. After considerable haggling, he

agreed to take $3,250-providing that the remaining $250 went to his
"bodyguard," Killer Gray.... That dread experience which all of us fear
at one time or another-that of accidentally wearing shoes from different
pairs-happened to genial Mose Gumble the other day. Lucky for Mose

through Maxon, Inc., Detroit. Test
cities are Syracuse, N. Y., and Grand

they were, both brown!
Dogs are being enrolled for defense purposes
and Kate Smith hopes for a 1-A rating for her cocker spaniel, Freckles....

THE GERTH-KNOLLIN Advertis-

Jack Benny sent Ed Gardiner a wire saying that "Duffy's Tavern" was
the funniest thing on the air Tuesday rites.

Rapids, Mich.

ing Agency of San Francisco has
been split into two separate organizations. Edward P. Gerth is now
the sole owner of the Gerth-Pacific
Advertising Agency, and James C.

Knollin heads the Knollin Advertising Agency. Both have offices at 68
Post street.

Canada Sponsored Shows
On Increase Says Murray
(Continued from Page

1)

mony, as at his previous appearance,
was read from a 57,000 -word brief,

which he will continue to present
at .the hearings next week. No transcript of the brief was' made available for the press, it being entered
on the record only as Maj. Murray
read it. There were a few interruptions to have the witness repeat
statements presented.
Efforts had been made to provide
all possible facilities for promising

new talent, Maj. Murray said. Be-

tween March, 1939 and Dec. 31, 1941
more than $2,400,000 was paid by the

CBC to Canadian artists, musicians,
authors and composers.
There had been a downward trend
in the ratio of commercial programs
to sustaining programs, Maj. Murray
told the committee. In the past year
commercial programs accounted for

14 per cent

the CBC network
cial business, he said, revenue was
not the only factor considered. He
then referred to the increase of Canadian commercial programs and said
private stations had given cooperation in giving wide distribution to
of

broadcasting. In accepting commer-

programs designed to further the war
effort.

Lauds Employees

Maj. Murray also spoke highly of
the efficiency of the 657 employees
of CBC.

Touching on radio in education,
Maj. Murray said Canadian schools
have failed to take full advantage of
the use of radio in education. Radio
offered great educational opportunities, especially in rural areas, he

said, but as yet general advantage
has not been taken by Canadian educational institutions. Only in Nova

Scotia and British Columbia, he concluded, is school radio being used to
any appreciable extent.

Last week, Muriel Pollock was signed for the music on the CIO
program called "Win the War" on WQXR. Not to be outdone, the
A.F. of L. readied a new show over WEAF. Miss Pollock has been
signed for that show, too!.,.. Marcia Neil the new attraction at the

Weylin Bar with her songs and pianoing....That pretty gal on
Jacques Renard's arm these nites is his pretty 22 -year -old daughter,

Wini, from Beverly Hills....Larry Elliott has become a dollar -a-

year man in the Treasury Bond Drive....Geo. F. Putnam has
offered his services to the U.S. Civil Service as announcer of their
one -minute recruiting transcriptions....Saturday "Evening Post"
gave a great break to "Singin' Sam" in its current issue, relating
the circumstances surrounding the cancellation of the big publicity
campaign on "Try Smilin' " last year.

*

*

*

FUN FILLERS: We're still laughing at Martha Rayé s gag, entertaining
the boys at the Stage Door Canteen. "As I was coming in here," cracks
Martha, "a fellow came up to me and said: 'Miss, I haven't had a bite in
five days'. So I bit him!" ....Alton Cook's line about Earle Ferris is

another howl. He says Earle is the only guy in the world who rented
a piano só s he could tune up his mandolin.... During his recent Victory
tour, Groucho Marx was approached by a woman who said: "Pardon me,
are you Harpo Marx?" "No," replied Groucho. "Are you?"....With House
Jameson being drafted into the Army next week, a terrific possibility is
opened up. Supposing he gets assigned to Ezra (Sergeant) Stone's company-thus making his "radio son" his army superior!

*

OF THEE I SING: The Blue Network's decision to let down
the bars on spy stories, thus bringing in Phil Lord's "Counter Spy"
series every Monday nite. The programs aren't episodic, each one
being a story in itself dealing with counter-espionage....Bob Con way's intelligent newsful headlines that wind up the WNEW-"Daily
News" hourly broadcasts....The rousing rhythm of Irene Beasley's

tune, "I've Got a Job to Do for Uncle Sam"....Ditto "We Don't
Want No Goosestep Over Here" penned by Ray Seeley (an inmate
of Folsom Prison) and published by Bell Music Co...."Other
People's Business" heard daily on WQXR-as slick a show as its
title, with credits going to Wilbert Newgold and Alma Dettinger....
The consistently swell job Nellie Revell turns in each week. Nellie
can give most of the others cards and spades and why she hasn't
been sold yet will always come under the head of "mysteries" to
us....Broadway's offering of "Uncle Harry," which is worthwhile

viewing if for no other reason than to sample the superb toiling

PROGRAM REVIEI
"Counter Spy"

Somewhat over -melodramatic

sentation which debuted uncle
title of "Counter -Spy" on the

Network Monday night 10-10:30

*

*

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

1

EWT, via WJZ, appears to be
in that any reminder of the wi
matter how inconsequential, h

1

cumulative effect on this nl
war effort. Half-hour show is

suited to the 5-7 p.m. period 1
it probably would be received

s<

cordially by a children's auc
rather than the adult audieni

its present air -time. Truth se
lurking submarines for get -L
and penthouse radio transmitte
used in the first episode of this

are a bit too much for the lis
to take in when all he has to
to listen to his news comma

iP

or read his newspaper to get a
and much more exciting fare,

IX

The first program undoubtedly t$

limited in telling its story as I'

time was used in introducing
main character, who will con
in subsequent episodes., It su
off with a rather effective bi

interrogation to give the listen
proper background for the story

fell down as the action progreW7
Sound effects throughout were

only redeeming feature of the
duction.

Series

Is

produced

Phillips H. Lord, independent a.

ducer, and is currently aired

sustaining basis as a tribute to:
conducting our country's
espionage activities.

p:

coin

"Truth or Consequences"
Procter & Gamble show hear
the Red Saturdays at 8:30-9

I

S

ar

plugging Ivory Soap, features
Edwards as emcee and stunt-th

upper. A question is asked

the contestant fails to give the

rect reply within a limited t

consequence must be paid or
The comedy and entertainmen

this stanza comes only from the v
testants paying the fórfeit_ whit a

range from riding in a baby

in!

down Fifth Avenue to having a 19 m

belt locked on a person-the key;

to be delivered until midnight,
a messenger to the home of the
tim. Commercial copy is usually
the light side and the half

lM

passes too quickly if the consequet1

are amusing. They usually are.

"TRY SMILIN'';
By RAY SEELEY
(No. 21-774 Folsom Prison)

IS IN THE NEWS ..

.

See SATEVEPOST story on

SINGIN' SAM

of Eva LeGallienne, Joseph Schildkraut and radio's own Addie Klein.
Addie, whom we last caught in "Brooklyn, U.S.A.", is right at home

in this Big Time company as the nagging, snarling and shrewish
old maid sister.

n
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II Mull Problem
) U.S. News Head
(Continued from Page 1)

various times were Elmer
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Newspaper -Radio Tieup
emergency. The offer is not merely
"Radio Gravure" is the title of a a test but a good -will gesture on part

7alter Lippmann, Archibald new quarter-hour, Saturday morning
i, Lowell Mellett, William C. program being aired by WPAT, Patillitt and half a dozen others. erson, N. J. Program, which is deer the week-end, Senators signed to promote sales of the NewI Tydings launched a heavy ark "Sunday Call," with which WPAT
roadside against waste and has just completed a mutual promom in the Government's press tional tie-up, is a dramatized narraTheir attack, according to tive, with appropriate music and
has induced the Chief Ex - sound effects, previewing stories

"Time Broker" Query
Of 'Language' Outlets
(Continued from Page 1)

of the brewery officials. Offer is be- -and influence-among foreign born
ing made on the "Lone Star News," listeners.
aired each evening over KTSA, San Possible wartime dangers inherent

Antonio.

Anns.-Trailer Swap

Deal whereby free announcements
are exchanged for promotional sound

has been set by KQW, San
o dust off the plate again scheduled to appear in the rotogra- trailers
Francisco
outlet for CBS, with the
mounce the new set-up this vure section of following day's "Sun-

in such a setup if the licensee does
not have complete knowledge and
control over the content of such programs were impressed upon NAB
members by Lee Falk of the Office
of Facts and Figures at the recent
NAB convention in Cleveland fol-

Nasser Brothers'
chain of lowing which a foreign language staday Call." Broadcast is heard from northern California.theater
Eight theaters tion committee for voluntary control
ti; running, Elmer Davis is 12 noon until 12:15 on Saturdays.
of the circuit, all located in the San was created.
to. ave the edge for the chief
Francisco
Bay area, will use the sta- Members of the committee headed
OCD Booklet Giveaway
w1 Lowell Mellett also runplugs, which will feature the by Chairman Arthur Simon of WPEN,
wl up in front. Whoever is Lone Star Beer, heavy radio time tion
of different station personali- Philadelphia, are scheduled to meet
Led will put an end to Wash- buyer, is promoting a give-away in voices
local staffers and others in Falk's office this afternoon. In
n's'avorite guessing game this the form of a booklet outlining Ci- ties-some
heard regularly via the CBS network addition to matters of organization
vilian Defense and what to do in the lanes.
and procedure, the group will conSbwood Seen As Assistant
sider a proposed code on foreign
seems certain that the as - Blue Network Shows
New
Station
Granted;
language broadcasts which will infiefs will include Deputy
a proposal on block -booking.
Set For Early Debut
or Robert E. Sherwood of
Other Action By FCC clude
The committee is also seeking office
of Coordinator of Informa space in Washington.
(Contiued from Page 1)
t hortwave propaganda agen(Continued from Page 1)
Program Details Wanted
into
the
9:30-10
p.m.
(all
times
EWT)
leaded by Colonel William
lumbus, Ohio, and relay stations to
11) Donovan.
Donovan is spot on the Blue beginning this Sun- the Forest City Publishing Co. on
Through direct communication with
t definitely "out," probably day. Deliberately on the corny side, condition that no authority contained the individual radio stations conit a high Army post-and show will consist of mass singing by in action would be construed as a cerned, the FCC said yesterday, it
t Sherwood is being the studio audience up to a certain finding with respect to, or as a fu- would seek to learn the following
n `;o take over from him.
point in the song when, at a pre- ture approval of any future transfer facts about "Time Brokers": Their
lion to including at least arranged signal, all will stop except of control of licensee arising out of precise relationships with the star. Donovan's present agency, one member of the audience with a changes in stockholding of Forest tions over which they operate, the
k its foreign information ser- microphone who will carry on alone City Publishing Co.,
or otherwise. titles and nature of their programs,
a ! part of Mellett's U. S. In - until, at another signal, entire audi- This is understood to be eliminating
and also whether in the opinion of
Service, the agency now ence again picks up the tune.
an intermediary corporation.
the licensees there are objections to,
will include all of Mac- Four microphones will be scattered A voluntary assignment of license or
useful functions for the broker
's lice of Facts and Figures, in the audience, permitting of im- was
granted for station WJZM, system.
h_ ropaganda section of Vice - promptu solos, duets, trios and quar- Clarksville, Tenn., from William D.
Copies of contracts and agreements
f: ` Wallace's Board of Eco- tets on the signal when the general
Violet Hudson to Roland Hughes, concerning
the foreign language
irfare in addition to the audience stops. Cash prizes will be and
for a total consideration of $26,500.
operations
of
and stations
n . r n services of Army, Navy awarded for best (and worst) voices.
The Western Evergreen Broadcast- are to be filedbrokers
at
the
offices
of the
I 'roduction Board. The cen- Program is
a General Amusement ing Assn. of Seattle, Washington, was Commission.
p ¶ice run by Byron Price and Corp. package.
granted authority to transmit to and
ckefeller's Office of Inter- Lew Valentine, in addition to his exchange programs with the Canadiic
Affairs are not expected "Sing for Dough" assignment, has an Broadcasting Corp. for rebroad- "Men -Machines -Victory"
big new war information taken over the emcee duties on the casting.
I

o
1

,

lnefit to COI and OFF

ncies which are sure to be
)rtunities for improved co under the proposed set-up

o 'an's COI and MacLeish's
i

Blue's "Swop Nite" program, heretofore handled by H. Allen Smith.
On Sunday, June 14, "The Army Navy Game," an all -service contest
program, with prizes going to Army
and Navy Relief, begins a regular
weekly schedule on the Blue, Sundays from 4:30-5 p.m. Created by
Herb Moss and Allen Funt, "Army -

Authority Given Blue Web

Corp. stations.

W6XLA. Television Productions,
pointed out that both
Inc., of Los Angeles, was granted
e i'e now processing much of
type of source materialconstruction permit for a new telefor domestic morale and Navy Game" was air -auditioned last vision relay station (in lieu of earlier
is

Set For Blue Start Friday

The Blue Network, Inc., New York
(Continued from Page 1)
City, was granted authority to transmit programs to stations CFCF, CBL Irvin, formerly president of U. S.
and to other Canadian Broadcasting Steel Corp. and presently chairman

of the Fund, will appear as guest
speaker to present the aims of the
series. The War Production Fund

To Conserve Manpower was organized as a result of a proclamation of
;- a purposes, and Donovan's May 13 on the Blue. Fred Uttal will permit which expired Oct. 15, 1941)
Roosevelt calling upon the
fo foreign consumption via be emcee, awarding prizes to service to operate on frequencies 204,000- President
National Safety Council to mobilize
C. shortwave stations. If the teams matching wits, singing, acting, 216,000 kilocycles (channels 11 and its resources in a drive against accin :ion goes through, these etc.
12) , 800 watts peak visual power dents.
g ies may have a common
only, A-5 emission.
Negro Show June 17
n, possibly even pooling
Idea for a regular weekly program Station WBYN, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
itoring and analysis sec - to serve as a showcase for outstand- yesterday applied for a modification
MORE BUSINESS
ing Negro talent will be tried out of license for removal of its main
e few heads may be lopped Wednesday, June 17, during the studio from 1 Nevins Street, Brook- SALES are made, not born.
Factual pre:op, it is not expected that "Cab Calloway's Quizzicale" time, lyn, to 132 West 43rd Street, New sentation based on
accurate market
a ial reduction of personnel 9:30-9:55 p.m.,
with Calloway as York City.
survey makes it possible for salesmen
pled information agencies emcee. "Quizzicale" format will be
Hearst Radio, Inc., of San Francis- to increase sales
from present sponsors
r it from reorganization. The
co,
applied
for
permission
to
assign
dropped
for
this
one
program, aland new prospects. Available now, sales
La
.ecently bitten deeply into though it is not intended
license
for
station
KYA
by
sale
to disconto and sales -promotion man, seven
a
years
and the expectation of a tinue the program altogether. An the Palo Alto Radio Station, Inc.
in broadcasting.
Excellent record of
g shakeup has prevented impressive array of leading colored
n
accomplishment, best references, draft
Thus, a pooling of func- artists is being lined
Joins WABC Announcers
n orrelation of activities of 17 broadcast and if up for the June
exempt, broad knowledge of exploitation,
the Sandy Baker, formerly a member publicity, special events. Knows
t employees would prob- idea may be continuedsuccessful
how to
with
a
pertough competition. Details
of the announcing staff of WWRL handle
e first noteworthy results manent emcee other than
request.
Calloway
Write RADIO DAILY, Box on
rdination of war informa - whose band dates keep
more recently with WBT, Char- 1501 Broadway
T,
him on the and
o nators.
lotte, has joined WABC where he
New York City
road most of the time.
will serve as staff announcer.
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Coast -to -Coast
HOWARD RAY, program director
of KPRO, San Bernardino, Cal.,
conceived a unique idea for the local
USO drive. USO will furnish a date
to the uniformed man winning a contest held over the station for the best
"tall tale," gag, etc. Winner may
specify type of girl he prefers; local

merchants will shower the couple
with presents, free dinner, free taxi
cab rides, and present them as the
guests of honor at a big dancing
party held by the USO on June 16.
Details of the contest are broadcast
every day on KPRO's "Merchants'
Salute to Fighting Men" program.

"The Future of Asia" will be the
subject of a broadcast forum to be
presented over WHN, New York,
Thursday, at 10-10:30 p.m. Dr. William Agar, educational director of
the Freedom House and vice-president of the Fight for Freedom committee, will act as moderator for the
discussion. Others participating in the
round -table are: Alexander Kiralfy,
author of "Victory in the Pacific";
Krishnalal Shridharani, representative
of India and author of "My India-

After seeking a talented girl vocal- WFBC, Greenville, S. C., broadcasts
ist for five years, Sammy Kaye, the the weekly meetings of the "Popeye
swing and sway maestro, has finally Club" from the stage of the Rivoli
added a songstress to his outfit. She Theater in Greenville. Meetings are
is 17 -year -old Nancy Norman, whom presided over by Bud Watson, of the

y1s

Jerry Wayne, CBS singer

cently did his first solo n
for Beacon Records, is set

his own expense, copies of th
disk, "This Will Be a Loneso

I!

Kaye discovered at a Roosevelt High WFBC staff. Program is aimed at mer," to the various Arm
School dance in Hollywood, Cal. the juvenile listeners from eight to throughout the country. Jo
head of the new label, is cot
Nancy is currently singing with the 18 years.
*
*
an album of "Home Front
band at the Essex House, New York,
broadcasting over NBC several times Hoyt Andres, recently of KWK, for Wayne, as a morale boil
a week.
St. Louis, and formerly with WOAI,
*
*
San Antonio, Texas, has joined the Howard W. Davis, J. K.
"Music by Black," specifically, by KMOX, St. Louis, announcing staff. and W. W. McAllister, all
Norman Black, melody maestro of Hoyt is particularly identified with Antonio, have purchased ra'
WFIL, Philadelphia, will not only WOAI for his special events an- tion KPAB from J. B. Morton
change, but double his time on the nouncing of Army shows from Ran- business man. Davis and M(
Blue Network Saturday mornings, be- dolph Field and Fort Sam Houston operating as the Walmac C
ginning June 6. Instead of the previ.Jim Moran, studio technician for and operate radio station KM
ous 15 minutes, 12:15-12:30, Black KMOX, recently returned from his Antonio. KPAB operates fi
will play on the Blue for half an vacation and is back in harness.
on a frequency of 1490 k
hour, 12-12:30. Music menu is mainwith a power of 250 watts. t
ly made up of light concert selections.
Robert Artman, engineer f o r dios will be built in the F
*
*
Hotel here. Trio plan to orga
Lily Pons, Metropolitan Opera so- WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis., resigned his Laredo Broadcast Corp. wit]
*

G

*

prano, and Andre Kostelanetz, her
conductor - husband, celebrated their
fourth wedding anniversary yesterday in Silvermine, Conn., where they
were married on June 2, 1938 as the
surprise climax to a garden party

post recently at the transmitter in who also operates KMAC, in it
West DePere, to take over new duties
*
with the Army Signal Corps, as a
teacher

in

the Radio

Technician

Ray Sentker, assistant progr

courses. His first assignment was at rector of KSL, Salt Lake C,
West DePere and Green Bay. He fills came the father of a baby bo:
out the classes started by the Rev. Raymond, May 19....Ben BI
My America"; and Dr. Lin Mousheng, held at Miss Pons' home.
L. F. Jacobs, Ph.D., St. Norbert Col- member of the technical staf t
*
*
editor of the "Contemporary China."
lege,
also joined the Signal KSL transmitter, received a
*
*
Alvino Rey and his orchestra, with Corps.who
St. Norbert College owns and from the stork the day before!¡"
As a portion of "This Nation at the four King Sisters, will succeed operates WTAQ.
a fine baby girl.
War" program, WTRY, Troy, N. Y., Kay Kyser's orchestra as the featured
band
on
WPAT,
Paterson,
N.
J.,
nTved its microphones into the home
of Fred M. Patrie of Albany. He and "Sundown at Meadowbrook" broadtwo sons are employed at the Ameri- casts commencing Friday evening,
can Locomotive Works in Schenec- June 5. With the arrival of Rey's
tady, his daughter is employed as a band on the program, broadcasts will
nurse in a local hospital, and last be lengthened to one half hour, the
but not least, Mrs. Patrie, besides her new time being from 7:30-8 p.m.,
household duties, works as a maid Tuesdays through Saturdays.
*
*
*
in a local hotel. Bob Lewis handled
the announcing trick for WTRY.
Patricia Pritchett, new to radio, has
*
*
*
started work at KWK, St. Louis, as
*

Eileen Pittillo, secretary in the receptionist. . .. Louise Steffens, former receptionist, has been placed in
charge of music clearance. .. .Edward

commercial department of WWNC,
Asheville, N. C., is now displaying a
diamond engagement ring. The other
half of the twosome is Charles Beard
of the engineering department.
*

*

*

director, recently
New additions to the staff of rison, continuity
John Cari-Cari of the U. S.
WFBC, Greenville, South Carolina, married
Air Corps stationed at Scott
are Bob Youmans and Charlie Davis, Army
Field.
She
will remain with the staannouncers, and Sue Jones, commer- tion.
cial department. Youmans comes to
*
*
*
WFBC from KPAC, Texas. Davis
joins WFBC, from the announcing Richard Peck, for m e r l y with
staff of WISE, Asheville, N. C., and KARK, Little Rock, Ark., has joined
Miss Jones was formerly on the the staff of WOW, Omaha, Neb., as
a broadcast operator ....Don Larson,
sales staff of WMRC, Greenville.
Omaha organist, has replaced Eddie
Butler as staff organist. Butler has
1

I..

]['

JI_..

4

.

4

B____
II

enlisted in the Navy....Bill Wiseman, promotion manager, has accept-

z

2

11¡18!19¡20¡21 22i231

!25I26!21;28;29¡30í

June 3
Bob Hutton

Ruth Carhart
Joey Nash
Herman Larson
Dave Rose
Jan Peerce
Warren Sweeney

ed an invitation to speak before the

S

bG

Wilson, formerly of WLS, Chicago,
has joined the announcing staff. His
ten years in radio have included all
types of announcing.... Claire Har-

Kansas City Advertising Club, June 8.
*

*

-11

tra from Zucca's in Hermosa Beach,
Calif. Watters, formerly New York
and Hollywood publicist, is now in
the Navy and recently wrote "Fight-

ing Sons of the Navy Blue," published by Vanguard Songs, Inc.

KILO,

5000 WATTS
Fwith
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IVIES At Sanders Hearing
fio 1 -Hour Sponsors
I new Time Over NBC
neral Foods and Bristol-Myers

trday formally renewed their
hour evening time blocks on

General Foods renewed for

her year the Thursday 8-9 p.m.,
' hour while Bristol-Myers retted the Wednesday 9-10 p.m.

Sobriquet

Not content with calling its new
cooperative sponsorship plan merely "teamed sponsorship," Blue Net-

work staffers have been racking
their brains for a more descriptive
handle. Leading candidate thus
far was devised by Jack Sullivan,
of the WIZ promotion department,
who offers: "Kilocycle Build for

half of the Bristol-Myers hour

i

36

stations for

ttica

Ipana and Sal

(Young & Rubicam) and

BV( Fears Drafting

Four."

tent.

ograms involved are Eddie Can "Time to Smile," occupying the

McCosker Supports FCC Administration
And Sees No Cause For Revision;
Deplores Court Procedure

Mutual May Billings
Show Increase Of 48%

Of Key Radio Execs

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Hearings before the
House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee on the Sanders Bill
resumed yesterday morning with an
appeal from Alfred J. McCosker,

chairman of the board of Mutual
Broadcasting System and president
Washington-Concern over the pos- of WOR, that no new legislation be
sible effects upon radio of the new enacted which would hamstring the
War Manpower Act has been voiced Federal Communications Commission
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

by the Broadcasters' Victory Council, and further delay enactment of its
which views with alarm the possi- proposed network regulations.
billings last month, reflect- bility that key men in broadcasting Indicating MBS support of the FCC
no uncertain terms, McCosker was
:ap's Better Relations ingMutual
the loss of Coca-Cola's "Spotlight will be drafted for work in war in
the first witness in the course of these
plants
even
though
they
may
not
Bands"
series
which
terminated
on
ended To Movie Exhibs the network May 2, dropped from
protracted hearings to voice all-out
(Continued on Page 7)
support of the chain regulations, in
(antic City - Indicating further the approximate 100 per cent increase
(Continued on Page 6)
over
of
1941
comparable
months
"Dr.
Christian"
Awards
:hanged attitude of Ascap toward
which
they
had
been
running,
but
ustomers, John G. Paine, Ascap
To Be Announced June 17
ral manager, pledged better fu - continued close to the 50 per cent
relations with the picture in- mark. Figure for the month of May Winner of the $2,000 "Dr. Christian NBC Signs Gram Swing
an increase of 48.6 per
n y at the opening session of the was $748,745,
Award" for the outstanding radio
(Continued on Page 2)
,d Theater Owners of New Jerscript will be announced June 17 on
To Exclusive Contract
annual convention at the
the regular weekly "Dr. Christian"
assador Hotel here yesterday. Satevepost Campaign
broadcast on CBS, it was announced
e told the convention of the
Raymond Gram Swing has signed
On
35
In
Major
Markets
yesterday in making public the names
wal of Ascap's lawyer -represen an exclusive contract with NBC and
of
the
judges.
Walter
Wanger,
moes and substitution of good
will switch from Mutual to the Red
Curtis Publishing Co. this week be(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
network in September, it was learned
gan an intensive spot campaign for
yesterday. Swing, one of the top
the "Saturday Evening Post" on Angott-Montgomery Bout
radio news commentators, will re mes" Correspondents approximately 35 stations in major
(Continued on Page 7)
Plugging the magazine's Bought By Adam On Blue
It For WMCA Broadcast markets.
new format and specific articles (curAdam Hat Stores, Inc., will sponsor NLRB Renders Report
.und table discussion on the war rently Jan Henrik Marsman's "I Essclude correspondents who ar- caped From Hong Kong"), the one - the broadcast of the lightweight bout
Anent WQAM Employee
E

(Continued on Page 2)

r

a

I on the S.S. Drottningholm in minute announcements total 17 per between Sammy Angott and Bob
market, where time is Montgomery, Monday, June 15, over
exchange of nationals with the week per(Continued
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
,
will be featured in an hour
Washington-Reinstatement with
a quarter broadcast on WMCA,
back pay from Dec. 10, 1941, for announcer Fred Handrich, WQAM,
York, next Tuesday, June 9,
Miami, Fla., was recommended by
(Continued on ¡'aae 2)

"Language" Committee Meets;

Arnty-Nay' Relief
An afternoon -and -evening show

Madison Square Garden, with
ame bands, radio and recording
ars, is being planned by the RecI

rd Masters of Ceremonies Commit-

of the U. S. Treasury's War
nd Campaign headed by Dick

s

iflbert, WHN disk twirler. Proceeds
the affair, tentatively set for

me 20, will go to the Army and
an Relief Fund.

Fly Offers Full Cooperation
Philco's Net Profit

Shows 1st Quarter Gain
Philadelphia-Gross sales of Philco
Corp. totaled $17,139,891 in the first
quarter of 1942, as compared with
$16,476,996 in the corresponding period a year ago, it was announced yes-

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Foreign Language RaWartime Control Committee
made its debut in the Nation's Capital
yesterday selecting its headquarters,
electing officers and conferring with
Federal officials on methods of policing foreign language programs on the
more than 200 stations represented.
Arthur Simon of WPEN, Philadeldio

terday by James T. Buckley, president. Net income after provision for phia, was elected permanent chairestimated Federal and State income man of the group when it was cre(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 2)

"CBS Mail Bag"
On the theory that "this nation
can provide substitutes for everything except letters from home,"
CBS this week launched the "CBS
Mail Bag" which goes to all
Columbia men in the service.
Edited by Jack Hoins, it consists

of excerpts from letters written to
the network by ex -staffers now in
the armed forces and includes a
page of their pictures.

-'4 .

.
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"Times" Correspondents Philcó s Net Profit
Set For WMCA Broadcast Shows 1st Quarter Gain

n:

C0111111G and GOIn

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
from 8:45-10 p.m. The program will and excess
profits taxes totaled $286,Vol. 19, No. 47 Thurs., June 4, 1942 Price 10 Cts. originate from the New York "Times" 035 or 20.84 cents per share of comHall in New York City. Participants mon stock in the first quarter of 1942.
JOHN W. ALICOATE :
:
Publisher in the broadcast include Harold This compares with net income, after
Denny, who covered the British cam- adjusted taxes,
of $269,772 or 19.66
paigns in North Africa; Herb MatM. H. SHAPIRO
Editor thews and Cian Ferra, Rome cor- cents per share in the corresponding
MARVIN KIRSCH
: Business Manager
respondents for the New York period a year ago.
Company's reserve for estimated in"Times," and Cyrus Sulzberger, who
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays covered the Balkans and arrived come and excess profits taxes in the
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
first quarter of 1942 has been provided
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, recently from assignment in Russia. on the basis of its understanding of
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- Anne O'Hare McCormack will be
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester moderator.
Featuring spontaneous the recommendations recently made
B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate,
discussion
of
the war by active cor- by the House Ways and Means ComSecretary. Terms (Post free) United States
:

FRANK E. MULLEN, vice-president and
eral manager of NBC, and C. L. MENSER,
president in charge of programs, returned
terday from Indianapolis where they atta
the WIRE dinner honoring Niles Trammell
Governor Schricker of Ohio.
GEORGE LASKER, general manager of VA

Boston,

ness.
in

in and out of town yesterday on

I

CECIL BROWN, CBS Far East corres
Chico, Calif., tonight, for the 18th

coast-to-coast series of

lectures.

outside of Greater New York, one year, $10; respondents of the New York "Times" mittee in the framing of the 1942
JAMES T.MIL NE manager of W
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit covering battle and diplomatic fronts revenue bill.
Income and excess Haven
station which joins the Blue N
with order. Address all communications to
profits
taxes
for
the
first
quarter
of
June 15, was in town yesterday for confers
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, in Europe, Asia and Africa, the proat
Rockefeller
Center.
N. Y. Phone WIsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, gram will be preceded by an address 1941 have been adjusted since the
7-6338.
Chicago, Ill. - Frank Burke, 203 by Arthur Hays Sulzberger, pub- report for that quarter was issued
CHARLES M. ROBERTSON, JR., direct,,i
North Wabash Ave. Phone State 7596.
for the Ralph H. Jones Company, h,
Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- lisher of the New York "Times." A last year to reflect the effective tax radio
Cincinnati
the Jones offices in
wood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
specially invited group of guests will rates actually incurred on the entire city as well visiting
as the World Broadcasting Sob
year's
operation.
attend
the
program.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
FULTON LEWIS, JR., in Kearney, N. J.,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
night, where he will broadcast his "Produc
under the act of March 3, 1879.
I

.

Two 1 -Hour Sponsors
"Dr. Christian" Awards
To Be Announced June 17
Renew Time Over NBC

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High Low Close
1153/8 1151/8 1151/1

Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common
RCA First Pfd.
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

251/4
8
3

501/4
61/8
701/4
117/8

Zenith Radio

251/4
73/4
27/e

50

251/4
73/4
27/8

50

61/1

61/8

701/4
117/e

701/4
117/e

OVER THE COUNTER

Farnsworth Tel.

Bid
Cr

(Continued from Page 1)

Rad

Stromberg-Carlson

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

13/4
43/e

board of the American Theater Wing, weeks with "Those We Love" filling
Net Dorothy McCann, producer and edi- in.
Chg. tor of the "Dr. Christian" radio show,
"Post Toasties Time," formerly
3/9
and Jean Hersholt, star of the show, "Maxwell House Coffee Time," oc- 1/4 are judges.
cupies the first half-hour of the
More than 9,000 radio scripts were General Foods time via 94 stations,
entered for the award. Chesebrough through Benton & Bowles, while
t
Manufacturing Co. sponsors the "Dr. "Aldrich Family," for Postum fills
+ /4 Christian" program, through McCann- out the hour on a 90 -station hookup,
Erickson, Inc.
Young & Rubicam handles the latter.
Asked

-

2

15

185 3/8

171

19

NLRB Renders Report
Anent WQAM Employee

plant of

FRAN ALLISON has returned to Chica

resume her "Sister Emmy" series on V
She had been with the Ransom Sherman d1
1

tion picture producer and director, "Mr. District Attorney," which folBen Hibbs, editor of the "Saturday lows Cantor on behalf of Vitalis via
Evening Post," Antoinette Perry, 87 stations (Pedlar & Ryan) Effecstage director and chairman of the tive July 1, Cantor vacations for 13
.

(Wednesday, June 3)

Am. Tel. Cr Tel

(Continued from Page 1)

for Victory" program from the
Woburn Degreasing Co.

Satevepost Campaign
Mutual May Billings
On 35 In Major Markets
Show Increase Of 48%

in

Hollywood.

CAB CALLOWAY back from Fort Dix one;
appearance to open an engagement at the
tomorrow.

Ascap's Better Relations;
Extended To Movie Ex
sound

(Continued from Page 1)

businessmen who, he

could "talk to the exhibitor
own language."
Ascap is making a study
shift of population because o
conditions and would treat the
tion in a fair way, he said.
The

motion

picture

comp

Paine stated, would like to
their music publishing firms as
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
not turned out to be the
available, being spotted Tuesdays, cent over the same month last year have
thing they promised to be,
Wednesdays and Thursdays. "Post"

when billings were $503,922.
hits the stands Wednesdays. Locally, Cumulative total, however, conWOR, WJZ and WEAF are receiving tinues near the 100 per cent mark,
NLRB Trial Examiner W. P. Webb. the business.
In an intermediate report, Webb While current commitments by Cur- being $4,669,731. This is 90.96 per
over 1941's five -month cumularecommended that the Miami Broad- tis are of short-term duration, it is cent
casting Co., operators of WQAM, expected the campaign will be con- tive figure of $2,445,368.
cease discouraging membership in tinued for an indefinite period, with
the American Federation of Radio decision on this due today. "SateveCowl -Pemberton Guests
Artists; AFL, or any other union of post" ran a spot campaign a year ago. With "The Place of the Theater in
employees.
as the subject for discussion on
He found that the company had BBD&O handles the Curtis account. War"
tonight's broadcast of "America at
demonstrated active "hostility" toWar" over, WHN, the program will
ward the organization of its employees Angott-Montgomery Bout
have as guests Jane Cowl and Brock
through the anti -union statements of Bought By Adam On Blue Pemberton, producer. Both have been
three of its supervisory employees.
dominant figures in the activities of
Handrich, treasurer of the WQAM
(Continued from Page 1)
AFIRA local, was dismissed Dec. 10, more than 100 stations of the Blue the American Theater Wing. Leo M.
1941, and- reinstatement was refused Network. Originating at Shibe Park, Cherne is moderator of the program.
him, Webb found, because of his Philadelphia, the fight will be aired
WINX To Foreman
union activities.
from 10 p.m., EWT, to its conclusion. The Foreman Company, station rep
Glicksman Advertising Co. is the firm, has been appointed to represent
(Continued from Page 1)

agency.

WINX, Washington, D. C.

Stork News
John B. Hymes, Jr., first

Lord & Thomas' time buyer, was

Tuesday morning at Saint Eli Hospital here. Mrs. Hymes rep
doing nicely. Father is past
dent of the Radio Executives Cl
New York.

Witeot 90« 4441
BUY AN AUDIENCE
:

N. X.

MAS
Oi9/M9f/C

WROK Promotes Dixon

AVAILABLE

Rockford, Ill.-John J. Dixon, program director of WROK, was pro-

Station

manager and assistant business man-

business go-getter. Excellent background and
creative ability.
Now employed, but would

moted to the post of commercial
ager. Maurice P. Owens, station
sportscaster and chief announcer,

succeeds Dixon as program director.

Commercial Manager. Familiar
with every phase of the industry . . . experienced in sales and production
.
a
or

make the right change. Sober, ambitious and
reliable. Highly recommended. 3-A Southeast
preferred. Box 539, Radio Daily, 1501 Broad-

way New York City.
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WORCESTER

OUR PRICE CEILING IS 10 YEARS

OLD

. ..

It's a fact that WCAU
is. still selling a 1942 market at

1932 prices. Our new rate card #22 has
been modernized. It looks different from its predecessors but its basic

structure is just the same. That was fixed voluntarily a decade ago.
Today, WCAU's commodities-coverage and listeners in the

rich Philadelphia Market-are more valuable than ever. For
instance the number of radio homes in WCAU's primary area have
increased 24.7% since 1932. Yet,
you pay no more to reach
their because - "Our Price Ceiling
is 10 years old".
50,000 WATTS IN ALL DIRECTIONS
Philadelphia WCAU Building, 1622 Chestnut Street
... New York City CBS. Building, 485 Madison Avenue
... Chicago, Ill.
Virgil Reiter, 400 N Michigan Ave.... Boston, Mass
Bertha Bannon, 538 Little Building ... Pacific Coast Paul H. Raymer Co.
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Chicago

San Francisco

By FRANK BURKE

EXTREMELY deep inroads ha
been made in recent weeks on t

C ONFIRMING RADIO DAY'S
story
IL
of Monday, Eddy Duchin has been

given a commission as a lieutenant
in the United States Navy and will
report to Great Lakes, Ill., around
August 1 as an assistant to Lieutenant

Commander Eddie Pe a b o d y, in
charge of the music and entertainment division. It is probably that
Lieutenant Duchin will direct the

Little Shots About Big Shots!
Rinso bought the Edna May Oliver show which Gosch & Harris

school.

wrote and produced.... WOR obtained the radio rights to "Superman" for
five years....Nobody seems to have a copy of the script or recording of
"Here's Morgan" program of Tuesday nite. Morgan did a satire on Mutual
in which he called execs by their real names, kidded 'em for losing "The
Lone Ranger" and other important properties, starting with a "500 station
hook-up" and suddenly "one station disappears from the south" and a hunt
is made all over the country to locate the missing station. He cited that
Fred Weber, who wears $2 shirts may be forced to wear 59 -cent shirts hereafter, etc., etc. It was a riot for the trade and it's too darn bad that a
recording or script isn't being made available to us in order to give an
accurate transcript of the goings-on'
Listening to WHN and Adrienne
Ames' film chatter, we found the young lady had a great delivery with
some fairly good news. However, the production on the show was a riot.
Miss Ames was reading the farewell tribute O'Brien of the "Chicago Daily
News" wrote about his son. It's a beautiful hunk of literature and has been
repeated on many national programs. The young lady was doing well for
three-quarters of the time when, from out of nowhere and for no apparent
reason, an old (but old!) recording of
is put on as background
to the talk. If ever there was a "lulu" on the air, this combination topped

Dr. Gerhard Schacher, WIND news
analyst, is the author of a new book,

it! .... WEAF has a new 15 -minute show before 9 a.m. each morning, a swing
session called "Jam for Breakfast" which features a small combination with

Charles Victor, WGN announcer, is
off to Hollywood to launch his movie
career in RKO's "Red Hot and Blue."

too many of Dinah Shore's tricks which never help one to become an individualist.... Pencilled note just found in our possession calls attention to
Kay Loraine, recently heard on Sunday in place of Brad Reynolds. The
young lady was darn good and was the best sustaining singer we've heard
since Dinah, who by the way, was the first artist in many years to make

navy post rhythm orchestra when
the Blue Network's "Meet the Navy"
show goes commercial for Hallmark

in August.

First Annual Ralph Atlass Scholar-

ship to be awarded each year to the
outstanding student majoring in ra-

dio at Northwestern University

School of Speech, went to Vera Bantz,

a junior at Northwestern. The Atlass
Scholarship award was made possible by the president of WJJD as an

expression of the outstanding contribution to radio made by the radio
group at the University. With the

termination of the regular school

year the "Radio Playshop's" Sunday
afternoon broadcast of original dramatic plays will recess until the start

of the regular fall semester of the

"He Wanted to Sleep in the Kremlin," which goes on sale next week.
WIND has arranged for 1,000 prepublication copies to be made available to radio listeners with the personal autograph of the author.
Assignment came from a chance
meeting with Ken Whalen, R,KO producer, while Victor was doing a man on -the -street broadcast from Chicago.

"Bluejacket Hop," a weekly dancing
party for sailors and their girl friends,

will be held in Blue Network's Chicago studios starting Saturday morning, June 6, and will be aired from
10-10:30 a.m., CWT. Studio swing
band, "The Swabs," will play for the

party and the "Escorts and Betty"
and Michael Roy, emcee, will head a
radio floor show. Sailor's uniform

Irving Miller. We hope that some of the station execs would hear the
stanza-because it merits a better spot. It's the hottest rhythm combo on
the air today-barring none.... Vera Barton. CBSinger, is being taught

the Big Time from the Sustaining Sessions.

KFWB has two N. Y. agencies interested in "Face the Music"
which they tried out two years ago. Show features top bandleaders being
asked queries on the style of "Information, Please." Audition record featured Jan Garber, Benny Goodman, Phil Harris, Skinnay Ennis and Guy
Lombardo. Some believe it's the first time Garber and Lombardo were on a

broadcast together.... Best advertising build-up in the industry this past
year was in the interest of Swan Soap. Commercials are dynamite. Billboard copy also good....Tommy Riggs is on the west coast lining up
writers for the take-over on the Burns & Allen stanza. Roy Wilson is still
in Florida building a defense product for the government.... At the "Can

show will continue weekly until July
4 as a special feature of navy recruiting month in Chicagoland. It's the

You Top This?" luncheon yesterday at the Green Room, Jack Dempsey was

first time a studio in Chicago has

on the verge of giving Roger Bower a hot -foot when a waiter informed
the director that he was wanted on the phone. Attempts to get back at
Dempsey were futile. Jack was seated between a dozen guys with his

been turned into a ballroom or sup-

back to the wall. Top (true) story concerned Nick Keeseley and his Siamese
cat.... Which reminded Harry Hershfield of an experience with a Siamese
cat to which Sen. Ford, Pat Barnes, Cliff Hall and Joe Laurie, Jr., told tales
of pusseycats. Cliff Hall's imitation of a straight man rehearsing for a

Flagstaff Foods Spots
Testing

locally

via

the

Bessie

Beatty program on WOR, Greenspan

Brothers, Perth Amboy, N. J., has
initiated its first campaign in behalf
of Flagstaff Foods through Weiss &
Geller, Inc. Greenspan Brothers, spe-

cializing in canned goods, mostly
juices, vegetables and fruit, serve

over 3,000 independent grocers, the
majority in the New Jersey area,
and will participate Monday through
Friday, 11:15-12 noon.

ordinator of Information, governme
propaganda agency. Ralph Scott, C1

production manager, heads the
going over to the federal agent
Others are Al Hunter, news writ
1

Sidney Rogers, news commentator

KQW; Mort Werner, KQW mast
of ceremonies and vocalist; and D
lores Unger, CBS office manager
Previously, J. Clarence Myer

his publicity and production j
KYA to join the COI writing
CBS and KQW have taken u
slack partly by consolidation of

ous positions, and by adding

new personnel. Chief among th
ter is Fred Briggs, former KYA
duction chief, who succeeds Soo

CBS production manager.

Woodyat, just out of Stanford

versity, has joined KQW's news
ing staff.

Those still on the job at the

headquarters
Coast sales
local sales

include Art
head; Charles
manager, and

Houlihan, publicity.
Mel Venter, KFRC, San Fran
special events man, has begun a

weekly program entitled "Meet
Press." Intended to establish
relations between newspapers
radio stations, the show feature
terviews with prominent newsm
city and state.

Civilian Air Corps Sho
Starts On WKRC Toni
Cincinnati-Having for its pu

the

dissemination

of

infor

concerning the role of the Civ

will be ticket of admission and the

per club.

1;

01: SC

staffs of CBS and its local affilia
KQW, by the local office of the C

broadcast of laughs, was terribly amusing.... Ray Bloch's music on the
Philip Morris stanzas still thrills us....Still can't see the logic behind
Chesterfield's radio time schedule. Fred Waring nitely on the Red from
7-7:15 p.m. and Gleh Miller on CBS thrice weekly at 7:15-7:30 p.m. Both
good shows, true. But the time arrangements don't add up....Lanny Ross
is on the farm resting.... A deal was in the wind last week for Allan Jones
to do a five -time -a -week radio series. What's happened we won't know....
Rene Gekiers, who plays "Rod Elgin" on the "Helen Trent" series via CBS,
was inducted into the army last week.

- Remember Pearl Harbor

L

Air Corps in the defense
WKRC tonight will inaugurate a
weekly public service series

"Civil Air Patrol" to be heard
Thursday at 8:15 p.m. Membe
the Cincinnati and Middletown
patrols will be presented on the
grams, which will be supérvist.
Bernice Williams Foley, W
educational director, in cooper

with Paul Mason, local correspon
of the Associated Press.
Two members of the WKRC
Chief Engineer Jack Tiffany

Auditor James Cullen, are mem
of the local air patrol.

d

MORE BUSINESS
SALES are made, not born. Factual p
sentation based on accurate mark
survey makes it possible for salesmen
to increase sales from present sponsors
and new prospects. Available now, salOS
and sales -promotion man, seven Years
in broadcasting.
Excellent record Of
accomplishment, best references, draft
exempt, broad knowledge of exploitation,
publicity, special events. Knows how to
Details On
handle tough competition.
request.

Write RADIO DAILY, Box Tr
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"Language" Committee Meets;

,

pianist, on
Loves a Melody," Saturday
tual, 9 p.m.) .

ri EINE CARROLL, on the
Highway" program, Satur-

o

{A Red, 11 a.m.).

R :NE BRIDGES, soprano;

E'+ FIELD, tenor, and BOB
R 2.E,
baritone, on the St.

icipal Opera program, Sun-

tV `C -CBS, 1:30 p.m.).

LC

m

Possible," on the "Wake

1:a' program, Sunday (WJZork, 3 p.m.).
\NCENT C. DONOVAN, na+ector of the Catholic

Voluntary Code of Wartime Practices For American
Broadcasters Presenting Programs In
Foreign Languages

Pe

conference to

discuss

how advertising and publicity people

can best be integrated into the war
effort, at the Park Central Hotel tonight. The meeting, which is being
sponsored by the Advertising Mobilization Committee, an affiliate of the
American Advertising Guild, will
also hear speeches by Genevieve
Tabouis, noted French journalist,
Aubrey Mallach, director of the

Manhattan OCD, Tom Fizdale and
Capt. Sergei Kournakoff.

tssn., on "Mutual's Radio

inday (WOR-Mutual, 11:35

UNITED BREWERS INDUSTRIAL
FOUNDATION has named J. Walter
Thompson Co. to handle its advertising.

other pertinent information PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE
shall be forwarded to the CO. next week expands its spot camExecutive Committee.
paign for Planters
Peanuts
(b) The Executive Committee shall to the Boston market Salted
via news sponmake final decisions on suit- sorship on WEEI. J. Walter Thompability of personnel.
son handles.
(c) All foreign language stations
will be notified relative to deMAYOR LaGUARDIA spoke yescisions of the Committee re- terday at the luncheon meeting of the
garding personnel.
Advertising Club of New York.
(d) The broadcasters agree to abide
by the decisions of the Execu-

tive Board in regard to per-

Cravens Format Change

sonnel sponsors and programs.
shift from a morning spot to
5. The broadcasters will cooperate theWith
4:45-5
p.m. time on WNEW, Kathwholeheartedly with interested pub- ryn Cravens,
station's women's comlic and private agencies, and parhas changed the format of
ticularly with recognized anti -Axis mentator,
program to include guest intergroups, in the selection of program her
viewees.
Guest schedule next week,
material.
order Monday through Friday, is:
6. The broadcasters pledge adher- in
Harrington, interior decorator;
ence to the letter and spirit of this Erlad
Code and will report violations there- Frank Buck, Elizabeth Hawes, Clara
monitor and check all foreign lan- of to the Committee as well as to Bell Walsh and Anna Case.
guage programs. They will obtain a the appropriate authorities.
complete script in advance and any 7. Broadcasters will give particular
deviation from the script 'will result attention to those programs known
in the program in question being cut. as "Block Time Sales."
They will also give particular atten- 8. All foreign language programs
tion to remote broadcasts.
will continue to contribute to the war

4. The broadcasters will examine effort.
carefully the background of all per(a) Stations will broadcast, accordsons connected in any way with the
ing to the limitations of their
or presentation of foreign
foreign language time, as much
ka Gray To Navy preparation
language programs and will establish
anti -Axis, pro -Democratic pro+ ray, CBS commercial con - and faithfully follow a procedure for
gram material as may be
S

dustry -wide

Philadelphia-Proposed code to be ALLIS-CHALMERS has completed
used by foreign language stations has its line-up of 40 stations for its War
been forwarded to some 200 station Bond contest, through Bert S. Gittins
managers by Arthur Simon, chair- Advertising, Milwaukee. Additional
man of the Foreign Language Radio stations are: WBT, WCCO, KNX,
official FBI fingerprint forms for the Wartime Control. Along with the KOA, KGNC, W O W O, KDKA and
purpose. An estimated 5,000 persons Code is a questionnaire to be filled WGY.
fall within theaffected category
out by all personnel working in
RADIO is among the media under
This personnel will have question- "language" stations. Four -page quesnaires to fill out, in addition to being tionnaire is a "personal history state- consideration for a special Summer
fingerprinted.
ment," which is to be sworn to and drive in behalf of Legend and Lango
Supplementing the matter of con- notarized. Questions are pertinent and Golden wines, according to Weiss
trolling foreign language programs and space is allotted in the question- & Geller, Inc., newly appointed agency of Central Winery, Inc., Fresno,
now being carried by the stations. naire for 10 fingerprints.
Falk announced that a number of new The Code itself reads as follows: Cal.

N EVE ROWE, on ',he Coca - Whereas the foreign language broad(WABC-CBS, casters of America have a unique
P 'am,
opportunity and responsibility to
this channel of communicaO N D CLAPPER, LOUIS make
tion a positive force in the Victory
+í t LD, OWEN LATTIMORE,
of the United States of
L
DEUEL and JAY AL - Program
America
and
the United Nations; and
d'+ ssing "What Are Our Peace
whereas
to
achieve
this goal, they
Theodore Granik's "Amer - have unanimously adopted
the folm of the Air,' Sunday lowing voluntary code of wartime
t- tual, 8 p.m.) .
practices for American Broadcasters
Presenting Programs in Foreign Lan3THUR and CLAUD KAH- guages.
N. 'lost talented student" of St.
1. The broadcasters will continue
versity, on Fred Allen's
to observe the Code of
itar Theater," Sunday faithfully
Wartime Practices for American
3
3S, 9 p.m.).
Broadcasters issued by the Office of
X 'kSTMAN, author and for - Censorship.
The broadcasters will continue
of "The Masses," and DR. to2.
assume
complete responsibility for
AIDLER, executive direc- the selection,
content, and presentaLeague for Industrial De discussing "Is Democratic tion of all foreign language programs.
3. The broadcasters will carefully
.1s

WALTER WEIR, vice-president of
Lord & Thomas, will address an in-

station personnel having any
N THOMAS and GEORGE radio
concern
with the preparation, or
:Y, discussing "The Influ- presentation
of foreign language proCongress Today," on the
would be fingerprinted. ArPlatform" show, Saturday grams
rangements were made to use the
BS, 7 p.m.).
BENDITZKY,

R.

ACENCIES

Fly Offers Full Cooperation

PAUL DICKSON, Mutual
(Continued from Page 1)
rrespondent who returned ated at the recent NAB convention in
anti -Axis programs in foreign lann the "Drottningholm," on Cleveland.
Simon presided at yes- guages will be made available by
or Nothing," tomorrow terday's meeting,
which elected J. S. Federal agencies shortly to the stadual, 9:30 p.m.) .
Hopkins, WJBK, Detroit, Vice -Chair- tions. These will include transcripHENDRICK EUSTIS, edi- man; Joseph Lang, WHOM, New tions.
Treasurer, and Griffith Thomp- In a special communication adRed Cross magazine, "The York,
WBYN, Brooklyn, Secretary. All dressed to Simon, FCC Commissioner
on "Thus We Live," to- son,
were present except Thompson.
James Lawrence Fly congratulated
WABC-CBS, 9:45 a.m.) .
Other station representatives at- the group and stated that, "the vital
the meeting were Fred Coll importance of the objectives sought
N HULL and JOANA tending
on the "Ellery Queen" of WHOM, who is handling publicity to be achieved by the voluntary code
the group and Harry Henschel of which your committee has drafted
Saturday (NBC Red, 7:30 for
WOV.
cannot be over -emphasized."
The Committee announced that all
s
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tor, goes into the Navy to - the clearance of personnel based upon
deemed necessary by the Comut. Commander, his duties the following steps:
mittee.
work being taken over by
(a) The questionnaire shall be filled
Therefore, I pledge that station....
who also will continue
in by all personnel. All per- will abide by the Voluntary Code
e the work of the copysonnel shall be fingerprinted. of Wartime Practices for American
ºrtment. Gray has been
One original and copy of the Broadcasters Presenting Programs in
tor a number of years.
questionnaire, fingerprints, and Foreign Languages.
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McCosker, At Sanders Hearing
Supports FCC's Administration
(Continued from Page 1)

before yesterday, by a vote of 5 to 3, network regulations." He said that
fact, he warned that their nullifica- the
Supreme Court held the lower Mutual is opposed to any licensing of
tion would spell the doom of free court
was wrong and that it had networks, and went on, "it seems to
competition in network broadcasting. jurisdiction after all.
us that to license networks is to inMcCosker testified, "if the regulavite the very sort of governmental
Sees No Govt. Ownership
tions or their substantial equivalent "Now
I
that NBC and CBS prounderstand
we
must
go
are not put into effect, and if for back to the court in New York and interference
fess to fear-control over programs
the first time in years free competi- argue the whole matter over again, and
control over rates-in other
tion in network operation is not made
words,
censorship and common carperhaps
go
through
a
trial
with
witpossible, it is not reasonable to expect
and then back to the Supreme rier regulation. There is nothing else
that any other group will attempt to nesses
Court. In the meantime, here we are,

project or operate a national net- testifying about the same facts and
work.' If Mutual, after a try of over

arguing about the same questions of
seven years, cannot firmly establish law
before this Committee, over four
itself, with all the advantages it offers, years
after the Commission started
no one outside of an insane asylum the proceedings,
the end not yet
would try it again. The man who in sight. I beginwith
to understand what
would try it would need a guardian Shakespeare meant
by the law's demore than he would need a wave

Thursday, June

p
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WFIN's Defense Clul
WFIN, Findlay, Ohio, is
airing a daily program
"1330 Defense Club." M

cu

in the club is obtained by
in one or more war stamps
name of the donor writte
the face. The unique aspects
club are the fact that these
are pasted in various designs
walls of the large studio wi
to regulate, unless those who urge pledge that they will remain
such an amendment entertain illu- for the duration of the War,
sions that by a rigid licensing system gives assurance that the gover
they can keep down the number of will have the use of the money
competing networks."
for the purchase of the s
during the time that it
Asks NBC, CBS Opinions
McCosker indicated that Mutual most. Another aspect in
would like to have NBC and Colum- plan is unique is that at
bia present to the Committee, "the clusion of the war all of th

lays."
McCosker observed he had not been exact language of amendments they will be donated to whatever
Recounts Caldwell's Views
to find in the Commission's net- believe should be made to the Com- Veteran's Organization is
The first MBS official to take the able
work
order any tendencies toward munications Act." He questioned, growth of this second wo
stand in the hearing broadly outlined government
ownership of stations, or "Have the exclusive and option -time Among the various design
the organization and operation of
that the Commission suffers from a

length."

MBS and its relations with affiliates common -carrier complex. The MBS
before stating his position on the
went on, "if either charge has
Sanders Bill, HR 5497. Anticipating official
foundation, I don't know what
testimony by Louis Caldwell, gen- any
is and have not observed any basis
eral counsel, who will probably get it
for
it."
to the stand today, McCosker said, He
added, "that the Commission
"our counsel, I know, has the view was acting
restore and increase
that while some of the suggested competition to
so
there will not be any
amendments are proper, others go
either for regulation of rates
entirely too far in restricting the need
Commission's legitimate functions and and other kinds of regulations of the
carrier variety, or for having
will lead to worse evils than those common
the government take over industry."
they are designed to prevent."
Objects to Amendments
McCosker charged that "certain
The MBS board chairman regispeople," later identified in direct
questioning as NBC and CBS, came tered specific objections to three of
to Congress, first to the Senate and the proposed amendments in the
now to the House Committee, not be - Sanders Bill, which he said would
Cause they were "very much inter- "cause further delay, deprive the
ested in the technical procedural parts Commission of its power to adopt

contracts of NBC and Columbia been
the cause of evils which the government should try to eradicate and prevent in the future? The Commission's
report demonstrates the existence of
such evils in overwhelming fashion."
McCosker insisted that Mutual's
future, and the future of all networks,
depends upon not being so restricted
by government regulations that they
cannot engage in sound, efficient, and
profitable operations.

out on the walls of the
stamps are flags, the rising
an ax. All of the stamp

rising sun are dedicated to
Wade Van Atta, a Findlay
was killed in Pearl Harbor.
One hundred per cent member
are sent in for families, factories
other groups. Among the ern
persons who have sent in stamp

::

membership are John W. Bri
Governor of the state of Ohio
Lynn U. Stambaugh, the Nat.

Voices Hope for Harmony
of the American Le,
"We have never departed from that Commander
great number of different s
point of view," he said, "and I can A
represented in the member
assure you that no one in Mutual are
the "WFIN 1330 Defense Cl
has had the attitude of wanting to of
names of new members are
see confusion or impairment of net- The
on
each
broadcast and are place(
work broadcasting simply in the
bulletin board in the recep
hope of being able to grab something the
room. The membership to datl
of this bill but because they don't such regulations, or cast doubt on out of the wreckage."
1288.
recognition is plat;
that
power."
He
pointed
these
out
McCosker concluded his testimony for theSpecial
like the Commission's decisions re1330th member.
as
Sections
6
and
7
and
the
proposal
with the hope that during the next Features of the broadcast in ar ¡
sulting from public hearings on the
new law and are afraid that the courts of the NAB to insert "certain lan- two or three years, a more truly tion
to those mentioned are patrii
will uphold what the Commission has guage" in Section 326 of the Act, American system of broadcasting will music
furnished by guest music!
which, according to McCosker, "de- develop, and that harmony will be
done."
and on transcription; and to
nies the Commission the power of restored in the industry.
Cites FCC "Patience"
who urge the pu-^hase !.
The MBS witness said the FCC censorship over radio." He said the MCCosker's testimony and ques- speakers
war
bonds
and stamps and who
insertion,
although
apparently
contioning by Committee members occucould be more fairly accused of bevarious defense measures
ing "too patient and too slow" than cerned with freedom of speech, would pied the full hearing yesterday. Mc- plain
who aid in any way possible in g
of not giving "full, fair and patient actually deprive the Commission of Cosker referred the Congressmen to ing
information to the people will,
"such
power
as
it
has
exercised
in
answers for technical and legal ques- would
hearing" to all interested parties. He
be of benefit to the U.
adopting
network
regulations."
tions to Mutual's general manager, Government
stressed that in all the hearings and
in any phase of our o
arguments on the regulations, the The MBS chairman said, "to me it Fred Weber, and Attorney Caldwell. effort. The idea
for the "WFIN t
is
a
somewhat
unholy
alliance-this
is
After
of
McCosker
questioning
Commission's report "has not once
Defense Club" was originated by
attempt
to
couple
the
matter
of
netcompleted today, it is expected that
been attacked for any inaccuracy in
Dunlap, commercial ma'
work -affiliation contracts and the Weber's testimony will consume the Maurice
its finding of fact."
ager
of
WFIN.
Referring to the amending of three question of monopoly with the cause rest of the day.
regulations and indefinite suspension of freedom of speech."
Questioned by Congressmen
of a fourth last October following
Opposes Licensing of Networks
During the questioning of yester- Minnesota inquired whether static( i
MBS's petition for modification, Mc- McCosker indicated that General day's witness, some members of the would continue to give as much rat
Cosker remarked, "since then we Counsel Caldwell would elaborate on Committee provided some amusing time to Congressmen if the "exd t
have been in court, NBC and Colum- MBS objections to Section 6, which confusion over what McCosker meant sive" clause were removed in t
bia having filed a suit in the Federal McCosker charged would radically by exclusive station contracts. Rep- FCC's new regulations. It is expec
C°
Court in New York to set aside the reduce the FCC's powers over license resentative James P. McGranery of that Weber will enlighten thewell
Commission's order and enjoin it transfers and deprive it of one of its Pennsylvania waved an MBS pub- mittee members on such
from putting the regulations into ef- most important legal powers in the licity sheet announcing exclusive cov- problems today.
fect. After another set of briefs, and court proceedings over the network erage of a sports event. He asked The interested audience which
two days of legal argument, two out regulations.
whether this was not in the same filled the Committee room yesterdi
of three judges in the lower court McCosker levelled his most impor- category as NBC and Columbia for- afternoon included NAB PresidM
held it did not have jurisdiction. NBC tant objections to Section 7 (Clauses bidding its affiliated stations to take Neville Miller, John Shepard, fj
and Columbia then appealed to the 1, 3, 4) , charging that these would programs from more than one net- BVC head; Edward Klauber,
Supreme Court-more briefs and deprive the Commission of its present work.
v. -p., and other prominent jnd
more argument-and only the day powers "over the subject matter of Representative Oscar Youngdahl of officials.
$
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(Fears Drafting
) Key Radio Execs
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WMAL News Letter
War -Industry Folders
Capitalizing on the tremendous in"Straight to the Objective," "Conpast 18 months the industry crease in population in Washington, centrated
Coverage," "A Word to
with "furrowed brow D. C., WMAL, Washington, D. C., Wise Strategists"
"Air Supremiotic heart the inroads of under the signature of its commer- acy" are titles ofandfour
four -page
service," says BVC. "It has cial manager, John H. Dodge, is sendbeing distributed by KDYL,
Teat numbers of its trained ing out letters to potential clients, folders
Salt Lake City, to a selected list of
(Continued from Page 1')
I

for active military duty.

NBC Signs Gram Swing

To Exclusive Contract
(Continued from Page I)

ceive a salary from the network even

for sustaining broadcasts on a par
with commercially sponsored news
analysts, it is understood. Swing's

contract with Mutual, where he is
featured Mondays, Thursdays,
clients and time buyers. Following now
and Sundays, at 10 p.m.,
the theme of its individual title, each Saturdays
EWT,
expires
in September and, depromotion piece uses an angle in local spite all Mutual
the commendefense situation, to carry out the tator decided notoffers,
to renew.
copy on the inside pages. Folders are Meanwhile, Mutual
yesterday anprinted in two colors. Back page on
cipients that the rate card was made each folder is the same except for nounced that Swing's twice weekly
in 1937 for a market of a half -million the use of color, using the station broadcasts for General Cigar Co.
population and that it remains the seal which has the following inscrip- (White Owls) had been renewed for
same even though that market has tion: "The Value of Information Is another 52 -week period and the netdoubled. Mention of the Blue Net- Measured by Its Reliability." The work professed to know nothing
work affiliation and improvements in war effort has stepped up activity about Swing's new contract with
NBC. Fred Weber, MBS general
local programming is also made.
in the area considerably.
manager, was in Washington attending hearings on the Sanders bill and
Knowlson, WPB, Issues
NLRB Recommends End
could not be reached for comment.

is and skilled workers to reminding them of the increase in
ring weight of America's market without an increase in card
forces. The sacrifices have rates. Letter starts off by saying:
le gladly; appeals for de - "It's like buying a two -station netare relatively few. This is work for the price of one," and folad wars are won by doing lows out the idea by informing reites Radio's War Role

>t, you understand, by do>ut everything," BVC cona portion of its current
ar. "Broadcasting is a force
i on heavily by the Governtccomplish certain vital reth

unprecedented

speed.

ing is the nation's biggest

Definition Of Phonograph
e 3 f morale. Broadcasting is
'a j',t, most thorough link beorder to clear up
n
American people and their Washington-In
doubts as to final assembly of
i 3ut broadcasting isn't like all
ig !lay clock. You can't wind radios and phonographs after all
ve it standing by itself in manufacturing operations have been
n and expect it to keep run- completed, J. S. Knowlson, WPB
s 1>thly while everyone goes director of industry operations, has
issued an interpretation of Limitaie ring that makes broadcast - tion Order L-44. This interpretation
u the energy of trained men expands the definition of a radio to
h. spent years in mastering television receivers, blackout devices
ii as of mass communication, using vacuum tubes and combination
receivers and transmitters.
h
done their work so well radio
The definition of a phonograph or
h ,nly that the family radio
is ,ecome a trusted member other record player is stated to ine ,Irage household. All those clude any wireless record player with
make broadcasting run tubes and turntables to be used for
eplaced in a few months the reproduction of sound discs. Per3

Of Emerson Employee Unit

Washington-NLRB Trial Examiner
Tilford Dudley in an intermediate
report has recommended the disestablishment of Emerson Radio Cor-

poration's Independent Employees Association as a collective bargaining
unit. The examiner found that the

independent union was created as

Pacts Cancellable

Year contracts, while nominally
for 52 weeks, are cancellable at 13 week intervals, and should Swing,
whose contract is with the network,
not the sponsor, move to NBC before completion of the first 13 -week
cycle under General Cigar sponsorship, the contract presumably would
be voided. Or General Cigar might

a
"culmination of the respondent's elect to retain the time and substilong -campaign" against Local 120, tute another commentator.
White Owls are plugged on Swing's
United Electrical, Radio and Machine

Workers of America, CIO. He re- Monday and Thursday broadcast via
ported that during March and April, 85 Mutual stations, with the renewal
1941,
company supervisors spent becoming effective Thursday, June
"both time and money" in a loosely 25. The commentator's Saturday and
organized "neither" group which Sunday stints are sustaining.
fought the union during the election NBC, with both Swing and H. V.
who merely assemble or convert campaign and took the form of a Kaltenborn, will have the two top
e. ears. They have a job to sons
r .avhich, in its way, is as sets produced by someone else, it is labor organization when the election commentators on the air, both probti o crushing the Axis as the made clear, are not bound by the was called off.
ably sharing honors as leading an.v assemble anti-aircraft guns. restrictions of L-44.
alysts from a prestige viewpoint.
e TC, therefore, views with
Decca Dividend
Serialize "Kitty Foyle"
a. alarm the possibility that
WCHV Sells Baukhage
Directors of Decca Records, Inc., "Kitty Foyle," best-seller by Chrisal ains may be imposed upon
Charlottesville,
H. Williams
a industry under the new have declared an extra dividend of topher Morley, will be adapted se- Co., department Va.-C.
store, have signed
>ower Act which permits ten cents per share on the company's rially for "Stories America Loves" contracts for the sponsorship' of
it ng of all men for work capital stock in addition to the regu- starting next Monday on CBS. It "Baukhage Talking," Blue Network
a plants.
Broadcasting, we lar quarterly dividend of fifteen cents will be heard Monday through Fri- cooperative newscasts, over WCHV.
war plant too. Instead of per share. Both are payable June 30 day from 10:15-10:30 a.m. with a re- Sponsorship begins June 5.
broadcast at 11:45 a.m.
lathes, it deals with ideas to stockholders of record June 16.

is iitions and information, and

at vill be won as much by Dr. Angell Addresses Conference

Dr. James Rowland Angell, former Planters Renews Putnam
heads as by busy
man who works on an president of Yale University and pub- Planters Nut & Chocolate Co. has
1)1Yline day after day, and lic service counselor for NBC, ad- renewed the "News by George F.

nfoned

low what he's working for, dressed the Connecticut State Conautnaton. In Axis lands, they ference Toward Victory at New
at>matons.
Haven, Tuesday night. His subject
was "Education in War Time."
Cali Replacements Essential
d ht the BVC does not advo- factories and on the assembly lines.
h further men shouldn't be
frn broadcasting for war Only farm workers have been conenough to merit
T1 armed forces will con - sidered important
We find ourselves fearto >sorb many of them. The exemption.
ind,tries will probably get ful that radio cannot carry on the
,umers of others, either volun- work expected of it if its leadersor yherwise. Broadcasting must the stations managers and other vital
e
ements-and at the same executives between 35 and 45-are
e working harder at the task taken away from their desks to ocn Ie people what they should cupations that make no use of their
long -accumulated skill in the kind
a do to achieve victory.
of mass communication America
lip, however, is a different
m Ind the War Manpower calls today for national unity. Therethe BVC is at work on the matis; I
states that men up to fore,
ter in behalf of broadcasting and, we
gible for service in the feel,
national unity."

Putnam" on WEAF, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 6:15 p.m., EWT,
for Planters Peanuts. J. Walter
Thompson is the agency. Putnam currently carries 14 quarter-hour news
periods weekly on WEAF, in addition to his emcee spot on the official
"Army Hour" on NBC.

Film Contract For Goodwin
Bill Goodwin, announcer heard on

the Bob Hope program and other
important air shows, has been signed
to an acting contract by Paramount
and given a role with Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray in "No
Time for Love." Goodwin will be
seen as the editor of a magazine on
which Miss Colbert works as photographer.

O

OC

8
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Coast -to -Coast
JESTERS Trio and Warren Sweeney,

Mary McCord Brown, society editor
WWL, New Orleans, has received Fred Barr, conductor
announcer, have cut 80 ETs for of the Denver Scripps -Howard "Rocky
letter from Commander P. E. Gil- Woodside, Long Island, '
Quality Bakers of America. Tran- Mountain News," is preparing a wo- lespie, U.S.N.R., commander of the daily afternoon record sh
scriptions, which were cut at Empire man's show for KOA. Several spon- U. S. Naval Reserve Aviation base at a letter this week signed b
Broadcasting Corp., advertise Flavor - sors awaiting audition. Mrs. Brown Kenner, La., in which the latter bers of the Euclid Candy
Range bread. Eugene L. Bresson has been heard on Denver stations thanks the station for first -aid assis- York, saying that listeni
before. She conducted a gardening tance rendered by engineers Bobby show helped them make ca'
handled the production.
program for several years on one Grevembery and Eddie Dutreil fol- doesn't know how-but a8'
Personnel changes at WOR, New outlet.
lowing a training ship crash. Acci- they listen it's okay by him,
York: George C. Kiernan of the sales
dent occurred near the WWL transservice division has resigned to go WMAL, Washington, D. C., is cur- mitter.
"40 -Mile Club" will soon
with the Warner Chemical Co.; rently plugging the use of "started"
to
listeners of WLAC,
Florence Connelly has joined the War stamp collections in books as
Vacation plans from KMOX, St. Tenn., when it inaugurat
recording and engineering staff re- gifts for children finishing the school Louis: C. Cabanne Link, publicity campaign in connection wi
placing Junumae Fallon, who is tak- year, merit awards, etc. Idea is used director and St. Louis OCD radio ernment's movement to co
ing an extended leave of absence; on the station "cut in" during the coordinator, will visit relatives in ber. "40 -Mile Club" pledg
Frances Neale has replaced Virginia peak audience period of the "Bauk- Cincinnati, and also spend some time bers not to drive over 40
o'clock. at St. Albans, Mo., during his current hour at any time, thereby:
Cornish in the engineering office. hage" news program at
Latter has been transferred to the Value of stamps sales for kid -gift vacation
Bob Dunham, special ing accidents and consery
publicity department; R i c hard use stressed are: The sale of each events announcer, is going to divide at the same time.
Schwarz is the newest member of stamp means that much more equity his time between Chicago and Sioux
in a War Bond; the child's "collector" Falls, S. D.... Russell Lesker, mail Announcement has been!
the mailing room staff.
instinct is appealed to, stimulating clerk to Mascotah, Ill....Clare Lang, the marriage on May 16,
San Francisco's United Nations further sales; the future of the child, stenographer, to Merenw.c....Ethel Mary Brooms, of Chicago, t
dinner was recorded and played of his school, of the American way Young, telephone operator, to the Gillis, of the WOWO-WG1,
back over KPO of that city last week. of life, is being preserved by each Ozarks....Margaret Hart, assistant to Wayne, Ind., sales department
Sponsored by the Citizens For Vic- sale.
the director of promotion, will tour Gillis is connected with the G
tory Committee, the dinner was arthe midwest....Harold L. Zimmer, Amusement Corp., of Chicago.
1

Seventh grade students of the Allen
to promote understanding
among the nationals of countries en- school in Dayton, Ohio, recently pregaged in the struggle against Axis sented a First Aid "quiz" over WHIO,
aggression. Consuls of the various that was both informative and entertaining. One student acted as quiz
countries spoke at the banquet.
master and the others answered such
WBBM, Chicago, a'rcd a special questions as, "How would you treat
broadcast last week closing the sta- shock of a severe nature?" The Dayranged

4th
petition. Eleven

aired their talents

ton Superintendent of Schools was
Guild
youngsters so pleased with the broadcast that
during the pro- he told the youngsters they could

local

gram. Organized under the auspices
of the Chicago Boys' Club and the
Board of Education, the contest was
planned for the benefit of local boys
who are interested in broadcasting.
Special airing presented a dramatic

stay out of school all morning.

continuity writer, to Lake Killarney,
Mo.... Paul Wills, production assistLyons, woman co
ant, on a fishing trip in the Ozarks... forRuth
WKRC, Cincinnati,
Paul Shock, studio technician, will practically
every day of
visit his folks in Ohio.
with personal appearances.
week for Ruth includes,
Bill Hightower, who r e c en t l y ance with Mayor James
joined the announcing staff of NBC, Monday, June 8, to inaugu
has signed a management contract. to send cigarettes to boys
with National Concert & Artists Corp. Tuesday, she will be a
Musical Club lun
for all booking other than his NBC Norwood
conduct a musical q
announcing assignments....Sue will
Wednesday,
Read, featured NBC television artist, the members;
as judge for the fine
has been booked by the NCAC Lec- act
inter -fraternity sing at the

Al Simon, of radio staff of Greater
New York War Bond Pledge Cam- ture Division to speak today at the
paign, accepted the idea of WBNX, Fortnightly Club of Rockville. Cen- ty of Cincinnati.
York, to salute blocks in the
script prepared by students of the New
borough responding 100 per cent tre, L. I.
KFEL, Denver, is the
a
Northwestern University Radio Work- when drive gets under way June 14.
station to acquire the Chi
"Flying
for
Freedom"
program
over
shop.
WBNX innovation will be applied to CKOC, Hamilton, Ontario, sponsored News" foreign wire, sta
r
Val Schneider, chief salesman at stations in other boroughs of the city. by the Imperial Tobacco Co., has been Gene O'Fallon announced
extended for another eight weeks, Arrangements have been
WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis., finds there's
Orville Stone has been appointed which will make a total of 26 weeks between the Mutuat Der
more to being an air raid warden program.
director of CFCH, North from the beginning of the series. Pro- and Charles E. Lounsberry of ea
than meets the eye. Elected recently
by the residents in his block, he has Bay, Ont.... Bob Woolner, CFCH mu- gram dramatizes the exploits and ac- Knox's newspaper. The news se
director, has announced his de- tivities of the R.C.A.F.....CKOC is will be supplied KFEL on an t
found that he can't seem to sell his sical
fellow workers on the idea of acting parture in the very near future in the Hamilton station carrying the omy wire every morning of thut
to join the Canadian air force. General Motors show on Tuesday and it is expected that news to
as first aid victims. He had ample order
.Independent local grocers have nights, "Cheers From the Camps." Bill Welsh will build a dailY t
opportunity to practice on himself
a "Market Basket" program
on the material derived thertt
a short while ago when he attempted started
news printer will be instal
to take on the job as lumberjack at on CFCH.
Rhona Lloyd, veteran women's The
soon as one is available. MT
his father-in-law's cottage.
The
program
commentator,
has
returned
+
blisters are fairly well healed by "Training Camps and Insignias," a to KYW, Philadelphia, where she is said he expects to have the
service
in
operation
within
promotion
folder
being
distributed
by
now, in spite of his first aid efforts.
a five -day -a -week program.
WWRL, Woodside, N. Y., has proven airing
Broadcasts are sponsored by the Phil- six weeks.
so popular that another printing was adelphia Dairy Products Co. for Dolly
necessary to comply with many re- Madison Ice Cream and business was
1
9 4 2
KWID's Formal Debut
I

iiIC
B 1t7¡18!t9¡20¡21122i23I
;'9,!25l26!27;28;29¡30]
June 4
Jack Arnold
Jack Hollister
Marvin Kirsch
Carlton E. Morse

Sidney Breese
Betty Ito
Ed Lindstrom
Erno Rapee

S

quests from listeners, theaters, stores,
and night clubs for the colorful giveaways which show how to denote the
rank of men in uniform and the location of camps.

Julius Leonhard has resigned as announcer with WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.,

placed by Scheck Advertising Agency,

Around End Of WI
Newark, N. J.... James P. Begley,
KYW program manager, has announced the addition of several new
San Francisco -Shortwave =0'
musical shows on the station: "Mod- KWID, operated by Associated drt
ern Music" features the staff orches- casters, Inc., has begun nightlYte.
tra and is fed to the NBC network ing, and expects to be on
on Sundays; "Dancing Preview" is nightly schedule of broadc
another staff artist program fed to Far East by late June.
the NBC network on Saturdays; other has new studios with K
musicals are "Show Tunes," "Amer- Mark Hopkins Hotel, and

and is now on vacation prior to entering the Army. He was entertained
at the Wendell Hotel by members of
the station staff. He has been suc- icana" and songs by Dorothy Veronica General Electric's KGEI in
ceeded at WBRK by Leonard Loven- Sims heard Sundays, Thursday eve- tion with COI in sending
dal.
nings and Sunday noon respectively. to the Orient and Austral'
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TEN CENTS

landers Hearing An
rusury's '10% Club'

The Topper
On WOR's "Can You Top This?"

Rio's Biggest Drive

red -bearded Peter Donald hit the

!'r sury Department's "10% Club"

a listener. Yesterday he received
a letter from that listener which
read: "I was particularly interested
to hear your version of that joke.
You see, I heard Peter Donald.
Senior, your father, tell that same

ultimate mark of 130 on the "Laugh

Meter" with a gag submitted by

m,vhich will be promoted by all

during the period June 14been termed "probably
rgest assignment yet handed
',

o asting," by the Broadcasters
Ie

e

Admittedly one of
easury's last -resort schemes to
, Council.

1 sale of War Bonds and Stamps
of recommending compulsory
deductions, radio has been
upon by the Office of Facts and

yarn

at

Tony Pastor's back in

1903!"

IFC Committee Asks Questions hf Weber

Relating To Affiliate Contracts;
Public First Consideration
Strong Radio Turnout
For PAAC Annual Meet

(Continued on Page 5)

War Production Fund
ie chmann's Yeast
tcling Off Commitments Support of leaders of the radio,

usual important role in the annual and Foreign Commerce in a more

Pacific Advertising Association Convention at Paradise Inn, Mount
Rainier National Park, Washington,
June 21-25. Don Thornburgh, vicepresident in charge of Western

Division of CBS, will be a member

(Continued on Page 3)
Brands is dropping all motion picture and publishing industries
for
the
national
accident
prevend' advertising of Fleischmann's tion drive undertaken by the War Johnson's Floor Wax
a for the Summer, with no de - Production Fund to Conserve Manreached as yet on whether or
Reducing Summer Web
t current programs will resume power of the National Safety Council
was
pledged
at
a
meeting
yesterday
Fall. "I Love a Mystery,"
Effective Tuesday, July 7, when
o ast Mondays from 8-8:30 p.m., in the Union League Club here. A Meredith Willson and his orchestra
)n 63 Blue stations, will fade committee, including among its mem- take over as Summer replacement
ng the broadcast of June 29 bers Niles Trammell, president of for "Fibber McGee & Molly," S. C.
e
run of 39 weeks. "What's My NBC, and William S. Paley, president Johnson & Son, Inc., will drop 42
(Continued on Page 6)
with Arlene Francis and
U. S. stations from its network of
h Reed King, aired Tuesdays
120 NBC Red and CRC outlets, leavI

(Continued on Page 2)

arpbell Named Manager
Ft. Radio Sales In West
s

tgo-Wendell B. Campbell has
amed western sales manager
Radio Sales with headquarWBBM here. Campbell, who

to with Radio Sales here for
.t three years, replaces Henry
1, who left to join the Signal

r

of the War Department.

Kraft Cheese Renews
"Gildersleeve" On Red

Chicago-Kraft Cheese Co. has renewed the "Great Gildersleeve" pro-

(Continued on Page 2)

Southern Outlets Form
"Daniel Boone Network"

gram on its present network of 68

Three -station regional network to
NBC Red stations, effective August be known as the Daniel Boone Net30, when the program returns to its work has been formed by WISE,
Sunday, 5:30-6 p.m., CWT, period Asheville, N. C., WOPI, Bristol,
after a Summer hiatus. Renewal, set Tenn. -Va., and WKPT, Kingsport,
(Continued on Page 2)

ance on the stand of Fred Weber,

MBS general manager, found memLos Angeles-Radio will play its bers of the Committee on Interstate
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Network Heads To Aid

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Mutual's second day
of testimony before the House Committee conducting hearings on the
Sanders bill yesterday was short but
not particularly sweet. The appear-

(Continued on Page 2)

restive frame of mind than on Wednesday, when MBS board Chairman
Alfred McCosker was permitted to
present his prepared testimony without interruption. Scarcely had Weber
(Continued on Page 6)

Can Link 81 Stations
CBC Official States
Ottawa-The CBC now can link 81
Canadian stations in network broad-

casts, Dr. A. Frigon, assistant general manager of CBC, told the House

of Commons special committee on
radio broadcasting now in session
here. It was anticipated Major Gladstone Murray, general manager, would

resume testimony but Dr. Frigon re (Continued on Page 3)

Paper Saving Campaign
Finds FCC Out In Front
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - While "paper economy" campaigns are just getting under

"Language" Wartime Control way in most government agencies,
Offered Full Co -Op Of RDG Commander Smith
(Continued on Page 2)

No Talk
Y

spotlight its new "find," 20old Freddie Stewart, WIZ.

b suing June 9 will place the
r in the first seven minutes of
p.m. spot, Monday
thigh Friday, currently occupied
s

th910:45-11

by to "Texas Rangers" who thereafti will fill

out

the remaining

hctl of the period. Without any
preninary announcement. Stewart
waging three songs nightly.

Zenith Radio Earnings
Reach $3.32 Per Share

Radio Directors Guild yesterday offered its services to the Foreign Language Broadcasters Wartime Control
Committee. Organization, comprised
Consolidated net profit for the year of
the leading radio directors in the
ended April 30 for Zenith Radio
Corp. and its wholly owned sub- country, will seek to provide suitable
sidiaries amounted to $1,637,049.25, wartime foreign language programs
according to the company's annual to meet every war need, provided
none of this work shall interfere with
report released this week. In his such
of its members already doing
report to the stockholders, accomwork for the government or any pro (Continued on Page 2)

Albany-The Albany area Civilian Air Patrol elected Harold E.
Smith, general manager of WOKO,
commander of their squadron here
over the Memorial Day week-end,
Smith, who has flown for years,

has based his airplane at the East
Greenbush airport and makes it his

business to take a daily stint In
the CAP work.

(Continued on Page 5)
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the

(Continued from Page 1)

financial

statements, the FCC revealed yesterday that it
E. F. McDonald, Zenith president, has been under such a regime for

stated that the year in many respects more than a year.
was the most satisfactory in the his- Information Officer Edgar M. Jones
tory of the company. Net profit is estimated
yesterday that economy efequal to $3.32 per share on the nearly forts instituted
his predecessor in
500,000 shares of stock currently out- May, 1941, havebyresulted
in an annual
standing.

of five million sheets of mimeo
McDonald reported that sales for saving
stock.
rules and regulations
the past year were the largest in change "Our
from time to time, and some
the company's history, exceeding the

is connected with
previous year's record by 44 per cent. mimeographing
these
changes,"
Jones
"Notifica_
Progress during the year was at- tions are sent only tosaid.
the licensees
tributed to radical new developments,
advanced engineering, outstanding affected. Printed copies of the rules
values and a broad, aggressive sales are available through the Governprogram. Continued progress was ment Printing Office. The only other
forecast by McDonald, after review- printed matter now issued by the
ing the year's highlights. Although Commission are its annual reports,

Zenith

and the yearly statistics of the com-

port.

saving in paper and even more important, in labor." Within the first
five months under the economy regime, paper consumption for Com-

COn1IDG and G01I
LINUS TRAVERS, vice-president in du

and production for WNAC and '
Boston, and for the Yankee Network 88
a few days here on station and network bt
sales

EDWARD E. BISHOP, vice-president aei
eral manager, and EDWARD E. EDGAR,
mercial manager, of WGH, Newport New,
returned to their Virginia headquarters
ing a short stay in town.
BEN SELVIN, of Muzak, is back
business trip which took him to the
and Ottawa territories.

GENE WYATT, commercial manager
Buffalo, is in New York for confere
the local representatives of the stat
J. F. WHALLEY, business manager,
LIAM R. RAY, manager of the press d
central division of NBC, in town on
business.

facilities were devoted enHollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- tirely toward
the war effort, the munications industry in the United
wood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
company's
FM
and
television opera- States.
DAVE CORDON, associated with G
Entered as second class matter April 5,
his western Ascap, BMI and Sunsh
tions
would
continue
on a limited "The report was trimmed from 250 inpublishing
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
firms, returned to the Coast
under the act of March 3, 1879.
basis, McDonald revealed in his re- to 66 pages, reflecting considerable after spending
a week here.
7596.

Southern Outlets Form
"Daniel Boone Network"

FINANCIAL

(Continued from Page 1)

(Thursday, Tune 4)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High

Am. Tel. G Tel.
CBS

12
121/4

B

Electric
Philco.
Gen.

257/8

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd.
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio
Nat.

Low

Close

11578 1157/8 1157/8 +

CBS A

12
12
253/4

1/4

1/4

121/8

257/8 +

1/4
3/8

503/8

503/4 +

3/4

717/8
117/8

72

1/2

8

3

3

117/8

Chg.

-F-

+

8

503/4
72

12
8
3

+

Tenn. All three outlets of the new
chain are NBC Red Southeastern
Group affiliates and are available
individually and in combination.
Coverage is claimed in the area

bounded by the Appalachians, the
Blue Ridge and the Great Smoky
Stations are all located
in cities in which there is considerable war industry.
Mountains.

117/8

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
5/8
5/8
5/8 +1-16

Union Radio...

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Asked
2

Expect New House Vote
On Dr. Watson's Salary

mission publications was cut in half,
and mailings by 60 per cent, according to Jones.
Here are some of the items which
have been completely discontinued or
deleted from FCC mimeographed notices and releases: list of broadcasting stations by call letters, frequencies and states; general information
releases; from -the -mailbag excerpts
from FCC letters; tentative hearing
calendars; certification of attorneys;

filings of new common carrier tariffs; Commission orders on interlock-

ing directorates; monthly duties of
temporary authorizations for broad-

RALPH

G.

MATHESON, general m

WHDH, new Blue Network affiliate
in town yesterday for business talks q
feller Center.

WILLIAM EDGERTON, chief engineer
Antonio, has returned from a

San

trip to the Rio Grande valley.
BRUFF W.

OLIN,

JR.,

WKIP,

general m

Poughkeepsie, in New York
visiting at Blue Network and station

quarters.
ED

BUCKALEW,

merchandising ni

the CBS Pacific network, in New York
ferences at the home office.

Ickes Speaks June
Secretary of the Interior H
Ickes speaks over CBS on '
Motor Freight" from the Stev
tel, Chicago, on Thursday, J

cast stations; and Commission actions
He addresses the Central
in other than broadcasting cases.
181/2
Freight Association on tire ra
It
was
pointed
out,
however,
that
Washington-With Senate and House
conferees deadlocked over several the occasional orders issued by the freight movements and relat
Johnson's Floor Wax
items in the Independent Offices Defense Communications Board rel- lems. Program will be hea
bill, Rep. Woodrum ative to the war policies for various 10:30-10:45 p.m., EWT.
Reducing Summer Web Appropriation
announced yesterday that the dis- communications elements are disputed measures would be returned tributed by the FCC publications secAppoint Steel Correspon
(Continued from Page 1)
ing a hookup of 78. Show occupies to the House for another vote. While tion.
Johannes Steel, commenta
the 9:30-10 p.m., EWT, period in be- the TVA revolving fund provision
WMCA, New York, was air
caused the most protracted debate Fleischmann's Yeast
half of Johnson's Floor Wax.
American correspondent of
It was assumed, although no an- in conference, another measure on
Government newspa
Easing Off Commitments French
nouncement to the effect was made, which the conferees could not agree
Marseillaise," published in
was
a
House
rider,
forbidding
the
that stations dropped would be picked
Steel will file cable reports r
(Continued from Page 1)
up again in the Fall when "Fibber" FCC to employ Dr. Goodwin Watson,
its chief propaganda analyst. The from 8-8:30 p.m., EWT, on 38 Mutual on American political opini
returns.
Farnsworth Tel.

Cs

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit) Xd

Rad.

13/4

15
161/2

18

li'ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

stations, plus Colonial and Don Lee
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc., Senate voted against the rider.
Woodrum said that the Watson networks, will be discontinued June
Chicago, is the agency on the account.
rider would probably be brought up 30, having completed twenty - six
for vote again in the House next weeks.
Kraft Cheese Renews
Although not currently affected by
Tuesday.
priorities, either in product or pack"Gildersleeve" On Red
age, Fleischmann is deferring Fall
(Continued from Page 1)

NCAA Meet to Stern

Kenyon &
The N.C.A.A. track and field cham- Eckhardt, Inc., handles the account.

through Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Inc., here, is for 44 weeks. Final pionships, biggest spring event left
broadcast in the current series will on the 1942 college sports calendar.
be June 28.
will be covered by Bill Stern, under
terms of a new three-year contract
"Don Norman" From East
announced by the NBC director of
"Your Date With Don Norman," sports. Stern's trackside reports of
popular domestic relations series the outstanding events will be broadwhich has been originating from Chi- cast over NBC on June 13 from the
cago for seven years, is now being University of Nebraska stadium, at
broadcast from New York. The pro- Lincoln. The contract announced by
grams will be heard over Mutual, Stern confers exclusive broadcasting
Monday through Friday from 1:45-2 rights on NBC through the 1944 track
p.m., airing from the studios of WOR. meet.

plans for the present.

UP Reporter On WOV
Elinore Packard of the United Press

who returned this week on the S.S.

Drottningholm will deliver on WOV
tomorrow, an address directed to the
predominately Italian daytime audience of the station. Heard from 44:15 p.m., the theme of the talk will
be the rallying cry of Italian -Americans,

"America's

Victory

Means

Italy's Freedom." Miss Packard will
speak in English.

cerning the Free French mo
and Vichy France, as well

and economic developments
by the war.

MORE BUSINES
SALES are made, not born. Fact
sentation based on accurate
survey makes it possible for so

to increase sales from present s
and new prospects. Available no
and sales -promotion man, seven
in broadcasting.
Excellent rec
accomplishment, best references,
exempt, broad knowledge of explo

publicity, special events.

Knows

handle tough competition. De
request. Write RADIO DAILY,
New Yo
1501 Broadway

y, June 5, 1942

Link 81 Stations

(BC Official States

i

America's heroes in the present war.

(Continued from Page 1)
Through collaboration of Red web
to continue his evidence. Out- outlet KPO and General Electric's
CBC organization and division shortwave KGEI, San Francisco,
ponsibilities, Dr. Frigon said General Douglas MacArthur and his

s paying particular interest to
Ireas, using 10,000 miles of net -

!or this purpose. Eleven low -

repeater stations will be in
on in a few months to reach
areas, he said.

Describes Dut:as

?rigon told the committee the
committee of the CBC, with
as chairman, had carried on
assigned to an executive corn !

among the super -power stations at
in accordance with the the Cleveland convention. Accomi and with provisions made by panying
the letter is a facsimile of
ird of Governors.
a
report
of
reception by a listener
3id revenues last year had been in New Zealand. Mention is made
r td, both from commercial pro- that WBBM reception
in distant
,nd from license fees, with the lands is less important than local
fees providing the larger in - programming ingenuity. Closing paraa
In view of war conditions, graph of the letter reads: "WBBM's
,'ere

f

n was being made for a possi- writers, directors and producers have
tction in commercial revenues fixed bomb sights on our war pror.

s

a serious problem as a result

, tments and loan of men to

e

ned forces.

Personnel also

n loaned to assist in the con-

1 of a high -power short-wave
or the Free French at Brazzae Wench Equatorial Africa. The
i

had been designed by the

iI

CBC staff with expenses
the Free French movement,
he request of General Charles
'.le, leader of the Free French
e
n

1

Coldwell Corrects Self
conclusion of the

te

day's

M. J. Coldwell, C.C.F. party

te

told the committee a refer-

_

t

r1

to R. Holland, a member of
Board of Governors was
t. Coldwell said he had re ) Holland as counsel for Falayers Corp, and later he

Ir
e
IS

had made at

a previous

hat Holland had not been
for the corporation for sev-

rs.
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For PAAC Annual Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

on the panel entitled "What Is the

Public

Attitude Toward War -Flavored Ads?"

Hollywood radio luminaries who

will attend include Sidney Strotz,

vice-president in charge of the Western Division, National Broadcasting

Company; Bud Berend, NBC sales
manager; Syd Dixon, NBC spot sales

manager; and Tracey Moore, Blue

Network sales manager and president
of the Los Angeles Advertising Club.
Charles Myers Chairman

Charles Myers, manager of stations
KOIN and KALE, Portland, is slated

as chairman of the Radio Breakfast
After the opening guns were fired, Session. William B. Ryan, manager
KOA went on a regular two -a -day of KGO, San Francisco, and presischedule of newscasts from a special dent of the San Francisco Advertisglass -enclosed remote control booth ing Club is a participant on the panel
in the theater lobby. A teletype has "Should Advertising Copy Be More
been installed and flash war bulletins Factual and Less Emotional During
are posted on a special board in the War Time?" Howard Lane, manager
lobby.
In addition,

of the KFBK Sacramento and the

have McClatchey Broadcasting System, will
been made to interrupt the theater participate in the panel on "What

arrangements

program with special news flashes Is Happening to Advertisers Whose
from KOA which warrant such at- Output is Curtailed Because of War
tention. Theater is one of the Fox Production?" Earl Hedrick, manager
Intermountain group,

KSLM Salem, is slated for the panel

with whom
KOA has had a tie-up for mutual on "How and to What Extent Should

Copy Contribute to the
exploitation over a period of years. Advertising
War Effort or Should It Stick to Its

OCD Award
The first award of the Civilian
Defense Badge of Honor, new decoration for outstanding service by civilian defense workers, will be made
in a broadcast on KDKA, Pittsburgh,
Friday evening at 10:30. The re-

Knitting?"
C. E. Hooper, president of the C. E.
Hooper, Inc., radio research organization, will attend from New York
and participate in the panel on "What

grams to guide them deep into huDo the General Economic Factors
and Trends Hold for Advertising?"
for advertisers, now for the nation
they aim at spectacular action from
mighty middle America. This time cipient will be Frank Quinter, junior
Brockington To London
the most important action they have air raid warden of Allegheny County, Montreal - Leonard W. Brockingever sought-Victory."
whose knowledge of first aid acquired ton, K. C., former chairman of the
during his warden's training enabled board of governors of the Canadian
him to save the life of a drowning Broadcasting 'Corp., has accepted an
WHOM's 10% Bond Drive
Joseph Lang, general manager of companion. The award will be made invitation from the British governWHOM, has arranged a one -hour by Adolph Schmidt, chief of the Air ment to go to London as an advisor
Warden Service of the County on Empire affairs to Brendan
broadcast this Sunday morning from Raid
Council, The Badge of Bracken, British minister of infor11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. in the form of Defense
Honor
was
recently established by mation.
a large Italian production featuring the Allegheny
Defense Counprominent speakers and Italian stars. cil as a formCounty
for
The purpose of the broadcast is to meritorious workofbyrecognition
Lewis Changes Date
the "man beget the listening audience to place 10 hind the front."
Fulton Lewis, Jr., Mutual's reporter
per cent of their income in the puron national war industries, brings his
chase of War Bonds and Stamps.
"Production for Victory" broadcast
Labor Symposium
Lang is making arrangements to
from the Woburn Degreasing Co.,
accept the pledges by telegraph and "Labor In War" is providing the Kearney, N. J., to the network on
through the mail and then turn them basic theme for a series of round Thursday, June 11, from 10:30-10:45
over to the Minute Men Organization table discussions sponsored by the p.m., EWT, instead of June 4, as
to follow up and see that the pledges Labor Division of the War Produc- originally scheduled.
are put into effect and the Govern- tion Board, which are currently bement gets the money. Wires will be ing aired via KPO, San Francisco,
read after the one -hour has elapsed during the week of June 1-7. During
the week 30 outstanding authorities
and letters followed up later.

y of engineering personnel had man emotions. As they have done

D

Scripted by WSB producer Jimmy

Bridges, the show tells its story first,
holding the identity of the war hero
until last. Subjects for future shows
not only heroes on the fighttroops in Australia will be able to include
ing fronts, but on the production
listen in June 13, on the gigantic lines
in governmental adminis"MacArthur Day" celebration to be trativeand
positions.
staged in Kezar Stadium. A halfhour of the city's spectacular salute
to America's fighting hero will be
Movie -Radio Tieup
relayed to the south Pacific by KGEI,
KOA,
Denver, saw to it that the
in a rebroadcast of an earlier pro- new Rialto
Newsreel Theater got off
gram scheduled on KPO.
to a flying star. Two special broadArrangements have been made to casts marking the theater's opening
make certain that America's fighting recently, one of them being tranmen will be informed of the broad- scribed for play -back later at night.
cast, and ready to listen in.

by an order -in -council passed
(Rene Morin, chair the CBC Board of Governors,
y told the committee appoint Pride In Programming
f the executive committee had Programming on WBBM, Chicago,
played pending appointment of comes in for a plug in a recent letter
"nor to fill a board vacancy.)
by J. L. Van Volkenburg,
'rigon said his duties as assis- signed
assistant
manager of CBS's western
inager included authority over office. Letter
attention to the
ring, commercial operations, winning of a calls
NAB
prize for the
and secretariat. His financial "finest civilian defense
program"
ty was to see that expendiil, 1941.

Strong Radio Turnout

WARTIME PROMOTION
For MacArthur's Men

11
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"Men Of Courage"
A five-minute sustainer run five
days a week called "Men of Courage"
is being broadcast by WSB, Atlanta,
to highlight for listeners stories of
Joins NBC Central Division
Chicago-Robert Flanigan, formerly with World Broadcasting System
and International Radio Sales, has
been added to the local and spot
sales staff of NBC, central division.

on phases of labor activity, including
nationally -known labor officials, university faculty members, army offi-

SERENADE'

cers and representatives of governmental wartime agencies are to be
heard. One program is scheduled
for each day.

Latin American Tunes
Does

A SELLING JOB

Clarke Set For MBS
Buddy Clarke and his orchestra
will be heard from the Cocoanut
Grove of the Park Central Hotel,
New York, over Mutual several times
weekly, effective the week of June 8.

JN PHILADELPHIA
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Chicago

Los Angeles
By JAC WILLEN

By FRANK BURKE

OB BURNS and his popular "Ar-

WJ. McEDWARDS, NBC Chi
local and spot salesman, has 1
elected 1942 president of the

kansas Traveler" role will bow

off the air for the summer on June 9,
but with announced plans for a new
series of adventures to return to the
air in the early weeks of September.
Gail Patrick and Virginia Sale are
appearing in a series of dramatic
shows over CBS West Coast network

in an urgent appeal for Red Cross
nurses' aides. Shows are produced
by the American Red Cross.
A baby girl (6 lbs. -13 ozs.) was
born to the wife of Harrison Holliway, general manager of KFI, Monday, June 1, at the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital. She has been named
Victoria Holliway.

Dix Davis is the best "kid" actor

who has worked on Edward G. Robin -

son's "Big Town" show, this season,
according to a vote just taken by
regular members of the cast and the
production staff of the series. Davis,
who has been heard on seven Rinso
broadcasts, received 14 votes to win.
Tommy Cook was a runner-up, with

Davis was guest of
honor at an ice cream party before
the "Big Town" show went on the
three ballots.

air yesterday.
"I Dood It" makes its first appear-

ance as a song number with the announcement by Columbia Pictures

that the number is being pre-recorded

by the Vagabond Quartette, as an

added feature of "The Spirit of Stanford," starting production this week.
Gary Breckner, long-time favorite
of Southland audiences, returned as

"Clerk of the Court" when "Judge
Leroy Dawson" convened the KFI

Last Word on First -Hand News!
"Duffy's Tavern" finds itself again a war casualty. Show
folds after the June 30th airing. First Shick cancelled the series due to
the metal situation and Sanka's cancellation now, is reported to be necessary
due to the sponsor's inability to obtain a lot of coffee! ....Lou Holtz will
start a fifteen -minute weekly show on CBSunday nites at 7:15 with a band

and singer'
Eddie Cantor now plans to do his entire 39 -week series
next season from army, navy and marine bases-cutting out studio shows
completely'
Much talk around about Kay Strozzi's "Victorian Rebels"
which was aired on NBC for General Mills with Peter Donald. May become

a series ....Bert Gordon remains with the "Time to Smile" shows next
year.... Dorothy Kilgallen has been renewed for 13 weeks...."Listen,
America" moves to the 9 p.m. Friday nite spot on the Blue-vacated by
"March of Time" ....Kate Smith will stop in Washington to visit with her
mother en route to Langley Field in Virginia for Sunday's "Spirit of '42"
airing.

Here's a bit of contrast for you: Ted Slade, the sound effects
man, put in a busy half-hour Sunday nite on "Inner Sanctum." The various
sound effects called for by the script required the use of three doors, a
window equipped with shades and Venetian blinds, a French door, two
chests of drawers, a box of glass fragments, three turntables, a dozen

records, a Chinese gong, a gravel box, a rake, a hatchet, a pistol, two
whistles, a kazoo, a pair of food tongs, an electrical switch and two pieces

of rubber sponge....All in all, Slade puts in a busy 30 minutes....An
hour later, Ted turned up on the "Hour of Charm" show. This time, his
duties were ridiculously simple. All he had to do was hold a metronone
up to the microphone-to indicate the passing of time!
Temporarily stationed at Lowry Field, Denver, Colorado is

"Quiz Court" at 9 o'clock Wednesday

Second Lieutenant Robert Ruick, son of the Lux Theater's announcer, Melville

Leonard L. Levinson, writer, this

Ruick.... Youngster disclosed this week that his father, an officer in the
first World War, has been granted a commission for the duration of the

evening.

week received a citation from Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., Secretary of the
Treasury, for "distinguished services

rendered in behalf of National Defense" . for his part in stressing
.

.

the purchase of bonds and stamps on
the "Gildersleeve" show.
"Hedda Hopper's Hollywood" broad-

casts will be continued throughout
the summer with no intermission.
Starring Mary Astor, Elsie Janis
and the St. Brendan's Boys Choir, a

special half-hour of entertainment

was broadcast June 1, on behalf of
the American Red Cross Volunteer
Nurses' Aides over NBC Red at 9
p.m., PWT. Donna Fargo scripted the
drama. Douglas MacLean, former

star and now a producer, played in

support, with Frances Trieste, Bowen
McCoy and Louise Floyd comprising
the remaining cast.
IS

Aldrich Family" Hiatus

"Aldrich Family," which has just
been renewed for another 52 -week

cycle by General Foods on NBC Red,

will take its usual hiatus beginning
July 9. Aired in behalf of Postum,
the show will resume August 13 in
its Thursday, 8:30-9 p.m., EWT, spot
on 90 Red stations.
Young & Rubicam is the agency.

5,

present conflict. As a captain, Ruick will be attached to the public relations
department of the newly -activated air base near Santa Ana. California.

Arrangements have been made with the War Department to allow him
two days off each week in order to continue his chores with the Lux show.
... Young Ruick, a bomber pilot, hopes to visit his dad before shoving off
for foreign combat duty....Blue Network on Wednesday evening invited

the press to take an official look at its new offices and board room....
throwing a cocktail party meantime that revealed the Blue as gracious a
host as its nearby neighbor.... with all officials on deck from Mark Woods
down....the turnout was fine and the newly opened quarters, snazy to
say the least.

Athletic Association. Others
were H. D. Crissey, 1st vice -pr

Anderson, 2nd vice -pre
Laura Satterwhite, secretar
L.

John Wehrheim, treasurer. C

tee chairmen are Robert
bowling; Irene Shields, memb
Jill Anderson, social; E. M.
baseball; Frank O'Leary, golf;
Weidenheim, tennis; Hugh A
swimming; Adeline Smith, ridi
R. R. Jensen, camera.
Miss Margaret Brummel of

Stenographic at NBC, has re
Annamae Dorney as secret
William Ray, manager of th
department at NBC. Miss
was tendered a farewell pa
department associate
week. She leaves for Minnea
join her husband, James Gri
press

Carter Products Set

Carter Products, Inc., will
"The Good, Old Days," cu
aired on 9 stations of the Blu
work, and add the nine affili
the

line-up

for

"Inner

S

Mystery" effective with the
cast of June 21. Both progr
broadcast in behalf of Carter's
Liver Pills. Under the new a

ment, "Inner Sanctum My
aired Sundays from 8:30-9 p.m.

will be aired on 81 Blue s

Stack -Goble Advertising Ag
handles the program. "The

Old Days" currently is broad
the same time, with Street &
in charge.

Returned Reporter Colla

John Paul Dickson, MBS
pondent in Berlin, who return
week from Europe after six
internment in Germany,

co

after his appearance at the O
Press Club luncheon this we
has entered Doctors' Hospital
York for observation.

gam, 1a NEW YOR
Stay "Where Radio Ci
Meets Times Squar
Friendly atmosphere-spacious, e

The entire personnel of WBT is conscientiously performing its

duty of keeping all outsiders away from the station's vulnerable zones.
The other day Jack Knell, WBT news editor, accosted a strange man in
the hall. "Who are you?" asked Knell ..."Grant Carey."... "Yes, and I'm
Gable Clark," returned Knell.... "No. Really. I am," said the stranger.
"The control room engineer will identify me"....With Knell's suspicions
mounting by the minute, they marched across to the control room where
the engineer, suspecting the good old horse -play, said, "Why, no. I've
never seen the guy before." Knell's hand was on the intruder's collar
before the engineer realized this was no kidding. He identified the fellow
as the new transmitter engineer, recently transferred to WBT from New
York, and the name actually was Grant Carey.... Knell's suspicions disappeared immediately. but Carey is still looking around a bit warily, and
he now clutches his identification card with a death -defying grip.

ful rooms make you feel at home
from home!

COo
.

Reasonable All expense
Tours.

and bath, from $2

.,.,
^r

Write for
details.
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Inguage" Control

»red Help Of RDG

WHO'S WHO 1N RADIO
WILLAN C. ROUX

(Continued from Page 1)

WHEN Willan C. Roux is introduced to a stranger, he is quick to
point out the unusual spelling of his given name. Not that it really
makes much difference as Roux is a very friendly individual and

1. S. agencies may now have in

ks or extant. George Zachary,

nt of the RDG, will further
with Arthur Simon, general

,r of WPEN, Philadelphia, on
e of cooperation by its memNaturally, this will pertain
t

members as are versed in

ge."

Ryan Attends

to meantime, the "language"
tee is consolidating its posi_

life, when he was away at college, have been
spent in and around the big city. He attended
Newark Academy from which he graduated in
1919.

Brown University

in

is Office was in attendance
as Lee Falk of the foreign
e department of the OFF.

Co. where he was employed for three years. He
left the department store after reaching the position of assistant to the advertising manager.

also wrote to the "language"
tee stating in part: "We were
Much interested in this at self -regulation and that we
1

go as far as we could

in

; behind the committee in its
Ins of the regulations which

n :t suggest."
full cooperation from the

is forthcoming is indicated in

er received by Simon from
airman J. L. Fly. Fly's letter
o

in full:

I'
c

will thank you for your letter

"Vital Importance"

with enclosures.

glad to know that the plans

oreign language broadcasters,

c we have discussed in recent

t: Ices,

i

have

crystallized

so

Next phase in his business career was in the
advertising agency field. After working for a

1

Treasury's '10% Club'

Radio's Biggest Drive

.I,';

(Continued from Page 1)

Figures to give the plan its ultimate
in cooperation. "The 10% Club," the
OFF states, "is the greatest 'drive' of
all time. Radio has had big promotions before-big contests, big 'mail in' drives, big sales campaigns. But
radio has never before had anything
"Fact Sheet" in Offing

The plan, as reported here previ-

ously, is an effort to sign every wage-

earner in the country to a definite
promise that he will invest at least
10 per cent of his paycheck every

NBC's "Bill" Roux.

year in advertising agency, he formed a partnership and operated a general
agency business for nearly four years. Two years of the national depression
ended the agency and resulted in Roux's entrance into the broadcasting
business.

In 1932 Bill Roux joined the National Broadcasting Co. where he worked
in various promotion capacities including sales promotion manager for the
NBC local service bureau and NBC advertising manager. Leaving NBC
at the end of 1937 he worked for International Radio Sales, station rep firm.
After six months with the latter organization he returned to network radio
with the Columbia Broadcasting System in that network's promotion department. Roux rejoined NBC in December 1939 as sales promotion manager of
WJZ and WEAF. In 1941 he became national spot and local sales promotion
manager, which job he now holds.
Roux was married in June 1929 and is the father of two children, a boy
aged 12 and a girl, six. He lives near his native Newark in South Orange,
N. J., where he constantly pets petunias and sprays roses from early spring
to late fall. Besides gardening, his favorite hobby is sailing of which he
does much at his summer home in Maine.

and that your committee has
e ten its work without delay.
C. vital importance of the ob- NAB's Award To KGO
sought to be achieved by the
Inspires Special Show
y code which your commit drafted cannot be over -em on a
It is fitting and proper that San Francisco-Capitalizing
of merit awarded at the rei..stry itself has taken the initi- citation
cent NAB convention, listing it as
e this matter.
's ,?. effective, the program must the regional station which has deprograms best -designed to
1 r ier cent effective. To be 100 veloped
inspire
listeners
to aid in the war
effective, it must have the
KGO will broadcast a special
)
of all of the foreign language effort,
tters. I assume you will keep half-hour broadcast, titled "San Fran-

el

like the 10% Club."

Providence con-

maire and Code.

.rold Ryan of the Censorship

r

it's not long before he is just "Bill," a tag by which he is known to his many
friends in the industry.
Bill Roux is a real New York City metropolitanite, having been born across the Hudson
in Newark, N. J. All but the four years of his

ferred a Bachelor of Philosophy degree upon
him in 1923. Since then he has been connected
with advertising and the greater part of the
time he has been in radio. His first job was in
the advertising department of L. Bamberger &

'lowing the meeting held in
gton Wednesday, and the
out of its station personnel

1
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'Nature Sketches' On Red
Back On The Air June 13
"Nature Sketches," a radio course

week in U. S. War Bonds. Appropriate insignia, including 10% Club buttons, window stickers, etc., will be
a part of the campaign.

OFF shortly will issue a compre-

hensive "fact sheet"

covering all

phases of the plan for use by sta-

tions, networks, advertisers and agencies in building programs around the
campaign. "Get behind it," the BVC

has advised radio stations. "Dramatize it, pack it with patriotic emotion,
highlight it with music-in short, if
there was ever a reason for pulling
out all the stops this is it."
52 Programs Scheduled

Indicative of the importance at-

tached to the 10% Club by the OFF
is the network allocation schedule
for the week of June 15-21, initial
week of the drive. Just issued by
the Government agency, the week's
schedule calls for practically 50 per

cent of all wartime plugs to go to

the 10% Club. Of 106 network programs scheduled to air specific Government messages during the week,
52 will plug the Treasury plan.

Dorothy Donnell To OEM

in natural history which has been Washington-Dorothy Donnell, pioa regular summer feature of the NBC neer in New Deal radio presentations,
Public Service broadcasts for sev- has just joined the OEM radio seceral years, returns to the Red net- tion. She is working on a program

work on June 13. The program will tentatively entitled "Seven Million
be heard each Saturday from 3-3:15 Sons." Miss Donnell is the author of
p.m. Broadcasts will be built around the "I Am An American" series, "I
cisco Reports to the Nation," on a nature
study field tour conducted Hear America Singing," and other
'med of the progress made. Tuesday night, June 9. The proedless to say, it is hoped that gram will be released to coast Blue in Rocky Mountain National Park, well-known Federally -sponsored
by Raymond Gregg, Park shows. She has produced programs
1 be able in the very near
outlets, and is believed to Colorado,
naturalist. In the programs this for the Labor and Justice Departr o tell me that the Foreign network
be the first time a radio station has summer, emphasis will be placed on
g :e Broadcasters Wartime Con ments, and for the Federal Security
reported to the general public on the value of America's play
achieved 100 per cent coop - its city's war
Agency.
effort. A tieup has been for recreational purposes andareas
the
i from all the foreign language made with the Chamber of Como
I know that you can confi- merce, and President Will Merryman need for outdoor life in the war
xpect the hearty cooperation will present the NAB award officially effort.
Sketches" is to be fed to
terested agencies of the Gov - to a KGO representative. The show the"Nature
network from KOA, Denver,
will be aired before an invited audi- under supervision
of Clarence Moore,
Promises Cooperation
ence in the new Radio City here, KOA public service
director.
'o wing out the lines of our dramatizing the city's
activity in
n Ji$cussions, the Commission shipbuilding, Army and Navy funcet y announced publicly that it
"Lost Dutchman" On ERE
tions, blood bank, war bond sales,
v ertaking to gather basic data etc.
Berkeley, Calif.-"The Lost DutchKGO musicians, vocalists and man"
Ao One of
series has been revived on
a intensive study of the 'time dramatists will take part in the
America's Greatest
situation, which is covered in broadcast and in an aftershow. Helen KRE, with Paul Armstrong as nartf your Code. Let me repeat Morgan is writing and producing. rator. KRE also has added pickups
Local Radio Programs
n y thanks for your continued
from the Second Church of Christ
ion in connection with this tive cooperation and you may be as- Scientist, and two public service pro,v
staged in cooperation with the
sured of our sincere desire to support grams
Public Schools Dept. Bill Bither and
lieve that groundwork has the efforts of the Foreign
Language John Brenner are producing the lat11 laid for genuine and effec- Broadcasters Wartime Control."
ter two programs.
[

i

1.

t

.
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"Black Satin Swing"
Excellent ensemble which seems
to have a very definite mind in back
of it, dispensing novel arrangements
and instrumentation that cannot help

but click with many listeners. Strings
and woodwinds seem to be the make-

up of the organization, the former
being particularly good in giving the
lift whenever it is needed. Heard
Thursday night over WMCA 8:058:30 p.m., the 25 minutes proves a
pleasing and highly entertaining session.

Mutual Continues Testimony

At Hearing On Sanders Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

begun to deliver a long, and elabor- troduced exhibits of MBS clipsheets
ately illustrated statement favoring and advertisements. He sought to
the FCC's proposed new network bring out that while Mutual was
regulations when the Congressmen getting along nicely without any new
decided to probe more informally legislation, the new chain regulations
into the broadcasting industry's at- were being favored by MBS to give
titude toward the new regulations. it a distinct advantage over the older
Chairman Clarence F. Lea asked chains.
Weber to tell "in a few plain words
Sees "Equality of Opportunity"
what the fight's about."
In the sustained give-and-take that
Weber's "Nutshell" Description
went on over this point, Weber inThe MBS general manager said it sisted that the new regulations would

boils down to the fact that if these
Last night's program was a series regulations are not introduced, a
of tunes built around "Famous situation will continue where other
Women of Song," such as "Sweet networks "cannot compete on equal

Sue," "Dinah," "Rosemarie," "Peg O' terms with NBC and Columbia."
My Heart," and others. It proved Weber said his purpose in appearing
worthwhile -listening; each week at before the Committee was to show
the same time, apparently, the idea specifically how the option -time and
around which the songs are built, exclusivity provisions of Mutual's
is varied. Don Bryan, conducting, two competitors had, as he charged,
has a great little novelty and should "been exploited to prevent the estabcertainly keep on plugging this type lishment or growth of any new naof combination; anything different tional network."
from the usual run. Van Heusen, Chairman Lea said that the Combaritone, does the vocals, and pleases mittee wanted to place competition
at all times, possessing an excellent on a fair basis in the public interest,
delivery in the "crooner" manner. and that the entire deliberations centered on the proper manner of doing

Network Heads To Aid
War Production Fund

To the Colors!Í
JAMES SHATTUCK, assistant

tor in the CBS commercial ee
department, has been called to

a

service in the U. S. Navy as a
tenant junior grade. He is bein;
placed by James F. Burke, forn
assistant manager of the CBS
gram service division.
-vvv RENE GEKIERS, radio acto
the cast of the "Romance of I

Trent," CBS strip serial from Chi'

has been inducted into the Arm'
JAMES

- vvv -

HOWE, manager
WBTM, Danville, Va., has leí'
not give MBS any advantage, but join the United States Army
would give it and any other new Corps as a second lieutenant. E
national chains equality of oppor- succeeded as manager by Si
tunity with NBC and Columbia. He Guyer, formerly WBTM sales
added, "these rules will eliminate ager.
artificial disadvantages. Nothing will
- vvv develop more enterprise than putting JAMES BOLAND, accountin!
L.

networks on an equal competitive of WSB, Atlanta, and MERLE
basis. I imagine that Congress wants bass singer with WSB's
the greatest number of stations in the River Boys" quartet, have b
country to be used to the greatest ducted into the Army and
at Fort McPherson, Ga.
public advantage."
- vvv The MBS witness attributed his
network's improved position last year

in part to the expectation that the
new rules would go into effect. He
said that anticipation of them had
encouraged both sponsors and stations MBS shares with other netso.
Rep. Sanders of Louisiana, whose works to do business with Mutual
name appears on the bill calling for in the belief that the latter's broadreorganization of the FCC, expressed casts could no longer be forced off

PERRY LAFFERTY, former]
WBRY, Waterbury, Conn., an

recently a CBS producer, is
the armed forces of the co

JOHN GJERULDSEN of th
mitter staff of WOR, New Yo

joined the Army.

He is r

by Henry E. Harrison.

-vvvthat a Constitutional the air on four weeks' notice by anHARRY C. BUTCHER, CBS
other
network's
invocation
of
its
conquestion
might
be
involved
in
preof CBS, was formed at the meeting to
president in charge of Washinl
assist in the advancement of the venting station owners from selling tract right.
operations, has been called to ac
option time. He went on, "Of course,
Elliott Roosevelt's Network
fund-raising project.
duty in the Navy as a Lieutenl
public
interest
required
such
a
if
An organization of business and
Weber denied Rep. McGranery's Commander. He is attached to
restriction,
it
may
be
possible
to
industrial leaders, the Fund was esassertion that Mutual was asking Office of the Director of Naval Ca
do it. I would not be willing to
(Continued from Page 1)

the opinion

tablished to obtain adequate financial
Congress to turn over the broadcastsu.pport for expansion and intensifica- legislate for the advantage of one ing industry to its own chief shareor another, but I am interested
the Don Lee, R. H. Macy
tion of the work of the National chain
in what is best for the American holders,
and Chicago "Tribune" interests. The
Safety Council in accordance with public."
MBS general manager also asked
the proclamation of President RooseCalls Exclusivity Unfair
permission to introduce evidence to
velt calling upon the Council to "moWeber, in opposing exclusive con- disprove the Pennsylvania Congressbilize its nation-wide resources in
leading a concerted and intensified tracts, said that both NBC and CBS man's charge that Mutual had itself
campaign against accidents" to assure had built themselves up without such invoked the exclusivity clause some
contracts and that the affiliated sta- months ago to break up the Transmaximum war production.
In addition to Trammell and Paley, tions had first resisted them. He continental Broadcasting System
other members of the radio -motion charged that exclusivity was an un- sponsored by Elliott Roosevelt.
Weber said that after notifying
picture -publishing committee formed fair practice introduced shortly after
FCC, MBS had invoked the
the
formation
of
MBS
to
prevent
its
the
yesterday are: William Chenery, further development.
not against young Roosevelt,
Crowell -Collier Publishing Co.; J. V. The MBS manager explained that clause,
in order to survive without the
Connolly, president, King Features under the network regulations, no but
of the chain regulations.
Syndicate, Inc.; Fred S. Ferguson, station would be compelled to take protection
Representative
speculated
president, N.E.A. Service, Inc; Ben the first chain program offered it, as to whether anyKennedy
new radio legislaHibbs, editor, Curtis Publishing Co.; but that it would no longer be re- tion should contain
to
James H. McGraw, president, Mc- stricted from freely choosing such iron out grievances mechanism
between
netGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.; Law- programs.
works and affiliated stations which
rence B. Morris, Radio Corp. of
might reject commercial chain feaMcGranery Heard Again
America; George J. Schaefer, presitures for local public interest proA
light
moment
in
the
discussion
dent, R -K -O Corp.; Arthur Hays
grams. Weber opposed this as FedSulzberger, president, New York of "exclusivity" was provided by eral interference in network operaTimes Co., and William B. Warner, Rep. Martin Kennedy of New York, tions, although he had explained that
who observed that he had been un- it was because of such a conflict
president, McCall Corp.
William G. Chandler, of the Scripps - able to find the term in any dic- that the Baltimore station WFBR
Howard Newspapers, is chairman of tionary. He said he had also called was switching from NBC to MBS.
the Congressional ,Library about it
the committee.
Weber to Resume Today
but that apparently no one in Washington knew exactly what exclusivity Yesterday's hearing was adjourned
Fred Barrett Joins Compton
shortly after noon. The detailed dismeant.
Fred Barrett, formerly manager Another Committee member sug- cussion of MBS operations, policies
of the media department of Lee gested that the word might have been and motives in supporting the network regulations is scheduled to
Anderson Agency, Detroit, has joined created by executive order.
the media department of Compton Both on Wednesday and yesterday, resume today with Weber back in
Rep. MoGranery of Pennsylvania in- the witness chair.
Advertising, Inc.

munications.

BILL PHILLIPS, announcer
WOKO, Albany, N. Y., has enlist

the Army Aviation

in

Corps a

will become a cadet early this moil

-vvv-

JAMES SHATTUCK, assistant e(

tor in the CBS commercial editi

department, has been called o act(
service in the U. S. Navy as a Lie
tenant, Junior Grade.. Jr ii
Burke, former assistant manager

the CBS program service

divisla

has been appointed to fill Shattuck
post.

-vvv-

JERRY STONE, publicity direct(
and chief announcer of WDAS, Phu
adelphia, has entered officers' trait
ing school.

"TRY SMILIN
By RAY SEELEY
(No. 21-774 Folsom Prison/

IS IN THE NEWS...
See SATEVEPOST story on
SINGIN' SAM

May 30 issue, Page 57
Prof.

Copies
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AS PROUD A FLAG AS INDUSTRY CAN FLY
Signifying 90 Percent or More Employee Participation in the Pay -Roll Savings Plan
IT doesn't go into the smoke of battle, but you have reached the goal. He will tell you
wherever you see this flag you know that it spells
Victory for our boys on the fighting fronts. To
everyone, it means that the firm which flies it has
attained 90 percent or more employee participation in the Pay -Roll Savings Plan . . . that their

employees are turning a part of their earnings
into tanks and planes and guns regularly, every
pay day, through the systematic purchase of

U. S. War Bonds.
You don't need to be engaged in war production
activity to fly this flag. Any patriotic firm can
qualify and make a vital contribution to Victory
by making the Pay -Roll Savings Plan available

to its employees, and by securing 90 percent or
more employee participation. Then notify your
State Defense Savings Staff Administrator that

how you may obtain your flag.

If your firm has already installed the Pay -Roll
Savings Plan, now is the time to increase your
efforts: (1) To secure wider participation and
reach the 90 -percent goal; (2) to encourage
employees to increase their allotments until 10
percent or more of your gross pay roll is subscribed for Bonds. "Token" allotments will
not win this war any more than "token" resist-

ance will keep our enemies from our shores,
our homes. If your firm has yet to install the
Plan, remember, TIME IS SHORT.

Write or wire for full facts and literature on installing your Pay -Roll Savings Plan now. Address
Treasury Department, Section D, 709 12th St.,
NW, Washington, D. C.

Make Every Pay Day "Bond Day"

u.5.

WAR Bonds * Stamps

This Space is a Contribution to Victory by

RADIO DAILY
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Coast -to -Coast
SPEAKERS at the Overseas Press

Beginning Tuesday, June 9, WNEW,
Club Luncheon in New York, t: is New York, will present regularly, a
week, were foreign correspondents commentary period from London via
who arrived in American recently shortwave, featuring on alternate
from Europe, after being exchanged weeks, Frederick Kuh and Vernon
for Axis prisoners. List of the cor- Bartlett, veteran foreign correspondrespondents include: John Paul Dick- ents. Program will be heard from
son, Mutual Broadcasting System; 8-8:15 p.m., with Kuh beginning the
Camille Cianfore, "New York Times"; series.
*
*
Herbert Mathews, "New York Times";

Reynolds Packard, U.P.; Eleanor

Special pr o g r am series which

Packard, U.P.; Livingston Pomeroy, KSTP, St. Paul, Minn., is airing in
U.P.; Clinton Conger, U.P.; Glen Stad- conjunction with the St. Paul Radio
ler, U.P.; Hugo Speck, International Club, is expected to turn out someNews Service.
where in the neighborhood of 100
proficient radio code operators withOn June 29, the time of Gertrude in the next five weeks. At present
Berg's popular radio serial, "The Rice there are approximately 200 enrolled
of the Goldberg's," on Columbia, will in the classroom sessions, being conbe Monday to Friday, 1:45-2 p.m. The ducted in KSTP's studios both in
current schedule is Monday to Friday, Minneapolis and St. Paul. Instruc-

tion is given by club "hams" them-

2:45-3 p.m.

*

*

selves.

*

*
*
*
Stuart Sisters, who were formerly
with Orrin Tucker's orchestra before Recent meeting of the Radio Club
he enlisted in the Navy, will join of America featured a paper by Dr.

Bob Allen and his orchestra, cur- Thomas T. Goldsmith, Jr., director of
rently playing at the New Pelham -esearch of Allen B. DuMont LaboraHeath Inn, Bronx, New York. This ories, Inc., on the subject, "A Dewill be the girls first New York night scription of a 20 -Inch Cathode -Ray
spot appearance, having only been Oscillograph." Meeting was the last
in the city once before with Tucker of the spring session.
at the Paramount theater.

*

*

*

Armand Girard, KPO, San Franbaritone, replaced Tol Ware
as announcer on the Herb Caen show
last Sunday. Ware is entering the
Army. Girard also emcees and vocalizes on KPO's "Light and Mellow"
variety half hour ....Hayes Hunter is
cisco,

of Herbert L. Krueger, newly ap- They arrive in New York on Jun
pointed c o m m e r c i a l manager of to cut a series of transcripti
WTAG....Miss Lee Ya Ching, first World Broadcasting System.
aviatrix of China, will be heard over
WTAG this week. She will be inter-

*

*

S

*

Dick Barrie

Peter Donald
Jimmie Lunceford

R. G. Pratt

Tony Cabooch
Zac Freedman
Mario Messina

R. Earlton Rae
Loraine Scott

William Rogow

Charles Vanda
June 7

Glen Gray

Alois Havrifa
Leonard Kapner
Reed Snyder

Mann Holiner
Hyla Kiczales
Hope Summers

tional Defense Radio School in
phis. Upon finishing the cour,

the latest addition to the KPO news- will return to the station as
room staff. Hunter, a recent gradu- engineer.... Buck Hinman has
ate of the University of California, the WCBI announcing staff to r
brings three years of radio experi- Frank Everett, who is now at,
ence to his new position.
Field Air Corps Technical S
*
*
*
for the past year
Mary Grabhorn, daughter of Mur- Charles Holt,
and traffic manager,
ray B. Grabhorn, the Blue's national librarian
elevated to the post of pro
spot sales manager, was married re- been
according to an annot
cently to Lieut. John Stewart. A director,
ment
by
WCBI
general manager
reception was held at the Grabhorn McRaney
Lawrence Watsot
home in Short Hills, N. J., after the filling in as remote
ceremony. The couple will live in station.
the South where Stewart is stationed.
*
Ina Ray Hutton, who current
Holly Wright, chief 'announcer for on tour with her all -male arch(
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., has an- will play in seven different sout.
nounced his resignation to join the states during the next ten days.
staff of WRC, Washington, D. C. band will broadcast on local
Wright will work under Carleton hook-ups from the armory in )3
Smith, the President's announcer.... field, W. Va., as well as from
Stork paid a visit May 23 to the home Casa Loma Ballroom in Charles

"Behind the Scenes," a bi-weekly
by Dorothy B. Robinson,
Sonya Barrett has joined the staff program interviewing stage stars on viewed
manager
of local sales.
of eKRN, Rouyn, Que., as traffic tour in San Francisco, has been in*
*
manager.... CKRN's Goldman Band troduced to the KYA schedule....
has been sold to a coal company for Lenn Curley, KYA mikeman, has Three week-end guests are schedthe three summer months, as a tie-in assumed the guise of "Abou Ben uled for appearances on WMCA proto the Government's request that Ahem," giving "fatherly advice" in grams. Norman Lloyd, star of "Saboteur," will be heard on "It's the
householders "buy coal now."
a new Sunday morning philosophy Navy" at 8:05 tonight. Broadcast
is
*
*
broadcast.... Bob Goerner of the presented in cooperation with the
Scott Colton, WHN, New York, KYA announcing staff is now a cadet Third
Naval District. Saturday's
best known for his handling the in the Army Air Corps....Newcomer guests include
Mme. Eve Curie on
nightly 1-3 a.m., record stint known to KYA's sports staff is Jack McDon- the Johannes Steel
program at 7:30
as "One -Two -Three," had to be ald, doing a nightly "Sports Page of p.m. and William L.
Batt, of the
rushed to the hospital for an ap- the Air."
WPB, on the "Win go from Washpendicitis operation. In his absence,
*
*
at 10:03 p.m.
Lewis Charles is filling in for the Ernest John Gill, well-known two ington" broadcast
a
a
a
late dialers.
years ago to nation-wide KPO Red George Bryan, newscaster, who
network audience for his "California handles 20 news periods weekly for
Concert" and "Waltz Time" programs, CBS, has been selected to play the
n
1
4
J.,t..
has been named musical director of role of the villain on the "Sonny
.
KQW, San Francisco. He joined the Tabor" transcribed program which is
Seattle musicians' local at the age sponsored locally on a number of
4 5
of 12.... San Francisco's Victory Rally Mid -Western stations. Stories are
I
2
in Civic Auditorium was staged for adapted from Street and Smith's
ii7¡1814;2021¡22 23
broadcasting, over several stations, "Wild West Weekly" magazine. Be;';,!25i26!21;28;29 30
by KQW's production staff.
fore he entered radio, Bryan was
*
*
seen in several Broadway producJune 5
Polish Broadcasting Bureau, affil- tions.
Herbert Pettey
Bernie Eisen
*
*
iated with WHLD, Niagara Falls Merle Pitt
Buffalo, N. Y., and producer of the Graduation exercises from Father
Charles A. Schench, Jr.
June 6

Maxell Williams has been pro

to the position of chief engin(
WCBI, Columbus, Miss., rep
P. C. Melone....Monroe Loone
mote engineer is attending th4

"Polish Varieties" program, has sign- Flanagan Home at Boy's Town, Nebr.,
ed the Iowa Soap Co., Burlington, Ia., was fed to the Mutual network last
for the sponsorship of 6 quarter-hours Sunday by KBON, Omaha. Broadcast
weekly. Contract, in the interest of featured speakers and a musical proMagic Washer Soap, calls for a gram and was handled by Hugh BarPolish -language strip serial.
low of the KBON staff.
*

a

*

*

*

Artists and news broadcasters
WCCO, Minneapolis, donated
and services last week in the pi
aration of records which will
short -waved to American troops or
foreign lands, idea being that 11
.

from Minnesota and surround
states would be able to hear von
of broadcasters with which they t4

familiar, even when they are od

Bloomingdale's, to their purchasing full-time junior control room operadivision for radio equipment for re- tor for the summer at WDRC, Hartsearch and development. He woill be ford. Lennhoff is receiving special
stationed in the Administrative Office training for his new post, in which
of the U. S. Signal Corps at Belmar, he will act as a vacation replacement
and auxiliary control operator.
N. J.

'

9:

seas.
*

*

*

William Edgerton, chief engini
of station KTSA, San Antonio, 1

returned from a three-day trip
the Rio Grande Valley where

went over the situation with the 4
gineering department of statj

h.

KRGV over which he has supe

sion...Frank Stewart, staff annount

for the past four years over KT1
has resigned his post to take a Cit
Service position' here.

WHOM Signs ACA Pact
Covering All Announce
American

Communications

elation, CIO, has signed a cone
covering English and foreignguage announcers at WHOM,

union announced, adding that
pact was completed after two Year
otia
of organization, protracted n g
tions and Labor Board proceeding!

Technicians at WHOM have

John Lennhoff, who has been a under ACA contract for some time
William R. Rogge, assistant buyer of part-time employee of W65H, Hart- The new pact, which will bea8t
radios and phonograph records at ford, Conn., has been appointed a effect for two years, effected we".
U. S. Signal Corps has appointed

l

increases ranging up to $15 a er
according to Sidney Adler, ACA
ganizer, and also provides forior PO
vacations,

holidays

off,

rights, sick leave and other
contract clauses.

3

standard

I
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iBC's Mexican Plans
ldiders Bill Hearing

otinues With Weber
$shington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

shin g t o n-"If the system of

can broadcasting and freedom
io mean anything, they mean a
of fair competition and equal
unity," MBS General Manager
Veber testified before the House
and Foreign Commerce
ittee Friday during hearings on

rJ

Esso Reports
At noon Thursday, June 11, the
200,000th regularly scheduled "Esso

Reporter" program will be broadcast on one of the 34 stations currently carrying the newscasts. According to the Esso agency, Marschalk & Pratt, this is "the greatest
number of live programs ever used
by one client." More than 47,000
newscasts are scheduled for 1942.

:ate

It

Expect Reciprocal Program Agreement
In Near Future As Net Official
ReICIdiestr'IYaiÉrt mer. Trip
June 2

, Moyj q Date

For P. IG. Web Serials

Monday, June 29, will be another
OFF Allocation Meets moving
day for Procter & Gamble's
network serials on NBC (Red) and
ol
network regulations will bring
On that date, which also marks
(Continued on Page 7)
In New York -Chicago CBS.
the picking up of another 13 -week
IV War Sayings Bonds and Stamps
option on the network time, P.&G.
Meetings on the allocation plan for will start "Pepper Young's Family"
'i h Is War" Series
announcements on net- on CBS and remove "Road of Life"
or Australian Network Government
(Continued on Page 3)
work programs will be held on FriBill to reorganize the
r anders
"In our opinion, the Commis e

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
day and Saturday, June 12 and 13, in
New
York
City
and
Chicago,
it
was
L An g e 1 e s-The four -network
RCA Declares Dividends
:s War!" series produced by the announced this week-end by the
The New York meeting will
Of Current 2nd Quarter
h of Facts and Figures will be OFF.
o ast via transcription on a net - take place at 2 o'clock Friday after)f 26 Australian stations under noon in CBS studio 22. Network and Quarterly dividends on the outements just completed by advertising agency representatives, standing shares of RCA $3.50 First
Preferred stock and outstanding
(Continued on Page 6)
Gibson, representative here of
shares of "B" Preferred stock, were
Huy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
i: lia's Macquarrie Network and

It Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

sa Pty., Ltd. As was the case

the series, directed by Norman
i, ran on U. S. stations, it will
'd once weekly in Australia.

it

I War Savings Bonds and Stamps

orzed Yeast Anns.
Kpanding Air Markets

declared Friday by the Board of

C is about to enter negotiations
Mexican broadcasting officials
ne eby a considerable schedule of
ci ocal programs will be worked
It,

according to plans which will

take vice-president John F. Royal to

atin American country for the
purpose of laying the groundwork
for such an exchange. Royal is in
charge of NBC's International ..rangements and new developments. Mexican officials are understood to

be receptive to the plan as they feel
may offer them an opportunity to
further improve relations between
(Continued on Page 7)
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Big "Victory" Shows
Set By 1 Major Webs
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Office of Facts and
Directors, and announced by Major Figures announced this week-end that
(Continued on Page 2)
NBC and CBS were contributing two
Buy War Sayings Bonds and Stamps
top-ranking program series this Summer in the interests of America's war
Pharmaco has renewed its "Double ZBT Powder Testing-

Feen-A-Mint Renewals
Over 100 MBS Outlets
or Nothing" program on more than
100 Mutual stations throughout the

Summer. Broadcast Fridays from
9:30-10 p.m., EWT, in behalf of Feen-

Buys First Radio Spots
Centaur Co., Rahway, N. J., is

efforts. One is the "Victory Parade,"
(Continued on Page 7)
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

testing radio for the first time in WPDQ's Formal Debut
the program will mark its behalf
of ZBT Baby Powder, under
swing a highly successful test a-Mint,
90th
consecutive
airing
week its own name, via spots on WABC Planned For September 1
gn on four Florida stations when the 13 -week renewalthis
goes into
s 'inter, Ironized Yeast (Sterling
WMCA. Eighteen evening anWilliam Esty & Co. handles and
ts) has launched further spot effect.
nouncements per week have been Jacksonville, Fla. --September 1 has
the
account.
been set as the opening day of WPDQ,
t n an extensive basis in New
(Continued on Page 2)
new station located in this city and
nd Chicago, marking the first
licensed to the Jacksonville Broadii' 1e product has been promoted

* i l I F WELL
IN I?ADIC r
. FCC Held Reviewable

(Continued on Page 7)

.

Dad (Or Alive) Mike
ichita, Kans.-Unsigned letter
relived by KFH of this city encic:d what the staff thought to
be most

unusual announcement
ciS nuity. Copy read: "Reward
of 150 cash will be paid for the
-utst and conviction of the people

'lying and destroying our propcrt

DEAD or ALIVE."

Writer

owed his name, giving only his
areas.

casting Corp. New station will oper(Continued on Page 2)

.

By BOB LITZBERG

IN five -to -three decisions by the ings before the House Interstate and
United States Supreme Court last Foreign Commerce Committee on the
week CBS and NBC were upheld Sanders Bill. MBS witnesses Alfred
in their fight to have a hearing in J. McCosker and Fred Weber inthe New York Federal District Court dicated their network's support of
against the enforcement of the FCC the Commission in no uncertain
chain broadcasting regulations issued terms.
last year. Effect of the decisions is Foreign language broadcasters
the staying of the Commission's order bilized last week in a move to mocountil the lower court passes on the operate in every possible manner
case. The network victory
was fol- with the various government agenlowed later in the week by Mutual's
prosecution of the war
strong support of the FCC in hear- cies in the(Continued
on Page 3)

Civic Award
A plague, in recognition of the

station's activities in promoting
civic pride and functions, was
awarded Hearst station RYA, San
Francisco, by the Chamber of

Commerce. A special broadcast
noted the event, with Chamber
prexy Dwight L. Merryman mak-

ing the presentation. The Chamber
has had a weekly program on
KYA for the past year.
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FINNCI,AL
June 5)

Possibility of additional sponsorship by retail stores of
special war bond and stamp promotion over local stations
is indicated for the month of July.
Treasury Department officials meeting with members of
its Retail Advisory Committee have arranged to hold an

intensive "Retailers for Victory" campaign during the
entire month, with the slogan for the drive being, "A
Million Retailers Unite For War Savings - The Commandos of Main Street."

Electric
RCA Common

Gen.

12

12

12

12

12

261/e
31/8

2611s

31/8

OVER THE COUNTER

- 1/4

261/2 - 1/8
Asked

13/4

15
17

This committee suggested that radio stations prepare
an additional supply of announcements and programs
suitable for sponsorship by the many stores which plan
to use some paid promotion in connection with the drive.
It is pointed out that a kit of suggested announcements
and programs suitable for sale to local sponsors, has already
been sent to stations by the Treasury Department.

National Chairman for the campaign will be G. Ray
Schaffer, of Marshall Field & Co., Chicago; Benjamin H.
Namm, chairman of the Treasury's Retail Advisory Committee is Honorary Chairman.

WPDQ's Formal Debut
ZBT Powder TestingPlanned For September 1
Buys First Radio Spots

2'
18
19

(Continued from Page 1)

from Page 1)
ate on a power of 5,000 watts day placed on(Continued
WMCA, plus twice weekly
and night on a frequency of 1270 kc., participations
the Adelaide Hawwith Robert R. Feagin, presently ley program onon
WABC. The product,

-

Quincy Howe To CBS

New USO Series On MBS

Members of the Army, Navy, MaQuincy Howe, formerly news com- rine
Corps, Air Forces and Coast
mentator on WQXR, here, joins the Guard now on duty on the West Coast
CBS news analyst staff today. Be- will have an opportunity to send
ginning tonight, Howe will be heard messages to their families all over
regularly on the "World Today" se- the nation in a new weekly series of
ries, Monday through Friday from broadcasts entitled "USO Calling the
6:45-7 p.m., EWT.
Programs will be aired Mon"World Today" currently is spon- U.S.A."
days over Mutual from 5-5:30 p.m.,
sored on 37 CBS stations by United EWT, starting today.
)

RCA Declares Dividends
For Current 2nd Quarter
(Continued from Page 1)

General J. G. Harbord, Chairman of
the Board.

The dividend on the First Preand the dividend on the "B" Preferred stock is $1.25 per share. These
dividends are for the period from

ferred stock is 871/2 cents per share,

April 1, 1942 to June 30, 1942, and
With ex -film star Lieut. Ronald Rea- will be paid on July 1, 1942 to stockcontinued as of the broadcast of gan as master of ceremonies, the se- holders of record at the close of
June 26.
ries will follow a variety show tech- business June 15, 1942.
nique. Messages frorp the servicemen

Fruit Co., but this contract is dis-

BLUE NETWORK
Plottsburg, N. Y.

F

CONSISTENTLY
SELLING THE
NORTHCOUNTRY'S
RICHEST MARKET
George P. Hollingbery, Rep.

EUGENIA CLAIRE FLATTO, of the '
and "Women's Newsreel"
the West Coast, has arrived here
ticipate as hostess of the American
Women"
on

Mothers, meeting tomorrow at the Ho

HAROLD THOMAS, owner of WNAB,
port, is in town from Connecticut for

days on station and network business.

ANN BARBINEL, program producer,
today on a three-day trip to Washingto
to

F

will be interspersed with music by 'New York War Day' On WNEW
Cy Trobbe's orchestra, songs by Ca- "New York at War Day" will be
milla Roma, and quips by Jack Kirk- heralded by Grover Whalen, chair-

man of the Mayor's Committee, in a
"USO Calling the U.S.A." is pro- broadcast over WNEW tomorrow
duced by Mel Venter, originating in from 8-8:15 p.m. Participating with
the studios of KFRC, Mutual affiliate Whalen on the program will be John
wood, West Coast comedian.
in San Francisco.

B. Kennedy, WNEW news analyst.

return

Wednesday.

SHEP FIELDS in Worcester, Mass., where

will supply the music for one of the prom

;,

Holy Cross College.

PARKS JOHNSON and WARREN HULL, t '.

at Hoffman Island, N. Y., today for the broí,,.
casting of tonight's "Vox Pop" program fill
the U.S. Maritime Service Training Station,
LESTER

GOTTLIEB,

press

coordinator

Mutual network, back from Washington
he attended the Sanders Bill hearings.

CECIL BROWN, CBS Far East corresponde
in Los Angeles today for the final led ¿t!

the series which he has delivered in
sections of the country. The start was mi
at Des Moines on May 9.
in

manager of WBML, Macon, Ga., as which has national distribution,
manager.
has been exploited in the
NBC Retains Damrosch
Corporation officers, in addition to largely
past in parents magazines, trade
As Musical Advisor Feagin who is secretary -treasurer, papers and via occasional tie-in anare James R. Stockton, president, nouncements on network programs
Dr. Walter Damrosch, for 14 years and E. D. Black and E. G. McKenzie, (Centaur is a Sterling Products subconductor of the "NBC Music Appre- vice-presidents. WPDQ's antennas sidiary).
ciation Hour," will continue active are by Wincharger and its trans- If the local spot test clicks, exaffiliation with the network as music mitter and studio equipment was pansion in the medium may follow,
counsellor, according to an announce- manufactured by RCA, with sup- but no further plans are being made
ment Friday by Niles Trammell, NBC plementary equipment by Collins at this time pending completion of
president. According to the NBC an- Radio Co. and the Gates Co. J. R. the 13 -week campaign just started.
nouncement, Dr. Damrosch will oc- Donovan, former chief engineer of Pedlar & Ryan handles the account.
cupy NBC's key musical advisory WTO:C, Savannah, will occupy the
same position with the new station.
post.

W M

BOB JONES, of the Blue Network's
relations department, back from a busin
through the New England territory.

Yorker.

3 t/a

Bid

Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad.
WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

tives of the station.

is

Net
High Low Close
Chg.
1173/4 1173/4 1173/4 + 1/;
12

MUNROE B. ENGLAND, president an
manager of WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.,

York Friday visiting with the local

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. Cr Tel.
CBS A
CBS B

C0mIDG and G0I111

WOODY HERMAN and his band in

for a theater date.

i

BaltiºKw

HORACE HEIDT in Minneapolis for the7

of tomorrow's "Treasure Chest"

program fi

l

the Gold Room of the Radisson Hotel.

JOHN H. STENGER, JR., president, and A.1
manager, WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, P}

GREBE,

spent Friday in New York on business.

HELEN ANN YOUNG, of the program dead

ment of KSL, returned to Salt Lake City I*
night after spending few days in New fa
last week.

CARTER RINGLEP, sales manager of KM0)

St. Louis, in New York Friday on business trig
moving on to Washington Saturday en rah;

back to the station.

BILL MURDOCK, commercial manager a
WJSV, Washington, in New York Friday in
to Atlantic City Saturday to celebrate hl

14th wedding anniversary.

KINGSLEY HORTON, sales manager of WEE,'

back in Boston today after a New York bat.
ness trip.
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FCC Held Reviewable

)P.&G. Web Serials

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

Columbia to NBC.

effort. Following the FCC announce- spent in all types of media during
"Pepper ment that full information on the 1941....Mutual's billings for May

'g Family," aired in behalf of activities of "time brokers" on the
soap, will run on both CBS more than two hundred stations car'BC, continuing on the latter rying foreign language programs
'k in its present 3:30-3:45 p.m., would be sought, the NAB Foreign
period. On Columbia, "Pepper"

ove into the 2:45-3 p.m. slot
ng

to

"The Goldbergs"
1:45-2 p.m.

which

in the spot

vacated by "Road of Life."
plans for the switchover have
completed, it is understood,

1
1

a

Blue Network System
For Minor OFF Items
Blue Network, under a plan set up

were announced and showed a 48 by G. W. Johnstone, director of news
per cent increase despite the drop- and special features, has begun airping of Coca-Cola's "Spotlight Bands" ing Government messages, now designated of secondary importance by
series.
Language Committee, headed by
the OFF, on network programs ofArthur Simon, general manager of List of short-wave broadcasts to fered affiliates on a cooperative basoldiers
overseas
was
increased
by
WPEN, Philadelphia, set up machsis. While war messages designated
inery for the desired cooperation and two last week by the addition of "We "AA"
and "A" are regularly schedalso drafted a proposed "voluntary the People" and a new series under uled on
network sustainers,
code of wartime practices for Amer- the auspices of a group of news- classifications are more or lesslesser
neican broadcasters presenting pro- papers in cooperation with General

decision on whether or not grams in foreign languages." Co- Electric.... Plans for a proposed netlartons" will be continued on operation was indicated from all work show sponsored by the Assod or replaced by another se- sides, including the FCC and the ciation of American Railroads were
ndications Friday were that newly organized Radio Directors deferred for a month.
is" would remain, but final Guild.
Major networks confirmed the reStations, networks and agencies port
remains to be taken.
that Negro musicians would be
wing is the anticipated re - throughout the country were pre- added to the personnel of their house
ant (in order of broadcast) paring themselves last week for the bands....NBC signed Raymond Gram
3. serials on NBC Red as of summer and fall seasons. Activity Swing to an exclusive contract which
9: Morning hour (10:45-11:45 on the networks included the setting will begin in the fall.... Warner Bros.
'The Bartons" (?), "Road of of summer shows by S. C. Johnson began what is believed to be the
"Vic & Sade," "Against the & Son on NBC and E. R. Squibb & largest local spot campaign during
afternoon hour (3-4 p.m.), Sons on CBS; signing of renewals
$4,000 will be spent weekly
of Mary Marlin," "Ma Per - by General Foods and Bristol-Myers which
in New York City for its new picture
"Pepper Young's Family," on NBC and J. B. Williams Co. on "Yankee
Doodle Dandy"....Washingthe Blue; the switching of Miles
to Happiness."
ton
reported
that a central Federal
Laboratories programs on the Blue; information office
was still being
Lone Journey" to Continue
and the addition of an anti-inflation considered by the administration.
Columbia P.&G. hour, 1-2 p.m., series on MBS; spot business was
essentially the same, "Life augmented by a new campaign in
!e Beautiful,"
"Woman in 35 markets by the Curtis Publishing
"Vic & Sade," except that Co. for the "Saturday Evening Post".
ergs" replaces "Road of Life" ...Survey of the Bureau of Advertis1:45-2 p.m. spot. As stated ing of the American Newspaper Pub'Pepper Young" goes into the lishers' Association revealed that na"Goldberg" time, 2:45-3 p.m. tional food and grocery advertisers
Journey" will continue for led the national advertisers in money
i its NBC Red Western hook;

L.

I
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glected because of crowded schedules.
"B," "C" and "D" rated messages

hereafter will be used exclusively as
network announcements on news
commentator programs offered by the
Blue for co-op sponsorship, the announcements taking the place of local commercials on stations where
the program is not sold.

Ad Club Elects Fellows
Boston-Harold E. Fellows, general
manager of WEEI, Boston, has been
elected first vice-president of the
Advertising Club of Boston. Fellows

has been a member of the Ad Club
since 1930 and served on the Board
of Directors 1941-1942.

.

:30-11:45 a.m., when "Against

rm" replaces "Road of Life"

same spot on the majority
Red net.
.e.ies involved in the changes

Lum 'n' Abner Program

Miles Laboratories, Inc., (Alka' tar & Ryan, Compton Adver- Seltzer)
which is shifting "Quiz
..,lackett-Sample-Hummert and Kids" from
Wednesday to Sunday
& Bowles.
night on the Blue Network, also is

I

moving "Lum 'n' Abner" to a new
,c le" on NBC From Britain spot on the Blue. Following the
' le," the title referring to the broadcast of June 29, "Lum 'n'
P of England at war, is now Abner" will be broadcast Monday
eard each Sunday over the through Thursday from 10-10:15 p.m.,
?d network at 1 p.m., EWT. EWT, with a repeat on the West
a st from Britain, it is con - Coast via transcription at 11:15 p.m.,
by Robert St. John, NBC PWT.
e ndent who went to London Currently "Lum 'n' Abner" is

DETROIT
CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

on a total of 65 stations. Move to
the later spot thus will eliminate
all live repeats.

RADIO STATION

"Quiz Kids" moves to Sunday, 7:308 p.m., on the Blue beginning with
the broadcast of July 12.
Wade Advertising Agency, Chicago,

REPRESENTATIVES

handles the account.

THAT SELLS

NRR

Adds Two Agencies

Boosting to 55 the number of contributing agencies, H. M. Kiesewetter
Advertising Agency, Inc., and Weiss
& Geller, Inc., have become affiliated
with National Radio Records, it was

announced by Fulton Dent, vice-

president of NRR.

III

NEW YORK

following the attack on Pearl broadcast Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday from 6:30-6:45 p.m.,
EWT, with repeats at 8:30 and 10:30

THE STATION

.á.

Miles Lab. Also Shifting

f

,.; Fv
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Chicago

Los Angeles
By JAC WILLEN

By FRANK BURKE

BETTY RHODES, Mutual's popular

singing star and under contract
Paramount Pictures, will play

to

Ígar/ --"111111111111~1
.[

start production.
Three new members of Hollywood's

"four hundred" held an

exclusive

informal reception in the CBS studios

after

the

"Hedda

Hopper's

Hollywood" airing of June 1. The
neophytes are Hedda Hopper, Announcer Art Baker and Actress Duane
Thompson, who celebrated their 400th

broadcast together for the commentator's Sunkist sponsor.

Universal Studios is dickering for
a contract with "Three Thirds of the
Nation" songstress Connie Haines.

Ransom Sherman and his zany
hotel, Crestfallen Manor, leave the
airlanes for their current sponsor

(Procter & Gamble) June 24. Sher -

man's plans for a new show are indefinite.
"Blondie,"

which

celebrated

its

broadcast June 1, takes its
first vacation since its origin three
150th

years ago when it goes off for 13

weeks, as of June 22.
Wendell Lund, newly appointed

head of the Labor Division of the
War Production Board, will make
his first public talk since assuming
his new duties over KHJ and the
Mutual Don Lee net on Saturday,
June,.6, from 12-1 p.m., PWT. Program emanates from KHJ.

The Merry Macs chalked up a
new high for a p.a. week at the

`

A. Calzaretta, building
nance clerk; Theodore Whippl

R'r'V
J

opposite Bing Crosby in that studios

"Manhattan At Midnight," soon to

NEW NBC employees includ

Koplar and Harry Mitchell,

Personal Postcards To:BEN BERNIE: We hear that you're slated to begin a series for
Wrigley's on CBS June 15 on a five -time weekly basis at 5:45 p.m.-contract for an indefinite period'
JAN PEERCE: George Sebastian has been
renewed on "Great Moments in Music" which stars Jean Tennyson and you
....IRVING BERLIN: You did it again with "I Left My Heart at the Stage
Door Canteen," which was introduced the other nite. It's a definite
smasheroo.... RUDY VALLEE: Your closing tribute to Jack Barrymore on
Thursday's show was befitting the Great Profile.... RAYMOND PAIGE:
Nothing new on that musical series, we understand. ...PHIL SPITALNY:
Understand that you'll announce the winner of your show Sunday in that
singer -in -uniform contest.... FRED ALLEN: Bob Burns' sponsor wants to
take that half-hour before your show on CBSundays-the time opposite
Winchell'

. BOB BURNS: If you move to the 9-9:30 p.m. spot on Sundays,

Guy Lombardo's Colgate series may move into your vacated Tuesday nite
spot.... LUCILLE MANNERS: Hear that Toronto went all-out for your
appearance with the Promenade Symphony last week. 10,000, the record
high, jammed the arena to hear you.... WALTER MURPHY: Hal Rorke is
very pleased with your work at WEEI.... HARRY SALTER: Why isn't "Song
of Your Life" on the air now?
FRANK HUMMERT: That's a nice gesture
on the part of male choristers on your "Waltz Time," "America the Free,"
"American Melody Hour" and "Manhattan Merry -Go -Round" shows whereby any member of their singing groups inducted into the armed forces,
will receive 1 per cent of the earnings of those who stay behind! Same
policy should be emulated by all orchestras, dramatic serials and other
performing groups in radio.

Vancouver.

CECIL HACKETT: Understand that the towers, etcetera, are
all built for WINS to start operating with 50,000 watts.... WALTER CRAIG:
Treasury Dept. will ship the recordings to you direct....BILL MURRAY: Tell
Bill Bacher that it was a cinch-if handled properly....KATE SMITH: Barry
Wood will be the singing star with you at the Navy Relief Sports Carnival,
June 14th, at the Polo Grounds....ARTHUR TRACY: Your shows are really
wonderful these days.... G. W. JOHNSTONE: Heard Joe Hasel the other
nite doing that race horse story and he made a great yarn of mere facts
by hís delivery....RANSOM SHERMAN: Jimmy Saphier is in town with

producer for Mutual Network, reported to Warner Brothers as a

his bride and giving most of his time over to peddling you for a new
series....ALAN COURTNEY: Benny Goodman will make his award to

Palomar Theater, Seattle, with Al
Donahue and his orchestra. Figure
topped $10,000, passing Louie Armstrong's previous high. Day by day

attendance peaks were

reached

throughout the week starting with
the opener. Macs and Donahue ensconced this week at the Orpheum,
Jim Bloodworth, former writer -

writer -member of the Gordon Hollingshead film shorts department.

Tip of the Week: "Girls, if you
want to be happily married pick a

the most popular record -program conductor on the stage of the Paramount
Theater Wednesday....EDDIE CANTOR: Your imitation of an Axis commentator giving the news in the Winchell manner was a riot!

comedian!" Mrs. Milton Berle (Joyce

Mathews) thus advised aspirants to
the holy estate of matrimony. "Each
day," she avowed, "is a new adven-

chorus of 12 voices joins your "College of Musical Knowledge" Wednesday

go-round, and always reaching for
the brass ring. Besides this ... Mil-

RINES: When a producer on the Blue found he couldn't clear the music of
"America" for a show he went and cleared "God Save the King," which

KAY KYSER: Mark Warnow with a 30 -piece orchestra and a

ture. Like being on a constant merry-

and will render musical tributes to the men in the armed forces'

ton tries out most of his jokes on me

is

.

.

.

and if I laugh-it's killed in-

stantly! Those I don't like get in,

but when I hear them on the program

I decide I really do like them. But
definitely

.

.

. marry a comedian."

SOUND EFFECT RECORDS

GENNETTSPEEDY-Q

Reduced Basic Library Offer Containing
Over 200 Individual Sound Effects
Write For Details

New York, N. Y.

through Friday periods on th
Red network for another 52

effective Monday, June 29.
riods are between 9:45 and 10:
CWT and 2 and 3 p.m., CWT.
grams to be heard include

"

Journey," "Road of Life," "Vic
Sade," "Against the Storm," "

Story of Mary Marlin," "Ma Perk',
"Pepper Young's Family" and "B4
to Happiness." Agencies involved
the deal include Blackett-Sam
Hummert, Pedlar & Ryan, Inc., Cot
ton Advertising, Inc., and Bentot
Bowles, Inc.
Shell Oil Co. through J. W
Thompson Co. has renewed its of

minute announcement schedule

WMAQ for an additional four we4

effective June 2, for a total of,

announcements and the Southeast
Michigan Tourists Publicity Asso4

tion, through James Dixon, Jr.,
ordered a series of six one -min

announcements between June 8-19;

Miss Judith Waller, NBC cen

division public service director,
scheduled to attend three educatio
conferences during the latter pl

of June and early in July.

She W

visit the American Library associ
tion meeting in Milwaukee, June

to 26 and will participate in a d

cussion panel on the subject, "Libra
and Radio Relationships" which w

deal with the use of radio in stim
lating use of libraries. On June
Miss Waller will attend the meetii
of the National Educational associl

tion in Denver and also the Radl
Clinic of Western State colleges
be conducted by the Western Co

orado State Teachers college in Gun
nison, July 6-7. Miss Wall, Wil

address the latter group on "Wha
Every Teacher Should Know Abou

Radio."
Eddie Dunn, WBBM announcer ant
"Sister Emmy" confidante, has beer

assigned to the emcee of on "Vi
tory Matinee." Jim Cont'ay, "Yowl
America Answers" question -alas
assumes Dunn's announcing duties o

BILL GERMANNT: Don't
to the plan?
SONNY

"Profiles and Previews."
Ted Toll, former "Down Bea
editor in Chicago now on the Bl

WERBLIN: Did you get the inside story from Mannie Sacks on the shoe DORIS RHODES: Will you please get your husband's okay
situation'

day morning sustaining show d

the same melody-and got the clearance'
you think you'll get Doug Coulter receptive

HARRY MAIZLISH: What is
and come back to the air. Lookit Barry'
DON SHAW: When Robert Goldstein's
the date for your arrival here'
brother, Spud, was inducted into the army, he was asked to bring any
sports equipment he had (such as baseball bats, etc.). Spud showed up

Network production staff is handl
"The Bluejacket Hop," a new Satu
signed

for

the

entertainment

sailors and their girls.

aue ?'au Met The ?/Diced

with a set of golf clubs! In his company he found his former caddy, also

a draftee, so he made a deal with the caddy to carry his gun now'
DAVE DAVIDSON: Are you still with CBS in Hollywood?

CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44th St.

JOE

gers; Elizabeth McCord, centr
ographic; Geraldine Goeske,
and Kenneth Farris, Robert Ju
Robert Oswald, guides.
The Procter & Gamble Co.
newed its eight 15 -minute

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

GILBERT

¡

OHIO
LEX.2-1100

1,

ay, June 8, 1942
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WARTIME PROMOTION

AGENCIES

and their invited guests. More than
Gilbert Condit, who conducts a a score sailors, selected from the
thrice -weekly program on WPAT, "Happy Hour" entertainers at the
Paterson, N. J., known as "Metro- Navy base on Treasure Island, took
politan Diary," has come up with a part in the broadcast. Among them
new "letters from the boys in ser- were the Navy's chorus of 12 voices,

MARVIN COHN has assumed the

11J E.1'T-11014

'

,

I

ETTA YOUNG and RAY MIL -

in an adaptation of "Arise,

ve," on the "Lux Radio Theaday (WABC-CBS, 9 p.m.) .

Soldiers' Letters

RENCE TIBBETT, on the vice" idea. Condit has asked listeners
tone Hour," today (NBC Red, to send in letters they receive from
men in the service. Each person
a letter which is read, in
TER KINSELLA and ALAN sending
part or in its entirety, on "Metropoli-

post of radio director of Grey Advertising Agency, Inc., here. He replaces James H. Lang, Jr., a vice-

president, who now is handling other
duties in the agency.

and a group of skit players. KPO
staffers taking part included Karl
SPOT CAMPAIGN of Dr. Pepper
Kalash and his orchestra, vocalists Co.,
Dallas soft drink concern, on 130
Rita Gail and Armand Girard, and stations
will be continued until
comedian Elmore Vincent.
October. Dr. Pepper recently re-

stars of "Abie's Irish Rose,"
Diary," will receive a pass to
tile Revell Presents," Wednes- tan
the movies in his home town, or, if
BC Red, 12:30 p.m.).
Maritime Day Events
he prefers, a ticket for a boat ride
TER HUSTON, on "Caval- around Manhattan Island, or from KALE, Portland, Ore., gave special
America," today (NBC Red, New York City up the Hudson River coverage to Maritime Day by airing
to Bear Mountain, and return. The to the Pacific loop of the Mutual net-

turned its account to Tracy -Locke -

Dawson, Inc., Dallas.

SHERMAN & MARQUETTE, Chi-

cago, has been named to handle advertising of Blackstone Aspirin and
service man by whom the letter was work a half-hour program describ- Califig (formerly California Syrup
ing: launching of three Liberty ves- of Figs) by Sterling Products, and
iTANCE BENNETT, on the written will be sent a gift, in the sels;
acquisition by Maritime Com- Vitafers, a vitamin wafer, for Quaker
Tallee program, Thursday name of the person sending the letter mission
of as many again, completely Oats.
in
to
WPAT.
"Metropolitan
Diary,"
led, 10 p.m.).
finished
and ready for sea service,
which is heard on WPAT every Monthe laying of keels for three more
iY CONKLIN, star of "Yes, day, Wednesday, and Friday at 12:35 and
p.m., consists of a commentary by ships. All this occurred in a single

,ling Daughter," on the "Grand
Station" show, Friday (NBC Condit on human interest stories occurring from day to day in the MetroI, 30 p.m.).
politan New York area.
ICESCO VALENTINO, barie Í the "Treasure Hour of Song,"
d ¡ (WOR-Mutual, 10 p.m.)
L

g

"Light And Mellow"

.

ACI Song Performances
Resumed By Dr. Peatman

h

," Friday (WOR-Mutual, 9:30

o

Resumption of "Audience Coverage
BLORE, on "Stars Over HolSaturday afternoon (WABC- Index Report, a National Survey of
Popular Music Broadcast on Radio
:30 p.m.).

Networks" has been announced by

Dr. John G. Peatman, director of the
Office of Research, Radio Division.
New reports extend their coverage to
include

lEI'S RU OPPORTUUITV

.

.

.

me Station Manager to kill two
with one stone . . to solve
sonnel problem and materially
e
se the efficiency of his program
le went at the same time. I have
o

.

years' experience announcing,
:ing, writing, for GOOD sta-

e

r

in

I

am now profitably employed

MIGHTY GOOD station.
ike either

an

I'd

announcing oppor-

uni with a BETTER station

.

.

.

ehance as PROGRAM DIRECTOR
1

workers. KALE had crews of men
on each event, then spliced transcriptions of same together, along with
running narrative, for the network
presentation. Ted Cooke produced.
Mikes were handled by Johnny Carpenter and Art Kirkham. Jack Lombard was in charge of technical op e r at ions. Dick Rand acted as

"Light and Mellow," new halfkLD M. NELSON, chairman hour variety show on KPO, San
Vivar Production Board, on the Francisco, went nautical as a special
Against Inflation" series, Fri - broadcast from the Palace Hotel's
Gold Room, the event being staged
OR -Mutual, 8:15 p.m.).
for 200 officers and men of the Navy, narrator.

i' , IAM F. SEALS, director of
3. Flag Assn., on "Double or

up-and-coming young outlet.
tpnt to be paid what I am WORTH
a DU ... no more, no less. Why
1

4 rite me for

full particulars of

w' ialifications? You'll be mighty

I,idou did! Address Box W, Radio
1.1111501 Broadway, New York City.

,ndetter make it AIR MAIL!

Chicago

and

West

Coast

broadcasts not heard in New York.
The ACI ratings are based on coverage of listening audience rather
than individual performances. The
weekly report gives the song's ACI,
title,

publisher, plugs on the four

major networks in New York, Chi-

cago and Los Angeles and additional
network station uses.

Only songs which receive during

the week a minimum of seven differ-

ent program performances with at
least one full chorus each time are
included in the ACI analysis, which
will present the first 50 songs each
week. Plugs are logged by the Accurate Reporting Service in New

York and by Radio Checkup Service
in the Middle West and West Coast.

Roxy Theater Spots

day, from midnight to late afternoon,
Roxy Theater, New York, is curand established a new speed and pro- rently running a spot campaign on
duction record for shipyard firms and stations in the metropolitan New

York area, calling for 60 announcements weekly, in behalf of the motion picture, "Ten Gentlemen From
West Point." Contract was placed by
Kayton-Spiero, Inc. and is with the
following stations: WMCA, WQXR,
WWRL, WNEW, WINS, WBNX,
WOV, WHN, WHOM and WAAT.

One and a half minute live spots
are being used.

trocittcing!,
TOE DAMEL 1I00%E 1tETIiTO1IK

WISE

ASHEVILLE, N. (:,

WOPI

l3RISTOL. TENN.-VA.

WKPT

hIN(:SPORT. TENN.

Covering Vl/C'ifei'!Z nO% CCíi'OLl/ZC[,
eu31

.7enne33ee and

Souticue3l Virginia

J Í

POPULATION -471,734
RETAIL SALES $226,320,000

Succeeds Janet MacRorie
In NBC Continuity Dept.

REFERENCES-0.1--MV/M CONTOUR

Stockton Helffrich, formerly assistant manager of the NBC continuity

LET THESE MEN TELL THE STORY!

acceptance

department,

has

been

named manager of the department
replacing Janet MacRorie, resigned.

Eugene Juster becomes assistant manager.

BURNS -SMITH CO.

NEW YORK

HARRY E. CUMMINGS, JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

CHICAGO

1.
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WORDS AND DiUSIC

new BUSIDESS
WOAI, San Antonio: Sunkist, thru
Lord & Thomas, five trans. anns. per
week; General Foods (Post Bran) ,
thru Benton & Bowles, 15 -min. trans.

program, five per week; American
Cigar & Cigarette Co. (Pall Mall)

189 one -min. ETs, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan; Black Flag, thru BlackettSample-Hummert,

anns.

spot

for

seven weeks; Colorado State, thru
Max Goldberg, 14 anns.; Mission
Provision Co., direct,

104

30 -word

anns.; Ex -Lax, thru Katz, five one min. ETs per week; Gulf Spray, thru
Young & Rubicam, two 15 -min. trans.

programs per week; Denver Heights
Church, 15 -min. program each Sunday; San Antonio Building & Loan
Association, thru Wyatt, 100 -word
anns. per week for 26 weeks; Taylor
Bedding & Mfg. Co., 15 -min. program,

Monday thru Friday, thru Rogers &
Smith.

KROW, Oakland: Calavo Growers
(Calavos), "Friendly Homemaker"
participation, through J. Walter
Thompson Co.; H. C. Capwell Co.
(dept. store) , "Barbara Lee's Hi-

lites"; Fred Benioff (furs) , femme

news commentator, through Theo H.
Segall agency; Golden State Co.
(Golden V Milk) , anns., ETs, through
Ruthrauff & Ryan; American Service
Pin Co. (jewelry), anns., through
Northwest Radio Adv. Co.

OFF Allocation Meet
For New York -Chicago
(Continued from Page 1)

including members of the Advertising
Council set up to handle the OFF alloCation plan, will attend.

The Chicago meeting will be held
at 11 o'clock the following morning
at the NBC studios in the Merchandise Mart. Jack Scott is handling
arrangements for the Chicago meeting.

A quartet of OFF radio spokesmen,

headed by Radio Coordinator Bill
Lewis, will discuss the allocation

plan, which began April 27, and lead
14

11»
.

'Á:.

an open forum on the results of the
plan, .on the basis of six weeks' operations.

The other OFF speakers

will be Douglas Meservey, assistant
radio coordinator; Seymour Morris
and Nat Wolfe, Hollywood liaison
man.
Wolfe is expected to arrive in

Washington from the West Coast today.

In addition to discussing and demonstrating the present allocation plan,

the OFF speakers will announce to

l';
.

the gathering plans to send out background material for script writers to
weave into radio programs.
It was explained that these would
not be specific messages, but occasional general references to cushion
announcements of forthcoming rationing orders and the like. The use
of such situation allusions, especially
in women's daytime series would be

particularly helpful, in the opinion
of Government radio men.

By Sid Weiss
PASSING OF BUNNY BERIGAN climaxes the destiny of another of the
boys who got their start with the CBS house band. Just about eight

PROGRAM REVIEU
"Hit Parade"

years ago. that band was a mighty active one, keeping up with CBS'
sustaining schedule. It numbered among its members Harry Warnow,

This program has been on
for some years. Changes ha
made in personnel and for

Jerry Colonna, Babe Russo, Willis Kelly and Berigan. Harry Warnow is
the Raymond Scott of today, playing the music of tomorrow. Jerry Colonna
is one of the topflight comedians of screen and radio. Babe Russó s band
frequently camps on N.Y.'s swing street. Willis Kelly is being featured
now on NBC sustainings and is on his way to bigger things. Berigan left
the CBS Swing Club and came close to making the grade with his own
band, but trouble dogged him to the end. Casper Reardon, the harpist, was
another Swing Club favorite who met an untimely end. Mark Wamow,
Ray Block and Andre Kostelanetz are also CBS staff alumni-proving that
the best in radio today was born in radio yesterday.

Saturday nights at 9. Curren
includes Barry Wood as
emcee, Joan Edwards, a chor

*

*

*

Here's the kind of success story we like to report. The guy's
name is Kim Gannon and he's a songwriter. As a matter of fact,
he always wanted to be a songwriter-even when he was practicing
law up in Saratoga. Wanted to so much that he tossed away his
practice to invade Tin Pan Alley. For years he all but starved
here and finally wound up as a counter man in a small time
beanery for eating money. But he kept plugging and one day he
was rewarded with a staff contract with the Warner music firms.
When I tell you he turned out such lyrics as you'll find in "She'll
Always Remember," "I Understand," "I'll Pray For You" and "Moonlight Cocktail," you'll agree with me that the lad had plenty on
the ball. His big break came the other day. Wednesday he left
for Hollywood with a fat contract to write with Arthur Schwartz
for Warner pictures. His first assignment will be the Eddie Cantor
film. And the Alley gave him a terrific send-off. So well -liked

was he that even the other writers, in a field noted for its petty
jealousies, were rooting for him to a man.

time to time but the basic
playing the top ten songs wi
extras thrown in for good
still prevails in the forty-five
show Lucky Strikes airs o
Basil

Ruysdael,

Martin

Bl

tobacco auctioneer and Mar
now's orchestra.
Wood is a pleasing emcee
sings the tunes best suited for
talents. Joan Edwards shares

vocals with Barry and she's a sty
who tries to add something diffei

than the usual vocal singers
bands.

Martin Block is spotted do
own particular style of co
here and there and Ruysdael'
is supposed to lend more au
to the commercial statements,
now's music is in a simple "
groove which displays a song
best advantage. Idea of to
songs for those interested
sort of thing, still seems to b

KMPC Boosting Power
Joining Regional Netwq
Los Angeles-KMPC, Beverly Hill
is expected to assume its new pow
boost of 10,000 watts, full time, with

Julie Stevens signed for the lead on "Kitty Foyle." Six-month contract,
too.... Geo. A. Putnam isn't so sore about his coat being lifted at Colbee'sbut he'd sure appreciate it if the "borrower" would only return his keys....
Sandy Ortega and Frank Gallop have kissed and made up....One of the
Stage Door Canteen hostesses, they say, has received no less than seven
engagement rings so far. What'll happen if two of the boys stroll in at
the sane time!
Reminds me of that actor whose fiancee up and eloped
with another guy one day. He immediately dispatched a wire to her
reading: "Please consider our engagement at an end"....For a running
thrill along your spine, give me Ford Bond's plea for Navy Relief as
delivered on "Manhattan Merry -Go -Round" not long ago ....Jane Froman
practically set for a summer filler spot....Famous Door looking for a gal
who doesn't mind dancing with a snake. Presumably, they don't mean
the customers.

*

*

*

CRITIC'S CORNER: Maybe we're not the arty type but CBS'
Workshop production of a week ago called "The City Wears A
Slouch Hat," gave us a slight pain in the eardrums. Obviously,
the author was trying to emulate either Saroyan at his daffiest or
that surrealist nabob, Dali. In any event, the script didn't make
sense to this lowbrow. The incessant pounding of drums and
clashing of cymbals which were used as sound effects (heaven only

knows why) made us wish we could reach the dials without disturbing ourself.... Radio Theater's production of "Ball of Fire"
was listenable-but we can't forget Barbara Stanwyck's abbreviated
gown in the film version.... Paul Lavalle infuses his "Basin St."
orchestra with the kind of bounce the fans go for, ...Before Pearl
Harbor, the question on everybody's tongue was how radio would
function in time of war. Well that question seems to have been

answered-and how!....Mel Allen is doing such a slick job announcing the Giants and Yankee ball games we wouldn't be surprised if even the Dodger fans tuned in on him.

the next two weeks. Current trait/7

mitter operates at 5,000 watts dl
and 1,000 watts night. Indications a
that when new power is assume

KMPC will also debut as a link in r
California network which is under
stood to include the McClatchy grow

and added northern stations.

Robert O. Reynolds, KMPC mar
ager, left for the northern cities an
for a conference with Howard Lam
general manager of the McClatcll
chain. Definite affiliation am.o,

ments are expected shortly.
Wedding Bells

Don Dunphy, Mutual's

blow -

blow boxing announcer, will be in
reed on Saturday, June 20, to Ma

Keating of this city. The ceremo
will be performed at St. Malec
Church.
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By RAY SEELEY
(No. 21-774 Folsom Prison/

IS IN THE NEWS

..

See SATEVEPOST story on

SINGIN' SAM
May 30 issue, Page 57
Prof. Copies and Stock Orchestra'
Mailed on Request

BELL MUSIC CO.
20

E. JACKSON

CHICAGO

a
1

ory, June s, 1942

Hear Further MBS Argument
)r Reciprocal Pad
At Session On Sanders Bill
Mexican Plans

(Continued from Page 1)

countries. Speeches by Presvila Camacho and other high
officials, they hope, would
suge American audience they
ever before had. Similarly,
said to welcome the opporo better Mexican understand heir northern neighbors.
1

7

RADIO DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

about a more truly American system
and a freer radio."
In addition to presenting a mass of
highly detailed prepared testimony
on broadcasting operations, the MBS
official in his second day as the Committee's sole witness cheerfully an-

Big "Victory" Shows
Set By 1 Major Webs
(Continued from Page 1)

over NBC last evening
and that in all others Mutual was inaugurated
at
7
o'clock
and the other is the
being subjected to unnatural reTheater," which Columbia
straints in contracting for time even "Victory
when the local station owner wishes will introduce at 9 o'clock Monday

night, July 20. Air time and services
of the chains' leading stars, directors
Cites Lost MBS Accounts
and writers are being contributed to
"Both NBC and Columbia have desews, public service programs, swered a barrage of questions. A veloped a sort of ownership phys- the two series, according to OFF.
programs, speeches and suit- persistent questioner was Represent- chology with reference to their affil- Time ordinarily devoted to commermmercial and entertainment ative Carl Hinshaw of California, iate independent stations," Weber cial announcements will be given
s would probably be carried who led Weber far afield from his said. "They seem to forget that the over to Government messages of vital
:o if the agreement is reached. prepared testimony to discuss tran- stations are independently owned by importance to the war effort. No
re about 125 standard broad - scriptions, Commission licensing pol- individuals who are responsible un- commercial sponsors will be identi',ions licensed in Mexico, but icies and the relative broadcasting der their licenses from the Commis- fied with either series.
of these have more than 500 returns to independent stations, to sion for operation of the stations
MacLeish Expresses Appreciation
ewer. It is not probable that sub -network operators and to chain according to the standard of public
OFF Director Archibald MacLeish
these 29 stations would par - stockholders.
interest, convenience or necessity." said in announcing the two new sein the reported exchange
The hearing adjourned early in the The witness charged NBC and CBS ries: "The Government is deeply ap3C. Line charges would be afternoon until Tuesday morning, agents with taking unfair advantage preciative of this further voluntary
for smaller ones, unless the when General Counsel Louis Cald- of their option -time contracts by contribution to America's war effort
government decided to bear well is expected to take the stand as telling prospective MBS advertisers -the stars, writers, directors, the ad,art of the expense.
Mutual's third and final witness. Al- that their time on Mutual's shared vertisers and advertising agencies,
lication of the close relations fred McCosker, chairman of the stations would be recaptured under the networks, and the stations,
who
broadcasters in the two na- board and director of WOR, was the these contracts on 28 days' notice. have so generously offered their serseen in the recent visit of first.
He read into the record examples vices to 'Victory Parade' and the
xican Director of Military
Stresses Fourth Rule
of contracts lost to MBS because of 'Victory Theater.' This Summer may
sting, who has just returned Continuing Mutual's advocacy of the other networks' exclusivity con- be one of the most critical times
in
aferring with several impor- the FCC's general course of action, tracts, including the Ballantine, the history of the United States.
tdcasting officials in the capi- Weber conducted the few Committee "March of Time," Kay Kyser's Lucky Through their appeal to large audiIs said to be planning to put members present in the Committee Strike Hour, "True or False" and ences, these programs will provide
in Mexico radio telegraphy room on a word tour of the contro- other programs.
an additional excellent means of inphone ideas studied here.
versial network regulations. He main- Weber said the Commission's new forming the American people of the
tained that the "real dispute" cen- regulations would correct this situa- progress of the war and the steps
by banning the exclusive option ad Yeast Anns.
tered around the fourth of the eight tion
to ultimate victory."
time privilege. He remarked "This necessary
proposed
rules,
which
restricts
the
NBC's Sunday "Victory Parade,"
sanding Air Markets use of option -time. Rules one and is no more a disadvantage to one introduced
last night by Fannie
three, outlawing exclusivity provi- network than to another and is no Brice, Frank Morgan and other "Max(Continued from Page 1)
an injury to one advertiser than well House Coffee Hour" talent, will
o minute announcements and sions in network contracts and limit- more
use of spot in any form ing the latter to two years, were re- to another."
also include such well-known shows
aut five years ago when 5- lated bones of contention, according To questioning from Representative as "Mr. District Attorney" on June
Hinshaw, Weber insisted that Mutual 14, the "Aldrich Family," Jack Benny,
1 ' conscriptions were used. Ex- to the MBS manager.
i.'to other major markets may Weber also referred at length to did not advocate that the number the "Great Gildersleeve," Burns and
)ut no additional schedules the new corporative set-up of the of networks be limited. The MBS Allen, Kay Kyser, "Fibber McGee
spokesman said, "Let public demand
b :ág considered pending check Blue Network, charging that it conand Molly," Bob Hope, Rudy Vallee
work this out."
e s of the 13 -week test just
tinues, despite this, to be a 100 per and interest
and others.
Consider License Transfers
g ted locally and in Chicago: cent subsidiary of RCA. Weber
i' ;sful, spot may be adopted tinued, "one of the mysteries of con- To Hinshaw's query as to whether
"Lux Radio Theater" Included
this longer -term or permanent licenses
nanent basis in major popu- hearing, to us at least, is, what has
Columbia's
series will feature Cecil
not be conducive to better
n nters.
happened to the Blue Network? Why would
broadcasting service, Weber said he B. De Mille's "Lux Radio Theater,"
d Yeast's network programs, hasn't it been represented at these
there was much to be said Fred Allen, "Screen Guild Theater,"
2f Missing Heirs" on CBS
We feel confident that if thought
"Hit Parade" and other leading CBS
on
both
sides
of the question.
" ad Will Hour" on the Blue hearings?
were separately owned, and its The Committee
shows.
indicated
that
will not be affected, it is it
it
)d, the use of spot by the officers were free to express their was giving much consideration to Programs in both series will retain
s. being considered as sub - opinions, they would almost neces- the right of the FCC to intervene in the basic format that has been resarily be supporting the Commission's questions of station sales and
r r "extra" promotion.
license sponsible for their success as comt ontracts for the most part regulations."
transfers. Members apparently are mercial shows.
= or two ET announcements Weber added that the conditions exploring the question carefully to
n t, Ironized Yeast is using under which "one, two or three or- determine where regulation ends
and G.E. Engineer School
could tie up all stations censorship begins.
WOR, WHN, WNEW and ganizations"
in
cities
"having
three
or less sta' New York, and WBBM,
the present rate of progress, it
Graduates Group of 48
were not unlike the "block - is At
" WLS, WCFL and WIND, tions"
certain
that
the
hearing
will
last
booking system attempted by the at least another week, despite
Forty-eight radio men were graduthe
;t impaign by Ironized Yeast moving picture producers." He esti- evident impatience of the
Committee ated recently from an eight -week
mated
there
were
only
36
cities
hav- members to finish them as quickly as G.E. course in latest radio developo a was launched last August
n IILiD, WJAX, WDBO and ing four or more full time stations, possible.
ments, and were given diplomas by
ad was so successful it has
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, G.E. vice-presiended to complete a full "Sanctum" Dropping CBC Anti -Nazi League On WOV dent in charge of the radio,
televiCarter Products, Inc., is dropping
sion and electronics department.
Non
Sectarian
Anti
Nazi
League
Fs Canadian
the
CBC
(Canadian)
stations
programs,
Twenty-three of the graduates
from its
a Theater of the Air" on a "Inner Sanctum Mystery" hookup on has started the sponsorship of a se- civilian engineers attached to were
the
ries
of
twice
weekly
cup and a French language the Blue Network Sundays, 8:30-9
programs on U.S. Army Signal Corps, and 25 were
a on Quebec stations, will be p.m., EWT. Stack -Goble Advertising WOV, New York. Series consists of G.E. employees. The course
was in
one program in English and the charge of G. W. Fyler,
, it was stated, with the Agency handles.
assisted
by
r
other
in
Italian.
the spot campaign may
English program is R. D. Griffiths and B. J. Lawrence.
r led to Canadian stations.
aired
at
10:15-10:30
p.m.
on
Saturdays
Thirty
lecturers,
including
WKNY No Longer MBS
and the Italian broadcast is at 3:45-4 neers from Schenectady G.E. engi1ff & Ryan, Inc., handles the WKNY, Kingston, N. Y.,
and Bridgeterminated p.m. on the same day. Guest speakers
port, addressed the students during
its affiliation with Mutual on Friday. are used.
the course.
;

'

1

s

to book its programs.

Monday. June 11
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Coast -to -Coast
NANCY PEARSON TIMMERMAN,

Finals in the annual golf tourna-

Al

Stevens, WFIL, Philadelphia,

Aviation Cadet Earl W.

ment of the WTAG, Worcester, Mass., announcer, became the pappa of a Dayton, Ohio, was posthun
staff were held last week ' at the 6 -pound baby girl, May 28. She is awarded the Distinguished
Juniper Hill Country Club in North - the third addition to the family and Cross on March 16, 1942, by ti
boro.
Gold victory trophy was will be called Bette -Jo, which makes rection of the President of th
awarded for the second consecutive the letter "B" a standby for all Al's States.
On May 30, officers
year to announcer Bob Rissling.... children: Barbara -Ann, "Bud" and and Patterson
Fields and
*
*
*
Jean Connelly, secretary to WTAG Bette -Jo.
enlisted personnel of Patte
*
*
*
program
production
manager
William
"Vanity Box," a new format in
rigidly at attention as
WWRL, Woodside, N. Y., has paint- stood
women's programs, made its premiere T. Cavanaugh, has earned her serHenry
J. F. Miller, comman
over WLIB, Brooklyn, N. Y., today, geant's stripes in the Massachusetts ed important switches and controls eral of the Air Service
Women's
Defense
Corps.
with
phosphorescent
paint
so
that
and will be heard Mondays through
the medal on the
*
*
they will glow during blackouts.... pinned
Saturdays, every week. "Vanity Box"
the
hero's
father. Although
Baer Field, army air base located Sandy Baker, who broke into radio few Daytonians
features Babs Brodsley and, to a near
witnessed
Fort Wayne, is richer by several at WWRL, has joined the announcing
background of music, will present

program department member of
KSD, St. Louis, on June 13 will become the bride of James Brackett
Gilbert of St. Louis, and plans after
two weeks away from the station to
resume her duties with KSD.

;

balls and bats through the good staff of WABC....WWRL is offering
short bits of chatter on women's do- soft
of the WOWO sports depart- listeners window service banners
mestic problems in wartime America. offices
ment
of
WOWO, Ft. Wayne, Ind. showing a family member is in uniGuest speakers will appear from time Station contacted
a local sporting form....The "Tablet," leading Cathto time.
goods store which was glad to give olic newspaper, devotes a large story
*
base enough equipment to outfit in the current issue to WWRL and
WEEI, Boston, stars Carl Moore, the
several
softball teams.
the various Catholic programs the
Ray Girardin, Jean Collins, Bill El*
liot, Ruth Casey, Josef Cherniaysky Lani McIntire and his orchestra, station airs. *
*
and the WEEI studio orchestra, main their fifth season at the Ha- By special request Bernie Armgician Russell Swan, and Ross and now
Room of the Hotel Lexington,
and his KDKA orchestra will
Wise, of the RKO Boston Theater, waiian
New York, returned to the air -ways strong
are to entertain at the "Past Presi- on Saturday, June 6, over WHN, New dedicate their broadcast tomorrow
dents' Day" luncheon of the Adver- York, with three broadcasts per week, night at 11:05 to Lieutenant Carl
tising Club of Boston at the Hotel Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10-10:30 O. Wyman and his fellow marines
at the Marine Training Station at
Statler on Tuesday, June 9. Past p.m., Saturdays, 1:30-1:45 p.m.
Mumford Point, New River, N. C.
presidents of the Ad Club, ranging
*
+
from Tilton S. Bell (1908-1909) to June 8 marks a red letter day in Wyman, formerly night supervisor
John C. Nicodemus (1941-1942), are the history of "Musical Clock," aired at KDKA, wrote that he listens to
the programs regularly and asked
to be honored at the luncheon. Guests
WOWO, Ft. Wayne, Ind. At that Armstrong to dedicate a number.
purchasing tickets will be allowed on
it resumes its 45 -minute time, Latter responded by dedicating the
to bring a soldier or sailor in uni- time
and also on that date a new character, whole show which will contain speform as their guest.
"Waldo Pzxvtsch," makes his debut. cial arrangements of many Marine
*
*
since "Rudolph the Weasel" left for
WSAY, Rochester, N. Y., announces the army, Ed King, emcee, had not songs.
*
the addition of Frank Silva to its been able to find anyone to take his
news and announcing staff. Silva, place, until the idea of "Waldo" was Evidence of a growing public aptoidely known in Rochester, was conceived. The program is heard preciation of serious discussion on
brought to this city by WSAY from from 6:45-7 a.m. and from 7:15-7:45 the air came out in the recent C. E.
Salem, Massachusetts, where he was a.m. every day, Monday through Sat- Hooper Radio report. Max Karl,
WCCO, Minneapolis, educational disports and news editor for radio sta- urday.
rector and chairman of the Sunday
tion WESX. In his new capacity at
*
*
WSAY, Silva will assume the duties All phases of radio are covered in night show, "Wat's the Answer?",
of chief announcer and will take a series of lectures currently being attributes the program's doubled
charge of the WSAY News Bureau. delivered in the central New England Hooper rating (5.5 this year) to the
This latter capacity will include the area by Barry Barents, announcer at timely subjects, such as the citizens'
gathering of important local news WTAG, Worcester. Speaking this part in the current crisis. Significant
in this new rating is the fact that the
items.
week before the Worcester Exchange program is purely and simply roundClub, Barents discussed "Frequency table discussion, participated in by
Helen Hiett, Blue Network news Modulation-Is It Dead?". Last week various members of the University
commentator, originated her regu- the WTAG annonucer, who is in fre- of Minnesota faculty. Aired at the
lar morning newscasts Thursday and quent demand as a speaker, addressed same time as "Fitch Bandwagon," the
Friday, June 4 and 5, from WWVA, the Gardner College Club on "Drama program still pulled 13.8 per cent of
Wheeling, W. Va. She had come to in Radio."
the available audience, a safe lead
Wheeling to participate in the "Town
over the rest of the competition.
Meeting of the Air" Thursday at National Father's Day Committee
*

*

*

*

*

has chosen Shirley Temple as "Junior
Miss America" for 1942. As such,

Oglebay Park.
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Ruth Bailey
Neville Fleeson

Sylvia Can

Don Gordon'
June Meredith
Jack W. Lavin
James F. Nutt Wayne Van Kyrie

S

the young actress will deliver a recorded message via radio stations to
the children of America. She will
also appear on a Father's Day program on June 21 when she will deliver the message in person.
*
,
Joseph L. McFarland, chief engineer of WEXL, Royal Oak, Michigan,
since July, 1936, has taken a civilian
position with the United States Army
Signal Corps, Detroit Field Office, as

an associate radio engineer. He has
been succeeded by Jerome Steadley,
formerly an operating engineer for
the station.

ring event, thousands were
hear the impressive c e r e

broadcast exclusively throu
cilities of WHIO, Dayton, O
*

WTRY, Troy, New York,
directors at a recent meeting
a plan, new in the br
industry, whereby 10 per ce

net income of the Troy Br
Co. is to be invested in War
Bonds. Plan is retroactive
ary 1, 1942. New plan does
lap the already 100 per cent e
participation in payroll ded
Bonds.

*

News at WROK, Rockford:
Jim Shelton, ex-WROK

handled the play-by-play a
the June 1 baseball game
the Chicago Cubs and Ca

....Soldier Shelton got his
the Cubs 4 to 3.... "Camp
thrill when the Army team n
Review," Mutual network
show originating at the Rock.

now is scheduled Wednesda

p.m., EWT....D e a n' s Ro
Dairies signed for a year's
ship of 15 minutes of the
"Musical Clock"....John J.
WROK commercial mana
been named to the radio c
of the Illinois State Council
fence.

It's a baby boy for the
Younglings. The new cirri

Monday night at Mercy Ho
been named James Allen Y

George is arranger for the
clrestra of KDKA, Pitts bur
Youngling, known professi

Faye Parker,

* TELEVISION *
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TEN CENTS

AFM Convention Threat
kised Transmitters

No %et
Lotte Stavisky. Viennese refugee,

lust Be Registered

unfolds her own life story on the
"Easy Aces" program on the Blue

,hinpton Bureau, RADII) DAILY

Network. Acting the role of a
Viennese actress who takes the
iob as assistant to the Aces' maid

hington-An order issued yesby the FCC requires every

I in possession of a radio trans-'
who does not hold a radio stn-

eense for its operation, to reetuch transmitter not later than
28. The ruling applies chiefly

because her accent keeps her from

a stage role, Lotte tells Mrs. Ace
of her career on the other side,
taking all incidents from life.

lers and factories having trans-

It

(

» on hand and no licensed ama or broadcasting stations arc afIreviously issued order of the
Board set
to (' unmu u (iii on

G. Taking Flyer

Children's ET Show

:1

Censorship Meeting
Of N. Y. Radio Writers

of the "Superman'
tional News Service so that they may
on WSB. Atlanta. and KVOO. acquaint themselves more directly
P & G sponsored Capt. Tim with the operations of that office;
s "Stamp Club" on a split Red
(Continued on Page 2)
lue network about three years
ut has dropped out of the kid category since. If the current NAB Clarifies Stand

ar

Of Lost Intl Bands

of the U. S. Department of
at the University of Chi-

)

It

.inn

ll

'ill he held on Sunday. June 14.
Paar 2)

Pt the Point. Adolf?
fice of Emergency Managed. this week takes note of the
Mutton of radio manufacturers
war

the

effort.

"American

pe. OEM states. "are being
lisped because

that radio-

of

ograph Mr. and Mrs. America

't buy this year. The steel in

aerage
make

ems.,

radio phonograph
close

to

a

dozen

Convention of the American

Federation of Musicians revealed possible threats to radio
Ottawa - Nine short - wave radio and allied industries when pres-

bands allotted to Canada at the 1939
Cairo conference are now in use by

other countries, Dr. A. Frigon, as-

ident James C. Petrillo, in delivering the opening address,
keynoted the huge attendance

to the fact that August I,
(Continued on Page 7)

Wrigley Replacing 'Baines'
With Ben Bernie Program Improved Facilities
William Wrigley, Jr., Co. will re-

Cited By MBS Outlets

"Sentiment in the industry and in
NAB ranks to date is substantially

Pacific Coast Stations
Resume Normal Skeds

since that date, according to a survey by Mutual's sales promotion department, results of which have just

Pellegrin, director of the NAB Department of Broadcast Advertising,

Nest Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Anent Cash Discounts

opposed to a cash discount," Frank E.

One hundred and thirty-six Mutual
show will go into the current `Baines" stations have made "important imin transmission facilities
time, Monday through Friday, 5:45-6 provements"
since January 1, 1941, and 12 new
(Continued on Page 2)
Mutual stations have begun operating

Los Angeles-U. S. Army Air Force
- Qualifying examinations states in correcting an erroneous
18 -week training course in ad - report (not published here) that the officials on Sunday lifted the ban on
broadcasting by Coast radio
radio. electronics and micro - NAB had endorsed the principle of night
stations
after five days of precautionto be given under the spoo(Clinr,,1 o,, Poor 2)
(Ca,,!hinrd on Pane 2)

('

Dallas-Opening session yesterday of the 47th Annual

place the "Scattergood Baines" serial on CBS with a variety show featuring Ben Bernie and his orchestra
beginning Monday, June 15. New

results.

lifying Examinations
Advanced Air Course

Canada Probe Hears

would be the date of the AFM
sistant radio director of the Office made a continuous study of short discontinuing recordings for radio stations along with that of
of Censorship, G. W. Johnstone, direc(Continued on Page 5)

ript ions

tests produce
rnlinunl on Par 21

16

Pres. Petrillo's Opening Speech Reveals
Resolution To Cease Recordings
For Use Of Radio Stations

sistant general manager of the CBC
told the House of Commons special
committee on radio broadcasting toAt the request of Eugene Carr, as- day. The corporation, he said, had

tor of news and special features of
the Blue Network, has organized a
.ter & Gamble, for Guest Ivory. meeting of radio news editors and
log another flyer in the chil- writers of the Blue NBC, Press Assoradio program medium via ciation. United Press and Interna-

'man"

I
I

Sanders Bill Testimony
Will Be Heard By Thursday
Philco Television Outlet
Reduces Operating Hours

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-FCC Chairman James

Lawrence Fly will testify tomorrow
or Thursday of this week before the

Philadelphia-Reduction of its House Interstate and Foreign Comof operation has

hours

been anCommittee holding hearings on
nounced by WPTZ. television station merce
the Sanders Bill to reorganize the
owned and operated by Philco Corp., Commission. Fly told
his press
in letter sent to television listeners by ference yesterday that he had conhad
Paul Knight. program manager
of "about five dates" with the Committee
the station. Expressing an optimistic and is subject to continuous call. He
future for television after the war is is scheduled to appear after Paul
D.
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 2)

Stanback Adding Markets
To Spot Anns. Schedule
Salisbury, N. C.-Stanback Co. is
continuing to add stations to its spot
schedule through J. Carson Brantley
Advertising Agency here. Firm, on
(Continued on Page 2)

1

"Warrior's Day"
Los Angeles-Irene Rich, whose
"Dear John" program for Welch
recently switched to CBS. is the
author of a telegram to President
Roosevelt suggesting a "Warrior's
Day" holiday. Special day would
be for the purpose of honoring

members of our fighting forces and
cheering them while they are serving their country. August 1 is the
suggested date for the holiday.

f$

I
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Am. Tel. Cr Tel

ILI

CBS A

Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common

RCA First Pfd.
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

Zenith Radio

Low

Close

.1201/2 1191/4 1201/4 -I113/4
261/4
331/4

113/4
26
33

31/4
513/4
61/a
723/4
127/8

31/8
513/4
61/8
723/4
125/8

11/4

113/4
1/8

1/4

31/4 -f-

in part, that:
culus and one year of college physics reveals,
Twenty-six per cent of affiliates inor their equivalent.
their power; 10 per cent imStudents between 18 and 28 must creased
proved
old
transmitter facilities; 23
apply for enlistment in the Elec- per cent installed
new transmitters;
tronics Group of the Enlisted Reserve 19 per cent, new transmitter
sites; 38
Corps, and will be placed on inactive per cent, new or improved antennas;
duty while they maintain satisfactory 28 per cent, new ground systems; 24
work in training. Upon satisfactory per cent, new ground screens; 31 per
completion of the course, this group cent, new program -limiting amplimay be commissioned as second lieu- fiers; 17 per cent, new "feedback"
tenants. Men not physically quali35 per cent, new transfied for Army duty, or who are over installations;
mitter
checking
facilities; 15 per cent,
age will be employed as civilian en- better frequency,
and 11 per cent,
gineers at salaries based upon their new full time operation.

work in the course and their past
experience. The salary paid during
training will depend upon the stu-

OVER THE COUNTER

Philco Television Outlet
Reduces Operating Hours
(Continued from Page 1)

will spend 48 hours a week in lectures, laboratory, shop, and discus- over, the letter gives as a reason for
sion. Application blanks are avail- the curtailment of WPTZ's program
able at the Signal Corps Personnel schedule, the difficulty in obtaining
Office, Room 602, 290 West Jackson essential parts and the diversion of
technicians from maintenance work
Boulevard.

P. & G. Taking Flyer
In Children's ET Show

1/8

513/4 - 1/4
61/8 + 1/4
723/4 - 1/8

Farnsworth Tel. CI Rad
Stromberg-Carlson
WCAO

Net
Chg.

261/8 -1331/4 -I-

have had a minimum of two years statistics resulting from the survey
of college mathematics, including cal-

dent's qualifications. The course is
tuition free, and incidental costs are
estimated at $25 or less. Each student

fFl N1NCIL
High

(Continued from Page 1)
Training salaries ranging between been made
"In other words,"
$1,800 and $2,600 a year and commis- MBS states,public.
"148 Mutual stations, or
sions in the Signal Corps, after com- 74 per cent of
the entire lineup, are
pletion of the course, are offered to now doing a better
of serving the
qualified men, from 18 to 45, who Mutual audience." jobBreakdown
of

to governmental research. Listeners
are asked to continue the practice of
regularly returning program reception cards. Programs oiginating at

the WPTZ studios as well as those

WJR (Detroit)

13/4

2

41/2

51/2

15
171/2

18
191/2

Stanback Adding Markets
To Spot Anns. Schedule
(Continued from Page 1)

behalf of its headache remedy, has

placed one -minute transcribed announcements, either six or seven per

week, on the following stations re-

president

business.

EDMUND CASHMAN, of Lord Cr
in Quantico, Va., yesterday, for c
with Col. Walter A. Churchill of

Marine Corps, relative to the Kay K

Strike broadcast which will emanate f

N

A. E. SPOKES, promotion manager and

gram director of WJTN, Blue Network
in Jamestown,

N.

Y.,

in

c

town yesterday

visiting at Rockefeller Center.
BOB

HOPE,

FRANCES

LANGFORD,

11

COLONNA, SKINNAY ENNIS, LARRY KEA)
and BOB STEPHENSON at Mitchel Field, for
broadcasting of tonight's program.

JOEL LAWHON and JIM REID,

of

the

nouncing and production staff of WPTF, Ralr
have arrived from North Carolina for a s

visit in New York.

JOHN G. PAINE, general manager of As
due back at his desk today after a short
to

Washington.

JEAN CONNELLY, secretary

to Wil
Cavanaugh, program and production
of WTAG, Worcester, and MURIEL

of the station's traffic department, vacation
the former in New York and the latter on CI

Cod.

DANNY KAYE returning from Fort Deal
Mass., where yesterday he broadcast three p

grams for the entertainment of the soldier,
JOHN B. HUGHES, Mutual's West Coast

analyst, has reached New York in

a

coast tour of war production centers.

se

coast -I

He e

broadcast over WOR tonight and tomorrow.

GLENN MILLER and his band expected be

(Continued from Page 1)

works at this date.

"Superman" ETs will be run on

WSB, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 5:45-6 p.m. and Tuesdays,

NAB Clarifies Stand
Anent Cash Discounts

Thursdays and Saturdays on KVOO

Wrigley Replacing 'Baines'
With Ben Bernie Program

Dothan, Ala., on Friday of this week.

Pacific Coast Stations
Resume Normal Skeds

For Sale or Lease

(Continued from Page 1)

250 watt radio station, network connection,

lo-

In progressive expanding market.
Interested only in responsible parties who can prove
technical and financial ability to operate on

sound basis. This sale Is not forced because of
economic conditions, but due to necessity of
present management devoting full time to other
interests.
Box DL,
RADIO
DAILY, 1501

Of N. Y. Radio Writer
(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Dee, Helen Hiett and Jain
way or the other," Pellegrin states, Danny
G. McDonald, staff commentators lo
noting that "the recent action of the cated in New York; Dorothy Ana

Blue Network in allowing such a dis- Kemble, continuity acceptance editor,
count was taken entirely on its own." and Ron Ferguson, manáger t the
script division.

& Co., Chicago, marks the second
Lieut. A. T. Williams
Lieutenant A. T. "Bill" Williams time Bernie has been sponsored by
of the United States Army Air Corps, Wrigley.
former NBC engineer in New York,

died on Friday. Burial will take
place at the Ward Wilson Mortuary,

Censorship Meeting

Carr will address the meeting to bi
Compton Advertising, Inc., handles the cash discount and recommended held tomorrow at 5 p.m., EWT.
Guest Ivory advertising for Procter it for industry adoption. "The NAB Representatives of the Blue wht
& Gamble.
has made no recommendation one will attend are Edward Tomlinson.
at 5:30.

cently: WMAL, Washington; WRVA.
(Continued from Page 1)
Richmond, Va.; WJAR, Providence, p.m., EWT, on the same 77 -station
AAU Meet On Blue June 20
R. I.; WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.; WBAL, hookup. Featured on the show will The National AAU Track and Field
Baltimore, Md.; WRC, Washington. be Jack Fulton and Russ Brown, Championships from Randall's Island
Brantley agency handles the Stan - male vocalists, The King's Jesters and Stadium on June 20 will be broadcast
back account nationally, while Les Paul, electric guitarist. Auditions over the Blue Network with Joe
Klinger Advertising Corp. places in are currently under way to select a Hasel announcing.
the metropolitan New York area.
female singer.
Deal, set through Arthur Meyerhoff

Broadway, N. Y. C.

Ill,

SHEPARD,

town today following a five -month abate
relayed from WNBT, NBC's television induring
which time they traveled to Holly»
outlet
in
New
York,
will
continue
sponsor presumably would expand in
to film their second picture for 20th Centut
to
be
Fox.
transmitted
on
a reduced
125/8 -t/4 the medium. However, no definite
plans in this direction are in the schedule.
Bid Asked

I Baltimore)

cated

JOHN

and WNAC, Boston, and of the Yankee
here for a few days on station and1

ary silence which began with the approach of Japanese warships to Midway and other American -held Pacific
bases. Radio stations from Canada to
the Mexican border were silenced at

night for varying periods over the
five days at the order of officers of

the Fourth Fighter Command.

WSGN
Synonymous ... and WSGN airs

the news "every hour on

I
prl

Ñwo

from two major networks!

in}es

s f Í10h

9k Programs

°'
Staf10

any oher

n

Get the facts Irom W0L- WASHINGTON,

SPOT SALES, Inc.

610

BIRMINGHAM

Headley -Reed Company, Reps.
D. C.

Affiliated with MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives:

the

hour" - the best and latest

BLUE NETWORK and Mutual

. i'

As gripping as it is grim, this poster

won First Prize in a contest "to promote silence regarding the movement of military
equipment and personnel". . sponsored
by the U. S. Army and WBZ, Boston. Open
,

to all art -students in Massachusetts, the con-

test was won by Marguerite

their creative faculties to bear on the war effort
the Army got a poster of terrific
impact . . . and Westinghouse Radio Stations again demonstrated their ability to
assume a leading role in the current scene,
their power to deliver real public service.

...

Miller of Chicago against 269
competitors. The newspapers cooperated ... the students brought

WESTINGrRDVSE RADIO STATIONS
Inc
KDKA
KYW WBZ
WBZA WOWO WGL

.
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Chicago

Los Angeles
By JAC WILLEN

THE "Fibber McGee and Molly" replacement for a 13 -week summer
period will be none other than Meredith Willson's show, "America Sings,"

which will hit the airlanes June 30.
Harlow Wilcox has been set as announcer for the show, with a soloist
still to be selected.
Claude Rains was heard in "Back

Where You Came From," an Arch

Oboler presentation of Sunday,
June 7.
William Murray, in from New York

to set transcriptions for Treasury Department's radio drive, set Bette Davis for a 15 -minute program in which
she will play Joan of Arc. Platters
are set for over 700 outlets.
Clete Roberts, Blue commentator,

had the final word among the boys
along radio row in Hollywood. Clete
had been signing off nightly with
the fore -warning - "Watch Alaska.

Remember Pearl Harbor, but don't
forget Dutch Harbor."

"Lum and Abner' start their Blue

Network schedule as of Monday, June
29, with the program carried through-

out the nation via the Blue in all regions. Local time will be from 8:15ti';

1!'
I}

'
I

8:30 p.m., PWT.

George M. Cohan will receive a

musical salute from Billy Mills and
his orchestra on next week's "Fibber
McGee and Molly" airing.

N`:

'..

,

Option on Joan Davis was picked

up last week by her Rudy Vallee

sponsors several weeks in advance
and the program renewal carries her
well into the fall. Skinnay Ennis
goes onto the "Fitch Bandwagon,"
June 14.

Bob Burns subbed for Red Skelton

:,:... f

on a recent USO "Variety Hour."

Special platters of Andre Kostelan-

etz's introduction of "Mark Twain

Symphony," CBS, Sunday, June

7,

were made for consideration by War-

ner Bros. Studio as musical scoring
for an impending Jesse L. Lasky production of "The Adventures of Mark
Twain." Composition is by Jerome
Kern.

1

1,R;i
'-'
The Informer!
Tir
.

If Camels don't take Lanny Ross to emcee their hour show,
Lanny may accept the emcee role on the Fleischmann half-hour which will
run for nine weeks starting July 5th in the Chase & Sanborn time. Program,

handled by the Kudner agency, will be a vaudeville show with a permanent emcee and orchestra plus headline acts'
Johnson Wax Co.
dropped forty stations off the Fibber McGee summer replacement hook-up
because they were committed to place Ransom Sherman on another half
hour'
Bob Hope's show tonite was scheduled from Camp Upton and
the last minute it was learned that the facilities weren't up to standard
so the show will come from Mitchel Field....Groucho Marx, Jimmy Durante

and Victor Moore will make guest appearances on the Maxwell House
show in order to give Fannie Brice and Frank Morgan vacations on alternate weeks....Bess Johnson takes her entire radio cast to the Red Cross
this week to donate blood.... Arch Oboleí s Plays for Americans will be
short -waved in Spanish to Latin -America starting this week ....CBS "Workshop" moves from Sundays to Fridays at 10:30 p.m. this week....Fred Uttal
will emcee the Army -Navy program on the Blue starting Sunday-and is
slated to run until Sept. 6.... Moylan Sisters have received an offer from
the movies.... Genevieve Rowe was wonderful on the Coca-Cola show
Sunday....Bill Robeson will direct "The Will to Freedom" which starts
on CBS Monday at 10:30 p.m..... Eddie Cantor, who originated the "March
of Dimes," has submitted another plan to the Treasury Department which
would net approximately $400,000,000 annually.... Ray Bloch conducting
a 45 -piece band and an all male chorus of 200 voices with a dramatic
spot on patriotism written and directed by Charles Martin, auditioned last
week for Philip Morris ....Last Sunday Betty Winkler appeared on "Inner
Sanctum" for the third time, playing the role of mother and daughter'
"A Date With Judy"-even before starting as the Bob Hope replacement
for the summer, has been optioned for the fall.... After Tommy Dorsey
subs for the Red Skelton show for thirteen weeks he is slated to take over
the "Doghouse" program for the same sponsor.

Paul Mann is a newcomer to radio. He has been trying
desperately to get a break on the Big Time....After much trying he
finally got the ear of a Biow director and was given a small part two
weeks ago on the CBS "Playhouse" show.... Last week when George
Raft guested in "Broadway" on this program, Paul Mann had two important parts which showed him off to advantage. Mann wired friends on
the coast to listen to him when the repeat airing went on....He did a

Mayor Fletcher Bowron begins a
series of information quarter-hour
broadcasts, dealing with defense
problems in the Southern California

sterling job during the eastern show and received the plaudits of his
co-workers and director after the show.... Paul left the studio elated....
Came time for the repeat airing to the west coast and Paul Mann didn't
show up. Attempts to locate the lad were futile and the program had

days.

to go on without him. Other actors doubled up and read the man's lines....
Not until the next day did the people learn why Paul Mann never showed
up for the repeat program.... There was a blackout in N.Y. and Paul
Mann was struck by an auto during the blackout. He's recovering now.

area, over KECA at 6:30 p.m., Thurs-

Culminating a nine-year period of

broadcasts over NBC Red and the
Blue net, Irene Rich, star of the
"Dear John" air series switches to
CBS for a continuation of the Welch
program. Gordon T. Hughes produces

the show for H. W. Kastor & Sons

Advertising Co., Inc.

RADIO ARTIST ?

LExington 21100
FIRST AND FOREMOST

A short while back an order came through to the west coast
to audition people for roles in "Abie's Irish Rose" (the plan at that time
was to originate the show from there). ...Benny Rubin, the great dialectician,

was called in to read the part of "Solomon Levy" and another actor read
the "Murphy" part on a record. This completed, the other actor was asked
to leave the studio and another actor came in to read with Benny Rubin,
who, this time, was to read the "Murphy" part to the other actor's "Levy"
characterization....The records were sent east and the report at that
time was, the fellow who played 'Levy" on the first record and the
fellow who played "Murphy" on the second, were the best.
Both were
Benny Rubin!

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

By FRANK BIURKE

ONE new program and sev
newels have been annou:
WGN. "Builders of Dreams,
organ -philosophy show featuri

Stewart and sponsored by

Furnace Company of Holland,
through Stack -Goble Agency,
yesterday on WGN at 12:35 p.

will be heard every Monday
nesday and Friday thereafter

same time.
Renewals include "Noontime

dies," recorded for Dr. W. B,
well, Inc., and placed through

man and Marquette for

16

Monday through Friday from
12:45 p.m. "The Deacon," ho
philosophy show with Harold
man, has been renewed on WGN
26 weeks from 1-1:15 p.m. by J(
Puhl Products Company, throt
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, I.
Chicago.

Leslie Edgley is the father 01;
daughter born to Mrs. Edgley in
Swedish Covenant Hospital.
continuity editor for the B1
work's central division.
Charles Irving has been ad
the announcing staff of WGN.
Governors of 13 states in th
Naval District will appear in

for the annual Navy Govern
and will be interviewed on
10:45 a.m. tomorrow.

Hollie Pearce, former sup

of WBBM engineers, has been

assistant to Chief Engineer Fr
Falknor. Pearce replaces Joe
who is on leave of absence
Signal Corps.

"Know Your Groceries," a
program designed to answer

questions on food problems,
broadcast by WBBM-CBS fro
cago this afternoon, 2:30-3

CWT, as a feature of the

Association of Retail Groce
vention.

William

Costello,
rep

writer and news editor,

the consumer, posing questio
the experts.
Doris Jakeway, a member
NBC central division music
for 12 years, has resigned.
It is rumored that Marek
European conductor last he
the "Contented a<wr," is sla
a summer musical show on
in Chicago. Bert Gervis is h
the deal.

boy, June 9, 1942
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Hilda Probe Hears

lif Lost Intl Bands

"BLUES"

((oidiuued from Page 1)

broadcasting and approved the

d Canada into this field but

rs the decision to be a matter
rnment policy. Canada could
ke use of bands allotted her,

)grams might be subject

:.x:>>:::;<:>::>:::>::: ;:::::;:

worth cheering about!

to

ence from stations established
other countries. Dr. Frigon

: name the countries using

Rotted to Canada. Establish Canadian short wave station
ammended by a parliamentary
;ee in 1939.
ires English, French Programs

:

-:i::;y>i'';;:.:

v....

; ::é.w4:::':'2 >"'a:::, k;`:i: :: :,y.

5.

e opening of the session, Dr.
resumed his evidence in re the French network. The
network, he said, was always
e to the government and co closely with the Free
movement. The program

I

vas designed and carried out
nal, Canadian lines and many
g is were typical of Quebec.
to of French Canadians was
t:'fferent from that of English i.
o

a 1g Canadians and some English
. e programs which had a com-

g

large following in other
Canada had a small listenlience in Quebec. The war
rograms of the French net ere the equal of these of the
' network, he said.

a ,lily

t
;1

toned by Arthur Slaght, K. C.,

r ,round, M. P., as to whether
i had lost short wave bands
a
of failure to use them, Dr.
gs said short wave broadcast-

s a matter of policy and inter 1r
broadcasting was considered
.tside the jurisdiction of the
It would take considerable
e
obtain equipment; the rratreceived considerable study
e

iorts had been made to the
sent, Dr. Frigon said.
¡Id Operate for Government

h: itest report he had made esti:e he cost at $800,000 for a stah two 50 kilowatt transmitters
ae aerials, allowing transmissix directions and operation
)1 2ost a minimum of $500,000
rl Dr. Frigon added. The pro t

Since Pearl Harbor, more bluejackets

We're proud of Detroit's men in navy

have enlisted from Detroit than from

blue ... "blues" worth cheering about!

any other district in the nation.

Proud too, of the silver plaque presented

This didn't just happen.

to us "in appreciation of co-operation in

furthering naval recruiting."
When recruiting offices sought assist-

ance, WJR assigned a staff member as
civilian radio advisor. Dramatic broad-

Still

another "blue" we regard with

pride is our blue Minute Man flag

.. .

casts portraying life in Uncle Sam's Navy

the first issued to any radio station

were created and produced. Navy news

... emblematic of 100 per cent employee

r

-igon said the board took the
that it was prepared to
'a station for the government

was aired in special newscasts. Naval

acceptance of the pay roll savings plan

e

om license fees. Financing

heroes recounted their thrilling experi-

for U. S. War Bonds.

) service to Canadian listeners.

ences before WJR microphones. And

ii fe
t

r,

s

said, had been approved

government.

ld not operate it on its rev -

on from CRC revenues would

n fearing will continue today.

enlistments swelled.

ral Motors Adds CBC
al Motors Corp. has added
stations to its CBS network

show, "Cheers From the
which debuts today from

30

p.m.

(a

stations, the largest CBS

G.M.

is using 116

at this time.

y for the Canadian network

:.aren Advertising Co., Ltd.,
ampbell-Ewald, Inc., handles
)unt in this country.

BASIC STATION ...COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

G. A. Richards, President ... Leo J. Fitzpatrick, Vice President and General
Manager

Edward Petry 8. Company, Inc.

National Representative
1'1;

fl

I
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WAR -PROGRAM IDEAS

new eusmess

4
WCBI, Columbus, Miss.: C. F. Sauer

Co., Richmond, sponsorship of the
"Breakfast Bulletin" newscast, direct;
Sherwin-Williams Paint Co., sponsorship of the "Mid -Morning News,"
six days weekly, direct; Standard

Army Post Originations
-tee.
"Man With A Band"
As a result of the appointment of "Man With a Band," lively new ALLAN JONES, on Doro
a radio director in the public rela- musical quarter-hour with a continui_ gallen's "Voice of Broadway,
tions department of the Columbus ty idea, presents Jack McLean and (WABC-CBS, 6:15 p.m.).

Army Flying School, WCBI, Columbus, Miss., is now originating several
Veneer Co., sponsorship of the new programs from the flying field.
"Morning Headlines" newscast, six Among these are a daily organ recital
times weekly, direct; Terre Haute from the post chapel; "Air Base
Brewing Co., through Pollyea Ad- Items," which features news of the
vertising Agency, five five -min. shows post on a three times weekly schedweekly; R. H. Alber Co., Los Angeles, ule; a weekly religious program, fearenewal of "Old Fashioned Gospel turing visiting choirs, musicians and
Hour," one hour each Sunday, direct; clergymen; a thirty -minute minstrel
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Brown's show on Saturdays featuring soldier
Mule Tobacco) through J. Carson talent; a quiz show titled "Memory
Brantley Advertising Agency, daily Baseball," which is now in preparaanns.; Radio Inn, daily anns., direct; tion; and special event shows such as
Golden Arrow Skating Rink, daily a broadcast of baseball games, weekly
anns.; Candidates in the Senatorial dance programs and other broadcasts.
,

.y

contest, four hours of time reserved
for political talks.
KLS, Oakland: Standard Beverages

(Par -T -Pak), anns. ETs, through J.

:.r ..

..

.'

=

r;t

...

GIJF.IT-1N(

nis orchestra coast -to -coast over KHJ,

,.os Angeles, and the Mutual Don Lee

r riday show, 2:15 p.m., PWT, which Against Inflation" series, for
started last week. Informal and (WOR-Mutual, 8:15 p.m.).
ureezy, the rhythm program is definitely not just another dance -band THOMAS L. THOMAS, b
picxup. Staged in an empty ball- on "America Loves a Melody,
room at time of an afternoon re- urday (WOR-Mutual, 9 p.m.),

hearsal, carefree scripting and pro -

auction goes into the programs ema-

DR. GEORGE BARTON CU

nating from the New Paris Inn, in president of Colgate Universil
downtown San Diego.

DR. HARRY D. GIDEONSE,
dent of Brooklyn College, disc

"The Price of Free World V
on the "People's Platform" pr

Naval Recruiting Ceremony

WPAT, in Paterson, N. J., broad-

Local "Home And Farm" Series

ROBERT PA. I L:RSON,

net on a regular Tuesday -through - Secretary of War, on "The

cast swearing -in ceremonies for new
Navy recruits from the steps of
Paterson City Hall Sunday afternoon
from 2:15-2:45, in conjunction with
the Navy's "Avengers of Pearl Harbor" program. At 2:25 p.m. Sunday,
six months to the minute after

Saturday (WABC-CBS, 7 p.m.

JACK McMANUS, radio an
editor of "PM," and CECILIA
columnist of the same paper, on I

WKBN, Youngstown, Ohio, has inB. Hart Adv. Agcy.; Patricia Rey- augurated
a new five -day -a -week
"Ellery Queen" program, Sature
nolds (dramatic school), variety pro(NBC Red, 7:30 p.m.).
gram; Dr. R. M. Lane (optometrist), "Home and Farm" series, featuring
anns.; Warner Brothers (radio deal- discussions by members of all the
NORMA
TERRIS and
ers), anns.; Dr. Longfellow Clark, various departments allied with the
Department of Agriculture. Exten- Japanese bombs crashed down on TYERS, on St. Louis Mi
news.
sion agents, nutritional experts, agri- Pearl Harbor, five hundred recruiting Opera program, Sunday
cultural adjustment administrators, stations across the country enrolled CBS, 1:35 p.m.).
Olson Rug Returns
farm security superintendents and thousands of sailors, marines, and
With UP New Periods members of USDA War Boards from coast guardsmen. The Paterson en- PAUL HOGAN, author of
surrounding counties will participate listing ceremonies included a broad- Germany Crack," on "This
Olson Rug Co., hit by priorities in the series designed for the interest cast by the city's mayor, William P. Enemy," Sunday (WOR-Mutua
p.m.) .
Furrey.
and one of the first advertisers to and service of rural listeners.
cancel on WOR, has returned to
LETHIA C. FLEMING, direc
the station with a daily news pro- Unused Transmitters
Lever Bros. Sets Web
radio for the National Ass
gram. Olson before this country enMust Be Registered
tered the war was a user of radio
For Summer -Fall Sked Colored Women's Clubs, on "'
Over Jordan," Sunday (WABC
on a national spot basis. It could
(Continued from Page 1)
not' be learned here yesterday
Lever Bros. with the broadcast of 11 a.m.).
whether the resumption of adver- forth that the National Security and June 30 is discontinuing the Burns
tising on WOR meant that schedules Defense and the successful conduct and Allen program for the summer FATHER FLANAGAN, founder 4
in other parts of the country like- of the war demanded that the Gov- and is dropping its Tuesday night Boys Town, and GLENN CUNNING
wise would be resumed.
ernment have knowledge of all per- 7:30-8 p.m., EWT, half-hour on NBC HAM, Kansas track
on Bit
Olson, which is sponsoring Prescott sons who possess apparatus equipped Red. Effective July 7, Lever will Stern's "Sports Newsreelstar,
of
the
Air,
Robinson reading United Press news, for the transmission of radio fre- switch its Swan soap advertising to Saturday (NBC Red, 10 p.m.).
Monday through Friday from 6:30- quence energy.
CBS taking over the Tuesday night,
6:35 a.m., has a limited production By its requirement that all unli- 9-9:30 p.m. slot vacated by General
of rugs and will do a direct selling censed radio transmitters be regis- Foods' cancellation of the "Duffy's Acme Brewing On K RC
job via the new WOR program, it tered, the FCC has taken the neces- Tavern" show for Sanka Coffee. New San Francisco-Acme Brewing Coy
was stated. The contract is for 52 sary steps to ascertain the exact program built around Tommy Riggs makers of beer and ale, has signed
weeks.
locations and amounts of all equip- and his "Betty Lou" will be the to sponsor the first fifteen minute,
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Inc., ment of this kind in the country. summer replacement for the Burns of the "Breakfast Club," five dal*
Chicago, is the agency.
Consequently, the Government will and Allen show which presumably a week, over KFRC and seven other
be in a position to take measures to will return in the fall at the new Don Lee stations of northern Cat
prevent
use of the equipment by time on Columbia.
fornia. In addition, Acme beers wile,
Oboler Gets Break
Backing Riggs on the new CBS be featured on KFRC only, ea
Timely interruption in his NBC enemy interests, and to determine its program
will be Felix Mills' orches- morning Monday through Friday, ca
series, "Plays for Americans," which availability for our own war needs.
tra,
with
Jimmy Cash, tenor. Bill the Emily Barton "Victory Food
The
Commission
requires
that
a
will not be broadcast this Sunday

because of a special government program taking over the time, will permit Arch Oboler to be with his wife
who is expecting to give birth to the
couple's first child shortly. Oboler
will go to Los Angeles to be at his
wife's bedside.

Joins NBC On Coast
San Francisco-Earl Mitchell has
joined the NBC network sales staff
as a representative working out of
this city. Mitchell was most recently
with the Crowell -Collier Publishing

Co. and has had 15 years' of expe-

rience in serving national advertisers.

:.e

A

separate application be made for each Goodwin will be the announcer. Reporter" broadcast. Stations which
transmitter and that each application Riggs lately has been spotted on will air the "Breakfast Club," fed'
turing Jack Kirkwood and Tomm1
must be sent to the Secretary of the the Kate Smith program.
Young & Rubicam handles all of Harris, with Cy Trobbe's orchestra.
Commission in Washington, D. C. Apare KFRC, KIEM, KHSL, KNCV,
plication forms will be supplied by the accounts involved.
KDON, KYOS, KMYC, and KFRE
the Commission in Washington or by
any of the Commission's 30 field ofDreicer To WLIB
fices throughout the country.
Maurice C. Dreicer has been signed Yasha Frank To CBS Sale
as news commentator of WLIB,
Yasha Frank, formerly of the CBS
The WPB has sent no "formal Brooklyn. Station inaugurates a reg- program
service department, has
word" nor has it yet made any "defi- ular five -day -a -week series at 8-8:15 been transferred
to the presentation
nite move" in regard to the radio p.m. starting tomorrow at which time division of the CBS
sales promot1oa
equipment pool proposed by the De- Dreicer will use his individual tech- department as a writer, Dr. Frankfense Communications Board, Com- nique of news commentary which Stanton, director of research awe
missioner Fly said yesterday. He consists of "analyzing the geo-political acting director of sales promotion,
indicated, however, that the proposal aspects of the news," heard fre- announced yesterday. Frank is m
was under discussion.
quently in the New York area.
his third year at Columbia.

,.,,, -,
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FI Reveals Threat
oRecords For Radio
(Continued from Page 1)

II) IL ID M

11- II

"Blue Boy" Correspondence

*

,r

Sanders Bill Hearing

p,

To Call Fly This Week

"Red Ryder" Merchandising

(Continued from Page 1)

Letter from the Blue Network to Serving as part of a pattern for Spearman concludes testimony for
This depends, of agencies
and advertisers is signed local Blue Network station promo- the Network Affiliates, Inc. Spearupon the passage of the

''a boxes.

by "Blue Boy," name of the elephant
on to that effect. Cheers that which the network is using as a
Petrillo's mention of this gave symbol in recent advertisements. Adthe fact that there was a dressing the recipient as "sahib" the
possibility of such a resolu- letter is comic in its presentation of
ing passed.
a reminder contained in the accomthreats in the past have panying four -page folder. Folder is
been as strong, the fact that titled "Comeback" and tells the story
at Petrillo started off with of the "man who staged a comeback
1 of such a move gives cred- because he never went away." Enthe fact that he himself ex - tire promotion is based on the idea
Id will probably work for the that advertisers who remain on the
of the resolution in question. air during the war will not have to
procedure for the raft of stage a comeback after the conflict.
ons that are turned in by Thought of the promotion is in the
idreds of AFM Locals is for last paragraph of the folder's copy
quick consideration or, the which reads: "If you want to keep
on is allowed to be with - 'em remembering your product, your
If the resolution regarding brand name, call in your Blue salescordings which no doubt had man. You'll find that today, more
nsidered by the AFM execu- than ever, it's easy to do business

on the "Red Ryder Victory
Patrol Club," KGO, San Francisco,
recently completed four weeks of
merchandising for the "Red Ryder"

tion

repeats the matter mostly
Victory Auto Pool" invites
m down to setting a scale for "KFEL
listeners to obtain free registration
:i such repeat broadcasts, on
cards at the station's studios if they
a tal basis.
-r o in his speech also men- desire to share autos with others in
- he fact that a circus strike riding to and from work and in maki nusicians used replacement ing other regular daily journeys.
'ith records made by other
tusicians. This he said was
1 y and recordings must be Benny Goodman On WINS
c

or controlled.
is ss sessions will
a

get under

ler today or Wednesday.

D11wood Showcase"

lsRenewed By Hudnut

To Start "Salvage" Show

.

Loud speakers used the
with the Committee instead, it
actual program disks for musical in- brief
is now reported.
terludes, with special announcements
Newspaper Ownership to Fore
covering the "Red Ryder" show. In- House
Committee members during
cidental plugs were carried for the the hearings
last week showed parshowing of the "Red Ryder" motion ticular interest
the matter of stapicture serial at the Esquire Theater, tion ownership in
by newspapers. Alin downtown San Francisco, which, fred McCosker and
Fred Weber, the
in turn, carried lobby displays and two Mutual witnesses
who appeared
trailers mentioning the program over before the
districts.

o .peat broadcasts by transcrip- conservation of rubber, gasoline and WDRC announcers will be assigned
w,ch is a matter of local regu- the running life of automobiles. First to appear at the Victory House during
o
With both New York and
over the KFEL news ser- certain days to sell war stamps and,
l od already against the coast announced
vice on the evening of June 4, the
1

FCC, is on the calendar to follow

Mutual's general counsel Louis Caldwell, who will be heard this morning
show sponsored by Langendorf Bread. when the hearing on H.R. 5497 is reUsing experienced showman, Hillis sumed.
Hubbard, as "Red Ryder" and a cos- FCC Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
tumed "Little Beaver," with a sound is expected to testify following Fly.
truck unit, the KGO "Red Ryder" Arthur Garfield Hayes, who requestgroup toured all the important San ed an appearance last week for newsFrancisco business and neighborhood paper -owned stations, will file a

was not considered with the Blue." Agent for "Blue KGO.
of getting a strong vote or Boy" is E. P. H. James, Blue director
ing with certain policies, it of promotion and publicity.
WDRC Bond Promotion
c: ' in Petrillo would not have
WDRC, Hartford, is cooperating
with it in his opening ad "Victory Auto Pool"
with other Hartford stations in preKFEL,
Denver, has offered listen- senting a series of entertainment feaCircus Strike Mentioned
ers the facilities of the station in tures, starting June 19, at Hartford's
11E radio resolutions on tap re- forming an "auto pool" to aid in the Victory
House war bond drive.
ficials,

man, a former general counsel of the

Committee, were both
asked their opinion on the matter,
although neither showed any evidence of being prepared to discuss

it.

McCosker expressed the belief
that no one industry should ordinari-

ly be discriminated against in the

issuance of licenses. If Commission
found such a type of ownership was

threatening to dominate the broadcasting industry, according to Mc-

Cosker, then only might there be

perhaps, sign autographs if they are some justification for such a ban.
wanted. Various entertainment features now are being planned by special radio committees to stimulate Live Stock Market Reports
interest in the Victory House, spon- On KMBC For Fourth Year

sored by Connecticut's Colonial
Dames.

Kansas City, Mo.-For the fourth

consecutive year KMBC of this city
has been chosen to broadcast exclu-

Blue Network Employees sively the Kansas City Live Stock
Gave $703 To N. Y. Fund Market Reports under an exclusive

contract beginning June 1, according
Benny Goodman will inaugurate Edgar Kobak, executive vice-presi- to an announcement made by Arthur
the first show in a new weekly series dent of the Blue Network, who is B. Church and Karl Koerper, presititled "Records For Fighting Men" to vice-chairman of the Greater New dent and managing director, respecbe broadcast over WINS, New York,
on Friday evenings from 8-8:30 p.m.
starting on June 12. Programs are
aired under the auspices of Records

York Fund, reports that employees of tively, of the outlet. Bob Riley,
the Blue responded enthusiastically KMBC market announcer, will con-

to the call for donations and con- tinue to handle all marketcasts.
tributed 100 per cent in the recent

( 11,d Hudnut on Friday renewed For Our Fighting Men, Inc., newly campaign. Collections to date amount
aer 13 weeks its "Hollywood formed organization to raise $500,000 to $703.95, it was stated.

program on seven stations to buy new recordings for our armed
:BS Pacific Coast network. forces.' Group is beginning a salvage Adam Hat Bout Called
Off
d t Mondays from 9:30-10 p.m., campaign to collect old records. New
show features Lud Gluskin's series is part of a radio appeal of the Due To Montgomery Illness
in behalf of Du Barry and organization and will present noted
cosmetics. Renewal, effec- guests who will ask for listeners' coThe lightweight bout between SamJ 29, continues the program operation. Henry L. Sylvern, WINS my Angott and Bob Montgomery,
Los Angeles; KQW, San musical director, will be host to a scheduled to be broadcast June 15
et
KARM, Fresno; KOlN, different member of the organization on the Blue Network under the
on the weekly programs.
v
h

;

a

KIRO, Seattle; KFPY, SpotOY, Sacramento.
n
& Eckhardt, Inc., is the

'e

1

WANTED
:er,

producer by 250 -watt New
Salary $45.00. Please

station.
it details

in letter.

dio Daily, 1501
rk ty.

Write Box
Broadway, New

sponsorship

of Adam Hat

Stores,

Inc., has been cancelled because of

"Time" USinn 51 Outlets

'J

Montgomery's illness.

"March of Time." which moves to
Join In Newscast
NBC Red, July 29, is setting up a Nichols-Cuhel
Leslie Nichols, Mutual's Cairo cornetwork of 51 stations for its new respondent,
joins Frank Cuhel from
Thursday, 10:30-11 p.m., EWT, period.

Australia, for a 15 -minute
On the Blue Network, where the pro- Melbourne,
summary
of
on -the -spot war news
gram was broadcast Fridays from Wednesday nights
11:15-11:30
9-9:30 p.m., Time, Inc., used 82 sta- p.m. Cuhel will befrom
heard from Austions.
tralia during the first half of the
Young & Rubicam, Inc., handles the program, with Nichols
taking the lataccount.
ter portion from Egypt.

COMING SOON

E

8
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Coast -to -Coast
ARTHUR ELMER, actor - comedian,

Earl J. Glade, rice -president of

June 9y

t}
T1e"duY.

George F. Putnam's Sunday nevi.

O'Maru,
KSL, Salt Lake City, has been ap- broadcast at 11:30 a.m., EWT, is now atJack
WOWO-WGL. Fort 11. ne,
pointed state chairman of the USO coast -to -coast on NBC, the first of the sick list with mural: He
Fund Campaign for Utah ....Ted Kim- his 14 quarter-hour news reports to petted to return to his
ball, KSL farm director, is spending be given wider coverage than WEAF. ten days to two weeks.
his vacation on a dude ranch in South Putnam is heard coast -to -coast, also,
Dakota....Ray Sentker, assistant pro- as emcee of "The Army Hour" and
motion director of KSL, is back at as announcer of "The Wife Saver" Kay Kyser is taking his
of Musical Knowledge" on
the station after a visit to New Or- for Sterling Salt.
leans and other southern cities. En
week volunteer tour of a
Norm Marshall, program director route he stopped off at WREC, Mem- Winner of the ten -week "Hollywood naval stations and marl :, ado,
and sports commentator of CHML, phis, Tenn.
Spotlight" contest in which film hope- ginning today at Fort Jay. N.
Hamilton, recently announced the arfuls vied for a Paramount contract der the auspices of USO -Cat
rival of a baby boy in his family. American Legion, assisted by the and an acting role in "Interceptor Although name bands have
Newcomer is Marshall's second son American Legion Auxiliary, has Command" will be revealed by cirte- ing volunteer appearances a
...."Thumbs Up" show on CHML agreed to throw the full resources of rnalartd commentator Erskine John- posts since the first of the
celebrated its second anniversary re- its organization behind the nation- son during his quarter-hour broad- bring programs of popular
cently. Programs feature patriotic wide campaign now being conducted cast over KECA, Los Angeles, Thurs- men in the armed forces,
Kyser tour marks the firs
music and messages.
by Records For Our Fighting Men, day at 9:30 p.m.
long road circuit of a bang
Inc. Legion posts and their auxiliaries
Americanism is stressed in the will assist in the house -to -house canDon Worrell, engineer, and Carl exclusive purpose of en
University of Kentucky summer radio vass of homes to collect old records Ayers, traffic manager, have resigned service men. Kyser is perso
schedule just released. Fifteen regu- for salvage purposes. Campaign will from the staff of WJW, Akron, Ohio, ing all expenses of his mu,
larly appearing programs, to be heard salvage old records in order that new to join the Aircraft Division of the the trip, including transpor
hotel accommodations.
each week over WHAS, Louisville; releases may be sent to our armed Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.

plays the leading role on Norman
Corwin's "My Client Curly" dramatization, which will be aired tonight
on WNYC, New York. The play was
written for the "Columbia Workshop"
programs several years ago and has
repeated via networks and individual
stations several times since then.

r

l

r

the

Mutual

Broadcasting

System, forces overseas.

and the Southern Network include
features on agriculture and home-

making,

business,

hymns,

Lincoln,

American music, recreation during
the war, Kentucky history, hobbies,
and drama. Copies of the program

W. Frederick Henderson, CBS enRay Dady, station director at KWK, gineer,
became the father of a seven St. Louis, and one of the first news pound son,
June 3, at the Lawrence
commentators in the Middle West, Hospital, Bronxville,
will take part in a round -table dis- and son are doing fine.N. Y. Mother
cussion at the local Downtown

may be obtained by addressing the Y.M.C.A. today. The topic to be
University of Kentucky, in Lexing- debated will be "The Individual and The "New York at War" parade up
ton.
His Rights and Responsibilities in a Fifth Avenue next Saturday, June

Democracy During War," Making up 13, will be broadcast by WMCA, New
newscaster, the panel of experts with Dady will York, in an all -day schedule to begin
who introduces the "Theater of To- be an FBI agent, a representative of at 10:05 in the morning and concludday" with a five-minute news sum- the Jewish faith, a member of the St. ing at 8 o'clock in the evening. While
mary, has been renewed for his Louis County Rationing Board and the coverage will not be continuous,
fourth 13 -week period. Program is a representative Catholic from Ken - with the station moving to and from
its studios throughout the day, the
aired each Saturday at noon and is rich Seminary.. , .Cecilia Hederman, schedule
will provide a complete
heard over 105 CBS stations. "Thea- new to radio, has joined the staff of
word
picture
of the ceremonies. Deter of Today" is sponsored by Arm- KWK, St. Louis, as night switchboard
scriptions of the parade will come
strong Cork and the account was operator.
from specially constructed booths
r
placed by BBD&O. Bryan is also
George

Bryan,

CBS

heard on CBS's 9 a.m. and 4:45 p.m.
newscasts daily.

Tom Carnegie has been added to

the announcing staff of WOWO-WGL,

Fort Wayne, as summer relief man.
Bob Byron, WHN, New York, has He has been attending William Jewhad to add some fast foot -work to ell College at Liberty, Mo., and has
his long list of talents. Byron was had a year of announcing experience
selected by a sponsor to emcee the at KITE, Kansas City, Mo.
r

r

new "Kitchen Kapers" show each

morning at 8 a.m., immediately fol- Ascap yesterday reported its new
lowipg Byron's own program aired program service to radio subscribers
7:30-8 o'clock. In order that the or- was being received "enthusiastically."

The Public Relations
Camp Wheeler, Ga., has be
in charge of Lieut. Chaunce
Jr., u'ho was on the sales
WBAL, Baltimore, before
called to active military dut
Lieut. Brooks, the post is
eight shows weekly for loca
and is transcribing three
hour programs for stations

burgh, New York and a ne

eight stations in Wisconsin.

cordings are being made t
for stations in three Southe

With one eye on the a

shortage of male announcers
of military service, WO
Fort Wayne, is grooming
along the line of march. In addition, Stanger, now receptionist at
interviews and notables in attendance tions, to take over the du
at the reviewing stand on the steps routine announcer. At prese
of the Public Library will also be mary," as she identifies h
featured. Broadcast periods are tenta- the air, has one half-hour
tively set up at 10:05 a.m., 1:05 p.m., weekly at 9 p.m., CWT, ev
2:30 p.m., 4:05 p.m., 5:15 p.m., 6:45 nesday.
p.m. and 7:45 p.m.
William Von Zehle has re
Terry Hobrecht has abandoned her sales staff of WINS, New Y
"Record Shop" program on KLS, an absence of six months on

chestra and the rest of the "Kitchen Over 300 stations are making use of Oakland, to return to University of Coast, where he was em,
Kapers" cast may rehearse while the the scripts to date, it was stated, and California classes. ...-Rhythm Ram- the radio department of M
Byron hour is on the air, the two pro- "fan mail" from station managers and blers," an Oakland hot music group, poration of America.
grams are aired from different stu- program heads has expressed "hearty has joined the regular staff at KLS
dios, on different floors of the building appreciation" and commended
in which WHN is located. This means high quality of the scripts.

that Byron has only a few seconds
to leave his piano and rush out of
one studio, up a flight of stairs to

1

the

!1

another studio to get to a microphone

just in time to introduce the new
show.

21
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REEVES
Sound Recording Studios Inc.
1600 Broadway

New

33mm.
and Wax

York City

F,In, Acetate
Recording Facilities.
Complete Location Equipment for film, Business

Meetings and Specialty R. cordings.
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June 9
Cole Porter
George Bryan
Sylvan Taplinger
Ralph Rose
Charles Webster
Fred Waring
Paul W. White

S

. Speed Maddock, semi -pro pitcher,

is doing a nightly baseball roundup
at KLS. ..A "Junior Talent Parade,"
featuring boy and girl talent in their
'teens, is a new KLS-er, conducted
by young Virginia Vaughan.
Jamestown. N. Y.. baseball fans

are getting their play-by-play broadcasts over WJTN this season through
c courtesy of the Hotel Jamestown
and Hotel Samuels, plugging hotel

restaurants, taverns, and party ser-

vices. Al Spokes handles description

,ad commercials. ..New additions to
:he WJTN engineering staff includ,
Lawrence Zarrow and Vincent Sullivan, both New York City boys.

COVER
A $2,000,000,000 MAI
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Await AFM
Íadwell Defends FCC

II 'Sanders" Hearing
lisliington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

'Vhington - Mutual's attorney

iu G. Caldwell told
acetate and Foreign

the House
Commerce

o iittee yesterday that the 1934

o tunications Act, amendments to
it is now considering, is "one
t

best drafted and most finely

lárification
Proposed Stoppage Of Radio Recordings

Sevareid Expansion
Eric Sevareid's four -times -weekly

newscast sponsored by Studebaker
Co. over WJSV, Washington, and
WABC, New York, will be rebroad-

cast to all American army posts
overseas in accordance with arrangements just completed by the
Office of the Coordinator of Informa-

tion (the Donovan Committee). The

program is heard Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Sunday.

Presages Stiff Battle By Industry;
Former AFM Head Feared Perils
No Candy Curtailment
Seen For Current Year

ved of the many statutes which
as charters for Federal adminve agencies."
MBS attorney went on to say,

)t

TEN CENTS

Pending clarification of AFM Pres-

ident James C. Petrillo's intentions
regarding recordings and transcriptions-which will be ordered "discontinued" as of August 1-executives in the recording field

and

alike refused comment
No serious curtailment of candy broadcasters
on the American Federat
production as a result of wartime yesterday
tion of Musicians' latest move against
War -Effort Dominates priority requirements was anticipated, radio-admittedly
their greatest sinat least for 1942, by delegates to the gle source of revenue.
h Act has withstood the test of
However,
remarkably well, particularly
59th annual convention of the Na- there was plenty of indication
that
New
Network
Shows
tional
Confectioners' Association the union will face the stiffest fight
(Continued on Page 6)
meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria here. in its career if, as appeared likely,
Yesterday's afternoon session, deSeries
devoted
to
explaining,
dram(Continued on Page 7)
man Soap Renews
atizing or emphasizing phases of the voted to a "Raw Materials Forum,"

"Can You Top This"

You Top This," featuring
Hershfield, Joe Laurie, Jr.. and
tr Ford and sponsored on WOR,

a

York, by Kirkman Soap, has

n-enewed for 52 weeks starting
fiddle of July. Account was

cu by N. W. Ayer & Son and Otis
Li -is,

account executive, repro-

the station. Show is aired
'1,i on Tuesdays from 8:30-9 p.m.
tt

(Continued on Page 2)
war effort continue to dominate new
programming at networks and independent stations alike. Both CBS and Okay Transfer Of WWDC;
NBC have just announced elaborate
new programs on war themes while Other Commission Action
Mutual yesterday revealed that over
Washington Bureau. RADIO DAILY
15 hours of broadcast time will be Washington - The FCC yesterday
devoted by the network to the war granted consent for transfer of the
(Continued on Page 6)
control of the Capital Broadcasting

Co., licensee of WWDC, Washington,

U. S. -British Heroes
from Stanley Horner, Edwin Spence
Dyke Collum to Joseph Katz, G.
To Visit Radio Stations and
Bennett Larson and Charles M. Har-

(Continued on Page 7)
?t 'Frisco Stations
Nationwide tour of the 15 British
and
11
U.
S.
World
War
II
heroes,
(D -op On War Specials which got under way on Monday in Extensive Spot Campaign

-",a Francisco-Eight local stations
)operating in broadcasting a
e
program series produced lo -

New York will take the group to 18

Radio Wartime 'Code'
Undergoing Revision
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - Revision and clarification of the "Code of Wartime Practices for American Broadcasters" is
now under way, the Office of Censorship announced yesterday. The move
is still in the preliminary stage, it
was indicated, and much remains to
(Continued on Page 7)

For 'Soldier Handybook' WBYN And AFM Local
Continue Negotiations

cities where radio stations will be
visited as part of the itinerary on Martin J. Pollak, Inc., publisher of
of War Bonds and Stamps. the "Soldier's Souvenir Handybook,"
'or the Morale Division of the behalf
Charles
n rancisco Defense Council. Dar- Savings J. Gilchrest, Chief of War is launching an extensive national
Staff, Radio

11

ll

ir

)nnell of KYA, Rod HendrickKGO and Ivan Green of KPO
the dramatic sequences. The
(Continued on Page 2)

June 9ers
d

ne 9 it develops is a favorite
for parents of future CBS staff
fibers to have babies. At least
at network headquarters here

c brated their natal day yesterThey are Paul W. White,
d :tor of public affairs; George

d

,

Bien,

announcer; Mike Foster,
pt s department; Alfred Chestnut,
blngs dept.,
sit, musician.

and Joe Bivianco,

Negotiations were continuing

yesSection, will spot radio campaign in behalf of the terday in an effort to settle the dead-

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

Petrillo Indicates AFM Policy
Sought In Strikes By Affiliates
Dallas, Tex.-American Federation
Supreme Court Upholds
of Musicians' underlying attitude toWFAA Labor Contract ward future negotiations with the
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

radio industry was revealed by its
president, James C. Petrillo, at the

Washington-The Supreme Court in
annual convention of the union
a 5-4 decision has upheld the action 47th
which
opened here Monday at the
of the A. H. Belo Corp. of Dallas, Baker Hotel.
In his annual report,
Texas, owner of WFAA and publisher

Petrillo declared that he
of "Dallas Morning News" in con- President
"hoped"
that
in future negotiations
tracting with its employees when
(Continued on Page 2)

the with network affiliates over local mu (Continued on Page 5)

lock over terms of a contract renewal at WBYN, here, which resulted
in picketing of the station by mem(Continued on Page 2)

Another Twist
Akron, Ohio - Laundry sponsor
on WJW of this city is using time
originally contracted for to create
more business in an effort to find
new employees. Recent announcements are used to advertise for
more help for its plant, which has
more work than it can handle but
which feels the effect of the war
industries which are attracting
many potential employees.
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(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

bers of the American Federation of new volume through Emil Mogul Co.,
Musicians, Local 802, and a walkout Inc. Overall aspects of the campaign
on the part of the station's six musi- have yet to be definitely determined,
cians. Both management and AFM depending to an extent on results of
officials were hopeful of early settle- preliminary tests, but it appeared
ment of the dispute which centered that upwards of 200 stations evenaround the station's request for modi- tually would carry the one -minute
fication of its musician payroll dur- live and/or transcribed announceing the Summer period of lightest ments, participations, etc., currently

JOHN M.

OUTLER,

JR.,

sales

manage: a

WSB, Atlanta, is in town conferring with
local representatives of the station. He

to stay until

Friday.

EDMUND CASHMAN, of Lord & Thomas
the U. S. Naval Air Station at Quonset, R

for tonight's Kay Kyser's "Kollege of ML

Saturdays, Sundays
being lined up.
Knowledge" broadcast for Lucky Strike.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, revenue.
Similar books for the Navy and Air EARL H. GAMMONS,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
Union
opposed
the
Summer
hiatus
general manager
President and Publisher; Donald M. MerserForce are now being compiled with
CBS outlet in Minneapolis, is i
eau Treasurer and General Manager; Chester idea on the ground that its willing- subsequent campaigns to be sched- WCCO,
on
station
and
network
business.
B. Bahn, VicePresident; Charles A. Alicoate, ness to continue the status quo of
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States the contract which expired March 31 uled similar to the current effort. The
EDWARD C. OBRIST, program di
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10;
Philadelphia, in New York tod
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit was sufficient concession to the rela- books, especially compiled from au- WFIL,
brief
business visit.
thentic
military
sources
and
containwith order. Address all communications to tively insecure financial status of
RADIQ DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, the new station. Renewals at most ing information on uniform care,
JAMES T. MILNE, manager of WE
N. Y. Phone WIsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337,
military courtesy, sanitation, safety, Haven,
7.6338.

North

Chicago, Ill.
Wabash Ave.

- Frank Burke,
Phone State

203

7596.

Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

FINANCIAI..
(Tuesday, June 9)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
ii.i

Am. Tel. & Tel.

High
122

Low

124

Electric
Philco
RCA Common
RCA First Pfd.

265/8

121/4
26

85/8
31/4

85/e
31/8

5l3/8

513.8
711/2

Gen.

721/2
123/4

Zenith Radio

Close
1213/4

121

CBS A

124

121/4
26
85/8

31/4
513/8

72
123/4

OVER THE COUNTER

out, included wage increases in line etc., sell for $1 with 10 per cent to

with the rise in the cost of living. go to the USO.

Insistence of the AFM on continua- Locally, participations on WINS betion of the full musician quota on a gan yesterday in behalf of "Soldier's

year-round

basis,

a

condition

to Souvenir Handybook."

which management declared it was

unable to agree, brought on the strike.
WBYN is a new station, having
but recently been formed through an

amalgamation of four Brooklyn stations.

Stations airing the show, on
an employer from contracting
-- 5/8
1h different days, are KYA, KSFO, bars
his employees to pay them the
KQW, KGO, KFRC, KJBS, KPO, and with
same
wages that they received previ-f1/8
KSAN.
Asked
21/8

17/8

16
18

19

20

(Continued from Page 1)

accompany the entourage, as per request of Secretary Morgenthau and
Ferdinand Kuhn, Assistant to the Secretary.

so long as the new rate equals
Stations KGO, KFRC and KQW ously
exceeds the minimum required by
collaborated in a unique War Bond or
the act"
Pledge broadcast, aired over all three In the dissenting opinion, Justices
stations, and featuring selected talent Reed, Black, Douglas and Murphy
from each, as well as special patri- said that by such a "device," as the

otic dramatizations. KFRC's contribu- Belo contract, "astute management
tion was headed by Pat Kelly's origi- may avoid many of the disadvantages
nal "Land of Liberty" script, enacted
ordinary overtime, chief of which
by a studio cast, plus Cy Trobbe's of
is
a
increase in the cost of
orchestra and a WPA Negro Chorus. labordefinite
soon as the hours worked
KGO contributed a drama by Bert exceedasthe
statutory work week."
Dunne, former Notre Dame gridder,
now a local newspaperman, and
Bethel Joins Blue
played by Fred Hegelund, Jack

Trip being made in British and
American bombers will include, in Moyles, Zella Layne, Monty Mohn,
addition to New York and Boston al- and Rod Hendrickson. Taking part
ready . covered, Philadelphia, Balti- from KQW were Ken Craig, Verna
more, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleve- Osborne, Ernie Gill, Dick Ellers and
land, Detroit, Milwaukee, Denver, Fred Briggs. Other Pledge programs

Salt Lake City, Seattle, Portland, Ore., were broadcast by Frank Cope of
San Francisco, Los Angeles, San An- KJBS, Vic Paulsen of KSAN, Bob
tonio, Dallas, Fort Worth New Or- Andersen and Brooke Temple of
leans, and ends up July 4, in St. KSFO, and on KYA.
Louis.

Wedding Bells

Adrian Samish, radio production

Young & Rubicam, and
Peggy Knudsen, Duluth actress, were
married Monday following an elopement to Media, Pa.
chief at

For Sale-Radio Station
250 Watts, network connection. Located
in progressive, expanding market. This
sale is not forced because of economic
conditions, but due to necessity of present management devoting full time to
interests.

Box

DL,

Radio

1501 Broadway, New York City.
t.

Daily,

England

left New York yesterday for
headquarters.

JOHN
PARSONS, commercial man
WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass., here on a

trip and visiting yesterday with the

ART DONEGAN, of the Blue Netwoj
to Boston where he will
the publicity details relating to WHDH's jo
ing the Blue Network, effective next Mond'
department,

_

EDWIN G. FOREMAN, JR., of The Foren
Company, Chicago, a visitor to New York,

(Continued from Page 1)

gan.

U. S. -British Heroes
To Visit Radio Stations

other

Supreme Court Upholds
WFAA Labor Contract

Wage -Hour Law went into effect to
continue paying them their existing
Eight 'Frisco Stations
salaries for existing hours. The constipulated an hourly rate, obNet
Co-op On War Specials tracts
tained in most cases by dividing the
Chg.
guaranteed weekly salary by 60.
(Continued from Page 1)
4.1 r%4
Justice Byrnes, who wrote the de- 3/8 program is produced by Helen Mor- cision
said that "nothing in the act

Bid

Farnsworth Tel. & Rad.
WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

other local stations, the union pointed

PAT WILLIAMS, of the sales staff of W(

Springfield, Ohio, in town yesterday for a
on

the Blue Network.

NORVIN C. DUNCAN, program
WFBC, Greenville, S. C., spending
in New York.

a

r

director
few di

No Candy Curtailment
Seen For Current Yea
(Continued from Page 1)

brought out the fact that although th
sugar ration and cocoa ration for th

industry is now at its 70 per ceo

level, the domestic crops of frail
nuts, corn products, fats, oils an

flavoring extracts, supplemented 1:

Brazilian nut imports,

"indicates

continued plentiful supply for antici
pated 1942 demands."
A consistent user of radio time ni

both a spot and network basis, the
confectionery industry's convention
opened yesterday morning ai.1 will
continue through Thursday night

Frederick Bethel, formerly a pro- Herman L. Hoops, of Hawley &
gram director and writer with CBS Hoops, is general convention chair.
and Mutual, has been appointed to man.
the script writers staff of the Blue
Network by Ron Ferguson, manager
of the script division. At CBS, Bethel
supervised the program details of
Leopold Stokowski's first commercial
radio series.

2t/heot qirut hay
BUY AN AUDIENCE

"THE
SHADOW"
19.7! CROSSLEY
Ameriéa's Favorite Dramatic Feature Is
Now Available For Summer Sponsorship In
Many Desirable Markets via Transcriptions.

Exclusive Distributor
MUrray Hill 2-3376
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)NCE AGAIN WFBR MERCHANDISES A NEW SHOW
.. to the public! Constantly building up an audience
fr you ... so that when you sign your contract .. .
yu've got a ready-made market. No long, hard pull
t:'ing to get listeners!
his time it's "Dramagrams." And to read the ad above,
o.e of a series appearing in Baltimore and state

newspapers, is to get the whole story.
You can get the jump on this entire market ... with
this ever popular quiz type show that has a real twist!
Write to WFBR, Baltimore, for rates or see John Blair
& Company, National Representatives, New York,
Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, San Francisco, Los Angeles.

IQ.
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Los Angeles
By JAC WILLEN

By FRANK BURKE

GRACE GIBSON, who, if not the
only woman transcription producer today, can at least claim the

EIGHTEEN states and Canada
represented in enrollment of
students selected for the NBC -Nor'
western University Summer Rai.
;

distinction of being one of the pioneer
producers of electrical transcriptions,

dating back to her entry into this

Institute of eight weeks which g

field in 1929, currently has become

Little Shots About Big Shots!

representative for Australia's Macquarrie Network and for Artransa
Pty. Ltd. Due to the war Miss Gibson is unable to return to Australia,

The Al Pearce -Camel situation is 'way up in the air! ....RCA
Victor Records planned a half hour variety program with top stars and
yesterday morning abandonned the idea and program'
Columbia

ensconced in Hollywood as exclusive

where for the last nine years she

was the largest single buying outlet
of American transcription product
for use over 2GB, Sydney, and for
resale throughout Australia and New
Zealand. Reaching an approximate

buying power of 80 per cent of American transcriptions formerly produced, Miss Gibson started producing

transcribed features in Sydney to
cover the remaining markets for
distribution in Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, and opening
another market in the United States
for the sale of book rights and
American radio scripts for the "Down
Under" production unit.

Since the outbreak of war in the

Pacific, Miss Gibson selected Hollywood as her headquarters, bringing

with her five series of "Artransa"
Red Skelton can look back to a
pleasant radio year of "1942"-the
features for American sale.

star's fine audience reception, the
word-of-mouth pickup of his "I Dood
It," culminating in the greatest news-

Records will soon announce a material substitute....Chase & Sanborn will
plug tea as well as coffee next season. John Reber is on the Coast now
trying to find something to take Abbott & Costello's place in the Edgar
Bergen show...."What's My Name?" ends a 26 -week MBS run June 30....
"The Crazy Creightons" are a new drama series which will bow in on the
Red, Sat, at 11 a.m.....Winner of the "Hour of Charm" service contest is
18 -year -old W. Dudley Lutton, seaman, second class, at the Machinist Mate's
School at the Naval Air Station, Jacksonville, who'll be on the show Sunday

to receive up to $500 worth of equipment for the recreation center at his
base....Kay Kyser will visit 28 service bases between now and July 6....
Milton Berle makes his first radio appearance since his own show folded
on the D. Kilgallen stanza June 18.... Latest addition to the cast of
"Bachelor's Children" is Phil Lord while Patricia Dunlap has been written
out for a few weeks to vacation in New Orleans....St. Louis Municipal
Opera Co. gets a later Sunday time starting this week when it'll be heard
on CBS at 2:55 p.m..... You'd be surprised to learn the number (and
identity) of important radio executives who own gasoline stations (as an
investment-long before the war) in this eastern gasoline rationed territory!
Many of 'em are more concerned over this investment -property today than
they are about the radio situation in general-which looks veddy, veddy
healthy!

paper pickup of his slogan for the
Brig. -Gen. Jimmy Doolittle's "Jap"
jamboree, and finally his Hooper

The city-wide blackout on Friday night also almost became a
catastrophe for announcer Larry Elliott....Elliott finished announcing "Waltz
Time" at NBC at 9:30 just as the "Lights out! Off the streets!" signal was

to Bob Hope, as a season closer. Yep!
Red "dood it."

given. He was due to introduce Bob Hawk of "How'm I Doin'?" to an
audience at the Hotel Barbizon Plaza at 9:40.... Larry applied to the
police for help and was told he'd have to get an air raid warden to escort
him up Sixth Avenue. He began a frantic search for an air raid warden,
finally dug one up and they began a wild foot race up the avenue. The
pay-off came when all the air raid wardens they met on the way saluted
Larry as he whizzed by....They mistook him for an important official

rating of 30.6 for May, second only

Saturday, June 13, has been pro-

claimed as General MacArthur Day,

and will be observed in California
as a state holiday. The same date has

been tied in with the Red Ryder Victory Patrol Day at the General
MacArthur Day at the Hollywood
Ball Park. Reed Hadley ("Red Ryder") and Tommy Cook ("Little
Beaver") will appear in costume and
on horseback and will parade before
the game of the day, followed by Los
Angeles' R.O.T.C. troops who too will
do honor to General MacArthur. The

Victory Patrol group on the coast

seems to have jumped to a mere
membership of upwards of 50,000.

because he was wearing a tuxedo!

under way on June 22.

Followi,

first session, Dr. James Rowland A'.
gell, public service counsellor F_

NBC, will address the students

"Radio's Responsibility to the Weil

Today" at a dinner in the Orringt,
Hotel.

Twenty-three men and 39 worn

are enrolled and the most popul
course is "Acting," which will

taught by NBC director Martin Wa
ner. Next most popular course
"Production," which will be handl
by Wynn Wright, production direct,
of the Central Division.

Other instructors will be Chart
C. Urquhart, "Announcing"; Albe ?l
Crews, director of the Institute as
of Northwestern University's Rad
Play Shop, "Writing," and Judith

Waller, public service director
NBC, collaborating with Allen Milli' r:

in "Public Service" course.
Marvel Cigarettes is replacing i d ¡
nightly sports review on WBBM wd,
a new show, "Salute to Victory," wit;

Pat Flannigan continuing

as coal

mentator. The program will
heard six days a week, Mondo 1.i
through Friday, from 10:15-10:30 pi
and will consist of transcriptio ll
based on interviews at Army, Navy t
Coast Guard and Air Corps recruit
ing offices in the U. S. Court House.!
WGN issued a statistical statem
11

et

to its sales force last week claim'

_ the station is, "Now carrying approx

imately the same amount of la
and national spot (non networ',
commercial hours per week as

of the other 50,000 -watt stations
Chicago." In a statement supportini
a chart of percentage figures, W. A
McGuineas, WGN sales manager, de.
Glared:

"WGN's percentage of

01

th

total increased from 46.5 per cent 11

April to 48.8 per cent in May, this

in spite of the fact that the tota

Stuart Wilson, announcer for WKBN in Youngstown, showed
his prowess at something more strenuous than radio announcing last weekend when he dived into a stream near Youngstown fully clothed in reply
to shouts of help by a drowning youngster.... Wilson, who in former years

was a life guard, searched under water for a half an hour but to no avail
....Wilson had been on a week-end jaunt through the countryside with
Miss Tess Pryor, also of WKBN. Despite a harrowing experience and wet
clothés, WKBN's youthful mike -man was back in form in the studio the
following Monday morning.

Civilian Defense Coordinator

Allen Lambright ordered an
air raid test. WSPA and WORD, Spartanburg, N. C., were instructed
to interrupt their programs at 9:20 and put the siren sound effect on the
air....This the stations did, but the big siren downtown did not blow, nor
did the textile mills' whistles. There resulted much confusion....It developed
that during the afternoon the ministers complained so bitterly to Mr. Lam -

number of local and t?omr. ere11
hours on all Chicago major stations
decreased 5.7 per cent. What is even
more indicative is that WGN now
carries more total commercial hours
per week (local, national spot, and
network) than any other 50,000 -watt
station in Chicago."
WBBM has announced the sale of
Todd Hunter and the news on a three
times a week 15 -minute basis to
Kellogg Co., through J. Walter,

u

td

Thompson.

J.

bright that he had set the time of the air raid test at the very time the
churches were having Prayer Meeting.... To accommodate the ministers,
Lambright postponed the time from 9:20 to 10:02, but he failed to notify
the radio stations. Most of the city complied with the air raid warnings
over WSPA and WORD, thereby proving the effectiveness of radio in
aiding in air raid protection!

Joins Movie Firm
Robert Goldstein, formerly of

WMCA, has joined the 20th -Fox tof'
ent department to cover radio talent

LEN STERLING
Now available an
ALL NETWORKS
Call LA. 4-1200

e

,eday, June 10, 1942
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CENCIES Petrillo Indicates AFM Policy GUILTY-1NG
Sought In Strikes By Affiliates
'ER office of McCann-Erickosíng for an indefinite period,

(Continued from Page 1)

s July 1, with accounts han-

rgely of a regional nature, sician contracts, the networks affected firm stand, and in some instances we
supervised presumably from would elect to cut the stations in were forced to withdraw services of
Joe Tracey, Denver branch question from their hookups in the musicians from the radio stations.
is taking a Government job event of a stalemate in the negotia- "This definitely was not an unpae ,nne Pillion, who wrote all tions.
triotic action on our part," he conore's copy as well as a quiz Petrillo recited details of the WSIX, tinued, "as we are not a defense inId "Hello, Long Distance," a Nashville, case wherein Mutual, with dustry; and the winning of the war
h. r variety program for the which the station was affiliated, elect- did not depend on the uninterrupted
oiia Co., expects to enter the ed to stop service to the station rather maintenance of these few stations.
,e; Army Auxiliary Corps.
than risk a network -wide strike of Joseph Paddaway, attorney for the
studio bands.
American Federation of Labor, and
Ernest L. Tutt, of the local Social
Links All Webs in Statement
f©ESTED and set up by Edgar Regarding Mutual's action in cut- Security Agency, spoke during the

JOE E. BROWN and CONSTANCE
BENNETT, on the Rudy Vallee program, tomorrow (NBC Red, 10 p.m.)
.

DONALD M. NELSON, chairman
of the War Production Board, on "The

Fight Against Inflation" series, Friday (WOR-Mutual, 8:15 p.m.).
LICIA ALBANESE, soprano, on
the "Treasure Hour of Song," Friday
(WOR-Mutual, 10 p.m.).

MARTHA SCOTT, on "Armstrong's
Theater of Today," Saturday (WABCA resolution was introduced to the CBS, 12 noon)
effect that the convention memorialize Congress and President Roosevelt,
PROF. JOHN T. FREDERICK, CBS
urging continued and increased ap- literary critic, discussing "Technology
propriation for WPA music projects. and the New Life," on "Of Men and
A resolution drafting committee was Books," Saturday (WABC-CBS, 2:05
named.

3k executive vice-president of ting WSIX from the network, Petrillo morning session.

Network, a "National Radio
ir; Sales Rally" was broadcast
tl Blue on Friday, from 3-3:30
7T. Speakers on the broad e Clarence Francis, president
'ural Foods Corp.; Charles E.
president of General Electric
II)

stated:

.

"Now the point I want to make

here is that National, Columbia and
Mutual networks, during all our controversies since I have been your
President, have repeatedly told me
that they could not drop any affili-

p.m.) .

Arthur H. Motley, vice- ated station from their
s of Crowell -Collier Publish - Here is a particular instance networks.
in which
The rally was a highlight of
;oth annual conference of the this action WAS taken by Mutual,
t

which proves conclusively that netFederation of Sales Execu- works CAN withdraw service from

o

STAMPS will serve as prizes

2th annual golf and tennis

tnt for employees of BBD&O

ill be held tomorrow at Pel-

'ntry Club, located at Pelham,

an affiliated station, if they think it
advisable to do so. I am very happy
that the Mutual Broadcasting System saw fit to take this action, because in order to stop a station on
strike from receiving service from
our musicians, stations that WERE
fair to the American Federation of
Musicians, were also being deprived
of such service." (Emphasis is Petrillo's.)

a VD
r ')RK'S STATION OF
TIICTIVE FEATURES

5000
1

a

WATTS

lue position of WEVD
irge section of Metro New York's radio

is evidenced by-

:ature boxes of newsJio program pages.

arge number of

fa-

station -network

contract

lowed the lead of the parent organization, the American Federation of

Labor, in adopting a "no strike" resolution following America's entry into
the war.
Calls Firm Stand "Necessary"

"Who's Who On

necessary for the AFM "to take

i HIV

EVD

lest 46th St., New York, N. Y.

I

the

and would lay the network open to
possible legal action on the part of
the affiliate so deprived. NBC, CBS
and the Blue Network, having contracts with their affiliates of a
somewhat different nature from
Mutual's are understood to be still
of this opinion.)
Petrillo's annual report also accused a few broadcasters of "taking
advantage of the war situation" by
trying to "reduce orchestras, lower
wages, and even attempted to lower
working conditions." This occurred,
Petrillo said, after the AFM had fol-

... sent on request.

n usly year after year.

9

of

"I specifically say radio stations,"
Petrillo declared, "because, up to this
writing, a few of those employers
were the only ones to take advantage
of the situation." This developed to

'ertisers on the station

'

(The networks had always contended that to discontinue service
to an affiliate would be a breach
..y. ALINE! H. MORRILL, hnidml
THE KROGER GROCERY RAKING COMPANY

" 'We gotta do what we gotta do'

says

the

picturesque

and

central

character in one of the widely read
recent novels. And 'we gotta' remember that war times are abnormal
times; that no matter how grim and
discouraging they may appear at the

moment, normal times, peace times,
will come again some time.
"Many, perhaps all, successful businesses in America have been built
by letting the buying public know
what those businesses had to sell, the

excellency of their products, the

reasonableness of their prices. They
have let them know through the

media of advertising. Huge sums and

great effort have been expended on

advertising. Advertising has created

a huge asset called good -will which
never appears in a balance sheet.
"But good -will, hard fo get, slow fo
create, precious when acquired, can
dissolve into thin air all too easily.
"What 'we gotta' remember is that

normal times, peace times, will return; that against those times we
must preserve our assets; that among

our priceless assets, not purchasable
over

night,

is

good -will; good -will

created and retained largely through

advertising.
"Advertising geared to war times
should be continued until peace

times come again."

a point, he continued, where it became

BUY WAR BONDS
Put Your Dollar on Duty
Behind the Front

a

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE -ABLE
STATION
* To the great names in American business whose
continued advertising is
a flaming symbol of faith in America's future

, whose fortitude in total
war adds another shout of defiance to the enemies
prise and democracy . . . this space is dedicated byof free American enterThe Nation's Station.
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Caldwell Defends FCC

At "Sanders" Hearing
(Continued from Page 1)

when you consider that it deals with

one of the most rapidly advancing

scientific arts. Those who claim that
it is antiquated, have, I think, a heavy
burden to point out in what respects
this is so, and I have not heard anyone do this."

Admits Some Defects

However, Caldwell's praise of the
Act was not unqualified. He admitted
there were certain procedural defects
in the 1934 Communications Act and
a

Wednesday, jure 10,

RADIO DAILY

few "substantive defects."

The

most serious of the latter was not due

'to the statute or doubt as to the intent of Congress, he said, but "lies

with the reviewing courts which have

not seen fit to follow either the language or the intent."

The MBS attorney's stand on the

Commission,

which he

called the

"second principal defendant" in the
hearing was even more qualified. He
claimed the title of "the most persistent, and certainly the most vocal
critic of the Commission at the bar
for quite a period of years." He referred to Commission policies on pro-

gram control and censorship as dangerous and "about as di r e c t l y

contrary to the clearly expressed intent of Congress as anything could
be."

Expects "Disagreement"

Caldwell said he expected Commis_
sion -representatives to "vigorously

disagree" with him on several ques-

tions in meeting the indictment
against it, but that on "several im-

portant questions" he would support
the FCC position.

As for the Commission-amending
bill under consideration-H.R. 5497Caldwell told the Committee that

some of the changes proposed "are
sound

and

should

be

eventually

adopted." Others he described as in
need of rephrasing from their present
"too broad or too drastic form," while

still others he described as "either
unnecessary or wholly unsound."
Cites 1927 Amendment

Caldwell pointed out that one of

the sections of H.R. 5497 is the same
as an amendment he proposed to the
1927 Radio Act 13 or 14 years ago,
when he was general counsel of the
Federal Radio Commission. He indicated that he would propose another
amendment, urging longer license
periods, before leaving the stand. This

will probably be made today, since

the hearing was adjourned before

noon yesterday, when Caldwell was
in the midst of his testimony, in order
that the House Committee might go

WORDS

AND

MIJSIC

By Sid Weiss
BIGTOWN SMALL TALK: With Irving Mills a 1st Lieut. in the army now.

the Mills clan is lined up 100 per cent in the war effort. Two sons are
in the army, two more in the marines and the fifth is in the navy. On top
of that, Mrs. Mills is with the Red Cross.... Add Literary Lace: Quentin

Reynolds': She was a little old lady, no bigger than a whisper.... Fred
Wile, Jr., has resigned from Y. & R. to take a Washington post....Bing

War -Effort Domina
New Network Shotli
(L ontinued from Page I)

effort the week of June 14, a w k'r
average expected to prevail for IR
time.

Stephen Vincent Benet, internl)r_
ally known American writer, is (in

a series of six scripts for NBCthr

Crosby making arrangements to go to Australia this summer to entertain
the troops over there.... Former CBS engineer, Frank W. Somers, now a
Navy lieutenant.... This dep't refuses to shut its great big mouth until
Irene Beasley lands the commercial time she rates. We can't be that wrong
all the time....In between her chores on "Aunt Jenny," Phillis Jeanne
Creore has batted out the words and music to "This Is My Wish."

program to be known as

Vic Sack, former Berlin song plugger and now in the army, points
out that more hotels might follow the example of the Abbey here in
their treatment of service men. For one thing, . the Abbey has set

Top stars of the entertainmen
dustry will do the leads on the st

Adolf," and consisting of drams,
letters to the Nazi dictator. It n^14
the first time Benet has done a
plete series for radio, althoug
has authored one-time dramatic
in the past, and is being produce
NBC in cooperation with the Co
for Democracy.

Douglas, Hayes to Be Features

aside a dozen or so rooms every nite strictly for men in uniform
charging them only 75 cents for lodging.... Benny Goodman, T.
Dorsey and Fred Waring wired all musicians to contribute to fund
for Bunny Berigan's widow....Frank Lovejoy signed for "Ellery
Queen" this week....Geo. F. Putnam's Sunday news report now
coast-to-coast....Rockhill Radio Productions putting out five-minute
transcription series based on Tom Terris' Thrillers....Kay McKewen

with

Melvyn Douglas

and I

Hayes already set. Tom Bennet
the NBC musical staff, will do c
nal music for the series at the re(

of Benet with whom Bennett
worked in the past.

New

st

which gets under way June 21,

be broadcast Sundays from

5

p.m., EWT, for six consecutive w(

Columbia's newest contributio

set deal with NBC for transcriptions on "Let's Spend Our Days
Together," "Looking for a Rainbow" and "Blue Mood"....Add to

the war effort is "The Will to
dom," depicting the story of the

the recommended list Harry Salter's music on "Counter -Spy" --very

nated, and will debut June 15 ti
aired thereafter Mondays from It
11 p.m., EWT. To be produced
directed by William N. Robson,.
first program of the series will
with Norway. Scripts will focuti

commercial....Johnny Long signed for the musical film, "Follies
Girl," which Bill Rowland will shoot here in N. Y..... Bob Dryden
doubled on the Blue Theater the other day, playing a French govern_

ment official in one scene and Hitler in another.... Jack Manning,
featured in "Junior Miss," called for "Manhattan-at-Midnite."

*

*

*

Can't pick up a magazine these days without running across a picture
of Fred Allen-credit for which must go to those ace CBS fotogs, Mike Fish
and Rocco Padulo plus Allen's p.a., Irving Mansfield, who is surpassing
even the job he turned in on Eddie Cantor last season.... Twosome along
B'way: Kay Kyser and his man Friday, Paul Mosher.... Recommended:
Jean Ellyn's toiling in "Valiant Lady"....Jackson Beck short -waving daily
to Africa. Ditto Sid Walton with news to Australia....Larry Elliott signed
to announce Bob Hawk's "How'm I Doin' " airings....Tobe Reed considerSam Brown back from a
ing movie offers. (No doubt as a comic.)
Florida vacation with the usual tall fishing tales....Pete Donald an addition
to "Stella Dallas"....Charlie Spivak, at the Pennsylvania Hotel, has
broken the all-time record for the Cafe Rouge....It'll be wedding bells for
Henrietta Kaye in Sept. The groom is a CBS writer -actor who's now being
melted from his 1st marriage.... Irving Berlin's Ted Cooper (he's Donna
Dae's pappy) leaves for the army Saturday. Bill Rogers and Geo. Bryan
also reported going....Geo. Mitchell gets a well -deserved break as solo

of countries that are now Axis -di

spotlight on the enemy's psycholoi

methods of warfare and describ
forceful resistance of the con
nations to the "New Order."
White and Ranald MacDoug
the writers.
Several on MBS and Blu

Newest Mutual war progra
"Stars and Stripes in Britain"
days, 7:30-8 p.m., EWT) an
Fight Against Inflation" (Wed
8:15-8:30 p.m.). Blue Netwo

has a number of war shows

working on others, with "Arm
Game" set to debut Sunday,
(4:30-5 p.m.).

Oxydol Spots On WD
Hartford, Conn.-Oxydol h
tractea with WDRC, Hartford
series of Sunday night spo
June 7 to July 26. The acco
placed by Blackett-Sample-H

tenor at the Versailles, with the former soloist now in the army.... Bob
Masson, formerly with Kudner, now with Treasury Dep't.

*

*

WANTED

*

Remember Pearl Harbor -

into executive session.
terday was taken up with proving regulations, or of its pending investiMuch of Caldwell's testimony yes - that Congress in 1927 "conferred and gation of newspaper ownership of
intended to confer extremely broad broadcasting stations, or of its televiregulation -making powers on the sion or frequency modulation regulaRAY WINTERS
Commission." The only limitation, tions, it has for the past two or three
according to Caldwell, was that these years endeavored increasingly to
ANNOUNCER
be used in accordance with the stand- bring its policies out into the open in
5 Years With Paramount Newsreel
ard of "public convenience, interest the form of regulations, after full and
fair hearing, where these actions can
With Manufacturers
21/2 Years
or necessity."
Trust Co.
Caldwell said, "whatever you may be examined and criticized as they
LA 4-1200
think of the Commission's network have -in this very hearing."

Young woman or draft exempt pone

to assist Promotion and Spectts.
Features Director of 50,000 watts Middl$.
Atlantic station. Must have knowled1P
and some experience in layouts, COPY
writing, script writing and market ro
search. Write giving full partite

man
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Recording Awaited

Radio Wartime 'Code'
Undergoing Revision

Harlow Wilcox, announcer; John
`Victory Parade"
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Inion's imminent "ultimatum" to Half-hour vacated for the summer Conte, as emcee; Frank Morgan in be done before
the Office of Censorlfak firms threatens seriously to by General Foods' Jack Benny pro- one of his "lying" moods along with ship will be prepared
to call in station
the structure of the broadcast- gram is being used by NBC to aid the above mentioned men working and network representatives
for conup a great comedy bit, after which
ndustry.

the war effort and each week a top- a short plug by Barrymore was in sultation on the code changes any

Petrillo Intentions Clear
ranking NBC commercial program
tptions of the AFM seemed clear does a complete show as though on behalf of the 10 per cent plan of revisions would also have to be subOs from President Petrillo's key - its own weekly schedule. Added is income being used to purchase war mitted to the Federal agencies con-

speech to the 47th annual con - a speaker doing short talks in behalf
5n of the musicians' union at of one of the numerous items on
a, Texas, Monday, but until the
allocation list. Sunday
l details of the union demands nightOFT
7-7:30
p.m., program from the
the hands of transcription and coast heard here
via WEAF, was the
casting executives they are Maxwell House coffee troupe sans
Ming judgment and comment. its own commercials.
ver, it was pointed out unoffiby a number of industry exec- Lionel Barrymore as the added
s yesterday that a united front starter introduced the program and

bonds and stamps. Canada savings cerned with the application of the
code, so it will be several weeks bebonds also got a mention. This was fore

the revised measure will be
worked in as though the commercial
the show and unusually well ready for distribution.
Revision of the radio code will be
handled.
of

Fanny Brice in her Baby Snooks
character was in fine form for a
lengthy series of laughs. "Join the
10 per cent Club," got a farewell
note and Red Skelton was announced
oadcasters cracked the Ascap mentioned that each show on the as being on deck for next Sunday's
poly, which at the time seemed series was "donating an extra per- program.
Yiplete and unassailable as the formance." As usual Barrymore was Looks like Jack Benny will return
and "we can do it again, if magnificent and lent the dignity and to an unusually attractive audience
delivery of a Winston Churchill to this fall judging by the initial pronary."
Be execs pointed out that they his talk in behalf of the war effort. gram and those to follow in the 7:30

in line with that of the press code
revision now going forward by Office
of Censorship on the basis of six
months of wartime experience.

Okay Transfer Of WWDC;
Other Commission Action
o

(Continued from Page 1)

rison for the sum of $110,000. Wash-

not opposed to "reasonable" His copy was particularly effective. p.m., EWT slot. Fittingly' the Bulova ington circles report that WWDC is
'or musicians, but saw in the Subsequently the show proceeded station -break announcement that fol- slated to become the local outlet of
ess" wording of the Petrillo merrily on its way with Meredith lowed tied in with the 10 per cent the Arde Bulova (Atlantic) Network.

to speech - which evoked a Willson conducting the orchestra, Club.
lemonstration of approval from
ation delegates - an implied tinued. "Well, I don't know where tions regarding recordings and tranof demands exceeding any we are going to land...but I know scriptions were passed by the 1941
ility of compliance with on that the policy of recording is sui- convention and referred to the AFM
IIrt of recording companies and cidal for our people. The time has executive board for consideration
tasters. Should use of (home) come for the Federation to take mat- and action. It is from these resolugraph records, Thesaurus and ters in its own hands."
tions, as amended by the executive
.r
transcriptions, syndicated
Weber Statement Introduced
board at a meeting Oct. 1, 1941, that
ms, open-end ETs, etc., be
In justifying his decision to go the impending Petrillo action stems.
by the Petrillo order, or after the recording situation, Petrillo
revealed Monday that this
the fees placed thereon, numer- put into the mouths of the transcrip- Petrillo
October executive board meeting,
ations throughout the country tion executives a phrase belonging details of which were not made

employing

house

The petition of WEVD to move its

former main transmitter from the

station's old location in Brooklyn to
its new location in New York City,

for use as an auxiliary transmitter,
was granted.
Evergreen Broadcasting Corp., operating KEVR in Seattle, Wash., was
granted a license to cover authorized
operation on 1090 kilocycles, 250 watts,
unlimited time, at its present site.
This authorization was granted on
the definite assurance that the li-

bands) to the AFM's long-time past presi- public at the time, had "adopted
a censee would apply for authority to
of dent, now honorary president in ad- resolution that recording be disconincrease the station's power to 5 kilovisory capacity, Joseph N. Weber.
tinued and left in the hands of the watts as soon as practicable and

be forced to the verge

iptcy, it is held.
Broadcasters Promise Fight

In 1937, Petrillo told the conveny won't be forced out of busi- tion delegates on Monday, the AFM
vithout a fight," broadcasters conducted a series of unsuccessful
I yesterday.
negotiations with transcription and
Petrillo recognized the pre - recording companies. "They argued,"
mess of his position was im- continued Petrillo, "that no one can
.n the wording of his keynote stop progress. We argued that musiDiscussing the background cians faced a situation peculiar to
union's battle to control the themselves in that they make the
and use of transcribed music, transcriptions which take their places.
said that in 1937 the AFM We said it was like the iceman mak'fed a series of unsuccessful ing a mechanical refrigerator which
ttions with transcription and would ruin his route."
ng companies. "They wound
Cites October Resolution
th a battery of lawyers who
The
phrase
"no one can stop prog3 we would all go to jail if
cispired to control the distribu- gress" was enunciated by Joseph N.
transcriptions," Petrillo con - Weber at the 1941 AFM convention
in Seattle when he warned the delegates against adopting resolution outlawing recordings and transcriptions.
11::
Weber said at that time:
.
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,INSTER, N. Y.

that 110,000 people can control
an industry that 130.000,000
people are interested in you
are sadly mistaken and will ruin
the

tine reputation of our or-

eanization."
Nevertheless, five separate resolu-

r

,II

"If you are of the opinion

corner drugstores
patronized by W HAM
listeners.

50,000 Watts,,. Clear Channel...Fell
Time... NBC Nee and Red Netw,,h

"ne S010N11IGCAIISON ST*TIOE

would surrender its present license

plained, "and you all know how
upset we were for several months.
Now the time is here. Transcription

make transcriptions or record-

to operate on 1400 kilocycles.
"Pearl Harbor" Intervened
Petrillo further revealed that it demands, the AFM president was
had been his intention to institute evasive.
the new demands, whatever they
"Effective August 1st," he
may be, on Jan. 15, 1942. "But then
said, "no member of the 140,000 came Pearl Harbor," Petrillo exman AFM will be permitted to

and recording companies will be no-

tified that August 1st is the date of
the ultimatum."
In announcing his decision to the
convention, Petrillo out all the stops,
especially the patriotic angles.
"We will make records for
home consumption. but we won't

make them for juke boxes," he
declared. "We will make them
for

the armed forces

BUY WAR BONDS

A Strong Offensethe Best Defense

ings which might be used instead
of live music."

On such a premise, Petrillo might
do anything, was the comment in
broadcaster and recording circles in
New York yesterday. They awaited
Petrillo's "ultimatum" with crossed
fingers, hoping that the AFM prexy
would net elect to try to kill the
goose that laid the golden eggs.

of the

United States and its allies, but
not for commercial and sustain-

WHEN MINUTES

will

MEAN MONEY-

ing radio programs. We

make them any time at the request of our Commander -in Chief, the president of the
United States."

Delegates Approve

Petrillo's words brought the ap-

1422

Nat'l Rep. George P. Hellingbery Ce.

president with full power to act."

proximately 700 delegates present to
their feet with applause. They threw

recently purchased cowboy hats in
the air and stamped on the floor of
the Baker Hotel's Crystal Ballroom
in their enthusiasm.
Regarding actual details of his

TELEGRAPH VIA

postal

Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN
APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

,
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NELSON,

formerly

Coast -to -Coast
with

Woody Magnuson, program man-

New voice at KRE, Berkeley, is

L"f

t

KFEL, Denver,

aired the
BOB
WNYC, New York, and other ager of WHBF, Rock Island, Moline that of Phil McKernan, formerly of monies at which the "Rocky Mo
and Davenport, is at Camp Forrest

New York City stations, has joined

KHSL, Chico....Larry Delgade has News' " "Greater Denver Ri
Honor" was dedicated in the
paper plant's lobby. The eno

the announcing staff of WEIM, Fitch- near Tullahoma, Tenn., this week, taken over production of all Spanish
burg, Mass., replacing Dan Hyland, making final preparations for WHBF's music programs at KRE. He also
resigned ....Mort Silverman, newest hour and a half broadcast from the will do a Spanish news commentary,
addition to WEIM's sales staff, re- training camp next Sunday after- replacing Luis Ramirez, who has gone
cently signed his first account for noon. Harry Creighton, announcer to Mexico....John McEwing, radio
the station. Silverman formerly at WHBF, will assist him on the technical instructor at Berkeley High
worked at WCOP, Boston, WINS, broadcast. Interviews with soldiers School, has agreed to have his lecNew York, and WDAS, Philadelphia. from the western Illinois area will tures transcribed for broadcast over
...Joan Adams, WEIM director of highlight the show ....Ruth Allison, KRE, to aid studies of wartime techwomen's activities, is vacationing in graduate of Augustana College, has nicians.

Indianapolis....Harry Bright, WEIM been added to the continuity staff
program manager, has been appointed at WHBF, replacing Vivian Lloyd,
to his local war transportation board. who was married recently.
«

s

«

«

of the number of

To promote the Army Emergency
"name band" remotes via WPAT, Fund on a state-wide basis throughPaterson, N. J., reveals that the sta- out New Jersey, the Signal Corps
tion has aired 27 well-known bands Public Relations Office at Fort MonRecapitulation

1.

in the past 12 months. Among the mouth, N. J., transcribed a 15 -minute
bands carried were: Vaughn Munroe, program which is being played by
Vincent Lopez, Kay Kyser, Benny stations WCAP, Asbury Park, WAAT,
Goodman, Harry James, Shep Fields, Jersey City, WPAT, Paterson and
Ina Ray Hutton, Dolly Dawn, Frankie WTTM, Trenton, N. J. The program
Masters, Dick Kuhn, Clyde Lucas, was transcribed by the Fort MonFreddy Martin, Guy Lombardo, Mit- mouth Public Address Station and
chell Ayres, Alvino Rey, Dick Rogers, the cast consisted of the enlisted perRay McKinley, Adrian Rollini, Stan sonnel of the post. Script for the
Kenton, Blue Barron, Ray Herbeck, broadcast was written and directed
Georgic Auld, Jerry Wald, Lou by Corporal Tom DeHuff, former
Breese, Johnny Davis, Joe Mooney NBC promotion man, now on duty
and Glen Gray. Kyser was the most with the Signal Corps Public Relafrequent performer on the station tions Office.
with 22 broadcasts.

«

«

Frazier Hunt, General Electric Co.
Marjorie Julia Cake, receptionist news commentator has been booked
«

«

«

J. F. Seebach, vice-president in

charge of programs of WOR, New
York, has left on his summer vaca-

first opened with much porn
ceremony. In addition to m
leaders of Lowry Field, Fort
and

Fitzsimons

General

Ho

local Army posts, civic and
*
leaders were also present.
Ted Donaldson, 8 -year -old network Benjamin Stapleton of Denve
actor, will play host at the opening tered the name of his son, Ens'.
of the new library of the Boys' Club F. Stapleton, Jr., on the top
of New York on June 16. At the Bill Welsh handled the show, I
party that will follow the opening, cast last Wednesday morning.
Ted will entertain the 6-8 year old
boys by playing his mother's (Molly Bob Drexler, veteran senio
Donaldson's) new series of musical nouncer of WSAZ, Huntingto
radio script books. These are re- Va., celebrated his fifth annivl`
corded stories and music in which with the station on Memorial
the children can participate. Mrs. The odd part of it is that Bo
Donaldson, well-known radio organ- just turned 20 years old and

ist and composer, will be on hand line for a degree at Marshall Cc
to assist young Ted and to serve His birthday is June 10.
cookies and ice cream to the boys.
s

s

Bennett Downie Associates,
Willard Schroder and Clif Daniel, program producers, have mot',
sales manager and program director a new address in Los Angeles,
respectively, of WCAE, Pittsburgh,
are taking flying lessons....Hal Add Pvt. Gordon Gray, Compt
Davis, WCAE staff musician, is in of Camp Wheeler's Third Tr.,
Dallas, Texas as a representative of Battalion, to radio's contributit
the Pittsburgh local of the American the armed forces. Gray is the
Federation of Musicians.... Nelson cipal stockholder of Winston -S
Nicholls, former WCAE engineer, is N. C., station WSJJ and
one of three Pennsylvanias who have W41MM, new frequency modal
*

WIBG, Philadelphia, and Jim by the Lecture Division of the NaMcCann, announcer at KYW of the tional Concert and Artists Corporasame city, have announced their en- tion to speak at the occasion of the been appointed aviation cadets for
gagement. Wedding plans are still Navy "E" Award to the Bartlett - advanced flight training at Pensacola,
indefinite.
Hayward Division of Koppers, Co., Fla.
s
Inc., at Baltimore on Saturday.

at

book, in which names of all la
ites serving their country i
armed forces are to be enterer

station in that area. He is a v
teer officer candidate and upon
pletion of his basic infantry trd

at Camp Wheeler expects to

i

Ona Munson, feminine lead of "Big for admission to the Infantry 0jl
The entire office staff of girls at Town," and Ken Niles, announcer of Candidate School at Fort Benni
s
s
s
WDRC, Hartford, is getting a big the CBS program, are being awarded
kick out of the new class -room work honorary life memberships in the Los Davis Dresser, who writes
on how to operate a control room. Angeles City College Radio Artists Michael Shayne detective n
«

tion. He returns on June 22....Ira
Avery, assistant program director,
was married to Jane Mancill last The girls volunteered to undergo a group, known as LACCRA, when it under the name of Brett Hall
week .... Albert Godlis, WOR staff special course of training conducted holds its annual dinner, Saturday, has announced that he has §01
musician, has had his latest song, by chief engineer I. A. Martino and June 13. The Rinso actress will re- deal for his detective charactlé

"The Spirit of the USO," adopted as chief control operator Louis House,
the official march of the United and a part of each day has been set
Service Organizations.
aside for diagram study and actual
«
«
«
operation of controls and transcripChalk another romance up to radio. tion -players.

Six months ago Bert Graulich

of

«

*

WQAM, Miami, announced a sacred Special events announcer Tol Ware
song studio program by Edith Keeler.
KPO, San Francisco, has been
Two weeks ago they were wed in of
drafted.
His weekly spot on the ReChicago, honeymooned in South Bend gal Beer Company commentary show
and are now at home in Miami.
will be taken by Armand Girard....
Hayes Hunter, recent graduate of
University of California, has joined
1
KPO's newsroom staff ....Rod Hen-

B

i

11j18:I9,20121:22 23i
';.!25i26!21;28!29 30

June 10
Mario Bragiotti
Stan Carey
Norman Brokenshire
Gertrude Forster
Al Dubin
Elmore Vincent
Judy Garland

ceive the award because of her per- be dramatized for the air.
formance as "Lorelei Kilbourne," 'Vincent, his Hollywood a
"Big Town" reporter, while Niles will handling the deal from Calif
be honored as one of radio's topflight
announcers.

Newcomer at KOA, Denver, is John

WPI 's "Labor In W

On Coast Outlets O

M. Hall, replacing Bill Kumpfer of San Francisco-"Labor in
the engineering staff. Kumpfer has the basic theme of a series
gone to work for the government on table discussions sponsored
electronics research. Another addi- San Francisco, and western
tion to KOA is John M. Hendrickson, network stations, by the La
who will serve as an account execu- sion of the War Production

tive. He was formerly newspaper ad- Thirty outstanding authorii
drickson, KPO early morning philoso- vertising man ....Bob Owen, KOA's phases of labor activity, i
pher on "The Art of Living" broad- assistant manager, is making sure he nationally -known labor offici
cast, is making four personal does the utmost in cementing Pan- versity faculty members,
appearances for the American Wo- American good -will. When commer- officers are taking part in
men's Voluntary Services.
cial commitments prohibited KOA's day series, currently bein
airing of the NBC broadcast anent The list includes Col. Ha

BUY WAR BONDS
Remember Your Dollar
Will Make a Jap Holler

the declaration of war from Mexico the Army Ordnance Proc
City on May 28, Owen saw to it that provision in the west; Sam
the Denver Mexican consul was able political science professor at

to hear the show. G. Obregon and city of California; Senato
his assistant, A. R. Spindola, were Shelley, president of the S
invited to the studios to hear it on cisco Labor Council, and Col.
the network line.

man of the Selective Servic

u-..
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TEN CENTS

Jew CBS Rate Structure
RA Stockholder Suit

I Finally Adjudicated
ng drawn-out consolidated stock-

against RCA, General
and Westinghouse Electric

ers suit
tric

tnufacturing Co., which originally
lit $300,000,000, appeared to have
settled finally yesterday with

oval by Supreme Court Justice
n J. Levy of a $1,000,000 settle-

:,

FDIt's Talk
A five-minute talk by President
Roosevelt will be aired Sunday
on WOR as the concluding portion of "Halls of Montezuma, the
Chief Executive's talk to be heard
at approximately 5:52 p.m. from

a recording made earlier

in the

(Continued on Page 2)

AFM Convention Mulls

Anthem by the 45 -voice Sea Soldiers Chorus at the San Diego
Marine Base.

Various Resolutions

The

program

will

with the singing of the National

'1 Per Cent' Discount

¿i ise Won't Reconsider Adopted By CBS 111
*! epirig Watson On Rolls
a.diinpin Bureau, RADIO DAILY

CBS, in announcing its revise dis-

3 shington-The House of Repre- count structure yesterday, rev aled
tives on Tuesday refused to re - that it is incorporating the tw , per
der the rider it attached to the cent cash discount into its forth omiendent Offices Appropriation ing new rate card, now on the p ess.
refusing to provide funds for Joining the Blue Network in appl 'ng
' payments to Dr.
Goodwin the cash discount, Columbia thus e )n, FCC's
chief propaganda comes the second major network
st. The bill itself was passed, bow to the wishes of the advertising
several amendments on which agencies and their trade associations,
e
and Senate conferees have
(Continued on Page 2)
deadlocked, including the Wat (Continued on Page 2)

Lee Gets FCC Okay
3 Assume KDB License
lywood-The FCC has granted

approval to the Don Lee Broad System to

g

take over the

To Encourage Maximum Nets

close

week.

Judge Levy upheld a report

teferee Abraham J. Halprin aptng the settlement, declaring the

First Important Revision Since 1939
Has Two -lay Discount Change

FTC Hires Advt. Woman
To Keep Brand Names Up

bodying a reduction of 5 per cent
in weekly "station -hour discounts
Dallas, Tex.-American Federation and a new and additional "full -netof Musicians' 47th annual convention work" discount of 15 per cent, the

plunged into the thick of consideration of res
'=
terday, none,
being t4r i larly sensagnal bj sigrirfltant in -,,far as radio
Yid ^" klited ,e tertainme, t industries
are' ccncerné During r e third day
.

on Paul 3)

al manager, Lewis Allen Weiss.
station for several years has

ted as a Don Lee and Mutual
(Continued on Page 2)

To A Heroine
)wen Lattimore's address to a

cheon gathering at the Waldorf -

aria Hotel on Saturday, June
in

commemoration of Mme.

ang Kai-shek's graduation from

llesley College. will be heard

ir NBC from 2:30-2:45 p.m. He
I be introduced by Clare Boothe.
11sd author and playwright. Latgore was political advisor to
ereralissimo Chiang Kai-shek.

tives:

1. "To .bring our network rate struc-

ture abreast of important changes in
the geography, the economics, and
the engineering of radio coverage"
(Continued on Page 5)

G utlet;
Requested By S c. Knox Hit Canada Govt. Use
Washi

ireau, RADIO DAILY

ngton - FCC yesterday

an_

Of Radio -Ad Agencies

nounced favorable action on a petition
for a radio station in Portsmouth,
Ottawa-Action of government deVirginia. Although the Commission partments in placing programs on
had originally scheduled a hearing the publicly -owned CBC stations
on the petition for June 17, it is now through private advertising agencies
which received a discount was criti(Continued on Page 2)
cized by M. J. Coldwell, C.C.F. House

before the House of ComShreddies Nat. Spot Test leader,
mons special committee on radio
(Continued on Page 3)
Started By Biscuit Co.
Washington - Appointment of its
first advertising specialist, Florence National Biscuit Co., which
M. Dart of Philadelphia, was an- ly named Federal Advertising recent- Spanish Round -Table
nounced yesterday by the Depart- cy, Inc., to handle some of itsAgenStarts On KGEI June 23
acment of Commerce. Former president
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 2)

More MBS Sanders Testimony;
Caldwell For Long Licenses
Best Foods, Inc. Places
News Strip On WQXR

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Mutual's attorney Louis

Caldwell told the House Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee

Best Foods, Inc. has bought 6:25- yesterday that nullification of the
6:30 p.m. Associated Press news strip FCC's network regulations would
daily for one year on WQXR. Benton putting the Congressional seal of "be
ap& Bowles placed the contract, which proval on one of the clearest possible
calls for promotion of Hellmann's cases of unreasonable restraint
Mayonnaise and other food products. trade,-a restraint of trade that of
is
Other accounts scheduled on WQXR vastly more harmful to the public
include several spot announcement interest than most restraints because
(Continued on Page 2)

l

new CBS policy has two basic objec-

N 1(Contkt19
lVE W'Porrt1sjmLLFo¡uth

e of radio station KDB, Santa
:ra, according to an announce - of the Philadelphia Club of Advertis- counts, has launched its first national
spot test for Shreddies, a shredded
by Don Lee vice-president and

1

Marking the first important change
in CBS' rate structure since August,
1939, the network yesterday revealed
a two-way discount revision to become effective July 15, 1942. Em-

(Continued on Page 6)

San Francisco-A series of weekly

round -table discussions in Spanish,
sponsored by the San Francisco

Chapter of the Pan American Socieíy

and featuring authorities on topics
(Continued on Page 2)

"Soldiers Of God"
"Soldiers of God," documentary
story of chaplains who serve with
our armed forces, marching with

troops in the thick of battle with
only the Word of God for a
weapon, will be presented over

the Blue Network Tuesday, June
16, at 8:30 p.m., in cooperation
with the First Army. William

Holden and Jeffrey Lynn, film star
soldiers, will be featured.

2
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Spanish Round -Table
Don Lee Gets FCC Okay
Starts On KGEI June 23 To Assume KDB License
(Continued from Page 1)
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from Page 1)
of interest to the Americas, will be affiliate. (Continued
Under the new arrangement,
launched June 23 by KGEI, General KDB joins KHJ, Los Angeles, KFRC,
Electric shortwave broadcasting sta- San Francisco, and KGB, San Diego,

tion. The programs will be presented

as an integral part of the regional
under the title, "La Mesa Redonda network. Thirty-three stations form
del Buen Vecino" (The Round -table the chain, extending from Canada to
of the Good Neighbor) , and will be Mexico, plus an outlet in Alaska and
beamed to Mexico, Central and two in Hawaii.
South America every Tuesday from
7:30-8 p.m., PWT, on KGEI's regular Washington - KBWD, the Brown

COMIDG and GOlf
KEN CHURCH, director of national sales

promotion

31

d

for WKRC, Cincinnati, leaving tr
New York shortly and expects to be here e

first of the week.

COLE WYLIE, station and commercial man r

of KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash., was in town .
terday for a short visit at the Blue Netvk
offices before leaving for Chicago. He is companied by MRS. WYLIE.

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, Latin American frequency, 15,330 Broadcasting -Corp. of Brownwood,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, kilocycles, 19.56 meters.
Texas, has been granted a modifica- ROGER W. CLIPP, general manager of W
President and Publisher; Donald M. MerserWilliam Fisher, secretary of the tion of its license by the FCC for an in town from Philadelphia yesterday on a slj
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate, Pan American Society and local increase in power from 500 watts, business trip.
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States Dominican Republic consul, will act
unlimited time, to 500 watts night, RALPH G. MATHESON general manager
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10;
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit as moderator of the programs. The 1 kilowatt local sunset, unlimited WHDH, new Blue outlet in Boston, is he
at his headquarters following a few days>
with order. Address all communications to first KGEI round -table on June 23 time.
New York.
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, will discuss the Pan-American HighBalaban
&
Katz
Corp.
of
Chicago
Phone WIsconsin 7.6336, 7-6337,
N. Y.

way and participants in this program,
in addition to Fisher, will be Ulpiano
Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- Borja, Director of the Spanish SpeakPhone
Granite
6607.
wood Blvd.
ing Union and Secretary of the MexiEntered as second class matter April 5, can Chamber of Commerce of San
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
Francisco, formerly Consul General
under the act of March 3, 1879.
of Ecuador at San Francisco; Ricardo
7-6338.

North

Chicago, Ill.
Wabash Ave.

- Frank Burke,
Phone State

203

7596.

J. Gutierrez, Vice Consul of Guatemala at Berkeley, California, and
Manager of the Redwood Export Co.;

FINANCIAL
(IVcdnesday, June

10)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

YJ

High

Am. Tel.
CBS A

D.

Tel.

Low

1193/4 1161/2 1167/8 - 35/e

Electric

12
113/4
251/2

115/8
111/2
247/8

RCA Common

31/4

31/e
6
70
121/2

CBS

Gen.

-

B

Chg.

Close

61/8
Stewart -Warner
711/2
Westinghouse
123/4
Zenith Radio
OVER THE COUNTER

- 1/4

12
111/2

25

-

- 1/2
3/8

31/4 +

1/8

-- 1/8
1

6
71

123/4 - 1/8
Bid

Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad.
Stromberg-Carlson

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR I Detroit)

17/8
45/8

16
18

Asked
21/e
55/8

19

20

Shreddies Nat. Spot Test
Started By Biscuit Co.
(Continued front Pane 1)

wheat cereal, using 31 stations in
major markets. Scheduled at an average rate of 10 1 -minute transcribed
announcements per week on the stations, the campaign will run 13

weeks, with results to be watched
closely as a guide to future use of
the spot medium.
WOR is being used locally.

Best Foods, Inc. Places
News Strip On WQXR

r

Felipe N. Puente, General Agent on
the Pacific Coast for the National
Railways of Mexico; Roberto J. Wilkinson, formerly Director General of
Highways in the Republic of Paraguay, now Consul of that country at
San Francisco.

'2 Per Cent' Discount
Adopted By CBS Web
(Continued from Page 1)

was granted a construction permit
for

a

new

commercial

television

broadcast station to operate on chan-

nel No. 3 (66,000-72,000 kilocycles)
Completion date is August 15,

.

1942.

New Portsmouth Outlet;
Requested By Sec. Of Navy
(Continued front Page 1)

stated that the construction permit
will be issued without such a hear-

ing. It was understood that this grant
was made in the interests of the war
effort at the request of Secretary of
the Navy Frank Knox. The case did
not come under provisions of the
Commission's "freeze" order since in

the memorandum opinion of April 27,
1942, the Commission clearly stated

that "this policy shall not preclude

the American Association of Adver- ... the issuance of authorizations by
tising Agencies and the Association the Commission for construction
of National Advertisers, in this re- (when) facilities (are) recommendspect. Only NBC and Mutual do not ed by the head of a war agency of
adhere to this practice, long a stand- the Government."
ard feature of relations between the The Portsmouth station will be liagencies and other media.
censed to operate on 1490 kilocycles,
As with the Blue's two per cent 250 watts, unlimited time. It will be
cash discount, Columbia's is more of Portsmouth's first station, and serve
a "penalty clause" than an added also the nearby Norfolk naval base
concession for prompt payment. It area.
earmarks the first two per cent of Officials of the Portsmouth Broadearned discount to be rebated only casting Corp. are Tom Gilman, presiif payment is made within a reason- dent, an attorney; W. K. Hodges, viceable time after broadcast.
president, a druggist; Dr. A. L.
McAlpin, secretary -treasurer, a phy-

Carnegie Tech Awards
Via KDKA Program

C. D. MOORE, commercial manager of WF
Fayetteville, up from North Carolina for c
ferences with the local representatives of
station.

ART KEMP, sales manager of the Colum
Pacific network, and WENDELL CAMPBE
newly appointed western division manager
Columbia Radio Sales, were in Minneapolis
week talking transcription business at WC(

"CHICK" ALLISON, promotion and public
director for WLW, in and out of town yest
day on business.

JOHN W. BOLER, president and general m,
ager of the North Central Broadcasting Systi
Inc., has arrived from St. Paul for a short s
on network business.
G. G. WHITE, commercial manager of WEN
Frederick,
the local

is

here from Maryland for visits w

reps.

BEN SELVIN, of Muzak, back from Otta

where he
relative to

conferred with Government officj
installing Muzak wires in war

dustry plants.

ARTHUR SIMON, general manager of WPE
in town for Foreign Language Wartime Conti
meeting with Radio Directors Guild.

RCA Stockholder Suit
Finally Adjudicat
(Continued from Page 1)

offer to be "fair and should be at

cepted."
In his 272 -page report, made pub)'

yesterday for the first time, Refers
Halprin stated that in his opinion tb
plaintiffs would not be successful i
prosecuting the suit, which :.iilige

on allegedly improper stock transfer
patent pooling and other factors. O
sician; and R. A. Robertson, real fer of GE and Westinghouse to rebat
estate operator.
$1,000,000 to RCA was made in ord.'

Pittsburgh - Carnegie Institute of
Technology awarded scholarships of

Tums Trimming Network
For Period Of 13 Weeks
half tuition for two years to three

local high school students who were
Lewis -Howe Co. is trimming 49
among the finalists in "Junior Science
(Continued from Page 1)
stations from its NBC network for a
Experts,"
a
series
of
weekly
programs
campaigns for motion pictures, among aired by KDKA in conjunction with period of 13 weeks following the
them "Ten Gentlemen from West the Junior Science Fair held recently broadcast of July 14. In the nature of
Point," "Mrs. Miniver," and "Yankee at Buhl Planetarium. Winners in- a Summer retrenchment only, the
Doodle Dandy."
cluded James F. Kennedy, Donald full list of 97 stations will be reinRose and Leonard Lerman. Station stated as of the airing of October 20.
involved is the Horace Heidt
House Won't Reconsider and planetarium execs are consider- Program
"Treasure Chest" show, broadcast in
ing
resuming
the
program
as
a
weekKeeping Watson On Rolls ly feature next Fall.
behalf of Tums, Tuesdays from 8:30-9
p.m., EWT. Stack -Goble Advertising
(Continued from Page 1)
Agency handles.
Western
Electric
Dividend
son rider, were sent back to conferWestern Electric Co., at meeting of The deletions by Lewis -Howe cut
ence by voice vote.
Senate conferees have already op- the board of directors held this week, its network to the absolute minimum
posed the Watson rider and present declared a dividend of 25 cents per of 50 stations. S. C. Johnson & Son,
indications are, however, that Wat- share on its common stock. Dividend Inc., recently pared its NBC network
son may be dropped from the FCC is payable June 30 to stock of record for the Summer also, dropping 42
outlets.
rolls on July 1.
at the close of business on June 25.

to settle the suit, brought by son'

30 RCA stockholders, as quickly t
possible and with a minimum 0
expense and litigation.

0/7
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FM Convention Mulls

Various Resolutions

*

3

UP L O M O lf II O N

*

Hit Canada Govt. Use

Of Radio -Ad Agencies

Salute Junket
Disk Build -Up
(Continued from
1)
Four
New
England
stations
which
In
connection
with the promotion broadcasting now in Page
session here.
IT, the approximately 700 delegates will join the Blue Network June 15
of
a
new
record
label,
Beacon
RecColdwell termed the practice "scan))roved a half -dozen resolutions and will be welcomed to their new affiliaords, Art Ford, disk jockey on WBYN dalous." Evidence given showed that
d off-the-record caucuses anent
tion
in
a
special
three-day
tour
of
and WMCA, New York, is conducting
placing programs through agent ay's nomination of officers.
New England next week by "Prescott contest on his programs to discover by
cies the cost to the government was
le -election of James C. Petrillo as Presents," afternoon variety show. anew
talent. Ford asks his listening the same as though placed directly
1 sident, after the tremendous ova - Giving the affiliates the opportunity audience
to send in the names of with the CBC but that the CBC, by
ti accorded him on Monday when of participating in the welcoming sa- artists who
are not recording for allowing discounts to the agencies,
denounced the recording and lute, the program, heard daily at 3
t ascription industries, was deemed p.m., EWT, will originate from the any company at the present time, but received less revenue.
they feel deserve a "break" on
Bushnell Defends Policy
a'oregone conclusion-but re-elec- studios of WHDH, Boston, on June whom
t i of AFM presidents with an abso- 15; from WFCI, Pawtucket, R. I., wax. Name of the artist must be It was asked whether the Wartime
with a note of not more Prices and Trade Board had gone
Ilt minimum of opposition is June 16; and from WELI, New Haven, accompanied
sidard procedure in the union. Conn., June 17. WNAB, Bridgeport, than 25 words telling why the writer directly to advertising agencies to
believes that the suggested artist is
programs produced. E. L. BushFrillo - endorsed fellow candidates
also joins the Blue on June 15, deserving of a recording contract. have
nell,
general
supervisor of CBC proal were expected to be returned to Conn.,
raising the total number of network Winning letters will receive as prizes grams, said this
was so. Under furo :e with little or no opposition.
affiliates to 128. Local announcers, autographed albums of Beacon requestioning he said the CBC had
Introduce Rehearsal Resolution
production men, script writers and cordings. Winners also will be in- ther
not been consulted although it "posone resolution yesterday directly talent will share in production. Ac- vited to a Beacon recording session. sibly"
had facilities for handling proradio or recording circles companying emcee Allen Prescott on Follow-up on the idea is that a list
by itself. A similar practice
passage of a proposal establishing the trip will be Joe Rines, conductor, of record emcees throughout the grams
been followed by the Dept. of
rearsal rates for symphony orches- the "Hi, Lo, Jack and the Dame" country receive new Beacon releases had
and Supply and the War
tr recordings, the base being set at quartet and producer Dee Engelbach as well as biographies of artists on Munitions
Committee in connection
$1 per man per hour, with overtime who will serve in an advisory ca- the platter as well as of the writers Finance
with Victory Loan drives, it was
air the first hour at $3 per man per pacity.
of the tunes.
stated.
1iiinutes or fraction thereof; leader
"I think this is scandalous," Cold :eceive 100 per cent additional.
Hotel Reminders
Student Day
interjected.
le the AFM has had a set scale WCAE, Pittsburgh, has completed Fifty-four students in the radio well
Bushnell said the policy was norsymphony orchestra recordings, arrangements to attach cards, calling classes of Donald W. Riley at Ohio mal
trade practice with agencies re.'marks the first establishment of attention to the scheduled news State 'University literally "took over"
t national rehearsal scale. Other broadcasts aired by WCAE, to the radio station WBNS, Columbus, from ceiving discounts. The agencies
lutions passed concerned Vita- radios in the rooms of the Pitts - sign -on to sign -off, Friday, May 29. prepared announcements and CBC
production, with the agency
e dubbing, booking agents, hotel burgher Hotel, one of the top-flight They became announcers, salesmen, handled
15 per cent discount on the
rehearsing, WPA music and hotels in Pittsburgh. A similar card continuity writers, and generally re- getting
r minor items non -radio.
has been displayed in the rooms of placed the staff members in operating rate charged by CBC.
National School Show Set
the Hotel William Penn, the Statler- the station for the day. This was the
Juke Box Change Possible
Decision to conduct a series of
operated
hotel
in
Pittsburgh,
for
the
fifth annual radio day at WBNS in national school broadcasts starting
tanwhile, there was some talk
several months. Over 1,000 hotel which the radio students participate
Petrillo's order on juke box and past
next fall also was announced by Marooms
are
now
equipped
with
these
in the station's operation in connec- jor Gladstone Murray, CBC general
recordings might be modified, "News Cards."
tion with classroom work.
nothing concrete developed in
manager, as he resumed testimony
respect and broadcasters and rebefore
committee on radio broadng executives continued to await FTC Hires Advt. Woman
New Children's Program casting.
ext of the AFM president's "ulti- To Keep Brand Names Up
Murray testified after Dr.
Scheduled On Blue Net A.Major
m." Petrillo was quoted yesterFrigon, assistant general manager,
as saying that: "We don't want
(Continued from Page 1)
cleared up points of his evidence at
Adventures and mystery in nature previous sittings in regard to shorteak the recording and transcrip- ing Women and of the Women's Diviwill
be
the
subject
matter
of
companies. They have to live sion of the Advertising Clubs of the
a new wave channels. Such channels allowe have to live. We know that World, Miss Dart brings more than weekly children's program, "Little cated to Canada but not used by the
1st aren't going to let them live 20 years advertising experience to the Doctor Hickory," which will be CBC can be reclaimed, Dr. Frigon
r expense. Maybe we will com- Division of Regional Economy where launched on the Blue Network, Sat- said, as those using channels given
ise, maybe we won't. I don't she will serve as advertising analyst. urday, June 13, from 2:35-2:45 p.m., to Canada have no vested rights in
to talk too much right now." Particular stress, said Miss Dart, EWT. Playing the role of "Dr. 'Hick- them.
the subject of whether some should be placed on informity ad- ory," Jay Gould, director of children's Regarding the six clear channels
members might bolt the union vertising, to keep brand names before programs at WOWO, Fort Wayne, for shortwave broadcasting, allocated
anscriptions and records were the public during the war.
Ind., will tell dramatic stories of the to Canada at the 1941 Havana conb.. d, Petrillo said there was no
little known facts about birds, in- vention, Dr. Frigon said Canada was
of a split over the issue.
sects,
animals and trees. The subject required to put 50 -kilowatt stations
Dr. J. H. Edgerton
will be treated in a non -technical
these bands by 1946 to retain posSpringfield, Mass.-Dr. Jedidiah H. manner in order to be comprehen- on
Grimley Reelected
session of them. The bands now are
Edgerton,
59,
who
formerly
broadcast
sible
to
the
young
listeners.
ntreal-E. C. Grimley, president every Sunday over WSPR as the "The
being used by other stations.
CA -Victor Company, Ltd., Mon Teacher"
on
the
program,
"The
Cavhas been reelected president of
of the White Horse" and who
Radio Manufacturers Assn. of alry
ta, it has been announced. was for a number of years president
tr Young, president of Stewart- of Ogden College, Bowling Green,
died suddenly at his home in
er Alemite Corp., was reelected Ky.,
West Springfield, Mass., the latter
t
president.
part of last week.
(Continued from Page 1)

(

the confab at the Baker Hotel

acting

?

"THE SHADOW"
19 .7 ! CROSSLEY

Ask,
FORJOE

CH IC AGO, NEW YORK

Elliott To WKRC Staff
Cincinnati-Tim Elliott has joined
the news staff of WKRC, according
to an announcement made by Hulbert Taft, Jr., general manager of
the station. Newcomer will be heard
on morning news shows, supplementing Tom McCarthy, another recent
addition to the WKRC staff,

America's Favorite Dramatic Feature Is

Now Available For Summer Sponsorship In
Many Desirable Markets via Transcriptions.

,,1

Exclusive Distributor
CHARLES MICHELSON RADIO TRANSCRIPTIONS
67 West 44th Street
MUrray Hill 2-3376
New York City
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Chicago

Los Angeles

By FRANK BURKE

By JAC WILLEN

WBBM has recorded the ,
hour address by Prof. Lai 34,
Evans, Northwestern University
"Protection Against Gas." The at

OVER 300 prominent business and
professional

leaders

have

ap-

peared on KMTR as "Radio Minute
Men" in the past three months. Pre-

sented during regular newscasts,
these Minute Men read Treasury

will release the lecture for us

Department plugs for War Bonds.
A recording is cut of each speaker
and Kenneth O. Tinkham, KMTR's
manager, presents the souvenir after
escorting the speaker on a tour of

This Could Mean Something!

ment.
Members

though some pillars listed him in Iceland!) and all communication lines to
Alaska yesterday were tied up with military and naval business'
Everett
Crosby sent a wire to Scrappy Lambert informing the latter that because
of world conditions, Lambert was to close the Crosby N.Y. office forthwith!
....Attempts to get Don Ameche to emcee that Camel Hour were futile
because the Ameche didn't want to come to N.Y. Lanny Ross, as we itemed
the other day, has the deal sewed up....Tom Revere of Ted Bates agency
lunching with Harry Armerle of the Morris office and Ed (Duffy's Tavern)
Gardner at Toots Shor's yesterday.... Chick Allison of WLW telling a story
about the station's talent dept.... Carl Eastman at Colbee's, talking with
Mrs. Adrian Samish while others wonder who she is.... Gwen Jones talking
with a nice looking young man-who walks away wearing smoked glasses
because of beautiful baby -blue eyes'
Ray Bloch sits alone and grabs
a sandwich-waiting for word on the audition.... Charles Martin helping
some actors fill out draft questionnaires....Paul Stewart lunching with a
General.... Nick Keesley telling Nat Abramson that it's a good idea that
"It Pays to Be Ignorant" with Tom Howard and George Shelton is being
put on MBS sustaining June 25th....Nat tells him that Al Roth, with him
for many years, will enlist shortly....Don Shaw lunching with his former
musical director, Joe Rines, heads close together talking.... Ted DeCorsia
talking about salesmen.... Robert Goldstein of 20th Century -Fox Pictures
walking through NBC, Blue and CBS studios yesterday, watching actors
and actresses work on script shows-directors giving instructions. etc. If
you think you're picture -stuff, go see Mr. G....Mose Gumble talking about
of the Silvery Moon"...Jack Robbins' heir, Brother, taking a columnist
to task for not getting the family name in print lately.

the station and the recording departof

the

Thursday, June 11,

Army,

Navy,

Marines, Air Force and Coast Guard
on Mutual's new service show, "U.S.O.
Calling U.S.A." sent messages to their

families. The program was broadcast
from 2-2:30 p.m., PWT, Monday, June

8, and was heard over the KHJ and
Don Lee net, with former screen
actor Lieutenant Ronald Reagan em-

ceeing the variety show with Jafck
Kirkwood, Camilla Roma and Cy
Trobbe's orchestra. KFRC, San Fran-

cisco will originate the weekly feature.

Recordings for the still untitled

Xavier Cugat motion picture were
completed this week, and the LatinAmerican rhythm -maestro and his
"Rhumba Revue" airshow cast, embarked at once on the actual work

before the cameras.
Leith Stevens' composition, "American Rhapsody," which he composed

for the RKO picture "Syncopation"
on which he served as musical diby the New
York Philharmonic orchestra next
season as part of its John Barbirolli
conducting tour.

It's going to be a big day for the

flying cadets at Chico Army Flying
School on June 14. They have selected Dinah Shore as the girl they'd
most prefer to buy their bonds from,
and Dinah, as official "Bond Girl,"

goes to the camp on that date to
headline a special "Buy War Bonds"
program.

The Andrews Sisters, queens of the
platters, made a guest appearance on

"Peter Potter's Platter Parade" over

KMPC between 10:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Sunday.

Dr: Gregory Val Goeschen's "Tell
Me Your Problem," thrice weekly
program which is attracting many
new listeners to KPAS, moves into
a new time slot on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. It will now be heard
at 3:45 p.m.

(But Undoubtedly Doesn't!)
The War Department is hunting frantically for Al Jolson on
orders of his agents who have a radio contract for the Mammy -singer to
sign! Jolson is in Alaska (as we exclusively reported awhile back-even

Bart McHugh of MCA, who is tipped off on a lead for an
account, pooh-poohs the idea, rushes out to grab the client and sells the
package....Martin Block wins the Benny Goodman poll and Alan Courtney
ends up runner-up. Record -spinning jockeys worried silly about the Petrillo
edict on stations playing recordings. Courtney not worried-was a good

singing and funny emcee with live talent....Head of an agency calls in
a radio dept. man and says "you're it"-promotion to be announced with
salary increase. Good news in these times....Judith Allen busy with
pencil and galleys of her book....Tommy Rockwell wondering when Mike
becomes a captain.... Mann Holiner writes a song and has it published.
Publisher restricts it for the use of Meredith Willson on "Maxwell House"
only. Pals who like tune can't play it.... Madeleine Carroll is now doubling
up on shows she has already guested on. Melvyn Douglas was to be on
Philip Morris show but Uncle Sam wants him for own chores so Douglas
won't appear and Carroll will.... Blue reception offices awfully swanky

and nice but painted grey....How about a new slogan for the Japs,-

Nine Newsreel Theaters
Take Hollywood Newscast
The Embassy Newsreel Theaters
and the Trans -Lux Newsreel Theaters have made arrangements to
broadcast the Bill Berns Hollywood
as carried by station
WNEW in their theater lobbies daily

Newscasts

at 12:35 noon. There are nine theaters located throughout the metropolitan area in both chains.
Theater patrons will be invited to
submit queries about Hollywood and
screen stars to Berns.

Frank (CBS) McDonnell looking for active service.
"Keep 'Em Crawling"'
...Irving Berlin confronted with a number of union delegates to contribute
Is The Army"....Wolves with admission passes looking
services for

at Laura Deane Dutton through the observation booths.... Buster Crabbe
attends the "Can You Top This Lunch Club" and then relates that he's
going west to make a movie and then head for the Navy. ...Lester Lee
and Jerry Seelen being complimented by Mike Todd for their musical contributions to his "Star and Garter" show.... Lou Levy back from the coast
states that Lee's "Pennsylvania Polka" which was touted in this space,
is in the Andrews Sisters' picture and will be a smash hit. ...Some committee is being formed to get Frank Morgan to cleanse his air material... .
Awfully hot, isn't it?

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

teaching 10,000 auxiliary firemen
300,000 defense workers. Recorc

are offered as a public service
tribution by the station.

Special half-hour program on R
yesterday from 9:30-10 p.m. hon
Col. ,Robert R. McCormick and
95th anniversary of the "Chi
Tribune." High spot of the brow
was a dramatization of how
"Tribune" announced Ada

Dewey's success at Manila to P
dent McKinley before he, him
had learned the news.
Phil Levant's orchestra has
1

signed by Charles Garland, assis
commercial manager WBBM, for
10th division Office of Civilian
fense ball on June 20th at Despla

Barbara Fuller, of the "Stepmot:
and "Painted Dreams" shows, wil
guest of honor and will awar
plaque to the "Miss Victory" cot
winner.
Wrigley auditioning girl singers

a spot on the new Ben Bernie s
which starts on WBBM-CBS, Junt

Two Paramount Writers
Join War Dept. Radio E
Norman Panama and Melvin Frl

contract writers at Paramount

dios, have been appointed consult
in the Radio Branch of the War,
partment, according to an anno
ment made from the office of
General A. D. Surles, Direc
the War Department Bureau of
Relations. Panama and Fra
work under Lt. Col. E. M.

Chief of the Radio Branch.

current War Department assi
which they will handle in addi
their work at Paramount, is c
writing on the expeditionary
wave show, "Command Perfor

Max Winslow
Hollywood-Max Winslow, 59
president of Irving Berlin, Inc.,
publishers, died here Tues

the Cedars of Lebanon Hospi
had been associated with Ber

30 years, the only break bei

period from 1933-1939, during

time he produced musical
Columbia Pictures, the best
being "One Night of Love," s

Grace Moore. He had made his
here for the past nine years.

Sylvester Thomas Thom
Chicago-Sylvester Thomas
son, vice-president of the
Radio Corporation and vice-ch
of the priorities committee
Radio Manufacturers Assn.,
Tuesday at the age of 49 in su
Oak Park. He was head of

tion as well as director of

activities for Zenith. He w

merly general manager and a
of Pilot Radio Corp., New Yo

1
r

t(

t.

!
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Revised CBS Rate Structure
AGENCIES
To Encourage Maximum Nets

)EL DEAN, head of fuel ration (Continued
for the OPA; JACK C. SCOTT, facilities-changes which have cryse ral counsel of the ODT, and
during the past several years
ft IERT W. HORTON, director of talized
the rate structure stood still.
thinformation division of the WPB, while
2. "To provide a strong economic
issing "The Crisis in Rubber," incentive
to advertisers to use maxi,n America's Town Meeting of the mum nation-wide networks."
A¡' today (WJZ-Blue Network, 9
Upward Trend Is Slight

ALL RECOGNIZED ADVERTISING

AGENCIES in the country have been
teners for smaller stations has not given an opportunity to volunteer
decreased in proportion. As a re- their services as agency units or the

from Page 1)

sult, the higher -cost -per -thousand for services of individuals within their
added circulation in smaller markets agencies for work on Government
has not encouraged use of the larger war -aid advertising in cooperation
with the Advertising Council. The
networks.

This, in turn, has resulted in lower call for volunteers was sent out by

(and consequent restriction Frederic R. Gamble, managing direcFor new CBS clients after July 15 income
of public service activity) of smaller tor of the American Association of

on "Post buying less than the entire Columbia
stations as well as causing the adver- Advertising Agencies.
today (NBC Red, network the revision means a slight tiser
to rely on a secondary signal, More than 200 agencies have alupward
tilt
in
cost
of
CBS
facilities,
n.).
inferior
to the signal of the local ready volunteered.
an increase, according to the network,
which he is not using, with
,AN ELLEN, on the Ellery Queen which is more than offset by tech- station
USE of research by the Office of
briram, Saturday (NBC Red, 7:30 nological changes during the past resultant reduction in the size of

'IOUCHO MARX,

reties Time,"
I

.r .

few years. Since general rates and
discounts for CBS facilities were last
fixed in 1939, it was pointed out,
the number of radio homes in the
U.S. has increased 3,000,000 or 10.7
per cent; the number of radio sets

his audience.

Advantages Listed

Putting into operation of the 15
cent "full -network" discount
was delayed, CBS stated, until the
a:(WJZ-Blue Network, 12:30 p.m.).
expanding totals of radio set ownerin use has increased 12,500,000 or 26.3 ship and listening had more than
PRMAN CORDON, Basso, on the per cent, and the number of family offset the 5 per cent reduction in

(SY RENARDY, violinist, and
.11''E ROSELLE, soprano, on the
'R io Music Hall on the Air," Sun-

per

Facts and Figures in furthering the
war effort will be discussed by R.
Keith Kane, assistant director

in

charge of the OFF's Bureau of Intelligence, at a meeting of the Market
Research Council at the Yale Club
tomorrow noon.

:o -Cola program, Sunday (WABC- hours of daily listening has increased weekly discounts. The reduction was
CONSOLIDATED AIRCRAFT
:'B 4:30 p.m.).
15,500,000 or 12.8 per cent.
made necessary, CBS said, to com- CORP., San Francisco, has named
"The reduction of 5 per cent in pensate the network in part for in- Young & Rubicam to handle its
ULAH BONDI, on "Nobody's weekly discount (on gross rates) stituting the overall 15 per cent dis- account.
(WOR-Mutual, represents something over 6 per cent count.
tren," Sunday

P.m).

of net cost to most advertisers," CBS

A number of advantages in using

GUARDIAN TOBACCO CO., disstated. "Thus it will be seen that the full network were outlined by tributors
of Denictor cigars, cigat NORMAN ANGELL, Nobel these circulation increases, ranging CBS:
rettes and pipe tobacco having the
e.
Prize Winner of 1933, and from 10 per cent upward, maintain,

"It enables the advertiser to buy
>ERICK L. SCHUMANN, pro- in fact, the decreasing cost per thou- intensive
-from- within' of
of Government at Williams sand which has characterized radio from 30 to'coverage
50 additional markets at
Ige, discussing "The United Na- for more than a decade."
a fraction of their rate -card cost.
," on the "University of Chicago
"The advertiser's audience in each
Discounts
Outlined
d Table," Sunday (NBC Red,
additional area will be greatly
Under the revised discount sched- such
P.m).
ule, weekly and annual discounts multiplied.
"The public good -will which each
IC A. JOHNSTON, president of computed on gross billing will be advertiser
using the full network
U. S. Chamber of Commerce; as follows:
will earn from listeners who no
RMAN W. ARNOLD, Assistant
Less than 25 station -hours
longer have to 'fish' for remote signey General of the United
per week
Net
nals to get his program should be
s; CHARLES W. ELIOT, director
25 or more but less than
substantial and worthwhile.
e National Resources Planning
45 station -hours
21/2%

;,¡ le

1; ROBERT A. WATT, internal representative of the Amer -

Federation of Labor, and DR.

ER JACOBSTEIN, consultant of
Brookings Institute, discussing

45 or more but less than
70 station -hours
5%
70 or more station -hours
per week

71/2%

discount rates represent 5
Private Industry Meet the War These
cent reductions in each category,
enge," on "The American Forum per
the maximum possible dise Air," Sunday (WOR-Mutual, making
count,
station
-hour and annual disn.) .
count combined, where less than the
full network is taken, 20 per cent
fig Concern Experiments instead of 25 per cent as heretofore.

On Participating Show
)erimenting with radio as an
a" promotional effort for the

time, Dimple Tie Corp., manurers of the patented "Draper' interlining for neckties, will
:ipate on the Adelaide Hawley
am on WABC three days next

tieing in with Father's Day,

by, June 21. Contract calls for
ipations June 15, 17 and 19
on "Woman's Page of the Air,"
a.m., EWT.
motion is being conducted on
f of

retailers selling neckties

dying the "Drapestitch" patent

appointed R. T. O'Connell Co. to

handle its advertising.

RADIO will be used by Universal
Pictures Co. during the ensuing season beginning in September in connection with its musical productions.
Budget up 25 per cent over the current season has been approved.
J. Walter Thompson Co. handles.

WEST DISINFECTING CO. has
Good Will a Factor
"The good -will of large and small named Alfred J. Silberstein, Inc., to
its account with current radio
stations-translated into their volun- handle
tary and eager cooperation-is an schedules continuing without change.
important merchandising and pro- West sponsors "It Takes A Woman"

motion asset for the advertiser.

on WABC thrice weekly for CN.

"The stature and institutional pres- Moser & Cotins, Inc., handled the
tige of the advertiser grows visibly account previously.
in

the eyes of every listener who
that the program is being

is told

Philco Elects Officers
broadcast over all 115 stations of
the
nation-wide
Columbia
network.
Philadelphia
- David Grimes, JoThis also applies to advertisers with
discounts based on more than 8,750 "For the advertiser now using the seph H. Gillies and Robert F. Herr
station -hours, or $1,500,000 billings full, or nearly full CBS network, have been elected vice-presidents of
the new combined discounts repre- the Philco Corp., according to an
annually.
sent a flat reduction in net cost of announcement by James T. Buckley,
To Offset "Disadvantages"
as much as 9 per cent-the lowest president. Grimes has been chief enAvailable to all clients, regardless cost at which comparable CBS facili- gineer of Philco since 1939, having
of total billing, who use all CBS ties have ever been sold."
joined the company in 1934. Gillies
U.S. stations (currently 115) , the new
has been with the company since
Extra
Stations
Possible
overall. 15 per cent discount was
and was named works manager
actual cost of the plan 1929
devised, according to the network, to Regarding
in 1939. Herr is a 25 -year man and
present
advertisers
using
comto offset a number of "disadvantages"
large hookups, CBS esti- has been manager of parts and serof the present system to advertisers, paratively
mated
that
70 -station advertiser vice division for the past five years.
the network and stations alike. With could buy 45a extra
stations at less
improvement of radio facilities over
45 cents on the dollar of their YOUR SALES TARGET ..
the years and the growth of high- than
rate -card rates; an 80 -station adverpowered stations, several trends have tiser
in Central Ohio's
could buy 35 extra stations at
resulted, it was pointed out:
less than 25 cents on the dollar of

woman's program was selected While cost -per -thousand radio lis- their card -rate rates, and a 90 -station
according to the Dimple teners for large stations in large
will in most cases get
y, Morton Freund Advertising markets and with widespread sec- advertiser
25
additional
stations at no cost, and
zy, a high percentage of men's ondary coverage has steadily de- in some instances
with a rebate on
re bought by the ladies.
creased, the cost -per -thousand lis - present costs.
se,

bulk of the nicotine removed, has

.

Richest Market
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Caldwell For Long Licenses
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PROGRAM REVIEIli

Cigarette & Cigar Co. (Pall Malls),
(Continued from Page I)
"Quizzing the War"
anns. ETs, through Ruthrauff & Ryan; it has to do with an agency of the
Petri Wine Co. (wines), anns., mass -communication of intelligence." remarked, "this idea is so shocking, Edward J. Noble promised r
to natural equity, I am sure it will program deal when he took it*
through Erwin, Wasey & Co.; Walter Caldwell said he was "intrigued" find
no defender."
G. Bray Co. (Mueller Macaroni), by the statement of a
Columbia
On the question of newspaper WMCA. In "Quizzing the War" ,aid
anns., through Johnston Adv.; Italian counsel earlier in the Sanders
ownership, the MBS attorney said, Tuesdays 8:35-9 p.m., he's (1st i
Swiss Colony (wines & vermouth), hearings that the station -networkBill
re- "I do not think the Commission has pat hand. Program is an ingen r
Fulton Lewis, Jr., through Leon Liv- lationship was exactly like that be- power to make newspaper owners contrived cross between "Inforr
ingston agcy.; Sumner Rh u b a r b tween an individual newspaper and ineligible for licenses.
format and CBS' "Pe,
I hope I am Please"
Platform." Eaah week a pan
Growers Assoc. (rhubarb), "Bess a press association, such as Associated right in this, but a lawyer
must
be
Bye" participation, through Brewer Press. If this were the case, the MBS reckless indeed to prophesy what experts dubbed "Board of Stra
Weeks; Swift & Co. (Allsweet Mar- witness went on, instead of receiving the Supreme Court will hold these attempts to answer questions s
by the radio audience. Joh
garine), anns., through J. Walter several services in addition to that days. I know that if it
Steel is permanent member with
Thompson; Gracier Mendler Jewelers from the Associated Press and using that the Commission has thedevelops.
power,
(jewelry), anns., through LaBess these as it deemed fit, a newspaper it would be far more just to make Cott, of "So You Think You I
Eisen agcy.; The Pen Man (fountain would have its own name in small it applicable simply to future in- Music" fame, as quizmaster.
On the show caught, the "exi
pens) , news, through United Adv.; type under that of the Associated stances rather than to have it retroincluded: Fletcher Pratt, well -k:
King Fig Plantations (fig trees), Press.
active."
military writer, Henry J. Ti
news, through The Conner Co.; SafeAsks Prosecutor -Judge Separation
10-20 Year Licenses Desirable
author of "Time Runs Out"
way Stores (meats) , anns. ETs,
expressing the opinion that The MBS witness said he saw no Joseph Newman, Tokio correspor'
through J. Walter Thompson; Pacific theWhile
1934 Communications Act can be reason for any time limit on station of the "Herald -Tribune." Cott,
Brewing & Malting Co. (Wieland's improved,
the MBS counsel drew a licenses "any more than there is on also produces the show, turns
beer) , anns., through Brewer Weeks.
clear distinction between defects in certificates of convenience and neces- characteristically competent job
the Act and those in Commission sity on railroad lines and extensions, ing the show spinning at a fast
which "could and should" on extensions of telephone or tele- and punctuating the informat
Radio -News Men Attend procedure
be remedied without recourse to graph lines." He observed that no parts with adult humor. Sho'
N. Y. Censorship Meet legislation.
procedure is "more susceptible to definitely commercial.
"One of the fundamental issues abuse, evasion of due process, and
"Appropriate authority" for the which has yet to be decided," ac- arbitrary and capricious conduct"
broadcasting of news, under provi- cording to the Mutual witness, ís than that which accompanies hear- Georg. Bryan
sions of the Code of Censorship, is whether a Commission combining ings on renewal applications. If the Long an established news pE
the official spokesman of the govern- legislative, executive and judicial Commission did not want to go that on WABC-CBS, this 9 a.m., I
ment agency involved in the news powers, is desirable governmental far, he suggested that at least a daily spot is in a strict sense a r
item, according to Eugene Carr of machinery. The witness said that "very substantial" license period- roundup. Bryan has been with
program for a considerable time
the Office of Censorship, Radio Divi- if such Commissions continue to exist, from 10 to 20 years-be provided.
sion, who spoke at an informal meet- he favored a marked separation
Caldwell gave seven reasons for knows how to slip the commen
ing of news staffs of the networks 'between prosecutor and judge'." he opposing the reorganization of the in unobtrusively. Show follows
and radio news services in New York pointed out that the Sanders Bill Commission into two divisions, with format, the first report dealing i
yesterday. Held in a studio of the did not attempt this.
the chairman serving largely as a the leading international news i
Blue Network at the suggestion of Caldwell made a number of tech- purely administrative officer. This of the day. Other news follows
G. W. Johnstone, Blue news head, nical suggestions for changes in spe- is reorganization called for by the order of importance, backed by p
quotes giving the audience a a
the meeting consisted of an informal cific sections of the Sanders Bill. Sanders Bill.
unbiased view of current eve
discussion by Carr after which he His general criticism of the Bill was In the questioning which followed and
Final
news item is usually in ligl
the
MBS
attorney's
prepared
testianswered specific questions.
that, while it had several commendBryan handles his assignir
In his brief outline of the functions able features, it went too far in the mony, Representative Sanders showed vein.
of the Office of Censorship, Carr direction of what he called "proce- particular interest in option -time pro- in a smooth, easy and listens
stated that three thoughts should be dural red tape and unnecessary visions from the station owners' point manner.
considered in the application of cen- obstacles to the efficient and expe- of view. Asked by Sanders for exsorship: first, that censorship is vol- ditious administration of the Act." amples from other fields of how an "Muny" Opera Artists
untary on the part of broadcasters He added, "it also ties this Com- owner could be prohibited by law To NBC 'Serenade' Shc
and other news gathering agencies; mission down rigidly to one pattern from selling his time or property,
second, that censorship is non -cur- of procedure when it may not only Caldwell said precedents were to St. Louis -Municipal. Ope_Ar st
tailing and that no attempt is being be the best, but may be substantially be found in the enforcement of the singing numbers from current p
made through the Office of Censor- different from what you may decide Sherman Anti -Trust Act.
are for the first time p
ship to stifle news enterprise; and to require of all federal administra- "The government bodies have the formances
right to limit contracts when one ticipating in a network program 01
finally that common sense should be tive agencies."
party has unequal bargaining power," NBC from KSD studios this summ
used in the application of censorship.
Censorship Angles
he said. "The average little station while the regular weekly local I{1
Congressmen to Be Considered
Of four suggestions which the wit- doesn't bargain with a network on feature previews of coming opal
Defining appropriate authority as ness himself made for amendment
presented by Frank Eschen are bel
the official spokesman for the gov- of the Communications Act, he terms of equality."
con(inued in the studios for the
Sees
No
Reason
for
Option
Time
ernment department or agency in- ranked as most important a proyear. The new series is a part of
volved in the news item, Carr said posal to amend Section 326 so as Caldwell said that while there was St. Louis network program,
that Congressmen were also to be to carry out the original intent of a legitimate reason for option-time- Louis Serenade," and the opera s
considered as such at all times. As Congress to prevent the Commission to clear local time for network pro- will be accompanied by the Kb
the code makes no provision for per- from exercising censorship of radio grams-the objection to it was that orchestra directed by Russ Davi
sonal opinion, speculation or predic- programs. Caldwell charged that the it is now being used to "kill off com- with narration by Frank Eschen at'
tion, he asked those in attendance Commission in the McNinch era had petition from another network."
announcing by Sterling Harkins.
not to use unofficial news items ob- rapidly "slipped down the primrose To Representative M c G r an e ry's will be aired on Tuesday nights (
tained from unauthorized sources in path to censorship." While censor- question as to whether abolition of NBC at 10:30 o'clock, CWT, and
the various government agencies as ship tendencies had since decreased, option time contracts would not re- carried locally on KSD at 11 o'clo(
the basis for such predictions but and today seem "almost non-exist- duce the broadcasting industry to CWT, combining the musical hits
rather to base items of personal opin- ent," he said "the power is there cut-throat competition, Caldwell an- the shows sung by the stars then
ion on actual facts.
and should not exist if the first swered, "that's what we have now, selves with the story of each open
presented.
Before turning to the question and amendment is to mean anything in with Mutual as the cut-throatee."
Paul Spearman, representing NetWeekly previews of coming open
answer portion of the meeting he re- radio."
vealed that the Office of Censorship Caldwell also proposed a change work Affiliates, Inc., will be today's are presented on Sunday afternoor
was studying censorship in times of in the present law which places ap- witness, with FCC Chairman James for the fifth year by Frank Escher
air raids and alerts and regulations plicants for license renewals on the Law"ence Fly following him to the and are heard this summer a
o'clock, CWT.
same footing as new applicants. He stand, possibly today.
would be formulated shortly.
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KFXJ, Grand Junction, Colorado,
The male members of the choruses
1..
n of "The Shad..,
raised the sum of $10,000 in one of "Waltz Time," "Manhattan Merry is now sponsored by 154 different
hour during a recent program to Go Round," "American Album of firms throughout the United States,
open the special bond drive. Pro- Familiar Music" and "American Canada, Hawaii and New Zealand.
gram was arranged by members of Melody Hour" have pledged to for- in markets not included in the MBS
the local Twenty -thirty Club, with ward one per cent of their earnings network coverage for Blue Cual.
over one hundred artists participat- to fellow choristers inducted into the Transcription series is waxed by
ing. It was aired from the stage armed forces. To date, two singers, Charles Michelson.
of the local Avalon Theater, with Roger Kinne and Gilbert Noland,
special telephones set up below the who sang on all four of these pro- KOA and KFEL, Deriver, aired the
stage with which to receive the grants are now with the colors.
services attending the induction of
pledges as they were telephoned in.
150 "Avengers of Pearl Harbor" on
Rex Howell, KFXJ president, acted Carroll Hansen, newsroom chief, of the steps of the capitol building last
as emcee. Program was produced KQW, San Jose, has just been spon- Sunday. Speakers included Governor
sored by "Money -Back Smith" of Ralph Carr of Colorado and Chief
and directed by George Cory.
e
Oakland. men's clothing store, for a Machinist's Mate Donald K. Ross, a
Paterson Savings Institution has nightly 'Victory News" broadcast.... I native of Colorado who was awarded
launched a series of quarter-hour Bernie Coates has joined the KQW the Congressional Medal of Honor
programs on WPAT, Paterson, N. J., program department.... Mort Wer- for bravery at Pearl Harbor. Lt.
designed to promote the sale of War tier, recently added to KQW's staff, !Lloyd Yoder, KOA's manager reBonds and Stamps at the same time does a Sunday afternoon "quiz and l cently called to active duty by the
that its own services are publicized. song" program from the Palace Hotel Nary, swore in the sailors and ma The program. which is heard from Gold Room.... Chester Doyle, new rines. Master of ceremonies for the
6-6.15 p.m. every Tuesday through KQW salesman in San Francisco, occasion u'as Yeoman Starr Yelland.
Sunday, features popular concert lasted just two weeks before Uncle former KOA announcer doing re music, plus dramatic narratives on Sam claimed him for the Army, via cruiting service with Denver Naval
colorful incidents in the history of the induction route....KQW sports - headquarters.
e
e
'aster Ira Blue conducted a War
Paterson.
e
Bond and War Stamp Rally for stu- Lou Keplinger, manager of KSAN
"The Fighting Quartermaster," a dents of San Francisco State College, in San Francisco, is receiving conhalf-hour dramatization of the his- st the El Rey Theater. More than grats on the birth of a daughter,
Lana Rae.. .Duke Ellington, in
tory of the Quartermaster Corps will 82.000 worth weree sold.
'Frisco for a week at the Golden
be broadcast by the Blue Network
Defense doings at WTAG, Wor- Gate Theater, made a pair of guest
today, aired in come-:'moration of
its 167th Anniversary. The program 'ester: Private police have been em- appearances with Lester Malloy on
will have as its guest The Quarter- ',loyed to guard the station at night. KSAN.
e
e
master
of th; United States This is the latest in a series of elabArmy, Major General Edmund B. irate protective measures which have WRBL. Columbus, Ga., unnoutires
Gregory, and will feature Jay Jostyn 5een taken by WTAG for air raid three additions to its staff' Jimmy
who plays Mr. District Attorney" lefense....Siren at the WTAG trans- Creel, neu' to the industry, to the
and Andre Baruch. now a First Lieu- mitter in Holden, Mass., is being used technical staff; Bob Turner, antenant with the Quartermaster Corps, by officials of that town as an air nouncer, formerly with WGAU.
as narrator. The musical portion is raid signal.. .On the overseas shift Athens, Ga.. and Johnny Clarke, in
under the direction of Josef Stopak, is Clarence Davis, formerly of the the production staff. These additions
WTAG engineering staff. Davis re- bring the staff of the 250 -watt station
with the NBC Symphony.
signed recently to join Pan American to 19.
WRBL started a neu' series
Ferries, Inc. as radio navigator of war effort programs front nearby
As part of its special promotional Air
Africa -bound bombers....in time Fort Benning, last week. Series,
activities, KROW in Oakland recently on
for
Day, stork brought a known as the "Quartermaster Quarter
broadcast several shows from the an- sevenFather's
-an -a -half pound son to Andy Hour.' is arranged through the Fort
nual California Spring Garden Show; Browning,
WTAG assistant chief en- Henning Quartermaster Colonel S. B.
also a series of concerts by the Negro gineer. Born
5, child, his first, Massey.
of
the
chorus
northern California will be namedJune
e
e
Elliot
Nye.
WPA office.
e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

At the annual meeting of the Twin
Cities section of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, WCCO. Minneapolis, Engineer Art Peck, was elected secretary -treasurer
Ralph I. Dickinson,
former sales supervisor of the Minneapolis Gas Light Company, joined

e

WPTF.

Raleigh,

e

broadcast

cere-

monies held from the portico of the
North Carolina Capital building during the mass induction of recruits for
the Navy on the sixth -month anniversary of Pearl Harbor.. Nina Gray
Lyles is the latest addition to WPTF
department
Kingham
the WCCO sales department this production
Scott, WPTF organist, spending a
week.
two-week vacation at home.
.

r

r

WNYC will broadcast the cos

by

the

New

York

Phtlh.ir,,

Symphony Orchestra from Lr
Stadiwn, starting Sunday, J...,
at 8 p.m. Concerts will be hew .: 4
Sunday evening thereafter
out the season. This year, .tor
first time. the municipal statt>s
.

broadcast all the concerts is
Although special permission has I

obtained in the past to broadcylll
dividual concerts in full on spi
occasions.

e

e

WOWO-WGL. Fort Wayne,
vacationers include Paul Luecke,
gineer; Carl Vandagrift, aasistan
the program director; Roles
Stanger. receptionist: John Gills

the sales department, and Ed K
production man and emcee
WOWO's daily "Musical Clock."
e

e

e

Robert Stolz. Viennese pianist
composer of "Two Hearts in Tit Quarter Time." will broadcast t
WQXR with Murgtt Bokor ye
Viennese soprano, Monday. Juste
at

5 p.m., in a program of r

music of their homeland.
e

e

WINS'

Flag

e

Day

progra

Proudly We Hail." June 14 at

will dramatize stories of pa

and sacrifice released in the!

Cast will include Colin Keith
son. legit actor; Helena Pickar
of Sir Cedric Hardwicke, and
Haas, Czech actor and motion
director.
e

e

Newest license
KFRO, Longview,

e

holder
Texas,

N

James R. Curtis, wife of J
Curtis, president of the stat
the duration, she will probab
meters un the KFRO transm
Paul Horton, operator at KFRO
muter, has resigned to work

Texas Agricultural and Mee

College

.

DeWitt

Jones.

Moines, lows, joined the a
Fan mail during the first three uig staff of KFRO, assigned
weeks of operation of WLIB, newest mid -day shift.e
e
e
metropolitan outlet, favors classical
Lelia
Jackson,
formerly
assucia
and semi -classical music, according
to station count. Must of the letters with Elizabeth Arden, has join.'
were from listeners who had tuned commercial department ,'f
in accidentally. Station's midnight to Huntington. W. Va.
dawn equipment test, the night before station's operation became offi- KFEL Foreign Service
cial iMay 197, drew 350 post cards.
Via Chicago 'News'
letters and telegrams.
e
Denver-News reports gathe
Kenneth McLeod, development en-

-

.

e

"Flags Unfurled." a neu' march
penned by D'Artega, band leader, gineer who has been with W65H, released by the Chicago "Daily
be al

B
June 1I
Florence Folsom
Douglas Craig
Dorothy Haas
Fred Gropper
Hazel Scott
Robert Farman
Bill Sutherland
Gene Stafford

and published by Associated Music
Publishers, debuted on the air, Tuesday. June 9, via "Cheers from the
Camps," the new General Motors
program on CBS. D'Artega, himself,
will initiate a new musical series.
Saturday, June 13. 4-4:30 p.m., entitled "Pan American Holiday" over
the Red network, as another link in
radio's good neighbor policy. Santa

d

Service will
Hartford, since it was founded, has Foreign
left to do special research work for KFEL of this city, following
the government. He will be replaced cent signing of a contract by
by Carleton Brown. who is bring O'Fallon. KFEL manager, and
transferred from WDRC, Hartford. E. Lounsbury, representing the
paper. Deal, the first made
ford
e
e
e
Chicago "Daily News" with a
CBS announcer, Warren Sweeney, station, will make possible the
who is doing all right with six chil- of the foreign dispatches of the

dren at the age of 33, will be cited paper over KFEL by direct

Herrera. Colombian singer, and Rich- therefor by the National Father's wire from various war -fronts
ard Kollmar will appear un the Day Committee on this week's Pet new service supplements KFEL
and Transradiu wires.
Milk "Saturday Night Serenade."
D'Artega program.

I INDIANA UNIVERSITY

a'

L
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Headed For Trouble

)IF Adds Agency Men

Blue Athletes
The Blue Network Athletic Assn.,

to Help Production

headed by Chief Engineer George
Milne, will hold its first outing on
Tuesday, June 23, at the Cresent

ashington Biuean, RADIO DAILY

Country

1lshington-Four men in the raidvertising field, one in New
and three in Hollywood have
appointed to the staff of OFF
consultants, it was anted yesterday by William Lewis,
Radio Coordinator.
olio

Club, Huntington,

L.

I.

Popular sports events and dancing will be features. Trimount
Clothing Co. and Adam Hat Stores

-sponsors of shows on the Blueare donating prizes in the form
of merchandise.

remaining with his agency Sis -

ill serve OFF without salary as
-time service. His first assign will be to handle the details on
York organization of broad -

Trade Consensus Holds Petrillo Blast
vs Recordings Convention Pacifier;
Bound To Be Union's Headache
Fly And NAI Testify
At Sanders Hearing

Sisson, Jr., of Pedlar &
is the New York appointee.

tar J.

Harvard Radio Board

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly made his debut yester-

day as a witness before the House

Readies First Program

(Continued on Page 6)

Interstate

and Foreign Commerce

Committee conducting hearings on

the Sanders Bill to reorganize the

initial appearance,
Boston-Recently created Harvard Commission. Fly's
an audience which
University Radio Board, appointed made before
(Continued on Page 3)
to study possible methods for the

\íkv York At War' Parade
.ix d In Many Languages use and control

of

radio by the

begins its first broaddesale radio coverage of the University,
casting activity tonight with the in1 York At War" parade Saturday auguration
of a new weekly series
c 'es a cooperative project among
under the title of "The Fight For

cal outlets whereby practically Free World." Series will be aireda
them have installed lines in
short-wave transmitter,
sl_ially built platform opposite over WRUL,
(Continued on Page 6)
.and reviewing stand on Fifth
e.tnd 41st St. Plan enables the
)'il s to come and go as their own Benny's NBC Sun. Time
c'

1

TEN CENTS

Consensus of opinion both

among musicians and recording
companies is that a bootleg industry for the manufacture and

distribution of recordings and
electrical transcriptions, and a
wholesale desertion of union
ranks by heavy dues and tax
paying musicians will flourish
within sixty days if James C.
Petrillo pursues his dictum to
(Continued on Page 5)

See Early Approval
Petrillo's Double Salary
Discussed At AFM Meet
Dallas-Morning session at the an-

Of Enlisting "Hams"

nual convention of the American

Federation of Musicians here yester-

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

day was featured by a spirited dis- Washington-FCC approval of the
cussion with regard to President "War Emergency Radio Service" plan
James C. Petrillo's acceptance of a sponsored by the Office of Civilian
$26,000 salary from Local 10, Chicago, Defense to enlist amateur radio opg ms permit.
May
Go
Rinso
for
Summer
in addition to the $20,000 which he erators as an auxiliary communicaIn iddition to the vast array of
(Continued on Page 2)
tions system in case of emergency
(Continued on Page 2)
Lever Bros., it was learned yesteris expected to be announced tomorday, probably will take over the Jack
(Continued on Page 3)
8
Pacific
Coast
Outlets
oler Moving Fidler
Benny time on NBC for the Summer,
ro Sunday Night Spot moving a new comedy program To "'Lum 'n' Abner" List

Two Daytime Serials
headed by Edna Mae Oliver into the
Miles Laboratories, Inc., will add Being Dropped By Colgate
a ex. Products, effective June 21, spot and discontinuing the Friday
Central Station" stanza. eight stations on the Pacific Coast to
ove the Jimmie Fidler program night "Grand
which is still in the works but the network for "Lum 'n' Abner." Colgate - Palmolive
Stiday nights on the Blue Net- Deal,
- Peet, reported
about ready to jell yes - This will bring to 65 the total of to have reserved a night-time
r nto the 9:30-9:45 (EWT) peri- appeared(Continued
halfon Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
lowing the Jergens' "Parker
hour on CBS for a new program, has
" stanza. Broadcasting for Arcancelled two daytime serials on Coidler currently retails his Hollumbia effective July 10. With drop(Continued on Page 2)
l

Wartime 'Language' Committee ping of the two shows, "Stepmother"
Confers With RDG Members
(Continued on Page 2)

Featly Bond Pledges
hlumbus, Georgia - War Bond
Pines totaling $107,000 in 45
mh tes

is

the

record

of

Jack

lUey, special events director of
WIL, who, assisted by a bevy
>fl igh school gals, John Clarke,
;to announcer, and a local spon501 span of Clydesdale horses
robed
?leyes

the

downtown

section.

are believed to be one

)f; rgest in this section.

Boyd Leaves NBC Chicago Foreign Language Radio Wartime
Control, of which Arthur Simon of
For Army Air Corps Comm. WPEN
is chairman, met yesterday

of the Radio Directors
Chicago-M. M. Boyd, manager of with members
headed by George Zachary,
the NBC Central Division Spot and Guild,
president,

to discuss the matter of
Local Sales office, and Paul J. Moore,
proffered help by RDG to the lanmember of the NBC engineering de- guage
outlets. Zachary, who prepartment, will join the Army on
June 14, both as Lieutenants. Boyd sided, revealed that his organization
produce suitable wartime magoes into the Army Air Corps, re- would
porting to Washington and Moore to terial for the language stations in
the Signal Corps at Monmouth, N. J. keeping with the OFF design, in
(Continued on Page 2)

Special Request

Ralph Edwards and his staff of

assistants on "Truth or Consequences" not only go whacky
thinking up brainstorm consequences for the Ivory program,

they also have to be different in
other ways. Sign displayed during broadcasts in studio at NBC
says, "Laugh your heads off or

Tear out your hair, But please don't
whistle While we're on the air!"

2
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'Language' Committee
NAB Appoints Outler
Meets With RDG Group To Head Sales Managers
(Continued from Page 1)
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JOHN W. ALICOATE
M. H. SHAPIRO
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

:

Price 10 Cts.

Publisher

:

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

the OFF and if okay they would be of WSB, Atlanta, Ga., as chairman

inasmuch as there appears 'to be a Miller. Outler, who served last year
:
$1,500 monthly fund allotted by the as a member of the committee, repOFF to the Foreign Language Radio resenting large stations, succeeds EuPublished daily except Saturdays, Sundays Division.
It has never been clear gene Carr, now with the Office of
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, however to the language men whether Censorship in Washington.
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
Long active in NAB sales managers
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- this sum is for administrative pureau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester poses only, for production of foreign affairs, Outler was a member of the
B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate, language disk series, or both. To original steering committee in 1936
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States date, none of the language outlets
which set up the plans for the sales
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10;
:

Editor
Business Manager

have received recordings in any language but English, through theregular OFF channels, or allied govern7-6338.
Chicago, Ill. - Frank Burke, 203 ment agencies.
Phone State 7596.
North Wabash Ave.
Another meeting is scheduled next
Hollywood. Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- Thursday between the language warwood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
time committee and officials of the
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., RDG. At that time Lee Falk, of the
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Foreign Language Radio Division of
the OFF will be in attendance. It is
expected that concrete method of
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit
with order. Address all communications to
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y. Phone WIsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337,

(Thursday, June 11)

committee of three

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High Low Close
1171/2 1171/8 1171/2

Am. Tel. Cr Tel
Crosley Corp.
Electric
RCA Common
Gen.

RCA

);first

Pfd.

Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

....

61/4
253/8
31/4
513/8
6
711/2
125/8

25
31/8

511/e

251/4 +

1/8

31/8

511/s - 1/4
6

57/8

71

711/2

125/s

125/a

+

1/2

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
16
Hazeltine Corp.
161/4
161/4 + 23/8
.

OVER THE COUNTER

Bid

Farnsworth Tel.

Cr

Rad.

Stromberg-Carlson
WCAO (Baltimore)

13/4

45/8

15

Asked
2
55/8

18

8 Pacific Coast Outlets
To "'Lum 'n' Abner" List
(Continued from Page 1)

Blue Network outlets carrying the
program. The show is heard Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
from 10-10:15 p.m., EWT, with a repeat broadcast on the coast at 11:15
p.m., . EWT.

Wade Advertising Agency, Chicago,
handles the account.

Petrillo's Double Salary
Discussed At AFM Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

is paid as head of the AFM. Five
votes were cast against his acceptance

of the dual remuneration.
The afternoon session was devoted
largely to discussion of Resolution
56,

which was voted down over-

whelmingly.

Election of officers will take place

today.

Petrillo, questioned concerning the
possible modification of his intention

the language committee.

was sales managers' chairman of the
Fifth District, comprising Alabama,
Georgia and Florida.
One of Outler's first assignments as

May Go Rinso for Summer

'New York At War' Parade
Aired In Many Languages

(Continued from Page 1)

terday, would have Rinso sponsoring
the Oliver program Sundays, 7-7:30

p.m., EWT, beginning July 5, the
descriptions which will probably "Grand Central" hookup (Friday,
overlap several times during the 7:30-8 p.m.) being discontinued with
procession, WHOM will air the show the broadcast of June 26. Run in the
in its four major foreign languages, Benny period would be for 13 weeks
(Continued from Page 1)

Yiddish, German, Polish and Italian. and would necessitate NBC's moving
British Broadcasting Corporation will its Government "Victory Parade" sealso be in the coverage line-up. ries to a new niche.
WQXR, being situated right on the Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., handles the
parade

avenue,

will

handle

the Rinso and Lifebuoy accounts for

project from its own front door. Lever.
Stations with lines installed at the
central platform include WMCA,
WOR, WEAF, WJZ, WABC, WNYC,

WNEW, WHOM, WLIB and WOV.
City's

station,

WNYC

will

feed

WWRL and WBNX. WINS, WBYN

Rodzinski, the orchestra's conductor.

H. C. KOPF, vice-president and general's
ager

of

NBC's

central

division,

and
in

HOGE, of the sales department, are
ville this week on business.

ui

HOLLISTER NOBLE director of publici ft
Columbia's Pacific network, left on his
tion just as shooting started on his late. II
script, "Stand By, All Networks."
E. S. "EDDIE" WHITLOCK, station m,g j
of WRNL, Richmond, is in New York fors
ferences with the local representatives on
station.

BOB HUTTON, promotion manager of \4F,
vacationing currently, is due back at hisesk.
on June 22.
OWEN SADDLER, sales and production in;

ager of KMA, Blue Network outlet
doah,

Iowa,

station and

is in town for
network business.

a

in Shin

short vis ob

ED WOOD, sales manager of Mutual, hi

oected

back

Detroit.

today

from

a

business

tri h¡

VINCENT F. CALLAHAN, director of he
Department's War Savings Radiond

Treasury

Press Section, has left for a month in Cali its
combined business and vacation trip

on a

BRUFF

OLIN.

Poughkeepsie,

brief visits.

FREDERICK

general
down here

L.

manager of VP,
on another ()I's

SCHUMAN, Woodrow Mir

professor of Government at Williams Co e,
and LOUIS GOTTSCHALK, of the departas
of history, University of Chicago, will hn

town this week-end for "University of Ch ro
Round Table" program, which this Sunday tl
originate at the NBC studios in Rocke'.r
Center.

GUS CHAN, WWRL announcer, has ret%d
business trip to Washington, D. C.

from

JIMMY McLAIN en route to St. Louis is
week-end for the Monday stanza of his
I.Q." program, which will be aired from t
stage of the Fox Theater.

Carter Moving Fidler
To Sunday Night Sts
(Continued from Page 1)

Two Daytime Serials
Being Dropped By Colgate

lywood gossip Mondays from 7-71"
p.m. on 78 Blue stations.
Small & Seiffer, Inc., handles
account.
4r

(Continued from Page 1)

and WHN will probably complete and "Woman of Courage," C -P -P will
have eliminated all daytime serials
plans for coverage also.
on CBS. The two programs, aired
Colgate tooth powder and OctaCleve. Ork Summer Series for
gon products, respectively, fill the
a.m., EWT, spot on CBS
Starts June 20 On CBS 10:30-11
Monday through Friday. Ted Bates
The Cleveland Orchestra begins a and Sherman & 1Vlarquette are the
new Summer series of broadcasts over agencies involved.
Colgate is reported to have re_
CBS Saturday, June 20, from 10:30-11
p.m., EWT. Rudolph Ringwall, asso- served the Tuesday, 8:30-8:55 p.m.,
period on Columbia either as
ciate conductor of the symphony, is EWT,
to conduct the programs which will a new spot for Guy Lombardo or for
originate in Cleveland's Public Hall, a new variety program.
and are to be broadcast through the
facilities of WGAR. The series will Book By Harry Flannery
continue through July 18, with the
To Be Published June 29
exception of Saturday, July 4, when
there is no concert.
The Cleveland Orchestra was heard "Assignment to Berlin," in which
last season on CBS in a series of Harry W. Flannery recounts his exprograms that began December 6 and periences as CBS correspondent in

regarding recordings and transcrip- continued until Spring. Ringwall
tions which would be ordered "dis- conducted some of the concerts of
continued" as of August 1, stated that that series, the others being broadAFM was "not going to make a darn cast under the baton of Dr. Artur
one for anybody."

Outler also, for the past two years,

to work with Benny's NBC Sun. Time

Chg.

61/4

61/4

managers division of the NAB, which
has since become the Department of
Broadcast Advertising, headed by
Frank E. Pellegrin. Besides serving
on the executive committee last year,

chairman of the committee will be
procedure will be discussed and to address the AFA convention in
settled then. Joseph Lang, general New York June 24 on "Radio as an
manager of WHOM accompanied Advertising Medium in Wartime," at
Simon at yesterday's meeting, which a radio meeting sponsored by the
was attended by many leading radio NAB.
directors. The RDG will select a

FINANCIAL

IfG and GOIIG'

CO

such languages as its members knew.
Washington-Appointment of John
Plan is to submit the scripts to M. Outler, Jr., commercial manager

produced on wax for use by the of the NAB Sales Managers Execuforeign language stations. Presumed tive Committee was announced yesthat the OFF would pay the waxing terday by NAB President Neville

14

the German capital, will be published
Monday, June 29, by Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc. The price is $3. Flannery cov-

ered Berlin for Columbia from October, 1940, through October, 1941.

COVER.
THE
DETROIT

AREA
OVER

CKLW
5000 WATTS
(Day and Night)

Mutual Broadcasting System
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ly And NAP edify

Af Sander fearing
(Continued from iie

1)

the Committe room, was

iG
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Personalized Promotion

Underwriters' Recognition

Personalized promotion idea con- For its "meritorious public service
rief and undramatic. 'le Chairman, ceived by Ken Stuart, of the promo- through
advocacy of fire prevenlowing an outline ly without the tion department of KOWH, Omaha, tion andthe
fire protection during
)luminous prepared t;timony that Nebr., consists of a recording of spe- past year," WGAR, Cleveland the
is characterized most the preced- cial pre -broadcast announcements to- awarded honorable mention by was
the
g witnesses, launche( into a gen - gether with "teaser" announcements National Board of Fire Underwriters
al over-all description of the work which are included in a folio of all at their annual meeting in New York.
the Commission. \r' emphasis on promotional material to the agency The place of honor in the
national
er less than handling the account. For instance,
/wartime activities.
was given WGAR because
,minutes of his quit cademic re- on the "Lone Ranger" program spon- awards
of "its notable success in enlisting
al, the Committee
Ti it a day, sored by General Mills for Kix, the the active cooperation
of the city
th Fly scheduled
ontinue his agency can actually listen to the cry administration,
Chamber
timony this morning.
of "Hi -oh Silver." This is followed merce, and Safety Councilof inComthe
by the thunder of a horse galloping handling of fire prevention themes."
One of Many Respo;ibilities
'ly pointed out that le Commis- past the listener and again the fading S. J. Horton, executive secretary
n's regulation of bro casting was cry of the rider. Attention is called of the Insurance Board of
Cleveland,
y one of its many rponsibilities to the time of the program,-Monday, on behalf of the trustees, officers
and
the field of common, itions-"and Wednesday and Friday at 6:30 p.m. large membership of that
ninor one at this tire." Because For "Gangbusters," sponsored by tion, congratulated John organizathe wartime "freezt order, the Emerson Cigars, the actual opening WGAR vice-president and F. Patt,
:ter of licensing bro casting sta- of the Blue Network program is manager, on the public service general
award.
s was, he said. "one' the small- simulated and recorded, and again
` jobs we have to do t this time. the time of the program is announced,
acked

.

3

See Early Approval

Of Enlisting "Hams"
(Continued from Page 1)

row. The plan calls for the issuing
of special licenses by the FCC to
stations and operators included in
emergency communications systems
set up by local government and civilian defense groups. The plan was
first discussed at a Commission meeting late in May and was approved
in principle then, it is understood.

The hams will operate solely to

provide emergency communications
during or immediately after air raids,
threatened air raid, enemy action or
sabotage. They will transmit on three
frequency bands -112,000 to 116,000
kc.; 224,000 to 230,000 kc. and 400,000
to 401,000 kc.
Investigation Before Licensing

No licenses will be issued before
complete investigation of the applicants by local governments, which
must certify to the Commission their
the whole, our att_ode is that -Friday evenings at 7 o'clock. In
New RGO Program Schedule approval of the individuals. Station
Idcasting should be Id in status this way, both agency and sponsor
Promotion staff of KGO, San Fran- licenses will be issued for a one-year
fur the period of tl war."
have actual proof of the way in which cisco, is winning congratulations this period, with expiration dates autoie witness said t,tat he policing KOWH is "personalizing" promotion week on a new "KGO Program matically set in six areas of the
he ether at the req st of other for individual accounts.
Schedule," especially planned for ad- country, while operators' permits will
ernment agencies wl _)erhaps the
vertising agency and industrial time be granted for the duration of the
's most niaguiticcnt 'ork today,
buyers in graphic chart format. Pref- war and an additional six monthsElectric Display
almost half of FCC budget go aced by a weekly message, "On the not to exceed five years.
WHB in Kansas City, Mo., has ex- Beam
:to its monitorinc s ff. He deFrom KGO," covering high- A single license will be issued to
ed the activities of e Commis- panded its local news service by in- lights of new program
all transmitters controlled by
developments, cover
100
the local "primary," or "key" stamonitoring tations in stalling, with the Katz Drug Com- the sked is a compact layout
of
all
.epting intelligence td tracking pany, a 40 -foot Trans -Lux news sign. shows, newscasts, and spot announce- tion, with each unit assigned a number designated in the license. All
unauthorized st ions. The Two hundred and twenty characters ments on KGO, including Blue
Net- equipment must be in existence
and
nission's aid to the 3I in soly- per minute are shown in three-foot work programs. The sked is
printed owned by or in the possession of the
ie Sebold German y case was electric light letters. Sign operates in. two
, colors-black and blue, on licensee at the time of application.
oned, as well as tl operations eight hours per day and is fed news buff stock,
and is distributed to a Satisfactory proof must be furForeign Broadcas Monitoring from WHB's news bureau.
wide list.
ce in recording al analyzing
nished the FCC that all transmitters
within a warning area can effectively
)reign propaganda irected to listeners, while they take the cream permitted to
-hemisphere and d gestic for - of the business which advertisers do power or more;operate with 500 kw. be silenced upon the receipt of a
single order.
propaganda in encr countries. by radio;
"6. Instead of permitting any staManual to Be Issued
"2. Class 1-A stations should not tions to operate with 500
Cites Case of Nazi ztion
kw. power
A detailed manual outlining the
airman Fly's sing] reference be put in position to dominate the on the claim that they want to and
rday to the burning , itroversies radio advertising business as these would serve rural and remote listen- regulations and functions of the war
radio service will be isved in the present C igressional few would be able to do if their ers they ought to be relocated as con- emergency
sued
shortly
by OCD. Local groups
ambitions
on
apt to reorganize t
the
power
question
templated
by
Section
307(B)
Commis of .the are urged not to attempt to organize
should
be
realized;
followed his acco nr ,f how the
Communications Act of 1934, as
units before receiving technical
propaganda station ]ling itself
"3. Regional and local stations are amended, so that the 'fair, efficient, their
B -U -N -K, and profeing to be too important, much too important, and equitable distribution' referred and explanatory material from OCD.
ed in a Midwester American to the cities and areas they serve, to in that section may first be tried In connection with the new plan,
Victory Council has
had been located Germany. and serve so well, to be sacrificed on out. Applications to bring about this Broadcasters
suggested that radio stations with
remarked that the ation an - the altar of super power;
distribution must first be filed, as the amateur operators
on their staffs
'cements were clev .ly interCommission is powerless to act in should organize them
into civilian
Potentialities Called Dangerous
! fed with local adve sing, and
the absence of applications;
defense
units
and
aid
them
wherever
"4.
No
small
only Wednesday
group
of
stations
had an Asks 50Silowatt Limitation
possible
in
assembling
the
necessary
should
be
put
in
the
powerful
position
teed that the FCC 11 just re"7. The Congress should
equipment, as a further contribution
,ied its license.
the members of the Clear Channel in any new act or amendment include
to the war effort on the part of the
tsterday's session I'tan with Group would be in or be given the isting law a specific limitation toofex50
Imony by Paul D. P Spearman power they'could wield in influencing kw. as the maximum power with stations.
iehalf of Network Af Cates, Inc., public opinion or controlling public which any station would be per''in answer to testimor. presented thought if permitted to operate with mitted to operate. This would ache Committee a few veeks ago 500 kw. power or more, and they complish two things: first, it would
lictor Sholis, director the Clear should not be placed in such position settle the argument about power and
nnel Br o a d c a s t ii Service. even if it should be admitted that super -power, which, like Banquo's
'arman summarized the osition of this little group of 19 licensees were ghost, will not down, and secondly, it
SERENÁDE
work Affiliates, Inc., follows: not disposed to take advantage of it, would put the good faith of the Clear
human nature being what it is;
Channel Group to the test
NAI Position Outliid
those
with
"5. Nothing should be done to dis- who were sincerely desirous as
of servClass 1-A stations iould not turb
Latin
Améri
an 'Tunes
the
present
satisfactory
service
allowed through the u' of more being rendered by local and regional ing the rural and remote listeners
[Gs'
could
move
and
do
so,
and
those
who
more power to attem: to over - stations, which means the Clear
merely used the farmer and the other
e the great distance: from
A SELLING JOB
the
Group should not be placed remote listeners as excuses in trying
!tiers in whom they c im to be Channel
IN PHILADELPHIA
in
position
to
take
their
network
and
to secure authority to operate with
leeply interested whihmaintainspot
advertising
business
or
any
apmore
and
more
power
could
settle
their locations in the i st dense - preciable part of
it from them as down to the business of serving their
Populated metropolita areas of the Class 1-A stations
surely would highly populous metropolitan areas,
Country, and far away rom such
soon wirr
do to many of them if all of them are just as most of them do now."
-`-- Cr!J
. y50 KC
;

i

1

s

i

N
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Coast -to -Coast
KFXJ, Grand Junction, Colorado, The male members of the choruses
ET production of "The Shadow"
raised the sum of $10,000 in one of "Waltz Time," "Manhattan Merry is now sponsored by 154 different
hour during a recent program to Go Round," "American Album of firms throughout the United States,
open the special bond drive. Pro- Familiar Music" and "American Canada, Hawaii and New Zealand,
gram was arranged by members of Melody Hour" have pledged to for- in markets not included in the MBS
the local Twenty -thirty Club, with ward one per cent of their earnings network coverage for Blue Coal.
over one hundred artists participat- to fellow choristers inducted into the Transcription series is waxed by
ing. It was aired from the stage armed forces. To date, two singers, Charles Michelson.
of the local Avalon Theater, with Roger Kinne and Gilbert Noland,
special telephones set up below the who sang on all four of these pro- KOA and KFEL, Denver, aired the
stage with which to receive the grams are now with the colors.
services attending the induction of
pledges as they were telephoned in.
150 "Avengers of Pearl Harbor" on
Rex Howell, KFXJ president, acted Carroll Hansen, newsroom chief, of the steps of the capitol building last
as emcee. Program was produced KQW, San Jose, has just been spon- Sunday. Speakers included Governor
sored by "Money -Back Smith" of Ralph Carr of Colorado and Chief
and directed by George Cory.
Oakland, men's clothing store, for a Machinist's Mate Donald K. Ross, a
Paterson Savings Institution has nightly "Victory News" broadcast.... native of Colorado who was awarded
launched a series of quarter-hour Bernie Coates has joined the KQW the Congressional Medal of Honor
programs on WPAT, Paterson, N. J., program department.... Mort Wer- for bravery at Pearl Harbor. Lt.
designed to promote the sale of War ner, recently added to KQW's staff, Lloyd Yoder, KOA's manager reBonds and Stamps at the same time does a Sunday afternoon "quiz and cently called to active duty by the
that its own services are publicized. song" program from the Palace Hotel Navy, swore in the sailors and maThe program, which is heard from Gold Room.... Chester Doyle, new rines. Master of ceremonies for the
6-6:15 p.m. every Tuesday through KQW salesman in San Francisco, occasion was Yeoman Starr Yelland,
Sunday, features popular concert lasted just two weeks before Uncle former KOA announcer doing remusic, plus dramatic narratives on Sam claimed him for the Army, via cruiting service with Denver Naval
colorful incidents in the history of the induction route....KQW sports- headquarters.
-aster Ira Blue conducted a War
Paterson.
Bond and War Stamp Rally for stu- Lou Keplinger, manager of KSAN
"The Fighting Quartermaster," a dents of San Francisco State College, in San Francisco, is receiving conhalf-hour dramatization of the his- at the El Rey Theater. More than grats on the birth of a daughter,
Lana Rae....Duke Ellington, in
tory of the Quartermaster Corps will $2,000 worth were sold.
'Frisco for a week at the Golden
be broadcast by the Blue Network
Defense doings at WTAG, Wor- Gate Theater, made a pair of guest
today, aired in come-emoration of
its 167th Anniversary. The program 7ester: Private police have been em- appearances with Lester Malloy on
will have as its guest The Quarter- ployed to guard the station at night. KSAN.
master General of the United States This is the latest in a series of elabArmy, Major General Edmund B. )rate protective measures which have WRBL, Columbus, Ga., announces
Gregory, and will feature Jay Jostyn been taken by WTAG for air raid three additions to its staff: Jimmy
who plays "Mr. District Attorney" 3efense....Siren at the WTAG trans- Creel, new to the industry, to the
and Andre Baruch, now a First Lieu- mitter in Holden, Mass., is being used technical staff; Bob Turner, antenant with the Quartermaster Corps, by officials of that town as an air nouncer, formerly with WGAU,
as narrator. The musical portion is raid signal.... On the overseas shift Athens, Ga., and Johnny Clarke, in
under the direction of Josef Stopak, is Clarence Davis, formerly of the the production staff. These additions
WTAG engineering staff. Davis re- bring the staff of the 250 -watt station
with the NBC Symphony.
signed recently to join Pan American to 19.... WRBL started a new series
s
Ferries, Inc. as radio navigator of war effort programs from nearby
As part of its special promotional Air
on Africa -bound bombers. ...In time Fort Benning, last week. Series,
activities, KROW in Oakland recently
broadcast several shows from the annual California Spring Garden Show;
also a series of concerts by the Negro
chorus of the northern California
WPA office.

At the annual meeting of the Twin
Cities section of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, WCCO, Minneapolis, En-

gineer Art Peck, was elected secretary-treasurer....Ralph I. Dickinson,
former sales supervisor of the Minneapolis Gas Light Company, joined
the WCCO sales department this
week.
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June

Douglas Craig
Fred Gropper
Robert Parman
Gene Stafford

11

Florence Folsom
Dorothy Haas
Hazel Scott
Bill Sutherland

the

fifth

consecutive

1

Symphony Orchestra from Lewin

Stadium, starting Sunday, June

at 8 p.m. Concerts will be heard
Sunday evening thereafter throe
out the season. This year, for
first time, the municipal station
r

broadcast all the concerts in
Although special permission has
obtained in the past to broadcast

dividual concerts in full on spe
occasions.

WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, 1
vacationers include Paul Luecke,
gineer; Carl Vandagrift, assistant
the program director; Rosen)
Stanger, receptionist; John Gillit

the sales department, and Ed K
production man and emcee
WOWO's daily "Musical Clock."

Robert Stolz, Viennese pianist
composer of "Two Hearts in Thr
Quarter Time," will broadcast o
WQXR with Margit Bokor, yot
Viennese soprano, Monday, June
at 5 p.m., in a program of ro
music of their homeland.
WINS'

Flag

Day

program,

Proudly We Hail," June 14 at Q

will dramatize stories of patr

and sacrifice released in this
Cast will include Cohn Keith son, legit actor; Helena Pickard,
of Sir Cedric Hardwicke, and
Haas, Czech actor and motion
director.
Newest

license

holder

KFRO, Longview, Texas,

a
is

James R. Curtis, wife of Ja

Curtis, president of the station.
the duration, she will probably
meters on the KFRO transmit

a known as the "Quartermaster Quarter Paul Horton, operator at KFRO
seven -an -a -half pound son to Andy Hour," is arranged through the Fort mitter, has resigned to work
Browning, WTAG assistant chief en- Benning Quartermaster Colonel S. B. Texas Agricultural and Mec
College ....DeWitt Jones, c'
gineer. Born June 5, child, his first, Massey.
Moines, Iowa, joined the an
will be named Elliot Nye.
Fan mail during the first three ing staff of KFRO, assigned
WPTF, Raleigh, broadcast cere- weeks of operation of WLIB, newest mid -day shift.
monies held from the portico of the metropolitan outlet, favors classical
North Carolina Capital building dur- and semi -classical music, according Lelia Jackson, formerly ass
ing the mass induction of recruits for to station count. Most of the letters with Elizabeth Arden, has joi
the Navy on the sixth -month anni- were from listeners who had tuned commercial department of
versary of Pearl Harbor...Nina Gray in accidentally. Station's midnight to Huntington, W. Va.
Lyles is the latest addition to WPTF dawn equipment test, the night beproduction department
Kingham fore station's operation became offi- KFEL Foreign Service
Scott, WPTF organist, spending a cial (May 19), drew 350 post cards,
Via Chicago 'News'
two-week vacation at home.
letters and telegrams.
Denver-News reports gathe
"Flags Unfurled," a new march
Kenneth McLeod, development en-

:

penned by D'Artega, band leader, gineer who has been with W65H, released by the Chicago "Daily
be al

.

4

for Father's Day, stork brought

For

WNYC will broadcast the cosy
by the New York Philhann

S

and published by Associated Music
Publishers, debuted on the air, Tuesday, June 9, via "Cheers from the
Camps," the new 'General Motors
program on CBS. D'Artega, himself,

Hartford, since it was founded, has
left to do special research work for
the government. He will be replaced
by Carleton Brown, who is being
transferred from WDRC, Hartford.

will initiate a new musical series, ford.

Saturday, June 13, 4-4:30 p.m., entitled "Pan American Holiday" over CBS announcer, Warren Sweeney,
the Red network, as another link in who is doing all right with six chilradio's good neighbor policy. Santa dren at the age of 33, will be cited
Herrera, Colombian singer, and Rich- therefor by the National Father's
ard Kollmar will appear on the Day Committee on this week's Pet
Milk "Saturday Night Serenade."
D'Artega program.

Foreign Service will
KFEL of this city, following

cent signing of a contract by

O'Fallon, KFEL manager, and
E. Lounsbury, representing the n
paper. Deal, the first made by tb

Chicago "Daily News" with a rid
station, will make possible the áirinl

of the foreign dispatches of the news

paper over KFEL by direct privtnk
wire from various war -fronts iI«

new service supplements KFEL's
and Transradio wires.

Al
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FM Headed For Trouble
)F Adds Agency Men

Blue Athletes
The Blue Network Athletic Assn.,

To Help Production

headed by Chief Engineer George
Milne. will hold its first outing on
Tuesday, June 23, at the Cresent

'nd,innton BI rcan, RADIO DAILY

Country Club,

4shington-Four men in the rafield, one in New
and three in Hollywood have
appointed to the staff of OFF
it was anted yesterday by William Lewis,
Radio Coordinator.
gar J. Sisson, Jr., of Pedlar &
adio consultants,

,

is

Huntington, L.

I.

Popular sports events and dancing will be features. Trimount
Clothing Co. and Adam Hat Stores

-sponsors of shows on the Blueare donating prizes in the form
of merchandise.

the New York appointee.

remaining with his agency Sis pill serve OFF without salary as
rtime service. His first assign sadvertising
will be to handle the details on
e ew York organization of broad-

Harvard Radio Board
Readies First Program

(('anfinurd on Page 6)

Boston-Recently created Harvard
'dtf, York At War' Parade University
Radio Board, appointed
possible methods for the
iütd In Many Languages tousestudy
and control of radio by the

1

University, begins its first broadradio coverage of the casting
activity tonight with the inYork At War" parade Saturday
of a new weekly series
les a cooperative project among auguration
the title of "The Fight For a
,cal outlets whereby practically under
them have installed lines in Free World." Series will be aired
cially built platform opposite over WRUL, short-wave transmitter,
(Continued on Page 6)
rand reviewing stand on Fifth
and 41st St. Plan enables the

Benny's NBC Sun. Time
to the vast array of May Go Rinso for Summer

is to come and go as their own
ims permit.
addition

(Continued on Page 2)

er Moving Fidler
To Sunday Night Spot

Lever Bros., it was learned yesterday, probably will take over the Jack
Benny time on NBC for the Summer,
moving

a new comedy program
headed by Edna Mae Oliver into the

Trade Consensus Holds Petrillo Blast
vs Recordings Convention Pacifier;
Bound To Be Union's Headache
Fly And NAI Testify
At Sanders Hearing
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly made his debut yester-

day as a witness before the House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee conducting hearings on
the Sanders Bill to reorganize the
Commission. Fly's initial appearance,
made before an audience which

Consensus of opinion both

among musicians and recording
companies is that a bootleg industry for the manufacture and

distribution of recordings and
electrical transcriptions, and a
wholesale desertion of union
ranks by heavy dues and tax
paying musicians will flourish
within sixty days if James C.
Petrillo pursues his dictum to
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 3)

See Early Approval
Petrillo's Double Salary
Discussed At AFM Meet
Dallas-Morning session at the an-

Of Enlisting "Hams"

nual convention of the American

Federation of Musicians here yester-

day was featured by a spirited discussion

with regard to President

James C. Petrillo's acceptance of a

$26,000 salary from Local 10, Chicago,

in addition to the $20,000 which he
(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-FCC approval of the
"War Emergency Radio Service" plan
sponsored by the Office of Civilian
Defense to enlist amateur radio operators as an auxiliary communica-

tions system in case of emergency
is expected to be announced tomor-

(Continued on Page 3)
8 Pacific Coast Outlets
To "'Lum 'n' Abner" List Two Daytime Serials
Miles Laboratories, Tnc., will add Being Dropped By Colgate
eight stations on the Pacific Coast to

spot and discontinuing the Friday
.er Products, effective June 21, night
"Grand Central Station" stanza.
Love the Jimmie Fidler program
Deal,
which is still in the works but the network for "Lum 'n' Abner." Colgate - Palmolive
'day nights on the Blue Net - appeared
- Peet, reported
about ready to jell yes - This will bring to 65 the total of to have reserved a night-time
into the 9:30-9:45 (EWT) perihalf(Continued
on
Page
2)
(Continued on Page 2)
llowing the Jergens' "Parker
hour on CBS for a new program, has
i" stanza. Broadcasting for Arcancelled two daytime serials on Coidler currently retails his Hollumbia effective July 10. With drop(Continued on Page 2)
ping of the two shows, "Stepmother"

lI4'nly Bond fledges
Dlumbus. Georgia

- War Bond

Iges totaling $107,000 in 45
rtes is the record of Jack

ley, special events director of
BL,

who,

assisted by a bevy

igh school gals, John Clarke,
9 announcer, and a local sponsib span of Clydesdale horses
o

witted

the

downtown

section.

Pages are believed to be one
in this section.

Wartime 'Language' Committee
Confers With RDG Members

Boyd Leaves NBC Chicago Foreign Language Radio Wartime
of which Arthur Simon of
For Army Air Corps Comm. Control,
WPEN is chairman, met yesterday
Chicago-M. M. Boyd, manager of
the NBC Central Division Spot and
Local Sales office, and Paul J. Moore,
member of the NBC engineering de-

with members of the Radio Directors

Guild, headed by George Zachary,

president, to discuss the matter of

proffered help by RDG to the lanthe Army on guage outlets. Zachary, who preJune 14, both as Lieutenants. Boyd sided, revealed that his organization
produce suitable wartime magoes into the Army Air Corps, re- would
for the language stations in
porting to Washington and Moore to terial
the Signal Corps at Monmouth, N. J. keeping with the OFF design, in
partment, will join

(Continued on Page 2)

Special Request

{

Ralph Edwards and his staff of

assistants on
quences" not

"Truth or Conseonly go whacky
thinking up brainstorm consequences for the Ivory program,
they also have to be different in

other ways. Sign displayed during broadcasts in studio at NBC

says, "Laugh your heads off

or

Tear out your hair, But please don't
whistle While we're on the air!"

(Continued on Page 2)

.

I

2
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NAB Appoints Outler
'Language' Committee
11
Meets With RDG Group To Head Sales Managers
COmlIDG and GOIG
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
(Continued from Page 1)

such languages as its members knew.
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MARVIN KIRSCH

:

:

:

:

Price 10 Cts.

Publisher

:

Editor
Business Manager

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays

Washington-Appointment of John

Plan is to submit the scripts to M. Outler, Jr., commercial manager
the OFF and if okay they would be of WSB, Atlanta, Ga., as chairman
produced on wax for use by the of the NAB Sales Managers Execuforeign language stations. Presumed tive Committee was announced yesthat the OFF would pay the waxing terday by NAB President Neville
inasmuch as there appears to be a Miller. Outler, who served last year
$1,500 monthly fund allotted by the as a member of the committee, repOFF to the Foreign Language Radio resenting large stations, succeeds EuDivision.

It has never been clear gene Carr, now with the Office of

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, however to the language men whether Censorship in Washington.
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, this sum is for administrative purLong active in NAB sales managers
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester poses only, for production of foreign affairs, Outler was a member of the
B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate, language disk series, or both. To original steering committee in 1936
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States date, none of the language outlets which set up the plans for the sales
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10;
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit have received recordings in any lan- managers division of the NAB, which
with order. Address all communications to guage but English, through theregu- has since become the Department of
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, lar OFF channels, or allied govern- Broadcast Advertising, headed by
N. Y. Phone WIsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337,

Frank E. Pellegrin. Besides serving
ment agencies.
Phone State 7596.
North Wabash Ave.
on the executive committee last year,
Another
meeting
is
scheduled
next
Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- Thursday between the language war- Outler also, for the past two years,
wood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
time committee and officials of the was sales managers' chairman of the
5,
7-6338.

Chicago,

Ill. - Frank Burke,

203

Entered as second class matter April
1937, at the postoftice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Crosley
Gen.

Net

Electric

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd.
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

...

61/4
253/8
31/4
513/8

6
711/2

61/4

25

3i/8

511/8
57/8
71
125/8

61/4

251/4 -31/8

511/e
6

the language committee.

Chg.

High Low Close
1171/2 1171/8 1171/2

Corp.

Foreign Language Radio Division of
the OFF will be in attendance. It is
expected that concrete method of
procedure will be discussed and
settled then. Joseph Lang, general
manager of WHOM accompanied
Simon at yesterday's meeting, which
was attended by many leading radio
directors. The RDG will select a
committee of three to work with

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. Cr Tel

RDG. At that time Lee Falk, of the Fifth District, comprising Alabama,

1/8

- 1/4

711/2 +

'New York At War' Parade
Aired In Many Languages
(Continued from

Georgia and Florida.
One of Outler's first assignments as

chairman of the committee will be
to address the AFA convention in
New York June 24 on "Radio as an
Advertising Medium in Wartime," at
a

radio meeting sponsored by the

NAB.

H. C. KOPF, vice-president and genera

ager

of

NBC's

and
in

HOLLISTER NOBLE, director of public

Pacific network, left on
tion just as shooting started on his

script, "Stand By, All Networks."

his

late,

E. S. "EDDIE" WHITLOCK, station n
of WRNL, Richmond, is in New York fc
ferences with the local representatives
station.

BOB HUTTON, promotion manager of
vacationing currently, is due back at hi
on June 22.
OWEN SADDLER, sales and productior

ager of KMA, Blue Network outlet

in

Iowa, is in town for a short
station and network business.
doah,

S

vi

ED WOOD, sales manager of Mutual,

oected

back

today

Detroit.
VINCENT

from

a

CALLAHAN,

F.

business

director

t

c

Department's War Savings Radi
Press Section, has left for a month in Cal
on a combined business and vacation trl
Treasury

BRUFF OLIN. general manager of
Poughkeepsie, down here on another

brief

i

visits.

L.

SCHUMAN, Woodrow

professor of Government at Williams C
and LOUIS GOTTSCHALK, of the depa
of history, University of Chicago, will

town this week-end for "University of C
Round Table" program, which this Sunda
at the NBC studios in Rock

originate

(Continued from Page 1)

terday, would have Rinso sponsoring
the Oliver program Sundays, 7-7:30

p.m., EWT, beginning July

division,

Columbia's

'FREDERICK

Benny's NBC Sun. Time
May Go Rinso for Summer

central

HOGE, of the sales department, are
ville this week on business.

the
(Friday,
5,

Center.

GUS CHAN, WWRL announcer, has
business trip to Washington, D.

re'

from

JIMMY McLAIN en route to St. Loui:
descriptions which will probably "Grand Central" hookup
for the Monday stanza of his
overlap several times during the 7:30-8 p.m.) being discontinued with week-end
I.Q."
which will be aired iron
the broadcast of June 26. Run in the stagé ofprogram,
procession,
WHOM
will
air
the
show
the
Fox Theater.
OVER THE COUNTER
Benny period would be for 13 weeks
Bid Asked in its four major foreign languages,
Yiddish, German, Polish and Italian. and would necessitate NBC's moving
13/4
2
Rad.
Farnsworth Tel.
45/8
Stromberg-Carlson
55/8 British Broadcasting Corporation will its Government "Victory Parade" seCarter Moving Fidler
18
15
WCAO (Baltimore)
also be in the coverage iine-up. ries to a new niche.
To Sunday Night S
WQXR, being situated right on the Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., handles the
parade avenue, will handle the Rinso and Lifebuoy accounts for
8 Pacific Coast Outlets
project from its own front door. Lever.
(Continued Porn Puce 1)
To "'Lum 'n' Abner" List Stations with lines installed at the
lywood gossip Mondays from 7 central platform include WMCA, Two Daytime Serials
p.m. on 78 Blue stations.
(Continued from Page 1)
WOR, WEAF, WJZ, WABC, WNYC,
Small & Seiffer, Inc., handles
Blue Network outlets carrying the WNEW, WHOM, WLIB and WOV. Being Dropped By Colgate account.
program. The show is heard Mon- City's station, WNYC will feed
Zenith

125/8

Radio

1/2

125/8

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
16
161/4 + 23/g
161/4
Hazeltine Corp.
.

Cr

day, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday WWRL and WBNX. WINS, WBYN
(Continued from Page 1)
from 10-10:15 p.m., EWT, with a re- and WHN will probably complete and "Woman of Courage," C -P -P will
peat broadcast on the coast at 11:15 plans for coverage also.
have eliminated all daytime serials
p.m.,. EWT.
on CBS. The two programs, aired
Wade Advertising Agency, Chicago,
for Colgate tooth powder and OctaCleve.
Ork
Summer
Series
handles the account.
gon products, respectively, fill the
10:30-11 a.m., EWT, spot on CBS
Starts June 20 On CBS Monday
through Friday. Ted Bates
and
Sherman
& Marquette are the
Petrilló s Double Salary
The Cleveland Orchestra begins a
Summer series of broadcasts over agencies involved.
Discussed At AFM Meet new
Colgate is reported to have re_
CBS Saturday, June 20, from 10:30-11
served
the Tuesday, 8:30-8:55 p.m.,
p.m.,
EWT.
Rudolph
Ringwall,
asso(Continued from Page 1)
period on Columbia either as
is paid as head of the AFM. Five ciate conductor of the symphony, is EWT,
new spot for Guy Lombardo or for
votes were cast against his acceptance to conduct the programs which will aa new
variety program.
originate in Cleveland's Public Hall,
of the dual remuneration.
and
are
to
be
broadcast
through
the
The afternoon session was devoted
largely to discussion of Resolution facilities of WGAR. The series will Book By Harry Flannery
56, which was voted down over- continue through July 18, with the
To Be Published June 29
exception of Saturday, July 4, when
whelmingly.
Election of officers will take place there is no concert.
The Cleveland Orchestra was heard "Assignment to Berlin," in which
today.
Petrillo, questioned concerning the last season on CBS in a series of Harry W. Flannery recounts his expossible modification of his intention programs that began December 6 and periences as CBS correspondent in
regarding recordings and transcrip- continued until Spring. Ringwall the German capital, will be published
A. Knopf,
tions which would be ordered "dis- conducted some of the concerts of Monday, June 29, by Alfred
continued" as of August 1, stated that that series, the others being broad- Inc. The price is $3. Flannery covAFM was "not going to make a darn cast under the baton of Dr. Artur ered Berlin for Columbia from Ocone for anybody."

Rodzinski, the orchestra's conductor.

tober, 1940, through October, 1941.

(COVER
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At Sanders Hearing
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See Early Approval

Of Enlisting "Hams"

Personalized Promotion
Underwriters' Recognition
from Page 1)
Personalized promotion idea conFor its "meritorious public service row. The(Continued
plan
calls
for the issuing
`nf and undramatic. The Chairman, ceived by Ken Stuart, of the promo- through
the
advocacy
of
fire
preven- of special licenses by the FCC to
awing an outline but without the tion department of KOWH, Omaha, tion and fire protection during
the
stations and operators included in
minous prepared testimony that Nebr., consists of a recording of spe- past year," WGAR, Cleveland
emergency communications systems
characterized most of the preced- cial pre -broadcast announcements to- awarded honorable mention by was
the
1 witnesses, launched into a gen - gether with "teaser" announcements National Board of Fire Underwriters set up by local government and cidefense groups. The plan was
over -all description of the work which are included in a folio of all
their annual meeting in New York. vilian
first discussed at a Commission meetfte Commission, with emphasis on promotional material to the agency at
The
place
of
honor
in
the
national
.s7artime activities. After less than handling the account. For instance, awards was given WGAR because ing late in May and was approved
iinutes of his quiet, academic re- on the "Lone Ranger" program spon- of "its notable success in enlisting in principle then, it is understood.
The hams will operate solely to
, the Committee called it a day, sored by General Mills for Kix, the the active cooperation of the
Fly scheduled to continue his agency can actually listen to the cry administration, Chamber of city provide emergency communications
tnony this morning.
during or immediately after air raids,
of "Hi -oh Silver." This is followed merce, and Safety Council inComthe threatened air raid, enemy action or
One of Many Responsibilities
by the thunder of a horse galloping handling of fire prevention themes."
' pointed out that the Commis- past the listener and again the fading S. J. Horton, executive secretary sabotage. They will transmit on three
frequency bands -112,000 to 116,000
i regulation of broadcasting was cry of the rider. Attention is called of the Insurance
Board of Cleveland,
one of its many responsibilities to the time of the program,-Monday, on behalf of the trustees, officers and kc.; 224,000 to 230,000 kc. and 400,000
to 401,000 kc.
e field of communications-"and Wednesday and Friday at 6:30 p.m.
membership of that organizaInvestigation Before Licensing
nor one at this time." Because For "Gangbusters," sponsored by large
tion, congratulated John F. Patt,
No
licenses will be issued before
le wartime "freeze" order, the Emerson Cigars, the actual opening WGAR vice-president
and general complete
investigation of the appliár of licensing broadcasting sta- of the Blue Network program is manager, on the public service
award. cants by local
governments, which
was, he said, "one of the small- simulated and recorded, and again
must certify to the Commission their
hbs we have to do at this time. the time of the program is announced,
New RGO Program Schedule approval of the individuals. Station
he whole, our attitude is that -Friday evenings at 7 o'clock. In
Icasting should be held in status this way, both agency and sponsor Promotion staff of KGO, San Fran- licenses will be issued for a one-year
for the period of the war."
have actual proof of the way in which cisco, is winning congratulations this period, with expiration dates autowitness said that the policing KOWH is "personalizing" promotion week on a new "KGO Program matically set in six areas of the
,e ether at the request of other for individual accounts.
Schedule," especially planned for ad- country, while operators' permits will
rnment agencies was perhaps the
vertising agency and industrial time be granted for the duration of the
á most magnificent work today,
buyers in graphic chart format. Pref- war and an additional six monthsElectric Display
to exceed five years.
almost half of FCC's budget goaced by a weekly
"On the not
A single license will be issued to
o its monitoring staff. He de - WHB in Kansas City, Mo., has ex- Beam From KGO,"message,
covering
hightd the activities of the Commis - panded its local news service by in- lights of new program developments, cover all transmitters controlled by
the local "primary," or "key" sta100 monitoring stations in stalling, with the Katz Drug Com- the sked is a compact layout
of all tion, with each unit assigned
:epting intelligence and tracking pany, a 40 -foot Trans -Lux news sign. shows, newscasts, and spot announcea number designated in the license. All
unauthorized stations. The Two hundred and twenty characters ments on KGO, including Blue
Net- equipment must be in existence and
nission's aid to the FBI in sole- per minute are shown in three-foot work programs. The sked is
le Sebold German spy case was electric light letters. Sign operates in. two . colors-black and printed owned by or in the possession of the
blue, on licensee at the time of application.
zoned, as well as the operations eight hours per day and is fed news buff stock, and is distributed
to a
Satisfactory proof must be furForeign Broadcast Monitoring from WHB's news bureau.
wide list.
:e in recording and analyzing
nished the FCC that all transmitters
within a warning area can effectively
,)reign propaganda directed to listeners, while they take the cream permitted to operate with
500 kw. be silenced upon the receipt of a
hemisphere and domestic for - of the business which advertisers do power or more;
single order.
propaganda in enemy countries. by radio;
"6. Instead of permitting
staManual to Be Issued
"2. Class 1-A stations should not tions to operate with 500 kw.any
Cites Case of Nazi Station
power
A detailed manual outlining the
irman Fly's single reference be put in position to dominate the on the claim that they want to and
day to the burning controversies radio advertising business as these would serve rural and remote listen- regulations and functions of the war
emergency radio service will be isred in the present Congressional few would be able to do if their ers they ought to be relocated as
conshortly by OCD. Local groups
pt to reorganize the Commis- ambitions on the power question templated by Section 307(B) of .the sued
urged not to attempt to organize
ollowed his account of how the should be realized;
Communications Act of 1934, as are
their units before receiving technical
propaganda station calling itself "3. Regional and local stations are amended, so that the `fair, efficient, and
explanatory material from OCD.
i -U -N -K, and professing to be too important, much too important, and equitable distribution' referred
In connection with the new plan,
d in a Midwestern American to the cities and areas they serve, to in that section may first be tried Broadcasters
Council has
lad been located in Germany. and serve so well, to be sacrificed on out. Applications to bring about this suggested thatVictory
radio stations with
:marked that the station an- the altar of super power;
distribution must first be filed, as the amateur operators
on their staffs
ements were cleverly inter Commission is powerless to act in should organize them
Potentialities Called Dangerous
into civilian
d with local advertising, and
the
absence
of
applications;
defense
units
and
aid
them
wherever
only Wednesday it had an- "4. No small group of stations
Asks 50 -Kilowatt Limitation
ed that the FCC had just re - should be put in the powerful position "7. The Congress should include possible in assembling the necessary
equipment, as a further contribution
the members of the Clear Channel in any new act or amendment
its license.
to the war effort on the part of the
erday's session began with Group would be in or be given the isting law a specific limitation toofex50 stations.
ony by Paul D. P. Spearman power they `could wield in influencing kw. as the maximum power with
half of Network Affiliates, Inc., public opinion or controlling public which any station would be peranswer to testimony presented thought if permitted to operate with mitted to operate. This would acCommittee a few weeks ago 500 kw. power or more, and they complish two things: first, it would
:tor Sholis, director of the Clear should not be placed in such position settle the argument about power and
el Broadcasting Service. even if it should be admitted that super -power, which, like Banquo's
nan summarized the position of this little group of 19 licensees were ghost, will not down, and secondly, it
SERENADE
irk Affiliates, Inc., as follows: not disposed to take advantage of it, would put the good faith of the Clear
human
nature
being
what
it
is;
Channel Group to the test
NAI Position Outlined
jv¡tit
those
"5. Nothing should be done to dis- who were sincerely desirous as
Class 1-A stations should not turb
Latin American Tunes
the present satisfactory service ing the rural and remote of servlisteners
owed through the use of more being rendered by local and regional
does
ore power to attempt to over - stations, which means the Clear could move and do so, and those who
the great distances from the Channel Group should not be placed merely used the farmer and the other
A
SELLING
JOB
irs in whom they claim to be in position to take their network and remote listeners as excuses in trying
!N PHILADELPHIA
ply interested while maintain - spot advertising business or any ap- to secure authority to operate with
locations in the most dense- preciable part of it from them as more and more power could settle
down to the business of serving their
pulated metropolitan areas of the Class 1-A stations surely would
entry, and far away from such do to many of them if all of them are highly populous metropolitan areas, soon wlrrl
9.50 KC
just as most of them do now."
(Continued from Page 1)
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By JAC WILLEN

By FRANK PURKE

THE Army -Navy Game, follo

LILLIAN WEIL of the WIBC, Indianapolis, artists bureau resigned
last week to become the bride of Lou
Goldberg of the U.S. Army Medical
Corps.

,t.'
a...

"The Midwest Mobilizes," popular
WBBM dramatization of the civilian
war effort, formerly heard on Saturdays from 4-4:30 p.m., CWT, will be
broadcast Wednesdays from 6:30-7
p.m., CWT, effective this week.
New Ben Bernie commercial show
for Wrigley on CBS might be tabbed

a gathering of the Paul Whiteman

alumni. Jack Fulton, once a crooner
with "P.W." and the "King's Jesters"

who got their start with Whiteman

at Cincy are among Ben's supporting
talent.

sI
b. rn

Dr. Preston Bradley, noted churchman and radio commentator, closes
his series of WJJD broadcasts from
the pulpit of the People's church on
Sunday, June 14. However, he will
begin a new series on WJJD on Sunday, June 21, at 11 a.m., from the
station's studios.

Ray Pearl and his orchestra gets

a WBBM wire from the Melody Mill
ballroom in Chicago.

Eddy Duchin makes his bow in a
naval lieutenant's uniform for the

first time the coming week and is
submitting to a regulation navy haircut.

Pat Flannigan is getting a healthy
plug for his sponsor-Marvel cigarettes-during the interview programs which originate at the army,
navy and marine corps recruiting
stations. Each recruit interviewed
gets a carton of cigarettes.
Yeoman Bill Demand of Evanston,
who wrote a tune, "I Only Know"
is getting in the limelight these days

as a song writer. The Great Lakes
sailor's tune was first introduced by
Russ Morgan and his orchestra on an
NBC sustainer and this week gets a
spot on the Blue Network's "Meet
Your Navy" show.
Roy Shield, music director of the
NBC central division, will be presented an honorary Doctor of Music
degree by the Chicago Musical College at its 75th annual commencement exercises, Wednesday, June 17,
in Orchestra Hall, Chicago. In citing
Shield for the honor, college officials
said: "As conductor and guest con-

ductor, Mr. Shield has many first

performances of important new and
rarely heard works to his credit. In
the field of writing symphonic music
for radio dramas, his work as composer and arranger is outstanding."

Bob Bailey of "That Brewster Boy"
show on CBS is back from a Wiscon-

sin fishing trip with enough fish for
the entire cast.

WWRL Adds AP News

WWRL, New York, which began
full time operation on May 13 and
since then has been airing 16 daily
five-minute newscasts, has further
extended its coverage with the addi-

a successful try -out last m

becomes a weekly Blue Neti
feature for Summer consumption
ginning Sunday, June 14, from 1

Little Shots About Big Shots!
Harry Hershfield related this story to Louis Nizer, Bert Lytell,

Lucy Monroe, Alice Marble, Jim Sauter and the many other people who
attended the luncheon at the Park Lane yesterday to hear Mayor LaGuardia
and army officials discussing plans for the National AAU meet June 19th
and 20th at Randalls Island in behalf of Army Emergency Relief ....A
Negro private in the army stationed at an Alaskan base asked his commanding officer for a furlough to visit his home in a small town in Alabama.

...The C.O. said he'd take the matter up and would let the private know.
...A few weeks passed and the private didn't hear from the C.O. so he
again went through channels for an interview.... The commanding officer
again asked the colored private what he wanted and the private repeated
his request for a furlough to visit his home town. "You know," said the
C.O., "we investigated that request of yours and couldn't find that such
a town existed"....The colored soldier scratched his head in meditation
and then replied, "That's funny. They sure were able to find that town
when they drafted me!"

September 6.

Arch Oboler had reason to

let;

brate this past Sunday, becomin,
proud parent of a 5 -pound, 1-o11
boy, at the Cedars of Lebanon 41

pital, Sunday, June 7. Mrs. 01.
is doing well.
John Boylan, well-known

II

writer, has joined the writing

of NBC Hollywood.
Billy Mills, Fibber McGee matt

found the answer to that gard
shortage. He threw himself a " b
me -one -dozen -something" party

t

guest bringing out

s

Hollywood home Saturday, with
a

dozen

plants, or one large plant, with
guest responsible for the plat
of his own gift. Wait 'till som
our Hollywoodians "see" how
looked "diggin'-the-dirt."
Fibber McGee and Molly's "
Uppington," Isabel Randolph, wil

Oddest fan letter of the week has just been received by Kay
Kyser. It came from Jeanne Molbey, of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. It read:

"You've always been a favorite in our household but now you're a HERO.
This evening we were listening to your program and when the orchestra
began playing 'Who Wouldn't Love You' (which happens to be my favorite
recording) I jumped up and rushed into the other room to tell Mom to listen
to it. Just as I entered the hallway, I stopped in my tracks, for our back

bedroom window was open-screen unlatched-and a garden hoe was
sliding out the window with my mother's purse on the end of it....I
screamed-the purse slid to the floor-and the hoe dropped-you know
the rest....All I can say is that if it hadn't been for your orchestra and
that darling arrangement of 'Who Wouldn't Love You'-we would have
been living examples of John Steinbeck's 'Oakies' 'till next payday!"

on a personal appearance tour
Summer during vacation of the
gram from the air.
Bernard N. Smith, KFI Farm

porter, will be one of the ju
in the 1942 Cooperative Citrus I

keting essay contest, which is

sored each year by the

Walter Compton told Lionel Stander, who is using one crutch

to support a leg injury, that he must use two crutches when the latter
appears on "Double or Nothing"....The favorite "name of the week" in
'Frisco these days is that of Lloyd Creekmore, new sound effects chief at
In town for a
KGO-Blue studios there. Creekmore is his real name!
personal appearance at a local theater. Judy Canova, the movie actress
of loquacious tendencies was interviewed by Heinie, over WTMJ.... Believe
it or not, but Heinie had difficulty in getting more than a few words from
the young star. It wasn't mike fright and "it couldn't have been me"
according to Heinle, "just reticence."

-

s)

Califa

f
Fruit Growers Exchange.
Billy Arntz, "Blondie" maestr( E
writing a "Blondie" overture, w
will be a musical cavalcade of,
first 150 broadcasts of the comic
radio serial.

"You Belong To Me," with
Oberon and George Brent, wil
the Lux Radio Theater presenta
of Monday, June 15.

Lyman Smith, KMTR, has a
one....15 minutes daily, 1:30-

p.m., featuring previews of the la
recordings. Program is titled `E,

ts

k
i

Data." Opening and clot
theme is fanfare from motion

and

"Boys from Syracuse."

dG

Qoiét, A NEW YOR
Stay "Where Radio Ci
Meets

Times

Q

Squar

Friendly atmosphere-spacious,

e

ful rooms make you feel at home
from home!

If a highway patrolman flags down a South Carolina driver
these days-the driver may receive an "Orchid for Safety" rather than
a ticket to "tell it to the Judge"....WORD. 250 -watt Blue outlet in Spartanburg last Thursday inaugurated a new broadcast to point up safe driving
for the conservation of vital rubber and gasoline....In cooperation with
the State Highway patrol, the broadcast presents an actual magistrate
trying a case of "Safe Driving" and awarding a real orchid. Broadcast
also features mechanics, tire experts, etc., to lecture on the conservation
of tires, motors, and gasoline.... Program Director Bill Ratcliff started the
ball rolling and Announcer Gherall Mosteller handles the show. Script
is written and directed by Bill Fallaw. Highway patrolman.

COO
Reason-

ROOMS, each with
and bath,

from $2

.m..

able AIIexpense

Tours.

Write for
details.

HOTEL

VI
AT RADIO CRY MAW. otSIat ST. NEWIt

tion of Associated Press news. WWRL

will continue to maintain its International News Service report.

p.m., PWT. It will be heard thr

RONALD A. BAKER. Mang«r

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

E
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See AFM Heading For Trouble

Re Proposed Recording Ban

EON HENDERSON, head of the
(Continued from Page 1)
tl, and FREDERICK LEWIS AL 1, editor of "Harper's Bazaar," on stop the manufacture of record- production for home use would be
ormation Please," tonight (NBC ings and transcriptions for ra- permitted becomes a farce in the

ACIENCIFS
NETWORK radio expenditures by

two of the three leading soap man-

ufacturers increased in 1941 over the
preceding year, it was reported yes-

terday by Lawrence M. Hughes in

light of past experience. Producing
dio and other commercial uses. companies have been labeling record- the New York "Sun." Lever Bros.
showed the largest increase, amount)SEPHINE THERESEA ZOGBY, Trade further envisioning these de- ings along these lines, but no one ing
to $1,300,000 for a 1941 total of
tority on silk worms, on Dave El- velopments, questions the distance has been able to prevent a home $4,500,000.
Colgate -Palmolive -Peet inth American Federation of Musicians
, 8:30 p.m.).

's "Hobby Lobby,"
1,BC-CBS, 8:30 p.m.) .

user from turning the platters over creased radio expenditures $1,000,000
to $5,300,000. Procter & Gamble

tomorrow

can go on such a policy without run- to the local radio station. Only rening headlong into restraint of trade course union would have policing
.NST LUBITSCH, on "A Lunch - boogies and Thurman Arnold's juris- this phase would be pulling whatDate With Ilka Chase," Saturday diction. Waxers are adamant in the ever live musicians stations might
stand that the AFM could not put be employing, thereby cutting off its
C Red, 12:30 p.m.).
them out of business, and listed, for nose to spite its face. Larger stations
ICQUELINE COCHRANE, now a Petrillo's edification, suicidal weak- and network affiliates would have to
ht Captain in the U. S. Ferry nesses in the union president's move. abide, or be cut off from national
feedings.
tmand, on the "Stars and Stripes
Fear Killing of 300 Stations
Estimates granted that, uncontestlritain" program, Sunday (WORRecordings Backlog a Factor
ed, the restraint order would knock
ual, 9 p.m.).
Working against the no -more -re300 radio stations out of commission cording ruling is the terrific back1.AD BARKER, animal imitator, immediately. One hundred others log of recordings on file at the pro'ohn Reed King's "What's New at would be severely handicapped. The ducers. One of the largest admitted
Zoo," Sunday (WABC-CBS, 1:35 others would find the cost of opera- that he had a three-year supply of
tion greatly increased, having to re- standard tunes if he had to stop pro).
sort to more dramatic programs as duction today. Firm's service would
3. WILLIAM WITHERS, author substitutes. Post war period, when lack only the last minute pop tunes.
economist, and MERRYLE STAN- numbers of news and commentator
Bootlegging could take still another
' RUKEYSER, lecturer and jour- programs would be cut in half, would form, and be of particular assistance
rt, discussing "Would a Sales Tax present a still greater problem to the to the small stations entirely dependefit the War Effort," on "Wake radio industry. However, attitude ent upon canned music. Off -the -air
America," Sunday (WJZ-Blue of waxers, is that the situation will recordings of network live bands
vork, 3 p.m.).
never reach that point.
would be sufficient to keep some staPNETH SPENCER, bass -baritone,

)r. Frank Black's "We Believe"

s, Sunday (NBC Red, 4:30 p.m.).

'SEPH W. BARKER, of Colum-

Jniversity; COL. C. N. SAWYER,

he U. S. Army Signal Corps;

D W. ESHBACH, of Northwest University, and ROBERT C.
DIQUE, acting president of Drexel
la;tute of Technology, discussing

As yet there has been no attempt
among the manufacturers of recordings and transcriptions to offer a
concerted opposition, but a united
front will develop, it was pointed
out, if the need arises. Similarly,

tions equipped if they couldn't buy

dropped $1,600,000 from its radio
budget, spending $9,400,000 in the

medium the past year.

J. M. MATHES, INC., for the
eighth consecutive year has been

named to handle the New York State
milk publicity campaign, it was announced yesterday by Commissioner
Holton V. Noyes of the N.Y. State
Department of Agriculture and Markets. The 1942-43 appropriation is
for $300,000, with radio expected to
receive its usual large portion.
ALLIS-CHALMERS has added four

stations to the list carrying its War
Bond campaign, raising the total to
43 stations.
Additions, set through
Bert S. Gittins Advertising, Milwaukee, are WDAY, WHCU, WSB
and WTMJ.

legitimately manufactured recordings, would evolve a licensing plan taking
and the union would find the going
distributors. Believed that the
pretty tough to crack down on this in
union has means to set up more rigid
practice.
and policing system than
Spokesmen pointed out that Petrillo licensing
dreamed of by an Ascap. Matethere has been no report of mass will have to back track some distance ever
rialization of such a procedure would
protest via petition or the like on if

the part of the recording musicians,
who are probably awaiting the end
of the convention and a specific directive from their president before
'Etcation for War Needs," on the initiating such a move.
Riewing Stand" program, Sunday One transcription executive viewed
(WR-Mutual, 11 a.m.).
the Petrillo move as inviting another,

he would solve the mechanical
if not eradicate, the National
problem for his members. He has dwarf,
had one lesson already, for the sever- Association of Performing Artists.

Cannot Prohibit Manufacture
ity of his policy in his own local Wax
executives denied that Petserved only to chase the industry rillo approached
a few years
into other centers thus depriving his back to constructthem
a
plan
for the inmembership of work. Had he promul- dustry, mentioning that their willgated this measure back in 1937, he ingness to work out a contract with
and bigger Boston Tea Party, one
J. DR. JESSE M. BADER, wherein the ranks of the lone, non- might have had a better chance to AFRA attested to their cooperative
:ral Secretary of the World union Boston Symphony would swell see it through his way, but he is intentions. The root of the union's
¡ention of the Disciples of Christ, with plenty of musicians who would going to have a difficult time trying problem, however, does not lie with
Mutual's Radio Chapel," Sunday find it worth their while to drop to convince musicians that the four the producers, they emphasized, for
million dollars they earned in 1941 try as he may, Petrillo cannot pro'R -Mutual, 11:35 a.m.).
out of the union. There would be from recordings was only hay.

inducement from the recordSee Desire for Compromises
AURICE EVANS, Shakespearean enough
ing
firms
to take care of an influential
Petrillo's convention blast has been
and MARY ELINOR MUL- batch of recording
artists.
interpreted as an offensive against
¡LAND, chosen as most talented
s

o
a

a

"Bootlegging" a Possibility

?nt of West Virginia University, The restraining order would open
!red Allen's "Texaco Star The- up many avenues of bootlegging, an" Sunday (WABC-CBS, 9 p.m.) . alysts concluded. Within two months
the leading manufacturers would set
house in Mexico and Cuba, as a
egion To Honor Lewis up
start,
aware that the quality of murecognition of his services on sic would not reach present standIf of the war effort, Fulton ards, but would suffice to whip the
ís, Jr., Mutual's roving reporter, edict. Manufacturers are confident
receive a citation from Edward that advertisers would go along with
rail, National Commander of the the industry as they did in the Ascap
trican Legion, on the concluding fight. The value of ETs for the govidcast of his "Production For ernment's own purposes has been so
ary" series, on Thursday, June 18, enhanced by results in the sale of
0:30 p.m. Final broadcast will War Bonds, Stamps, recruiting, etc.,
;pate in Washington, D. C., thru that the union would find it difficult
facilities of WOL.
to halt commercial production while
permitting the patriotic phases. There
Wedding Bells
would have to be some form of subrguerite McCormack, office man- sidy for Government production, and
of WTAG, Worcester, Mass., will it is unlikely the Government would
Thomas McEvoy, of Worcester, entertain the idea at this time.
t 13.
Petrillo's qualifying statement that

hibit the manufacture of recordings.
He can only regulate their making.

Possible that the union will resort
to an upward revision of the three
a discontented membership, as well per cent tax for recording dates, so
as a crude invitation to the trade to that musicians coining dough in the
come through with compromises. market would be contributing proThose who have worked with Petrillo portionately to the locals' coffers.
maintain that the situation had him
stumped, and he reasoned that his
bark might elicit from the producers
a plan he could offer the musicians
and protect his vanity. Trade does
not anticipate, as a compromise, a
demand for higher recording rates,
for that device would not increase
employment. Treasury of the AFM
is not exactly broke, so that larger
fees is not the aim.
Whole thing will probably resolve

a licensing plan whereby the
union will license and tax manufacturers of new juke boxes (if and
when the government allows new
production), and license radio stations so that fees can be collected
into

on commercial use of recordings. On

boxes already on the market, union

America's Greatest
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OFF Adds Agency Men

To Help Production
(Continued from Page 1)

in the NBC and CBS summer
patriotic series-"Victory Parade" and
"Victory Theater."
To assist Nat Wolfe, OFF liaison
man in Hollywood, on details concasts

nected with Hollywood broadcasts in

the same series, Coordinator Lewis
announced that Leonard Levinson,
Don Quin, and Carroll Carroll would

serve in the same capacity and on
the same non -salaried basis as Sisson. Levinson and Quin are associated with Needham, Louis and Brorby, while Carroll is with the
Hollywood office of J. Walter Thompson.

Wolfe, who was originally scheduled to come east for the OFF radio
conferences in New York today and
Chicago on Saturday, cancelled his
trip at the last moment. Coordinator
Lewis is planning a trip to the West
Coast the end of this month.
Representing OFF at the New
York and Chicago meetings, in addition to Coordinator Lewis and Assistant Coordinator Meservey, will be
Seymour Morris and Elaine Ewing.
Philip Cohen, liaison man between
OFF and other Government agencies,
will also attend.

Two SESAC Compositions
Win Official Recognition
Two..SESAC tunes have been taken

over officially

as part of the war

effort. "Care for Your Car for Your
Country," published by Hank Keene,

Coventry, Conn., has been designated
official conservation song by the Office of Emergency Management, and
"I Need America, America Needs

Me" will be theme song of New
York At War Day tomorrow.

Free recordings of "Care for Your
Car," which is theme song of the

Fred Allen program, are available
to radio stations through the Texas

Co. ad v e r t i s i n g department here.

WORDS

MIJSIC

By Sid Weiss

We hate to brag-so we won't. However, we couldn't
resist gloating about Ted Steele's latest break. Ted just got signed
for the male lead in the Bill Rowland picture to be filmed in N.Y. and
we also hear that 20th Century -Fox has their camera eye on him. Reason
we're proud? We've been touting Ted ever since he scrapped his page
boy's uniform to turn on the heat with his novachord. A fella's allowed
a couple of I-told-you-so's, isn't he'l
The Jack Meakins are expecting
a late Summer jitterbug. He's the NBC musical director and she's the
former Patricia Norman of "Old Man Mose" fame.... Geo. F. Putnam
negotiating with NBC to get an overseas assignment, covering the news
from the front....Next week's edition of the "New Yorker" will carry
interview with Arthur Vinton, radio and screen actor, who's bucking Ham
Fish in the coming election....Texaco Summer set-up will include Jane
OUR TOWN:

Froman, Al Goodman's ork, Ray Block choir and a still -to -be -chosen Spanish
singer....Bob Trout expected back from London in two weeks....It's a

girl at the Gilbert Macks. His second, by the way....Tony Leader's kid
brother, Joe, (he's merely six feet six) is in town on a visit.

*

*

Lovely Betty Grayson, back in town from Hollywood where she
was screen-tested by one of the major companies, has landed one
of the roles in "Sing For Dough," heard Sundays via WJZ. Why
Hollywood ever let Betty get out of the city limits is something
only Hollywood can answer-but we're willing to gamble some of

our hardly -earned cash that her next visit there will be a permanent one.

*

*

*

John E. Kucera has taken Fred Wile's spot as business manager at
Y.&R., with the latter in Washington now.... Wire from Nellie Revell:
"When you open that great big mouth of yours, don't forget me. Also
don't forget that I'm over the draft age" ....Dick Sanders an addition to
"Easy Aces" ....The stork has pencilled in a July date at the Norman
Winters....Ted Collins and Co. off for Kent, Quebec, this week-end to
entertain army flyers up there.... Nice job Lawson Zerbé s turning in on
"Valiant Lady"....Fritz Blocki, Guy Della Cioppa and Tom Riley assigned
to directorial staff with General Motors show.... Next big patriotic tune
will be Irving Berlin's "Song of Freedom" sung by the Bing in Paramount's
"Holiday Inn." Bing will introduce the tune on his air show....Sarah
Rollitts has resigned from MCA to open her own offices on Madison ave.
She will represent the Salkow agency of Hollywood, handling writers,
talent and radio personalities.

*

Disks, cut by Al Goodman, are sans
commercials.

AND

*

*

OF THEE I SING: Ascap's latest promotional stunt supplying sta-

Baseball On KROW

Oakland, Calif.-Co-sponsorship of

the baseball games of the Oakland
and San Francisco teams of the Pa-

cific Baseball League over KROW of

this city has been taken over by the
Signal Oil Co. in cooperation with
General Mills. Oakland games are
handled by Dean Maddox and San
Francisco contests are described by

Ernie Smith, with Hal Parkes

as

relief mikeman for both.

Signal account is handled by Barton Stebbins Agency of Los Angeles.

tions with full half-hour weekly scripts in regular package show
form, devised by Robert L. Murray, public relations director of
the Society. Over 276 stations are using the idea currently with
the total expected to reach 500 before the month is out....Jack
Eigen's Crawford Clothes show via WMCA. His B'way and Hollywood chatter is reported to be interesting the networks.

*

*

*

The absent-minded announcer who once rolled under
his dresser and waited for his collar button to find him. ...The smart cookie
who hasn't let any woman pin anything on him since he was a baby....
The radio gossipers who think they are the spies of life....The playboy
whose pretense at being rich keeps him poor....The aging fashion expert
who has stopped patting herself on the back and has started in on her chin.
RADIO TYPES:

Williams Extends WJZ Sked

R. C. Williams & Co., New York,

has extended for 12 days its campaign

on WJZ in behalf of Royal Scarlet

foods.

Williams is using 12 chain

breaks at 9:30 a.m., EWT, one daily
excluding

Saturday

and

Sunday.

Alley & Richards, New York, is the
agency in charge.

Harvard Radio Boalo
Readies First Progrio
(Continued from Page 1)

at 7:30 p.m., EWT, and is spons(43

jointly by the University and lei
World Wide Broadcasting Fourl.'
tion, operator of the station.
The first broadcast in the se?s,
will take place from a special dirrl+'
at the Harvard Club of Boston gin 1

to welcome the new program. I,..
fessor Harlow Shapley, Director¢!
the Harvard College Observat
will be the principal speaker on
subject of "The World of F
Thought." Preceding Professor Sh

the broadcast will be ope:
by brief introductory remarks
plaining the purposes of the set
ley,

by Walter S. Lemmon, president I
founder of WRUL, and Prof
E. P. Learned, representing then
ly created Harvard University

Before the broadcast th'
will be brief introductory rema
by Ralph Lowell, president of
Harvard Club of Boston; Profes,
Board.

(

Henry W. Holmes, who will serve
presiding officer of the evenin

ceremonies; and A. Calvert Sm
for the Harvard Radio Board.
Symposium On Unity

Immediately after the broadcast

concluded, there will be a syml
sium for dinner guests, not to

broadcast, on "Can Unity of Outlo
be Achieved and How Can Amen
Help Achieve It?". The broadcat

on "The Fight for a Free Worl
will be heard for the next eightei,
or twenty weeks over WRUL t,

Friday evenings at 7:30 p.m., EVSE

and on Sunday afternoons at 2:
EWT, when the preceding Frida
talk will be rebroadcast. The seco
of the series will feature Profess;
Ralph Barton Perry speaking of

"The Challenge: German Ideolo
and Purposes"; to be followed
Dr. E. O. Reischauer, whose subj
will be: "The Challenge: Japa
Idealogy and Purposes."
Ralph Barton Perry, Chairman
The Harvard University

Board marks a new departun
Harvard's study of the use of r

broadcasting as an adjunct of a
versity's functions. The members
this Board are as follows: Profe
Ralph Barton Perry, chairman;
fessor William Yandell Elliott;

fessor Edmund P. Learned; Profess
Edmund M. Morgan; Professor H
low Shapley; Dean Francis T. Spaul
ing, and A. Calvert Smith. Coopera

ing to make this series available

a world audience, WRUL has loan

members of its staff to advise a
consult with members of the Uni

versity Radio Board. Harvard Unl
versity and this organization ha

collaborated from time to time
the past but this is perhaps the mo
extensive series they have uncle
taken.

Ever since the Lord Tarleton in Miami Beach opened some two
years ago it has been the Mecca for the radio gang-credit for which
must go in large doses to the exploitation genius of Geo. Lottman.
Phil Spitalny, Ed Hill, Kate Smith, Al Jolson, Walter Winchell, Lou
Holtz, Ed Wolf and Jack Robbins are only a few who made it their

Harvey J. Struthers, WCCO,
neapolis, salesman, is the proud
of a 71 -pound boy, Harvey, Jr.,

Florida home this past season.

neapolis.

Stork News

to his wife, Helen, June 8 in
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b
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Friday, June 12,

Coast - to -('oast

IN A guest appearance on Don Nor- John -Merriman, formerly of the Cyril King of Kirkland Lake is A few days after WBNX
sta
man's interview program, Tuesday, CBS page staff, has been appointed substituting at CKRN, Rouyn, Que- rubber salvage campaign dire
June 16, over WOR, Jerry Wayne, news desk assistant in the CBS news bec, while Bill Reid enjoys a two- aexclusively
to shoemakers, salt
baritone, will distribute autographed room. Prior to joining CBS, Merri- week vacation in Montreal and committee amassed
than al
copies of his Beacon recording of man was a sports reporter for the Toronto.... Bruno Cyr, French an- ton of scrap rubbermore
heels
and tl
"This Will Be A Lonesome Summer" "Nyack Journal -News".... L y m a n nouncer at CKRN, is also vacation- from shoemakers in the local
to uniformed men in the audience. Bryson, CBS educational director and ing for two weeks at Montreal.... oughs, Long Island and New Jo
chairman of Columbia's Adult Edu- Ernest Courtney, formerly of CKVD, Announcements were aired on
Under the direction of Private Bob cation Board, will give two talks at Val d'or, Quebec, is now musical di- tion's Italian hour.
Becks, head of the newly created ra- the International Convention of Ki- rector of CFCH, North Bay, Ontario.
R
dio department of the office of public wanis in Cleveland on Monday, July
*
Attesting to the popularity of
relations at the Columbus (Miss.) 15. On June 27, he will speak to the
Walter Kaner, publicity director of MBShow, "The Better Half," a to
Army Flying School, WCBI is carry- National Education Association con- WWRL, and conductor of a weekly off on this program was given
ing a total of 21 broadcasts, weekly, vention in Denver, and on July 1, he stamp program over the station, has Coloradio Convention of Lion'sat
directly from the air base, pickups will talk before the National Council been appointed a Merit Badge Coun- ternational at Durango Colorado
selor for Stamp Collecting by the week. Original scripts written
being made from a variety of points of Teachers of English.
Greater New York Boy Scout Founda- Jack Byrne of Mutual were used is
in the camp. ...Bob McRaney, general manager of WCBI, will head the
For the eighth consecutive year, tion.
Rex Howell of KFXJ subbing in
local committee in charge of the KOA, Denver, will broadcast a salute
emcee spot filled by Tom Slater
A new feature has been added to the regular network broadcast. I
state-wide Gas Model Airplane Con- to the Frontier Days Celebration at
test to be staged in Columbus, Miss. Cheyenne, Colo., on the week-end the weekly song broadcasts of the dience participation was obtair
preceding the opening of the world Moylan Sisters, seven and nine -year- from delegation. Lions pronoun(
singing team, heard Sundays at it a "roaring" success.
William Clark Ellzey, new an- famed rodeo fiesta. As in the past, old
*
5
p.m.
on WJZ. Each week the girls
Colorado's
Public
Service
Company
nouncer at KVOR, Colorado Springs,
will recite a prayer for Victory, and Maurice Hart, WNEW's p la t t
is also a local minister ....George will sponsor the program. Frontier
their millions of listeners to join jockey, has just finished editing, wr
Green, former jobber -salesman, has Days this year will be held in Chey- ask
them in a large-scale mass prayer.
ing and narrating the script of a
enne
from
July
21
to
25.
joined KVOR's sales staff.
*
*
reel newsreel history of the w
Connie Small, publicity office as- which will be shown in theatl
Boyd
Lawlor,
former
station
and
Irene Kersis, member of the WTAG.
country.
manager of WJMA, 'Coy- sistant, and salesman Ed Larkin re- throughout the
*
*
Worcester, Mass., traffic department, 'ommercial
signed from KQW-CBS, San Franngton,
Va.,
has
joined
the
staff
of
has resigned to go with the Worcester WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., MBS affili- cisco ....Four announcers are used in
Ann Barbinel, independent progrt
Public Health Department. ...Latest ite and key station of the Tri-City KQW's new nightly news roundup, producer, who also does vocal wo
musical composition b+, announcer titled "News of the World." Voicing on the concert stage and in rad
singer Bob Rissling of WTAG is the ietwork.
the day's events in dramatic sequences has been asked to appear as gut
sentimental ballad, "As Soon As My
are Carroll Hansen, who compiles the artist on a Flag Day program of tl
A
tieup
with
the
San
Francisco
Heart Was Turned."
Dick Ellers, Harry Le Roy Veterans of Foreign Wars, Post 1l
"Examiner" has been set by FM sta- programs;
She will open the program by singit
and Don Frederick.
tion
KALW,
operated
by
the
Samuel
John W. Scott, KABC, San Antonio,
the "Star Spangled Banner."
*
e
news chief, is on a flying trip to Cen- Gompers Trade School, which is Jack Strickland, formerly sales
training
technicians
for
war
work.
tral and South America to gather three mornings weekly a special manager of the American Network, Harvey Peterson, KPO music
material for his daily broadcasts....
is recuperating near
cast of news intended for tech- will handle time -sales for W63NY, rector,
Tommy Reynolds, chief announcer of Jroad
Francisco
after a serious illnes
WHN's
FM
outlet,
with
offices
here.
students is prepared by the
KABC, and Ted Eckman will play nical
Members of the Serra Club, 75 s
'Examiner,"
and
aired
via
KALW
leads in the forthcoming production o the classrooms.
guests of KPO manager
A. L. Alexander's "Mediation," a were
of "The Straw" by members of the
Elwood at luncheon and a
WHN
feature
broadcast
Fridays
9-10
20-30 Club.
San Francisco's new
Ed Beemish has *been added to the p.m., has gone off the air for the through
The club is a Catholic S
engineering staff of WTTM, Trenton, summer. Tonight's program would City.
in California.... William
N. J., to take over most of the remote have been the final broadcast, but it group
4 -1
1
new
KPO
press chief, formerly
is
being
cancelled
by
a
night
baseball
jobs, including all special events, and
a salesman with McCann-Eri
broadcast.
maintenance work. He also does a
agency and the "'Frisco Exam.
relief shift on the board to fill in on
On Flag Day, June 14, Conrad Thi- a Hearst sheet.
days off for the other men. ...Ed
Langdon, formerly of WPIC, Sharon, bault, radio and concert baritone, de17¡18:
Pa., has been added to the announcing serts his Sunday commercial, "Man- Two Network Programs
';,!25i26!IT!28!29¡30j
staff of WTTM....Peggy Porter, pro- hattan Merry -Go -Round," to sing the
Ending Seasonal R
ducer and mistress of ceremonies of national anthem at the opening of the
June 12
"Tots 'N Teens," heard over WTTM, New American Legion Building,
Trenton, N. J., Sundays at 10 a.m., Washington, D. C. On the following Two additional seasonal spo
Roger Forster
Al Dcnahue
will appear at the McCarter Theater, night, at New York's Manhattan Cen- will leave the Blue Network a
Glenn Snyder
Priscilla Lane
ter, he will repeat his musical duties end of this month. Having
Princeton, for the summer season.
Donald Weeks
e
by opening the United Nations Relief pleted its usual 26 -week Winter
June 13
Lew Lacey, public relations staff program sponsored by "Pour La Vic- Ex -Lax, Inc., will discontinue S
Don Dixon
Bob Bailey
sorship of Arthur Tracy, "The S
chief of KTSA, San Antonio, Texas, toire," the French daily.
Ralph Edwards Arthur L. Forrest
*
*
Singer," on 26 Blue stations fo
is the first of the station crew to
Mary Kendel
Jack Fulton
enjoy a summer vacation. Lacey is Millicent Polley, women's director ing the broadcast of July 3.
Basil Rathbone
Lyell Ludwig
on a combined business and pleasure at WHBF, Rock Island, is vacationing through Joseph Katz Co., the
trip over the state.
in Pine Island Park, Balsam Lake, gram is aired Mondays, Wedne
June 14
and Fridays from 4-4:15 p.m., E
Wisc., until June 16.
Major Edward Bowes
*
*
Ontario Travel & Publicity B
A
quarter-hour
commercial
broadCliff Edwards
Rhea Diamond
concludes
its 16 -week contract
cast
over
WCKY,
Cincinnati,
marked
A
forum
discussion
which
will
George Hall
Benny Fields
1

BftEúl

Loretta Lee
Hilton Lamare
Ken Lyons
Mort Lewis
Robert A. Litzberg
Jerry Stone
Marce"a Shields
John Scott Trotter
Sam Wanamaker
Rowena Williams

S

the opening of Cincinnati's new $325,- have particular significance is entitled the June 26 broadcast of the "O
000 Greyhound Bus Terminal June 10. "Victory Through Air Power" and Show," aired on 49 Blue stations
Time was bought by the Greyhound scheduled for 6:30 p.m., Sunday night days from 7-7:30 p.m. Walsh Ad
Lines in addition to four spot an- over WQXR. Major Alexander de tising Co., Ltd., Toronto, is the ag

nouncements inviting the public to Seversky will participate in the for- Final broadcast of the Whe
attend the dedication. Mayor James um with Edward L. Bernays, publi- Steel "Musical Steelmakers" pro

G. Stewart and C. E. Graves, president cist; Eugene Lyons, writer, and Wil- has been set for June 28. Show,
the Cincinnati Greyhound Bus liam B. Ziff, military expert and Sundays, 5:30-6 p.m., EWT, o
Blue stations.
Terminal Co., spoke on the broadcast. author.

of
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Radio In Rubber Drive
lAiency-Station Men

" 'Round -the -Clock"
In

I 'ear OFF Objectives
to hundred representatives of ad ye sing agencies, networks and stagathered in CBS Studio 22

ay afternoon to hear radio offi-

of the Office of Facts and
res, headed by William B. Lewis,
'radio director, explain the work -

of the Allocation Plan to date
outline the desires of the Gov tent agency regarding future ra-

;fforts on behalf of war messages.

ar McClintock, of the AdvertisCouncil, gave the introductory
eh and then Lewis and his as -

Seymour Morris took over,

order to reach the largest

possible audience, WJZ and many
other stations throughout the country rebroadcast President Roosevelt's rubber salvage talk "'roundthe-clock." Initial airing Friday
evening on WJZ was followed by
transcribed broadcasts at 11:06
p.m. and on Saturday at 3:02 a.m.,
8:15 a.m. and 12:15 p.m.

Fly Explains Scope
Of FCC's Activities

Govt. Relying On Industry To Deliver
Its Greatest Effort Toward Salvage,
Called Most Important To Date
AFA Skeds Session

the Advertising Federation of America will devote its Wednesday morning session, on June 24, to radio and
broadcasting. Frank Pellegrin, direc-

before June 30, to their nearest filling
station, every ounce of scrap rubber
in their possession. As an OFF representative remarked this week-end,

tor of the Bureau of Advertising of this is a drive in which there can
the NAB will preside at this con- be "no fiddling along" and that this
Washington-FCC Chairman James clave which will get under way at is a crucial campaign, limited to two
L. Fly told the House Interstate and 9:30 a.m. Samuel R. Rosenbaum, weeks, and the broadcasters have
(Continued on Page 3)
Foreign Commerce Committee Fri- president of WFIL, Philadelphia, will
Washington Btyeau, RADIO DAILY

(Continued on Page 5)

Zv Blue Affiliates
?tting Special Welcome day that one of
most significant

the Commission's

"accomplishments"

irk Woods, Blue Network presi- has been to set up a more extensive
will welcome four New Eng- system of world communications.
affiliates to the Blue tomorrow "We have kept driving
toward the
special address to be made as time when the sun will never set on

(Continued on Page 2)

AFM Executive Board
U.S. Shortwaved-News
Added To Axis 'Hate' List

.ture of "This Nation At War" American Communications-an News broadcasts by American
shortwave stations are attracting
30 p.m., EWT. Pointing to the
(Continued on Page 5)
to Man as a symbol of America's
plenty of attention abroad-at least
i
in high Nazi quarters. This was
for democratic rights both in
h ;ast and in the present, Woods Lever Bros. Closes Deal
revealed Friday by CBS in describii :ite New England's contributions For Benny 'Time' On NBC ing recent "rebuttal" broadcasts by
nerican history. Following his
"Paul Revere" on Radio Berlin. In
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 5)
Lever Bros. on Friday concluded
s.

Washington - Most intensive and

extensive special drive of the war
begins today with radio being called
upon to "deliver" as never before.
Production Board, through the
For NAB Ad Bureau War
Office of Facts and Figures, and every radio station in the country is
Thirty-eighth annual convention of calling upon the people to deliver

Retains Rule Re Disks
Dallas-The recent order of James

C. Petrillo, president of the American
Federation of Musicians, regarding
the discontinuance of recordings and

transcriptions has been referred to
the executive board of the organization for such action as it may see flt

arrangements with NBC to take over
(Continued on Page 3)
the Jack Benny time effective July "This Is War!" Boosted
la.io's Wartime Role
5 for a 13 -week period. As exclusively Saturday Night Audience
Via N. Y. 'U' Lectures reported here last week, the Edna
Aviation -News Series
Mae Oliver comedy program, as yet Saturday night radio listening reDebuts July 10 On Blue
Rnresentatives of the army, ad - uncast and untitled, will go into ceived strong impetus from the OFFing, and the radio networks will the Sunday, 7-7:30 p.m., EWT, spot, four network "This Is War!" series,
is the rolé of radio in wartime with Rinso taking the plugs. Net - according to the Pulse of New York, Aiming to promote aviation and
interest more young people in flying,
I series of lectures at New York
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 3)
the Blue Network will launch a serrsity's Summer Radio Work ries of programs combining air ad1 I it was announced on Friday by
venture with aviation news on July
(Continued on Page 5)
e
i

i

T iH F!W F Fr IN 1P A L 1()
... AFM's Recording Ban

"Station I.0.U."
'he more

By BOB LITZBERG

less mysterious
gngs-on behind the scenes at
or

*go stations will be divulged to
IItual listeners in a new comedy
sties entitled "Station I.O.U." Mak-

it its network debut this morning,
thrill be heard Mondays through
Tirsdays from 11:30-11:45, with

ti Friday program scheduled for
135-11:45.

Show originates
V:RC, Louisville.

(Continued on Page 3)

at

kiALM in the radio -music situation, and sustaining programs by radio
which followed the Ascap-BMI stations. Informed circles among
settlement last year, was broken last broadcasters and recorders, concernweek at the American Federation of ed with the dire consequences of
Musicians convention at Dallas. such an edict, were dubious of the

Threat to radio and allied industries, ability of the AFM to control rigid
recording and , transcription com- enforcement of Petrillo's ultimatum,
panies in particular, was made by not only among the manufacturers
James C. Petrillo, AFM president, and users of recordings but also
who in his opening speech to the among the musicians themselves;
convention announced that August 1 however, it was generally believed
would be the date for discontinuing that, if need be, the affected in the use of recordings for commercial
(Continued on Page 2)

Expanding
For second time in less than
fifteen months, Press Association.
Inc., radio subsidiary of the Associated Press, is expanding its news
room facilities, moving into larger
quarters on the sixth floor at 50
Rockefeller Plaza. Tom O'Neil. radio news editor of Press Association, is in charge of the expanded
news room.

2
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... AFM's Recording Ban
(Continued from Page 1)
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terests would present a united front was augmented by recruits from raJOHN W. ALICOATE :
:
Publisher against the musician's demands. Only dio and advertising.
other important discussion of radio MBS released its survey showing
at the AFM meet was also contained that 74 per cent of its affiliates have
M. H. SHAPIRO
Editor in Petrillo's keynote speech and exBusiness Manager plained the underlying attitude to- made "important improvements" in
MARVIN KIRSCH
transmission facilities since the beward future negotiations with net- ginning of 1941....FCC ruled that
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays work affiliates over local musicians' unused transmitters must be regisand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, contracts.
tered....Office of Censorship anN. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
Columbia Broadcasting System an- nounced that its "Code of Wartime
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser:

nounced a two-way discount revision Practices for American Broadcasters"
become effective on July 15. was undergoing a revision and new

B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States to

J,e

',

t

:

Treasurer and General Manager; Chester

'!

t'

Price 10 Cts.

outside of Greater New York, one year, $10;
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit
with order. Address all communications to
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,

Action by the network is the first provisions were being made as a
important change in the CBS rate result of six months of wartime ex-

structure since August 1939 and in- perience....Foreign Language Radio
corporates a 2 per cent cash discount, Wartime Committee conferred with
Chicago, Ill. - Frank Burke, 203 following the precedent set by the the Radio Directors Guild in an atPhone State 7596.
North Wabash Ave.
Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- Blue at the NAB convention last tempt to work out a satisfactory plan
month ....Reciprocal programs be- for foreign language broadcasts in
wood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5, tween the National Broadcasting Co. keeping with the OFF design....In1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., and Mexican broadcasting officials vestigation of Canadian radio conN. Y.
7-6338.

Phone

\Vlsconsin

under the act of March 3,

7-6336,

7-6337,

were being worked out as part of tinued before a special committee

1879.

NBC's

(hi; c 12)

PJ

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A
Gen. Electric
Philco
Westinghouse

Zenith

Radio

High Low
1141/4 113

Net
Chg.

Close

1133/4 - 13/4

113/4

113/4

25%
81/

113/4 -f-

251/8

25%

715/8
127/8

701/4

701/4 - 11/4

123/4

1/4

81/4

81/4

12% +

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Farnsworth Tel. & Rad.
Stromberg-Carlson

WCAO (Baltimore)

1/4

13/4
43/8

15

Asted
2
53/8

18

LYMAN BRYSON, CBS education directo n41
chairman of the network's Adult Edus0

in Cleveland today where he will Gwi
two addresses at the International Conve08.
of Kiwanis Clubs.
Board,

C. D. MOORE, commercial manager of W

spot contracts signed during the week
included Ironized Yeast, National
Biscuit Co., Stanback Co., Centaur

Co. (ZBT) and Martin J. Pollak, Inc.;
Sanders Bill, listening to the testi- network business signed included remony of representatives of the Mutual newals by Feenamint and Kirkman
Broadcasting System, Network Affil- Soap on MBS, the addition of outiates, Inc., as well as FCC Chairman lets on CBS -Pacific by Miles LaboraJames Lawrence Fly....Office of tories for its "Lum 'n' Abner" series
Facts and Figures announced the and the announcement of a new show
further mobilization of radio in the featuring Ben Bernie to replace
war effort: two "victory" shows were "Scattergood Baines" on CBS by
set on NBC and CBS; allocation plan William Wrigley, Jr., Co.

meetings were scheduled for New
York and Chicago during the latter

AFA Skeds Session
from Page 1)
For NAB Ad Bureau address,(Continued
there will be a roll

call,

with a pickup from each of the four
speak on "Radio's Greatest Chal- stations whose affiliation is effective
lenge." Program will include, too, this week. The new affiliates are
"Radio Goes to War" by Lt. Col. WHDH, Boston; WFCI, Pawtucket,
Edward M. Kirby, Chief of the Radio R. I.; WELI, New Haven, Conn.; and
Branch of the Bureau of Public Re- WNAB, Bridgeport, Conn.

EDMUND CASHMAN, of Lord & Thoma
Quantico, Va., for conferences with Col. \1

A. Churchill of the U. S. Marine Corps, rel
to the Kay Kyser-Lucky Stri ke broadcast v
will emanate from there this Wednesday r ir
J. CARSON BRANTLEY, of the North Cat it advertising agency bearing his name, is in t:
York making transcriptions for Stanback 1
pany and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
.BRUFF OLIN, general manager of

WKII

back in Poughkeepsie after a one -day vis

town last week.

FRED GERMAINE, program director of W
Middletown, N. Y., station which will
operations in July, expected here this wee
station business.
PARKS JOHNSON and WARREN HULL t
Detroit today for the broadcasting of
night's "Vox Pop" program from the Chr
Tank Arsenal.
to

G. G. WHITE, commercial manager of WE
Md., left town over the week
following completion of a short business
Frederick,
here.

Atrolcing!LY")
THE DAItIEL 11011119 XETi7OR,K

(Continued from Page 1)

lations of the War Department in
Another feature of the program,
Washington, D. C.; and "Radio As presented by the Blue in cooperation
An Advertising Medium in War with the National Association of
Time" by John M. Outler, Jr., sales Manufacturers, will be the first

manager of WSB, Atlanta, Ga., and broadcast from the Ford Willow Run
chairman of NAB's Sales Manager's bomber plant near Detroit, Mich.
Executive Committee.
Two workers will speak from the
Convention which is being held at interior of the plant, largest of its
the Hotel Commodore, June 21-24, kind in the world.
has obtained Joseph B. Eastman,
Director of Bureau of Defense
Transportation, as speaker for its
opening general session, Monday,

.9#t Pialrdelpiiia 91s

June 21. Bruce Barton, president
of BBD&O, and chairman of the convention's general program committee,

phase of business. Studying for 1st Class
ticket. Write Box 546, Radio
Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

We3fern

ea3f

WKPT
KINGSPORT, TENN.

north l,crrofina

enneiiet, and

occfltcUe3f Virginia

POPULATION -471,734
REFERENCES-0.1-MV/M CONTOUR

that Monday, 1:30-2 p.m.

Young lady presently employed as Assistant
General Manager desires change. Seven years
broadcasting experience. Capable of handling

Covering

BRISTOL. TENN.-VA.

RETAIL SALES -$226,320,000

will deliver, the keynote address to
be broadcast over the Red network
AVAILABLE

WOPI

WISE

ASHEVILLE, N. C.

THE STATION
THAT SELLS

LET THESE MEN TELL THE STORY!
BURNS -SMITH CO.

NEW YORK

HARRY E. CUMMINGS, JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

any

operator's

5000 WATTS

950 KG

r

last week in town.

part of the week; the OFF personnel

New Blue Affiliates
Getting Special Welcome

'

Fayetteville, has returned to his North Cal
headquarters after spending the latter pa

"good of the House of Commons....National

neighbor policy," it was revealed....
Starting on Tuesday, the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee continued its hearing on the

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

contribution to the

ARTHUR J. KEMP, general sales manag oP

the Columbia Pacific network, here this ,ek'
to confer with network executives, Salem;
agency men and clients for the purpose ofib:.
lining wartime advertising methods to be ,eEa
on the Coast.

CHICAGO

widcr, June 15, 1942
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"This Is War!" Boosted
Aviation -News Series
6v1. Relies On Radio Saturday Night Audience
Debuts July 10 On Blue AFM Executive Board
f,,,m 1'i.;,.
,iruu d from /'aye 1)
Huge Rubber Drive
;,:
trvey. organization. Pulse 10. Entitled "Scramble!", the cry Retains Rule Re Disks
1

-urveys in the metropolitan area from
.January. to May of this year indicate
gÍyen the biggest burden of 'hat in May Saturday night listening
-.vas equal to what it was in January,
al it n, niss.
*Went Boo evelt's five - minute _ontrary to usual seasonal trends,
over all four networks at 6:45 Pulse stated. For the hour from 7-8
it Friday ev, ung announced the p.m. ("This Is War!" was broadcast
He of the (itive. which was de - 7-7::30 p.m.) listening in May was
upon only the preceding day. 133 per cent of that in January, acComa stations repeated FDR's ording to Pulse, whereas other
r' 01ded that morning by hours lost in listening or remained
later in the evening. All sta- the same.
ler reque_n,d to carry it as Breakdown of listening by stations
as po °_;ble over the week-end. in the New York area, of which seven
carried the program at 7 p.m. and
IlucLeish Addr
Networks
r chief. Archibald MacLeish. three did not. showed that those
ed up the Commander in Chief stations carrying the program enlay afternoon by outlining the joyed an increased audience, going
tip.) in a 15 -minute closed cir- from February to March. "The effect
the four networks.
t, legrapl.ed to every station

Iddress

I

i

country announcing what was
g, and calling for heavy build Suggestions were made to the
is as

P5 were also sent to practically
apon,ored program on the air.

the OFF Allocation Plan this

already called for heavy plug If War Bonds, rubber salvage
ficements will not be included
It

ter.

this program was great enough
to offset the loss in listening during
other periods of the evening so that
total listening for the entire evening
was 100 per cent of total listening
of

January." Pulse stated.
to what they should do inComparison
of This Is War!" sta-

, way of spot and special pro -

schedule until next

week.

the three-quarters of the

tion.; with those not broadcasting the
program at 7 p.m., showed the formers' audience rating increasing from
13.4 in February to 24.9 in May while
non -"This Is War!" station audiences
slipped from 9.4 in February to 6.0
in May. according to the Pulse statem,nt.

ercial programs not included in
!location Plan this first week
teen asked to make some menthe salvage drive in the body

Canada April Radio Sales
8.1 Per Cent Over March

Fact Sheet to All Shows

Statistics discloses that retail radio

'

'haws.

he! v rk programs have been

OFF Fact Sheet on the drive.

Montreal-Dominion Bureau of

in Canada in April increased
per cent over March and were
4.6 per cent under April, 1941, and
47.8 per cent over April, 1939.
For the four months. January to
April. sales increased 2.8 per cent
sales

8.1

radio Advisory Committee of
kdvertising Council prepared
spot announcements, which
wen sent to all stations with over the corresponding 1941 period.
tF background sheet for use Department store sales of radios and
preparation of their local supplies in April totalled $289,184 an

increase of 14.1 per cent over the
Radio Coordinator William B. $253.480 reported for April, 1941.
emphasized the vital nature
drive at the two industry
gs held on the Allocation Plan Grill Thompson In Hospital
York Friday and in Chicago Grit' Thompson, vice-president in
ay.
charge of sales for WBYN, New

an OFF representative: "The
salvage campaign gives radio
ggest opportunity it has ever
prove its worth as a medium
is communication and persua-

York, entered Doctors Hospital late
last week, suffering from a case of
hernia. Thompson had suddenly decided to move his (heavy) desk in
a more plumb position, shifted it
himself, and passed out as sudden
a< his notion to move the furniture.

Made NBC Staff Composer

moms Mam:ni<ky has been ap-

pointed staff composer at NBC. He
becomes the network's second staff
composer, Tom Bennett being the
other. Mamansky's compositions have
been played by the leading sym-

phony orchestras of the country, in eluding the NBC Symphony.

WHDH To Hollingbery

uvinder u /n our

.4rni N
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Ralph G. Matheson. general man( of WHDH. the Blue outlet in
,,ton, announced the appointment
the George P. Hollingbery Co. as

.lusive national representative.

which sends United Nations fliers
rushing to their cockpits, the pro.,111111! sed from Page 11
gram will be presented by the Blue to take. The move was made Friday
with the cooperation of the National as a highlight of the annual conAeronautic Association and the Aero- vention of the AFM in progress here.
nautical Chamber of Commerce of In nominating of officers, Petrillo,
America, and will be made available president; C. I. Bagley, vice-president,
for local sponsorship on Blue affiliates

and Fred W. Birnbach, secretary,

within a short period of time.
were unopposed, but nominations for
Participation in the series, to be other places were contested.
aired Friday from 7-7:30 p.m., EWT, The matter of a site for next year's
will be limited to manufacturers of convention has been left in the hands
aircraft or related products, this of the executive committee. At the
group, in itself, being very large.
present time, Jacksonville, Fla., is
The immediate purpose of the se- the only city attempting to get the
ries, worked out by Phillips Carlin, meeting.
vice-president in charge of programs,
with the two aviation organizations,

Husing To Cover AAU
to encourage membership in the Ted
Husing, assisted by Jimmy
Junior Air Reserve, in addition to Dolan,
will
cover the annual national
stimulating model -building, increassenior track and field chaming flying and building air -minded- AAU
pionships in two CBS broadcasts
ness in general.
Saturday,
June 20, from Randall's
Robert Monroe will write and di- Island, New
York City, 2:45-3 p.m.
rect the series.
is

and 4:30-5 p.m., EWT.

Betty Frear to WNEW
Betty Frear, formerly assistant to

Horton Leaves Don Lee

Hollywood-Shirley Lauter Horton,
the director of radio publicity at publicity
and public relations director
N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., has joined of the Don Lee Broadcasting System,
WNEW as assistant to Jack Banner, has resigned owing to an impending
director of publicity and special visit of the stork. She is succeeded
events. Miss Frear replaces Rhea by Fair Taylor, who during the past
Diamond who resigned to devote three years has handled publicity
herself to her family.
at KOL, Seattle.
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Chicago

Los Angeles

By FRANK BURKE

By JAC WILLED/

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN will
John Marshall's role on the "',

FLANNIGAN, sp or ts an-

PAT
nouncer, celebrated his 20th an-

niversary in radio on Thursday,
June 11.
Capt. Michael Fielding, WIND news
analyst, has been selected by Marshall

Seely: Orermatter!

Field Company to give a series of
six noon -day talks on the war in
the "Victory Center" of the store.
Dan Cubberly of KOY, Phoenix,
Arizona, has been added to the announcing staff at WLS. Harold Stafford, program director of WLS, is
in Arizona visiting KTUC, Tucson,

The Blue Network has the inside track on getting the FORD
business with Earl Godwin doing news five times weekly from 8-8:15 p.m.
nitely.... Peter Donald, sans barber, shaved his beard off which will leave
many people without personal jibes at the actor.... Chesterfield is still
hunting frantically for an hour variety show....Mary Small was scheduled
to go on the Lou Holtz CBSessions but will be on the "Jim Backus" show
instead-so Mildred Bailey inherited the chores....Ezra Stone. after three
years, returns to the Kate Smith Hour June 26th (the show which catapulted
the "Aldrich Family" and himself to fame) when the Smith show previews
the all -soldier Irving Berlin show, "This Is The Army".. .Hal Hackett's
new car was found by police last week abandoned in a ditch-badly
smashed....The American Opera Festival ends on MBS June 18th....
Column's personal thanx to Tom Slater for his help yesterday on the
"This Is Fort Dix" show via MBS plugging the Army Emergency Relief
Track Meet at Randalls Island Friday and Saturday. Blue Net and CBS
will air portions of the event-with other webs and stations picking it

and other Arizona Network stations.
Harry Wess, formerly UP newsman

in Chicago, has been added to the
WBBM news staff.
Charlie Garland, mayor of Des
Plaines and OCD director for the 10th
division gets a break on his own
station-WBBM-when he and Barbara Fuller, attractive young radio
actress, are interviewed by Lorraine
Hall on Friday, June 19, 2:30-2:45
p.m. The interview will deal with

the OCD benefit ball at which Miss
Fuller will be a guest of honor.
Alan Rinehart, Clarence Dooley,

up.... Colgate has dropped the CBS Bob Burns time which they had
optioned. Don't be surprised to find one of the Bates shows for that
account getting a summer "hiatus".... Bess Johnson was voted the most
popular daytime actress by a jury of twenty brides from Portland, Oregon.
...Prof. Quiz is taking it easy on his upstate farm.

and Harold Maus, male trio of
WBBM's "Novelty Aces" musical

quintet, have enlisted in the navy
and will be attached to the Morale
and Entertainment division of Great

Remember Pearl Harbor

Lakes, Ill.

Producer Owen Vinson of "That
Brewster Boy" show on CBS is the
proud owner of "Baron D, 20th,'' an

Lever Bros. Closes Deal

eight -year -old prize Berkshire boar, For Benny 'Time' On NBC
which has sired three consecutive
(Continued from Page 1)
champions of the International Live
work of approximately 80 stations is
Stock show.
being lined up.
the first time Miss Oliver
Show From Bomber Plant hasMarking
been starred on a radio show of

Inaugurates New Series

her own, she will act the part of a
sort of "female Gildersleeve" on the
The Blue's "This Nation at War" program whereby she is the power
will combine a first broadcast from behind the scene in a medium sized
the heart of the great Ford Willow American city, her meddling getting
Run Bomber Plant near Detroit, her into trouble, but it all works out
Mich., with a reception to new affil- for the best in the end.
iates, and sidelights of the nation's Marty Gosh and Howard Harris
war time activities, Tuesday, June 16, will write the series, while Murray
at 9:30 p.m. At the Ford Plant, Bolen, for three years Jack Benny's
representative workers will take to producer, will produce the show.
the'air. Then the new Blue affiliates Pete Barnum, supervisor of nightin Boston, Providence, New Haven time programs for Ruthrauff & Ryan,
and Bridgeport will report on New is in Hollywood, from where the
England's traditional contributions to program will originate, handling
American History. James Backus casting and other details.
will handle the narration from New

Debut of the Oliver program July

will coincide with muting for a
Summer hiatus period of the "Big
Marlin Elected
Town" program aired on CBS in
Springfield, Mass.-Albert W. Mar- behalf of Rinso. The Edward G.
lin, general manager of WMAS, has Robinson stanza will vacation folYork.

5

been named a director of the recently lowing the broadcast of July 2.
formed local Chapter of the Society
for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop Quartet Singing Gov. Lehman On WABC
in America.
Albany-"Transportation For Vic-

4(azie ?loss Mel `Ilse Vcubes
"U

GILBERT

MACK
LEX. 2-1100

tory and You," a joint talk to be
given by Governor Herbert H. Lehman and Carroll E. Mealey, N. Y.

State Commissioner of Taxation and
Finance and Chairman of State War
Transportation Committee from Exec-

utive Mansion here will be heard on
WABC, tomorrow evening, from 6:306: 45 p.m.

We Love" airshow which relt
the Cantor "Time To Smile"
gram for the summer season,
ing July 1.

On the strength of their re
Macs have been signed for al
tensive eastern personal appea
tour this Summer. Their itint

breaking west coast tour, the 1!
starting at the Elko, Nev, resort

27, will take them to Chicago
10, Atlantic City July 19, New
Paramount Theater for five
starting July 29, Boston, Clew

Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, Balti
Washington and Philadelphia,
Screen star Neil Hamilton wit
coveted title role in the new "Ra

series that makes its debut ove
Columbia Pacific network on Jul

Xavier Cugat and his Blue

work Rhumba Revue orchestra
wax a special "good -will" albu
new Latin-American rhythms b
leaving Hollywood.
Bob Garred will continue his
lar CBS newscasts, even thoug
has taken over the announcing d
on the Nelson Eddy -Old Gold
Add Ransom Sherman Qu

"Why can't Martha win thos
ball games?" queries Ranso
cause she's Tilton."
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U.S. Shortwaved-News
Radio's Wartime Role
Added To Axis 'Hate' List
Via N. Y. 'U' Lectures Agency -Station Men

Ily Explains Scope

Of FCC's Activities

f

(Continued frum Page 1)

oilcan

owned,

American

5

con -

led system of communications to

parts of the world." Fly said as
Continued his testimony to the
tie Committee's hearings on the

ders Bill to reorganize the Corn don, "This is one of the most
tortant things to be accomplished
he Commission's field in the comyears." The FCC Chairman reted the academic discussion he
an Thursday of the Commission's
time activities. He made no men -

of the domestic radio setup of
ti network regulations or of other

ti

c(troversial matters affected directI) r indirectly by the proposed legal tion.

No Opposition Seen

3mmittee members have shown

(Continued from Page 1)

reality Douglas

(Continued from Page

Chandler,

1)

voluble
American Fascist who deserted Bal- Douglas Coulter, acting director of

Hear OFF Objectives

of CBS and director of
timore about two years ago to work broadcasts
the "Workshop." Lieut. Col. Ed
(Continued from Page 1)
for Hitler, "Paul Revere" has been Kirby, chief of the radio branch of
"tearing his larnyx to shreds" in the War Department's Bureau of explaining the workings of the Allodenunciation of "the monstrous lies" Public Relations will open the series cation Plan in detail.
which CBS had been broadcasting July 9 to discuss radio and the armed Most of the session, which lasted
to the world via WCBX, the net- forces.
from 2 p.m. to 4, was off the record,
work stated. In addition, CBS said
not Lewis' emphatic remarks to
role of the advertising agency but
that Edmund A. Chester, CBS direc- inThe
the assemblage on the vital need for
the
radio
war
effort
will
be
detor of shortwave broadcasting and scribed on July 16 by H. L. McClin- an all-out radio effort in behalf of
Latin American affairs, has "won the ton, vice-president of N. W. Ayer & the hastily organized rubber salvage
complete, unmitigated hatred" of the Son,
which gets under way toInc. News broadcasting in war- campaign
Nazi apologist, Chandler.
day (complete story in adjoining
time
will
be
covered
in
the
third
lecDuring the past week "Paul
by A. A. Schechter, director of columns) Decided upon only last
Revere," who insists he is trying to ture
news
and special events of NBC. Thursday, the drive from June 15-30
arouse "real Americans," charged Short wave broadcasting
to determine the amount of availin wartime is
CBS:
able rubber in the country in an
will
be
discussed
July
30,
by
William
(1) Told the world thousands of
H. Fineshriber, program director of effort to defer as long as possible
planes raided German munitions cen- the short wave department of the national gasoline rationing.
ters last week, and,
Because of the suddenness of the
Columbia Broadcasting System.
(2) Added that the Allies' naval
campaign, there was no opportunity
The
effect
of
the
war
on
children's
forces are getting under control the programs will comprise the lecture of integrating ít into the Allocation
.

.ai disposition to divert him from Axis Atlantic submarine menace.
August 6, by Ireene Wicker, "The Plan this week, Lewis said, in urging
He even awarded WCBX his own on
course. It is likely that this lec Singing Lady." The final lecture in rubber salvage plugs as frequently

on the work of the Commission special blue ribbon prize, protestcontinue when the hearing will ing that those two news items just
tesumed on Wednesday morning. aren't so and offend the scruples of
srring to the work of the Corn- honest men like Adolf. Chandler, in
ee's functioning under the De- fact, screamed over the trans -Atlantic
e Communications Board Corn- ether waves that he'd like nothing
ee, Fly called this an outstanding better than to come to New York
rllple of cooperation between Gov- and slug Columbia's Chester, whom
nent and the industry. When he termed a "Roosevelt hireling."
Not even LaGuardia's "uniformed
td by Representative Br o w n
ther agency reports, speeches and bandits" could stop him, he shoutedases were giving due recognition from thousands of miles away.
)rivate industry for these patri services, the witness replied that
Bernie Selects Vocalist
Seized every opportunity to
After
a week of auditioning, Ben
iowledge this cooperation and Bernie has selected Gale Robbins for
including it in the Committee the feminine singing spot ^n his
rds for that very reason.
new daily musical show, which makes

y told the Committee that he
Boned all U. S. Communications
ugh electrical impulse as a part
ne inter -related system. One imant part of DCB's functions, he

t!

e

its

debut at

5:45 p.m.

today and

will be heard Mondays through Fridays thereafter on CBS.

American shortwave broad.ained, is to thus safeguard corn- scribed
casting
with
little promise as a comdcations by assuring radio con- mercial venture
as probably the
;
with all the essential points
type of public service in the
reached by cable so that radio "purest
broadcasting business." The FCC witd take over if cables are cut.
ness also devoted attention to the
Demand Greatest in History
work of the foreign broadcast moniruching on the labor supply prob_ toring service. He observed that the
the witness said there are "more truth "almost invariably comes out"
,nsive and more intensive" de- from its analysis of enemy propads for skilled communications ganda usually by screening what the
at any other time in history. He enemy broadcasts to other countries
tribute to ship radio operators against what it is telling its own
"very competent" group of men. people.
Committee's members evidenced
1. went on to say that a bomber
make 20 trips over Berlin where- interest in the problem of unregeveral ships usually are lost in istered transmitters, indicating that
y convoy and you have to have this would be dealt with in any new
to work on those ships. "I have radio legislation.
t of respect for those men."
y explained how the FCC is as 1
J
rig Latin America in clearing up
)rage stations and in locating

d r illicit broadcasters.
.
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the series on August 13 by Lyman as possible on sustaining and comBryson, director of the Department mercial programs. Because of the
of Education of CBS, will be on shortness of the drive - only two
weeks - there is no chance of its
radio in a post-war world.
being over -plugged, he said. Broad-

casters were instructed to use rubber salvage mentions at every availBuck Lyford, of the NBC station able opportunity this week, regardrelations department, left over the less of the Allocation Plan itself
week-end to visit NBC affiliates in which, Lewis emphasized, should be

Buck Lyford On Tour

Michigan and Wisconsin. He will be adhered to also. Rubber salvage will
gone for approximately two weeks. be integrated into the plan shortly.

t;
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DINS THE NBC RED NETWORK...

Here's new impact for you on the

Hurling your selling message with

network most people listen to
most -impact right in the heart

twice the power of all other

of New England's richest market:

Today, June 15th, 50,000 -watt
WBZ, Boston, one of America's
first stations, joins America's first

Boston stations combined, WBZ
brings you concentrated coverage
of a market no national advertiser

can afford to ignore.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

network, NBC RED.

A Radio Corporation of America Service

TiON
1TA
BOSTON'S LEADING 030
KC
W A1TS

THE NETWORK MOST PEOPLE
LISTEN TO MOST

J.1>-

.:.
M'-

Big things are doing in New England, where the bean and the cod
and $4,569,998,000 in retail sales are perennially important.
...

THE YANKEE NETWORK GOES MUTUAL JUNE 15...

It would take a platoon of Paul Reveres, riding in relays, to reach
the 7,321,786 citizens regularly served by Yankee stations.
...

THE YANKEE NETWORK GOES MUTUAL JUNE 15...

In BOSTON, 5,000 -watt WNAC replaces 1,000 -watt WAAB for MUTUAL.
In WORCESTER, WAAB becomes the full-time MUTUAL outlet, at 5,000 watts.
In PROVIDENCE, 5,000 -watt WEAN becomes the full-time MUTUAL outlet.
In BRIDGEPORT, 1,000 -watt WICC becomes the full-time MUTUAL outlet.
...

THE YANKEE NETWORK. GOES MUTUAL JUNE 15...

And in 17 other important markets throughout New England, other
Yankee stations clinch this entire prosperous area for MUTUAL,
with coverage no other combination of stations can match.
... THE YANKEE NETWORK GOES MUTUAL JUNE 15...
in the markets that
This is only part of the storyimprovements
of MUTUAL's
matter most. Last October, full-time, 5,000 -watt facilities became available in
Baltimore, Pittsburgh, and Buffalo. And this September MUTUAL advertisers will
have the full-time use of another 5,000 -watt station, WHK for Cleveland.

In step with all these station improvements is MUTUAL's current popularity rating: third or better in 12 of all the 14 U.S. cities having over 500,000 population.
And 1IITTUAL delivers these advantages at lower cost than any other network.
Greater Popularity, Power, and Economy-Where and When They Count Most

j-Z,Aziayai readea,44;by Ypi,~
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War Survey Of Industry
(pita) -Press Okay

Understatement
Long respected for his carefully

Davis' Appointment
Vashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

ashington - Appointment of El
El -in Davis to head an Office of War
rmation has been greeted here by

we than favorable press and Cons.
Both Democrats and Republiin both houses have responded

to vigorous radio commentator of
words as the logical man to head
long -anticipated agency which is
.cted to eliminate duplication.
-lapping and waste from the
lral information services.

11lile the new office will directly
(Continued on Poor 3)

Mrton Succeeding Boyd
1, NBC Chicago Position
h

weighed judgements, the clarity

of his views and his economy of

language, Elmer Davis resigned as
CBS commentator Sunday night in
typical style. Closing remark of
his 8:55 p.m., EWT, broadcast was
a model of understatement: "This
is my last broadcast as I have
been called into the Government
service."

Fly Again Nominated
By FDR For FCC Post

on in the U. S. Air Corps and have his name again put forth by
-ted to Washington. Morton will
(Continued on Page 5)
e nue to represent Westinghouse
if' ell as to handle spot and local
.B sales. Boyd is on leave for the Esso Setting 50 On NBC

For Army -Navy Classic

WZ New -Renewed Biz

b
s
c

p
o

`i

over WJZ on June 25. One
ninute announcement and four
n breaks will be used weekly
(Continued on Page 2)

Precautionary

N.Y. AFRA Mails Ballots

Re 9 Vacant Positions
Referendum ballots to fill nine

vacant posts on the national board

Standard Oil of New Jersey, Esso
Marketers division, is lining up a

Market Research Council
Elects Roper As Prexy

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 2)

Radio -Agencies Study Effect
Of Soap "Roll -Back" On Ads
'Lonely Women' For G.M.;
Replaces 'Daughter' Show

'Iday ritual, personnel of KGOse, as well as KPO-Red, went

General Mills is substituting "Lone- conjunction with the Office of Price
ly Women" for . "Arnold Grimm's Administration was not immediately

fingerprinting and other
tails essential to the new
oto -Identification Badges" to be

rough

ore by all employees.

Effect on advertising schedules of

the voluntary "roll - back" action
taken by Lever Bros., Colgate -Palmolive -Peet and Procter & Gamble in

Daughter" in its "Gold Medal Hour" apparent yesterday. However, it was
on NBC Red. Effective June 29, new considered significant in the trade
show will take over the Monday that all three have been pruning spot
through Friday, 2:15-2:30 p.m., EWT, skeds of late and, in the case of
spot on 28 Red stations for Kitchen P & G, network business as well.
Tested Flour. It was not known Latter only last week issued cancel (Continued on Page 2)

Ic

the war upon broadcasting industry

Planning New Order

For Shortwave Setup
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

of the American Federation of Radio Washington-As one of many offfrom establishment of the OfArtists have been mailed to members shoots
fice of War Information under Elmer
of the New York Local and are re- Davis,
Washington radio circles exturnable June 29. Containing the pect President
Roosevelt shortly to

San Francisco-War gods hovlog over the Pacific have tighted wartime restrictions on the
lal broadcasting facilities of San
anciscó s new Radio City. In an

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-A special survey, with
a view to determining the effects of

employees, will be undertaken shortly by the Government, FCC ,Chairman Fly told a press conference yesRadio Writers' Guild and NBC will terday. Besides the Commission, the
consummate a deal covering staff agencies which will participate in
news writers this week, bringing all the study are the War Manpower
scribes on the three major nets under Commission and Selective Service.
the Guild's protectorate. Guild al- Meanwhile, Chairman Fly advised
ready has the dramatic and news radio engineers and technical experts
and short wave writers at CBS, and to think twice before leaving the

For RWG Newsmen

Red stations for its Nov. 28 sponsor1'Z yesterday announced a con- ship of the annual Army -Navy footable volume of new and renewal ball classic, to be aired commercially Market Research Council at its anLess. With Sunkist oranges in this year for the first time. Although nual meeting elected Elmo Roper, of
n, California Fruit Growers Ex - Esso has offered the game for co- the firm of Elmo Roper, marketing
ge will launch a four -week cam- sponsorship in areas outside the 18 consultant and researcher, as presi-

'itigh Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles,

I

NBC Closing Contract

(Continued on Page 2)

:.lows Increased Volume network of approximately 50 NBC

s

Will Be Undertaken Shortly To Learn
Personnel Status; Trained Men Told
Not To Leave Radio In Lurch

dramatic writers at NBC and the industry and especi2lly the smaller
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
(Continued on Page 6)
Washington-Chairman James Law- Blue. If and when the Blue sets up
rence Fly of the FCC was yesterday its own news staff, Guild will negonominated by President Roosevelt for
(Continued on Page 2)

licago - Oliver Morton, Westing - reappointment as a member of that
e representative for Chicago, has body. Fly also serves as chairman
named spot and local sales of the Defense Communications Board
iger for NBC here to succeed M. and following his talk last week with
Loyd, who has accepted a com- FDR it was conceded that he would

anion.

;

(Continued on Page 3)

1,1
11

issue a separate executive order on
a special setup for shortwave broad (Continued on Page 6)

Beatty "War Journal"
Offered Co -Op On Blue
Morgan Beatty's "Daily War Journal" has been made available to Blue
Network affiliates for local sponsorship, effective June 22. The series is

aired Monday through Friday from
(Continued on Page 2)

Bomb Shelter
Gabriel Heatter, WOR Mutual
commentator, is prepared for the

worst. He has built a bomb shelter
near his Freeport home that rivals

many a de luxe camp. Although
neither he nor other commentators

will be on the air during an air

raid. Heatter will be in a position

to go on the air as usual imme-

diately following the sounding of

the all -clear signal.

..;11
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RADIO DAILY
NBC Closing Contract
With RWG For Newsmen

Beatty "War Journal"
Offered Co -Op On Blue

(Continued from Page 1)
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(Monday, June 15)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

Am. Tel. & Tel.
Gen.

High Low Close
1157/e 1151/4 1157/s

Electric

Philco
RCA Common
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

Zenith Radio

257/8
81/s
31/4

251/2

57/8

57/8

711h

711/2

127/8

123/4

Chg.

257/8

81/8 57/8 -

81/8
31/8

31/4 -}-

OVER THE COUNTER

711/2 }
123/4 -1-

Bid

Farnsworth Tel. & Rad
WCAO (Baltimore)
W.RR (Detroit)

13/4

15
18

1/9
1/9

1/8
3/4

ye

Asked
2
18
191/2

'Lonely Women' For G.M.;
Replaces 'Daughter' Show

of News."
a
of

two years, at $50, and those of 1 year N.Y. AFRA Mails Ballots
at $42.50. All are on a 40 -hour week.
Re 9 Vacant Positions
Similarly, the NBC contract calls
for time and a half for anything over
(Continued from Page 1)
the maximum hours. Company policy names of 15 candidates, nominated
on all questions of vacation and sick last month by petition and from the
leave will prevail.
floor of the last AFRA meeting, the
Some members of the NBC staff ballots are as follows:
have received salary increases fairly Actors-John Brown, Clayton Coll-

recently, so that the new contract
figures will not apply to them until
the end of the year. On an over-all
average basis, however, the Guild
pact will result in a ten per cent
salary increase. C. L. Menser, program manager, and John A. Mc-

yer,

Market Research Council
Elects Roper As Prexy

the national board, a condition indicative of a "healthy" union, ac-

(Continued from Page 1)

that due to the war AFRA's 1942
convention will not be held in Los
Angeles, as planned last year, but
will take place in Chicago instead.
Dates are August 29 and 30, with

Ted deCorsia,

Arnold Moss,

Minerva Pious and Alan Reed. Announcers-Ken Roberts, Allen Stuart
and Sid Walton. Singers-Carlton
Boxill, Gordon Cross, J. Alden Edkins, Felix Knight, Walter Preston
and "Tubby" Weyant.

Donald, legal department, have repOf these over 50 per cent-eight
resented NBC in these negotiations. out of the 15-are AFRA members
who have not previously served on
cording to AFRA officials.
Meanwhile, it has been announced

dent for the 1942-43 season, succeeding Will S. Johnson, of the Vick
Chemical Company; Dr. D. B. Lucas,
(Continued from Page 1)
professor of marketing at New York
here yesterday what disposition University,
as
suc- transportation problems prompting
would be made of the "Arnold ceeding Roper invice-president,
that
office;
Ray
A. the change of plans.
Grimm's Daughter" show.
Robinson.
director
of
research
of
the
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Inc., Crowell -Collier Publishing Co., as
Chicago, handles the account.
secretary - treasurer, succeeding Dr. WJZ New -Renewed Biz
Lucas; and John L. Bogert, vice-presShows Increased Volume
ident in charge research and developStork News
W. Frederick Hendrickson, Jr CBS ment of Standard Brands, Inc., as
(Continued from Page 1)
engineer, is the father of a son born executive committeeman at large, while "Reader's Digest" has signed a
succeeding
Dr.
Frank
Stanton,
direcearlier this month to Mrs. Hendrickcontract, effective June 29, for five
son at the Lawrence Hospital in tor of research of Columbia Broad- one -minute live announcements
casting
System.
Bronxville.
a period of 13 weeks.
Arno H. Johnson, director of re- weekly for
New York, is the agency.
search of J. Walter Thompson Co.. BBD&O,
and a former president of the Council, Ward Baking Co. has extended its
campaign on WJZ for 21
retires as a member of the executive current
effective July 6. Ward will
committee. The new officers with the weeks
continue to sponsor the five-minute

It

ir

fencomele

P

0In America000°Q)
#I 000'o

WOL-WASHINGTON, D. C.
Get the lads from
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Alliliated with MUTUAL
National Representatives:
SPOT SALES, Inc.

CO(nInG and GOIli t

(Continued from Page 1)

tiate, expecting the Blue to take over 8-8:15 a.m., EWT. Two stations althe same as is NBC's, following pro- ready have signed up local sponsors.
cedure of a few months ago when Beatty is also heard in a 15 -minute
the Blue accepted NBC's terms for "Military Analysis of the News"
dramatic writers.
which will continue in the 10:30 p.m.
Chief difference between the NBC period Monday through Friday until
deal and that of the CBS contract is June 29 when it will be shifted to
that in the latter, minimums are the preceding quarter-hour Monday
based on years of experience. In the through Thursday. He is also editor
NBC contract, writers are classed as of ceremonies on the Blue's "Weekly
senior and junior writers, at the dis- War Journal" on Sunday evenings.
cretion of the network, but at no The Beatty broadcasts are the
time can the net designate more than fourth news series to be offered to
twenty per cent of the staff as juniors. Blue affiliates on a participating
Monthly minimum for senior writers basis. Others are H. R. Baukhage in
will be $300, and that of juniors, $150. "Baukhage Talking," William HillAbout ten writers are covered by man and Ernest K. Lindley in "News
this pact which will be retroactive Here and Abroad," both from Washto May 1, and expire December 31, ington, and Helen Hiett in "Today's

Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- 1943. In the CBS pact, writers
wood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
three years' experience receive
Entered as second class matter April 5, minimum of $60 a week; those
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Tuesday, June 16, 112 1.

retiring president will constitute the period of news at 8:45 a.m., EWT,
new executive committee.
R. Keith Kane, of Washington, through Nov. 30, with Glenn Riggs
the announcer. J. Walter ThompD. C., Assistant Director of the Office as
Co., New York, handles the acof Facts and Figures, in charge of the son
count. Effective June 15, Larus &
Bureau of Intelligence. discussed at Bros. has extended for 13 weeks its
the Council meeting ""How the Gov- use of five one -minute transcribed
ernment Is Using Research."
announcements weekly in behalf of
pipe tobacco. Warwick &
Ickes On "Slav Day" Program Edgeworth
Legler, New York, is the agency.
Secretary of the Interior Harold The "Saturday Evening Post" will
L. Ickes will speak on "We Amer- continue to sponsor one -minute live
icans Mean Business" as part of the announcements on WJZ, three daily
American Slav Day Rally on Mutual on June 17, 18, 24 and 25, through
BBD&O.
Sunday from 6:02-6:30 p.m.

LEONARD W. BROCKINCTON, K.C.,

fr

chairman of the CBC Board of Governors
wartime assistant to Prime Minister Map King, will return to England on an unp
date in

the near future. In Britain
become advisor on Empire affairs to
Bracken, Minister of Information.

rr

JOHN ELMER, president and commercialia

of WCBM, Baltimore, in town ye
and visiting at the Blue Network offices.
ager

MRS. AURELIA BECKER, owner
Cumberland,

Md.,

accompanied

of W)

by

Eichner, accountant of the station,
on

short business

a

is

trip.

Ina
in

JOHN M. OUTLER, JR., sales manage.
WSB and chairman of the NAB sales man.
executive committee, returned to his
headquarters over the week-end.

Atla

E.
E. HILL,
managing director of W1,
Worcester, is in New York for conferences it
the local representatives of the station.

ARTHUR DONEGAN,

of

the

Blue

Nett'

publicity department, has returned from Bat
where he participated in the ceremonies .

tendant upon the affiliation of four New I:!,
land stations with the Blue Network.
JOHN MAYO, of Associated Music Publisi,

off on an extended business trip w.I
will keep him on the road probably until ei
Inc.,

July.

J. HOWARD PYLE, program director of KT',
Phoenix, Ariz., is on a short trip to Washing
D. C.

THOMAS J. VALENTINO, of the recoin
firm bearing his name, left for Pittsburgh 5
day. Plans to return around end of week.

LANNY ROSS leaving today on a tour of
training camps, after which he will return i.
New York as master of ceremonies on the Cat fjprogram. Accompanying him on the tour
EDITH DePHILIPE and RICHARD MALABY.

PAT WILLIAMS, of the sales staff of WC''

Springfield,

returned to

his Ohio

over the week-end.
BOB

HOPE,

FRANCES

headquart,

LANGFORD,

t

JER

COLONNA, SKINNAY ENNIS, LARRY KEATR'
and BOB STEPHENSON off today to New Lot

don, Conn., from which point they will broil,
cast

tonight's

of the sailors.

program

for the

entertain

LIEUTENANT JOE THOMPSON, of th
Department radio section, in New York

en route to Camp Edwards, Mass., to su
Mutual's "Pass In Review" program on J
from the Cape Cod Army Post. Lt. Th
has just returned from Lowry Field, Col.
Wheeler, Ga., and Fort Bragg, N. C.

'i

1.

IY

1
I;
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CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTLI,

ONE RATE
One low uniform rate
for all
WDRC's

advertisers- oldis

10 - year

policy. The national rate
is the same as that paid
by the many local accounts who use this staand
consistently
tion
Hartprofitably. WDRC,
Conford, Basic CBS for
necticut.

t
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Ohl -Press Okay
Davis' Appointment

WARTIME PROMOTION
WRBL War Departments

(Continued from Page 1)

olidate only four of the agencies,
psis as its chief also receives "di ¡e ve" power over all departments
In agencies dealing with war infor-

m;on, with full authority to discoinue any such service he con-

Ri(s "wasteful" or not useful to the
ti¿ effort. Davis is authorized to
lie down policies for the activities
,e information set-ups in regular
irnment departments. and agen:t'e new Office of War Information
ab:'bs the personnel, functions and
tia s of Archibald MacLeish's OFF;
Loll Mellett's Office of Govern Tie Reports; OEM's general infornaln division; and the Foreign
hd mation Service which was for-

Of Soap 'Roll -Back'
WTTM's "Treasury" Day

WRBL, Columbus, Georgia, has
Full facilities of WTTIVI, Trenton,
created two new departments in
keeping abreast of the times. Jack N. J., will be turned over to the
Gibney, special events director will Treasury Department on Monday
be in charge of the newly created June 22 to push sales of war stamps
War Efforts Programs Department.
Other department, that of Soldier and bonds. From sign on to sign off
and Civilian Morale will fall under only spots and commercials heard
the new addition to the staff, Johnny will be those of the Treasury, sponClarke. Clarke, formerly with the sors having agreed to cooperate with
station, has returned after fifteen the station. Throughout the day,
months with Columbus Defense Ser- from 7:30 a.m. to 1 a.m., the station
vice Council, where he acted as pro- plans to run 44 of the fifteen -minute

duction head for service shows.
Under the new set-up, Clarke will
produce shows to originate in service

Des abroad, other than the dislation of information."

ockeieller Agency Independent

Ile War and Navy Information

a

v

a
o

a
lu
a

h

WNBTken over the news spots for- WRGB programs. Five of the
handled by Elmer Davis, in - television posts are strategically new
log the Johns -Manville commer- cated fire
stations, one in a town
lt 8:55 p.m., EWT, Monday
h Friday. Marble, who joined hall, and one at Union College in
dwork from WCAU, Philadel- Schenectady. Over 2,000 air raid
attend the lessons via telehas been handling news for wardens
after which they listen to
ime now, but not on a regular vision,
le. He took over for Davis, lectures and have question -and -an)irector of the Office of War swer periods.

ation, Sunday night.

.....

(

Dunville In Hospital

'

NEW

IBNX

'I THE MOST INTIMATE AND

WIVE PROGRAM APPROACH
14MERICA'S LARGEST

WWI

-----

Cincinnati -Robert E. Dunville,
vice-president of the Crosley Corp.
and general sales manager of the

Broadcasting Division, on Monday
underwent an operation for the removal of his tonsils at Bethesda Hospital.

YORK

U

0 WATTS Ziiyectioxat
R METROPOLITAN NEW YORK

out any P & G daytime biz for the
first time in a number of years.
"Roll -back"

action taken by the

"Big Three," who produce the vast
bulk of the country's soap, was to
voluntarily rescind price rises aver-

KDKA On 24 -Hour Basis

and stamps will be set up at strategic KDKA, Pittsburgh, now is operatpoints throughout Trenton. Horse ing on a 24 -hour schedule six days
drawn vehicles with public address a week. The continuous transmission
systems hooked up to radios tuned is broken from midnight on Monday
Tele War -Training Centers
to WTTM will tour the city. An- until
6 a.m. Tuesday for transmitter
Schenectady County (New York) nouncers and office staff of WTTM
work. Newscasts on the
civilian defense officials have estab- along with local volunteers will man maintenance
hour
are
presented
from 1 a.m. to 6
lished seven official television posts the booths.
a.m. nightly.

retain their departmental
ty, members of a Committee on
Information Policy under Davis throughout the county for the ininclude representatives of the struction of air raid wardens via
and Navy, of the Joint Psy- television. Programs are received by
jical Warfare Committee and of television receivers loaned to ScheAmerican Affairs Coordinator nectady defense officials by the General Electric Company. Programs
n Rockefeller.
kefeller's Inter - American Af- originated by NBC's television staAgency itself remains inde- tion WNBT, in New York, are picked
nt of the new War Information up by a G -E television relay station
Davis is called upon in the located in the Helderberg Mountains
lent's executive order tp col- near Schenectady. This station rele closely with the Director of lays the programs to television starship to keep the public "truth - tion WRGB which rebroadcasts them
informed about the common for the Schenectady County wardens.
ffort." DCB is directed by the Prior to the establishment
of the
ent to cooperate with Davis to definite television posts, the air raid
ate "the broadcast of war in - wardens were receiving part of their
lion to the peoples abroad."
instructions through the courtesy of
television -receiver owners
^y Marble, CBS staff announcer, vited the wardens in for thewho in:es

(Continued from Page 1)

lation orders for two daytime serials
on CBS, leaving that network with-

aging three and one -quarter per cent
posted in February and March of this
year, thus relieving a "price squeeze"
"Star Parade" transcriptions. Climax on retailers, wholesalers and jobbers.
of the day will come between 8 and Soap firms had boosted prices in line
9 p.m. when station will present an with increased production costs, due
hour variety show using talent from to the war, but jobbers failed to
radio, stage, screen and local talent raise prices accordingly because of
now heard over WTTM. Plans also heavy inventories at the old price.
call for Governor Edison to make a Retailers thus were caught by the
five-minute speech. Throughout the price-fixing with lower than normal
day local civic leaders will appear profit margins in comparison with
at station for minute man spots. Co- new costs.
operation of local committee on sale Similar "roll -back" actions in other
of bonds and stamps has been se- fields were predicted by OPA.

clubs on the post featuring soldier
personnel. The first feature, aired
this week, was "Listen, It's Fort
a variety show featuring
.ne a part of Colonel Donovan's Benning,"
full
band,
variety
artists and brief
33 The other sections of the COI, summary of behind
the headline
zenuing under Donovan's direc- news. WRBL now carries
are transferred to the U. S. Joint of war theme programs 151/4 hours
per week
!s of Staff under the name of
12 hours of local shows. Other
t of
Strategic Services, with with
cured.
tions of collecting secret and series planned include "quiz" type
Booths for the selling of bonds
and
dramatic
shows
from
the
fort.
sgic information in foreign counand performing general strategic

Radio Studies Effect

Paul Oury Commissioned

Pawtucket, R. I.-Paul Oury, general manager of WFCI, of this city,
has resigned to join the U. S. Navy
with the rank of Lieutenant.
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Los Angeles

Chicago

By JAC WILLER

By FRANK BURKE

RADIO folks in Chicago are hel

IT IS Blue exclusively for the remote
dance band pickups from the Am-

bassador Grove in L. A., which began last week. Freddy Martin, the
current attraction at the famed ren-

Charlie Garland, assistant c,
mercial manager of WBBM, and
rector of the 10th division Offia
Civilian Defense to put over
division's benefit Victory Dance
St. Mary's auditorium, Des Plai

dezvous, and his music, will be heard

Little Shots About Big Shots!

Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday and

Al Jolson has wired from Alaska that details regarding the
proposed program be wirelessed to him there. Now the War Dept. will
have to act as talent agents to "negotiate" the terms via Government
channels. If Jolson refuses the show, Walter O'Keefe stands up as the
person likely to inherit the chore!....What happened to Dinah Shore's
scheduled appearance on the Bing Crosby hour the other nite? Did Mary
Hear that Everett Crosby has left his brother, Larry, to
Martin balk"

over the Blue Net each Tuesday,
Sunday.

Russ Johnston, program director of

the Columbia Pacific Network, left
Columbia Square for a month's duty

as a member of the Atlantic submarine. patrol. Johnson holds a commercial pilot's license with an instructor's rating.
Robert L. Norse, Jr. of the New
York office of Al Paul Lefton Co.,
Inc., in Hollywood to consult with
Dorothy Stewart, manager of the

take care of the Coast office and Ev will concentrate on Bing's affairs only
....Red Skelton's tobacco sponsor gave Harriet Hilliard a bonus of $1,500

Hollywood office, handling Western
accounts of the agency. Norse made

when the show bowed out for the season! ....Parker Pen was slated to
start a CBSeries June 27 to be heard on Saturdays and Sundays for five
When
minutes and featuring the news by Elmer Davis. What now*/

New York in two weeks.
Dick Joy last week reached a new

Orrin Tucker was presented with gifts at the testimonial party thrown him
by songpluggers in Chicago before joining the Navy, he got up to express
Nick Keesely, N. W.
his thanks but never finished. He broke into tears!

the trip by plane. He returns to

peak in announcing chores-enough
to be named eligible for "busiest announcer" classification in this highly
competitive field. The senior mike -

man at CBS now is working on an

estimated average of 72 hours week-

ly in handling an approximated 50

separate accounts.
The Sportsmen of the Rudy Vallee
program -this week were without the

services of Max Smith, their second
tenor, who landed in the hospital

with- a slight concussion and a
wrenched back, due to a collision
between his motorcycle and an auto
on a Hollywood street.

Vic Knight, producer of the War

Department's "Command Performance, " has invited Ransom Sherman,
CBS star, to rebroadcast his Wednes-

day program of this week for

a

short-wave broadcast to the United

"States fighting forces on foreign service. The Sherman broadcast, a
burlesque military sketch, wherein he
hollers, "Break it up buddy, b-r-eak

it Up!" was a wow, and resulted in

the request.
Dinah Shore has been dreaming for

years of singing with Bing Crosby,
but apparently she doesn't believe it
even yet, though they're booked for
a duet in Los Angeles, June 18. The
number she's to warble with Bing
is Gershwin's "It Ain't Necessarily
so!".

Red Skelton's i m p r e s s iv e foot-

marks this week will be impressed
beside the dainty prints of Hollywood's great glamour stars in the
fore -court of Grauman's Chinese
Theater. The NBC comedian joins
a long list of Hollywood greats who
have left their footprints in the concrete paving there.

SAMUEL FRENCH

SINCE 1830
AUTHORS' REPRESENTATIVE
PLAYS FOR RADIO, STAGE & SCREEN
25 West 45th Street, New York

811 West 7th Street, Los Angeles
(Catalogue

of

Plays

on

Request)

Ayeí s radio talent buyer, has been promoted to account exec at the

agency and will handle the firm's biggest accounts. Hope he'll still stick
around on the radio scene....Marjorie Hannon, heard on "Bachelor's
Children," beat the doctor's prescription by three weeks by giving birth
to a son. She is Mrs. Myron Beck, wife of a Chicago radio exec....The
Conti Co., sponsors of "Treasure Hour of Song" on WOR, and the agency,
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, are to be commended for the fine work
in the advertising field during a national crisis. Even to the extent of
producing a dramatization on a "musical" program.
Radio Done Dood It Again!

August 23, 1939 CBS hired him

to substitute for H. V. Kaltenborn when the latter journeyed to London to
be atop the critical events that propelled Europe into the war. He remained
with CBS until the other nite.... Winner of a Rhodes scholarship to Queens
College, Oxford, in 1910, he has been a reporter with many outstanding
scoops scored during World War I to his credit. He wrote the book, "Princess

on the night of June 20. Attrac
Barbara Fuller of the "Stepmoti
and "Painted Dreams" shows

has accepted an invitation to be g

of honor at the dance will be in.
viewed by Lorraine Hall on "Es
Woman's World," WBBM, Fri
2:30 p.m., and Director Garland
also be on hand to tell about
OCD benefit dance. Another rt
tie-in worked out with Tony Koel
publicity director for the Blue 1

work in Chicago, will be the
Chicago

presentation of the

Rines, Blue Network musical dire

and Arthur Murray, dance crea
A couple from the Chicago Art
Murray studios will stage the da

in cooperation with Phil Leva

orchestra.
Gale Robbins, 20 -year -old blot
gets the feminine singing assigntx
on Ben Bernie's new Monday thre
Friday series for Wrigley, wi
started Monday. In 1939 Gale
featured on WBBM's Dodge progi

and has been with the orchestr

Jan Garber, Phil Levant an
Jarrett.
Marjorie Hannan, who in
life is Mrs. Myron A. Reck,

mother of a six -pound thre

son, born in Passavant Hospital.

jorie plays "Ruth Ann Grah

NBC's "Bachelor's Children,"
rette Fillbrant is pinch-hitt'
Miss Hannan on the show.
Forty-six employees at

Cecilia," in 1915; "History of the 'New York Times' " in 1921; "I'll Show You
the Town" in 1924, following "Times Have Changed," which was published
in 1923. "The Keys to the City" was published in 1925, which was the
same year "The Friends of Mr. Sweeney" was published. In 1927 carne
"Strange Woman" and 1928 brought "Giant Killer" from his pen. In 1930

devoting one evening a wee
class in first aid sponsored

book of short stories came from this man called "Morals of Moderns" and
in 1932 "White Pants Willie" was a book. "Love Among the Ruins" was
a series of short stories in 1935 when he wrote the essay, "Not to Mention
the War." Another essay was written in 1927 called "Show Window." Yes,

June.

he even had time to write a play, "The Road to Jericho"....Go through
that list of titles for books, plays and short stories. It's more than a list of
names-it tells the story, we think, of an individual who is as diversified
in his writings as he is keen in the ways of the world. Judging the titles
and the years they were made public, you have a nostalgic feeling that
the author grew with the nation. He survived the post-war age of the
last war, he stepped through the jazz and flapper ages of this country
without sticking his nose aloft from such crazes. He has kept pace with
the jitterbugging and swing ages prior to this war....He has 20th Century
zip in his writings and he's a man who did not stay put because he came
from a previous generation.... Like a good reporter he took on the ways
of the younger generation and studied and reported their problems and
progress....Radio made him a national figure....Now President Roosevelt
made him an international personality. He's Elmer Davis, who received
editorial praise from New Deal and anti -New Deal newspapers alike
during the past 24 hours. A feat which hasn't been accomplished by any
other Administration appointment since the War! Good Luck, Mr. Davis
....No need calling now. "Were's Elmer?"

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

t

"Victory Dance," conceived by

Red Cross.
WLS "National Barn Dance

46, of the USO Army Camp
have moved East for appeara

army camps during the mo
Unit includes Jimmie
Cumberland Ridge Runners,
Tom Corwine, Crystal Coo

Swingtime Cowgirls, five -piece

ern band.

Archibald

MacLeish,

direc

the Office of Facts and Figu
be heard over WBBM-CBS w
addresses the convention d'
the National Retail Dry Goo
elation at the Palmer House
cago tomorrow evening.
Chico Marx and his orchestra

their first coast -to -coast radio b

cast over Mutual from Rock
Ill., theater the other day.

I
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To the Colors!
AWARD PRICE

EHRICH,

HARRY H. FRAZEE, JR.

in

e NBC Radio -Recording Division,
been appointed a Lieutenant,

thoroughly established figure in show business is Harry H. Frazee,
recently appointed production manager of the Blue Network. Native
of Chicago, Harry was the only son of one of show business' legendary
figures, Harry H. Frazee, Sr., who died June 4, 1929. For generations the

eported for duty in Bureau of
lion Training in the Bureau of
nautics, Washington, Friday .

Frazees have been a dominant force

ceding Ehrich is Claude Barrere,

has been on the sales staff of

-

International Division.

- vvv
ORGE AMBERG, formerly head
pntinuity at KROD, El Paso,
s, was inducted into the army

- vvv -

eapolis, has joined the armed
s and is being replaced by Roy
eider, formerly with WOMT,

Born to Show -Business.

OLE OLSEN will be guest speaker

at the Advertising Club luncheon
tomorrow.

twenty years younger than his father, Harry
received a liberal education in geography as
well as show business. He attended the Peek-

DIF CORP., which has appointed
Grey Advertising Agency, Inc., to

handle its account, is testing radio
for its hand cleanser and washing
powder

via the Mary Margaret
McBride program on WEAF.

HEI.EN ROBERTS, formerly with
Benton & Bowles, has joined the copy
department of Compton Advertising,

directing. He ioined the network's production staff and soon after succeeded

Phillips H. Lord as director of the Blue Network's "Gangbusters" series,
a position he held until his recent appointment. In his new capacity Frazee
takes an active hand in the affairs of his office by producing ten or twelve
radio shows a year himself in order to keep himself acquainted with the

Army and is now located at

Blanding, Fla.

- vvv -

Inc.

WILLIAM SPITZ, partner in the
advertising agency, Spitz & Webb,
Syracuse, N. Y., has enlisted in the

problems of his men.

CK KEN TON, salesman of

Frazee is married and the father of three children. He lives in Short

R, Colorado Springs, has been
issioned a second lieutenant in
.ir Corps Reserve. He is located

Army Air Corps. Stephen M. Webb,

Beach, Conn. His favorite relaxation is golf.

partner, will assume full control of
the agency.

Esso Setting 50 On NBC
Fly Again Nominated
For Army -Navy Classic
By FDR For FCC Job
(Continued from Page 1)

ton-WBZ, of this city, shifted states and District of Columbia which
the Blue Network to the NBC it services, there have been no takers
at 3 a.m. on Monday following as yet.
es of special programs and ad- Esso is paying $100,000 for rights to
ements signalizing the event, the broadcasts, with the money to be
ling a specially prepared show evenly divided between Army and
"N B Seeing You," heard over Navy relief. Marschalk & Pratt hantation Sunday afternoon.
dles the account.
ong those in Boston for the

Whitfield To Coast Guard

Delano Whitfield, cousin of
John McKay, NBC press dept. WillardDelano
Roosevelt, and emger; Albert Dale, NBC, director Franklin
ployed
by
NBC
as national superpress dept.; Charles B. Brown,
of communications and assistant
sales promotion manager; W. C. visor
NBC, spot sales promotion commercial engineer, begins leave of
on Friday to join the U. S.
ger; Sherman D. Gregory, NBC, absence
Coast Guard Reserve, as a Radioman,
E station manager; James V.
Class. Whitfield entered NBC
nnell, NBC, general manager, First
as a page in 1940, later being transsales; William S. Hedges, NBC ferred
the station relations staff
aresident in charge of station and onto
January
of this year was apE.
ons; Walter
Myers, NBC pointed to the position
he now holds.
Reynold R. Kraft, NBC sales;
tr Feldman, NBC news and speevents; Frank L. Nason, New England district manager, Westinghouse; George Sawin, sales promotion manager, Westinghouse; Walter
,

THE HUDSON TO THE GREAT LAKES

Stack -Goble

vision and electronics department.

in Paris, from which he was graduated at 15. While there he appeared
in "Knight for a Day" and several other productions. On his return to
the United States he shifted his attention to directing and the business end.
Frazee turned to radio in 1937. He began as assistant night manager
for a national network but shortly afterward reverted to his original love-

- vvv -

ARLES HARRISON, announcer
HBF, Rock Island, Ill., has red final orders to report for trains a flying cadet.
- vvv EiNNY BRADSHAW, announcer
QAM, Miami, has enlisted in the

MIDDLE LINK IN COLUMBIA CHAIN

of

General Electric Co.'s radio, tele-

skill Military Academy and the Ecole Richelieu

lowoc, Wisc.

r

office

HARRY J. DEINES has been appointed advertising manager of the

successes as "No, No, Nanette." "Nothing But
the Truth," "Fine Feathers," "A Pair of Sixes"
and "My Lady Friend." As he grew up, only

.L COPE, announcer of WLOL,

Westinghouse executives: I. E.
erman, NBC, eastern sales man -

DETROIT

and movie houses from here
to Paris and produced such outstanding stage

filled by Marcia Sanguin,

were the following NBC

Blaine -

string of legit

once writer.

ton

appointed

Advertising Agency has been closed.

of minor league clubs.
The theater, however, is where the Frazee
influence has been felt most. They owned a

week. His position at the station

=

has

vertising.

in the

from circuses to a big league baseball club.
The latter was the Boston Americans. which
they owned and operated along with a string

to that on the sales staff of the

Z Shift To Red Web
lklde At 3 a.m. Yesterday

WBYN

Thompson Agency to handle its ad-

entertainment field. Their activities have ranged
from acting to producing and their productions

Radio -Recording Division, and

txwell Field, Ala.

JOHN KRIMSKY has joined Buchanan & Co., Inc., as executive on
the Paramount Pictures account.

COMPARATIVE newcomer to the ranks of radio executives but a

n Grade, in the Naval Reserve.

1

AGENCIES

WHO'S WHO IN IIADIO

ge of syndicated program sales

sing

5
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C.

Evans, vice-president, Westing-

house Radio Stations, Inc.; William
E. Jackson, general sales manager,
Westinghouse

Radio Stations, Inc.;

George A. Harder, advertising and

publicity manager, Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc., and Lee B. Wailes,
general manager, Westinghouse Radio
Stations, Inc.

FRANK SMITH has joined the
staff of Benton & Bowles, Inc., coming
to his new post from Leo Burnett Co.,

(Continued from Page 1)

Inc., where he was vice-president in

an FCC member on Sept. 4, 1939,
finishing the uncompleted term of
Frank R. McNinch, who retired be-

HERE'S

the President. Fly was sworn in as
cause of

illness.

If reappointed,

Chairman Fly will be serving his
first full seven-year term.
The nomination of Fly has been
sent to the Senate. It is not known
when it will be reported out by
the Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce

charge of production.

Committee, headed

by

RADIO MAN POWER
Available Right Now!
And

here's my record covering

12

It is
pointed out, however, that the Senate

solid years in radio: Program director

when reported out, and it is expected
that Fly will be retained.

musical.

Senator Burton K. Wheeler.

usually approves such nominations

and

producer,

leading

both

dramatic

Eight years with

and

nation's

independent

regional network, in production, sales promotion,

and as sales manager and executive
assistant to general manager. Have

many fine contacts for national sales.

Experience covers actual work in all
departments except engineering. Can
furnish

America's Greatest
Local Radio Programs

A-1

references.

Personal

notes: Married, 3 children, excellent
health, and ready to do a bang-up
job

for YOU right now! Write

at

once. Address Box HS, Radio Daily,
1501 Broadway, New York City.
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War Survey Of Radio
Re Personnel Status
(Continued from Page 1)

stations, and rushing into uniform
or into what they considered "more
active" war work.
He said: "I think in back of the
whole movement, which I hope to
see slowed down if it can be consistently done, there may be an assumption that the broadcasting in-

IIPiQCCiQAM 112EVIEw1
"Army -Navy Game"
This program which debuted via
WJZ Sunday 4:30-5 p.m., DINT, appears to be one in which the Blue
Network is out to give the army
and navy boys a good laugh of their
own creation. It will probably go

does a real job toward keeping it
on the air is doing something affirma-

tively to aid in the war effort."
Requirements Lowered

Fly pointed out that because of
the migration of trained personnel
from small to larger stations and
from the larger stations out of the

broadcasting industry, the Commission has more than once lowered its
minimum requirements as to technical skill and qualifications, in order,

as Fly explained, "to get the greatest
assurance of continuity of service."
The FCC-DCB Chairman went on:
"I am hopeful that skilled personnel

will think twice before leaving the
industry and the public in the lurch.

Anything we can do here on the

program we are going to do. I don't
know whether Selective Service will

want to establish any policy of deferments or not, but I should think
that in any balancing of the interests
of ' different

activities broadcasting

ought to stand pretty high on the
list.

I think the Broadcasters' Vic-

ing the matter, and certainly all of Fred Utell paced the show, keepus want to try to do what we can ing the running chatter and directive
about it."
announcements at rapid clip, giving
Draft Executives Tolerant
the impression things were really goIt was pointed out that, as a result ing some. He also tossed a strong
of informal discussion on this sub- plug for USO. Credit for the script
ject between Selective Service and went to Allen Funt; to Edward Pola,
DCB officials, local draft boards are as producer, and to Joe Rines, as
hard -to -replace personnel.

"Hello From Hawaii"
Makes Debut On CBS
"Hello from Hawaii," new weekly
series linking U.S. troops abroad with

the folks at home, debuted on CBS
Saturday to be aired thereafter Saturdays from 4-4:25 p.m., EWT. Produced by Webley Edwards, manager
of CBS' Honolulu affiliate, KGMB,
the program will follow the variety
pattern, including music, dramatic
bits and messages from AEF mem-

bers to their relatives in the United
States.

Brigadier General Willis H. Hale

appeared on the initial program.
Future broadcasts will feature salutes

to the different states of the Union.

Francisco, came the softly spoken report of the chief of army nurses
rescued from Pearl Harbor, via
Bataan, Corregidor and Australia;
from Honolulu, pilots, navigators and
bombardiers who had participated in
the latest Midway victory, spoke
modestly of their activities; from
Philadelphia, at the Quartermaster

Layout is simple. Contestants representing both services were pitted
against each other, while a couple
of glamour girls (so the announcer
raved) odorned the scene as judges. Depot where modern Betsy Rosses
Contestants were selected from the make the flags for our world enaudience which was made up ex- circling units, employees long in the
clusively of service men also. The service commented on the physical
ooys really entertained themselves, change in Old Glory. Engineers
but have a bit of formal and pro- made contact with a Douglas C54
fessional help and planning.
aviation cadets to the
Typical of the type of contest ma- transporting
Anita Flying school, allowing
terial embodied were these: A sailor Santa
the young recruits to speak indiand a private each had to take turns vidually
of their aims and outlooks.
dancing with one of the glamorous Later, upon
the safe landing of the
ones, in an attempt to date her out. ship, the program
carried the official
Mike hung over their heads to catch reception for the young
cadets.
the gab; song contest, to the tune To the potpourri, add an
intriguing
of "Mademoiselle from Armentieres" pick-up from the Army Glider
School
with lyrics to fit the newer war, was on the west coast with just enough
won by the loudest singing group; information to indicate to the public
a memory quiz, dubbed "What Goes that Uncle Sam is awake on all
With" included a musical selection fronts. At the climax, the show
and related remarks which were aired Bill Stern, at an unidentified
mixed up and tossed out to the boys coast
artillery station, describing with
to assemble again. As individual
all sound effects possible, the operaawards,
service tion of a 90 -millimeter gun. A little
men's kits contributed by Sak's Fifth bit of drama and make-believe colAvenue, and dinner passes to the ored the phase effectively.
Stork Club. A dizzy sort of drama Program is soberly presented, with
brought the show to a roaring close, a minimum of artificial blaring and
with the army coming out high score, blasting, so that its sincerity stands
so that the $100 final award was out among the propaganda shows.
divided between the army and navy
relief chests on a 55 per cent to 45

tory Council is entirely right in press- per cent basis.

giving weight to station requests for
temporary deferments of skilled and

4:30 p.m. every Sunday, plus staff
and production facilities, in cooperation with the Army authorities.
On the program heard Sunday, a
powerful variety of military operations came in for display. From the
Lederman General Hospital in San

"Spirit of '42"

This weekly series, aired Sundays
for a half-hour at 2 p.m., via CBS,

1

For Shortwave Sent

Radio's War Front

in for the wacky, zany and ludicrous,
dustry is not essential in time of and not necessarily the brain teasers
war, but those of us at this end of usually associated with the quiz.
the line and in the industry feel format.

that it is very essential in wartime.
"Something which affects the people
in terms of mass communication, in
terms of information, and perhaps
fully as importantly in terms of existing morale, can hardly be overemphasized. I think it is clear that
anyone who stays with a station and

Planning New Orde

(Continued from Page 1)

casting. Several Weeks ago the r ti i
nent recommendations went ov( t,

the White House from the Del
Communications Board, it is
stood, but have been held up
ing establishment of the OWI

part of the executive order
up the OWI calls for colla
between the new agency a

DCB.

The anticipated set-up is ex

be headed by a committ
which would serve represen
of the FCC, of the OWI (spec
of the Foreign Information S
to

just lopped -off from Donovan

mittee and now headed by
wright Robert Sherwood) and

son Rockefeller's Office of
Coordinator of Inter -American
fairs. Such a committee, accor(
to FCC Chairman Fly, would ha(
the engineering and administra

setup of shortwave broadcasting.

See Greater Short -Wave Shows

Presumably, the Foreign Infort;
tion Service as incorporated into
OWI would continue to handle
act u a 1 preparation of shortw
broadcasting for foreign counts

And there are indications that

I

will be continued on a broader se
than heretofore, with the OWI le
ing or otherwise taking over priv
equipment to compensate for prese
ly inadequate technical facilities.
In this connection, much behil
the -scenes activity is reported

trade circles. FCC has not yet
ceived any requests for the trat
formation of a Press Wireless
an ATT&T transmitter in the
1

York area for Government use ini
shortwave operations, but apparent

such requests will not be long 4
layed.

Barton Talk On CBS

originates at service training centers, Bruce Barton, former Congress=
and usually embodies a tribute to that from New York and president
outpost. Program follows a set style, Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osbor
typical of the Ted Collins -Kate Smith Inc., speaks over Columbia netwot
setup. Its patriotic fervor is a little on the subject of wartime advert
thick, and a bit sugary with Collins ing on Monday, June 22. His talk
musical director.
handling the larger dose of comments the keynote speech at the conventio'
and description. The songbird, of of the Advertising Federation
in session at the Comma
course, has her chores cut out for America,
"The Army Hour"
dore Hotel, New York. The prograt
her.
Now in its eleventh week, the For last Sunday's show the com- will be heard from 2:30-4 p.m. A
"Army Hour" remains an amazingly pany moved to Trenton, Ontario, to
fresh project, well directed, and air from the Canadian West Point
WGBR Election
representative of radio's mechanical of the air via CFRB. To depict the
Goldsboro, N. C.-Elizabeth Ros
wonders which enable the show to international character of the train- that, known to WGBR listeners
obtain pick-ups the world over, so ing center and the United Nations, Liza Beth, was made vice-presid
that the war fronts come in with all individual trainees from the several of the Eastern Carolina Broadcast
their drama intact. It abides by its countries allied against the Axis, Co. at a recent meeting of the stock'
original plan to present official army identified themselves, on the air. holders. Election of officers followed
reports, on the spot reports and fac- Theme of the prose text was the a reorganization and the rebuilding
tual information on army develop- neighborly policy between United of WGBR, after it burned down in
ments, so that the listeners might States and Canada, and the accom- March. The new station, located In
be informed of those matters which plishments of Canada thus far in this the heart of Goldsboro, is now a
the army and government deem im- war. The music, naturally military, Mutual affiliate.
portant for public consumption. The was provided by the Royal Canadian
army views the program as a "weapon Air Force Band. Ted Straeter, tho, Berkeley Square" and "These Foolish
of truth," victor always in the last z.ccompanied Kate when, in tribute Things Remind Me of You."
analyses. Radio, the Red Network to the RC Navy Air Force and Army Wind-up urged folks to write to
as heard over WEAF specifically, con- she rendered "Good Night Sweet- those whom they know in the service,
tributes the hour between 3:30 and heart," "A Nightingale Sang in as a morale building feature.
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Next to the Stars and Stripes

..
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AS PROUD A FLAG AS INDUSTRY CAN FLY
Signifying 90 Percent or More Employee Participation in the Pay -Roll Savings Plan

IT doesn't go into the smoke of battle, but

wherever you see this flag you know that it spells
Victory for our boys on the fighting fronts. To
everyone, it means that the firm which flies it has
attained 90 percent or more employee participation in the Pay -Roll Savings Plan . . . that their

employees are turning a part of their earnings
into tanks and planes and guns regularly, every
pay day, through the systematic purchase of
U. S. War Bonds.
You don't need to be engaged in war production
activity to fly this flag. Any patriotic firm can
qualify and make a vital contribution to Victory
by making the Pay -Roll Savings Plan available

to its employees, and by securing 90 percent or
more employee participation. Then notify your
State Defense Savings Staff Administrator that

you have reached the goal. He will tell you
how you may obtain your flag.

If your firm has already installed the Pay -Roll
Savings Plan, now is the time to increase your
efforts: (1) To secure wider participation and
reach the 90 -percent goal; (2) to encourage
employees to increase their allotments until 10
percent or more of your gross pay roll is subscribed for Bonds. "Token" allotments will
not win this war any more than "token" resist-

ance will keep our enemies from our shores,

our homes. If your firm has yet to install the
Plan, remember, TIME IS SHORT.
Write or wire for full facts and literature on installing your Pay -Roll Savings Plan now. Address

Treasury Department, Section D, 709 12th St.,
NW., Washington, D. C.

Make Every Pay Day "Bond Day"

u.5. WAR
This Space is a Contribution to Victory by

Bonds * Stamps
RADIO DAILY
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new eusmess

Coast -to -Coast

Foster Mil-

KGO, San Francisco:
burn & Co. (Doan's Pills) , anns., DOBERT BENSON, formerly

of

WDAS, Philadelphia, and Frankthrough Street & Finney; Roos Brothers, Inc. (dept. store), "Speaking of lin Evans, of WDNC; Durham, N. C.,
Sports" quiz, through Lord & Thomas; have been appointed announcers at
Regal Amber Brewing Co. (beer), KYW, Philadelphia. Marshall Soura,
anns., through M. E. Harlan agcy.; formerly of WDAS, joined KYW's
M. L. Pressler (men's clothing), news, engineering staff ....A 1 w y n Bach,
through Kelso Norman Organization; KYW announcer, has been named
City of Paris (dept. store), com- Radio Chairman of the Pennsylvania
mentary on beauty; Kellogg Co. District of the Dogs for War Associa(Corn Flakes), anns., through J. Wal- tion. Bach has been training and
ter Thompson Co.; MacMillan Pe- showing his own dogs for many years.

*
*
troleum Co. (Ring Free Oil), anns.,
through Roy S. Durstine, Inc.; West This afternoon, WWDC, WashCoast Soap Co. (Navy Soap) , par- ington, will inaugurate a special biticipation in Ann Holden's "Home weekly broadcast to follow President
Forum," through Brisacher, Davis & Roosevelt's radio and press conferStaff; Calif. Retail Grocers Assoc. ences. Otis T. Wingo, WWDC na(retail grocers), "Charlie Harper- tional news analyst, on Tuesdays at
*

Grocer"; Bell -Brook Dairies, Inc.
(dairy products), "Home Forum"
participations, through Botsford, Con-

stantine & Gardner.

zona State College at Tempe "with
distinction."

Jack Kelsey, formerly production
manager, has been appointed pro-

G U E.1T-1 N!
ARTHUR TRACY and JOAN
WARDS, on "A Date With Do
man," today (WOR-Mutual
p.m.) .

gram director of WHOM, by Joseph MILTON BERLE, on Doro
Lang, general manager. Kelsey joined gallen's "Voice of Broadwa

the station two years ago as an an- day (WABC-CBS, 6:15 p.m.).
nouncer, transferring from WCSH,
Portland, Me., his home town. Pre- EDWARD KILENYI, pia
viously he was on the announcing the "Keyboard Concerts" ser
staffs of WHAT and WIP, Philadel- day (WABC-CBS, 3:30 p.m.)
phia.

*

*

EVELYN MacGREGOR, co

*

John Lawrence has replaced Pete on "Nellie Revell Presents,"
Stoner on the announcing staff of row (NBC Red, 12:30 noon).
WELI, New Haven. Stoner went to
WTIC,

Hartford, Conn.

Lawrence

CLAUDE WICKARD, Secre

was employed formerly in the adver- Agriculture, on the "Fight
5 p.m. and Fridays at 11:45 a.m. will tising business in New York.... Inflation" series, tomorrow
make five-minute broadcasts sum- WELI has added another hour to its Mutual, 8:15 p.m.).
marizing the news from the President. broadcast day. Sign off will come at
*
*
BRIG. -GEN. LEWIS B. HERS)
1 a.m. instead of 12:05 a.m.
*
*
*
director of the Selective Service
Mal Hansen, of the WHO, Des
Moines, farm staff, will become farm "Front Line Tunes," a new series tem; REP. EMANUEL CELLEI
director of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, of programs featuring new war tunes New York and DR. CARTER DA'
replacing Andy Woolfries, July 1. and special continuity by Wally SON, president of Knox College,
cussing "Should the Draft AgE
During the two years he was with Gould, will be inaugurated over Lowered
to Eighteen," on "Amet
WHO he traveled more than 12,000 WMCA, Wednesday, June 17, from
Meeting of the Air," Thur
miles on farm radio work and cov- 5:45-6 p.m. The program will be Town
ered all of the farming expositions. presented each Monday through Fri- (WJZ-Blue Network, 9 p.m.). .i
At KSO-KRNT, he will conduct the day thereafter at the same time.
CHARLES WINNINGER,
*
*
*
"Farm Family Circle," a half-hour
Smith program, Friday
morning show; "The Farm Forum," Dude Martin, cowboy singer at Kate
which follows the Blue Network's KYA, San Francisco, has the name CBS, 8 p.m.).
*

WFDF, Flint, Mich.: B & B Dis-

tributing Co. (Stroh's Beer), 15 -min.
program weekly for 52 weeks; Blue
Hassett Oil Co. (Gulf Spray) , two 15 min. programs weekly for 16 weeks;
Carhartt - Hamilton Dealers (Overalls), two 15 -min. programs weekly
for eight weeks; California Valencia

Juice Co., four anns. weekly for 52
weeks; Dodson's Circus, 15 anns.;
Gardner Nursery, five - min. pro-

"Farm and Home Hour," and will and address of each of more than

grams; Hale & Lambert (Insurance), give special attention to a new mar- 14,000 fans who have written to him HAZEL SCOTT, pianist, and 1C
bugle call anns.; Herbruck Dairy, 15 ket service.
in the last two years. When his NETH SPENCER, baritone on
Calloway's "Quizzicale," tomoi
minutes weekly for 52 weeks; Kellogg
(Ry-Krispies)., through Kenyon &

Eckhardt, Chicago, 10 anns. weekly
for 20 weeks; Rexall Drug Stores,
three ,five -min. programs weekly for
13 weeks; Speedway Corp. (Rodeo),
105 anns.

*

*

*

"Roundup Jamboree Gang" makes

(WJZ Blue Network, 9:30 p.m.)
The six -year -old Saltimieras' "Lith- personal appearances, each fan in
uanian Hour" has been shifted from the locality receives a special in- JOAN EDWARDS, on Don
WHIP, Hammond, Ind., to one of the vitation to attend the broadcast, show man's "Date With Don," tomo,
nation's foremost foreign language and dance. The "Gang" recently en- (WOR-Mutual, 1:45 p.m.).
stations, namely WGES, Chicago. Pro- tertained soldiers at Fort Funston.

gram is heard Thursdays from 7-8
p.m., in a live talent presentation of

*

s

a

i;
I:

JANE WITHERS, on "Doub

Newcomer Don Davis is airing a Nothing," Friday (WOR-Mutual,
WOKO, Albany: Borden Boulevard a musical comedy show. It is written, "Saturday Matinee" record-fest on P.m.).
Dairy, three daily anns., Monday produced and announced by Paul B. KSAN, San Francisco.... Also new
through Saturday; New York State Saltimieras, president of Saltimieras on the schedule are "A Penny for
Your Thoughts," new type of musical Savings Bank Assn., five-minute Radio Advertisers *of Chicago.
*
quiz show, conducted by Ted Lenz
anns., through July 11; Dobler Brewing Co., 28 weeks, five and fifteen - WQXR will back up the Greater and Howard Gordon, and a Sunday
"Jive at 11:05," remoted
minute periods, two daily, sports New York War Bond Pledge Cam- morning
commentary, week -days; Procter & paign between June 15 and 23 with from the huge, new Downtown Bowl,
bowling alley in the west.
Gamble Co., 156 daytime anns. and a five-minute program every night largest
this one, too.
144 flight anns., one -minute, through during that period. To assist the Ted Lenz does
*
*
*
calling
Treasury's
Minute
Men
in
October 17; Huyler's Candy minute
neighbors,
WQXR
will
upon
their
Chief
announcer
Allan
Page,
anns., daily, eight weeks; Standard present information on war bonds
KVOO, Tulsa, leaves for a vacation
Furniture Co., daily anns., Monday from 7-7:05 p.m.
later this month when announcer
through Saturday, 13 weeks.
*
*
Glenn Ransom returns....Barbara
*

*
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Stuart Allen
Tom Howard
H. L. McClinton
Ona Munson
Cliff Melloh
John Paul Weber
Amy Sedell
Joan Winters

Grace Albert
Harvey Harding
Al Llewelyn

George Fuerst, formerly of the West has joined the KVOO continuity
sales staff of KGO, San Francisco, staff, replacing Juanita Mitchell....

has been advanced to the Blue Net- Weymouth B. Young and Bill Brooks,

work office there, working with Gene KVOO musicians, attended recent
Grant, in charge of northern Cali- AFM convention in Dallas with Fred_
fornia Blue sales. ...Herbert Haley of die Wilkins and Mike Cooles replacKMED, Medford, Oregon, has joined ing them in the studio orchestra.

the KGO news staff. ...Don Martin

has been upped to news editor at

*

r'

Trio Of Playwrights
Form Producing
Trio of well-known, althou
ally anonymous writers of co
cial radio shows, Peter Lyo
Richards and Bob Tallman
formed a new producing fir
wright Producers, with the

R

series currently being peddled

"For Us the Living."

Deci

form. the new firm, which w
cialize in "package" shows of
time dramatic calibre, was ba
cording to Lyon, on the theo
high quality dramatic series
the combined efforts of a
of writers in order to maintain
sistently high level. All sho

be originals, written and pr

Walter Zahrt, merchandising man- exclusively for the broadcast m
KGO.
ager of WOAI, San Antonio, is on a The three writers, who corn
*
*
*
vacation trip to Indiana. ...Jack Keas- the original "March of Time" r
Paul J. Hughes, formerly of KTOK, ler, WOAI commercial manager, is production unit, have been work
Oklahoma City, has joined KTAR, on a business trip to Chicago and independently for the past few Y
19
Phoenix, as night editor....J. A. St. Louis. ...Pat Flaherty, former Lyon currently writes the "Are
Grasham, for the past two years as- KPRC sportscaster, returned to a Missing Heir?" series for Ruth"
till
sociated with KTAR, on part time WOAI... .WOAI now begins its & Ryan (Ironized Yeast) and all"Cali
have
contributed
scripts
for
basis, has joined the station's pro- broadcast day Monday through Sun- cade of America" (duPont, BBD
gram staff as a full-time employe. day at 6 a.m. and signs off each night as well as other free-lance scripting
He graduated this month from Ari- at midnight.

CC
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Radio's Bond "Selling
Ve OFF Status Quo

Semper Fidelis

In Radio Relations

That the month of April. for in-

stance, was a good one for the

Marine Corps is indicated in the
fact that the broadcasting industry

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

jirashington - Relationship of the

Ice of Facts and Figures with the
Ho industry will continue status
o, no matter what is involved in
absorption of OFF into the new
Ice of War Information, according
an official of the OFF's radio divin yesterday. "There may be some
t of amalgamation plus a general
trail control," said Alvin Josephy,
F's network liaison chief, "but we
(Continued on Page 3)

;C's Chicago Hearing;
Argument Set For NBC
hicago-Argument on

a

motion

put behind

the

Leathernecks

a

minimum of live and ET spots and

shows as follows: 36,090 live
spots; 1,250 quarter-hour ETs: 930

quarter-hour live shows; 240 fiveminute live shows, and 110 halfhour live shows.

Ford Air -Decision

Y1

meral Mills Renews
'Stories America Loved'

To Tues. Spot On CBS
Colgate -Palmolive -Peet has taken

the Tuesday night, 8:30-8:55 p.m.,
EWT, period on CBS and effective

Part Of Tremendous Effort
Blue Web Facilities

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
S. Treasury De-

Washington-U.

partment studies of the manner in
which the broadcasting industry is
in the dale of War Bonds
Reveal Improvements cooperating
and Stamps indicate that radio is
"selling" the Government's war fiNumber of improvements in Blue nance plan with all the ingenuity it
Network facilities were announced has used in the past to sell com-

Lever Bros. yesterday renewed two
daytime serials on CBS, "Aunt Jenny's

('anterl,ur'

Indicated In Survey

(Continued on Page 2)

91 Sponsored UP Shows

to the Continuing Study of Radio
Listening Research conducted by
Crossley, Inc., for WOR. Conclusions

war zones after having brdadcast
FCC Dismisses Applications; the
a number of notable eyewitness re
Approves Transfer Of WMRN

rill

deliver an address on CBS

is Sunday during the Toc-H
4nglican) program from 4-4:40 p.m.
(is Grace will speak from London.

e remainder of the program will
manate from the National Cathe-

I ral in Washington.

Gilbert Heads Committee
For Service Men Disks

'

,' .

Real Life Stories" and "Big Sister,"
aired in behalf of Spry and Rinso, More people will be available to
respectively. "Aunt Jenny," broad- radio this summer, and, at the
cast Monday through Friday from time, more people will resort tosame
the
11:45-12 noon, EWT, uses 61 CBS
radio as a means of escape, according

(Continued on Page 2)

William Temple, Archbishop of
:anterbury and Primate of Engand, whose ancient cathedral town
ecently was bombed by the Nazis,

y

For 2 Daytime Programs Big Summer Audience

on 8,000 personal inter eneral Mills yesterday renewed July 21 will move the "Hobby Lobby"
Weekly Record Of WHIT are based(Continued
on Page 2)
program,
aired
in
behalf
of
Colgate
)ries America Loves," which is shaving cream, into this spot.
Present
adcast for Wheaties on 40 CBS "Hobby Lobby" time, Saturdays
New Bern, N. C.-Sales staff of Cecil Brown May Take
from WHIT believes it has chalked up a
On
ions Monday through Friday 8:30-9 p.m. on Columbia,
will be national record by obtaining a weekn 10:15-10:30 a.m., EWT, with re_ dropped by the sponsor following
Elmer
Davis
Commercial
the ly total of 91 sponsored United Press
at 11:45 a.m. Other GM shows
(Continued on Page 2)
Columbia currently are "Valiant
(Continued on Page 3)
Cecil Brown, CBS foreign cory," "Harvey and Dell" and "Thus
respondent recently returned from
Live." Knox Reeves Advertising,
handles the Wheaties account.

.u'r

Over 1,500,000 Anus. Through April
Plus 400,000 Hours Of Programs

yesterday. KUTA, Blue's Salt Lake mercial products. "Strikingly effecCity affiliate, goes 5,000 watts day tive" programs have been devised,
and night on 570 kc. effective June not only by the networks, but even
May Come Thru Today 22,
with a new evening hour rate by the smallest of the low -budget
$160 to go into effect July 1. With affiliated and independent stations,
Detroit - Decision by Ford Motor of
increased power, KUTA will be- the Treasury revealed.
Co. on program and network for its its
come
sole Blue affiliate in the Salt No accurate figures, of course, can'
return to radio via an institutional
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 7)
campaign was expected today or by
week's end at the latest, after con- Lever Bros. Renewals
ferences at Maxon, Inc., offices here

ft a bill of particulars in the Mutual
y NBC -RCA action is scheduled to
bheard this Monday by Judge John
PBarnes, in Federal Court, at 10:30 yesterday adjourned without any
a.. Understood that NBC has not definite commitment being made. It
filed its written answer to the had been expected final word would
Utual suit and before doing so de- be forthcoming last night and rep s specific information of undis(Continued on Page 2)
led nature. There is a strong
ibility, however, that the oral Colgate Moving "Lobby"
(Continued on Page 2)

551

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Acting under its wartime policy of not granting applications involving construction or ma-

Headed by Dick Gilbert, of WHN,
for new standard and FM
a committee of New York disk jock- terials
stations,
the FCC yesterday dismissed
eys has volunteered its services to 22 applications
for new standard
Records For Our Fighting Men, Inc., broadcasting stations,
17 applications
the non-profit organization currently for new FM stations and
appliconducting a drive to collect old, un- cations for power increasesnine
to 500 kw.
used phonograph records, convert
the applications were dismissed
them into scrap, and with the pro - All
without prejudice. Stations which had
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 7)

Vacation

Martin Block, of "Make Believe
Ballroom" fame, is supposed to be

on vacation, but is returning to
New York today to plug Lucky
Strike on the Kay Kyser show. Sat-

urday, however, the sponsor is
going to the expense of piping him
in from Albany, near his vacation
site, so he can do the Lucky Strike
commercial on the "Hit Parade"
program.

-
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Big Summer Audience
Colgate Moving "Lobby"
Indicated In Survey
To Tues. Spot On CBS
(Continued from Page 1)
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views with widely scattered metro- broadcast
of July 11 at which time
politan families.
Paramount in the returns is the the Guy Lombardo program will be-

gin a Summer hiatus of "up to 13
fact that while four of every ten weeks."
Lombardo show, aired on
families had no definite plans for
the summer when questioned in May,
64 per cent of those whose minds
were made up were planning to go
through without a vacation break.
Last summer, 53 per cent of New

73 CBS stations in behalf of Colgate
dental cream, occupies the 8-8:30

p.m. time Saturday nights immedi-

ately preceding "Hobby Lobby." Latter uses a 69 -station hookup current-

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, York's population stayed home. Half ly and list at the new Tuesday night
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate.
time is expected to be the same. Ted
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- as many vacationists this year will
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester spend the entire summer away from Bates, Inc., handles both shows.
Meanwhile, it was learned yesterday
B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate, home.
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States
despite the uncertainty of the
Second result found in the survey that
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10;
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit is the trend toward the use of radio soap industry regarding its future opwith order. Address all communications to as a means of seeking entertainment erations, due to various Government
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,
moves and lack of certain essential
Phone WIsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, and escape from world events and supplies, no further cuts in Colgate
N. Y.
Chicago, Ill.
Wabash Ave.

- Frank Burke,

daily routine. Audiences to dramatic radio schedules are anticipated at
Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- and comedy shows, and to programs this time. C -P -P recently cancelled
of nostalgic music showed an increase. its two daytime serials on CBS (this
wood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
The average pew York listening was erroneously attributed to Procter
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., family hears 15.7 radio programs each & Gamble in yesterday's issue) effecunder the act of March 3, 1879.
weekday, according to the CSORL. tive July 10 and they will remain off
This represents an increase from the the air for an indefinite period pend14.6 figure listed for 1941.
ing clarification of the soap situation
and a revision of Colgate advertising
Ford Air -Decision
plans. Serials are "Woman of Cour7-6338.

North

State

Phone

203

7596.

FI N,ANCIíL
(Tuesday: June

May Come Thru Today

grams on CBS, as recently rearranged,
will continue without interruption, as
resentatives of all four networks who will the Colgate programs on NBC.

16)

(Continued from Page 1)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. & Tel

High
116

CBS A

Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common

RCA First J!fd.
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

Zenith Radio

113/4
261/8
81/4
31/4
521/2
57/8

72
131/4

Low

age" and "Stepmother." P&G pro-

-

Close

115

1151/4
115/8 113/4
253/4 257/8
81/4
31/4

81/4

Net
Chg.

/a

f

1/2

31/4

52

521/2 -I-

57/e

5/8

57/e

711/2
13

131/4 +

1/4

OVER THE COUNTER

Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad.
Stromberg-Carlson

Asked

13/4
43/4

WCAO (Baltimore)

15

reported to have the inside track two daytime serials on CBS.
with a nightly, 8-8: 15 p.m., EWT, news

program with Earl Godwin. NBC is

711

Bid

stood by awaiting the decision will Further indication that soap firms
are settling down for the Summer
continue the vigil today.
It is not known how many pro- period and will continue schedules
grams and times are under con- as currently committed was seen yessideration, but the Blue Network is terday in Lever Bros.' renewal of

2
53/4

18

understood to have submitted the

Sunday, 5-6 p.m. hour for a program
along lines of the old "Ford Sunday
Evening Hour." Other webs also

Blue Web Facilities
Reveal Improvements
(Continued from Page 1)

have made heavy pitches for the Lake City -Ogden area formerly served by KUTA and KLO which were
business.
at a combination rate of $200
Cecil. Brown May Take On McCann-Erickson was agency on bought
Sunday CBS program dropped per night-time hour. KLO drops its
Elmer Davis Commercial the
by Ford shortly after the first of the Blue affiliation Aug. 31.
year, but Maxon will handle the new KTKC, Visalia, Cal., of the Blue
(Continued from Page 1)
Network's Pacific Group, has begun
setup.
poxts, will probably take over the
operating with 5,000 watts power day
Elmer Davis spot for Johns -Manville,
and night on 940 kc. Power was
it .was learned yesterday. Final de- Gilbert Heads Committee
formerly 1,000 watts on 920 kc.
tails had not been completed yesterFor Service Men Disks KRMD, Shreveport, La., will be-

comino ano GOIDG
MANNY MANHEIM, radio writer for J. Walt
Thompson, recently doing the Milton Berle sho,
was in town yesterday and today goes to Syr
cuse, his home town. He returns to Hollywoi
over the week-end. Next JWT assignment
being set.
HARRY H. FRAZEE, JR., production manar

of the Blue Network, left last night for No
England where he will visit WFCI, 'Pawtucke

and WELT, New Haven. Both stations have Íu:
ioined the Blue. The network's production hea'
will supervise the airing of "Prescott Presents

while in N. E.

KEN CHURCH, sales manager of WKRC, is
Visitin

New York on

i

a
short business trip.
yesterday with the station's local reps.

GEORGE

H.

JASPERT,

general

manager

WPAT, Paterson, in town and back to his
Jersey headquarters yesterday.

c

Ne,

EDDIE
CANTOR, DINAH SHORE, HAITI
McDANIELS, HARRY VON ZELL, BERT GORD01

and EDGAR FAIRCHILD are in Bakersfield, Cal
today for the airing of tonight's "Time t

Smile" program from Minter Field.

DAVID C. JONES, business manager of WLAW
Mass., in town for a brief visit o

Lawrence,

station and network business.

H. ALLEN CAMPBELL, secretary and genera
manager of the Michigan Radio Network, ha
arrived from Detroit for a few days in Nevi

York.

HERBERT L. KRUEGER, of WTAC, Worcesterº4

on his first visit to New York since having beer
named commercial manager of the station.

ANN BARBINEL off to Philadelphia

-hcrt business trip.

on

as:

FCC's Chicago Hearing;
Argument Set For NBC:
(Continued from Page 1)

argument may be postponed for a
later date due to inability of NBC
attorneys to be on hand.

Also scheduled for a hearing Thurs-

day, Friday and Saturday is a move
by the FCC which is reported either
gathering information in connection
with the network anti-trust actions
pending, or, perhaps the foreign language station status as it pertains to
censorship.

Meetings are to be held behind

closed doors and many Chicago -WO
have been subpoenaed to
come affiliated with the Blue as part executives
appear, but apparently all of them

day, but indications were that Brown
would -move into the Monday-thruof the Southcentral Group effective are in the dark as to the actual rea(Continued from Page 1)
Friday 8:55-9 p.m., EWT, spot for
July 1 instead of Sept. 1 as originally son.
the sponsor as soon as he can return ceeds, buy new records for men in announced.
from Yellowstone where his current the armed services. Gilbert's committee, made up of Maxine Keith, of
lecture tour has carried him.
Lever Bros. Renewal
If the deal goes through, Brown WOV; Art Hodes, of WNYC, and

also probably will go on for Parker Paul Brenner, of WAAT, will ask
Pen Co., which had just arranged national cooperation from all record
to sponsor Davis Saturdays and Sun- emcees now on the air.
Spot announcements, provided by
days, 8:55-9 p.m., in behalf of Quink.
J. Walter Thompson Co. handles the disk jockey committee, news
fliers, and suggestions for record proboth. accounts.
Harry Marble, CBS announcer, is gram tie-ins on the drive will be
subbing for Davis pending certifica_ sent regularly to the conductors of
tion of a new steady replacement by individual programs.
Johns -Manville and the Thompson

WMCA's New War Series

agency.

With the blessings of the Citizens'

Committee for the Army and the

AVAILABLE .
1 Station -Commercial Manager. My ten years radio
experience, every department, fully qualifies me

to handle management of small, progressive station. Now employed In poor market, therefore
seek better opportunity. Know station problems
experienced in

sales

.

clever,

result -

getting ideas. 3-A Southeast preferred. Box 539.
Radio Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

For Two Daytime Shows
(Continued from Page 1)

and 30 CBC stations, while "Big Sis-

ter" has a hookup of 71 Columbia
and 31 Canadian stations at 12:1512:30 p.m., across-the-board.

Ruthrauff & Ryan handles both
accounts and renewals are effective
June 29.

5 -Hour Strike At KMOX

St. Louis-In a dispute over the

Navy, WMCA is conducting a pro- matter of hiring a woman technician
gram portraying valor and courage on for the staff of KMOX, of this city,
the part of American womanhood 21 engineers of the station walked
during this war crisis. Series started at 3 p.m. yesterday afternoon. NegoMonday, from 9:15-9:30, with Mrs. tiations instituted immediately reNadine Bandler interviewing Mrs. sulted in the return of the strikers
at 8 p.m. last night.
Colin Kelly, widow of the hero.

it
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WTAG Give -Away Idea
Dept. Store Co -Op
resh twist to the give-away type Roos Brothers department store in
program is the new series of "The San Francisco is cooperating with
;sic Box," sponsored by Sears, Blue web outlet KGO in merchan-

iebuck on WTAG, Worcester, Mass. dising the firm's new weekly airshow,
intervals between organ selections, "Speaking of Sports," which stars
touncer lists several items of mer_ sports editors Bill Leiser (Chronicle)
indise featured at Sears. Listeners and Prescott Sullivan (Examiner)

asked to jot down the articles
jtheir prices. Wheel of fortune
hen spun, selecting four telephone
dbers which are called during the
gram. Grand prize is awarded the
I t one called whose owner can cor-

and special guests. The store has
turned over a large display window
on Market Street to boost the pro-

gram, and has begun plugging in

newspaper ads and display signs

around the city.
read back the merchandise Merchandise prizes go to contestl ed earlier in the program. Show, ants on the show and also to persons
htrd thrice weekly on WTAG, is sending in appropriate questions.
p pared and emceed by Bob Martin Awards on missed questions go to
r tly

othe announcing staff.

various charities. High point of each
broadcast is a recreation of a famous
Blue Salesmen's Meetings
sports event by veteran sportscaster
'o make it more convenient for Ernie Smith.

limbers of the sales staff to hear

p grams currently open to sponsors,
tl program department of the Blue

i
1

Local Consultant Group

WDRC, Hartford, has named a com-

N work has scheduled a series of
slcial weekly program meetings.
S asmen will hear electrical transcptions of outstanding shows on
II Blue, and receive
information
ut each one. The first meeting
held Wednesday, June 10, at

mittee of seven leading Connecticut
educators and citizens interested in

th station.

son.

education problems as a special board
of consultants for the CBS "School of

the Air of the Americas." The committee, named by Educational Director Sterling V. Couch, includes State
loon in the network's board room. Education Commissioner Alonzo G.
series was planned and will be Grace and Hartford superintendent
cbcted by Douglas F. Storer, who of schools Fred D. Wish, Jr. The
is:ommercial program manager of group will serve for the 1942-43 sea;

9 Sponsored UP Shows
See OFF Status Quo
Veekly Record Of WHIT In Relations With Radio
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

le scasts and features. According to are going ahead without pause and
,E. lien Brown, commercial manager, without change."

xi' Walter Rundle, promotion man-

Josephy is scheduled to go to New

/uli

YOU'LL SEE A

LOWER COST THAN WTAM'S
/.000073
FAMILY

y of the UP, figure represented York this week-end where he will
est number of UP commercials spend several days meeting with netmy one station. Breakdown lists, work officials on new ideas for Govting with Sunday and going ernment radio campaigns. Josephy
ugh Saturday, shows five on Sun - is handling the OFF end of special
and the other days averaging 13 campaigns, including the current rubber salvage drive.

5 such broadcasts.

Elmer Davis, newly appointed Director of the Office of War Informalbert Mack, radio actor, became tion, held a press conference in New
father of a 7 pound 2 ounce baby York yesterday, but could divulge
Wednesday. Name is Judith. little actual information regarding

Stork News

t

ier doing well at the Park East plans pending a thorough study of
Dital, New York.
the press relations setup in Washington. He parried a question on
whether or not he was in favor of
Government radio shows by answering that he was in favor of getting
the message over to the public as
effectively as possible. He said that

Check WTAM'S cost two ways:

First, divide the 15
minute Daytime rate of each Cleveland Station by
the number of families each claims in its Primary
Area. Then check the Surveys for actual listeners.
In Metropolitan Cleveland and all through the Area
WTAM leads by a wide margin .. all day
all
night .. all week.
It's this low cost per ear that
.

makes WTAM the first choice of shrewd time buyers,
coast to coast, for local, spot and network time.

there had been some fine Government
programs and some fine network programs.

Blood Donor Campaign
One of several public service campaigns being promoted this month
by WHBF, Rock Island, is the Illinois

drive for blood donations. In cooperation with local Red Cross headquarters, WHBF is running spot announcements

and

daily

5 -minute

talks by local business leaders.

.

50,000

WTA
EELAND

WATTS

NBC RED NETWORK

M

OWNED AND OPERATED BY NBC

DHC

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

BY SPOT SALES OFFICES..;;'

4
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Los Angeles

Chicago

By JAC WILLEN

By FRANK BURKE

BOB BURNS and his "Arkansas

Traveler" check up as a good
bet to return to the fall airlanes,
with production added to enhance
the already well-known characterization. High rating at the close of
this season brought new interest in
the "Traveler" which had been de-

leted during mid -season broadcasts.
Switch of sponsorship for the stanza
looks certain.
"Toward the Century of the Common Man," written by Stephen Benet

and George Faulkner, in behalf of
the OFF for presentation over NBC
in honor of Flag Day with an all-star
cast.

Time cleared for the ocean -

to -ocean airing was set from 2-3 p.m.,

PWT, climaxed by an address by

President Roosevelt at approximately
2:52 p.m., PWT.

Cowboy star Tex Ritter cut eight
sides at his first session for Capitol

records, new company headed by

Buddy DeSylva, Johnny Mercer and

Glenn Wallichs.
Success of Bob Garred's Pacific
Coast CBS newscasts for an automobile sponsor (Ford) is behind the

similar national campaign, stressing

service rather than the sale of new
cars, upon which the company is

'embarking.

Lovely Rosalind Russell is a fem-

inine jurist and Walter Pidgeon a

newspaper -photographer in "Design
For Scandal," M -G -M picture which
provides the romantic scene for the
capsule dramatization on "Hedda
Hopper's Hollywood" broadcast Wednesday.

No immediate replacement for the

late John Barrymore will be made
by the Rudy Vallee program. Producet Dick Mack is reverting to his
earlier policy of guest stars each
week and wait for someone to make
an instantaneous hit such as brought

Barrymore and Joan Davis to the
program as regulars.

Andrew Meagher has been appoint-

ed chief of police for all plant pro-

tective forces of the Universal

Microphone Company's factories in
Inglewood.

Mel Blanc, who portrays various
roles on the Al Pearce and "Great
Gildersleeve" shows, joined radio's
scooter brigade last week with the
purchase of a "one-lunger" which
assertedly travels
gallon of gas.

125

miles on

a

Mary Small Series Starts
Mary Small, featured vocalist on

Jim Backus Show," heard
Thursdays on CBS, is now also heard
"The

twice weekly over the network in
her own vocal series aired Tuesday
and Thursday from 10:45-11 . p.m.,

%i y

OL' SC

E%i

"It's Moonlight Saving Time"
(By Jerry Lawrence, who celebrates a year of "insomnia")
I remember when I used to eat breakfast like everyone does...

I even remember going to bed when it was still dark out...but that was
a year ago-before "Moonlight Saving Time." Note to the Secretary of
Statistics: "Moonlight Saving Time" celebrates its first anniversary today.
Aside: Funny, it only seems like a year ago since we started! Now I eat
breakfast at 3:30 a.m. in the WOR studios...usually a ham and egg
sandwich, coffee and a piece of pie. Whatever became of orange juice?
I get home in time to change my son's diapers at 6 a.m.... His name is
Steven Jeffrey-sounds great, doesn't it?... and then to sleep. Well, sleep
of a type...I usually dream I'm a needle and I play hundreds of recordsone right after the other-standing on my head.
Don't get the wrong idea... this "Moonlight Saving Time" is
great fun...I wouldn't trade it in for an X card. Do you give 10 per cent
of your salary to Uncle Sam for War Bonds? Did I say give? I mean
INVEST! That's what I like most about
Saving Time"...the
way we have it set up now it's tied right in with the war effort. Seven
hundred war plants around here listen to our program. From 4-4:30 each
a.m. we play "Music to Work By" for them. It's light, snappy music, and
it's designed to reduce the "lag period" that occurs in the early morning
hours. Music of that sort gives listeners a "lift"-so you see, even in our
small way...we help increase production!

MAJOR SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
OFFERING THE "LAST WORD"
IN

SOUND

EFFECTS

SEND FOR CATALOG
1600 BROADWAY

NEW YORK, N. Y.

tor of production at WGN, at
Miss Agnes Jane Amar, Rocklat l

Lake, N, Y., will be married June

in the Bride's Chapel of the Litt
Church Around the Corner, Ne
York City.

MacGregor is a son
Dr. A. C. MacGregor of Brockto.
Mass. The producer joined WC
last winter to finish the Chicaf.
"Theater of The Air" series and sulk

sequently was appointed to his pre
ent position.
NBC vacationeers who started th
week are William B. Ray, press di

partment manager; John
braith,

sales;

Robert

D.

Gal

Fitzpatric.

William Cole and William Schol

engineering; Louis Roen, announcen;
Thomas Bashaw, sound effects; Rot
ert Lamb, guest relations and Hear
J. Guill, communications.
Mel Galliart, chairman of AFRA

United Nation's Aid Committee,

busy these days drumming up k

terest in the Russian War Relit
show which will be presented at

Chicago Civic Opera House on
night of June 22.

Northwestern university's Schoo

Speech recently honored their
famous alumnae, "Clara, Lu 'n'

by having them as guests at the o

ing of a campaign to stir up inte
in a new
school.

speech building at

Mary Ann Mercer, singer on

We program "Moonlight Saving Time" so that everyone will
hear something that interests him...we include many features specifically
for war workers...those who work in the early hours miss many important
programs and news items...they deserve to hear what's going on-after
all, they're doing plenty for all of us. Every hour and half-hour we broadcast the latest news alternating with AP and UP.... every night we have
a five-minute summary of the ball scores and sport highlights. ..and we
rebroadcast important war programs like "America Preferred," "This Is
Fort Dix" and "This Is Our Enemy."
Someday soon, night and day programming will be done along
the same lines...if you stop to think about it the listeners in the wee hours

are the same as any other listeners.... It used to be a pet theory that allnight tuners -in were just beer hall stragglers and insomniacs... that's all
changed now. Today a very important part of our country... the workers
...listen in all night, and commercially speaking, they wear shoes and
hats and use soap too! And I might add, wear furs! I. J. Fox has sponsored our first hour from 2-3 a.m. for a year. Why shouldn't the "owl"
I
audience get the same sort of shows that are heard during the day"
think they will....I think live talent will be used on the air twenty-four
hours a day. Right now on "Moonlight Saving Time" we try to have as
many live features as we can. Six nights a week from 3:30-3:45 a.m. we
have one of the top composers and arrangers entertain at the piano....
Cy Walter....and he's great. We introduce celebrities from time to time...
they drop in to say hello after they're through work. recently we've had
Sheila Barrett ..Carol Bruce...Peter Arno. ..Tommy Dorsey and Guy
Lombardo.

EWT.

THOMAS J. VALENTINO, Inc.

KENNETH W. MacGREGOR, dire

Getting 'back to our first birthday celebration...next Tuesday,
June 23rd, from 2-4 a.m. we're broadcasting from the Western Electric plant

in New Jersey...since we have so many listeners in war plants it seems
fitting to give a party right from one of the biggest plants in the country.
It's going to be a swell affair.... Western Electric talent will be heard
on the show...and interviews right from the work benches. Did you ever
hear what Victory sounds like? Well, tune in...will you?

"Uncle Walter's Dog House" sh'
has a parchment to prove that s
a fellow "Arkansas Traveler."

Ann was made a member of
honorary organization by the
ernor of Arkansas on a recent

to Camp Robinson, Little Rock,
Enrollments in the NBC -Not
western Summer Radio Insti
which opens an eight -weeks' co
at Northwestern on June 22 inclu

Harriet Hester, educatiónal dire
and Melville Galliart, announcer;
WLS; Jerome Carleton, musical
partment, WAAF; Richard Cum
engineer and announcer,

Helena, Ark.; John Davis, Jr.,

nouncer, WBIG, Greensboro, N.
Jerome Kaufheer, announcer, KBl
Burlington, Ia.; Alexander R. B
announcer, WRFC, Cicero,
Eugene Wilkey, Jr., production n
ager, WDOD, Chattanooga, Tenn,

"Tortoise and Hangman" Se
"The Tortoise and the Hangm
story of the political and phys
conquest of Czechoslovakia culmi

ing with the assassination of A
Hitler's Heydrich, is the subject.'.
the second of the "Will to Freed
series to be heard next Monday f
10:30-11 p.m. on CBS.

RAY WINTERS
ANNOUNCER
5 Years With Paramount Newsreel
With Manufacturers
21/2 Years

Trust Co.
LA 4-1

o
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Radio's War Front

I.IAM H. DAVIS, chairman of
r Labor Board, on "The Fight "Toward the Century of the
i s t Inflation" series, Friday Common Man"
,Mutual, 8:15 p.m.) .
Based on Vice -President Wallace's
now famous "People's Revolution"
VYN DOUGLAS, in an adapta - speech and tieing in directly
with
"Take a Letter, Darling," on President Roosevelt's United Nations
hilip Morris Playhouse," Fri- Flag Day address, this hour-long dra-7ABC-CBS, 9 p.m.).
matic program on NBC Red Sunday
5-6 p.m., EWT, was one of the
EDWARDS and CONRAD from
most
ambitious
special one -time -shot
LILT, on the "Ellery Queen" broadcasts since
Norman Corwin's
n, Saturday (NBC Red, 7:30 "We Hold These Truths"
last December commemorating the anniversary
adoption of the Bill of Rights.
Y ANN KULLMER, former of
"Toward
the Century of the Common
week" correspondent in Ber_ Man," written
by Stephen Vincent
NGUS THUERMER, former Benet and George
Faulkner at the
ondent in Poland for Associ- instigation of the Office
of Facts and
and
MRS.
ELEANOR
tress,
Figures,
hardly
measured
to CorRD, wife of Reynolds Pack- win's star - studded, prizeup- winning
rmerly head of the United show, but it was a highly moving,
bureau in Rome, discussing eloquent, and
sometimes brilliant
.xis Frame of Mind," on the plea for united action
to achieve vic's Platform" program, Satur- tory and a just and equitable
peace
!ABC-CBS, 7 p.m.).
rounded on brotherhood and the
Freedoms.
'NE CAGNEY, featured in r'our
Special
music, composed and conDoodle Dandy," on "Arm by Robert Armbruster, carTheater of Today," Saturday ducted
ried the show over its few weak spots
-CBS, 12 noon) .
and added tremendous dramatic imCal Kuhl produced and directed.
IAEL SPIRO, violinist, on pact.
:a Loves a Melody," Saturday Almost too broad in scope, the program attempted to explain the causes
Mutual, 9 p.m.).
TON GOLDEN, vice-president
lnited Steel Workers of Amer%ENDELL LUND, director of

:

t

or division, War Production
ALBERT RAMOND, presi-

t the Bedaux Co., Inc., and DR.

I. BOGEN, editor of the New
Journal of Commerce" and

f

Jr_

of

banking and finance,

N rk University, discussing "Can
I' , Ianagement Relations in War
u es Be Improved," on Theodore
;

"American Forum of the

inday (WOR-Mutual, 8 p.m.).

AGENCIES
LEON D. HANSEN, vice-president

charge of the Pittsburgh office of
"All Men Are Crcated Equal" in
3BD&O, won the Chairman's Cup for

Emceed by Clifford Burdette, the
fourth program in this new WNEW
series last Sunday (3-3:30 p.m.) impressed as an unassuming, but important contribution to the war effort

!ow gross score at the agency's 12th
annual golf and tennis tournament
eld at Pelham Country Club. Chet
..iaybaugh, time buyer, was among

nose turning in low afternoon scores,

from two points of view. It sells :chile Carroll Newton, business manrace equality to white Americans and ger of the radio department, won
the war effort to Negro Americans, i prize in the special putting contest.
both essential if the United States is
to prosecute to the fullest the war WEISS & GELLER, New York, Inc.,
against hate and intolerance.
given notice of their resignation
In addition, the program measures ave
the advertising agency for Edelup as top-notch radio entertainment. as
In format, "All Men Are Created arau Brewery, Inc.
Equal" presents

the Philharmonic

Glee Club of the Abyssinia Baptist
Church, with Burdette, who used to

GREENSPAN BROS. CO., for FlagFoods, is adding newspaper

staff

conduct a somewhat similar program schedules to radio advertising which
on WNYC, interviewing prominent .las been running here since June 1
guests, both white and colored. All and will continue through the Sumguests last Sunday were from top mer. Weiss & Geller, Inc., is the
ranks of the entertainment world. agency.
Zero Mostel, of Cafe Society and
the Blue Network's "Chamber Music
AMENDED and supplemental comSociety of Lower Basin Street," was plaint has been issued by the Fedfirst in order of appearance, giving eral Trade Commission against Acme
out with his "Isolationist Senator" Breweries, trading as the California
sketch, always a sock number and Brewing Association, San Francisco,
particularly appropriate to this radio Acme Brewing Co. and Bohemia Disprogram.
tributing Co., Ltd., Los Angeles. RaIn his character as Fred Allen's dio continuities are mentioned by the
Falstaff, Alan Reed followed Mostel FTC among other allegedly mislead-

of the present war since 1920 when and recited a recent Allen parody
the U.S. turned its back on the League of "Gunga Din," entitled "Hunka
of Nations, amplify the reasons for Tin," a clever tie-in with the Govand spread of the current conflict ernment's salvage drive. In more
and project a vision of the new and serious vein, Reed followed up with
nopeful future when war will have a moving recitation of "The Cause,"
oeen finally eliminated-all in the by Edward Adams Cantrell, taken
orief span of 60 minutes. As a result from Louis Adamic's book "My
-and probably inevitably when such America." This was another direct
a tremendous span of history is en- tie-in with the war effort and an
compassed-the program was some- eloquent plea for racial tolerance.
what confused and lacked clarity to Ruth Welles, blind singer who rea degree. However, the totality of cently appeared on "We the People,"
the effectiveness of its appeal for sang "The Lord's Prayer" in fine,
brotherhood and justice far offset any professional style and Cab Calloway
closed the guest roster with a brief
structural weaknesses.
Participants on the show went talk on the importance of music to
morale in wartime.

ing advertising of Acme Beer. FTC
contends the beer is not "non -Fattening."

[VU
NEW YORK'S STATION OF

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

D " ROCKWELL, famous figure
deville, and GEORGE G. nameless as far as could be deterWell -trained Abyssinia Baptist Glee
3
SER, voted most talented stu_ mined here and information was
t ,c St. John's University, on lacking locally on who made up the Club, under the direction of Elf reda N OW

-CBS, 5 p.m.).

NIVI

factories swell
power
for
900,000 radio homes.
5305

buying

Nat'l Rep. George P. Hollingbery Co.

50,000 Watts...Cleo, Channel... full
Time...NBC Blue and Red Networks

MIf-ER, N. Y. "the SSIOMIERG-UIIESON STTIOP

5000

WATTS
Sandefer, sang "Get On Board" and
"Lost Chord" in entertaining fashion.
Burdette handled the emcee role in The unique position of WEVD
a straight forward, easy manner, the with a large section of Metroplea for granting of full citizenship
status to the Negro people being put politan New York's radio
by implication, which is al- audience is evidenced by
pealing for arms and aid, against a across
ways more effective than direct apbackground of voices chanting in peal.
1 The feature boxes of newsunison. Ronald Colman is believed
The program, which effective with paper radio program pages.
to have spoken for Great Britain and last
airing was increased
the United Kingdom and Mrs. Robert fromSunday's
15 minutes to a half-hour, repMagidoff, Russian born wife of NBC's resents
a first class example of what 2 The large number of facorrespondent in Moscow, spoke for the smaller-budgetted,
the Soviet Union. She made a some- stations can do to advanceindependent
the demo- mous advertisers on the station
what over -tearful, but withal mov- cratic cause and aid the war
effort. continuously year after year.
ing plea for understanding and
friendship with the Russians. China minutes of the program.
In fact, the Ask for "Who's Who On
and others of the United Nations President's "Prayer
of the United WEVD" ... sent on request.
also were represented.
seemed almost a benedicProgram, which was narrated by Nations"
tion
for
the
dramatic body of the
"Freedom," contained a strong note program itself. As a contribution to inof hope for the future, looking
ternational understanding and friend"Toward the Century of the Common ship among the peoples of the United
Man." It led easily and naturally Nations, the program served to high- 117-119 West 46th St., New York,
N. Y.
into the President's transcribed light radio's unique
informational
speech, which took up the last five and morale role in the war
effort.

d Hen's "Texaco Star Theater," cast, as the program was produced
(WABC-CBS, 9 p.m.).
in Hollywood. Among those tentatively identified were Charles Boyer,
'+ 'K CHAPMAN, husband of who participated in a particularly
d Swarthout, as guest narrator effective dramatic bit in which he
"Family Hour," Sunday spoke for underground France, ap-

-

WEVD

6

new BUSIDESS
KPO, San Francisco: Church &
(Arm & Hammer Baking

Dwight

Soda) , anns., through Brooke, Smith,

French & Dorrance; Kilpatrick's Bak-

ery (bread), "International Kitchen"
participations, through Emil Rein-

hardt agcy.; William H. Wise & Co.

(photography book), "Musical Clock"
participations; The Kellogg Co. (Corn
Flakes), anns. ETs, through J. Walter
Thompson Co.; National Aeronautics
Council, Inc. (Aircraft Spotters'
Guide) , "Musical Clock" participa-

tions, through Huber Hoge & Sons;
Axton Fisher Tobacco Co. (20 Grand
Cigarettes) , news, through McCannErickson Agcy.; General Foods, Inc.

NOTES FROM AN AISLE SEAT: Wire from Arch Oboler, who just had

an heir-dition to the family: "Boy, oh boy!"....It's Diane Courtney's
contention that the Japs should be pretty well dis-Aleutianed by now....
Wonder why P.&G. doesn't give Adele Ronson a crack at their ayem
show after the job she did for them on the CBS afternoon spot....Aside
to Jack Mehler: Get your camera eye trained on Tobe (Fitch Bandwagon)
Reed. The boy's movie fodder if I ever saw any....Talking about the
Fitch show, last of the "name" bands before the summer policy will be
Raymond Scott's crew on the 28th....Joan Edwards contends that when
a person complains of gas pains these days, you don't know whether
he needs a doctor of an "X" card....Mrs. Al Rinker now a regular with
Ray Block's "Swing Fourteen." Another "looker" in this group is Marcia

Co. (beer), "Light & Mellow," variety
shows, through M. E. Harlan agcy.

historical scenes, will be released July 4th. Cast will include:

Ruth Lyons Joining WLW;

To Conduct "Foundation"
Cincinnati-Ruth Lyons, who during the past 12 years has conducted
programs on WKRC, will join the
staff of WIJW, here, on July 6, it

has been announced by James D.

Shouse, vice-president of the Crosley
Corp. in charge of broadcasting.
Miss Lyons will take over WLW's
"Consumers Foundation" program,
which has been conducted by Marsha
Wheeler since its inception about two
years ago. It features "testing kit-

chens" conducted by housewives in
homes scattered throughout the mid west territory.

Hasel-McCarthy To Cover
AAU Meet For Blue Net
Joe Hasel and Jack McCarthy will
cover the annual national senior track
and field championships of the Ama-

teur Athletic Union on Saturday for
the Blue Network. Broadcasting from

Randall's Island with a short-wave
pack set, Hasel and McCarthy will
cover top events from 2:35-3 p.m.,
EWT, on the Blue, 3:05-3:15 p.m.,
on WJZ, and 4:35-4:55 p.m. on the
network.

IF YOU'RE NOT FIRST STATION in your
market, I'd like to help put you there with
potent sales promotion, effective station

promotion, saleable program ideas, efficient
merchandising. I'll bring along plenty of
enthusiasm and a fresh outlook backed by
experience as program director, continuity
editor, promotion and merchandising director.

Wire Box EK, Radio Daily,
New York City.
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Broadway,

woe -Program Ide

By Sid Weiss

(Post Toasties) , "Don Winslow" ETs,
through Benton & Bowles; Albert S.
Samuels Co. (jewelry), "Art Link letter Interviews," through Frederick

WLS, Chicago: A d l e r i k a Co.,
through Campbell - Mithun Agency,
Minneapolis, three 15 -min. programs
weekly for 52 weeks, featuring Rusty
Gill and His Saddle Pals; Kerr Glass
Co., through Raymond Morgan Co.,
Hollywood, participation in "Homemaker's Hour," five times weekly for
eight weeks; Gruen Watch Co.,
through McCann - Erickson, renewal
time signals, 25 weekly, 52 weeks.

'. i

WORJJS AND MUSIC

Neil.

Seid Adv.; Regal Amber Brewing

'a
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Frankie Basch celebrates her 11th year in radio this week....
First of a series of Columbia educational records, re-enacting famous

Phyllis Jeanne Creore, Bob Dryden, Jackson Beck and Ted Reid....
The networks might do worse than check into Richard Kent's possibilities as a newscaster instead of cooking counselor. Kent's been
around the world a dozen times or more and served in the British

Pearl Harbor Memoria

A special 15 -minute Navy pm
from Fountain Square, Cinc

was broadcast by WCKY last

in connection with the cerel
marking the sixth month sin'
bombing of Pearl Harbor. A
p.m., EWT, the exact time

Japanese bombs began droppi
Pearl Harbor last December '1
who enlisted in the Navy t
the three days preceding were
in at a mass ceremony on the sto
Mayor James G. Stewart spoke
broadcast was

handled by

Belcher, who now is a meml

the WCKY staff. At 2:15 B,q
opened the program with inter f
of Navy officers. WCKY's "1

Plane," de luxe mobile unite

stationed on Fountain Square all
and was used as a Navy recr itr
office, in addition to housing g
neering equipment for the broaip

Navy during the last war.... Announcer Tip Corning due for the
Army soon....The Marty (Wm. Morris) Goodmans have named
their new arrival, Joan Ellen ....Bill Gernannt readying a new
air idea called "County Fair" which will reproduce on the stage
(in cut -down form, of course) many of the gadgets used at carnivals for contestants to use....Ed Hill leaving for Maine vacation
next week, so cutting short his "Liberty" series....Domestic scene:
Geo. Raft playing with Bill Stern's two -year -old youngster all

War "Box Score"
New "Box Score" of wa
giving "behind the date lin

evening.... Geo. F. Putnam landed the "Parker Family" announcing
assignment.... Charlie Michelson will distribute "A Toast To America's Allies," new five-minute musical transcribed series produced
on the coast by Emil Brisacher & Associates.

tales. New series is sponso
Sperry Flour and is heard eac
noon, Monday through Frid
the Columbia Pacific Networ

*

*

*

CRITIC'S CORNER: We don't mind hoke in our radio drama-but some
of those scripts "Manhattan-at-Midnite" has been airing are too much
for us. We'll bet the peasants think of N.Y. as the place where you
put a nickel in a subway turnstile, bump into a lovely gal (who's weeping,
of course, because she's alone and penniless in the great big city), with

the wind-up being that you marry the gal.... Bob Hope is as nice a guy
in person as he sounds on the air. Take it from one of the gals who
bumped into him (literally) in the RCA Bldg....Martin Block's copping of
the Benny Goodman award as top disc-jockey doesn't exactly come as a
surprise. He's been tops for a long time....Paul Lavalle's version of
"Peter and the Wolf" is one of the best adaptations we've ever heard....
Like the way Cal Tinney laces it into those who would hamper our war
effort. Cal doesn't believe in mincing words.... Dinah Shore has a solid
hit in her latest recordings: "Sad About Him, Mad About Him, How Can
I Be Glad Without Him Blues." Written by two NBC youngsters, by the
way, Dick Charles and Larry Marks.

*

*

*

Now that the B'way season is drawing to a close, many of the
radioites who are doubling in brass are putting in a normal appearance again. Tom Tully's got rid of those long locks he grew
for his role in "The Strings, My Lord, Are False" --..Timmy Monks
dropped his Welsh accent after nearly a year in "How Green Was
My Valley" and "Yesterday's Magic"-Young Ted Donaldson is becoming a blonde again after having his hair dyed a flaming red for

"Life With Father"-and Bert Tanswell has parked his English
accent since "Heart of a City" stopped beating. However, we have

it on good authority that Pete Donald's beard is here to stay!

*

*

*

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

was started over the Columbi
Network early this month.

gram is presented by Sam
veteran newscaster, who give
cial forecast, or preview, of

news stories, background mat

current stories and human

1:15-1:30 p.m., PWT. Because

type of material and because

news which will break dur

Summer months, Columbia
that the new series will have
audience among Pacific Co
teners. Stations carrying it
KNX, KQW, KARM, KROY,
KIRO and KFPY.

Greek Monarch On Blue
King George II, exiled
Greece currently visiting

United States, will be heard
Blue Network for the secon

eight days on Friday, J
given in his honor at the
Astoria by the Overseas Pres
The broadcast will be hear
in

when he addresses a special 1

1:45-2:15 p.m.

INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGER
JUST REACH FOR THE CARD

TUNE-DEX
A "living" "pocket"

library of past,

and advance tunes printed on mmiatu
detailing melody, chords, lyrics, corn
rangers, keys, etc. Hailed by publish
leaders,

vocalists,

radio program dir

others of the entertainment field as
contribution to maintaining a perman
reference.

NOW READY -1,000 old timers-tunes fil
program daily.
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION: TUNE-DEX

1619 Broadway, New York City
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mio Sales Campaign

Industry's Full -Steam Ahead
In "Selling" Treasury Bonds

ington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

14.

g'

Coal Unit Lauds
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FCC Kills Applications;

Include Super -Power
(Continued from Page 1)

,ington-Radio stations are as - be given for the sales job radio has
f government "support and done. "It is difficult to estimate rale" in their drive to stimulate dio's effect on sales," says a research
rimer movement of coal. A official of the Treasury's War Bonds
;o the Broadcasters Victory division, "but it is certain that it
from H. A. Gray, acting has been a tremendous factor. Beof the Office of Solid Fuels cause of the lack of complete inforation, Department of the In- mation, particularly in other media,
3tates in part:
no breakdown is possible. In the

their applications for super -power
military fields, more than $1,250,000 dismissed
included WJZ, WOR, WGY,
in Bonds was sold on the first three WGN, WJR,
WSM, WSB, WHO and
programs. The two stations present KFI.
simultaneously an e v e n i n g show

;e in the work they are doing, casting activities."
the request of this office and
Over 400,000 Hours Given
tr-sponsored, paid advertising
Time
figures through April show
ms, to stimulate the summer more than
a million and a half War
Int of coal. The work they Bond announcements
the air (on
ng is proving very effective a station unit basis) and on
about 400,000
ning the results desired by

two microphones.

The majority of applications discalled "The Battle of the Bonds," a missed
for new FM stations were
selling
job
where
double-barreled
newspapers, in eluding the
both stations invite listeners to tele- from
"Evening Star" Broadcasting Co. of

phone in orders for Bonds over a Wash., and the "Star -Times" Publishbattery of 10 telephones. Rivalry is
Co. and the Pulitzer Publishing
Its Work "Very Effective"
very few cases where radio data is intense, to see which station has sold ing
to assure the radio stations complete, there can be no question more Bonds. The programs originate Co., both of St. Louis, Mo.
country that they have the but that Bond and Stamp sales have from two local hotels, with civic The Commission yesterday consentt support and gratitude of risen tremendously because of broad- leaders doing the sales jobs at the ed to the transfer of WMRN, Marion,
O., from Frank E. and Ellen Mason

ernment as a means of pro the public's supply of coal
t winter."

; statement contrasts with re at Federal representatives in

one city were urging coal
to pare down their adver-

appropriations

because "the

sent is doing the advertising
and therefore you don't have
for it." This referred to the

Quiz Shows Help

to Howard F. and Florence Guthery,

for $13,000. Mason, who is now a
Quiz shows are frequently aired. special assistant to the Secretary of
Typical is the weekly "Defense Quiz" the Navy, is also a vice-president of

aired from a nearby

theater by NBC.
WCMI, Ashland, Ky. Prizes for cor-

hours for the Treasury's own pro- rect answers are 25 -cent War Stamps.
grams-"Star Parade," "America Pre- The questions are thrown from the No Action Yet By Senate
ferred," and others. The "Star Pa- stage into the audience, then tossed
On Fly's Nomination
rade," for instance, has been carried back by the audience to the stage,
by 682 of the nation's 862 broadcast- When a question is answered incorWashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
ers, and Treasury officials estimate rectly, the Stamp goes into the "Jap- Washington - President Roosevelt's
that the series of five monthly an- pot," contents of which go to a per- nomination of FCC Chairman James
nouncements to all stations are aired son who near the end of the show L. Fly to serve another term as a
100,000 times monthly. A series of answers the special brain-teaser of member of the Commission reached
one -minute transcriptions, "Voices of the evening. The series is co -spon- the Senate Interstate and Foreign
the People," have been broadcast by sored by 18 merchants of nearby Commerce Committee yesterday, but 412 stations, and have been heard Ironton, Ky.
no action is yet scheduled on it. Fly's

our -Coal -Now" drive which nearly 25,000 times.
carried as a public service,

'equest of the Department of
:rior.
Advertising Encouraged

ncident came into the open

to coal dealers, petitioning to
e price ceiling raised to off teased business costs, were

present term has less than 15 days to
"Brain Trust" on WBML
"The Macon Brain Trust," half-hour run, so an early vote of committee
Aside from these programs, Treas- show over WBML, Macon, Ga., airs members, headed by Senator Burton
ury officials are especially grateful five or six experts on civilian de- K. Wheeler is in order. Since no
for the cooperation they have re- fense, who are fed questions from opposition is anticipated, the decision
ceived on commercial programs, men- the public on civilian defense and may be reached by polling the memtioning specifically the "American War Bonds. If the question is missed, bers. Thus far no committee meeting
Opera Festival," MBS; the Pepsi -Cola the author gets a 50 -cent Stamp; has been scheduled to report out the
Grateful for Co -Op

to eliminate advertising costs. "War Bond Jingle Contest" and the
however, the Office of Solid Tommy Dorsey series, both on the
'oordination has assured the Blue Network.
ere is no official intention of On the new "10% Club" plan
aging advertising by retail whereby buttons and stickers will
'alers. In fact, local coal be given people who invest 10

associations have been adconduct advertising drives
'late the summer movement
9tage of coal, it is pointed out.

zpnmons Starts July 1
at!. Gammons takes over the

ashington post effective July
h etwork announced yesterday.

i laces
Harry C. Butcher as
d WJSV, the latter having been
e nto active service. Successor
::I mons as manager of WCCO,
J lolis. has yet to be named.

k PEOPLE WHO PREFER

°IIENDLY SERVICE USE_

postal
ile graph
HAZES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

FAIR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

i

if it is answered he is obliged to buy
a 50 -cent Stamp within the week.
And they do buy them.
A Seattle, Wash., brewer sponsors
the "Patriot of the Week" show over

nomination to the Senate.

Fly resumes his testimony this

morning on the Sanders Bill, H.R.

5497, before the less friendly House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce

KJR. During this musical show a Committee.
per cent of their income in War $50 War Bond is awarded weekly to
Bonds, Treasury has had a series of the local person adjudged to have Planters Show On WLW
one, three and five-minute ETs pre- performed the most outstanding ser- Cincinnati-"Mansfield and Abbott,"
pared by Hollywood stars for broad- vice, military or civilian, in the in- a 15 -minute program sponsored by
cast. The advance response on this terest of our war effort.
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co., Wilkes
series has been very encouraging.
KTRI Six -a -Week
Pa., featuring songs by Ronny
Frequent special events shows, such Six mornings a week KTRI, Sioux Barre,
and stories of Army life
as Mrs. Morgenthau's recent round- City, Iowa, presents "Eight -Fifteen, Mansfield
table, are planned. Women's pro- Inc.," each day running a 40 or 50 - by Minabelle Abbott, has started on
grams, farm broadcasts and foreign word Treasury spot. Near the end WLW here. It is heard three times
language broadcasts are receiving of the show the announcer calls a weekly. Goodkind, Joyce & Morgan,
Chicago, is the agency.
copy regularly.
telephone number at random, and if
One Station's Goal 10 Fighter Planes the person answering can repeat the
One of the outstanding original spot announcement he receives the Writers' School Wartime Scripts

shows, from the point of view of its
effectiveness in selling Bonds, is that
put on jointly by WJAX and WJHP,
Jacksonville, Fla. With the goal of
buying 10 fighter planes for nearby

accumulated prize, increased daily
by $1 in War Stamps. If he misses

"Producing manuscripts for vicweeks' session of the Writers' School,

tory" will be the aim of the six -

he receives a consolation prize of
$1 in War Stamps, and the principal sponsored by the League of American
prize is increased by $1 in Stamps. Writers, now in operation at school
headquarters, 381 Fourth Ave. Ac-

Wedding Bells
Taylor Opera Closes Festival
James Benedict Kobak, younger Deems Taylor's best-known opera,
son of executive vice-president Ed_ "The King's Henchman" brings to a
gar Bobak of the Blue Network, was close WOR's First American Opera
married to Hope McEldowney of Festival on Thursday, June 18. It
Washington, D. C., on Saturday, two will be heard over WOR-Mutual from
days after his graduation from Har- 8-9 p.m. with a cast that includes
vard University. Kobak, who hopes Vivian Della Chiesa, Jan Peerce,
to make a career in the writing or Kenneth Schon and Gordon Gifford.
publishing field, is due to join the
In presenting the Festival, Alfred
Army within a month or two. Mrs. Wallenstein, WOR's musical director
Kobak, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. said he chose this particular time to
V. McEldowney of Washington, is a show that America can preserve and
graduate of the Brearly School.
extend her culture during wartime.

cent will be on turning out radio

scripts and other writing devoted to
the war effort, according to Dashiell
Hammett, president of the League.
G.E. Elects Deines
Harry J. Deines has been appointed

advertising manager of the General
Electric Radio, Television and Electronics Department, and also made
a member of General Electric's Ad-

vertising Committee, according to a

recent announcement by the company.
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coast -to -coast
"DED RIVER DAVE" has been re- Mr.-. Frank Olverie is the latest ad- Susan Little, home economics'
exGeorge Lee Marks has been
newed for another year by Lib- dition to the staff of KTSA, San An- pert at KROW, Oakland, Calif., has
erty Mills of San Antonio, for thrice - tonio. She is assigned to the book- begun a series of talks 'before north- production manager of WOA
He has written scril
weekly broadcasts over WOAI, San keeping department.... Miss Kitty ern California women's groups.... Antonio.
Antonio, Texas. Series was set Bosbeyshell, KTSA staff member, be- KROW's Portuguese broadcast, "Cas- "Uncle Walter's Doghouse," an
written and developer
through the Coulter - Mueller - Grin- éame the wife of Captain Ed O'Con- tles of Romance,' has presented the duced,
grams for WMAQ, Chicago
stead agency.... WOAI fed the Texas ner on Tuesday, June 9.
Oakland Chapter' of the Red Cross KROW, San Francisco.
Quality Network a special program
*
*
*
*
*
with a check for $1,700, fruits of
*
from the historic Alamo. Rally, titled To help maintain morale on the radio appeal for funds during thea
"Win the War Recruiting Drive," was home front, WLAC, Nashville, Tenn., recent Red Cross drive ....KROW is Pegeen Fitzgerald's new rad
"Pegeen Prefers," Mon
sponsored by the District Army Re- inaugurated a new series of com- staging special sidewalk quizzes to ries,
nesday and Friday 9-9:15
cruiting Office.
munity sing programs June 12, when boost sales of War Bonds and Stamps. WOR, acquired three sponso
*
Ruth Douglas led an audience
Del Warner and Charlie Tye handle mum number for a qua
The "Hillbilly Jamboree" of WPAR, ticipation song fest of old warparthe mikes.
fashow, within two months of i
*
*
Parkersburg, West Virginia, has just vorites and patriotic songs in the
auguration. Associated Labor;
been booked for appearances at the auditorium of the Paramount Thea- Frederick Bros. Music Corporation for
Vitamin Quota signed aftc
Washington County, Ohio, fair. The ter. Mary Elizabeth Hicks accom- has expanded office facilities in
week, while Davidson Br
group will appear in two shows night- panied at the console. "Songs for Rockefeller center, as part of a pro- sixth
for Mary Barron Slips, anc
ly, September 6 to 9, inclusive.
Victory" will be under the sponsor_ gram to expand its Artists Corpora- Chemical Treating & Equipmei( /
of Modern Retreaders, Tennes- tion, acts department. B. W. Fred- for Press -On Mending Tape, ca
Beth Norman, "Lotta Noyes" on ship
see tire treading concern.
erick will remain in charge of the recently. The latter two area
KGO, San Francisco, and heard in
*
New York office. Chicago office will
advertisers, being place;.,
a daily switchboard skit, holds forth Lt. George R. Comte, formerly of also expand, according to L. A. radio
Briggs and Varley, Inc., and
five days each week at a downtown WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wisc.,
Frederick, pres. Fred C. Williamson, Advertising, respectively.
news de- formerly
bank to sell War Bonds and Stamps,
*
*
New York manager, will
*
partment,
put
a
series
of
five
prounder the aegis of the AWVS....Shir- grams
work
out
of
Chicago
as
a
special
rep.
on
WTCM,
Traverse
WINS
inaugurated
a
new wt
City,
ley Dinsdale, KGO's 14 -year -old girl
series last night, entitled "Blue i.
in the interests of the U. S. for the AC.
ventriloquist, is making frequent per- Mich.,
bon Guest Night," at 8:30 p.m. 11
sonal appearances at the women's Army Air Corps. Lt. Comte is contacting stations to use their unspon- Ted Donaldson, 8 -year -old actor, Cooper will emcee these Tut,
clubs.
sored newscasts for plugs for the will be seen in "What To Do In An shows which will have casts of
*
Air Raid," the most recent of the film inent performers. Opener listed'
Tom Tully, character actor, has U. S. Air Corps.
shorts designed to instruct the public Robinson, Erskine Hawkins
*
*
*
been cast for "Grand Central Station,"
in matters of Civilian Defense. The three members of his band; 1. r
With
the
addition
of
"Northshore
CBS, Friday, June 19 at 7:30 p.m.,
movie
was produced by Transfilm, Parrish, pianist; Ed McConney, d
EWT. Program is placed by Ruth- Neighbors," a Sunday evening show Inc., and
been approved by the mer; Leemyer Stanfield, bass pi
rauff & Ryan for Anti -Sneeze R:nso. built along the "Seth Parker" style, Office of has
Defense. Young and Savannah Churchill, singer.
Tully is also heard on "Manhattan at WEBC, Duluth, Minn., now has four DonaldsonCivilian
has been heard on "Hour gram will be shortwaved.
*

*

*

*

..

*

*

*

*

*.

"Death Valley Dayz, and studio -produced, live talent programs.
The station some months ago adopted
"Hearts and Harmony."
*
*
a policy of producing more programs
Ed Ferrick, who just finished a suc- with station and local talent. "Treat
cessful year as football and basket- the Crowd" (Fitger Beer) goes over
ball coach at St. Joseph High School, a nine -station network six days a
Has joined the staff of WSAZ, Hunt- week. "Quiz of the Twin Ports" has
ington, W. Va., as sports announcer gone commercial, under sponsorship
....Newest addition to the produc- of the Minnesota Power & Light Co.
*

"The O'Neills," Wheatena

relations and general personnel.
tion department of WSAZ is Dick and the Superior Power, Water & Howard
Beck, formerly of the
Whitney. This is Dick's first full-time Light Co. The fourth production, Marion, Ind.,
division, has been ad"WEBC Jamboree," is broadcast
job in radio.
weekly from the stage of the Lyceum vanced to the Fort Wayne plant as
*

*

*

Donald Mathers, formerly of Theater.
*
*
*
WMBO, Auburn, and WWNY, Watertown, N. Y., has joined the announcWillard Starkey of San Luis Obispo
ing staff of WTRY, Troy, N. Y..... and Verne Harvey of Stockton, Calif.,

Fredrick Peach, a recent graduate of
Manlius School and formerly a summer employee of WBRK, Pittsfield,

Mass., has also joined the announcing
staff of WTRY.
*

*

*

Bob Ryan is the latest addition to
the announcing staff of KGW-KEX,
Portland, Oregon. Ryan formerly
worked for KWIL, Albany, Oregon.

9
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Joan Benny
Sammy Fain
Joe Haigh

Irving Black
Red Foley
Igor Stravinsky

S

*

*

*

Playhouse, "Life Can Be Beautiful,"
Change in frequency to 980 kc,
and Ted Malone's program.
increase
in power to 5,000 watts(
*
*
*
made June 12 by WSIX, Nash'
John S. Garceau, advertising man- Station had been operating on
ager of the Farnsworth Television kc. with 250 watts. Changes I
& Radio Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind., has based on grant by the FCC in
been promoted to director of public 1942.

Records For Service
Sets Up Sub -Commit

chief inspector. Philo T. Farnsworth,

executive of the firm, was recently
granted two claims on an electron
control device by the U.S. Patent
Office.
whose applicaare recent additions to the KYA, San tion was Farnsworth,
April 3, 1940, assigned
Francisco, engineering staff .... J o e his patentfiled
rights to the firm.
Landells, who left the KYA technical
*
*
staff, is now instructing a wartime
Bob
McKenna,
emcee
of the "1500
radio class at the Samuel Gompers Club," WWSW, Pittsburgh,
Pa., subTrade School. .. .Gil Wales, new KYA mitted to a tonsillectomy, this
week.
commentator, was a pilot in the
*
*
*
Royal Flying Corps in World War I. Rosemary Burke, secretary to
*
*
*
Charles Holbrook of the Blue's sales
WSPD, Toledo, has dropped its two staff, gave a luncheon in honor of
foreign language programs until more Muriel Keating at her home in New
definite instructions are received from Rochelle on Saturday. Muriel, forWashington. The programs being merly secretary to John H. McNeil,
eliminated are Polish and Hungarian. manager of WJZ, will be married on
*

0

Formation of a sub-committq
radio actresses to assist 'the ."
Legion and Records For Our Fig

Men, Inc., in their current driVi
collect old records, was announ
by Kay Kyser, president of Reec e
For Our Fighting Men, which
sell the scrap collected to buy
recordings, as they are issued,
to supply these, continuously, to n:

in the services, both here and ov
seas.'

The new committee will be heat

by Joan Blaine, star

of

"Valit

Lady," and other members are: Het.'
Twelvetrees, W M CA commentat
Betty Winkler, of "Abie's Irish Rol

Ann Thomas, of "Joe and Mabe
However, the daily 50 -minute Polish June 20 to Don Dunphy, WOR sports- and Elizabeth Reller, leading lady
show over WTOL, Toledo, will con- caster, at St. Malachy's Church.
"Young Dr. Malone."
*
*
*
tinue.
The committee plans to enlist t
*
r *
Because of a Victory Bond Rally assistance of every radio actress
John Van Cronkhite, former Wash- at which she is scheduled to appear, the country. It will ask them to me
ington commentator who conducts Joan Edwards has postponed her tion the drive on programs and
"Who's Who and What's What in "Date With Don" appearance slated sonal appearances whenever p b
Washington" over WATN, Water- for today at 1:45 over WOR. Instead, to ask their fan clubs to coopers
town, N. Y., interviewed Wendell L. the singing star of "Your Hit Parade" with the Legion's house -to -house Cffi
Willkie at the Hotel Woodruff by re- will be heard on the "Date With Don" vass for the old recordings; and
mote control, during a dinner by the program, Friday, June 19, over WOR- volunteer their own services,
Republican Rural Committee.
Mutual.
speakers, to the Legion.
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fly Resumes Testimony
iidio's Rubber Drive

DCB Now BWC
Washington - By the executive

Even Surprises OFF

order of President Roosevelt issued
yesterday, the title of the Defense

adio Division of the Office of

Communications Board has been
changed to Board of War Communications, according to the Fed-

Jilts and Figures went on record
terday as being highly pleased
o'r radio's enthusiastic response to
ti: office's short notice request to

pi across the Government's rubber
wage campaign. Most of the stati s have gone way over the OFF's
rcaest for a minimum of 10 scrap
rtber announcements daily, accord -

in to station reports to the OFF.
Josephy, who is handling the
tpaign for the Government, de11

ed

that, `We are glad now to

ch how magnificently radio

eral Register. Officers, organization and duties of the board remain

As Sanders Measure Witness He Lashes
Networks and NAB; Doesn't Believe
Time Right For Legislation
CBC Considers Plan

t a same as heretofore.

To Pay News Agency

FM Reports Progress;
500,000 Sets In Use

is

FM Broadcasters, Inc., despite the
"frozen" status of the FM field, recontrolled optimism regarding
C rum & Dunphy Renewed flects
FM's present status and immediate
in the trade association's lat'or Year By Gillette Co. future,
est bulletin for June. After noting
ill Corum and Don Dunphy, who "new and encouraging figures on the
*die color and blow-by-blow, re- distribution of FM receivers" and
. lively, for all Gillette Safety several other factors, FMBI declares
liar Co. -sponsored boxing bouts on that "thus far FM is weathering the
ual, have been renewed for an - war handily."
it .r year, it was announced yester- Owners of FM receivers "now
lc by J. P. Spang, Jr., president of seem to be quite close to half a
1,ette. Corum is sports editor of million," the bulletin declares, point (Continued on Page 3)
h New York "Journal -American."
Buy War Sayings Bonds and Stamps
Dunphy it will mark his second
(Continued on Page 3)
fins War .Savings lianas and Stamps

(Continued on Page 2)
Ruy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

to Francisco-Declaring that his
0 ay swing of western Blue Neti'ik territory has convinced him

Ili web's stations are leading the way
ft
Il

unstinted support of the war ef" Keith Kiggins, vice-president
harge of station relations for the
vork's 128 outlets, forecast here
(Continued on Page 2)

Ted Musing, who usually interupts the programs of others to
descriptions of leading turf
vents on CBS, will have a broadast of his own interrupted Satur-

;ive

ay when historic Dwyer Stakes

t run at Belmont. Pinch-hitting for
fusing, Norris Royden will inter pt Musing's description of the

ational AAU meet

to

call the

meeting here. Canadian Press, he
(Continued on Page 3)
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Technical Book Firm

Minute Men Service

Planning Spot Campaign

Set By N.Y. Outlets

Austin Technical Institute, publishers of home study courses on techni- New York radio stations, in addical subjects, is planning a radio tion to cooperating with the Greater
advertising campaign, using 1 -minute, N. Y. War Bond Pledge Campaign
5 -minute and 15 -minute programs, in through numerous spot announceaddition to continuing its advertising ments and programs selling the drive,
(Continued on Page 2)

Luden's, Inc., is studying availabilities for its annual Fall -Winter

also will be utilized as a special information service for both Minute
Men and prospects. All sixteen local
stations are cooperating in airing the
(Continued on Page 2)

Buy War Sayings Bonds and Stamps

spot campaign. Extent of the 1942-43

McCosker Is Mentioned
As Political Possibility

(Continued on Page 2)

Speculation was aroused in the
trade yesterday over the possibility

drive has not yet been determined,
but it is expected to be at least as

National policy in respect to hiring
of women to replace men technicians

at radio stations is expected to be
evolved out of the recent short-lived
Harry Steeper, president of local strike of 21 engineers, members of
526, of the American Federation of Local 1217, International BrotherMusicians in Jersey City, N. J., has hood of Electrical Workers, AFL, at
been named assistant to James C. KMOX, St. Louis, CBS M&O .outlet.
Petrillo, filling the post held by Bert Station was off the air from 3-8 p.m.
Henderson, deceased. Appointment is Tuesday when the technicians walked
effective immediately. Late sessions out when a dispute arose over the

of the recent convention elected A. proposed hiring of Mrs. Leta Bush,
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Pub, 6)
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

House of Commons' special committee

Unions May Set Nat. Policy
Petrillo Appoints Steeper
To Fill Henderson's Post

scope of FCC operations at his earlier

provided CBC, it was stated by Ma- in the broadcast field who apparently
jor Gladstone Murray before the want less attention from the Com-

Re Hiring Women Technicians

Turn About

Iwyer.

(Continued on Page 6)

Fly, who merely described the
appearance before the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, yesterday got down to busiL.

O t t a w a- Consideration is being ness, as expected, and took his fling
g i v en by Canadian Broadcasting at the networks and the NAB. ChairCorp. to a new arrangement under man Fly charged that the only supwhich payment will be made to news - port for the Sanders Bill has come
gathering agencies for the service from "two or three special interests

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Foreign Language Group
Mails Out Revised Code Ludens Studying Skeds
Ses Blue Leading Way
In Aiding War Effort Committee of the Foreign Language For Next Season Markets

Radio Wartime Control has mailed
out the revised Code containing more
or less minor revisions. Committee
has also wired Elmer Davis, newly
appointed head of the Office of War

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-FCC Chairman James

(Continued on Page 5)

an executive closely identified
with broadcasting becoming Governor
of

(Continued on Page 2)

"Chateau Hogan"
Chicago-Five hundred Hogans

descended on WGN and took over
the main studio last night as guests
of the station and Mutual network

at the premiere of "Chateau Ho-

gan," new comedy -dramatic program. Howdee Meyers, of the
WGN publicity staff, aided and
abetted by the telephone book, was
responsible for all the Hogans answering his invitation campaign.

2

McCosker Is Mentioned
Minute Men Service
As Political Possibility
Set By N.Y. Outlets
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

of New York State. Interest grew Bond pledge plugs, while ten indeVol. 19, No. 57 Thurs., June 18, 1942 Price 10 Cts. out of an item in a nationally syn- pendent stations have set staggered
dicated column suggesting that Al- schedules of 5-, 10- and 15 -minute
JOHN W. ALICOATE : : : Publisher fred J. McCosker, president of WOR "information" programs to be aired
and chairman of Mutual, might be nightly for the duration of the 10 "the
Democratic dark horse" for the day drive, making it possible to tune
M. H. SHAPIRO
Editor gubernatorial nomination.
in one of the 10 at practically any
MARVIN KIRSCH
: Business Manager
McCosker refused to comment on time between 6:50 and 9:15 p.m. to
the story yesterday, but observers hear a special program.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays pointed out that this is not the first
Following stations are carrying the
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, time he has been mentioned as a "Minute Man News" broadcasts at
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate.
Several the same time each night: WBYN,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- potential political figure.
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester years ago he was approached by a 6:50-7; WQXR, 7-7:05; WBNX, 8B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States committee which wanted to run him 8:05; WEVD, 8:05-8:10; WNEW, 8:158:20; WOV, 8:30-8:35; WLIB, 8:45outside of Greater New York, one year, $10; for Mayor of New York.
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit
Item raising the "dark horse" pos- 8:55, and WINS, 9-9:15.
with order. Address all communications to sibility appeared in Danton Walker's
In addition, WHN will carry the
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,
Phone Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, column and added that, "McCosker, programs Tuesday, Thursday and
N. Y.
:

Chicago, Ill.
Wabash Ave.

- Frank Burke,

it seems, is persona grata with F.D.R. Saturday from 8:55-9 p.m., and
Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk. 6425 Holly- and Jim Farley and a personal and WNYC will broadcast from 8:15-8:20
political friend of four out of seven on June 22, at 8:10-8:15 on June 20
wood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5, of Kennedy's new Tammany Hall and from 8:25-8:30 June 21.
7-6338.

North

Thursday, Jume 18, 194

RADIO DAILY

Phone

203

State 7596.

cominG and GoiN
WILLIAM S. HEDGES, NBC vice-president
charge of station relations; JAMES V. MWCOf
general manager of spot sales si
CHARLES B. BROWN, sales promotion manage
have returned from Boston where they a
tended the ceremonies of the affiliation
NELL,

WBZ with the Red network.

ARTHUR SIMON, general manager of

Philadelphia,
Language

and chairman
of the Fo
Radio Wartime Control Comm

was here yesterday on a brief business vi
WILLIAM A. RIPLE, commercial manage
promotion director of WTRY, is
from Troy for a few days. Called for a
yesterday at the Blue Network offices.
return today or tomorrow.
sales

MRS. A. DINSDALE, wife of ALFRED
national sales manager of WATN, W
town, N. Y., is visiting in New York.
DALE,

BRIG. -GEN. LEWIS B. HERSHEY, directo

the Selective

Service

System,

REP.

EMAN

of New York and DR. CARTER DAV
In practice, setting aside of defi- CELLER
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., Steering Committee which includes
president of Knox College, are in
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Alfred E. Smith and Bob Wagner."
nite time periods, according to Pledge SON,
rence, Kans., today for the broadcastin

Campaign headquarters, will permit

Men to get latest informaSees Blue Leading Way Minute
tion about progress of the drive, inIn Aiding War Effort structions, etc., at any time during
the evening, or if a prospect desires
further details all the canvasser has
(Continued from Page 1)
that radio will go even farther in to do is turn to the radio station
coordinating program structure on a broadcasting at that particular time.
wartime footing. He said that pro-

(Wednesday, June 17)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High Low
1155/e 115

Am. Tel. Cr Tel
CBS A

113/4
12

CBS B
Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common
RCA First Pfd.
Westinghouse ...

Zenith

Radio

26í/z
8t/2

3y

..

521/2

72
133/8

Close

1151/2
113/4
113/4
115/8
12
257/e
261/4
83/8

3V8
521/4
71
133/8

+
+

Chg.
3/4

1/z
1/4

+

83/eg +
31/4
521/2
715/8
133/8

'h

+
+
+

3/.
1/8
1/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad
Stromberg-Carlson

WCAO. (Baltimore)

WJR (Detroit)

Asked

15

2
534
18

181/2

20

13/4
43/4

structure generally will be
"reslanted" to "war -minded sponsors
and audiences."
gram

Ludens Studying Skeds
For Next Season Markets

He cited that the Blue already has
from Page 1)
released more than 40 new network extensive(Continued
as the past season's. Camshows of high listening audience
will tee off Sept. 15 to run
caliber, all tying in more or less with paign
weeks.
the war program. As with other Blue forJ. 26M.
execs who have visited this territory account. Mathes, Inc., handles the
recently, Kiggins sees a great ad-

vance in radio business in the San

Francisco bay area, because of steadily increasing war industries and the
city's strategic position in relaying

Technical Book Firm

Planning Spot Campaign

news of the Pacific phases of the

(Continued from Page 1)

war.

in newspapers and periodicals
Petrillo Appoints Steeper
Through
the Emil Mogul Company,
To Fill Henderson's Post B.C. Remedy Co. Donates Inc., publishers
are launching a test
campaign immediately, to be folTime To Treasury Dept. lowed, later by a coast -to -coast cov(Continued from Page 1)

Rex Riccardi, secretary of Philadelphia local 77 to the executive board,
displacing A. C. Hayden of Washington, D. C.

Corum & Dunphy Renewed
For Year By Gillette Co.

The B. C. Remedy Co., Durham,

makers of "BC" Headache
Nelson, Henderson Set
Powders, has donated part of its time
on approximately 225 radio stations Donald M. Nelson, chairman of the
throughout the nation to help stimu- WPB; Leon Henderson, commissioner
late the sale of War Savings Stamps of the Division of Price Stabilization,
and Bonds. C. T. Council, President OEM, and Marriner S. Eccles, chairof the B. C. Remedy Company, volun- man of the Board of Directors, Fedteered this cooperation with the eral Reserve System, will be the
N.

C.,

(Continued from Page 1)
War Bond Drive.
year as a top-flight network sport Treasury's
The details of handling the time
announcer, his experience prior to donation
are being worked out by
winning the Gillette assignment last C. Knox Massey,
vice-president of
year having been limited to local in-

the Harvey - Massengale advertising
dependent stations.
agency, who recently joined the War
Savings Staff of the Treasury Deas a special assistant in
Compton Adds New Show partment
the Southeast to Charles J. Gilchrest,
Walter Compton, WOL newscaster Chief of the Radio Section, serving
and emcee of the Mutual program, without compensation:
"Double or Nothing," will add to his
chores a daily, Monday through Fri-

Bob Gillham On WNEW
network. Beginning June 22, the seRobert M. Gillham, director of
ries will be broadcast from 4:15-4:30 advertising and publicity for Parap.m., EWT, and will consist of mount Pictures, will be interviewed
straight reporting plus background over WNEW at 12:35 p.m. tomorrow
material, human interest angles and during "The Camera Turns With

day, news program on the Mutual

personality profiles.

erage.

Bill Berns" program.

featured speakers on a special broadcast over Mutual from the "10% Club
Rally" at Constitution Hall Sunday,
June 21, from 1:30-2 p.m., EWT.
The purpose of the Rally is to
pledge 10% of weekly Government
salaries to the purchase of War
Bonds and Stamps. The broadcast
originates through the facilities of
WOL, Washington.

Colin B. Kennedy

tonight's "America's Town Meeting of the
-from the campus of the University of Kans
JAMES FISHBACK, sales manager of
Washington, is here from the Capital

couple of days.

Will probably return

ton

SAMUEL H. LINCH, director of radio
tion in the Atlanta Public Schools, has a
in Cincinnati, where he will spend two

,bserving operations of the Crosley broadca

organization.

SLOCUM CHAPIN, station manager of

Stamford,

Conn.,

business trip.

is

in

New York on

a

A. EDMUND LYTLE, formerly of KDKA,
has arrived in Rochester, N. Y.,

burgh,

he will join the announcing staff of WH

HEUTHER, former WWRL engi
and now a private in the Signal Corps at
Devens,

Mass.,

visited

the

furlough yesterday.

station during

WOODY HERMAN leaves today for De
where he will fill a week's engagement at
Eastwood Gardens.

LEON GOLDSTEIN, director of Public
tions of WMCA, left yesterday for a good

trip among newspapers in upper New York S
and New England.

Paul Kennedy To CI

Cincinnati-Paul Kennedy,

more than six years radio editor
the

Cincinnati

"Post,"

has

granted a leave of absence to
the New York staff of the Co -o

j

nator of Inter -American Affairs.
will assume his new duties July
In

announcing Kennedy's de

tween

the committee's press

ture yesterday the "Post" said
would act in a liaison capacity
radio departments.

Jay Jostyn's Talk
Jay Jostyn will deliver a talk
behalf of the U. S. War Bond c
paign tonight between the acts

"Porgy and Bess," musical show
Broadway. He speaks at the the
under the auspices of the Amerii
Theater Wing.

Wedding Bells
57,
formerly head of a radio manufac- Bob West, new announcer I
turing company bearing his name, WHOM, was married last Sund
was found dead in his apartment late to Mary Endicott Drane, concert
Tuesday night. He had been attached linist. The ceremony was perfor
to the U. S. Army Signal Corps as by West's mother, Mrs. Georgi
a civilian radio engineer. A widow Tree West, ordained m1 1 ,
head of Unity Center,
t{ra,
and two children survive.
Chicago - Colin B. Kennedy,

e1
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i3C Considers Plan

To Pay News Agency
(Continued from Page 1)

has approached CBC with a
w to changing existing arrangernts. In fairness to CP and its
embers, said Major Murray, it is
t ught that some payment should
sl,

3
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(LD IIQ

M

*
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in the nightly Wheaties - Mission
KABC-Wheaties Promotion
KABC, San Antonio, is sponsoring broadcasts.
a new type of contest in San Antonio
and vicinity. Contest is being held All "Shopping" Salutes
eight San Francisco stations
through cooperation of Wheaties,
sponsors of the baseball broadcasts contributed one or more special pro-

c made for the news.
each night over KABC with
;P at the present time pays Asso- aired
Bill
Michaels
at the microphone. A
cted Press for news which it then group of five prizes
will be awarded
ges to CBC without charge, although to the kids turning in the largest
lilas facilities through Press, News, number of Wheaties regular size box
al., for selling its services to indi_ tops by the contest deadline on June
ual stations.
25. Contestants are asked to bring
Both Parties Cooperative
the box tops to the station with their
lajor Murray declared that nego- name, address, telephone number and
ti ions with CP were proceeding in the name of the store in which they
a zost cooperative manner and that trade regularly. To the person sendv ious proposals were being re- ing or bringing in the highest amount

FM Reports Progress;
500,000 Sets In Use
(Continued from Page 1)

ing out that this is "a smart bit of
progression" from the 15,000 reported

on Jan. 1, 1941. With seven FM stations now in operation in the metro-

politan area, New York City leads
grams during a three-day series of all other localities in FM set owner-

"birthday salutes," honoring the 21st
anniversary of the twice -weekly
"Shopping News." The publication,
which has a circulation of more than
300,000 twice each week, is the only
local sheet supporting radio strongly,
and devotes its entire first page, with

ship by a wide margin. About 80,000
receivers now are within the 52 -mile
range of local FM outlets, according
to the FMBI estimate.

Following are latest estimates of

radio pictures and stories each issue.

set ownership in other localities: Chicago, 42,000; New England, 35,000
(10,000 in Boston); Philadelphia, 17,000; Detroit, 16,000; Milwaukee and
Los Angeles, each 13,000, and Pittsburgh; 10,000. Other cities, including
San Francisco, Kansas City, Hartford,

Moore;

Schenectady, Rochester,

exception of small border ads, to

The schedule of salutes included
the following-KSFO, newscasts by
v wed. CP has indicated that it is of box tops goes a baseball glove Bob Anderson and Brooke Temple,
n seeking full commercial rate, with autographs of all the Mission songs by Monica Whalen and Jim Providence, Worcester, Albany_

rich would be between $120,000 and ball players and he or she will be
$:5,000 annually. The CBC finance allowed to broadcast one inning of
ciimittee on Saturday will meet a game. Second prize winner will
v,h a CP delegation and it is be- receive a new official softball bat
li'ed that arrangements will be com- autographed by the Missions and also
p zed at that time.
allowed to broadcast one inning of

oth CP and British United Press a game. Third prize winner will re-

h e given service in providing news, ceive an autographed picture of his
ik h CBC paying only equipment favorite Mission player and also be
a:. Replying to questions, Major allowed to broadcast one full inning

D!rray said BUP had made no ap- of a game. Fourth and ,fifth prizes
p. ation as yet for payment for its will be a case of hotel size Wheaties
suites. He would be reluctant to and an introduction over the air dureither service cut off, he added. ing a game. To the manager or
SE

T, committee also was told that owner of the store with which the
Biters News Agency had ap- winner trades, a set of five passes
prached the CBC and that its offer good for two admissions each to the
is eceiving consideration.
Mission games will be the prize, in
t the same session there was addition to be introduced over the
aicism of R. B. Farrell, Ottawa air. Contest is being plugged nicely
ccimentator, for his attacks on ComFarrell appeared, stating
t1 ; his attacks had maintained a pa-

miism.
tr tic

Radio's Rubber Drive
attitude and that there was
Even Surprises OFF

a ,enerally favorable audience re -

(Continued from Page I)

he members of the special com- starting out on this ... the first big
also were critical of the thing of its kind. We have been
miner in which officials of the CBC especially pleased with the ingenuity
atnded committee sessions. D. G. and initiative developed by the local
Is, Toronto M.P., said N. L. Nathan- stations throughout the country. An. c vice-president and chairman of other source of gratification has been
tl9 finance committee of the CBC, the way the four networks are cosiuld be in attendance to hear evi- operating among themselves to give
dtce. Nathanson, he said, was in the Government the best possible
ity "manager" of the CBC.
results in this drive."
m tee

I

McCann Defends Nathanson

fter other members had voiced
°lions along the same line, Dr. J.
J; /IeCann, Renfrew M.P., chairman
of he committee, said Ross' reference

toJathanson was unjustified. M. J.
1well, C.C.F. party leader, sug(I

KFRC,

special

.

Adds W. Va. Bureau

Huntington, W. Va.-Press Associa-

tion, Inc.,

radio subsidiary of The
Associated Press, has expanded its
domestic coverage with a bureau at
Huntington to handle state and re-

tons of ciated Press. The 5,000 -watt NBC
scrap rubber the next day.
Red affiliate is operated by the city
Response from broadcasting industry has been so terrific, OFF has of Jacksonville.
found it necessary to restrain some Two additional subscribers to
stations from going on an "all out" special AP radio news service, the
Press
plan, including serving as collection Association, Inc.,
announced
centers, or tieing up the drive with yesterday by PA. were
are KPAB,
the gasoline rationing situation. Gov- Laredo, Texas, and They
WHA,
ernment considers neither proposal Wis., the latter owned by Madison,
the UniCMICAGONEWYORK advisable nor necessary.
versity of Wisconsin.

dilk F0RJ0E

partment this week shifts from the
day side to become night man in the
department. John Anspacher, formerly on the night publicity desk,
has been called back to the Army.
Kagan Doing WPB Script
Ben Kagan, former writer of "The
Parker Family" and "Mainstreet,
U.S.A." is now writing the transcribed series, "You Can't Do Business With Hitler" for the Radio Section of the War Production Board.

gional news. With the opening of the
Huntington bureau, special AP radio
news service was started simultaneously by the four stations of the West
Virginia Network: WBLK at Clarksburg, WCHS at Charleston, WSAZ at
Much of the effectiveness of radio's Huntington, and WPAR at Parkers- This series was originally written
by
rallying support has been through its burg. The Huntington bureau joins Elwood Hoffman and Frank Telford.
tie-ups with chamber of commerce the many PA bureaus which are in Telford will continue as production
groups, filling stations, and other civic
to the 100 regular AP bu- director of the series, and of the
organizations. Round-the-clock net- addition
reaus
supplying
news for the special WPB show, "This Is Our Enemy,"
work announcements, and the coop- radio wire.
aired Sunday evenings at 10:30 over
eration of the advertising agencies in
the Mutual network.

11e ed that Nathanson be called when mentioning the campaign in weekJacksonville, Fla.-John T. Hoptls' committee is ready to hear him. end commercials also received high kins, 3rd, general manager of WJAX
praise
from
OFF
radio
execs.
jers of the CBC had their own OFF reported receiving a wire from of this city, has announced the ac:nesses to attend to and could not one station in Kansas City announcing quisition of the special AP radio
expected to attend all sessions, that its Sunday opening drive result- news wire from Press Association,
Swell said.
Inc., radio subsidiary of The Assoed in the salvaging of 100

`L1I1:Eiilliii
92%MUSIC

Cleveland,

"Breakfast
Club" program with Jack Kirkwood, Columbus and Washington, range
Tommy Harris; piano twosome, with from 6,500 down to 2,000 sets.
FMBI sees as encouraging the debut
Virginia Spencer, George Wright;
KPO, dramatization of "Shopping of WHN's FM affiliate, W63NY, and
News" history, plus musical show the beginning of operation, expected
featuring the Five Fatigues; KQW, this Summer, of W75NY, owned by
"Cavalcade of Shopping News," with Metropolitan Television, Inc. (BloomIra Blue, Verna Osborne, Fred Briggs, ingdale's and Abraham & Straus)
trade association reports no disDave Vaile, and Ernie Gill's orches- The
position
on the part of FM station
tra; KGO, "Musical Fashion Parade,"
either to shut down for the
with Clancy Hayes and Sonia Shaw; owners
KJBS, Sam Moore, stories and mu- duration or reduce hours of operation
sic; KYA, Kathryn Allen, interview- to any appreciable extent.
ing Marilyn King, "Shopping News"
Bob Davis Joins WOR
style expert; also special salute and
newscast by Darrell Donnell; KSAN, Bob Davis joined the Press DepartTed Lenz, "Down Through the Year," ment of WOR on Monday as a copy
and Vic Paulsen, with music and writer. Davis comes from the West
Coast publicity department of Warner
comment.
Brothers where he was feature service editor.
Press Association, Inc.
Al Durante of the WOR Press De-
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Los Angeles
By JAC WILLEN

GENERAL MacARTHUR-"Red
Ryder" Victory Patrol Day was
a red letter event. Hundreds of children flocked to the Hollywood Ball
Park for the celebration and besieged "Red Ryder" (Reed Hadley)
,

kép
p11

ftill

and "Little Beaver" (Tommy Cook)
for their autographs. "Little Beaver"

was made an honorary mascot for
the Portland Beavers, who played
the Hollywood Stars. William Farnum, Donald Dickson and the Sports-

men, a vocal group, were among those
on the program.
Bob Burns, whose "Arkansas Trav-

eler" series on CBS bowed off for
thirteen weeks, will spend the vacation months in a tour of the United
States. He will donate his services
for several patriotic movements and
will appear at several Marine Corps
and Army encampments as an informal entertainer.
CT't

;ttn

ro,!

Edward G. Robinson, star of the
CBS Thursday night show, "Big
Town," was a guest of the commanding officer at Camp Roberts,
California, last

Monday,

and ad-

dressed the men. During the coming
summer, the Rinso show lead plans

to tour various camps in the West
to help entertain the service men.

Meredith Willson confessed a five-

year -old secret this week: he gets
his inspirations for his popular songs
by riding around in a five -year -old

U
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Chevrolet. Every tune for the past
five years, including his fabulously
popular "You and I," was dreamed
up at the wheel of the car, which
he uses only for song -writing purposes. It's going to be a blow to
radio music when those old tires
give way!

Dinah Shore has only one superstition about radio, but she has not

broken that one since her first broadcast; five seconds before the red light
flashes the signal to start her Friday

night song programs over the Blue
Network, she crosses the two first
fingers of each hand ("just for luck"
says Dinah) and keeps them tightly

clenched until the moment when she
sings her first note.

WF1L School Starts June 29
Philadelphia - The school established by WFIL, of this city, for
the purpose of teaching the sending
and receiving of Continental Code
to applicants for positions in the

U. S. Navy will start operation June
29. Roger W. Clipp, vice-president
and general manager of the station,

has had full cooperation from the

Navy Department in the establishing
of the school and the planning of its
classes.

WCCO Men Join Up
George Collier, transmitter technician, and Alfred J. Harding, salesman, who have been at WCCO, Min-

neapolis, joined the armed forces.

Former is a chief signal officer stationed in Washington, D. C. and the
latter has been commissioned an ensign in the Navy.

By FRANK BURKE

J ORRAINE HALL, WBBM co,
mentator, is cast for the role
Edith in the Studio Players prods
tion of "The Women" which will
presented in Chicago on June 24,
New business reported by WJ,

Good Judgment At Last!
Appointment of Elmer Davis to the key government post by
President Roosevelt over the week-end is still being commended by the
press of the nation. It was a choice winning unanimous approval of the
people to be affected by Mr. Davis' future work ....Radio deserves the
credit for bringing Mr. Davis into the homes of Americans everywhere.
The President himself knows the value of Radio Appeal.... Now we'd like
to comment on another wise choice; a choice which hasn't received recognition, though his work to date, is the most astounding of the many excellent
jobs performed during the present emergency....The man we wish to
commend for outstanding work is a feller called Robert Ritchie-a name
not familiar in radio circles but an important figure in Show Business....
Mr. Ritchie is currently sitting in a small room at the Park Lane Hotel
with his shirt sleeves rolled up. He is responsible for the Army Emergency
Relief Fund National AAU Track Meet to be held at Randalls Island tomorrow and Saturday.... Now a track meet never is considered a financial
success. Records show that outside of the Penn Relays and Drake University track meets, most of these field events operate at a loss.... We don't
know who is responsible for "drafting" Mr. Ritchie into the fold to "run
the show" but whoever he is, a salute to him, too, for grand judgment....
Mr. Ritchie has been in show business all his life. He was executive
producer for MGM in London. He is responsible for "Yank At Oxford" and
"Goodby, Mr. Chips"....Everyone knows that he's responsible solely for
Jeanette MacDonald's success. To him MGM gives the credit for bringing
Hedy Lamarr, Robert Donat, Luise Rainer, Greer Garson and other stars
into their fold....He knows talent, exploitation and showmanship....
What more could one want to qualify a person to stage and promote a

huge event such as the Track and Field Event at Randalls Island tomorrow
and Saturday?

Let's look at the present record.
Bob "drafted" Jerry Ohrbach (now a Lieut.) of the N. Y. dept. store family. Jerry and the Ohrbach
Athletic Assn. footed the bills for all expenses connected with the drive.
An anonymous donor paid the food bills for the luncheon at the Park Lane
Hotel where 212 people gathered last week from sports writers to the Mayor,

to discuss plans for the event. He got Don Spencer, advertising man, to
come in and help....He called in Louis Nizer, brilliant speaker, lawyer
and friend of the great and near -great. to handle a special job....He called
in all the Metropolitan newspapers' sports writers and told them his problems. They went to bat with publicity. Mayor LaGuardia contributed buses
for transportation to the Stadium and so on down the line....A program
will be distributed to the people at the track meet tomorrow and Saturday
...This source of revenue will give Army Emergency Relief $60,000 clear
profit. (Cost of preparing the program and printing was contributed by a
firm-materials given at cost!)....The sale of tickets in advance to the
meet is tremendous. If the weather is with 'em, they'll net (from all sources)
$100,000 for the Relief Fund. If they should only hit $90,000 it would

represent $1,000 more than was netted by the Louis fight (which included
Joe Louis' contribution of his purse, radio rights, etc.!).... And that was a
championship prize fight-an event noted for garnering the largest grosses
....Yet, in the case of a track meet. Bob Ritchie, single-handed except for
the help of his well-chosen aides, will turn over to Army Emergency Relief
as much, if not more.... Word of Mr. Ritchie's promotion has spread like
wild -fire. All branches of the service want Ritchie in their folds-to help!
....The above is reported as a testimony for sections throughout the
country, who want successful results, to go out and get successful men who

are acquainted with the job they're expected to perform'
tributed locally in exploiting this event!

Remember Pearl Harbor -

Radio con-

includes sponsorship of Art Linic:`
"Happy -Go -Lucky Time" by Zaga

Furniture and Carpet Co., Mond
through Friday, 8-8:30 a.m., on
52 -week contract and Myrna D
Sargent adding two 15 -minute pe:,
ods to her weekly broadcasts und'

sponsorship of Kallman and Co. al
Conformal Shoe Co.
Les Carr, WBBM-CBS transmitt,,_,

chief, off to Washington, D. C., f,::'
wartime post with the Navy.
Barbara Fuller, radio actress, in c
operation with Alan Scott, radio d

rector, Office of Civilian Defen.

yesterday launched a one -girl car.

paign to procure records new ar

old for Chicago's Servicemen's Cet
ter.
Marigrace Stewart, formerly r¡;:
Sherman & Marquette, Inc., lull
joined staff of WHIP.
Arlington and Washington rac
tracks, through Schwimmer & Sco
agency, placing heavy orders fc
spot announcements with local
tions.

Davis Given Free Hand,
FDR Informs Press Met
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Assurance that Elmet
Davis, new War Information Chief

will have a free hand in operating
the new consolidated OWI agenc3

was made by the President at

hit

press conference yesterday. Aske4
concerning the future status of Low-'
ell Mellett, head of the Office o;
Government Reports, and Archibald
MacLeish, OFF chief, both of whose

agencies are now part of the Office

of War Information, the Chief Execu

tive answered that that was a q

tion to ask Mr. Davis.

-

The President observed that so
persons had said OWI could operate
efficiently if the new director was
allowed to run it, but would fall
apart if there was any Presidential
interference, then added that he
thought it better to let Mr. Davis
operate it.
Meanwhile, Milton S. Eisenhower,

former head of the information see
tion of the Department of Agricul.
ture and more recently chief of the
War Relocation Authority, has been
named deputy director of the Office
of War Information. The appointment

was made by President Roosevelt

"at Mr. Davis' request."
The President refused to explain
what the "Joint Psychological Warfare Committee" is. A representative
from this committee was named to
the new Committee on War Informs

tion Policy, named to assist Davis.
The President merely said he did
not know how mention of the Joint
Psychological Warfare Committee got
to

into the order-it was supposed

be "hush-hush."

I
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WAR -PROGRAM IDEAS

AGENCIES

"The Victory Parade"
"Picture Of America"
;GY LEE and DICK HAYMES,
"The Victory Parade," new radio A "Picture of America" as illusGoodman vocalists, on "A
OlWith Don Norman," today presentation of the Women's Services trated in the wars America has fought
Section of the Welfare Division, was presented by WTAG, Worcester,
t -Mutual, 1:45 p.m.).
Minnesota State Defense Council, was last week as a special half-hour proaired for the first time this month gram, one of a regular series originatElEEN FARRELL, soprano, on on
WCCO, Minneapolis, and will be ing at the station in behalf of the
)lumbia Concert Orchestra pro- broadcast
the first Thursday in every

CHEMICAL TREATING and Equip-

ment Co., New York, has started its
first campaign for Press On mending
tape, using

the Pegeen Fitzgerald

program on WOR. Reiss Advertising
handles.

w tomorrow (WABC-CBS, 7:30 ensuing month. Purpose of the series war effort. Written by Anne Lorentz, S. HEAGEN BAYLES, vice-presiWTAG war service coordinator, the dent and assistant radio director of
m.
is

to bring to women of the state show dramatized the growth of the Ruthrauff & Ryan, has been named

information as to what they can do
_VI DONALD CAREY, featured in in the total war effort. The first proja{ a
Letter, Darling," on the gram consisted of two definite porMorris Playhouse," tomorrow tions: the first was a dramatization
C -CBS, 9 p.m.).
of the work of a typical Victory Aid
CHA AUER, on Dave Elman's
y Lobby," Saturday (WABC8:30 p.m.).
F.

JOHN

T.

FREDERICK,

iterary critic, on "Of Men and
" Saturday (WABC-CBS, 2:05
STANCE BENNETT, on "Stars
3ollywood," Saturday (WABC2:30 p.m.).

'

nation by chapters from the Revolutionary period through the Civil War
strife, the War of 1812, and the First
World War to the present conflict.
Based on the theme, "The cowards
worker. Roles were played by mem- never
started and the weak died on
bers of the University of Minnesota the way,"
purpose was to show AmerRadio Guild; script was written by ica's background
of courage and perthe Radio Workshop of the National severance, to demonstrate
by historYouth Administration.
ical
comparison
the
inherent
Second portion consisted of inter- ties in America's heritage whichqualihave
views with women representing eight fostered morale and favored victory.
different women's organizations ac- Entire WTAG script was published
tive in the state. Mary K. Keeley,
the "Worcester Sunday Telegram"
State Director of Women's Services in
section of the State Defense Council, prior to the broadcast, marking the
publication of a radio program
explained the general function of initial
Victory Aids, and the eight women in a Worcester newspaper.

helped to outline the state-wide
T. BERNARD SEGAL, chap - projects being undertaken by the
' Ft. Dix and the Synagogue amalgamated
groups. Coincidental
"Hospitality House Party"
1
of America, on "Mutual's with regular Victory Aid house -to A lively new service men's proChapel," Sunday (WOR-Mu- house calling is the gathering of gram is KSFO's Saturday Night
1:35 a.m.).
important statistical information to "Hospitality House Party," broadcast

i

n
a

be used by local defense councils. A
DENIS DAY, on the Coca-Cola Speakers' Bureau has been instituted,
urn, Sunday (WABC-CBS, 4:30 which not only lists available speakn.)
ers but also provides prepared
speeches of 5, 10, and 15 -minute
J01:PHA ROSANSKA, pianist, duration, for use in local groups. A
d 'ELIX KNIGHT, tenor, on sample radio skit is being prepared,
a
City Music Hall of the Air," available to stations throughout the
state. Final current project of the
(WJZ-Blue 12:30 p.m.).
Women's Services Section is a monthly news letter for Victory Aids,
Set Nat. Policy
which reports on work being carried
Re Women Engineers on in the different areas.
already had been sanctioned by the
(Continued from Page 1)
ateur radio operator, to be national IBEW office, declaring a

s
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Bayles succeeds Frederic W. Wile,

Jr., assistant director

of radio for

Young & Rubicam, who has joined

the War Manpower Commission under
Paul V.- McNutt.
CARROLL NYE, of Young & Rubi-

cam, is en route back to the Coast to

take over radio publicity for the
Y&R Hollywood office. Nye spent six

weeks in New York at the home

office.

JOSEPH JACOBS Jewish Market

Organization this week announced the

continuation of International Cellucotton Products Company's advertis-

ing in the Jewish field for another

26 weeks, from July through December. Campaign comprises the quarter-

hour radio feature, "Women in the

News," every weekday morning from
for soldiers, sailors and marines from 9:15-9:30 over WEVD, as well as
the city's Hospitality House in Civic space in New York City's Jewish
Center. Uniformed men take part newspapers. This represents a year in the broadcast, which consists of and -a -half of uninterrupted advertisgames, quizes, songs, etc., and impor- ing in these media.

tant prizes are given. Among the

prizes on a recent night was a twoStork News
day trip to Yosemite for the winner
and one buddy. Another lad won A son, Edward Robert, has been
a dancing jaunt at the Mark Hopkins born to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Hotel with comely Monica Whalen, Hoerner, New Orleans. Father is
KSFO singer -chatterer, who shares production manager of WWL, New
emcee honors with Bob Bence.

Orleans.

Pittsburgh-It's a boy for the Paul
Texas 'U' Special Course Sleanes-he's
studio opTo Train Technicians erator-at thea KDKA
Allegheny General

as replacement for men workable formula still remained to
be evolved. He said the union recinto the armed forces.
in principle, that women
Austin, Texas -A science -packed
'ding to Freeman Hurd, IBEW ognized,
would be needed to re- War -Emergency Program to turn out
n ntative now in New York eventually
o . ted as contact with Columbia place men technicians, but said the physicists for Uncle Sam in 20
'e id with national IBEW head- problem was not yet acute. Numer- months will be opened this summer
angles still remained to be ironed by the University of Texas physics
s in Washington, actual cause ous
to the satisfaction of the union, department, Dr. M. Y. Colby, departstrike was the firing of a out
If supervisor because he re - :ie said, in the interest of protecting ment chairman, has announced. Ure.; on the instruction of Local members drawn into the armed forces gent need for trained radio techni7.
undertake to train Mrs. Bush. and allied war work and for the cians and other physicists in military
r. explanation of the Local's maintenance of union standards.
service, civil service jobs, and in war
In a statement issued late Tuesday industries has caused the department
Si' for the order was that qualiCBS in New York character- to set up a new schedule of courses
I W members still were avail- night,
the strike at KMOX as a "wild- eliminating all "frills" and getting
St. Louis for duty at the ized
cat strike of the most deplorable down to hard technical bed
io ycation.
-rock in
kind.
the shortest time possible.
gotiations By Long Distance
ºv

chairman of the Radio Advisory Committee of the Advertising Council.

Hospital. The child was born Sunday,
June 14.

Dave Harpley, WQAM, Miami, engineer, became a papa June 11. Newborn's name is Hallie Catherine.

Mother and baby doing well.

to take a rapid-fire war -service training program for immediate vital use,
he said.

A year ago, he pointed out, estimates showed only 6,000 qualified

physicists were available in this country, while today there is a need for
perhaps as many as 100,000.
Students may start the program at
the beginning of the summer session,
the second summer term, July 14; or
the first or second term of the long

The 75 semester hours of work emlong distance negotiations
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
braced in the program-about 25
r brought the station' back on Washington-Trade
circles here courses-are all in the fields of
with the status of Mrs. Bush looked for possible official
physics, mathematics and
Icided by further negotiations. sions to result from the repercuswalkout No other academic work ischemistry.
is ut of these St. Louis talks, Tuesday afternoon of 21 engineers
included,
it of which must be approved
no degree will be awarded on session.
at KMOX, St. Louis, after a dispute so
rational IBEW office, in Wash- concerning the employment by the completion of the program, but the
is all of college level and car- IF YOU'RE NOT FIRST STATION in your
o that national union policy
station of a woman to be trained as work
I'd like to help put you there with
ries full university credit, Dr. Colby market,
Il the woman -replacement sit- a technician. Government officials
potent sales promotion, effective
explained.
station
is expected to develop, ac - have made it
saleable program ideas, efficient
plain that they are It offers a wide open field for all promotion,
I
to Hurd.
merchandising.
I'll bring along plenty of
anxious to see women employed students
a fresh outlook backed by
- both men
`1 MEW representative yester- wherever they can be useful,
women, enthusiasm asandprogram
as a freshmen straight from and
director, continuity
:iied a CBS statement that result of critical wartime shortage
high school, experience
editor,
promotion
and merchandising director.
of college transfers and students now Wire Box EK, Radio
ent of women technicians manpower.
Daily, 1501 Broadway,
enrolled in the university who want New York City.
.a
's

e)
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Fly Lushes At Networks And NAB

'Language' Commilm

In Testimony At Sanders Hearing
that came his way and quickly rethem to the pitchers.
"I think it is significant turning
He was in excellent form for this
that the Bill was not supported by battle
of words, as were some of
a single common carrier interest" he
said. "It is only the big broadcasters the Committee members, and time
again the good-sized audience
who blow the big wind, make the and
aloud at the sallies. At the
big noise, and exert the big pres- chuckled
end of the session, the FCC chairman
sure."
told the committee he had "enjoyed
Names CBS, NBC
every minute of it."
(Continued from Page 1)

mission."

Under questioning the witness
identified these interests as "the CBS,

Hits "New York" Control
of control of
the NBC and their related associa- public opinion, Fly admitted
that
tion, the National Association of broadcasting must have a large
Broadcasters," when reminded by measure of this control "as the
Representative Sanders that all of scheme now operates." He continued,

the Bill except Section Seven was
drafted by the Federal Communications Bar Association, which includes
common carrier representatives in
its membership, Fly said the association was "largely dominated" by

the broadcasting people. He went on:
"It ill behooves broadcasters to put

on a false front and say they come

in the interests of the Bell Telephone
Co. You could take the broadcasters'

On the question

"the only issue we have on this con-

graphical sketches of the Commissioners.

Representative

Brown

expressed

doubt as to the qualifications of the
government's so-called experts. He

related that he was referred in

Mails Revised Ccl!
(Continued from Page 1)

Information, offering full cooper
of all "language" outlets.
Code to be signed by outlets
ing foreign language shows fol
"Whereas the foreign lank
broadcasters of America hal

a unique opportunity and respon
short period to experts on account- ity to make this channel of comrl
ing, agriculture and copper, all of cation a positive force in the Vi ,r
whom turned out to be the same Program of the United State o
1939 college graduate, and wondered America and the United Nations n4
whether that young man would next
Based On OC Code
turn up in the Commission.
Fly answered that such versatility "Whereas to achieve this goal I
seemed to be a "common ailment," recommended that the following))
and added, "I doubt whether the untary code of wartime practices
vice-presidents of our national net- American Broadcasters PresenH
works would know a radio relay if Programs in Foreign Languagek
adopted;
they met it in the street."

trol is the single point whether all
"1. The broadcaster will faiths
the control on the strings should
Present Act Covers Division
be pulled from New York or whether
Fly gave several objections to the observe the spirit and letter of:
certain strings should be left for division of the Commission (as pro- Code of Wartime Practices for Al
the 900 station managers throughout posed under HR5497) into two divi- ican Broadcasters issued by the f
the nation. I don't think this great sions. He said that this division is fice of Censorship.
"2. The broadcaster will conti
essential of democracy and free covered by the present Communicaspeech should hang on a few strings tions Act, and that the Commission to assume complete responsibilit; t
from New York, that a few corpora- had operated that way from 1934 to the selection, content and press t
tions, through their exclusive con- 1937 and could again if it wished to. tion of all foreign language progr t
tracts, should tell other stations what "But obviously," he added, "it came "3. The broadcaster will care::

gold dust-their total investment of
40 millions-and blow it in the eyes programs they should carry."
to the conclusion that such a separa- monitor and check all foreign
of Bell and not make a squint."
Fly stated that opposition to the tion would not work for the best guage programs. A complete s
Later in his testimony Fly admitted Commission's network regulations results, and that was why it was
there was nothing wrong in CBS' and was the thing which had brought abandoned."
NBC's appealing to Congress in this the network interests to Congress, The committee members questioned
matter. He said he was merely ask- and that this issue would be solved Fly closely on the Commissioners'
ing the Congressmen to "be realistic in the course of time by the courts. attendance at meeting and docket
in appraising" the "source of the Representative Simpson thereupon hearings. Fly produced a chart showrequest-to realize it came not from inquired whether withdrawing those ing that this averaged from 85 to 90
private citizens in Iowa or Brooklyn, regulations would not permit the per cent attendance for all except
Commission to enjoy the status quo Commissioner Case who had been
but from interested corporations."
ill. Representative Sanders indicated
it wanted for the duration.
Cagey On Mutual
Questioned By Patrick
Questioned closely as to why he
"I know of a better way to settle
networks, Fly stressed that he in- it and it would take only a minute,"
cluded it in the same general category Fly answered. "The two network
from the standpoint of size and power heads could sit and write a one -

had not listed Mutual among the big

and as regards the influence the net- paragraph letter to their affiliates
works can exert, "through the grant stating that they should interpret

of power we give them." He said
he had not named MBS because it

t

i

will be obtained and approved inl

vance, and any deviation from

script will result in the program
cut and appropriate action taken
will also give particular attentio
remote broadcasts.
To Examine Background

1

"4. The broadcaster will exar
carefully the background of all
sons connected in any way with
that this matter would be explored preparation or presentation of
further from another angle, because eign language programs. A quest
of complaints that the full member- naire shall be filled in by all
ship did not attend all hearings on personnel. All such personnel s
matters on which they voted.
be fingerprinted. One original
Calls Business Interest Justified

To one Congressman's query as to
their relationships in terms of the whether the Commission should be
concerned with the business aspects
Commission regulations."
Representative Patrick praised the of broadcasting, Fly said it would
broadcasting companies for outstand- be "very unfortunate" if the FCC
ing public service, especially their did not have something to do with
contributions to the war effort. The some of these aspects.
FOC chairman agreed that the in- To Sanders' question as to whether

hasn't supported the Sanders Bill.
"But I have no brief for Mutual,"
the FCC Chairman went on. "They
may disagree with me tomorrow and
run to Congress for a change in the dustry had done a very good job, the monopoly issue should not be
Bill."
in bringing in and de- left to the Department of Justice
Fly said he thought there might "especially
livering
news
to the people." He to deal with, Fly stated, "the Combe need for specific broadcasting said it was a rare occasion when they mission should not be left to build
legislation, and that he could make were "other than generous."
up through its licensing provisions
recommendations for such "if the "But," the witness went on, "If what the Department of Justice can
committee were in the mood." He you're going to have a dictatorship tear down. The Department of Jusstressed the opinion however, that you don't justify it by seeing its tice doesn't issue rules and regulathis is not the time for controversial benevolent features."
tions. In the cases it tries, the mills
legislation or for any "which follows Representative Martin Kennedy of of the gods grind exceedingly slowly."
the underlying philosophy of this New York expressed the opinion that The FCC chairman also observed
Bill. Moreover," the Commission the President's action in selecting that after the war, the radio industry
chief went on, "I don't think this is radio commentator Elmer Davis to would be faced by a new set of
the time to disrupt a war agency head the new Office of War Informa- problems in rapidly changing fields,
which is working all-out, 24 hours tion complimented the broadcasting and would be "re -made" then by FM
a day, and force it to go through networks and "shduld be a complete and television.
such a drastic reorganization as this answer to the charge of dictatorship."
Pays Tribute to Television
Bill would entail."
To which the witness expressed doubt
"Judging from the accomplishments
that Elmer Davis was "owned by of the commercial television indusClever As Witness
In the lively give-and-take that Columbia."
try during the war" he went on, "you
Wolverton "Much Impressed"
know you have there an industry
went on in yesterday's session, after
the Commission witness had con- Representative Wolverton said he which is ready to go and will domitinued the leisurely survey he began had been "very much impressed" nate the field after the war."
last week of its wartime operations, with the network counsel and offi- The hearing will be resumed this
'Fly showed his characteristically easy cials who testified in favor of the morning, with Fly continuing testistyle of catching all of the "balls" Sanders Bill. He requested bio- mony for the FCC.

copy of the questionnaire,

fink

prints, and other pertinent infon
tion shall be forwarded to the Fort
Language Radio Wartime Con

Committee for transmission to
propriate Government ágenc':s.
"5. No person will be emplo:
whose record indicates he may
faithfully cooperate with war ell
"6. Any broadcaster discharging

employee for failure or

refusal

abide by this Code shall immediat
notify the Committee.
Pro -Democratic Cooperation

"7: The broadcaster will cooper
wholeheartedly with interested Pt
lic and private agencies, and partit
larly with pro -democratic groups,
the selection of program material
"8. The broadcaster pledges adla

ence to the letter and spirit of

tl

Code and will report violations the

of to the Committee as well as

the appropriate authorities.
"9. The broadcaster will give Ps
titular attention to those progral
known as 'Block Time Sales.'

"10. All foreign language Progr l
to contribute to
war effort.
"Therefore, I pledge that Static
will abide by the Vold

will continue

tary Code of Wartime Practice
American Broadcasters Prese is
Programs in Foreign Languages.'

ñeeñíaqt/o /iedaltlq.
More Dollars Per Man Per Month in the

PAY -ROLL WAR SAVINGS PLAN
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TO WIN THIS WAR, more
and more billions are needed
and needed fast-AT LEAST
A BILLION DOLLARS A
MONTH IN WAR BOND SALES

Pay -Roll War Savings Plan, now is the

time -

ALONE!

Roll War Savings Plan, having every

Truly, in this War of Survival,

VICTORY BEGINS AT THE PAY

WINDOW.

If your firm has already installed the

2.

To encourage employees to increase

percent of earnings-because

"token" payments will not win this

war any more than "token" resistance will keep the enemy from

Best and quickest way to raise this

company offer every worker the chance
to buy MORE BONDS.

To secure wider employee participation.
the amount of their allotments for
Bonds, to an average of at least 10

This means a minimum of 10 percent
of the gross pay roll invested in War
Bonds in every plant, office, firm, and
factory in the land.
money-and at the same time to "brake"
inflation-is by stepping up the Pay -

1.

our shores, our homes.

If your firm has not already installed

the Pay -Roll War Savings Plan, now is
the time to do so. For full details, plus
samples of result -getting literature and
promotional helps, write, wire, or
phone: War Savings Staff, Section E,

Treasury Department, 709 Twelfth
Street NW., Washington, D. C.

U. S. War Savings Bonds
This space is a contribution to America's all-out
war program by

RADIO DAILY

I
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Coast -to -Coast
IN SERVICE," Saturday
Jerry Burton, WHN vocalist, has
night series sponsored in a co- supplemented his four broadcasts a
operative arrangement among 40 week, with recording jobs, having
newspapers in the country, will be just waxed four tunes for Decca:
presented this Saturday, June 2'7, by "Elbow Song"; "All American Polka";
the New York "Sun." Program will "If I Could Only Play A Concertina";
be heard only over WEAF, here, 12 and "Man With A Lollypop." Burton
midnight but will be shortwaved via also did ten numbers for World
recordings a week later, and avail- Transcription Library.
"MEN

able via WGEO and WGEA, 6:30 p.m.

Broadway names to be featured include Irving Berlin, Leo Durocher,
manager of the Brooklyn Dodgers;
Lou Holtz, who will act as emcee;
Willie Howard, Olsen and Johnson,

*

*

*

Changes in radio personnel among
Akron, Ohio, stations, occasioned by

war, draft and industrial modifications include the following: addition

Glenn Miller, Harry James, Tommy

The

underground

movemen

Dorsey, Jimmy Dorsey and Vaughn Norway will be graphically dese
Monroe piled up the first five places by a young Norwegian jour
in a popularity poll conducted by who has just arrived in this cob
WOV's Alan Courtney among 74 high over station WNEW Sunday, Jut
schools, prep schools and colleges in from 3:45-4 p.m., in a program
the Greater New York Area. Miller's "Norway Does Not Yield." A
lead was unmistakable, with a total feature of the broadcast wil
of 101,905, while James, in second, Gunnar Martin, for many years
drew 69,035. Courtney will appear nected with the Norwegia
on Miller's Chesterfield show, Thurs- Broadcasting Company in Os
day, June 18 at 7:15 p.m., over CBS, way. Gladys Petch will serve
to award the WOV-"1280 Club" rator.
*
plaque. .Contest started back in December, 1941.
Leonard Feather's "Platte
*
*
jazz quiz will be given over
George F. Putnam, who presents to questions about Duke
*

of Andy Kochman, announcer, to
Danny Kaye, Mary Jane Walsh, WADC, replacing Ned Neidemire who
Gladys Swarthout and Sammy Kaye's went to the army; placing of Mary
orchestra.
Jean. Schultz in the publicity job, fourteen, fifteen -minute news reports
*
*
*
Glenn Phillips, Gene Peterson and on NBC each week, will get his first
Larry Elliott has been selected to Jack Frankel as announcers at WJW; assignment on the Blue when he
announce Bob Hawk's "How'm I and resignation of Velma West at starts announcing "The Parker FamDoin'?" for Camel Cigarettes, over WAKR.
ily," Sunday, June 28, at 9:15 p.m.
CBS Friday nights, 10-10:30. The
"The Parker Family" repeat broadaccount was placed by the William Lucille and Eddie Roberts, "Magical cast for the West puts Putnam in the
Esty Agency and is the summer re- Mentalists," who open an engage- unique position of presenting two
placement for the Al Pearce program. ment at the Rainbow Room next consecutive programs from the same
*
*
*
Wednesday, will appear as guests on studio, on different networks. He
Sun Oil has added WCHV, Char- Martha Deane's program over WOR, signs off the "Parker" repeat at 10:59
lottesville, Va., to the list of Blue Monday at 2 p.m. The Roberts will p.m. on the Blue and then goes right
Network stations carrying Lowell demonstrate their mind -reading tal- into his 11 p.m. news report over

*

*

rr

through ents, and Lucille Roberts will attempt WEAF-NBC.
*
*
a remote control job of extra -sensory
*
*
*
*
perception in trying to read the mind Dick Granville, the "Galloping
House- Jameson has been named of one or more of the listening audi- Darkhorse" of the "Musical -Merry by the National Father's Day Com- ence.
Go -Round," featured platter show at
*
*
*
WTTM, Trenton, N. J., came home
mittee as the "outstanding father of
radió drama" for his characterization Bob Kelley, sports editor of WGAR, first in the sales department's new
of Mr. Aldrich on "The Aldrich Cleveland, for the past five years, business Bonus Race just finished.
*
*
*
Family" program. Jameson will be was just elected secretary of the
presented with a special award by Cleveland Rams, professional foot- Don Menke, WFBM, Indianapolis,
the Committee on Father's Day, Sun- ball club. Though Kelley has been copy editor, has transferred to the
granted a, leave of absence by John sales department. Dave Milligan,
day, June 21.
*
*
*
F. Patt, WGAR manager, until Jan. 1, continuity writer moved into the
Josephine Antoine, young Amer- 1943, he will handle the "Night Shift" job of copy editor.... Norman Mcican prima donna of the Metropolitan program, an 11 p.m. to midnight hour Donald has joined the WFBM anOpera Company, has just been signed of records and sports news. He will nouncing staff ....Bob and Gayle
for a sixteen -week series on the also do the play-by-play descriptions Sherwood are now doing one of their
"Contented Hour," heard Mondays at for all the Rams' games this season. musical shows from the studios of
*
*
*
10 p.m. over the Red network.
WFBM, daily.
Contract
December 4.
Thomas.

runs

John B. Hughes, Mutual's Pacific
*
*
*
Allen A. Funt Radio Productions Coast commentator, who is now in To foster interest in the navy,
report that the "Funny Money Man" New York, has been booked by the WTAG, Worcester, Mass., has been
program has been added to KPO, Lecture Division of the National conducting interviews at the Boys'
San Francisco; WCOL, Columbus; Concert and Artists Corporation to Club where youths are engaged in
WSPD, Toledo; KFPY, Spokane, and speak at the luncheon meeting of the building model warships. Series of
Newark, N. J., Rotary Club, Tuesday, sea scout races at nearby Indian Lake
WITH, Baltimore.
*
*
*
June 23 at the Robert Treat Hotel, were covered to call attention to
James J. Cahill, formerly of the Newark.
Coast Guard needs; manual training
*
*
*
New York sales staff of WAAT,
classes at several schools were visJersey City, N. J., has resigned to Three new old-time hillbilly acts ited to describe model airplanes unhave recently moved into WSAZ, der construction for actual use by
join sales at WQXR.
Huntington, W. Va. They are: Uncle flying cadets. Programs, arranged by
Rufus and his coon hunters, coming Clive Davis and Bob Martin, seek to
here from WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va., boost enlistments in all branches of
Cherokee Sue and Little John, also the service.
*

*

*

Blit-tít

S

'1,!25iI6!27;28!291301
June 18
Ray Bauduc
Ernie Adams
Clayton Collyer
William R. Goodhart Alma Graef
Russ Hodges
Kay Kyser
David Miller
Jack Ross

leader's 23 -year -old son, will

quizee on the show.
*

*

*

Second place among all
participating in the 1941 co

of the American Association
cultural College editors h
awarded Sam Schneider,
Tulsa, Okla., farm editor, for

hibit of extension service r

tivities. Cornell College plae
Before joining the KVO

Schneider was extension radi
at Oklahoma A.&M. college
used KVOO facilities.
*

*

*

Charles Baxter is the
spieler at WTOL, Toledo, hay
previous experience at WCOS,
bia, S. C. He replaces Bill

who went to WSUN, St. Pet

Fla... Dalton Hille, WTOL an

has gone back to work afte

his appendix.

*

*

For the birthday anniver

W. H. Summerville, general
of WWL, New Orleans, staff
in and bought the boss a

*

*

*

id

shaped like the station's tra
building

"University

Ti

WWL, will continue throug,
summer season. It is prod
Dr. Alfred J. Bonomo, edu
director of WWL and chai
the New Orleans university's

ment of radio production a
matics department.

D

Hollywood Thrill Cir
Buying Local Spot
Extensive spot campaign o

stations is planned by Su
Shows, Inc., to promote its Vii

Fairmont, and Indian Bill,
Within a week, four people have Rodeo and Hollywood Thrill
Montana and Denny Slofoot, coming
from WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va.
been added to WJW, Akron, Ohio. which opens at the Polo
*
*
*
Everett ("Bud") Pritchard is traffic here July 12 continuing thro
While B. S. Bercovici, Mutual news director, while Gene Peterson, Glenn 19th. Spot schedules, exp
commentator from 'WJW, Akron, was Phillips, and Jack Frankel are new embrace 10 stations in the
politan area, are currently b
on a recent lecture tour, Larry Krupp, announcers.
*
*
*
and will run from June 28
WJW announcer, broadcast two programs simultaneously. As a tran- Emmett Voeller, Richard Voeller the show's local engagement.
Spot placement is being
scription of Bercovici's broadcast on and William Foos, of Indiana Techwhich Larry did the announcing, was nical College, have been added to direct by Larry Sunbrock,
being fed to the Network, Krupp the WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, tech- Sunbrock's Shows, Inc. Simi
was, at the same time, doing a locally nical staff as summer relief engi- will be bought along the sho
neers.
tinerary.
sponsored newscast.
from

23
;20121122123
17¡18119,20121

this Saturday (WMCA, June
7:30 p.m.), in honor of Ell
twentieth anniversary as a
leader. Mercer Ellington, th
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TEN CENTS

Sanders Measure `Faults'
OF Requests No Ban

Bergen's Salary
Edgar Bergen, with the help of

1i. Non -Govt. Causes
(Ice

of

Facts and Figures,

in

rig strong radio promotion of the

.irsanniversary of Germany's attack

ussia, June 22, has called to the

a

tion

of radio stations the fact

Charlie McCarthy, was paid $282.000 during 1941 by Standard
Brands, Inc., it was revealed

yesterday with the publication by
the Securities and Exchange Commission of additional reports on
personal incomes for the year.

just because a particular charity
cruse is not listed in the OFF

ation and Priority Plans does
nean it should not be given air

OFF's plans do not list private
tizations, it was pointed out, but
Itch oes not mean they should not

Ascap Script Service

fi
3

Plans Wide Expansion

(Continued on Page 3)

"Overwhelmingly enthusiastic re-

ception" by radio stations of Ascap's
Se "Khaki Serenade"
new programming service has im,;; New Mutual Program pelled the Society to authorize large
'ther supplementing its programs

scale expansion and nine new series,

to be added to the three already

e ring entertainment by service running on over 300 stations, are
Mutual inaugurates a new definitely planned for the Fall, an
ly broadcast of this type on Ascap spokesman revealed yesterday.

n

h

Chairman Fly Explains His Objections
To Portions Of Proposed Changes;
Wants Free Hand For FCC
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly told the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Comyesterday that if the Sanders
Of Authority At Top mittee
Bill as presently written became law
it would definitely act to keep newOttawa-"A boss who has some comers out of the broadcasting field.
say" is the greatest need right now "In any business activity, there is a
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., tendency and a very understandable
it was stated here by Gordon Gray- tendency, on the part of those already
don, Peel M.P., before the special entrenched, to bar newcomers," the
House of Commons committee on Commission chief said. "Section 5
radio broadcasting during a discussion of the proposed bill (stating that to
(Continued on Page 8)
concerning the organization of CBC

Charges CBC In Need

(Continued on Page 3)

Wheeling Steel Returning CBS-AFRA Negotiate
To Blue Network Oct. 4
New Employee -Pacts
Wheeling

lay, June 23, from 2:45-3 p.m., Breakdown of preliminary returns of
Steel Corp. yesterday
entitled "Khaki Serenade." an Ascap station survey in connecsoldiers, regularly stationed at tion with the service revealed that signed for another 39 weeks on the
Logan, Col., who will contribute approximately 20 per cent of outlets Blue Network, effective Oct. 4 when
"Musical Steelmakers" will return
talents to "Khaki Serenade" are
(Continued on Page 3)
after a Summer vacation to the Sun)ral Marvin Harlos, organist;
day, 5:30-6 p.m., EWT, period on 75
to Pierson Thal, pianist; and
Bing Crosby Time Renews Blue stations. Fall network will
be
(Continued on Page 3)

For Year Starting July 23

,

(Continued on Page 2)

ohs -Manville Signs
Chicago-J. Walter Thompson Co., Cite Network Reporters;
yesterday announced renewal
Cecil Brown Over CBS here,
Only One Actually Safe
of

Negotiations for a renewed contract between AFRA and CBS for
local staff announcers, directors and
producers are still going on, union

reported, with a few matters regarding working conditions to be ironed
out before July 1 when the present
contract expires. Deal in effect now
provides for increased salaries in the
(Continued on Page 2)

the Bing Crosby "Kraft Music

C,il Brown has been signed by Hall" on NBC Red for an additional Indicative of the dangers besetting Unknown Writer Wins
h -Manville Corp. to replace El - 52 weeks, effective July 23. Advance
"Dr. Christian" Award
in. Davis on the firm's Monday notice that program would be re- radio correspondents in war time,
nigh Friday, 8:55-9 p.m., EWT, newed was forthcoming some time only one of five network representato be awarded citations by the John L. Oberg, hitherto unpubesiv program. Deal, which was re - ago when it became known Bing's tives
National Headliners' Club this year lished writer currently employed
in
,r11 here as pending on Wednes(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
a Hollywood war production plant,
-'y, was signed yesterday and
ro'n takes over the Davis spot,
won the $2,000 "Dr. Christian Award"
offered by Chesebrough Manufactur'giving Monday. He will also be
ing Co., sponsors of "Dr. Christian,"
(Continued on Page 2)

There There's Life..

.

1 ;hicago-Bob Hope was char-

derized by local newspapers yes Way

as

"the

most

unselfish

ger of time" among radio artists.
Ti star of the Pepsodent show,

vo is in town this week, played
«benefit golf game with Bobby
Jtes for the United Service Orgiizations.

The game was one

oz series of benefit golf matches
kturing the comedian.

Movie Credits On Programs
Will Be Institutional Plugs
Executive Post Changes
At Columbia Record Corp.

Radio will no longer be forced to
give free plugs for specific motion
pictures when film stars make guest
appearances Under a new formula
Several executive post changes agreed
upon 'by the Public Relations
went into effect this week at Colum- Committee,
Eastern Division, Motion
bia Recording Corp. Moses Smith, Picture Producers
& Distributors of
director of the Masterworks division America (Hays office)
This was
resigned as of June 15, his post now learned yesterday following
the
being filled by Edward Wallerstein, weekly meeting of the public relapresident. Goddard Lieberson, Mu- tions group at which it
agreed
sical director, will now handle also to waive specific companywas
acknowl.

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

To the Colors!
Chicago-Total number of

em-

ployees of NBC's Central Division

now in the armed forces of the
United States climbed to 37 yesterday with
more

men.

enlistment of two
David J. Kempkes,

studio engineer, entered the U. S.
Army Signal Corps as a 2nd lieutenant while Paul Anderson. announcers' clerk, joined the U. S.
Navy.

;J,

li
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RADIO DAILY
Unknown Writer Wins
Movie Radio Credits
"Dr. Christian" Award
Will Be Institutional
(Continued from Page 1)
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CBS dramatic series, for the best edgments i}i radio credits, substitutr
script submitted for the program. ing merely a line to the effect that
Announcement was made by the the player's appearance is "a public
program's star, Jean Hersholt, on his service for your entertainment from
Wednesday night broadcast and the the motion picture industry."
winning script, "Home Is the Son," Thus will be eliminated the tradiwill be produced on the show Wed- tional, "so-and-so appears by cour-

`Ll

I. R. LOUNSBERRY, executive vice-presir.
in Buffalo, spending
few days in New York on network business.

of WGR, Mutual outlet

H. ALLEN CAMPBELL, secretary and gen

of the Michigan Radio Network,
nesday, June 24 (8:30-8:55 p.m., tesy of Blank Pictures and is cur- manager
returned to his Detroit headquarters folios
EWT).
rently to be seen in East Lynne." a short visit in town.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
Unanimous first choice of the Change in phraseology, which was
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,

N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate. judges, Oberg's script won in com- recommended by the Public RelaPresident and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- petition with 9,465 other entries. It tions Committee's planning comeau Treasurer and General Manager; Chester was selected by Walter Wanger,
mittee, will be made by, all AMPP
B. Bohn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States motion picture producer; Ben Hibbs, and MPPDA members as soon as
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10; editor of the "Saturday Evening practicable, it is understood.
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit Post"; Dorothy McCann, producer of
The new policy of substituting inwith order. Address all communications to
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, "Dr. Christian," and Antoinette Perry, dustry for studio credit will not preN. Y.
Phone WIsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, playwright and director.
clude the mention of producer credit
7-6338.

North

Chicago, Ill.
Wabash Ave.

- Frank Burke,
Phone

203

State 7596.

Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyPhone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
wood Blvd.

Twelve winners of other awards
amounting to $350 each also were
chosen and their scripts will be used
during the Summer on the "Dr,

when screen plays or scenes are dramatized on the air. However, a
broader acknowledgment will be em-

ployed, with the statement that the
Christian" program. The competi- dramatization "is heard tonight as
tion was open to all writers, profes- a public service for your entertainsional or amateur.

ment from the motion picture industry."

FINANCIAR_
(Thursday, June 18)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. G Tel.
CBS B
Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common

RCA first Pfd.
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

Wheeling Steel Returning
To Blue Network Oct. 4 Johns -Manville Signs
Cecil Brown Over CBS
(Continued from Page 1)
an increase of

Net

eight stations over

the lineup employed currently.

521/2

72% 71%

521/2

13%

521/2
711/2

131/2

133/4

OVER THE COUNTER

Farnsworth Tel. G Rad.
Stromberg-Carlson

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Bid
13/4

4%

Asked
2
53/4

15

19

19

21

CBS-AFRA Negotiate
New Employee -Pacts
(Continued from Page 1)

renewed contract, so that that item
is not holding up negotiations. Lawrence W. Lowman, vice-president in
charge of operations, and I. S. Becker,

ássistant, are representing the net*brk, and will probably meet with

George Heller, union rep, again next
week.

Heller reported that he concluded

a renewed contract with WQXR, yesterday, obtaining an increase of
slightly over 10 per cent for the eight

announcers. Contract will run for a
year.

AFRA, incidentally, is compiling,
for the first time, a membership
handbook which will contain union's
national network contract, its national commercial code, the transcription
code and the basic phases of Rule 12
dealing with agents. An addenda cov-

ering the Chicago and regional contracts will be included. Book will
be three by five inches in dimensions,

(Continued from Page 1)

It used on the nightly 11:10-11:15, EWT,

High Low Close
Chg. will be the second year on the Blue
116% 1141/2 1151/4 - 11/8 Network for the program.
115/8
115/e
115/e - 3/s
Details of the new contract were
267/8 263/8 263/8 - 3/8
announced after conferences between
8/e
63/4
8/e + 1/2
Blue officials, John L. Grimes, gen3%
31/4
31/4

news period, alternating with Quincy

Howe, William Shirer and Albert
Warner.

Brown, it is understood, will not

WALTER TIBBALS, producer and time bu

for the Blow Co., currently on vacation;

back at his desk Monday, June

29.

RICHARD W. DAVIS, general manager
WNBC, Blue Network station in Hartford -N

Britain, on a flying trip to New York and b.

home the same

day.

JOHN MURPHY, commercial traffic mana
for NBC. leaves tomorrow for Maplecrest, N.
where he will spend a vacation of two weeks

W. C. IRWIN. commercial manager of WIC
uo from North Carolina for cc

Charlotte,

ferences with the New York representatives
the

station.

SHEP FIELDS has left
he

is scheduled for

for Baltimore
theater date.

wise

ANITA KERT, former WLW vocalist w
has been visiting in New York, leaves tomern
for the Coast, where she will vacation ajt.:
visit her folks.

ALLEN WANAMAKER, commercial

of WGTM, Wilson, N. C., has left fo
after visiting in New York for a few da
the local reps.

FLETCHER TURNER, time buyer for
Mathes, Inc., expected back from a v
trip on Monday.

JO TONG. secretary to Emily Holt, ex

nicretary

of American Federation of
Actors. is spending a two-week vacati
Fire Island.

the Parker Pen Co. news
eral advertising manager of Wheeling assume
which gets under way on
Steel, and Critchfield & Co., Chicago program,
56 CBS stations June 27 to be aired
agency handling the account. Last thereafter
and Sundays
broadcast in the current series will from 8:55-9Saturdays
p.m.,
EWT,
and it is Cite Network Reporters;
be June 28.
believed this assignment will go
Only One Actually Safi
to Eric Sevareid or John Daly.
Wheeling, W. Va. - Luncheon in either
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co.
handles
(Continued from Page 1)
honor of Thomas L. Thomas, Metro- both accounts.
politan Opera baritone, will be given
is in the United States, the where'
Sunday at the Wheeling Country
abouts of the others being a matte)
Club by A. J. McFarland, president Executive Post Changes
of supposition, with one believes
of Wheeling Steel Corp. Thomas will
dead from torture at.the hands of the
Guest that night on the "Musical At Columbia Record Corp. Japanese. It marks the first time
Headliner awards have gone to news.
Steelmakers" program, originated to
(Continued from Page 1)
the Blue Network from WWVA, here.
men whose fate was unknown.
Among those to be present. in addi- repertoire matters with Columbia To be awarded at the ninth annual
tion to Mrs. McFarland, will be Mr. artists. Don Law, in charge of re- banquet of the club at the Hotel
and Mrs. John L. Grimes and Mr. and cording and sales work for educa- Claridge, Atlantic City, June 27, the
Mrs. Roy E. Wilson. Wilson is assis- tional and children's records, will silver plaques will go to Royal Arch
tant to Grimes, advertising manager take on additional job of heading Gunnison, MBS correspondent, for
sales activity for chain store accounts, his "consistently good" broadcasts
of Wheeling Steel.
according to announcement by Paul from Manila; to Cecil Brown, CBS,
sales manager of CRC. Law for his reporting of the sinking of
Bing Crosby Time Renews Southard,
is replacing William T. Meyers who the Repulse and Prince of Wales; a
For Year Starting July 23 reported for active duty at Miami and to Bert Silen, Don Bell and Ted
Beach, last week, as a captain in Wallace of NBC, for their broadcast tit
made while Japanese bombs were
the Army Air Corps.
(Continued from Page 1)
raining on Manila.
brother Bob would be his Summer
Gunnison and Silen are reported
replacement on the Kraft Cheese Co.
oli

i1

1;

show.

Arthur Pryor, Sr.

Kraft renewed the same 87 -station
Pryor, 71, noted band leadRed hookup as currently being used erArthur
and composer of more than 250
Thursdays from 9-10 p.m.. EWT. Bob marches,
died yesterday at his home
Crosby takes over for Bing July 2. in West Long
Branch, N. J. He was
the father of Arthur Pryor, Jr., vicein charge of radio for BatU.S. Brazil Navy Salute president
ten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
The U.S. Naval Academy at An- Another son, Roger Pryor, is a well-

and contain about 44 pages. Text of
the project is being prepared sans napolis, and its counterpart in Rio known orchestra leader and former
legal verbiage, so that its compre- De Janeiro, the Brazilian Naval husband of Ann Sothern.
hension will be more easily achieved School, will exchange good -will
The elder Pryor, at the time of his
by the lay membership. Ned Weyer greetings in a special Mutual net- death, was under contract to conduct
is chairman in charge. Booklet should work broadcast today from 9:15-9:30 26 concerts this year on the boardbe Off the presses within a few weeks. p.m.
walk at Asbury Park.

to be Jap prisoners.

Bell was sald',&

to have been bayonetted by the ene'
my and the whereabouts of Wallace
is unknown. Of the five, only Brown
has succeeded in returning safes)'
to this country.
THIS YOUNG WOMAN KNOWS

RADIO

And She Won't Be Draftrrl.'
Five years' experience: programming, act-

ing, continuity, copy. Knows layouts, promotion. Interested in connection with progressive station. Co anywhere. Box 541,
Radio Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York CO.
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WAR -PROGRAM IDEAS

Non-Govt. Causes
WHB's "Mental Maneuvers"

WOR "Vaudeville"

(Continued from Page 1)
Five branches of service are repreVaudeville comes back four times
iccommodated in station sched- sented on WHB's new quiz show, weekly
on WOR, New York, in a
uh where possible.
"Mental
Maneuvers,"
broadcast
Monnew
series
j ue arose in connection with June day, Wednesday, Friday afternoons at ville Show."titled "Ye Olde VaudeConducted by Jerry
when Russian War Relief ap- Kansas City, Mo. Members of the
the quarter-hour program
ched a number of stations re- Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Lawrence,
of the playing of personality
ing programs honoring the Rus- Guard and Maritime Service answer consists
recordings featuring people well' defense of their homeland
about non -secret military known in the entertainment world.
1st the Nazi invasion, but were questions
insignia, uniforms, slang, pro- The "names" make up the majority
:d down on the basis that they data:
not listed by the OFF. Broad- cedure, dress, history and other mat- of the acts, just as they would in a
rs Victory Council, commenting ters of general interest. High scoring regular vaudeville show. Occasional
ie action of these stations, which participant receives a carton of ciga- band and novelty recordings, handrmed "inane," pointed out that rettes. A .souvenir booklet illustrat- picked for their entertainment value,
the Russian War Relief and ing insignia is offered to senders of are used. Before and after each
ad China Relief "are carrying usable questions. Dick Smith, WHB "act," Lawrence describes what is
splendid work." "They deserve program director, emcees the show. taking place on the stage with all
support," BVC said, "and we Program is expected to aid recruit- the color of an actual stage presentation. Applause and laughter records
you'll find room on your pro- ing activities of all services.
are used to give a realistic impression.
schedule to give it to them."
:

IF,

in urging radio observance

e June 22 anniversary, declared

l

"much can be done by broadJingle Bond Prizes
rs to honor the gallant defense True -minded dialers in northern
WPAT's College Show
Russia has displayed-and the California can win new War Bonds "Radio
is the title of
ce its courage renders our own for their "Word Jingles" by listening Montclair Campus"
(N. J.) State Teachers'
tu as allies."
to a new program by that name, College's own weekly radio program
heard Mondays through Fridays on which is broadcast on WPAT, PaterKGO, San Francisco, during the din- son, N. J., every . Saturday morning
Script Department
hour. The show, sponsored by at 11:45. The program includes draHeaded By Al Perkins ner
Pepsi -Cola for its soft drink prod- matic presentations by members of
ucts, awards four $25 bonds each the colleges speech class and talks
promotion of William Spier night for the best four -line jingles.
by members of the faculty.
full-time job as producer for
Al Perkins, who served as as Set "Khaki Serenade"
.t to Spier when he headed the Charges CBC In Need
Inbia

script

department,

has

over the duties of director of

cript division.

Of Authority

Top

As

Mutual

Ascap Script Service

Plans Wide Expansion
(Continued from Page 1)

already have sold the weekly halfhour scripts, after only two weeks
on the air, many to individual sponsors and others on a participating
basis.

Comment of station managers and
program heads was uniformly favor-

able and urged that additional programs be made available. Most frequent suggestion was the addition of
library transcriptions to the record-

ings cued into the scripts, a plan
which is being put into effect emmediately.

As further evidence that the servfinding favor with stations,

ice is

particularly the smaller outlets where
production facilities are greatly limited, an analysis of returned question-

naires revealed that almost without
exception stations are "playing up"

the programs in choice afternoon and

evening time periods, many tieing
them in with a single station personality.

Series in the works for Fall re-

lease, one or more of which will be
in the form of 10 -minute scripts to
be used across-the-board in conjunction with 5 -minute newscasts, are:
"Songs from the Shows," "Marching
to Music" and "History in Music."
Three different series are being prepared on each of the three themes
for distribution to stations in competing markets.
These will be added to the three

series currently running on the
(Continued from Page 1)
As You Like It" theme, which
Herb Trackman, announcer. Track- "Music
will be continued on an indefinite
man was formerly chief announcer basis.
Complete scripts are delivered
at KFEL, Mutual's Denver affiliate, to stations
in 13 -week units.
from
where
the
broadcast
originates.
manager) there is need for a boss Harlos, Thal and Trackman are all
who has some say. It becomes crystal
at the Colorado Air Forces Cream of Wheat Corp.
clear from evidence heard by this stationed
Clerical
School,
Fort Logan.
committee that you haven't got a "Khaki Serenade"
Resuming 'Breakfast Club'
man at the top who has the say first two broadcasts will have its
from Lowry Effective Oct. 2, Cream of Wheat
quickly and decisively, which most
businesses find necessary," Graydon Field, Col., and thereafter will be- Corp. will resume sponsorship of the
come a regular Fort Logan feature, "Breakfast Club," early -morning
said.
(Continued from Page 1)

er joins Brewster Morgan, Earl with Major Gladstone Murray, gen11, Charles Vanda and William eral manager of CBC.
)n as "account executives" un "It seems to me that above you and
he recently revised production Dr. A. Frigon (CBC assistant general

at the network. Each is re for a certain number of
ning programs, each with his

Rule

under the new arrange which was effected to "decen-

budget,

a"

operations of the depart -

y are responsible to Douglas

heard every Tuesday afternoon via riety show aired on the Blue vaNetKFEL.
work. The new contract is for the
Other Mutual broadcasts utilizing 9:45-10 a.m., EWT, period on Friday
the talents of service men are: Tom and Saturday for 26 weeks
75
Slater's "This Is Fort Dix," "Anchors Blue stations, an increase of 17onover
Aweigh," "Halls of Montezuma," its former lineup. BBD&O, MinneapM. J. Coldwell, C.C.F. Party lead- "Stars and Stripes in Britain," "Pass olis, handles the account.

'o er, director of broadcasts for
Rene Morin, chairman of CBC's
1
network, and his assistants, board of governors, could not with
etc' Maulsby and Davidson Taylor. his own business interests be expected to exercise these powers,
Graydon added.
:oltz Series Starts Sunday
$4,000 Appropriation Limit
Ct Holtz, stage veteran who's

J w a co-star in the Broadway hit,

asked Murray if he had these in Review," and the American Eagle Cream of Wheat sponsored two 15 'cities of 1942," is the leading er,
minute segments of the program from
Amer in a new CBS comedy powers before the CBC by-laws were Club broadcasts.
November, 1941, to March,
changed giving added authority to
called "Time Out For Laughs,"
has its debut Sunday, June 21,
0 7:15-7:30 p.m. Highspotted on
e 1 rogram are Holtz's celebrated
ci; and songs by Mildred Bailey.
r

1h

-.1

YNORK

INTIMATE
Nil THE MOST
rECTIVE PROGRAM
MARKET
T AMERICAS LARGEST

------

1942, a

Wrigley Ben Bernie Show
Arranges For Short -Wave

First across-the-board series, Wm.
by the finance committee of the board Wrigley,
Jr., Co.'s new Ben Bernie
of governors.
musical
on
CBS, has been set for
With the committee meeting every
airing to American troops
two months this procedure was in- short-wave
abroad. Aired Monday through Friefficient, Graydon asserted.
day, 5:45-6 p.m., EWT, on 77 CBS

Illlllllllw"EW

1BNV

the assistant general manager. Murray said he had authority for making
appropriations up to $4,000 yearly
salary. Under present practice, all
staff appointments have to be passed

--

áb0 WATTS
BIER METROPOLITAN NEW YORK

Coldwell said the present system stations, each day's program will be
was so inefficient that if a good man short -waved via transcription two
was obtainable by the time his aplater, except for the three-day
plication had been passed through days
week-end
Wrigley's other CBS
the "sieve," weeks might elapse and program, span.
"The First Line" and
he would be picked up by some other "Melody Ranch,"
also are beamed
organization. He suggested an execu- to the troops abroad.
tive chairman for the CBC with wide Arthur Meyerhoff & Co. handles
powers.
the account.

period of 20 weeks, on 58 stations.

(C

SERE ADE'
J-/

Latirí Am

can Tunes
Does

A SELrLING JOB
IN PHILADELPHIA

1S0

KC

Dear:
Tom Revere
This week

Ted Fisher

Margaret Wylie
Ed Wilhelm
Tom McDermott

George Durum

Bill Maillefert
Walter Neff
and Bill Rogow
Linnea Nelson

Saving Time",
"Moonlight
ht show
all-nig
WOR
c..
that unique
as m'
Lawrence
Jerry
featuring
old
is one year
as

advertisers
Products,
radio
such well-known Meat, Carter
Golan Wines, and
Philco Illinois
Firearms,
Strauss Stores
Marlithis
Inca
show with
J. Fox,
I
have used
many others

In that year.'

success

first year on
received
months
Time"
Within 5
Saving
34
,Mo
in
WOR, "Moonlight from listeners
in
states.
voluntary mail cities. Such
948
Kansas.
states and
S Dakota,
Canada
and the
as Oregon
well as
fact,
Texas, Iowa-as
living
Canal Zone.
changing
ht Saving
Today with war
"Moonlig
in
nation,
part
habits of a
necessary
very
smart timebuYer'
Time" fills
of every
your
the schedule
WOR today for
the first
wire
Write, call or
4 cities",
of
of
"a tale
ever
study
s
for
and most intensive g. Ask, too,
Saving Time"
all-night listeniMoonlight
data on
further

consistent

of

Carlos Franco

Dick Dunkel
Ed Fitzgérald
Jack Laemmar
Reggie Schuebel

Tom Carson
Tom Lynch
Tom Maguire

Jim Neale
Dick Marvin

Carroll Newton

..

and all you other

timebuyers which lack
of space won't permit
us to mention .

workthe

VIOR
in New York
Broadway,
1440
PE 6_8600

THINKS
SPONSOR
4ERE'S

WHAT ONE "Moonlight.
SHOW,

UNIQUE

Of WOWS

Saving

Time"

,

ALL-NIGHT
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We originated the unpainted

briar root pipe

ViLlíthe I~ ipe

-
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400 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK

_

TeleDhonee

) ELdurado 6-8821
5-0139
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March 5, 1942

Mr. R. C. Maddux
in Charge of Sales
Vice President
Radio Station WOR
New York, New York
Dear Mr. Madduxt

what a fine job
in knowing
be
interested
Pipe Shop.
doing for the Wilke
occurred to us that you may
Saving Time" is
It has
"Moonlight
middle
Jerry Lawrence's
three nights a week the
that.
let
it
go
at
announcements
WOR with
weeks and
we
came
on
for
four
another
As you know,
intending to try radio
extended our contract for
of last December,results were so good that we
But preliminary
we're glad we did:
13 weeks - and now
clientele is well Our regular
traceable to the
decidedly.
increased
customers
out
the
new
Our store traffic has
so we can easily pick
defense workers, college
established, and
taxi-drivers,
purchases - we know
Air-raid wardens,
have come in to make
influence of WOR.
and soldiers
One woman who couldn't
because we asked them:
boys, night-watchmen
they heard our announcements
pipes for her husband.
several expensive
sleep bought
and we end up
York area,
mail brings
coverage of only the New
Daily,
now,
our
were buying
States!
We thought we
whole
United
in
Minnesota, in
in Florida,
practically the
in
Canada,
by getting
have been repreOver 20 states
and orders from listeners
the line.
in inquiries
Iowa, and so on down
Wisconsin, in
weeks alone.
sented in the last few
that Jerry Lawrence
and sincerity
the
enthusiasm
of
our pipes and
impressed with
We're especially
commercial announcements to do with our
and
into
his
had a lot
puts into his program We certainly feel that he's
accessories.
smoking
like to
success.
results and we thought you'd
all
these
pleased with
Naturally, we're
know it.
Cordially,

Anna Wilke
The Wilke Pipe Shop

AW;jm

ZLfje Jhome

of Mile

jbarcrap Stlíxture
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By JAC WILLEN

REYNOLDS PACKARD,

Rome, on the "People's

J. Walter Thompson Company, to act

East. Heard on the program, June 18,
were William Powell, Martha Tilton,
Georgie Jessel, Gene Autry, Brenda

and Cobina, Judy Garland, and Al

Pearce and His Gang.
Red Skelton is expected to be ele-

vated to stardom by MGM Studios
during the summer as a result of his
meteoric rise as one of America's
most popular air comedians during
his one year on the NBC networks.
Billie Burke and Oscar Levant will

be guests on the Rudy Vallee program Thursday over KECA. Rudy
and Joan Davis are still at Camp
Castaway, where this week's drama
will be unfolded.
When Harry W. Flannery, former

CBS Berlin correspondent, asked Edward G. Robinson, "Big Town" star,
to autograph his new book, "Assignment to Berlin," the Rinso star came
up with á new slant. Instead of the
conventional business of signing his

name .and writing a few beautiful
words, Robinson drew a caricature
of Flannery on a blank page in the
Judy Garland gets in one more visit
Sunday-her third this season-to
"Charlie McCarthy's" program before

he and his pals quit the air for a

summer vacation. She will be welcomed by "Charlie," Edgar Bergen,
Abbott and Costello, and Ray Noble
and his orchestra.
"Fibber McGee" leader, Billy Mills,
World War I bandmaster and ar-

ranger of note, is scoring an entire
album of currently popular tunes for
modern military band instrumentation.
Leonard L. Levinson, writer for
"The Great Gildersleeve," has been
,"
"w.

;l

;;

appointed radio consultant to the
Office df Facts and Figures in Holly-

wood, working with Nat Wolff on

the summer's NBC "Victory Parade"
which will air in the Jack Benny time,
and the CBS "Victory Theater" which

will take the "Radio Theater" hour
(Lux) during the summer layoffs of
those programs. Levinson will work
directly under William B. Lewis, radio coordinator for the OFF in Washington. He is taking the job without
pay and will continue with it in
addition to his "Gildersleeve" stint.

Wedding Bells

Bert Georges, general manager and
executive vice-president of WHEB,
Inc., Portsmouth, N. H., will be married to Justine Flint, of Kittery,
Maine, soon. Miss Flint is a former

newspaper woman of the "Boston

American" and the "Portsmouth Herald." Georges was recently appointed
to the Broadcasters Victory Council.

Platfot

program, tomorrow (WABC-C

has invited Maurice Holland, of the

as producer on the "Command Performance" programs, Army shortwave shows tb the boys in the
Service, sponsored by the War Department, and heard every Thursday
over NBC. Vick Knight, who produced the first 17, has been called

fort

head of the United Press bureau

LT. COL. E. M. KIRBY, chief of the
Radio Branch of Public Relations,

This Could Mean Something!

p.m.) .

(But Undoubtedly Doesn't!)

GLORIA CALLEN, senior n
women's backstroke swimming

Charlie Ross of Paramount Music, calls his boss. Dick Murray

of Paramount Pictures to ask for the afternoon off-his wife, Peggy. presented him with a 6 lbs. 6 oz. boy at Flower Fifth Avenue Hospital....
"Grand Central Station" people talking to other agencies because it folds
for Rinso June 26th....Barry Wood walking down the street looking at
his reflection in store windows-just got a picture offer.... Alan Courtney
rushes up to White Plains to present a plaque to Glenn Miller on the
latter's Chesterfield program. Does so well-he may become a feature on
one of those shows....Joe Hasel worried stiff-hoping his BLU bosses
like him. Doesn't he know that his nitely show has a rating topping the
sportscasters of the two other networks-second only to Stan Lomax at
WOR?

Bill Weisman in a huddle on 6th Ave. with WHN's Bert Lebhar
and Ira Herbert. Maybe taking WHN's overflow of spot announcements
to his WLIB?
Ezra Stone in army uniform goes to a local bank and
purchases war bonds as birthday gifts to relatives ...A classic sponsor
story happened only last week. Client didn't approve of a package bought
by the agency. However, others sold him on the idea. For some twenty
weeks that the show was on the air, client never attended or listened to
the show. He would listen to another show he had on the air.... A week
before cancelling the first show, he attended one of the broadcasts. Next
day the agency asked him whether he still felt the same about that show.
Sponsor said he was and the agency man insisted that he give a reason
for his dislike. The client gave the answer: "Too much applause on the
program." Show was cancelled and the agency no longer has the account!

pion, on "Jack Dempsey's All Quiz," tomorrow (WOR-Mutua
p.m.) .

EVELYN WYCKOFF, sopra
the St. Louis Municipal Opera
Sunday (WABC-CBS, 2:30 p

WILLIAM BRIDGES, curat

publications

bands which have been touted by managers, agents, press agents and
those so-called "music experts" (not us) as the "new sensation" and
"coming king of swing." etc., who have ended up in bankruptcy or disbanded their bands to join the organizations of other top leaders. One
of these days we'll run a list of the bands we touted and the quotes published under the dateline. Three names to occur now are Artie Shaw,
Woody Herman and Charlie Barnett....We hear that Tom Slater and
Julius Seebach, the WOR vice-president, have been washing dishes
every Wednesday night at the Stage Door Canteen.... Imagine the em.
barrassment of that executive's secretary who finally got around to the
written recommendation of WEEI's Harold Fellowes to get after Laura
Deane Dutton for a network build-up. She called Miss Dutton to come in
for an audition-only to learn that the gal was under contract to the BLU....
We like Senator Ford's nimble wit on the "Can You Top This?" stanzas....It
Biow moves Charlie Martin to the coast, and most of the "wolves" are

Zoo,"
p.m.) .

Sunday

(WABC-CBS,

RICHARD ARNELL, British
poser, on the Vera Brodsky pr
Sunday (WABC-CBS, 12:15 p.
CLIFTON FADIMAN, literary.

of the "New Yorker" and mast
ceremonies on "Information Pl
and JOHN COURNOS' author
critic, on "Invitation to Le
Sunday (WABC-CBS, 11:30 a.m.

REV. ROLAND TRAVER, m

the Warburton Avenue B
Church in Yonkers, on "Colu
Church of the Air," Sunday (W
CBS, 10 a.m.).

Stork News
Frank Allen, member of the
Cincinnati, agricultural depar

has been passing around the c
His first child, a son, was born
15, at Good Samaritan Hospital,
cinnati.

Qom, 10 NEW YORK
Stay "Where Radio City
Meets Times Square"
Friendly

atmosphere-spacious,

ful rooms make you feel at home
from home!

JCI O
Reason-

chef)

ow

ROOMS, each with radl
and

bath,

from $2.50

.a,e.

able All expense

Tours.

Boris Karloff asked Director Hi Brown after an "Inner Sanctum"
broadcast whether a gangster ghost was the black sheet of the family!
Steve Wilhelm, news commentator on NBC stations in the southwest is
in N.Y. conferring with Jack Adams and Russel Seeds agency on program
audition involving weekly appearances of a movie celebrity to originate
from N.Y. and Hollywood!

details.

Write for

HOTEL

VI
a

- Remember Pearl Harbor

o

Reed King's "What's New a

in the service there, Charlie will go crazy in an open and unopposed
field!

Bronx

kangaroos; VAN COOK, assist
the animal hospital, and E
CHACE, expert on insects, on

of

Walter O'Keefe talking with Myron Kirk of the Kudner office.
O'Keefe will emcee the Fleischmann show during the Charlie McCarthy
hiatus for Kudner. Band not selected yet. Jack Pearl is slated for a guest
shot on the show.... The Jimmie Fidlers keep counting the days 'till their
daughter takes the first step....Benny Goodman is still drawing terrific
mobs to the Paramount Theater-yet a short while back they said "New
King of Swing Crowned," "Goodman Slips"....Yet we could name twenty

the

at

JIMMY RIMMER, keeper

TMAVL. at stunT. NEW YORK
RONALD A. BAKER, McAedse
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GENCIES
OCTER & GAMBLE has cant

its

spot schedules for Lava

Account will return in the

it is understood.
es.

Biow Co.

kG PET FOOD CO., manufacof dehydrated dog food, has
Peck

Advertising. Agency,

to handle its advertising.

itMOND RUBICAM, chairman
executive committee of Young

bicam, has been named to the
Manpower Commission under
V. McNutt. He will act as
1 assistant to Chairman McNutt,
g without compensation.
NINE - THOMPSON CO., INC.,

een elected to membership in

By Sid Weiss
BIGTOWN SMALL TALK: Scrappy Lambert new sales manager at Kermit

"Typical Father of the Orchestra World" by the committee in charge of
such nonsense ....Harry Hayden new general manager of the "Guide"
magazines.... Add resemblances: Ted Collins and G-man Hoover....
Recommended: Peggy Marshall's arrangement of "Johnny Doughboy"one of the best we've heard.... Network tip: Julianna Morgan, who crossed
the B'way wiseguys by producing two shows (thereby smashing the jinx
about women producers) stepping into radio with a brand new set of
ideas....Fred Williamson, former manager of Frederick Bros. N.Y. offices,
continuing with the firm as a special rep.. .Bill Gailmor, WHN com-

mentator, scooped the entire ether with his veiled reference to the big
Washington confab just made public via the press....Dick Ritter, who
handled audition appointments for the Blue, now in the army.... Jay
Meredith signed for new "Aunt Jenny" series.

PEPPER CO., Dallas, has been

Helping Hand" as their official theme. Caught on the Fred Allen
show Sunday night, th,e recitation packed plenty of drama and
sock and as a matter of fact is practically a saga of the Red Cross.

i JERAL FOODS CORP. has

with the Federal Trade
to cease representing
'Swans Down Cake Flour is
ission

Incidentally, the Allen Crossley continues to climb despite the heat,
Howard Reilly will bé happy to learn. Taking over the directorial
reins when Vick Knight went ,into government short-wave service,
Howard has turned in a veteran's performance.

*

r; cred to any other flour by 'three

as many women'." Young &
u ºm, Inc., also signed the stiput

*

*

Addie Klein, who scores so solidly in "Uncle Harry," will guest on
WQXR's "Women in War" Friday morning....Charlie Martin insists that
this

fall will see one of his plays on B'way....Form of

criticism:

Ken

Antic Coast Network
lans July 1 Opening

Lyons' crack about the guy who had a commercial stomach-but a sustaining mind'
WOV's Maxine Keith is devoting her spare moments to
teaching English to refugees.... D'Artega has arranged to invite 30 under-

E' nal opening of the Atlantic

privileged kiddies each week to his radio show....Gladys Shelley has
written "Minute Man of America" in collaboration with Charlie Kenny.
Royalties will be turned over to the USO.... A tip of the hat to Winnie
Law, whose advice on casting problems keeps NBC directors happy....

Network, new seven -station
)o p of Bulova stations, has been
d until about July 1 because
lculty of securing proper telelines and other technical de-

ll 1111 of which will be ironed out

dl course, according to Harold

L ount, Bulova executive. WNEW

lil =y the new web which is being
priented nationally by John Blair
Cc Edward Codel is general man r,

9
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June 19
MI Coleman
Gwen Davies
Aiy Donnelly
Alden Edkins
tin Gabel Charlotte Harriman
Lombardo
Dickson McCoy
ods Moore
Mildred Murray

tinia Payne
Ed Thorgersen
June 20
Matthew D. Crowley
Joseph A. Feintuch
Howard
Kenny Stevens
June 21
t

Allen

e Austin
k Gordon

Phil Romano. whose orchestra paces "Top Notchers," has captured the old
vaudeville flavor in his playing in the 44th St. Theater pit.. ..Sammy Hill
cast as a 13 -year -old youngster on "Bess Johnson"....Believe-it-or-not, Ben

Pratt was called by a director last week who asked if any of his girls
could read for a new part on a nite-time show. "Not one of them is right
for the part," replied Manager Ben-as the director fainted....Mike Fitzmaurice gets the sort of break he's been waiting for in a featured singing
role in "The Chocolate Soldier" which opens on the 23rd at Carnegie Hall.
...Marcia Neil, soloing for the first time on the Philip Morris show, headed
for an NBC build-up. (Ray Block sez she's the find of the season).

4

Jack Arthur
Zelman Brounoff

Gail Laughton

5

-

Raymond.... Gloria Stuart signed as the femme lead in the Bill
Rowland flicker to be filmed in the east.... Woody Herman tagged as

The Red Cross could do worse than adopt Irving Mansfield's "The

i. fitted
o

WORDS AND music

dvertising Federation of Amer was reported yesterday.

d to membership in the Assot of National Advertisers.
t

7
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*

*

*

Shock to the entire industry was the sudden passing away of
Linn Borden the other day., Linn was one of the most promising

of this year's crop of comedians (he was heard on "Uncle Walter's
Dog House" and "Private Linn Borden Reports") and had just
signed a five-year contract which would have netted him half a
million dollars when he succumbed to heart trouble. He leaves a
widow, Mrs. Babian, in New York City.

*

*

*

Jean McCoy an addition to "Kitty Foyle"....Sylvia Leigh has been
written out of the "Aldrich Family" for the summer. She's operating her

own stock company in Wheaton, Ill. for the summer months.. .Toni Gilbert,
formerly on the radio staff at Wm. Esty, has written a new show, "Canteen

Society," heard nitely on WHN, Edelbrau Beer sponsors the show....It's
wedding bells for Bob Wilson and Marion Clarisa Taylor this Saturday....
That old gag about the actor who said "you should've caught me at the
grave" has a topper in the one about the actor who wired his agent as
follows: "My wife died after the matinee show. Went on as a single at
nite and wowed them!"

new BU5IDE5S
WINS, New York: Sachs Quality
Furniture, Inc., 60 ET anns. weekly

for 26 weeks, thru William Goldman;
Piel Bros, (beer), half-hour weekly
quiz programs, thru Sherman K.

Ellis; Pepperidge Farms Co., "Thru
A Kitchen Window" participations,

3 times weekly for 13 weeks, thru
Kenyon & Eckhardt; William H.
Wise, Inc., six 5 -minute programs

weekly for 3 weeks, thru Northwest

Radio Advertising Co.; Ex -Lax, Inc.,

10 ET anns. weekly renewal for 7
weeks, thru Joseph Katz Co.; I. J.
Fox, Inc., 70 anns. weekly for 6
weeks, thru Louis Kashuk; Associated
Broadcasting Co., 3 quarter-hour programs and 5 half-hour programs

weekly, renewal for 26 weeks, thru
Furman, Feiner & Co.; Riggio Tobacco
Co.,

100 ET anns. weekly for

weeks, thru M. H. Hackett,

26

Inc.;

Commerce Insurance Agency, 3 quarter-hour programs daily, renewal for

13 weeks, thru Klinger Advertising

Corp.; Select Theaters, Inc., 12 anns.

weekly for 13 weeks, thru Blaine
Thompson Co.; Pabst Blue Ribbon
Beer (distributor), half-hour program

daily except Sunday for 52 weeks;

Hudson Canadian Fur Co., 12 quarter-

hour programs weekly, renewal for
26 weeks; Freehold Trotting Assn.,
80 anns., thru Radio Advertising

Corp. of America; Holy Name Society

of the Department of Sanitation of
New York City, remote broadcast;

Committee For Wayside Evangelism,

15 -minute programs weekly for 13
weeks.

KVCV,

Redding:

Dr.

Corley's

Products (health foods), health talks,

through Rufus Rhoades Agency;
Langendorf United Bakeries (bread) ,
Fulton Lewis, through Leon Liv-

ingston Agency; Acme Brewing Co.
(beer and ale), "Breakfast Club"
participation.

Hart Substitutes For Block
With Martin Block on vacation,

Maurice Hart, WNEW announcer, has
taken over his chores, including

Block's commercials on Procter &
Gamble's NBC Red network program,
"Pepper Young's Family." Hart is

handling morning and evening "Make
Believe Ballroom" stints on WNEW.
Dennis James, another WNEW
staff announcer, is substituting as an-

nouncer on Kate Smith's daily noon
commentary on CBS for Art Millett,
who is ill.
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Chairman Fly Explains Objections
To Changes via Sanders Measure
(Continued from Page 1)

make a grant without a hearing we

must find not only that public interest

would be served thereby but also
that the grant would not aggrieve or
adversely affect the interest of any

licensee, applicant or other person),

applicants and parties
with a substantial legal interest.
Testimony on this point tended to
show that the Commission had been
liberal in granting petitions of intervention. Fly estimated that, out of a
total of 217 petitions to intervene,
124 had been granted, 37 dismissed
to licensees,

COAST -TO -COAST
JOAN HARDING, staff comment;
of WMAL, Blue affiliate in Wa

ington, D. C., will take over her

thoroughness with which the pro- assignment on "Men of the Se
posed findings are prepared. In 24 day when she will interview
per cent of the cases in which counsel Gen. Edward A. Ostermann, a
have filed exceptions, the proposed and inspector of the U. S.
findings were reversed and in 13 Corps. Concentrating on the
per cent of the cases the proposed Corps from Washington, Miss
findings were modified although the ing will be heard regularly o

f

Friday afternoon broadcast,
was not changed.
rewards legal maneuvers and obstruc- without prejudice, 12 withdrawn and decision
George Hicks, speaking from
The
FCC
chairman
made
strenuous
tive tactics.
only 44 or about 20 per cent had been objection to Sections 5 C and O of York, will continue as waterfro
Sees "Harassment"
denied.
the bill (covering the filing of pro- porter Monday through Thu
"By subjecting newcomers in the
Discuss H.R. 5497 at Length
tests and of petitions for rehearing), The series is aired daily on th
radio broadcasting field to harass- Most of yesterday's testimony was contending that they would operate from 3:35-3:45 p.m., EWT. Hic
ment and delay, the bill definitely devoted to the Commission Chair- to postpone the effective date of the also be aired in a "Men of th
broadcast from 9:45-9:55 p.m.,
acts to keep them out of the field. man's opinion of the procedural pro- Commission's order.
R
#
Once the objecting party consumes a visions of H.R. 5497. Another objecCites Injustice to "Newcomers"
year in hearings and proceedings be- tion he had to the bill was that it
Attempting
to
match
the ti
fore the Commission he can move repealed Section 5 of The Communi- Fly said, "Under the proposed bill the current song hit, "Breat

the matter to the courts for another cations Act which gives the FCC
year or so. What man of moderate authority to delegate some of its funcmeans would apply for a station in tions to individual Commission
face of such conditions? In my judg- boards and the like. He described
ment that is not a proper policy to the operations of the FCC administra_
follow with respect to radio broad- tive board and introduced exhibits
casting where the right of entry is tending to show it would "border on
already severely limited by physical the fantastic" to require the entire
factors. The Commission now has, Commission to pass on hundreds of
and should continue to have, the au- detailed routine matters.
thority to avoid these delays and Rep. Sanders commented that if
thus enable prompt additional ser- H.R. 5497 did not permit delegation
vice to the public when it appears of authority to continue, the omission
from the application that public in- had been "unintentional."
The Congressman added, "division
terest will be served by a grant."
and not delegation of authority was
Defends Intervention Rule
Fly had a somewhat similar objec-

tion to the proposed change in the

the point in controversy here."
Opposes Section 10

is laid down as an inflexible rule
Brose and Jim Roberts
that new stations cannot come into Carl
WMAM,
Marinette, Wis., pla
operation until after the conclusion Shep Fields
recording of the t
of hearings which could be demanded more than twice
normal
virtually as of right by existing of 33 rotations perthe
minute.
T
licensees, and which they could pro- mail' response was so unanim
tract almost indefinitely. This pro- its demand for a repeat, that th
it

vision, it is submitted, practically have had to hike up the speed
gives to existing licensees the power disk
several times a week!
to keep newcomers off the air for

long periods,

a power which the

Congress has for more than 15 years

expressly, negatived.

Existing

li-

censees could advance their selfish
interests by filing protests or petitions for rehearing

which would

*

s

Sammy Kaye and his swin
sway orchestra, currently hea
the "Sunday Serenade" each we
2 p.m., over NBC, will pay a
visit to the Army base at Ft.

automatically postpone the establish- mouth, N. J., Monday, June 22.

ment of new facilities and thus re- band will play the tune prey

selected by the soldiers in a
Another section of the Sanders Bill sult in the injury of the public."
Commission's intervention rule, that which the FCC Chairman specifically
larity poll.
Fears Endless Hearings
*
s
*
a proposed intervenor must show his argued against was No. 10, requiring The witness said that under the
interest in the proceedings and how that the trial examiner shall in all Sanders Bill, a licensee could reThe
new
tune
called
"Here
his participation therein would have cases issue an intermediate report frain from intervening in a hearing
Night"
was
written
by
WEBR's,
this right of intervention, "whether prior to consideration of a case by on an application, even though he falo, N. Y., Pete Krug....Helen
or not he had anything to contribute the Commissioners themselves.
was entitled to do so, and then file WEBR's contest club mentor,
to the hearing." He also charged
Fly explained that under the pres- a petition for rehearing after the recipient of a hand -sewn han
that the Commission under the bill ent practice time and effort was application
had been granted. He chief sent her by a fan who expl
would have no discretion in drafting saved for all concerned by having added, "Under
proposed bill, the "Every year I send one of my
the issues but would have to desig- the Commission issue the proposed filing of such athe
would auto- handkerchiefs to the person wh
nate applications for hearings on the findings of facts and conclusions after matically stay petition
the effectiveness of given me the most enjoyment
issues contained in the protest.
reviewing the record.
Commission's action. It is not the air. This year I am sending
The FCC witness went on, "it He went on, "the main complaint, the
difficult to imagine the use to which you."
would be sanguine to expect protests against the present practice is that this device could be placed. A lifrom interested parties to contain the Commission, once having issued censee might very well decide not
clear and sharply defined issues. It proposed findings, has made up its to intervene in the hearing where especially in wartime, to comm
has been the Commission's experience mind and accordingly any other rem- several licensees have already done cate with points not covered by
license.
that it is impossible to conduct a edies which are afforded to the
knowing full well that if the In connection with the FCC's sPe'
hearing with any dispatch where parties are purely formalistic. Be- so,
decision should go in favor of the cial authorizations, Fly reviewed the
there are many parties involved. cause the proposed findings are the applicant
have another WLW case, about which earlier witVarious procedural devices are Commission's, the argument runs, that opportunityheto would
get
the
nesses had testified. He stressed th
utilized for time consumption. Fre- the Commission is naturally loathe to postpone the actionCommission
granting the the original license issued to WLW
quent continuances are necessary; to change its mind on final argument. application. The opportunities
which
the situation is bad enough even I can assure you that this is not so." this presents for harassing applicants to increase its power to 500 kw. was.
special -and experimental, containing'
when attorneys are diligent and coare thus unbounded."
Itemizes Cases
the clause that it could be terminated
operative; it is much worse when deTabulating the Commission's proat any time without notice or heat.
Rehearing
Petition
Not
a
Stay
lay is the point to be gained. Thus, posed
Fly said, that of 160
ing at the Commission's discretion.
the proposed intervention rule would issued findings,
no exceptions at all were filed Under the present law, Fly pointed
provide a great field day for lawyers." in 84 cases.
To Continue Testimony
Breaking down the 76 out, filing of a petition for rehearing
"Almost Insuperable Difficulties"
Fly refused to say that he con.
cases for which exceptions were filed, does not operate as a stay unless the
sidered Mutual's type of netwot'.
Meanwhile, he went on, prospective he said, that in 18 cases the findings FCC so directs.
applicants would face "almost in- were set aside and the order changed. The FCC chairman then went on operations better than the CBS -NE
superable difficulties" since the Com- In 10 cases the findings were modified to say that provisions which the systems. Asked what were the rela'
mission no longer would be able to but the decision unchanged, while in Federal Communications Bar Asso- tive merits of stations owning a net'
act expeditiously on their applica- 48 cases the proposed findings were ciation wrote into the bill would work, and a network owning sta
make the procedure not only in radio tions, the FCC chairman replied, in
adopted without any change.
tions.
After tangling with the witness on "The first thing to be noted is that cases, but in every type of applica- one case the horse is in front of theit
this question, Representative Sanders, in 53 per cent of the cases, counsel tion for an instrument of authoriza- cart, and in the other the horse
sponsor of the bill, indicated the accepted the proposed findings and tion "cumbersome and lengthy." This in back-and feeding out of the cares
would be especially true in the case contents."
Committee might give serious con- proceeded no further,"
The FCC chairman will continue
sideration to Fly's suggestion that Fly observed, "this in itself, is of special authorizations the Comthe right of intervention be limited strong indication of the care and mission issues to common carriers, his testimony today.
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AFA Meeting Under Way
Heavy Network Sked

On The Job
Watertown, N. Y.-Commercialmindedness of Silas Hibbard Ayer
III can be attributed to his father,

NEA Convention

who is a salesman at WATN of
.oven broadcasts, five by CBS and

this city. Youngster, on being inter-

be held
In

ning the local marble championship. offered his father the advantages of the resultant radio and
newspaper plugs to further dad's
influence among his accounts.

by the Blue Network, have al y been scheduled in connection
the convention of the National

t
r

ration
27
Lion,

a

it

t

Association

to

to July 2 in Denver.

Columbia has announced

will have an exhibit of the

viewed on the station by WATN

sportscaster Hank Elliott after win-

n erous pamphlets and books used

;onnection with the network's
ational activities. CBS is also
ling its regularly scheduled

it

e
b

((onlirnred nn Pope 3)

B Sales Managers

Bolster Exec Committee
'ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

a s h i n g to n-Additional appoint -

,s to the Sales Managers ExecuCommittee of the NAB were

ti

unced Friday by President
Miller. Frank R. Bowes,
Boston, will represent large
;t )ns; William Malo, WDRC, Harta

[V 'lle

Conn., will represent medium

")

a ms; Dietrich Dirks, KTRI, Sioux
it
Ia., small stations, and Don
(Continued on Page 2)

a Net Gave 72 Hours
1. War Effort During May
le Network contributed a total

hours and 43 minutes to the war

)f

t during May. The total figure
nl

u
ni

des 62 hours and 21 minutes of
ining time, and 9 hours and 22
,tes of sponsored time. Programs
as the "National Farm and Home

-I (
Vc

'

Anent Petrillo Talk

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Close on the heels of
his nomination for a second term
as FCC Commissioner, James Lawrence Fly has won his fight to retain
Dr. Goodwin Watson as chief analyst
of the foreign broadcast monitoring
(Continued on Page 6)

TN

(Continued on Page 2)

on the air" Friday night
hen it took its mobile unit to
anklin Field and recorded the

I

:lion highlights of the battle exvaganza of the Army show held
the stadium. The recording was
red Saturday night 90 minutes

fore official opening of the show.
s inducing listeners to attend
e spectacle.

Under Aegis Of The CIA

fame, have been obtained by the

Advertising Federation of America
for opening day addresses today, to
supplement a program of "names"
in business and government, for its
thirty-eighth annual convention and
advertising exposition at the Hotel

LAST week might be termed "inventory week" in the broadcasting industry, with the Treasury Department's announcement of the results of its study of radio's cooperation

(Continued on Page 2)

.

By BOB LITZBERG

mention the "Treasury Star Parade,"
ET show on 682 stations; "American
Opera Festival" on MBS; the PepsiCola "War Bond Jingle Contest" and

the Tommy Dorsey series on the

and with the government's Blue Network; and typical outstandannouncement of a proposed special ing original shows on WJAX and
survey to determine the effects of WJHP, Jacksonville, WCMI, Ashland,
the war upon the industry's em- Ky., WBML, Macon, Ga., and KTRI,
ployees. The Treasury's report, in Sioux City, Ia., among others.
addition to revealing the vast amount The announced study of broadof free time given to announcements casting's personnel status will unand programs, singled out for special
(C'ontinued on Page 2)

Ir

(Continued on Page 6)

In cooperation with the Office of Eric Sevareid Signed
the Coordinator of Inter -American
On CBS By Parker Pen
Affairs (Rockefeller Committee), the
Blue Network on June 29 will launch Eric Sevareid has been signed for
a new children's serial, "Sea Hound," the Parker Pen Co. news show which
(Continued on Pape 6)
gets under way twice -weekly on 56
CBS stations June 27. Previous to
his appointment as Director of the

wEIEV
QAID'o *
. Radio Keeps Plugging
.

irst

About NAB Attitude

Joseph B. Eastman, director of
Office of Defense Transportation, and
Rear Admiral Frederick C. Sherman,
U.S.N., commander of the aircraft
carrier "Lexington" of Coral Sea

Washington-FCC Chairman James
L.
Fly told the House Interstate and
Mutual States Policy Foreign
Commerce Committee Friday he thought it would be a "good
idea" if the NAB membership would Commodore. Convention's preview
its
leadership. His
(Continued on Page 51
statement was a part of the second
Seeking to clarify its policy in re- heated airing of Fly's relationship
gard to individual disputes among
(Continued on Page 3)
Finds N.Y. Stations
affiliated outlets with the AFM, Fred
Weber, general manager of MBS, on Forbes WCCO Manager:
Friday revealed the network's status
Succeeds Earl Gammons 'Snubbing' Suburbs
on such matters and took exception
to the AFM's president arbitrarily
William E. Forbes, for the past Newspaper editors
"placing MBS in the middle."
in suburban
Petrillo at the recent AFM con- four years assistant to Donald W. areas
served
by
New
York
stations
Thornburgh,
CBS
vice-president
vention in Dallas indicated that the
in are practically unanimous in
general course for networks would charge of West Coast operations, has opinion that New York station their
been appointed general manager of gramming has been too aloof topro(Continued on Page 6)
the
WCCO, Minneapolis -St. Paul, replacinterests
and
needs
of
the
outlying
(Continued on Page 2)
Congress Gives Okay
communities; that programs have
been provincially New York or of
On Retaining Watson New Children's Serial
a vague, national character, account -

' of Inter -American Affairs, other

Philadelphia-WCAU obtained a

Fly Makes No Bones

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Bob Ripley's "Believe It or
presented through the Coordi-

WCAU "First"

War Angles To Dominate Convention
With Generous `Name" Sprinkling
Scheduled On Speakers' List

Celebration
Chicago-It will be "old home

week" on the "Quiz Kids" second
anniversary program Wednesday.
which will feature the four original kids-Van Dyke Tiers, Gerard
Darrow, Joan Bishop and Cynthia
Cline. Since the show's inception
110 children have participated and
$53,500 in Government Bonds has

been awarded
youngsters.

to

the victorious

.10

141.4)
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COMING and GOINC

111

(Continued from Page 1)

doubtedly have a more direct effect
on the industry than any other government move of recent months;
already hard-pressed to secure experienced technicians, radio, it is

tion and the Rockefeller Committee.

...Radio Writers' Guild and NBC

dent,

writers.

Baltimore, were in town Friday for conferenc ,l
at the offices of MBS.

consummated a deal covering news
Decision of the Ford Motor Co. to

believed, will receive some sort of follow General Motors with a neta temporary draft -deferred status as work show was still in the process
a result of the study, which will be of negotiation and was expected to
participated in by the FCC, War be announced momentarily.... FCC
Manpower Commission and the Selec- dismissed 22 applications for new
tive Service Board. In announcing standard -band stations, 17 FM apthe survey at his press conference, plications and 9 power -increase reFCC Chairman Fly advised radio engineers and technical experts to think
twice before leaving the industry
and especially the smaller station

where the employment problem is
becoming more acute.
On the war front last week radio
rolled up its sleeves to do a job on
the rubber salvage campaign. Washington spokesman indicated that the

quests in line with the Commission's
wartime

policy

of

freezing

new

broadcast construction....Blue Network announced a number of improvements of its affiliates' facilities.
...Short-lived strike of 21 engineers

at KMOX, St. Louis, is expected to

result in the formulation of a na-

tional policy in respect to hiring of

women to replace men as technicians
industry would be called upon to at radio stations....Ascap announced
"prove its worth as a medium of a large scale expansion of its new
mass communication and persuasion" programming script service.
in this most crucial two-week camNew formula eliminating free mopaign. In the meantime broadcasters tion picture plugs by guest stars was
attended government agency meet- agreed upon by the Hays office of
ings, planned and scheduled new the film industry.... CBS and AFRA
war -effort programs, helped to launch are negotiating for a renewed con-

the Treasury's "10% Pledge" cam- tract for staff announcers, directors
paign...Appointment of Elmer Davis and producers in New York....Busito the newly created Office of War ness signed during the week inInformation received the enthusiastic cluded: signing by Lever Bros. for
approval of both press and radio.... the time vacated for the summer by

Renomination of FCC Chairman Fly
to the Commission was sent by President Roosevelt to the Senate for approval, which is expected to be forthcoming

the Jack Benny show on NBC; setting
of 50 stations on NBC by Esso Marketers for its broadcast of the Army -

Navy football broadcast; renewal of

Testimony before the General

Mills'

"Stories

America

HOPE H. BARROLL, JR., executive vice -pre
and ANDREW HILGARTNER, of WFE

1_-

WILLIAM A. RIPLE, commercial manager a
promotion director of WIRY, return

-

sales

over the week-end to his Troy headquartr
after being in New York since Thursday.
-

BERT HAUSER, sales promotion manag
the Blue Network, is on a business t

Chicago and Minneapolis.

KEN CHURCH, sales manager of WKRC,
cinnati, left for Ohio on Friday.
DR. H. B. SUMMERS, head of the Blue Nel I
work's public service division, is in Milwaukc
for the meeting of the American Library Asa
ciation. He also will attend the conventic
of the National Education Association at Den
and the Audio Visual Educational Conference
Iowa City.

EDMUND CASHMAN, of Lord Cr Thomas,
for Ft. McPherson, Atlanta,
plan this week's stanza of Kay Kyser's "Kolleg
of Musical Knowledge" for Lucky Strikes.
leaving today

1

FLEETWOOD LAWTON, West Coast commen

tator for NBC, to Beverly Hills today, wher
he will address the Rotary Club.
JAMES FISHBACK,

sales

manager of WOL

Washington, returned to the Capital on Frida
after having been in town since Wednesday.
JOHN B. HUGHES, West Coast commentato

for Mutual, will "travel" today to the shoret
of New Rochelle, where he will board thr ..
Chinese junk "Amoy" and from that point wil
broadcast a program to be heard on the net.
GRACE JOHNSON, director of women's ac.
tivities for the Blue Network, off to Boston
to attend the convention of the Women's Home
Economics

Association.

Tommy Whiteley and his Steel.
makers Orchestra will be heard as .
a Blue Network sustaining feature
beginning some time in July. Or
chestra will be heard as a remoter
pickup from Ogleby Park, just out- 'tl
side of Wheeling, W. Va. Program)
will be comprised of popular music
and band is the same outfit uriall1

which contribute to the war effort.
These figures do not include additional time contributed locally by WJZ,

which returns to the network com-

Tel. & Rad.

13/4

2
19

covered in addition to Blue programs
WENR or KGO.

NAB Sales Managers

Bolster Exec Committee

(Continued from Page 1)

Davis, WHB, Kansas City, Mo., will ing Earl H. Gammons, who takes
represent Mutual -affiliated stations. over the CBS Washington post on or
Bowes succeeds John M. Outler,
Eric Sevareid Signed
July 1. Announcement of
Jr., of WSB, Atlanta, who last week about
appointment was made FriOn CBS By Parker Pen was appointed chairman of the com- Forbes'
day by Mefford R. Runyon, CBS
mittee, succeeding Eugene Carr, for- vice-president,
upon his return from
(Continued from Page 1)
merly of WGAR, now with the Office
Office of War Information, Elmer of Censorship. Malo succeeds E. Y. Minneapolis where he spent the balDavis had been signed for the stint. Flanigan of WSPD, Toledo, and ance of last week. Forbes takes over
For Parker's Quink, Sevareid's news- Dirks, who served part of a term early in July.

will be aired Saturdays and last year, has been reappointed as
Sundays from 8:55-9 p.m., EWT.
small station representative for
J. Walter Thompson Co. controls. the
a full term. Davis replaces Linus
Travers, WAAB, Boston, as the Mutual -affiliate representative.
casts

SOUND EFFECT RECORDS

GENNETTSPEEDY-Q
Reduced Basic Library Offer Containing
Over 200 Individual Sound Effects
Write For Details

CHARLES MICIIELSON
67 W. 44th St.

New York, N. Y.

Benrus Renews On WJZ

Steelmakers Orchestra
As Blue Net Sustainer
:.I

Forbes WCCO Manager; heard with the Wheeling Steel Co.'s
Succeeds Earl Gammons "Musical Steelmakers" program

(Continued from Page 1)

mercially in October.

Zt hett you 4ait íifsse=
BUY AN AUDIENCE

New WCCO manager, whose official

title on the Coast was Network Program Service Director, has had wide

experience in all phases of station
operation. Prior to joining Columbia
in 1937, he was associated with a
number of other Los Angeles radio
stations.

Benrus Watch Co. has renewed for Shift of Gammons to Washington
52 weeks its contract for time signals was necessitated by the entry into
on WJZ. Benrus time signals are the armed forces of Harry C. Butcher.
aired five times nightly, seven nights formerly vice-president in charge of
a week. J. D. Tarcher & Co., New WJSV and Columbia's Washington
York, is the agency.
operations.

,

.cork from 8:15-8:30.

House Interstate and Foreign Com- Loves" on 40 CBS stations; renewal
WCAO (Baltimore)
15
merce Committee on the Sanders of two CBS daytimé serials by Lever
WJR IDetroit)
18
21
Bill during the week was featured Bros.; renewal of Gillette sportscasts
by a lashing attack by Chairman for another year on MBS; signing of
Fly on the networks, the NAB and Cecil Brown to replace Elmer Davis
Blue Net Gave 72 Hours
proposed legislative changes.... on the Johns -Manville CBS newsTo War Effort During May the
Following the Davis appointment, cast; renewal of NBC's Kraft Music
Washington awaited a new special Hall with Bing Crosby; and the re(Continued from Page 1)
for shortwave broadcasting newal for 39 weeks of the Wheeling
Government agency shows and those setup
headed
a committee representing Steel Corp. program on the Blue
presented by outside organizations the FCC,bythe
Office of War Informa- Network.
such as "Wake Up America" by the
American Economic Foundation, are
Farnsworth

.

W TAG
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Fr Makes No Bones

About NAB Attitude

WARTIME PROMOTION

WJSV Rubber Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
To promote the rubber salvage
the NAB officials before the drive in Washington, D. C., WJSV
mittee during his testimony on has projected a contest, offering
four
Sanders Bill (H.R. 5497) to re- $25 war bonds to persons who bring
nize the Commission.
in the greatest number of red hot(day's give-and-take on the sub - water bottles, and two one dollar war
was touched off when Represent- stamps for other contest prizes in
McGranery brought up the line with the drive. The awards will
Chairman's remark at the NAB be made on a series of four programs
.ouis Convention last year that called "The WJSV Rubber Treasure
NAB leadership reminded him Hunt."
"mackerel in the moonlight-it The first was aired last night at
shines and stinks."
10:45 p.m. Others will be broadcast
adily admitting this was his own Sunday at 7:15 p.m., next Tuesday,
ce phrase," Fly insisted that he June 23 and Thursday, June 25 at
referring to a few men at the 10:45 p.m. Prizes will go to
if the NAB and not to the gen - who on those dates bring to apersons
specimembership, which he called fied collection point the greatest
to lot of broadcasters." The wit - number of red hot-water bottles.
Aralso insisted that with this de - thur Godfrey and Arch McDonald
.ion the record should include will be among those serving as
was said at the convention judges. Winners will go on the air
,

the Government and himself.

with a description of "how I done it."
In addition to these prizes put up
,gether they make very good by A. D. Willard, Jr., station's general
ag," the witness observed. Rep- manager, there will be the war stamp
Sanders Decries Ill Feeling

e

s

tative Sanders said he felt it prizes for the most unusual rubber
article submitted, for the largest collection of the same types of items,
for the largest variety, and for the

't serious thing if ill feeling ex_
between the Commission and
h iroadcasting industry.
Fly and that the fact that we are hoso Mussolini does not make us
o e to the Italian people.
ders replied, "But this country
v trying to get the Italian peo L overthrow Mussolini. Are you
to get NAB members to over their leaders?"
are doing nothing about it,"
Id him, "but I think that would
3

i1

t

1

rood idea."

3

largest single rubber article. Second
prizes in these categories will be
tickets to the Earle Theater.

From NEA Convention
WOL Auto -Destination Card
(Continued from Page 1)

The "Share A Ride Club," orig- "People's Platform" presided over by
inated by WOL, Washington, D. C., Lyman
Bryson, network's educational
offers free destination cards to resi- director,
to scene of the meeting.
dents of Washington and nearby
Blue Network's schedule for the
Maryland and Virginia, which cards convention
includes two discussions
can be used by motorist and pedeswill originate at KVOD: on
trian alike. Motorists can place the which
cards in the windshields of their June 29 at 2-2:15 p.m. a discussion
cars, while pedestrians can wear on the "Lost Legion," men turned
by the U.S. armed forces bethem in plain view. These destina- down
of illiteracy, which will be
tion cards show drivers and pros- cause
by convention attendees
pective riders where each is going participated
including John W. Studebaker, U.S.
and are meant to encourage the offer- Commissioner
of Education, Belmont
ing and asking for "lifts." Idea has Farley and Howard
A. Dawson of
been endorsed by Leon Henderson, the NEA staff, and Homer
L. ChailPrice Administrator.
laux of the American Legion; on
July 1, from 3-3:29 p.m. a panel discussion paralleling a similar seminar
on the floor of the convention on the

subject "After the War-What?", to
Victory Garden
discussed by various educators
Fresh vegetables from the model be
George V. Denny of "Town
victory garden maintained by KDKA, with
Pittsburgh, in Schenley, Park, now Meeting" as moderator.
In addition to the "People's Platare served at the weekly luncheons form"
broadcast, CBS has scheduled
of the station's executive staff. The a discussion
on "Teachers and the
garden is under the supervision of War," an address
NEA presiDon Lerch, KDKA farm director, dent-elect and talksbyonthe"Spotlight
On
who reports that it survived an early Asia," "Children and the War." Mublitz by some rabbits and is now in tual and NBC have not yet announced
fine shape.
their plans for coverage of the meet.

that it was within the scope of the
FCC to legislate on this matter.
Asked what practical effect

regulations would have on the chains,
he denied McGranery's contention
that they would tear down CBS and
NBC and build up Mutual.

McGranery's query wheth- Fly denied prejudice to the net.B members had not voted five works and minimized the points at
. to admit the chains to mem- issue.
p, Fly said, that while more Stating that the Commission was
1 300 members had attended the in many ways working "shoulder
to
and convention the number shoulder" with the big networks, Fly
was successively about 170, said the FCC was helping
di0 I d 19. He said he thought Co- vorce its two networks andRCA
put the
t had done a good job of "get- Blue on a sound business basis. He
': to vote out"; also "a pretty good said that Mutual's operations
run counter to the law, "anddon't
b dominating the NAB."
the
FCC Chairman said that after basic philosophy you have put there,"
i' ag the report of the network but would come under the same
1. he felt the Committee would criticism as the other chains
if MBS
Nith the Commission on wheth- tried to exercise similar control over
national broadcasting concern its stations.

nob
NEW YORK

DETROIT
CHICAGO

have the right to "tell a staHits Procedural Provisions
,n 1 Keokuk what programs it Continuing his criticism of prou have." The witness also said cedural provisions in
the Sanders
3ected the courts would agree Bill the witness opposed Section 8,
which would permit appeals to be
o

t pItiladelnit¿a .9td

THE STATION
THAT SELLS

Heavy Network Sked

taken either to the District of Columbia Court of Appeals or to the Circuit
Court of Appeals in the appellant's
own circuit. He contended that
Washington was the one "central and
convenient" place for the litigation.
Another objection was expressed
to Sec. 402 G, amending the provisions of the existing law with respect to judicial review. Fly said
this "tampers in a vague and formless
way with a large body of well-defined
judicial doctrine painstakingly built

up over a long period," and that it
would confuse both the courts and
the lawyers. He also opposed Section
8 H, which he said was designed to
set aside the holding of the Supreme
Court in the Pottsville case.

SAN FRANCISCO
RADIO STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
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By FRANK BURKE

By JAC WILLEN

WIND has completed arrangeme

GRAHAM GLADWIN, formerly of
WTIC, WNAC, WEAF, and more
recently free-lancing, has joined the

staff of KPAS, Pasadena, as an anGladwin was also com-

nouncer.

mentator of the show, "News of Woman's World," for the California
Radio System for some time.
Hedda Hopper takes her Columbia

network listeners on a tour of the
Paramount Studio Stages, June 26,

on her "Hedda Hopper's Hollywood"

broadcast. Miss Hopper will tell of

visiting Claudette Colbert and Fred

MacMurray on the "No Time for
Love" set. On July 1, she is to

feature a dramatized scene from
"Flight Lieutenant," the Columbia
picture starring Pat O'Brien.
Harry W. Witt, KNX sales manager,

left Hollywood to attend the Pacific
Advertising Club Association's convention at Mount Rainier, near Seattle, Washington. He's scheduled to
return to Hollywood the week-end of
June 27-28.

Jennings Pierce, Western Division
station relations manager for the Na-

tional Broadcasting Company, left

Hollywood this week on a tour of
and Pacific
Northwest stations of NBC's Western
all

Mountain

Rocky

Division. After conferring with station heads in Utah, Idaho, Montana
and Washington, he will visit the
Pacific Advertising Association's convention in Tacoma, Washington.

"Bedtime Story," starring Loretta

Young and Don Ameche, will feature

the "Lux Radio Theater" broadcast
today.

A 20 -year -old caricature of Paul
Whiteman, drawn by Xavier Cugat,
the' Blue Network's "Rumba Revue"
maestro, popped up again last week
to solve a knotty problem for the two
maestros in Hollywood. Whiteman
and Cugat, who own identical autos,

broadcást from the Radio City studios

on the same day. And until Whiteman had the Cugat caricature, in
miniature, painted on the door of his

car, the parking lot attendant was
nearly frantic trying to keep the

maestros' cars straight.
Dick Joy, senior CBS announcer,
has or.ganized his own "save -your car" movement. Joy has worked out
a plan whereby five of his neighbors
take turns using their autos to trans-

port the group to and from Hollywood each day.

I QUOTE:
. and

can highly recommend him
.
his abilas an all-around radio man
ity will quickly assert itself and prove
an important asset to you . . .
I

That's what one of radio's top executives
If you are lookhad to say, in part
ing for a GOOD production man,
creative, young and ambitious, draft class
.

Four -F ... then here is your man

.

.

Free to travel.
Reply, Radio Daily, Hollywood, Calif.

.

with Kroch's, Chicago's larg

book store, to devote an entire 11Mic

gan Avenue window to the displ

of "He Wanted to Sleep in the Kra
lin," written by Dr. Gerhart Schoch

McCosker For Governor!
But don't get excited..

WIND's news analyst heard at

.

Newspapers in various parts of the country have been carrying
items the past few days stating that Alfred J. McCosker, president of WOR
and chairman of the board of Mutual Broadcasting System, is a
horse" to get the Democratic Party's nomination for the governorship of

N.Y. state....The story may be a press agent's dream-or it may be legit.
We don't know.... However, we'd like to make a few statements in behalf
of Mac.... We don't know of a better choice for this important post....
McCosker is a native New Yorker. He was a newspaperman with actual
leg -work experience. He knows politics because he's "played" it long
enuff. He is the friend of big people and small. Everyone likes him....
McCosker's rise to the important position he now enjoys surpasses any
imaginary writing of Horatio Alger....He was a Denver newspaperman
during the days when newspapers snatched circulation from each other....
He knows a good fight and enjoys one....He started in radio as a press
agent when radio was in its infancy. He was the first guy to go on
the air with gossip of Broadway and Hollywood....Stars of the stage
and screen are his dearest pals. He has gained the confidence and been
"Father Confessor" to many of 'em....Politicians have dined at his home
and religious leaders have found him tolerant and ready to aid any
cause....McCosker for Governor"
Silly"
We don't think so!
Ever
hear of a hillbilly actor who became governor and then United States
Senator by using radio"
McCosker is not a hillbilly....He is as New
York as the tall buildings.... He has made a good executive in the broadcasting industry....He has fought what he believes to be right even
when others dear to him had to go over to the other side of the argument.
...McCosker would make an excellent governor for this state.... McCosker's

greatest asset is his great diplomacy.... We don't know of a single case
of a person going to him for aid who didn't leave without feeling that
the visit with the WOR prexy was satisfactory....Mac makes you feel
at ease in his presence-even when he doesn't agree with you!
What could McCosker bring to the State Capital in Albany
if he were elected"
His knowledge as head of a radio chain would
make him qualify for this sort of work....He could take Fred Weber and
Ted Streibert to make up his advisory cabinet....He could take Jules
Seebach out of radio to handle the labor problems for the state. (Seebach

owns a vast plantation down south which operates at a vast profit-and
employs many people)....He could take Nat Abramson to handle traffic
problems. (Nat has never gotten a traffic ticket-always talks his way
out!)....There is Eugene Thomas, darn good sales chief, who could serve
a good purpose up in Albany under McCosker.... There's Lester Gottlieb,
former WOR press man, now MBS press coordinator, would make another
valuable cohort for the McCosker cabinet, handling press relations for
the governor.... McCosker may be able to "draft" important execs from
Macy's Dept. store (owners of WOR) to come up to Albany and run finances
for the state. Macy's is a darn good business institution and if Mac could

get the help of some of its executives, N.Y. would be in great shape....
(We don't know what he'd do with Henry Morgan though!).... There are
other sources of important executive talent surrounding McCosker where
he now sits-which could be tapped for service in behalf of the state....
McCosker

for

governor"

Sure!

Being a

radio exec. and

former

newspaperman, McCosker has many friends in these two all-important
branches of propaganda....Propaganda is so important in a political
campaign and two-thirds of the Democratic Party's worries are over when
they nominate McCosker....Héll get publicity and deliver the votes....

-Z- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Sure, McCosker for Governor.

8:

Monday

through Saturd t
when his book is released to the pt
lic on July 8. The display will
elude a life-size "blow-up" of
Schacher, an AP news telety!
WIND microphones and copies of t
p.m.,

:

1

book.

Pat Flannigan, WBBM and WT,k'
sports announcer, recently helped t'
Treasury Department sell War Bon'

by introducing a group of Chico 1j`
Cubs at the Sear's "Treasury Wi
dow."

Frank Sweeney, who handles t'

WJJD "Concert Hall" program, 111.>'

returned to his announcing duty.
following a three-week lay-off b a'=
cause of an appendectomy.
Pierre Huss, INS foreign col
respondent, was a guest on WBBN '
"Listening Post News" the other eve;
ing,

WBBM's Cliff Johnson assigned
the emcee job on the new early moil
ing "Whatcha Doin',." show.

Mark Love of WHIP interview(

Lieutenant David Goldenson, offlct
in charge of Navy recruiting, th
other day in the interest of the NO ]I
recruiting drive.
Bill Mogle's "Tune Tips," an orig!
nal idea in presenting recording
slated for a summer sponsor locally.
Victor Herbert's "Italian Stre1
Song" from "Naughty Marietta" wi
be the solo selection of Lois Wallnei
soprano, tomorrow, on "The North
erners" program over WGN.
e;

7.

Wartime drain on manpower ha
increased number of women musi

cians on NBC staff in Chicago. Thy
feminine performers include Audre

et,
ar

Call and Evelyn Davis, violinist$

t

New NBC employees include Marl

i

Irma Glenn and Helen Westbrook
organists, and June Lyon, pianist.
Kirkbride and Betty Peráonet'
in Central stenographic.

bock

in

td;

Edith Morgan 'Coyt St. Cyr Perron
member of the NBC Central Divisiot' t
press department, is a member of
the committee which supervised pub
lication of `Nesting Birds," written
el

by William J. Beecher for the Chi.
cago Ornithological Society. All 91
which,. may or may not, be radio
news.

Blanche Brand has resumed het
duties as secretary to Roy Shield,,

NBC Central Division musical direct

tor, after a leave of absence.

Irene Shields, NBC 'Chicago cashier,

has joined the army of commuters
for the summer. She has rented a
house near Dundee, Ill.
=

...gave gicus Mel The

s
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FA Convention Under Way
it War Angles Predominating
(Continued from Page 1)

under way yesterday with a Maxwell, respectively; 10 a.m., Pubich" session sponsored by the lic Utilities Advertising Association;

on Women's Advertising 12:15 p.m., General Session Luncheon
and will close Wednesday, in the Main ball room, presided over

cif
;,

by Elon G. Borton, director of ad24.
nmittee planning the conven- vertising, LaSalle Extension Univerplaced emphasis on . the audi- sity, Chicago. Besides addresses by

participation phases of the con - Messrs. Barton and Eastman, session
inserting the question and will present Thomas H. Beck, presiar and comment periods in prac- dent of the Crowell Collier Publishy every session so that the Fed - ing Company in a speech on "Innn might sound out more readily, dustry on the Offensive," a message
nsus on the paramount issue- from the President of lioe United
ipation of advertising in the States, greetings from Mayor La3rogram-in order to determine Guardia, and the presentation of the
ganizational policy. Pointed out Josephine Snapp Award. At 4 p.m.,
on,

up to now there has been no there will be a Men's Council, and
:rted effort on the part of the at 7 p.m., the annual banquet and
try to formulate such a policy ball.
tse of its delicate character.
Luncheon Session Tomorrow
y that toward the last of the Tomorrow,
the main luncheon sesration's meetings, committee will
at noon will be sponsored by
ile to inject specific resolutions sion
ag with maximum effort of ad - Advertising Women of New York,

J

4.

and will feature Thomas E.
ling profession in the war effort. Inc.,
Dewey; Charles C. Carr, director of

:1

Barton to Keynote
advertising of Aluminum Company
previously reported here, Bruce of America, on "Advertising's Con3. nn, president of BBD&O will de - tribution to Victory"; Mrs. Sara
the keynote address today, over Pennoyer, v. -p. of Bonwit Teller, Inc.,

t d network line, at 1:30 p.m. on "The Customer Wants News."
will run it at 3:30 again as a Charles E. Murphy, general counsel
rebroadcast. His topic will .be of the AFA will introduce Dewey.
.t To Do In A Revolution." Barbara Daly Anderson, pres. of the
to 11 B. Eastman, director of Office AWNY will preside.
;,fense Transportation, will fol- Highlight in the evening tomorrow
o '3arton with "Transportation and will be the round -table dinner at 7
Ti ry."
p.m. Gene Flack will be master of
tight at the annual banquet, ceremonies. The editorial board of
p er's list will be augmented by "Newsweek" will answer questions
h ame of Rear Admiral Sherman from the audience on current events.
Malcolm Muir, president, will prev s will tell of the Battle of Coral
ie+ courtesy of the Navy Depart - side. Board members will include

o

º

tf.

Miss Clare Boothe, principal Raymond Moley; Ernest K. Lindley,

pJ[er, will handle "How Near Is chief of Washington Bureau; Ralph
h 'ar East" and will answer ques- Robey, authority on finance and ecois
from the audience. Frank nomics; Admiral W. V. Pratt, USN
:r. ninshield, editor

and author, Retired, naval analyst; Major General

be toastmaster. Harry Meyer
rr' is orchestra will play for dancn:! Dress is optional.
ting the pace for the conclave,
v'

'e
d

!rday, Miss Vivien Kellems, pres-

.

er's roster by Pierre J.

Huss,

Central European
d-' bureau of the INS, who spoke
a. ;.ger of the
11

Australia.
Broadcasters' Conference Wednesday

Other phases of tie day's agenda
of Kellems Products, Inc., crit1 the current tax legislation as tomorrow are: 8 a.m., Women's
.cious perversion of the whole Council; 9:30 a.m, and 2:30 p.m.,

h y of financing government," and
ir l business and industry to take
n using responsibilities in governri She was accompanied on the
P

Stephen O. Fuqua, U.S.A., Retired,
military analyst, and John Lardner,
correspondent just returned from

['he Foe We Face." J. A. Welch,

reilent o fthe AFA, and v. -p.

of

'ro ell -Collier Publishing Co., ex nod official greetings at yester-

Direct Mail Advertising Association;
9:30 a.m., Packaging Conference,
Premium Advertising Conference,
Junior Advertising Council and Outdoor Advertising Conference; 10 a.m.
and 2:30 p.m., Public Utilities Advertising Association; 2 p.m. General
Magazine Conference; 3:30 p.m., Annual Business Meeting.
As recently stated in these columns
Broadcasters' Conference, staged by

morning session which was the Sales Managers Division of the
hamaned by Mabel G. Flanley, NAB will be featured Wednesday
.-I AFA. Barbara Daly Anderson, morning at 9:30 a.m. in the South
,relent of Advertising Women of Room, main lobby floor. Frank E.
!ei York, Inc., welcomed the guests Pellegrin, director of Department of
Broadcast Advertising of the NAB,
n tahalf of the hostess club.
ay

o
.t1

Program Outlined

will preside. Speakers will include
Samuel

R.

Rosenbaum,

pres.

of

gram for today's sessions is as WFIL, Philadelphia; Lt. Col. Edward
vs: 9 a.m., registration, ball room M. Kirby, chief, Radio Branch, Bu-

9:30 a.m., Men's and Women's reau of Public Relations, War Departrtising Club Conferences chair - ment, Washington; and John M.
,c1 by Mabel G. Flanley and Ray Outler, WSB, Atlanta.

. WASHINGTON'S FAMED COMMENTATOR

Now on 165 Mutual Stations

*AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSORSHIP IN YOUR CITY
Fulton Lewis, Jr., is destined to be Radio's "big name" of the year'
His keen analysis of the news-his sensational "scoops"-his exclusive information-each day over 165 Mutual Stations from coast -tocoast are gaining thousands of new listeners. Here's an outstanding
feature that means RESULTS for every sponsor-S6 of them now,
promoting and selling 50 different products and services-a greater
variety of sponsors than any other radio personality! Get busy now
and sell Fulton Lewis, Jr., in your town-he is yours to sponsor right
now at only your one time quarter hour rate per week! Wire, phone
or write WM. B. DOLPH, WOL, WASHINGTON, D. C.
ORIGINATING FROM

WO `

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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New Children's Serial
Congress Gives Okay
Under Aegis Of The CIA
On Retaining Watson Finds N.Y. Stations

Mutual States Policy

Anent Petrillo Talk
(Continued from Page 1)

be to cut off affiliates despite contractual obligations, whenever a disputes arise between the station in
question and a local of the AFM.
Weber stated that its affiliate was

cut off only, as in the case of WSIX,
when a general strike was instituted

against the network by the AFM
thus hurting all of the affiliates on

(Continued from Page 1)

((

untinued frum Page 1)
to be aired Monday through Friday service. Unexpectedly
after the House
from 5:15-5:30 p.m., EWT. In the twice voted and its conferees had
nature of an experiment, according at first insisted that no part of the
to the Blue's announcement, the new Independent Offices' Appropriations
show will test radio's power as an be used to compensate Watson a
educational medium in building in- joint Senate House Committee has
ter -American good -will.
at last accepted the Senate version
A straight adventure serial replete of the bill under which Watson rewith action, "Sea Hound" will keep mains with the FCC. Senate Conthe 'educational element carefully in ferees, for their part, gave the adthe background, but information ministration another victory by givworked into the scripts will cover ing way to the lower body on a

the web.
the history, geography, industries, 1'VA revolving fund.
"Musical program service was can- products and ways of living
of the The original House provision on
celled to WSIX, Nashville, only when people of the Latin-American nations. Watson,
amounting to a bill of ata network musicians' strike occurred
material will be checked by tainder against one of Fly's most
after all efforts by the Mutual net- Factual
the Rockefeller Committee.
important wartime aides, was strenwork to have the affiliated station and
uously opposed by administration
Labeled "Adventure"
the AFM settle their local dispute
Acting Senate majority leader
failed," Fred Weber stated by way On the air the program will be forces.
of clarifying statements made by billed only as an adventure series, Alben Barkley led the opposition to
but educational aspects will be the provision in the Senate in a
Petrillo, union chieftain.
Calls Move Defensive

"This action by Mutual came only
when it was necessary to protect full

r

musical service-both commercial
and sustaining-to all other Mutual

;1"
i

network stations. Mutual's curtailment of musical program service to
WSIX came when the union actually
called a strike of all studio musicians
employed by other Mutual stations.
The strike occurred on April 1, 1942,
and was called off shortly after its
execution when the musical programs
were eliminated from WSIX. WSIX's

local strike started last March. The
dispute is over union demands for
increased musical expenditures.
"On March 16 the union notified
Mutual

that

remote

dance

band

-

stressed with educators, members of
parent - teacher organizations a n d
leaders of women's clubs whose support will be directly solicited.
Chief characters in the series will
be "Captain Silver," the hero and
owner of the "Sea Hound"; "Jerry,"
a 14 -year -old American boy; "Ku -

letter which Senator Barkley read
into the Senate debate. Watson had
written, "I am told, and you can
judge the truth of this better than
I, that the continuing attack is aimed
less at me than at Chairman James

'Snubbing' Subui
(Continued from Page 1)

ing for the omission of local

breaks in the nearby press. eta
Vi
were reported Friday by Leon G
stein, publicity director of WM
who just returned from a three jaunt among newspapers in twt
Connecticut cities.
New Jersey this

He will co
week, st

Wednesday, and then next w
will visit up -state New York
papers.

Tour Thorough

In making these trips, Go
reported that WMOA appr
the importance of suburban
papers, and as a result of h

trip last year, learned that too 111
recognition had been directed
their favor. This year's tour is mu
more thorough, so that he can cot
the three states more complete
promoting the good -will of both

t

i

own station and radio as a who

L, Fly for quite other reasons."
smoothing out many kinks in neu
That is why Washington radio cir- paper -radio relations.
Noticeable on this trip, the p
Kai," elderly Chinese philosopher, cles are interpreting Watson's retention as a personal victory for the reported, was the complete elimin
and "Tex," who will provide comic FCC
tion of radio columns from ma:
chairman.
relief. The four travel the coasts of
the cut being accelerate
Central and South America encoun- There seems to be some likelihood newspapers,
by this country's war entry. Hoy
tering adventures in every port which of further satisfaction for Fly if his ever,
for the most part, listings at
testimony before the House Interthey visit.
state and Foreign Commerce Com- highlighting are retained by the pre
mittee results as now seems likely as a contribution to the war effor
in some rather important re -drafting Papers are aware of the govern
"The Ambitious Guest"
of the Sanders Bill to reorganize the ment's relations with so many of th;
Next In Van Doren Series Commission.
radio programs, and realize that th
Entered Phase Wednesday

broadcasts would be eliminated un-

listings are a service to the wa

Mark Van Doren will wind up The re -drafting might tone down effort. Station, on the other hanc
less WSIX settled its strike or the Hawthorne's "The Scarlet Letter" in certain
provisions which would have should be alert, Goldstein pointed out
network stopped musical service to his daily readings on "The Radio dealt especially
,harshly with FCC to the importance the retention
o

this station," Weber said. "Mutual was Reader," Wednesday, June 24, over procedures and policies. While the these listings has on the industry.
unable to comply with this demand CBS, 9:15-9:30. Novel was started FCC Chairman and the Committee
Many List Only Web Shows
and 'as a result, to protect the inter- May 11. Follow-up on the program members are fear from seeing eye Many
of the newspapers, Goldsteit
ests of WSIX, dance band programs will be "The Ambitious Guest," one to eye on these matters, and while had found,
had maintained listings
went off the entire network for ap- of the short stories in Hawthorne's committee members do not follow only of the network
shows, because
proximately 16 days.
"Twice Told Tales." These readings Fly in his frequent allegations that the New York stations offered their
Attempted Conciliation
will be given June 25 and 26. On the networks represent to monopolies, readers nothing.
many of the
"Every effort was made by Mutual Monday, June 29, Van Doren will they do seem to be giving serious cities in New York,So
New Jersey and
to assist in bringing about satisfac- start another classic, Charlotte Bron- consideration to his explanations as Connecticut were growing in impor'
tory negotiations between the station te's "Jane Eyre." At the conclusion to why the FOC opposes specific pro- tance in the war program and de.
and the local union but without suc- of this book, Van Doren will go on visions of the bill.
served better recognition. In an
cess," Weber continued.
vacation. Substitute reader will be
effort to meet this situation sotle=
Fly
entered
upon
this
phase
of
his
Mutual then attempted to bring named later.
testimony last Wednesday, after three time ago, WMCA had put on a series,
Jack Draughon, WSIX executive, and
sessions in which he discussed only "Democracy at Work," paying tribute

Petrillo together in New York and
Illness postponed one
planned meeting. A meeting of the
Chicago.

1

at:

Regional Net To McGillvra

Joseph Hershey McGillvra has just
two men was finally held in Chicago been appointed representative, exclubut an agreement could not be sively in the national field, for KLO,
reached, and the full strike was Ogden -Salt Lake City, Utah, and the
called, cutting all service by studio Intermountain Network which inorchestras from key stations.
cludes, also, KOVO, Provo, and
In 1941 a similar situation occurred KEUB, Price, Utah. All three stain Pittsburgh when jointly -owned tions are Mutual outlets, AppointKQV, Blue outlet, and WJAS, CBS ment was made by George C. Hatch,
affiliate, were involved in a local general manager, and Louis Haller,
musicians' dispute. Remotes were advertising manager.
banned from these networks, followed
by a strike called on musicians em- to accept union demands that staployed in the networks' Los Angeles
consider unacceptable. We must
and New York studios. This strike tions
also keep in mind the interests of
ended quickly when both stations ac- our stations collectively as well as
ceded to the demands.
individually by continuing to perAffiliates Have Last Word
form our regular service to them. AcWeber further stated: "Mutual's cordingly, the Nashville situation
policy on these disputes has been to involved either the elimination of
exert every effort to have the station complete musical service to every
and the union settle their differences, station on the chain or WSIX's elimibut we cannot require our stations nation from musical feeds."

the wartime operations of the Com- to a different city during the promission. Some members of the com- gram each week.
mittee hinted that they considered Individual results were so gratify.
this factual description, without a ing, Goldstein indicated, that he
single reference to the Sanders Bill plans to make the trips at least twice
itself, as a sort of "filibuster." When a year instead of allowing twelve
questioned regarding this Fly an- months .to lapse between visits.

swered that he would be "derelict
in his duty if he did not give the
committee a picture of the body on
which it proposed to operate."
The FCC Chairman is known to
feel that the Committee, which has
not dealt with radio legislation in

the past eight years, is not as familiar
with the broadcasting set-up as it
ought to be. He is repeatedly call-

ing upon it to read the report of the
Commission's
broadcasting.

study

of

The Champagne Music of

LAWRENCE WELK
DECCA RECORDING ARTIST
THESAURUS TRANSCRIPTIONS

network

Wedding Bells

Richard Pheatt, radio editor of the
Toledo Blade, was married recently

to Harriett Fox, also of the Blade.

Exclusive Management
FREDERICK BROS. MUSIC CORP.

L. A. Frederick. Pres.
N. Y. Address:

RRO Building

Chicago Address:
75 E. Wacker Drive

The Third Annual Issue or

RADIO DAILY'S

"SHOWS Of TOft1ORROUJ"
Issue Will Be Published On

TUESDAY, JULY 7th

8

Monday, Tune

RADIO DAILY

Coast -to -Coast
JUTRAS, composer and piAndrew A. Costello, formerly of
PIERRE
anist, is one of the winners of the engineering staff of WKIP, Poughthe song writing contest conducted keepsie, N. Y., has joined WPAT,
by the "Blended Rhythm" program, Paterson, N. J., as a studio engineer.
on CKBI, Prince Albert, SaskatcheFilling the latest vacancy on the
wan. Title of his composition is
announcing staff at WTAG, Worces"From the Bottom of My Heart."
ter, Mass., is Hal Miller, formerly
Mrs. Lillian Swann, secretary at with WNAC, Boston. He replaces
WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va., is re- Holly Wright, former WTAG chief

cuperating from a tonsil operation.

Newest staff member of KOIN-

As a part of its promotion in the

rubber collection campaign, WTHT,
Hartford, Conn., sent its mobile recording unit to several gasoline stations in Hartford to interview station
attendants on the opening of the

The program turned up
many novelties and was broadcast
for 15 minutes on the same day that
the recording was made. Frederick
campaign.

announcer, now at WRC, Washington, Bieber, program director, handled the

s

tions between WWVA, Wheeling, W.
and the newspapers in the

Va.,

towns nearby, a series of programs
is being planned which will deal
with the- war activities of neighboring cities. The newspapers are being

asked to prepare the material and
publicize the program in return for

the attention the program will focus
on the city and the newspaper, which
will be credited for the material....
George W. Smith, managing director
of WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va., has
been elected president of the Ohio
Valley Board of Trade.

s

advisor for two new radio courses

being given nightly at the Technical
Evening High School. Training includes actual practice in fundamental
problems of microphone and diction
technique, writing, production, and
dramatic characterization.

Al Bland, thé "driver" of WCKY's Navy induction ceremonies at
"Bandwagon," ear t y Grandview Park, Sioux City, Iowa,
morning show, will not be heard for were transcribed by WNAX, Sioux
two weeks starting June 22. He will City -Yankton. Don O'Brien, WNAX
have his tonsils removed and will sports department head, guesting at
undergo an operation on his nose. the next meeting of the Navy MothDuring Bland's absence, the program ers' Club of that city, will present the
will be carried on by Fred Bennett, Navy induction transcription to the
group for their permanent files.
Al's regular partner -in -fun.
s

WHN has put its wires into PaliWRNL, Richmond, Va., is now an sades Amusement Park to pick up
announcer with WEIM, Mutual's out- the name bands scheduled to appear
let at Fitchburg, Mass., replacing there during the summer months. Sam
Hugh Harper, who resigned to enter Fletcher's orchestra will be the first
John Lindsay, f o r m e r l y with

Civil Service war work ....Joan on these broadcasts, with a schedule
Adams, director of women's activities, of three quarter-hours weekly, 10:30has a foot infection. During her ab- 10:45 p.m. on Tuesdays, Wednesdays
sence, visiting women are taking her and Thursdays. This is the fourth
remote band pick-up set by WHN in
place on "A Date With Joan."
the past few weeks. Others are Hotel
..1

I

i

I

'

4

9

',Ell

I

1

I

1

1

;';.j25i26!27;28;29¡30j
June 22
Joe McGarrigle

Phil Duey
Herbert Spencer Stephen Wilhelm
Theodore Batzenstein

department.

f

Captain Paul Fogarty, W
s
ducer, is on a vacation-fishi
*
Frank Lovejoy is playing the role at the Chicago Rod and Gu
Minocqua, Wis.
s

s

s

KNX, Hollywood, CBS's ou

stituted a new stunt for early
ing risers. It is a quiz rouser

sored by the Hamilton J e
Company of Los Angeles,
called "30 Seconds to Go,"

from 7:45-8 a.m., PWT, every
day morning.

Two new directors have been added
to the Eastern Production staff of the

National Broadcasting Company by

prize.

Howard -Shelton Quiz

Starts On Mutual

Ray Nelson, Eastern production man-

ager. Bob Labour, formerly a pro-

ducer at KGU, Honolulu, will do genNew quiz - show - to - end - all
eral production. Martin Jones, known shows, tagged "It Pays to

in New York theatrical circles as a norant" and starring Tom
director and producer, will be as- George Shelton and Harry Mc
signed to dramatic productions.
ton ("Bottle"), will be inau
s
by Mutual Thursday, June 2
William H. Bohack, formerly of 8:30-9 p.m., EWT, to be air
WAAT, Jersey City, N. J., and week thereafter at the same

WHBI, Newark, N. J., has joined the Show will be completely'unrc
announcing staff of WPAT, Paterson, (it says here) and will apply r
N. J..... Ruth C. Leafer, formerly a English to every conceivable
reporter for the Raleigh, N. C., "News radio quiz session, including
and Observer" and a member of the brow "experts" shows, a m
program department at WJHL, John- nights, courts of human re
son City, Tenn., is the new assistant charm schools, etc.
to program director Henry L. Miller Tom Howard will act as quiz
at WPAT. She is the wife of Wood- firing questions at his board of
perts."
row S. Leafer, WPAT announcer.

* TELEVISION
Equipment

for

Radio

Station

Lexington, Glen Island Casino and
Rogers Corner.

S

i
17118119;2012
1221 23

mailroom staff of WWL. Ch
Blaise, formerly of the mailro
been added to the station's

s

(Cincinnati)

1

Arthur J. Fuxan, Jr., has jo

Listeners register their na
telephone numbers at any
Hamilton Jewelry stores. To
ner and William Dunnegan, an- Zomar's scrapbook on a Mutual lon, emcee, calls the registr
nouncers. ...Lindsay Coffman is new coast -to -coast line, Mondays, Wednes- the telephone and poses a q
chief engineer, succeeding R. A. Dal- days and Fridays at 12:15 p.m. Ad- all of which is broadcast. The
ton, who has gone to WJSV, Wash- ditional station activity includes a on the other end of the p
ington, D. C..... Woody Woodhouse, contract renewal by Crest Oil Co. given "30 Seconds to Go"
-Jommercial manager, is the new pres- for announcements for a year, right answer. If the listener
question immediately he is
;dent of the Durham Lions Club.
through the Roy S. Durstine Agency. the
a
$50
merchandise order, but f
Key Advertising Agency set a year second
that he takes to ans
Paul West, continuity director at of
Churngold
announcements,
also.
certain sum is deducted fr
KSFO, has accepted appointment as
s
s

s

.

with CBS news. The station f
went on the air at 8 a.m. Sun

show.

D. C.

KALE, Portland, Ore., is Bill Ward, Muriel Pollock, organist, appeared
who joined the continuity department with Howard Barlow's symphony of assistant district attorney in
of the two Portland stations after orchestra on "The Nature of the En- "Hearts in Harmony," a recorded seemy," on CBS, June 16. She was the ries sponsored by Kroger Grocery
three years with KOL, Seattle.
s
only woman playing with the sym- Co. and produced and distributed
KABC, San Antonio, is airing a phony.
through the midwest by World Broads
half-hour program, "Army On the
casting Co. Lovejoy was heard on
Air" from its studios, Friday morn- Alexander Dreier is starting a "Manhattan at Midnight" last week,
ings, for feeding to the Texas State five -a -week news broadcast from and also appeared on "Grand CenNetwork. Broadcasts are prepared by Chicago, for the Skelly Oil Co., over tral Station."
the Public Relations Office of the the NBC Red midwest network.
District Recruiting Office, and feaEsther Sagel Hanlon has been enture Second Division band from Fort New at WDNC, Durham, N. C., are gaged
as staff organist at WKRC, and
Paul Koontz, engineer, and Earl Kast- will furnish
Sam Houston.
the music for Karl

To promote more friendly rela-

WWL, New Orleans, is e
its program service to 18 h
Sundays, beginning at 6 a

Adelaide Hawley's guests for the
week of June 22 on her WABC program are as follows: Tuesday, June

Joseph Schildkraut, co-star of
"Uncle Henry"; Wednesday, June 24.
Mark Warnow, conductor of the
23,

"Lucky Strike Hit Parade"; Thursday, June 25, Mrs. Juliana Force,
Chairman of the American Art Re-

search Council; Friday, June 26, Mrs.
Goldwasser, Secretary of the Nursery
School Association.

Charles Ross, Inc.,
carries the most complete line of Moz.sRICHARDSON C.O. Incan-

descent and High Inten-

sity Arc Lamps in the East.
LIGHTING
Any

Purpose

EQUIPMENT
Anytime

Anywhere

333 W. 52nd St., New York City
Circle 6-5470-1

CHARLES ROSS,Inc.

al

s7A
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TEN CENTS

'N.FA Mulls Post -War Aims
kpect Fly Approval;
Vatson Post Retained
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Vashington-FCC Chairman James
L Fly will go before the Senate
It?rstate and Foreign Commerce

Cnmittee this morning. The comri tee, meeting in executive session
u ler the Chairmanship of Senator
B -ton K. Wheeler, is expected to
al favorably upon President Roosev is nomination of Fly for a second
ten as 'Commissioner.

'he nomination was sent to the
S late committee a week ago and,
ifxinfirmed, it will start a second
(Continued on Page 3)

P, b Hope Now Top Man

In National Ratings
Tith Jack Benny retired from the
al on his annual Summer vacation,
B Hope took undisputed top positi t in the June 15th national Hooper
ngs, announced yesterday. Hope
td

30.5,

by

followed

when" James C. Petrillo, president
of the American Federation of

Bruce Barton Keynotes Opening Session
On'Revolution' Theme; FDR's Message
Encourages Use Of Advertising

from making recordings for radio,

Central Winery Spots of advertising in winning the

NAB Watching AFM
Washington-Spokesmen for the
NAB have stated that they will

not be caught napping "if and

Musicians, carries out his threat
to prevent members of the AFM

juke boxes and other uses after

August 1. The cryptic NAB statement was not amplified.

NBC To File Answer

In Mutual's Action

Post-war aims and the role

war occupied the attention of
to the 38th annual
In Eastern Territory delegates
convention and advertising exCentral Winery, Inc., of Fresno, position of the Advertising
Calif., started, yesterday, the largest Federation of America which
radio campaign firm has yet project- opened yesterday at the Comed, distributing contracts through
up -state

New

York,

Connecticut,

was denied yesterday by Judge John
P. Barnes, in Federal Court. The de-

fendants, it is understood, had not

modore Hotel here. Both Bruce

metropolitan New York and Dela- Barton, president of BBD&O,

ware, though 87 per cent of its radio
is concentrated among three
Chicago-Motion by RCA -NBC for budget
local stations, WMCA, WHN and

a bill of particulars in the suit filed
against the companies by Mutual,

who gave the keynote address
(Continued on Page 5)

WOR.

In all, approximately $40,000
(Continued on Page 7)

Vick Knight To Biow

yet filed a complete written answer
to the anti-trust action which in-

Disk Engineers Studying
New Recording Device

As Producing Chief

"Fibber and sought additional information be-

Recording engineers here were re-

Having completed his chore on the

volves a triple total of $10,500,000

and the fore doing so. In denying the motion luctant to comment thus far, on the West Coast for the War Department,
ise & Sanborn program, 25.0. Red for the bill of particulars, Judge new, magnetized steel -wire process Vick Knight has returned to New
Silton continued to top the list of
(Continued on Page 2)
of recording which was put through York and yesterday went to work as
pigrams measured by partial rather
preliminary tests last week at WGN- executive producer for Biow Co.,
(Continued on Page 2)
CBS's Wash. News Bureau Mutual, in Chicago, by the patent where he will have full charge of all
Biow radio shows, both network and
(Continued on Page 7)
To Be Headed By Sevareid
spot. Knight, former producer of
YMCA Labor Arbitration
See and Molly,"

28.9,

Settles Over 100 Cases

With

the

resignation of Albert
Warner, effective July 1 when he will
enter the armed forces, Eric Sevareid

Sees "Winter Audience"
For Coast This Summer

the

Fred

Allen

broadcasts,

had

(Continued on Page 7)

ne hundred cases, involving ap"Hoople" Comic Strip
take over the post of chief of
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
prKimately 50,000 employees, have will
Columbia's
Washington
news
bureau,
Hollywood
-A
"winter
audience"
Makes Network Debut
I arbitrated or settled during the it was announced yesterday. Exact will be tuned into Pacific Coast radio
50 weeks by "Labor Arbitration," broadcasting schedule of Sevareid, dials
this summer, according to a Resurgence of comic strips on the
WMCA show under the direction
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
o 'amuel Zack, labor relations counairwaves continues apace, with the
s r, which winds up its second seaBlue Network yesterday contributing
s
June 28. Whether or not the
"Major Hoople," NEA cartoon which
(Continued on Page 2)

Victory Time
Jerry

Lawrence, conductor of
VCR's all-night "Moonlight Saving

ime" program, was congratulated
2s night via special transcription
1y William L. Batt. WPB official,

a the occasion of his

first anni-

ersary. After extending congratu-

=tions to Lawrence, Batt advised
ear production workers listening
r that, "The night shift is Amer.
:a's margin of Victory."

Amateur Transmitter Listing has been running in papers since
FCC Order At BWC Request
(Continued on Page 2)

OWI Reprimands Mag;
"Violated Confidence"

All

"Bamhi" Preview

amateur

radio

transmitters
must be registered with the FCC by
August 25, the Commission announced

this week-end, acting on the request
of the Board of War Communications
Washington-First reprimand handed to any publication by Elmer (former Defense Communications
Lacking an accurate invenDavis's new Office of War Informa- Board.)
of amateur transmitters, the
tion went yesterday to the magazine tory
"Broadcasting" for its publication FCC will be enabled by this order
determine what sets are in existyesterday of the summary of a secret to
ence and where they are located.
government document on "American The
hams must file the registration
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

(Continued on Page 6)

;.

(Continued on Page 3)

Hollywood-A radio preview

"Bambi," Walt

of

Disney's newest
full-length cartoon, with the creator

and several characters as guest
stars, were featured on the broadcast of Blue Barron's "Show of
Yesterday and Today" over the
Blue Network Sunday, Highlight

was the microphone debut of
Thumper, the Rabbit, one of the
stars of the new animated fantasy,

.

1

i

il>v

2

Tuesday, June 23, 194; [

RADIO DAILY
"Hoople" Comic Strip
Bob Hope Now Top Man
Makes Network Debut
In National Ratings
(Continued from Page 1)

CORING and GOI11G

(Continued from Page 1)

1922. Originating in Hollywood, the than full national coverage. His
Vol. 19, No. 60 Tues., June 23, 1942 Price 10 Cts. program bowed in last night in the mark was 30.1.
7-7:30 p.m., EWT, slot, to be aired Trailing the three leaders in the
JOHN W. ALICOATE ,
:
Publisher Mondays at the same time hereafter. national report, listed in descending
Mutual recently set "Superman" for order, were "Aldrich Family" (24.1),
early debut and currently is running
M. H. SHAPIRO
Editor an air version of the "Red Ryder" "Lux Radio Theater" (23.4), Walter
Winchell (22.6), Fanny Brice -Frank
MARVIN KIRSCH
: Business Manager
strip.
Morgan (21.0) , "Mr. District At"Major Hoople" features Arthur Q. torney" (19.9), Kay Kyser (18.0),
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays Bryan in the title role, Patsy Moran Bing
Crosby (17.0), Rudy Vallee
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, as "Martha," Conrad Binyon as
(16.8), Eddie Cantor (16.5), Fred
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher;, Donald M. Merser- nephew "Alvin," Mel Blanc as "Tif- Allen (16.3), "Take It or Leave It"

PHILLIPS CARLIN, Blue Network vice-presi
dent in charge of programs, left on his vacation
Saturday.
He'll spend two weeks fishing a,
Guilford, Conn.
KEITH MASTERS, Chicago attorney of MBS

:

eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester fany Twig," the boarder, Joe Forte
B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate, as the Army general and Frank
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10; Graham as the orderly.
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit
Arnold Maguire is producing the
with order. Address all communications to series, with Jerry Cady of Columbia
RA 1)10 DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,
Phone Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, Pictures, scripting the NEA staff N. Y.

(15.1) and "Fitch Bandwagon" (15.1).

"Vox Pop" To Celebrate
Eighth Year On Webs

drawn cartoon strip. Walter Green
North
Phone State 7596.
"Vox Pop," audience participation
Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- handles the conducting chores and interview show, will celebrate its
provide
will
the
original
musical
wood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
eighth anniversary on the networks,
Entered as second class matter April 5, scores. John Kennedy announces.
July 6. Parks Johnson and
After first two airings, and starting Monday,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
Hull will be in Cleveland at
tinder the act of March 3, 1879.
July 6, the West Coast will hear the Warren
time to chat with the All Star
show at 7 p.m., PWT, via a tran- that
Service Team immediately after the
scription rebroadcast.
7-6338.

Chicago, Ill.
Wabash Ave.

- Frank Burke,

203

FINANCE/AL(Monday, June 22)
Net
High

Low

WMCA Labor Arbitration
of programs to remain on the
Settles Over 100 Cases type
air since the entry of this country

into the war and the general censorship
eliminated the others.
program will take just a' two-week Showwhich
has allied itself closely with
recess or wait until the Fall to re- the patriotic
in its war -time
turn has not been determined as yet. modification, theme,
broadcasting from army

Close

Chg.

1131/2 1125/8 1131/2 - 1

In its place will be light opera gems. camps and service centers. Next
Breakdown of the cases handled
RCA First Pfd
521/2
soy. soy. - 15/e by the program shows that 49 cases Monday, June 29, show will launch
57/8
57/8
57/8 - Vs were decided in favor of the em- Canadian Army Week with an interStewart-WALner
Westinghouse
70
68y 691/4 - 17/8
salute and interviews from
ployees; 41 cases in favor of industry national
13
123/4
13
Zenith Radio
the
Army
Training School
and the employer, and 10 were settled for EasternOfficers
OVER THE COUNTER
Canada,
Brockville, OnAsked
Bid
by mutual consent of both parties tario, at 8 p.m., via CBS
and Canadi13/4
2
Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad
with
the
board
of
arbitrators
render20
16
WCAO (Baltimore/
stations. This will be "Vox Pop's"
ing counsel. During show's two an
our t h hands - across - the - border
years of operation it has won two fbroadcast
from a Canadian military
CBS's Wash. News Bureau awards from the Ohio State Univer- base.
Electric
RCA Common

Gen.

-

251/2
3

251/8
3

is

in New York on

a

short business trip.

GENE AUTRY and his rodeo are in

M. B. WOLENS, commercial manager of WCFL,

in New York today for
brief visit on station and network business.
Chicago, is expected

for the best adult participation
To Be Headed By Sevareid sity
program in the regional station class.
(Continued from Page 1)

who recently was signed for a twice -

weekly news series on the network
for Parker Pen Co., has not been set.
Warner currently is heard Monday
through Saturday on the 'World To-

KTKC's Power Boost
Becomes Effective Today
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

FCC Modifies Regulations
Re Aeronautical Operators
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-In order to relieve the
rapidly growing shortage of skilled

Los Angeles-Increase in power of operators for aeronautical stations,
day" program, 6:45-7 p.m., EWT, MonKTKC,
Blue Network affiliate in the FCC has modified certain rules
day, Wednesday and Friday, 6-6:10
p.m.; Sundays at 8 p.m, and Satur- Visalia, Calif., to 5,000 watts, with for a period of five years to permit
clear channel and full-time opera- operation of an aeronautical fixed
days, 11:10-11:15 p.m.
tion, and the completion of the sta- station by the holder of a radioteletion's new transmitter and studio phone permit or license. The operaNBC To File Answer
construction, is the occasion for a tor must be capable of transmitting
by the network to Visalia and and receiving at least 16 International
In Mutual's Action salute
nearby Fresno. KTKC, which joined Morse Code groups per minute. At
the Blue Network Nov. 15, 1941, now, each station, however, one first or
(Continued from Page 1)
Barnes ruled that the RCA -NBC an- with its increase in power, covers second class operator or, in a station
swer must be filed within 60 days. the entire San Joaquin Valley, one using type A-1 or A-2 emission only,
This presumably disposes of all pre- of the richest and most productive a holder of a restricted radiotelegraph operator permit, must be on
liminary motions in the action and areas in the state.
the next step is the filing of the The salute to KTKC, and the com- hand at all times.
It was stated by the FCC that this
munities it serves, will take the
answer.
form of a half-hour variety show to action "specifically looks forward to
presented tonight from the Blue the possibility of training women to
Berlin Show On Smith Hour be
Network
studios in Hollywood Radio assume these duties by providing for
A microphone preview of Irving City.
such operation without the detailed
Berlin's new musical comedy, "This
technical qualifications necessary for
Is the Army," with an all -soldier
the more technical grades of licenses."
cast, will be presented on the final Hal Rorke's Commission
"Kate Smith Hour" of the season, Hal Rorke, assistant to Louis RupC. G. Phillips
Friday, June 26, over CBS. "This pel, director of CBS publicity, has
Is the Army" is scheduled to have its been commissioned a Captain in the Portland, Ore.-C. G. Phillips, 44,
world premiere on Broadway, Sat., Army Air Corps and will report for owner and founder of KIDO, Boise,
July 4. The net proceeds go to Army duty July 2. No successor has been Idaho, is dead at his home here as n
result of a heart attack.
Emergency Relief.
named as yet.

a

DWIGHT A. MYER, chief engineer of KDKA

newly -elected chairman of the Pittsburgh
chapter, Institute of Radio Engineers, leaving
and

this week for Cleveland where he will
the annual convention of the IRE.

attend

EARL E. MAY, president of KMA, Blue Netoutlet in Shenandoah, la., is here for

work

conferences at Rockefeller Center.

TODD HUNTER, newscaster on WBBM, CBS
outlet in Chicago, is vacationing on the West
Coast, with an occasional busman's holiday be- 'yti
ing spent at the studios of KNX.
BEN PEARSON, author of the "Hollywood
Showcase" programs, is on the final leg of
two-week business trip.

I

TU

a

'

Sees "Winter AudienceIII
For Coast This Summe

253/8 - 1/4
3

Chicago

for four days of appearances at Soldier's Field,
with a percentage of the receipts being turned
over to the Army and Navy relief funds.

(Continued from Page 1)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. Cr Tel

game with the winners of the majors'
All Star Contest.
"Vox Pop" is one of the few of its

101

b-

(Continued from Page 1)

study of Hooper ratings made by
F. A. Berend, sales manager for
NBC's Western Division. For the

first time since the founding of the

Hooper surveys, Berend pointed out,
no significant seasonal decline in lis-

tening is apparent.

t

Average day -time listening on the

Pacific Coast in May, Berend said,
is ten per cent higher according to
Hooper ratings than it was a mon
ago.

,.

New Horace Heidt Show
Sked For Blue Net July 5
Horace Heidt and his orchestra
will be aired on the Blue in a new

FI

e;

series of Sunday morning broadcasts
beginning July 5. The "Sunday ó
Morning Review," with Heidt is
es,

scheduled to be heard from 11:0511:15 a.m., EWT.

E:

I'e

P,
li

D. C.

facts from WOL- WASHINGTON,
Affiliated with MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Get the

National Representatives:
SPOT SALES, Inc.

'.esday, June 23, 1942

RADIO DAILY

lew Int'I Projects
Discussed With CIA
wo new radio projects, details of
have not yet been worked out,
7e discussed at yesterday's meet. of the International Film RelaIs Committee and representatives
the Co-ordinator of Inter -Amer -

3

CMICN

*

Expect Fly Approval;

*

Watson Post Retained

Blue Sales Kit
NBC To Receive Film Record
On the theory that salesmen for A 35 mm. motion picture library
radio programs, which cannot be of NBC stars and programs in action
transported in a satchel, should be is being prepared for Niles Tramprovided with some adequate sub- mell, president of NBC, by Ralph

(Continued from Page 1)

term running seven years for Fly
on July 1. He came to the FCC

three years ago, filling in the unex-

pired term of Commissioner Mcstitute for their commodity, the sales Staub, of "Screen Snapshots," who Ninch, who resigned
because of ill
i Affairs. Meeting was on the
has
made
a
long
series
of
films
covpromotion department of the Blue
d anniversary of the IFRC's NBC Network has devised a streamlined ering NBC shows during the past health.
Resumption of the House InterCBS shortwave broadcasts.
method of getting information to the two years. Included in the reels
he Co-ordinator's representatives, members of the sales staff in a form will be shots of Burns and Allen, state and Foreign Commerce Committee hearing on the Sanders Bill,
rles E. McCarthy, director of which can be easily carried.
Each Fanny Brice, Jack Benny, Edgar originally scheduled for this mornpilicity of the motion picture sec - salesman has been equipped with
a Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, The ing, has been postponed until Thursti' John M. Halpern, of the radio
Greta Gildersleeve, Rudy Vallee and
di sion and Harry Casler, photo pocket - size, leather - covered, loose- his show, Kay Kyser and others. day. Continuance of Fly's testimony
leaf
notebook,
with
the
title
page,
ecor, heard the IFRC system of "Blue Network Programs For Sale." The tie-up with "Screen Snapshots," in opposition to the bill is expected
rc ting editors described. Under the On each page of the notebook is a which has resulted in wide exploita- to take two more days, after which
the committee is scheduled to call
.e p the film company representa description, under appropri- tion of NBC shows in theaters, was the FCC's Chief Engineer E. K. Jett,
J s, in alphabetical order by corn- complete
arranged
by
the
NBC
Western
Divipzies each will handle the job for ate subject headlines, of each pro- sion press department in Holly- and Commissioner T. A. M. Craven.
Watson Case Fly Victory
a zonth. Charles J. Schneider of gram currently open to sponsors. wood.
headlines are type of proThe compromise independent offiCambia is the current editor and Subject
ces appropriation bill, with the pro'N. be succeeded by Dave Blum of gram, title, time, featured artists,
WMCA "News" Promotion
broadcast history, outline of show,
hibition against FCC's continued emM l -M.
listener comment and price. Inci- In a campaign to promote its news ployment of Dr. Goodwin Watson
information which might be broadcast tie-ups with the New York deleted, passed the House yesterday
' C Orders All Amateurs dental
important to an advertiser consider- "Times," WMCA has worked out a and was sent to the Senate. Reprewith local hotels, primarily of sentative Woodrum, Chairman of the
f o Register Transmitters ing sponsorship is included and the deal
elite, residential grade, whereby House Conferees, informed the lower
show is outlined in informal, pithy the
language which can be used by the posters, listing the station's news body that if Dr. Watson were found
(Continued from Page 1)
schedules will be displayed at stra- to be unfit he would "find his way
Is with the Commission's Wash- salesman.
, an headquarters after obtaining For example, on the page describ- tegic positions in the lobby and apart- out of the government service."
t blanks either from Washington ing "House in the Country," daily ments. Hotels already committed to
Retention of Watson as chief ano rom the field offices.
serial, the broadcast history notes that the arrangement are: Delmonico, Ritz alyst of the Commission's foreign
iese forms call for full details the show has been on the Blue six Tower, Beaux Arts, One Fifth Ave., broadcasting monitoring service, is
o re type of transmitter, the kind months and that "by Wednesday, Thirty Fifth Ave., Roger Williams, considered to be a victory for the
Cooper, Stanhope, Volney, The administration and FCC Chairman
o adio emission, number of tubes, April 22, program had pulled over Peter
Fly.
r. `e and power, along with other 1,500 requests for a recipe mentioned Madison and Belvedere.
t: nical details.
order applies the previous Friday." The show is
o only to holders of amateur sta- outlined as follows: "At last-a serial
ti licenses but also to any person with taste, intelligence, and a sense
o >rganization in possession of a of humor .
. as healthy and bright
tr ;mitter owned by the holder of as its central characters, who are the
SPECIAL EVENTS!
a ,:eur radio transmitter.
nicest young couple you know! A
Cease Order Last Winter
'House in the Country' is the story of
You'll hear lots of them on
nateurs were ordered to cease their everyday life after they forsake
o ating last winter, but a partial their native Manhattan for an old
WSAI," points out Suzy our
r:'''al of activity is now permitted farmhouse. Bruce has given up his
Steno.
"Our full-time special
a
part of the recently announced job as commercial artist to try to
events
deportment, with two
-FCC civilian defense emergency make a living with his paints. Joan,
mobile
units
and every other
2s Inunications system.
an ex -secretary, takes up housekeepfacility
at its disposal,
addition to registration of per - ing seriously for the first time. The
so
now in possession of trans - listener, sharing the laughter and distakes
care of that."
n jrrs, the FCC is requesting any coveries of their new life, gets welar of an amateur operator's H- come relief from pathos, wrecked
Cincinnati
a who neither owns nor possesses homes, broken hearts
. hears a
listeners
habitu'.nsmitter now to notify the Corn - light and lively story, with plausible
,.`ally
tune
to
WSAI
n :on of the fact, give his present situations
t
and real, recognizable peofor
"on
-the
-spot"
I ess, and subsequent notification, ple. In witness
the program's
in five days, of any change of warm reception is of
coverage of important
a flood of listener
Icess.
;

,

.

events. WSAI's reputation for
service, like WSAI's SOUND
MERCHANDISING, makes it
a STANDOUT in the eyes of

comment."

The network notebook currently

ostal-W.U. Merger Nearer

covers 20 programs and as new shows

'ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
o

al

shington - The

Senate, by

a

BEST BUY
ILUE ISINYOUR
KANSAS CITY

R

advertisers.

vote, has approved the per - tions.

ve telegraph merger bill author -

the merger of Western Union
n Postal Telegraph. The bill now
o to the House for further action.

zr

are added to the Blue roster, salesmen will be provided with descrip-
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We Ma

E k Blue Network \-----"55151

WSAI'S SALES AIDS

Wedding Bells
Manfred B. Lee, who with Frederic
Dannay, his cousin, has written the
"Ellery Queen" books and radio
scripts, will marry Kaye Brinker,
West Coast radio writer, actress and

director, July 4, at a private ceremony here. "Ellery Queen" air series

will conclude that day also, for a
summer layoff. Miss Brinker has appeared on CBS in "Manhattan Moth-

er," on MBS in "True to Life," and
several of the "Ellery Queen"

on

shows where she first met Lee.

4

IT SELLS FASTER IF IT'S

1. Street car and

5. Taxicab Covers

bus cards
2. Neon Signs

6. Downtown Win -

dow Displays
3. Display Cards
4. Newspaper Ads 7. House -organ
8. "Meet the Sponsor" Broadcast

ENT1FIED
Í1

CINCINNATI'S OWN STATION
NBC 8 BLUE NETWORKS 5,000 Watts Day and Night Represented
by Spot Soles, Inc.
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Los Angeles

By FRANK BURKE

By JAC WILLEN

PAUL WHITEMAN and orchestra

THEY'RE still laughing about KNXCBS newscaster Bob Garred's
classic opening line after his 10 p.m.

news program had been "blacked
out" for four nights in a row-"As I
was saying when I was so rudely
interrupted...."
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy are
waxing a series of radio platters for
a national network debut of the comedy team within the next few weeks.

Ben Shipman, attorney for Laurel
and Hardy, worked out preliminary
details for a radio series while in
New York last week. It will mark

the comedians' first appearance as
a radio tearp.

"Superman," whose fabulous exploits have been recorded in Para mount's. Technicolor cartoons, news-

paper comic strips and radio

transcriptions, will appear for the

first time in the flesh on the Mutual

Broadcasting network in a Mondays through -Fridays series from 5:30-5:45
p.m., EWT, beginning August 31. The
series will be released to 202 stations
of the Mutual chain, and will be intro-

duced with the musical theme used
in the Paramount shorts.
Dick Joy, ace CBS announcer -

newscaster, has made a series of
transcriptions to help the Govern-

ment in its current campaign to collect discarded rubber. Joy is also

lining up other announcers to aid
the move.
No matter how far destiny carries

'em from Columbia Square, the boys_
who have once worked at Columbia
Broadcasting System's key station,

KNX, in Hollywood, never forget
good

old

Columbia

Broadcasting.

Private Bill Melton, for instance, for-

merly a doorman in Studio A at the
Hollywood studios, has written his

favorite actress, Ona Munson of "Big
Town," that he has organized a "Big

Town Club" among his buddies at
Sheppard Field, Texas. The club
meets every Thursday night to listen
to

the series over Columbia, with

Miss Munson starring in the leading
feminine role.

"The Good Ship Grace," from the

"Haven of Rest," embarks again from

KHJ and the Don Lee net in two

broadcasts weekly, Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 8-8:30 a.m., PWT. Di-

rected by "First Mate Bob," the program has not been released to KHJ,
Don Lee, listeners since January 11,

""~
.r )a
Little Shots About Dig Shots!
Jean Collins introduced a novelty song entitled "My Heart
Belongs to K.P. Jones" on WEEI, Boston, the other day during the
Camera" show. Josef Cherniaysky wrote the ditty which received a tremendous response.... All Kitchen Police visiting Boston were invited to
the studio to witness the performance....Bill Gailmore, WHN commentator,

while attending an Allied War Relief rally the other day coined a phrase
that may be taken up by the Russian War Relief: "Russia Has Been Our
War Relief-Let's Reciprocate!".... Julie Stern, formerly ace songplugger
for Robbins Music, who is now plugging the Irving Berlin score from "This
Is The Army" because he's a draftee, wants to get out of that assignment
to join the air force. Barry Wood, on seeing other former songpluggers
now in the army doing the same kind of work, said, "Before they'd visit
plugs with money in their hands. Now they carry guns!"....KFEL's news
editor, Bill Welsh, is on vacation-which may be his last fling as a civilianwhat with his draft board eyeing him-and the Marines offering him a
sergeantcy if ,he enlists!

Ken Niles, "Big Town" announcer,

case" is sponsored by Richard Hudnut

and is handled by the Kenyon and
Eckhardt Agency.

WMBH To Mutual

WMBH, Joplin, Mo., will become
a

Mutual affiliate on

Wednesday,

July 1, .it was announced yesterday.
total of MBS affiliates to 206.

Owen Vinson, producer of "Tha
Brewster Boy," as a dog fancier, i

-

winning blue ribbons these days. Hi
great dane, Heidi, romped away witt
first honors at the Lake Shore Kenne
Club show in Hammond, Ind., anc
the Skokie Valley Kennel Club show'
at Des Plaines, during the past week i:,
Jack Payne, staff continuity writer.
at WGN, has received a letter from;; his dad at Hilo, Hawaii, saying that J

;

he is seeing civilian service as an

enemy plane spotter.
Dick Holland, "Bud Barton" of there
"Bartons" on NBC, is only 15, but i

this week became "the man of the

house" as far as his mother and sister 4(
are concerned. His father, WilliamF

J. Holland, enlisted in the Navy as I::':
I.
a chief petty officer.

Glenn Miller's

broadcasts

will

originate in the CBS studios in Chi- li

'

cago for two weeks beginning July 7, ,,lb.,

ment in the Panther Room of the

Supervised by Robert B. Macdougall, director of education at
WTTM, Trenton, N. J., a new series of Civilian Defense programs is under
way. The show is the official and only radio program under the auspices
of the Office of Civilian Defense Director for the State of New Jersey,
Leonard Dreyfuss....Format calls for a series of dramatizations combining
human interest stories in connection with civilian defense work and vital

messages to listening public and civilian defense workers. Officials of
the Office of Civilian Defense take part in the dramatizations and an
official news flash is released on the program.... Production is in the
hands of Lee Stewart, assistant program director....Macdougall acts in
a dual capacity, having recently been named radio coordinator for the
Office of Civilian Defense for the State of New Jersey.
Since last Monday, WBZ executives and their guests have
been wearing red carnations in their lapels to call attention to the fact
that WBZ is now the Boston NBC Red network outlet....During that same
week Fred Waring and his "Pleasure Time" company had been broadcasting from the ballroom of the Statler Hotel as part of the week of
celebration....The men taking tickets at the doors for the Waring broadcasts soon came to recognize Red Carnation wearers as members of the
WBZ party and admitted them without asking for tickets or credentials.
All went well until the Wednesday broadcast....Then, red carnations
appeared throughout the audience. It looked as if everyone in Boston
worked for WBZ. People found out that a Red Carnation was as good as
a ticket for the broadcasts and the Statler florists were doing a land office
business.

Gordon Waltz, member of WLW production staff for the last
six years received his biggest shock while supervising a broadcast last Wed

Hotel Sherman.
Ruth M. Harshaw, radio writer and t'
book lecturer, at 52 is the oldest
student enrolled in the NBC -Northwestern University Summer Radio h A
Institute which opened yesterday for L.
k.:
an eight -week period.
Bob Atcher and Bonnie Blue -Eyes,
WBBM hillbilly entertainers, have 5
been signed for a Columbia picture, Of
.L

ID

"Panhandle Trail," and will
for Hbllywood, Sept. 1.

leave

og

:i.

BVC Mailing Suggestions
For Radio's Rubber Drive
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Promotion suggestion

10'
Ha..

for the government's rubber scrap
campaign is included in a communication being sent by the Broadcaster's Victory Committee to all
stations. The campaign, which open-

ed a week ago, will continue until
June 30, with radio assuming the

main burden of putting the

,Al
t

r1

'L:
e

vital

Cl

drive across.
High among the list of BVC suggestions is one for a Victory Rubber

A1

Hour next Sunday afternoon, June 28.

Such a program, put on the air

.

ci

last week by KBIX, Muskogee, Okla.,

won praise from OFF officials handling the governments scrap rubber
drive. The hour-long broadcast was

a running description of the community hunt for rubber, announced

nesday of "Everybody's Farm" program ....Gordon was tip -toeing across
the floor of studio A when the organist suddenly plunged into Wagner's
"Wedding March"....It was his last broadcast before reporting for service
to the Army Thursday morning and he had vision of a complete blow-up
of his final program after a perfect six -year record.... About that time
a member of WLW's publicity department started toward a microphone
with the producer's girl friend who came to the studio to watch his final
It was then that Waltz caught on!" ...The secret of their marshow!
riage Monday had leaked out and the revelation of it was made part of
the broadcast without his knowledge.

during the morning in Muskogee
pulpits. Station announcers broad-

Remember Pearl Harbor

FIRST AND FOREMOST

Operating on 1450 kc., with 250 watts,

full time, the new outlet brings the

slated to play a week's engage

ment at the Oriental Theater
Chicago in August.

Glenn is coming here for an engage -11,

1942.

steps into his first producer berth
when he takes over the reins on the
Mary Astor "Hollywood Showcase"
(CBS - KNX, Hollywood) Monday
nighter on June 29. Niles will continue his announcing chores. "Show-

194

cast a description of the "Treasure
Hunt."

LExington 2110

et

S
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Post War Aims Mulled By AF
,AGENCIES
As Annual Convention Opens

(lJ E.I T-1 Id G
DONALD CAREY, on Bill
Spbrts Newsreel of the Air,"

(NBC Red, 6:45 p.m.).

EZRA STONE, on Dorothy

n's "Voice of Broadway,"
:WABC-CBS, 6:15 p.m.).
ERROLLE,

soprano;
AUSTIN, singing comedi-

CHE

nd WILBUR EVANS, barin the St. Louis Municipal
program, Sunday
30 p.m.) .
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(WABC-

MEETING OF THE BOARD of

Directors of the Association of
ness to win the approval of the mass American Railroads, which was

(Continued from Page 1)

at the initial general luncheon

the voters. Whether the views of
session, and Clare Boothe, well- of
the "politicians" in Washington or
known journalist who spoke at of business
prevail, Barton said, "delast night's annual banquet, pends not on them, but on us.
examined closely the various possi- If American business rises to its full
ble relationships among nations opportunity in this crisis, if it makes
which might evolve after the war, the right kind of record and unfolds
tressing America's obligation to lead that record, in simple language, to
in planning a peace which will ob- the common man, we need have no
fear of the verdict. That common
viate future armed conflicts.
President Roosevelt, in a message man and his wife, and their boy
to the convention, congratulated the home from the wars, will register
.

scheduled for last Friday in Chicago, has been postponed until this
Friday, June 26. Board is expected
to act on the proposal of its advisory
committee that the Association spon-

sor an institutional radio program

a national network. Arthur
Kudner, Inc., is the agency.

on

JOHN B. HUGHES, Mutual news
commentator, will be guest speaker
at the last luncheon -meeting of the
Advertising Club of New York to-

"for the way in which its mem- the verdict at the ballot box."
1IETTA KAYE, actress, on AFA
morrow.
bers
Asks Pooling of Best Assets
already have contributed of
tinee at Meadowbrook" show,
Noting
that
"long
range
prophecy
their
time
and
skill
to
the
war
effort."
(WABC-CBS, 5 p.m.).
SHERMAN K. ELLIS, head of the
The President continued: "If the is always hazardous," Barton neverIIY RYAN, vocalist of the members of your organization will, theless declared that in envisioning advertising agency bearing his name,
Kaye orchestra, on "Nellie wherever possible, assist in the war a post-war world "some things are has been named chairman of the
publishing and graphic
'resents," tomorrow afternoon program and continue the splendid sure: The post war plan must not advertising,
spirit of cooperation which they become a football of politics. . . . arts committee of United China
ed, 12:30 p.m.).
.lave shown during the past year, The plan must not be predicated on Relief.

E Y WAYNE, on "Your Date advertising will have a worthwhile the repeal of human nature.
)n Norman," tomorrow (WOR- 2nd patriotic place in the nation's Finally, every country must bring

LARGEST ADVERTISING BUDto the peace the one best asset its GET in the firm's history has been
.otal war effort."
Warning that "for the duration national life has developed."
set by Columbia Pictures for its top

1:45 p.m.).

,e

In the case of the United States, pictures during the 1942-43 season,
WALTERS, baritone, on there will be a diminution in product
VIoments in Music," tomorrow advertising, but this does not mean Barton held, this "one best asset" is it was announced by David Lipton,

ii

an end of advertising," the Chief Ex- "the free and unrestricted planning advertising director.
ecutive pointed out that: "There are not of a bureaucratic few, but of our
!HA M. ELIOT, assistant chief many messages which should be whole 130,000,000-the enormous for- racy can come only when the era
h iildren's bureau of the United given to the public through the use ward impulse of the multitude of of Imperialism is ended."
to a)epartment of Education, and 3f advertising space. The desire for free individuals dreaming their
Annual Josephine Snapp Awards
D McCLUSKEY, consultant liberty and freedom can be strength- dreams and working unhampered to were announced at the luncheon sesened
by
reiteration
of
their
benefits."
make
those
dreams
come
true."
No
th activities of the United
sion following Barton's talk. Award
"new regimentation" will satisfy the "to the woman who has made the
"Business" Aspect of War
to Office
of Civilian Defense,
In his keynote speech, Bruce Bar- peoples of the world after the war, most outstanding contribution to adu ig "Children and the War,"
ldren Also Are People," to- on offered a new name for the war. Barton said, but the opportunity to vertising during the year" went to
"The President has asked for a name emulate the American system of free Barbara Daly Anderson, home eco(WABC-CBS, 4:30 p.m.).
for the war," Barton said. "So far enterprise.
nomics editor and director of
Quoting Alexander Kerensky's most "Parent's" magazine consumer serR
ASTAIRE, joining Bing as we in industry are concerned, the
A -CBS, 10 p.m.).
1

.I

R
st

iS
u

d

la

A
ur

impression of America-that vice bureau. Ann Ginn, director of
in duets from their latest name that we hold in our minds, vivid
we speak it out loud or not, "the people smile" - Barton con- women's activities at WTCN, St.
:oliday Inn," on the "Kraft whether
should be 'The War That Business cluded:
-Minneapolis, was given honorfall," Thursday (NBC Red, Helped
to Win'." Barton's speech, "We are fighting to make sure that Paul
able mention.
which was entitled "What to Do in a we and our children may keep the Other speakers at the luncheon sesRevolution," stressed the necessity of right and the incentive to smile. Not sion were Joseph B. Eastman, direcAURANCE M. THOMPSON, finding a middle ground, between a smile of smug self-satisfaction, of tor of the Office
of D e f ens e
national director of the Fascism and Communism, here in mere physical enjoyment of material
Transportation, and Thomas H. Beck,

ss and co-author of the Red America and throughout the world
Aid Textbook, on the after the war.
le Live" program, Thursday Discussing the role of business in
CBS, 9:45 a.m.).
"a world revolution," Barton offered

things, but the smile of people strong president of Crowell -Collier Publishin self-reliance because their free ing Co. Joining Miss Boothe at the
right to dream great dreams and do banquet last night, Rear Admiral
great deeds has been fused in the Frederick C. Sherman, commander
,he following advice:
fiery furnace of war with a stern of the sunken aircraft carrier LexAN HELLMAN, playwright,
"You and I shall not make money self-discipline and devotion to ideals ington, gave an informal -talk.
lumbia Workshop," Friday the rest of our lives, at least not in eternal. Such a people can lead the
Today's luncheon session will be
.CBS, 10:30 p.m.).
the sense in which we used to think world, and they will."
devoted to an advertising "open
of making money. Henceforth we
Clare Booth Talks
house," with Thomas E. Dewey as
BILL ROBINSON, wife of must measure our lives rather in Clare Boothe,
wife of Henry Luce,
er and co -chairwoman of the terms of inner satisfaction and the publisher of "Time," "Life" and featured speaker. A round -table dinvision, American Women's approval of our fellow men. Those "Fortune," stressed the global aspect ner on current events, with the editorial board of "Newsweek" heading
.y Services, on "Wings Over men in industry who accept the new of the war, maintaining that no front the
discussion, will feature the evenSunday (WABC-CBS, 10:30 conditions cheerfully can look for- was more important than another, ing meeting.
'first

ward to some very challenging and but that the Axis should be conrewarding years. Those who fight sidered "one indivisible enemy, wag'ER GROSS, pianist, on the against the trend will be washed out." ing one indivisible war against us."
Regarding the future of business, A successful peace, Miss Boothe
a Broadcasting Symphony
Sunday

;rE

(WABC-CBS,

REEVES
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Barton advised that: "Our output
should be so good and so plentiful,
our service so free from any taint of
self-seeking, that every man in uni-

held, must be predicated on some

variation of the formula the ,United
States employed in its treatment of
the Philippines, whereby that land
form, every father and mother, broth_ was guaranteed its eventual indeer and sister, will say: 'Business gave pendence over a period
of years and
us the tools we needed. Business
gradually
educated
in
the
ways of
performed such miracles of produc- self-government. She pointed to the
tion that we overwhelmed the ene- recent words of Under Secretary of
my. Business helped us to win the State Sumner Welles as outlining the
war quickly and bring most of the policy to be followed in bringing
boys back home'."
a just and lasting peace. Welles
He stressed that it was up to busi- about
had declared: "The age of Democ-

lf
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new

WORDS AND MUSIC

BU5IDESS

WGAR, Cleveland: National Biscuit
Co.

(Nabisco Shredded Wheat)

,

through Federal Advertising, New
York, six anns. weekly for 13 weeks;
McKesson & Robbins (Soretone) ,

through J. D. Tarcher, Inc., N. Y. C.,

eight daytime anns. weekly for 20
weeks; Kellogg Co (Rice Krispies),
through J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago, 10 daytime anns. weekly,

indefinite; Grennan Bakeries, through
Campbell-Mithun, Inc., Minneapolis,
renewal of five daytime anns. weekly

for 13 weeks; American Cigar and
Cigarette Co. (Pall Malls), through
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., N. Y. C., 12
daytime and 13 evening anns. week-

ly for seven weeks; American Bio-

chemical (Paracelsus) , through Hub-

bell

Advertising,

Cleveland,

two

daytime anns. weekly for 13 weeks;
Procter & Gamble (Oxydol) , through
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y. C.,
four evening anns. weekly, indefinite;

M. Werk Co. (Werx Soap), through
Frederic W. Ziv, Inc., Cincinnati,
three 15 -min. ETs weekly for 28
weeks; Studebaker Corp., through
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago, renewal of three 10 -min. news-

casts weekly for four weeks; Mc-

Kesson & Robbins (Bexel), through
J. D. Tarcher, Inc., N. Y. C., six 15 min. daytime programs weekly for
13 weeks; "Saturday Evening Post,"
through BBD&O, N Y. C., three daytime and four evening anns.

By Sid Weiss
Short-wave broadcasting dept. of the
COI requiring all actors and announcers to go on 48 -hour weekly basis

NOTES FROM AN AISLE SEAT:

as Civil Service Employees starting this week....If Chesterfield buys an
hour variety show (as rumors persist), Walter Huston will be emcee....
Jim Kilgallen and his daughter, Dorothy, will be armchair detectives on
"Ellery Queen" this week....Kate Smith leaves for Lake Placid on the
29th, continuing her daytime airings from up there.... Mutual has the
exclusive rights to any Joe Louis fight that he makes to raise income tax
coin.... Watch for a terrific announcement from R. & R. agency shortly....
Vaughn Monroe goes back into the Commodore in October to try and
break his own attendance record-which is an all-time high there....Mort
Lewis coming in with a new show early in July which insiders report is
a "sensationally different and fantastically

satirical comedy idea"....

Recommended: Mildred Bailey's version of "My Beloved is Rugged"....At
least four major film studios are gnashing their molars because 18 -year -old
Mary Jane Yeo isn't free for picture work. She's under contract for another
year to the Ice Follies at the Center Theater. Tip to radio scouts: She
sings, too'
Diane Courtney gets the Sunday nite spot vacated by Dinah
Shore.

Elizabeth Watts, who, as Elizabeth Day, was a singing sensation
"Mrs. Anderson" on NBC's "The Andersons"....

in the 20's, is

Nancy (Alice Maslin) Craig was gifted with a pair of goats by
her hubby on their wedding anniversary....Irving Miller's new
tune, "My Ma Gave Me A Quarter," has been offered royalty free
to the Treasury Dept. for use in their campaign....The Blue Barron
series on the Blue moves under War Manpower Board supervision
this week.

*

*

*

Pals of Maury Lowell, the director, will be shocked to learn of his sudden

KH,SL, Chico: Dr. Corley's Products (health foods), health talks,
through Rufus Rhoades Agency;

Langendorf United Bakeries (bread),
Fulton Lewis, through Leon Livingston Agency; Acme Brewing Co.
(beer and ale), participation in

"Breakfast Club," with Jack Kirkwood.

FDR Committee Okays
"Disks For Fighting Men"
Announcement that President

Roosevelt's Committee on War Relief
Agencies has extended formal recog-

nition to Records For Our Fighting

Men, Inc., as a non-profit corporation
to collect and sell old phonograph

records as scrap, and with the proceeds to purchase new records for
distribution to the armed forces, was
made yesterday at the corporation's
headquarters, here. Marshall K. Skadden, secretary of Records For Our
Fighting Men, Inc., said the musical
artists backing the project had received notice of official recognition
from Joseph E. Davies, former U. S.
Ambassador to the Soviet Union and
now Chairman of the President's

Committee.
Records For Our Fighting Men, Inc.,

was chartered at Albany, June 1,
with Kay Kyser, Kate Smith, Fritz
Reiner, Sigmund Spaeth and Gene
Autry as incorporators.
president. More than

Kyser . is
well-

100

known musical artists have already
pledged their services in support of
the campaign.

passing away Friday morning in Chicago. Maury had been directing
"Listen, America" for the Henry Souvaine office and was about to join
the staff handling "Cheers from the Camps." Only 27, Lowell had come out

of the mid -west not long ago with a brilliant record as a director and
writer.... Mills Bros. set for a weekly Sunday show an the Blue by Jack
Cleary.... Jeanne Juvelier an addition to "Bess Johnson"....Frank (General
Amusement Corp.) Cooper looking for writers for a comedy drama. Inci
dentally, Cooper just set Connee Boswell with a new variety show being

readied for July....The Ian Martins (Inga Adams) have a date with the
Stork. (Ian's already going around as tho' he just discovered something
new!)

*

To the Colors!
TOM WRIGHT, of the pub
department of Young & Rub:
went into the Army this week.
stationed temporarily at Camp U
L. I.

- vvv -

H. D. HENSHEL, manager of

will leave Wednesday, June
active training. He is a majo
U. S. Army.

- vvv -

JOE LEIGHTON, for the p
years a member of the public
of KNX, Los Angeles, and t
Pacific Network, has left to
chief petty officer in the U.
Guard.

OWI Reprimands Ma
"Violated Confid
(Continued from Page 1)

Attitude Toward War News
OWI termed the use of the
"incomplete and misleading"
statement, which follows in
"In today's June 22 issue of
dio trade magazine 'Broadcast

pears an article in which are
duced portions of the repo
survey made by the intellige

reau, OFF, now part of the
of War Information.
"This report, which deal
'American Attitudes Towar

plainly so designated.
"It is clear that the documen

have been obtained only in
proper, and possibly illegal

Publication of excerpts fro
document was without authori
OFF or OWI, which alone co
authorization.

"The fact that the docume
quoted only in part, and the
fact that extracts were selecte
the apparent purpose of sery

*

Welk and his Champagne Music are wowing them in their mid west one-niters....Risa Royce-who once was married to Joe Von
Sternberg, the film director....Ted de- Corsia-who always gets the
"tough" calls from Hi Brown. (Why not give him some of the soft
touches, too, Hi?) ....Irene Beasley-whose tune, "I've Got a Job
to Do for Uncle Sam," is being used by WNYC as theme of their
Civilian Defense airings....Frank Lovejoy-who still gets fan mail
on his role in "Your Family and Mine"-proving he rates a regular
spot....Tim Marks-who complains about all these parties being

or

magazine's self-interest result

ing an incomplete and mis

OWI yesterday was making
mined efforts to ascertain h
secret document was obtain
publication. The comparativ
copies

of the report distrib

government information circ
numbered, were reportedly c
The question of a possible st
violation is being looked into,
ing to OFF.
Editor's Note: OFF on Frida
12, held a meeting of station, n

given the lads who are leaving for the army. (He was turned downso he wants a "disappointment" party!) ....The Victory Twins-who
have been invited up to Hartford, Conn., to participate in the War
Bond and Stamp sales efforts up there-in addition to all the work
they're doing down here.

and agency men in CBS stu

"Young Man In. Search of a Faith." radio script by Alvin Josephy, formerly with WOR and now with the OFF. occupies the lead-off position in
a newly published anthology of democratic writings titled "Of the People"
(Oxford Press). Script, for which Russell Bennett wrote a special musical
score, was broadcast on Bennett's "Notebook" program on MBS last August.
The Josephy piece is the only radio script in the anthology which was
collected by Harry Warfel of Maryland University.

confidence by Bill Lewis, Rad

*

!r

picture of the contents of the
Obviously disturbed by the

PASSING PARADE: Bill Frederick-who confides that Lawrence

*

B'.

News,' is a secret document
United States Government

*

in New York, during course of
the government representativ

plained what was expected

line of radio production (RADIO

June 14) and a part of the

mentioned document was re

ordinator of the OFF. At th

of the off -the -record -talk, it
lieved that the only press repr
tive present was a reporter
RADIO DAILY; trials and trib

covering war -agency ite
have cropped up via a secon
version of the meeting.
of

al

way, June 23, 1942
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it Knight To Biow
s Producing Chief

Ip IQ 0 (G ILAY% IQ IL v II 1E1411
"Starlight and Music"

(Continued from Page 1)

of the special "Command Per Romantic music and popular bal:e" programs which were lads,
a fairly routine idea for summer
ived to U. S. troops abroad. programs,
will characterize this new
vies now has been completed. Sunday series
which started Sunday,
trig his first connection with over WOR-MBS, 9:30-10 p.m.
After
ertising agency where he will a bit of preliminary pomp over
a

large of more than one pro - new theme song, written especially
Knight will have under his for the new program by Leonard
Tree Philip Morris programs, Whitcup, composer of "I Am An
r Presents," NBC Red; "Philip American" and "Boots and Saddles,"
Playhouse," CBS, and "Crime show brought on Genevieve Rowe,
also on Columbia. Other
Leonard Stokes, baritone,
hows Knight will supervise soprano;
and
Bob
Stanley's
orchestra. VocalEversharp's "Take It or
soloed and duetted, alternately,
t," CBS, and spot airings for ists
much of the pattern
and Tootsie Rolls. Charlie to make that
but the performances, for
will continue as director of interesting,
most part fell short of the arresttyhouse" and other Biow pro- the
ing quality which would prevent the
vorking under Knight.
listener from trying out something
VIII Serve New Sponsors
idition, it was stated

that

else on his radio.
Miss Rowe's singing is methodical,

will be responsible for the but, when there arose opportunities
"on a large scale of new to be warm, personal and dramatic,
lows for several new spon- she did not come through. Certainly,
be heard on the air next Fall her choice of songs could not be
the Biow agency." New spon- criticized adversely, keeping in mind
re rumored to be a soap ac- the purpose of the program. Numbers
nd a toothpaste firm, but it included "With a Song in My Heart,"
1 the contracts had yet to be
Biow currently handles spot
or Lava soap, a Procter &
product.

t

entered big-time radio

in

aroducer of the Chrysler pro-

Ihen followed Kate Smith's

agon" for A & P, "We the

for Calumet; 1937-1938, Editor's "Texaco Town"; 1939,

mel Caravan" with Cantor,
en loaned Knight to Rudy

ar the Sealtest show. In 1941 -

was identified with the Fred

rogram for Texaco and left
become the unsalaried prof "Command Performance."
gratis activity by him was
of the "March of Dimes"
tr the past four years.

Ingineers Studying
ew Recording Device

In Eastern Territory

"This Is Fort Dix"

(Continued from Page 1)

go for radio time. Of this
The seventy-seventh program in will $35,000
is being spent here.
this pioneer army camp series (Mu- about
Weiss & Geller, approxitual-WOR, Sundays, 2:30-3 p.m.) was Agency,
the campaign as the largest
dedicated to service men who were mates
wineries for the summer N. Y.
engaged in show business before be- among
Most of the deals are set for
ing called to the colors. Since this market.
is a soldier participation show orig- a three-month run. Other stations
inating at the camp, the program sharing the appropriation are WAGE,
WSAY, Rochester; WELI,
consisted of entertainment by former Syracuse;
entertainers. Most of those partici- New Haven, and WDEL, Wilmington,
pating were recent recruits, so that Del.
started yesterday with a
the quality of their performance was 15Campaign
-minute recorded show, the Dick
still in the commercial brackets.
Gilbert quarter-hour, 2:15-2:30 p.m.,
Perhaps of necessity, the program Mondays through Saturdays, on
is run as a variety bill which could WHN for Lango wine. For the same
be ended at any point. Program product, sponsor has engaged Mel
doesn't lead up to a climax, every- Allen, sportscaster, for another Monthing and everyone being on even day through Saturday, 6:30-6:45 p.m.,
keel. Sustained interest is achieved on . WMCA's "Sports Resume," startprimarily because the performers are ing June 29.
service men. Component parts are, For its Legend Wines, CW conin themselves, satisfying entertain- tracted for four, one -hour programs,

ment from the point of View that which started yesterday, also, on
the folks back home are listening WHN. Its "Radio Newsreel Theater
to their own or someone else's drafted of the Air," running 11-12 p.m., will

son. Secondly, those who were fea- air also Wednesday, Friday and Sattured on this program were smooth urday.
quite at home behind the mike, Starting June 29 on WOR, sponsor
"All the Things You Are" and "Why and
to
distinguish
them from the non - will feature Don Dunphy immediateWas I Born?".
pros
who
have
been heard before ly following Yankee and Giant baseThere was a bit more color to
this and other camp shows. To ball broadcasts. In the past, winery
Stokes' baritone renditions, his best on
fault-finding minority, the idea of has used radio only for small spot
being "Lamp Lighter's Serenade." athe
served the noble pur- jobs.
Duetting of the two singers produced poseprogram
proving that the draft is takthe best effect of the evening, for ing a of
full quota from show business.
the orchestra, under Bob Stanley's And this
a demonstration from Four New Advertisers
direction, never came up to expecta- only one was
center,
obviously,
Participating On WABC
tions, doing a particularly uncompli- could include justwhich,
a
representative
mentary job on "Sleepy Lagoon" and handful in a half-hour showing.
"Begin the Beguine."
Four advertisers, new to WABC,
Tom Slater emceed the show in have been added as participating
lively fashion, sticking to a straight- sponsors to Arthur Godfrey's early
forward style of introduction and morning program, 7-7:45 a.m. Three
"Time Out for Laughs"
interviewing, so that individual con- now being heard; the fourth will
First installment in this new susweren't hemmed in by dis- initiate its plugs June 29. Two will
taining quarter-hour series was not tributions
tracting patter.
five days a week, Mondays
to the advantage of anyone associ- Most dramatic feature was the edi- participate
through
Fridays,
and two will run
ated with its debut, particularly Lou
torial by Sergeant Jimmy Cannon, six days a week, Mondays through
Holtz, who has not had too much formerly
of "PM," commenting on Saturdays.
good luck with broadcasting. He is what the Nazis
Deals have been set as follows:
have done to Broada favorite of this reviewer, but someNorthwestern
Cherry Growers' Assoway.
Text
went
deep
into
the
symhow he doesn't get a supporting
script. Last year, it took him almost bolism of the eradicated Great White ciation through the Pacific National

four weeks to warm up and carry
half-hour spot. The task seems
Armour Research Founda- his
more
difficult this year, because in
liated with the Illinois Insti(Continued from Page 1)

Central Winery Spots

Way, and of course, served to heighten Advertising Agency, Monday through
patriotic ramifications. There were Friday, started Monday; Schutter
songs and conversations among the Candy Corp. through Rogers and

15 minutes Holtz is mighty limited. performers who had known or work'echnology. Engineers plead- The
show represented no particular ed with each other in the trade, inig insufficient details on the organization
cluding Jack Leonard, now a serZ
to be able to evaluate it. Holtz cameorondirection.
geant, Bobby Burns, Howard Delaney
and
closed
gargling
at they would say consisted a take off on "O Solo Mio," with and others. Sergeant Herby Fields'
on that the current method
did a swell job when called
cal recording was a fine lyrics concerning the enemy, etc. He musicians
a so-so army story, and his on.
which would require much told
Club yarn, but both
part of a new device if it Itsie-Bitsie
spark and zip.
talent lineup. Program debuted Sunbe superseded. There is the lacked
Other than Holtz, show offered day via CBS, 7:15-7:30, and is slated
ation, too, that acceptance
Bailey, whose "Skylark" vo- for a Sunday, weekly. It will need
allation of the new patent Mildred
a long way off, even if it calizing was no redeemer. Meyer considerable reconstruction if it is
vantageous, because the war Alexander's orchestra completed the to survive.
i materials would affect that, siderably to accommodate the new
recorded magnetically; that once the
method.
is made, the sounds can be
factors which the engineers As described by the patent owners, recording
played back immediately without
to consideration from the the new device uses a steel wire
as processing, and that the wire can be
ial point of view involve the thin as human hair; that eight hours
hod's fidelity, its cost, speed, of continuous recording could be demagnetized and after being so
icticability for radio and wound on a spool five inches in processed, used again.
Invention is the work of Marvin
iphs. Agreed, however too,
two inches wide; that the
26 -year -old assistant physi)nographs and juke boxes diameter,
recorder, itself, is about the size of Camras,
ave to be readjusted con- a large portable radio; that sound is cist, and Dr. Harold Vagtborg, director of the Foundation.

Smith for Bit O'Honey candy bars,
Mondays through Saturdays, started
Monday; Twentieth Century -Fox Film
through Kayton-Spiero Co.,
for "Ten Gentlemen From West
Corp.,

Point," Mondays through Saturdays,

started Monday; and Sunbrock's
Shows, Inc., starting June 29, Mondays
through Saturdays, for its Wild West
Rodeo and Hollywood Thrill Circus.
Account was obtained directly.

Roy Porter To Blue

Roy Porter, Associated Press correspondent recently returned from
Europe, has joined the commentator
staff of

the Blue Network, G. W.

Johnstone, director of news and special features, announced yesterday.
Author of "Uncensored France," published in May, and with a wide background 'of reporting, Porter began a
weekly series of Sunday news analyses from 3-3:15 p.m., EWT, on June 21,

8
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Coast -to -Coast
BILL MITCHAM, formerly with Skippy Homeier, 11 -year -old actor,
WBT, Charlotte, N. C., and free- appeared on the Blue Theater Players
lance publicist, has returned to radio for the first time on Sunday, June 21,
via WAYS, Charlotte, N. C., as an- on WJZ. Skippy joined the ranks of
nouncer, working also on special some of radio's best known performevents and publicity....Oliver Thorn- ers in a dramatization of "House For
burg is leaving WAYS for an an- Sale." He is heard regularly also as
nouncing post in Washington, D. C. "Teddy" on "Bright Horizon," on the
....Leon Lloyd, transmitter engineer "Columbia Workshop," "Manhattan at
at WAYS, is on vacation....WAYS Midnight" and others.
broadcast the first oath administered
to the first woman to be inducted KDYL, Salt Lake City, is adding
into the U. S. Navy, last Wednesday, a dramatic touch to the Rubber SalJune 17, when over 500 "Victory vage Campaign in its area. Not conBelles" took the naval oath. "Belles" tent with the ordinary run-of-the-mill

promote navy recruiting, and have spot announcements and talks,
re-eived official recognition by U. S. George Provol, KDYL's program director, sends portable r e c or ding
Navy.
crews consisting of technicians and
Now in its fourth month, Helen announcers to various filling stations
Sutton's "Guide Post," daily feature throughout the city. At each of
on WNLC, New London, Conn., has these salvage collection depots, the
completed its 75th interview with announcer describes

the activities

and puts across dramatically the necessity for collection of scrap rubber.
Disks made at these points are then
nutrition, inflation, marketing, health, played back in the early evening.
OPA, economics, education, employ- Campaign will continue throughout
ment, child care and rationing. The the Rubber Salvage Drive.
Honorable Mrs. Chase Going WoodOne of the busiest employees
house, Secretary of State of Connecticut, made her first appeal over this around WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va.,
program for the mobilization of wo- these days is Lee Neat, newscaster.
men in -production work in war -time He handles 18 news programs a week,
teas three commercial programs, does
industries.
ome writing and still finds time to
Charles Lloyd, KLX, Oakland, act- handle some of the duties of the sales
ing manager during Preston Allen's department. .. .James Ducas is the
assignment with the Navy, is back newest spieler at WPAR. He attended
from vacation ....A newcomer to an announcers' school conducted by
KLX dialers with her weekly series the stat`.on during the winter.
is Mary Valle, secretary of the VetClarence G. Cosby, general sales
erans' Bureau, maintained in Oakland by the American Legion. She manager at KXOK, St. Louis, angives valuable info to families of nounced the sale of six news broadcasts a day, seven days a week, for
service men.
one year to the Walgren Drug ComThe contract was negotiated
In the past 12 weeks, WTMJ, Mil- pany.
Schwimmer & Scott Agency....
waukee, has distributed over 7,000 by
Bowden, a recent graduate of
service flags. The offer was directed Gladys
the
School
of Journalism at the Unionly to those having relatives in the versity of Missouri,
has been added

persons actively associated with the
war effort. The program covers a
wide variety of consumer activities:

x

service, the flags being distributed to the news and continuity departfree of charge to those asking for ments at KXOK, to handle all prothem in writing.
grams of the public service type in

addition to an assignment in the news
Allen Drake, actor, will address 100 department.

men and women at a meeting of the
Tuesday Luncheon Club, June 30 at
12:30

p.m., Hotel Wellington.

Lightning struck twice June 19 for

He Mrs. H. L.

Bruswitz, member of

will speak on how characters are cre- WEBR, Buffalo, "Contest Club." She
ated for the air, and will also present found a wrist watch, courtesy of Walhis original Chinese Comic Opera.
nettos, in the mail, and then heard
her questions stump "Information
Please" experts.

B
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Peggy Langer
Jean Kelk
Pick Malone

Claude Reese

Ruth Wheeler
Mary Livingstone
Eddie Miller
Marley Sherris

S

Harry C. "Pappy" Cheshire, king
of hillbillies for KMOX, St. Louis,
has returned from Hollywood where
he made a picture for Republic Pictures. It will be released soon as

"Hi Neighbors." Featured with Cheshire were Vera Vague, Don Wilson,
Jean Parker, Lulubelle 'and Scotty,
Roy Acuff and many others.

Yvonne Peattie, actress in "isC
thorne House," sponsored by Zq/
Oil and Snowdrift Co. on KPO,1
Francisco, eloped to Reno with
ham Hopper, a non -professions

Grace Cooper, one-time act/14
KPO, is now chief hostess in 'Ph)
new Radio City ....Leonard Gro
KPO's public service dept., to
judge at the annual boys' en

Studio orchestra at WTAG, Wor- contest staged by the Ame
cester, Mass., under the direction of gion in San Francisco as
Dol Brissette, entertained recently at of developing skill in public
commencement exercises of Phillips
Andover Academy, Andover, Mass.
A new program, titled
Record" devoted each week
"Americans All" will be the title agency of America's war e
of a new series of 15 -minute broad- gan on WCKY, Cincinnati,
casts over KTSA, San Antonio, by June 20. It will be he
the Business and Professional Wo- Saturday at 10 p.m.
men's Club. Series is being written
Hit tunes in current popul
in collaboration with Dr. Carlos E. on records, will be heard d
Castaneda, Latin American librarian 45 -minute show, in addition
and associate professor of history at triotic talks or dramatizatio
the University of Texas. Appearing first program was dedicate'
as vocal soloist will be Carmen U. S. Marine Corps and in
Quinones, Mexican. Philip J. Mon- Sergeant George Biggerstaff,
talbo will act as narrator. Series is Marine Corps recruiting st.
to carry out a theme of Latin-Amer- Cincinnati, who is to con
ican solidarity.

show under the name of
Snatchboot. This character
Lynn Meyer, formerly of the sales Marines what Paul Bunya
staff of WLOL, Minneapolis -St. Paul, the North Woods folk, a le
has been advanced to the position of super -man.
promotion and merchandising man- The second program, on
ager. He succeeds Doug Durkin who will feature a transcript of
has joined the British Purchasing wireless message received fr
regidor, as furnished by
Commission in Washington, D. C.

Department.
George Johnston, former continuity
Cutest gag of the month
director at WHCU, Ithaca, N. Y., blue
-painted radio in the
switched from that outlet to WNAX, Blue Network
-Hollywood pr
Yankton, S. D., six weeks ago. His partment. Radio
dials in only
former colleagues, missing him at a KECA, local Blue
outlet, and
family cocktail party, just recently, the following slogan
whipped together, produced and face-"It's easy to doacross
busin
waxed a half-hour program with the Blue."

_

everyone contributing something

*

from personal messages to imitations John K. Chapel, KROW,
of Johnston's own programs. Platter Calif., news commentator, 1
was then mailed to Yankton as a a couple of weeks for a va"
belated farewell reception.
Mexico City.... Eddie Edw
KROW is now aiding Dean
WPAT. Paterson, N. J., boasts of the broadcasting the Oak 1 a n
results of a brief series of broadcasts, League baseball games.... S
begun in May, designed to help the Scott has joined the KROW
N. J. National Youth Administration. do a women's commentary
A letter station received June 20 forenoons, featuring items of
from Bernard S. Miller, New Jersey domesticity, health and other
Youth Administrator, declared that of interest to the housewife.

".... although NYA programs have
gone over a number of other New
Jersey stations, more than 80 per cent
of all inquiries from broadcast listeners resulted from programs aired by

Eunice Steel, KFRC, San Francisco, WPAT."
organist, is doubling at the new
Downtown Bowl, San Francisco, the Carol Gay, women's commentator
west's largest bowling alley....Jo and stylist on KWK, St. Louis, has
Ellen Humphries, daughter of Col. made between 25 and 30 speeches be-

O. W. Humphries bf the Army, has fore women's groups in the last two
joined KFRC's "Chapel Moments" as weeks....Nick J. Zehr, chief engineer at KWK, St. Louis, was elected
soloist.
vice-chairman of the St. Louis SecNew personnel at KVOO, Tulsa, in- tion of the Institute of Radio Engicludes Virginia Smith, receptionist; neers at the closing session of the

Barbara West, continuity department, 1941-1942 season....Judy Carver,
and George Chapman, formerly of singer, has joined the "Shady Valley
KTUL, Tulsa, engineering depart- Folks," heard over KWK twice daily,
to sing cowgirl and Western songs.
ment.
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A.FA's RadióN2GSÉssion
Ivised War Code

Blue Outing
First

annual

outing

of

Blue

Network employees and officials
took place yesterday at the Cres-

Ready Next Friday

cent Club, Huntington, Long Island.

Some 300 strong disported themselves. some going in for sports

'ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

1ishington-The Revised Code of

.l:ime Practices for American

including golf, tennis, soft ball,

etc.-with the scores being somewhat obscure late in the day.

:r dcasters will be ready for re Friday morning, it was ano ,ced yesterday by the Office of
11,

e orship. Along with the Revised
us Code, which will be released
h sday afternoon, the Radio Code
i, be explained today at a special
o

Chief of the Office of Censor -

I is understood that in the revised
(Continued on Page 3)

lay War Saringr Bonds and .Stamps

umerful Mexican Outlet
Now Property Of Govt.
P
s
1
I

Advertising Women

conference called by Byron

Hold MA Luncheon

NAB Sales Managers Chairman Outler
Tells Gathering Of "Opportunities";
Kirby, Rosenbaum, Pellegrin Talk
BVC Drafting Plan

members of the Broadcasters Victory tunity-"opportunity which is
Council yesterday devoted considerattention to the radio manpower 22 -karat, diamond studded and
Addressing the "open house" lunch- able
shortage.
the Revised Radio Censor- neon lighted"-awaiting advereon sponsored by the Advertising ship Code and other matters of par tisers who avail themselves of
Women of New York at the 38th
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 6)
annual convention of the Advertising
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Federation of America at the Hotel

Commodore here yesterday, Thomas
exico City-XERA at Villa E. Dewey urged three wartime "guidida, opposite the city of Eagle ing principles" upon the advertising

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Insect Spray Campaian
For Southern Markets Customs' Reminder

Texas, most powerful radio industry:

,

1. We must be bound to each of American Home Products Co., for
00 watts, which at one time be - our allies by unbreakable ties of Black Flag and Fly Ded, has launched
its annual 13 -week Summer spot
ed to the late Dr. John R.
on in Mexico with a power of

(Continued on Page 3)

kley and more recently owned

operated by a Mexican company
h .ed by Ramon D. Bosquez, is now
o Tally the property of the Mexican
a

r rnment.

that the station was the

"More listeners with more

time to listen and more money
to spend for things they want
can be made to want."
To Retain Manpower orThus
did John M. Outler of
WSB,
Atlanta,
chairman of the
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
NAB
Sales
Managers
executive
Washington-Meeting in Washington for the first time since April committee, sum up the oppor-

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Wheat Germ Product
Expanding Air Coverage

Re Disk Censorship

campaign in Southern states. AnThough a censorship of all recordnouncements, one -per -day, have been ings and transcriptions made for

scheduled on six Texas and Tennes- shipment to Canada and other counsee stations, with the products also tries beyond U. S. boundaries has
(Continued on Page 2)
been in effect since December 7, sevBuy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

eral local producing firms experienced
Mother Hubbard Distributors, Inc., AFM Extends Licenses
their first contact with the restriction
for its new vitamin product, Golden
when agents from the Of tav War Savings Bonds and Stamps
For Recording To Aug. 1 this week(Continued
Center Toasted Wheat Germ, is exon Page 6)
Snate Committee Okays panding its spot radio campaign, marBuy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
by market, with a view to even- Recording licenses of transcription
Renomination Of Fly ket
tual national coverage. Currently and record companies, which would San Quentin Program
employing participations on the Mar- expire June 30, will be renewed or
Vashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Back On Don Lee July 3
ashington-The Senate Interstate jory Mills program on the Yankee extended to August 1, spokesman for
the
American
Federation
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
of Musimerce Committee yesterday rec- Network and the Dr. Walter H. Eddy
Hollywood - Following several
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
o fended unanimously confirmation
Tiling

(Continued on Page 5)

o 'CC Chairman James Lawrence
F

for a new seven-year term as

missioner to begin at the ex (Continued on Page 2)

Radio Exercises
Chicago-The thousands of ele
tentary school graduates in the
33 public schools of this city will
ear simultaneously an address
i

,slivered by Dr. William H. Johnsuperintendent

public
_hools, and broadcast from the
rt.

of

hicago studios of WIND. He will
peak at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow and
to auditorium of each school will

line him in at that time.

Theater Wing's Registrants
Reveal War- Work Aptitude
Philip Morris Net Sales
Reveal Increase Of 29%

Forty per cent

of the theatrical

persons who have already returned
their occupational questionnaires to
the War Production Training Com-

Philip Morris & Co., Ltd., Inc., heavy mittee of the American Theater Wing
radio advertiser, reached new all- War Service, Inc., have had some

time highs in sales and earnings dur- training in the mechanical trades and
ing the firm's fiscal year, ended March skills listed among war production

1942, O. H. Chalkley, president, industries, according to an estimate
announced in the annual report to made by the committee. Figure, of
stockholders yesterday. Net sales for course, would include those from
31,

the year were $112,565,201 compared stagehands, carpenters, electricians,
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 6)

weeks lay-off to allow time for reorganization of the various entertainment units-made necessary be (Continued on Page 2)

Slight Interruption
Victoria, B. C.-Not more than
a few minutes was lost by the

British Columbia radio stations as

a result of the attack by a Japa-

nese submarine which shelled the
Dominion Government radio and
telegraph station at Estevan Point,

Vancouver Island, on Saturday
night. Stations ordered off the air
at 11:43 p.m., were permitted to

resume almost immediately,
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a weekly feature Friday, July 3,
8:30-9 p.m., PWT. Like the previous thirteen broadcasts, the new
series will originate from the new
San Quentin mess hall within the
prison, and will be presented as a

dent Roosevelt.

The Committee met in executive
session, and the vote was recorded
after Senator Tobey, Republican, of

New Hampshire, had put several

questions to Fly. On the Senate Com_

feature of the rehabilitation program mittee are such Administrative stalnow being carried on under Warden warts as Majority Leader Alben
Clinton Duffy and California State Barkley, Senators Wagner, Mill and
Board of Prison Directors.
Truman.
Programs will feature an enlarged It is taken for granted that both the
orchestra, directed by John A. Hen- Senate will confirm the nomination,
dricks, the Glee Club directed by and that the President will re -desigJack Reavis, vocal soloist and various nate Fly as Chairman of the Comnovelty instrumental and vocal mission.
groups. All program participants are Fly, who was born in Texas, 44
inmates.
years ago, was admitted to New York
Shows are presented under super- and Massachusetts State Bars in 1926,
vision of the non -inmate head of the and entered the Government service

Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Music

Department,

Ted

Stanich. three years later.

He came to the

KFRC, in San Francisco, is the orig- FCC in 1939, after serving for two
inating station.
years as general counsel of the TVA
and
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cause of the expiration of jail terms piration of his present term on June
for several of the key men-"San 30. This action took place exactly
Quentin On The Air" returns over one week after the Fly nomination
KHJ and the Don Lee network as was sent to the Committee by Presi-

Philip Morris Net Sales
go out to the licensees before the
Reveal Increase Of 29%
cians declared yesterday. Letters will

week is out. Whether or not the
same letter will include an explana-

(Continued from Page 11

1E,

K. COHAN, CBS director of enginee,
in Washington for conferences at the I.

E.

is

headquarters.

CREIGHTON CATCHELL, general minagel
WGAN, Portland, is in town from Maine
talks with the local representatives of

station.

LYMAN BRYSON, educational director of (
a
few days in Chicago before gc

spending

on to Denver for the convention of the Natio
Education Association which meets next

tor

WILLIAM RINES, general manager of WC

Portland, Me.,
business trip.

is

in Washington, D. C., or

LARRY ADLER, harmonica virtuoso, is in Cle

land, where he is scheduled for an appears,
with the Symphony Orchestra of that city.
HERB MOSS, production manager of "Tn
or Consequences," off for Little Rock, Ark.,
make plans for the broadcasting of Satin
night's program from Camp Robinson.
BERT GEORGES, general manager of WMI
,Portsmouth. N. H., on a quick trip to Bost
on station business.

WILLIAM F. MALO, commercial manager
WDRC,

sessions.

Hartford,

is

in

town

for the

A

LARRY ALEXANDER, of WSB, Atlanta,
arrived in Pittsburgh, where he will join
staff of KDKA as an announcer.

h
f

WALTER KANER, publicity director of WWI}

Woodside, has left for Washington, D. C., for
few days on business.

tion of the union's order to halt with $87,352,065, an increase of 29

wax production after August 1 had per cent over the preceding fiscal Insect Spray Campaign
not been decided up to late yester- period.
For Southern Markel
day afternoon.
Consolidated net earnings of the
Current licenses which are expir- company and its wholly -owned sub(Continued from Page 1)
ing had been granted for only three sidiary, Philip Morris & Co., Ltd., of being plugged in other areas
months, indicating to the trade back England, amounted to $7,792,565, the hitch -hike spots on Sterling Product'

in April that the union had plans largest in the company's history, com- network daytime serials.

for the recording problem. Hereto- pared with $7,360,669 for the preced- Blackett-Sample-Hummert handle'
fore licenses had been issued for a ing period.
whole year.
Firm currently sponsors three netWINS Boosts Intl Sked
work programs in behalf of Philip Extension
of its British Broadcast
Morris
cigarettes,
the
"Philip
Morris
(Continued from Page 1)
ing Corporation's shortwave new.
Two
-Thirds
Station
Time
Playhouse"
and
"Crime
Doctor"
on
stanza on WHN, Mother Hubbard
broadcasts from three times to sil
Distributors is adding five weekly Donated, Says Dr. Angell CBS and "Johnnie Presents" on NBC. times weekly has been announced b)
announcements on WJZ, here, begin- Chicago -Characterizing radio as a Biow Co. handles the account.
WINS, New York. BBC newscast

Wheat Germ Product
Expanding Air Coverage

ning July 1.
business undertaking that
Baltimore and Washington are the democratic
carry advertising in order to CBS "Pepper Young"
next markets to be opened up, it is must
prosper, Dr. James Rowland Angell,
Adding Martin Block
understood.
H. C. Morris & Co., here, handles public service counsellor of NBC, in
an address yesterday at the NBC - Martin Block has been signed as
the account.
Northwestern University Summer In_ announcer of "Pepper Young's Famstitute,

Standard Radio Dividend
Montreal-Net profit equal

to 49

cents a share is reported by Standard
Radio, Limited, for the fiscal year
ended March 31. Income amounted
to $115,804, of which $105,279 was
dividends from subsidiary and $10,525 bond interest. After expenses of
$9,288, and income tax of $690, there

declared that two-thirds of
which will be broadcast over
the time carried by radio today is ily,"
daily Monday through Friday
donated by the stations, with the CBS
at 2:45 p.m. starting June 29. This
remaining one-third paid for
sponsors.

by is in addition to the "Pepper Young's

Melville May To WBAX
Wilkes-Barre-J. Melville May, for'
merly of WRAW, Reading, and
WCBA, Allentown, has been named
new commercial manager of WBAX

Family" broadcast at 3:30 p.m. over

Radio, said Dr. Angell, is first of all NBC and CBC. Twenty-five stations
an instrument for conveying informa- are in the CBS line-up and seventytion; second, for directing and creat- five in the NBC network, with
ing public opinion, and third, as an twenty-seven on the CBC. Block is
entertainment medium. For these donating half his salary for the CBS
purposes, he added, radio is the finest show to the USO, the other half to
remained a net of $105,826.
medium in the world, and particular- miscellaneous charities. Until June
ly valuable for times of emergency 29, Block will be on vacation. SponMacArthur Officer On MBS
such as the present.
for "Pepper Young's Family" is
Lieutenant -Colonel Carlos P. Ro - Speaking directly to the 100 stu- sor
& Gamble. Agency is Pedlar
mulo, a member of General Mac - dents gathered for the sessions of Procter
& Ryan.

Arthur's staff, and one of the last the summer school, Dr. Angell de-

officers to leave besieged Corregidor, clared, "If radio is to play its proper
will be heard over Mutual in a spe- part in American life there must be
cial broadcast from Melbourne, Aus- a steady flow into its service of well_
tralia, tomorrow from 11:30-11:45 trained men and women who bring
a.m., EWT, as he addresses to Rotary with them a sound, general intellecInternational Convention at Toronto, tual discipline, together with a sensiCanada.
tive social consciousness."

will be aired at 6:45 p.m. every nigh'
except Sundays under the .new sell
Broadcasts are through the facilifltit
of Press Wireless.

Mrs. Donald Nelson On WINS

sZi

o
NOt OS\

bu

Mrs. Donald Nelson, wife of Chair-

man of War Production Board, will

be interviewed by Alice Hughes, columnist, on WINS tomorrow morning
at 11 a.m.
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Revised War Code

Ready Next Friday

aired Tuesdays and
"Hostess Program"
from 2-2:30 p.m., and will
(Continued from Page 1)
A new hostess program and radio Thursdays
1(unlunr['d from ¡'nrl,' 11
later to the 1:30-2 p.m. spot to version of the Code, based on five
y, confidence and cooperation. service was introduced over WTAG, move
months' experience and changing
instruments of freedom Worcester, Mass., to replace the be vacated by Marjorie Mills.
Che
"Morning Journal" which had been
conditions, original provisions are
be maintained at home.
Program"

Che nation must be united in discontinued. Program is being conause of enduring world peace ducted by Isabel Whitaker, former
editor of the "Journal."
the war.
As announced by E. E. Hill, manDewey Lauds Advertising
vey paid glowing tribute to adIng and its place in the war
"In winning the war and the
to follow, the advertising pro-

n is bound to have a greater
han ever before," he said. "Spe(ly I think of the members of

aging director of the station, the program and its follow-up service will

be directed largely at the industrial

area's great proportion of newcomers

and will provide a get acquainted
arrangement between them and representative business concerns.

For

is

supplemented by interpretations and
suggestions worked out by the CenColor Guard
sorship Office in cooperation with
An idea presented by Jerry Belcher, the broadcasters.
of WCKY, Cincinnati, for stimulating
Self -Censorship to Continue
civilian morale has been adopted by
The Revised Code is reported to
the Navy and Marine Corps Recruit- follow
the original in its approach to
ing Offices in Cincinnati, with the the general
problem of voluntary cenapproval of Col. C. O. Sherrill, city sorship. It is
taken for granted that
manager. The stunt is not primarily every American
broadcaster will cona WCKY promotion, but a patriotic tinue functioning
as his own censor
idea in which several other Cincin- and help prevent the
dissemination

example, non-competitive furniture,
profession as agents for freedom. grocery, drug, and bakery stores as nati stations probably will particito the war, advertising was an well as laundries, restaurants, and pate.
tial agent in the growth of our beauty shops will sponsor the idea Each evening at 6, a color guard
e
lean system of free enterprise. on a participating basis furnishing supplied by the Navy or Marine
system gave us a standard of information in each line to solve Corps will appear at the flagpole on
higher than that known by
li
Fountain Square, in the heart of
problems.
other people. But advertising newcomers'
downtown Cincinnati. "Retreat" will
Mrs.
Whitaker
will
act
as
mistress
one far more than simply pre - of ceremonies, welcoming new resi- be sounded, and the "Call to the
the advantages of one product
s
to the city, describing Wor- Colors" will be heard as the flag
tainst another. It has been a dents
cester's
places of interest, its schools, is lowered. All traffic near the square
of education. It has taught us clubs, stores,
fa
and services. She will will be stopped by the police for 40
e
better,
to
enjoy
better
health,
I.
also
award
an
orchid to the outstand- seconds. From a loudspeaker, voiced
to 'ar better clothes, to eat better
ing
Worcester
"Woman
of the Week," from the WCKY studios, just above
to to live in better houses."
the selection being made on the basis the square in the Hotel Gibson, a
Compliments Radio
of an outstanding deed, service, or preliminary announcement will be
former New York District At- anniversary. New arrivals will be made to advise the public as to what
to y also complimented the Amer - invited to appear as guests on the is taking place. It is probable that
lc system of radio. "In Nazi Ger- "Hostess Program."
Servicing these a similar ceremony will be held each
m
Dewey told the luncheon new residents, Mrs. Whitaker will day on the opposite end of the square,
s, "radio has been the domain make personal calls, presenting them with Boy Scouts, Legionnaires or
>erquisites of Goebbels, the mas - with theater passes, library cards, other patriotic organizations taking
te t propaganda. The German citi- and individual gift cards from her part.
t: rst has to pay for his set. Then sponsors.
When schedules are adjusted it is
as had to pay a yearly tax for Produced and operated by the Res- probable that several of Cincinnati's
th ise of it.
The total sum thus nik -Miller Agency of New Haven, stations will be able to broadcast the
a
in by the German radio public Connecticut, the WTAG "Hostess ceremony each evening.
I teen more than the total yearly
of all the big radio chains in your time to free work for Govern- is a member of the Advertising Club
*Ica and all the independent sta- ment and the war effort. But never of Atlanta.
:i
put together. What do Hitler's forget that you are an absolutely Howard Minnich, past president of
`cts get in return? You know necessary part of maintaining our the Advertising Club of Columbus,
nswer. They get the most undi- freedoms at home. You are as neces- Ohio, and advertising manager of
hog wash that the air waves sary a part of a free press as man- the Ohio Fuel and Gas Co., was electcarried. Here in America the agement, editing, reporting, paper ed a vice-chairman of the Council,
tmer pays no radio tax and is and ink. You are as necessary a part together with Willard Egolf, manager
the best of entertainment and of our radio system as the broadcast- of KVOO, Tulsa, Oklahoma, and past
'
c

1

'r

1'

ams representing not only the
rnment but also those who differ
its policies. So we have heard
expression on the radio as we
seen it in the press. It is our
Less to see that it is kept that

ing and receiving sets themselves."
Other speakers at yesterday's luncheon session were Charles C. Carr,
director of advertising, Aluminum Co.
of America, and Mrs. Sara Pennoyer,
vice-president of Bonwit Teller, Inc.
Carr discussed "Advertising's Con-

, Dewey declared:

presided.
Quiz on Current Events

of information that might aid our

enemies or injure the war program.

Facilities of the Office of Censorship
will be at their disposal around -the clock to assist in consultation and advice.

Stork News
Rollie Williams, KMOX, St. Louis,
account executive, announced the

birth of a daughter weighing seven
pounds upon her arrival last week,
and named Cathy Lou.

Hoyt Andres, announcer at KMOX,

St. Louis is the father of a boy born
last week and weighing eight pounds
and six ounces.

Child

has been

named Charles Hoyt Andres.

[ID
NEW YORK'S STATION OF

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

president of the Tulsa Advertising NOW
Club and governor of the 10th Dis-

5000

WATTS

trict, AFA.

Minnich, Egolf Vice -Presidents
The unique position of WEVD
Both Minnich and Egolf also be- with a large section of Metrocome vice-presidents of the Adver- politan New York's radio
Federation of America, by
Wants Free Radio, Press
tribution to Victory" and Mrs. Pen- tising
virtue
of
offices as vice-chair- audience is evidenced by ging the maintenance of adver- noyer, "The Customer Wants News." men of thetheir
Council.
-"at whatever cost"-as a nec- Barbara Daly Anderson, president of
1 The feature boxes of newsy part of a free press and a free Advertising Women of New York,

is not an easy task. But you

.tsed to doing difficult things. 1
;nize that gross in the advertising
n less has decreased-in some cases
uch as 40 per cent. I recognize
difficulty of maintaining your
cies while giving a large part of

Last night's round -table dinner was
given over to a question and answer

session on current events with the
editorial board of "Newsweek" participating. Gene Flack, trade relations counsel of Loose -Wiles Biscuit
Co., was master of ceremonies.

annual business meeting
liMAs J. VALENTINO,Inc.- yesterday afternoon Forbes McKay,
associate advertising manager, MisMAJOR SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
souri Pacific Lines of St. Louis, was
Otf.ring the Largest and Latest Selection
elected Chairman of the Council on
of Sound Effects "All New Recordings.'
Advertising Clubs. By virtue of this
SEND FOR CATALOG
office he automatically becomes a
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
vice-president of the Federation. He
At the

paper radio program pages.

2 The large number of

fa-

mous advertisers on the station
continuously year after year.

Ask for "Who's Who On
WEVD" ... sent on request.

WEVD
117-119 West 46th St., New York, N. Y.
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To the Colors!

By JAC WILLEN

ROBERT M. MORRIS, NBC

DISCOVERED:

Hideout of Noel
Colbert, assistant to Milt Samuel,

Blue Net West Coast publicity head,
is Lake Tahoe. There the conscien-

tious Noel, and Mrs., are spending
their vacation period.
Harlow Wilcox does his eighth consecutive summer show for S.C. Johnson and Son, Inc., this year when he

takes over the announcing spot on

Meredith Willson's "Fibber McGee"
replacement program, June 30.
"Tune Out Time," Blue Network
program heard Saturdays (7-7:30

p.m., PWT) from Hollywood, has
been offering rare talent opportunity
to be heard on the airlanes, meanwhile providing excellent entertainment to listeners. Arnold Maguire is
the capable emcee.

Red Skelton's "footprinting" in the
cement of the forecourt of the Grau man's Chinese Theater in Hollywood
at the opening of his latest film,

"Ship Ahoy," was picked up and
rebroadcast by the special events department of KMTR for local consumption.

Chuck Lewin, with a draft rating
of Four -F, and a mind full of new
ideas to add to his radio experience,
back on the local front looking for
a good radio connection.
Caroline McClesky, secretary to
Hollister Noble, CBS -Hollywood pub-

licity head, back from her early vacation period looking like a million
dollars might look.

WPBS "Three Thirds of the Nation' changes time July 1, moving

131.

granted a leave of absence to take

)o

duties as chief signal officer of

-

Notes front the Notebook!
Walter O'Keefe replaces Crumit & Sanderson as permanent
emcee of "Battle of the Sexes" effective July 27th-in addition to emcee-ing
the Charlie McCarthy -Chase & Sanborn replacement for nine weeks on the
Red Sundays effective July 5. Raymond Paige and his orchestra have
been set for the musical end of the latter show which is a Kudner package
for Fleischmann....Ted Husing's appearance on last nite's "Cheers From

Camps" as emcee served as an audition

to

possibly get the job per-

manently.... Niles Trammell, NBC prexy, is still taking it easy after that
appendix operation.... Hi Brown, indie producer, starts a new propaganda
show, "Liberty Corners. USA" on CBS July 5th-or has it been reported
before.... NBC's sustainer, "The Andersons" with Elizabeth Watts doing

the lead, has been renewed for another "thirteen"....Jinx Falkenburg,
who is pretty on the tennis court and off, gets a crack at doing a spot
with Bill Stern because she was formerly junior tennis champ in Calif ...
Vick Knight will go to the coast with Milton Biow to open an office there

for the agency and head that office. The shows will be moved to the
west and it's this pillar's guess that "Crime Doctor" and the Tuesday nice
Philip Morris shows will make way for stanzas featuring names....Did
Young & Rubicam buy

Tavern" to replace
At Midnite"
on the Blue Wednesday nites? (At least, we got the report that Y&R bought

the show to air on that net Wednesday nites-and so, going on that
assumption, we're asking about "M.A.M.")....Undercover work is now
in progress to negotiate a change which, if it materialized, would astound
the advertising and radio industry! It concerns a top show and a former
client'
Some movie scout should take a look at Betty Mandeville, audition director for Biow.... Drew Pearson and Bob Allen do their rehearsing
for their Sunday nice news spot on the street car coming in from Georgetown

from its current 10-10:30 p.m., EWT,
to 9:30-9:55 p.m., EWT. The show is

to Washington-because of the gas shortage!

into.its current hour.
Tracy Moore, Blue Net sales manager in Hollywood, planed to Seattle

beside her in the event she collapsed during the show. Penny was recovering from a siege of intestinal flu.... Because Paramount Pictures had to
curtail production during the war, Hedda Hopper's Hollywood series of
short subjects was dropped-even though they were successful.... Another
series so affected were those featuring the "Quiz Kids." Seems that four
cameras had to use film constantly to get good shots of the kids doing
their camera bits unrehearsed'
Bill Danch, Don Quinn's assistant on
the Fibber McGee and Molly scripts, will take over the assignment of
supplying Tommy Riggs and Betty Lou with mouth fodder for the duration
of the Burns and Allen summer series.

scheduled to return to a full halfhour late in August, moving back
to confer with Blue station executives there. He will remain in the
Pacific Northwest for about two
weeks, and will attend the Pacific

Advertising Association's convention
at Mount Rainier National Park.

Groucho Marx, who guests with
Rudy Vallee and Joan Davis on
Rudy's June 25 program, may fill in
for Joan when the latter vacations
next month.
Victor Borge's comic work on the
Bing Crosby program has gone over

so well that his sponsors this week

renewed his contract for another
quarter -yearly period.

Shift "Lightnin" Jim"
On Pacific Blue Network
General

Mills,

Inc.,

will

shift

"Lightnin' Jim," aired for Kix on
11 Pacific Coast stations of the Blue
Network, to a new time on Monday
night, effective July 6. The serial
will be broadcast Monday from 10:30-

11 p.m., EWT, the same time as the
current Wednesday and Friday broad-

casts, instead of in the half-hour beginning at 10 p.m. Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago, is the agency in
charge of the acount.

r

neer and business manager of N
Radio -Recording Division, has b
U. S. Army Signal Corps.
vvv LAMBERT KOHR, newly appol
ed director of special effects
KMOX, St. Louis, has been ind
into the United States Army.
- vvv VIRGIL E. REAMES, memb

the sales staff of KLZ, Denve
been promoted to the rank of
and is now at Camp Cooke, Ca

- vvv -

JACK GERTZ, former newsm

KMYR, Denver, has been upp
a sergeancy in the Marines.
on the public relations staff for
Marine recruiting.

-vvv-

JAMES V. COSMAN, preside
WPAT, Paterson, N. J., has been
missioned as a Lieutenant, S

Grade, in the United States

He has been assigned to du
Washington, D. C., where he is
ing in the Bureau of Ships.

- vvv -

H A N S O N DUSTIN, comme

manager of WPID, Petersburg,
has reported for duty at Camp
Va. He is being replaced at WP
Milton Gwaltney, f or m e r l y
WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.

- vvv -

WILLIAM T. MEYERS of the
lumbia Recording Corp. has b
commissioned a Captain in the Ar
Air Corps. His job in chain st
sales is being handled by Don Law

- vvv -

RICHARD MORRISS Pl'1-r ENG

Penny Singleton did the "Blondie" broadcast with a nurse

Blue Barron's "Show of Yesterday and Today" on the BLU
Net Sunday's has been renewed for thirteen weeks and instead of plugging
Federal Security, the show will stress the War Manpower drive....Ed
Ettinger, who edited the Rinso Vaudeville Theater, will handle the scripting
for the Kudner Vaudeville show....The
Star Parade" crew winds
up with record cutting on the coast and returns to N.Y. the first week in July
to do mare....Local stations in Denver were set for interviews with former
New Jersey Governor Harold G. Hoffman when it was announced he would

report for duty with the Air Force as a Major at Lowry Field, Denver,
June 16. Program directors called Lowry public relations offices daily
but no Hoffman. Last word was that his orders had been changed and
he reported for duty in Brooklyn instead' . Jimmie Fidler who debuted
with his gossip show in the Sunday slot the other nite pulled .a beauty
of a boner. He discussed an exclusive item about Groucho Marx, stating
that the comic was in N.Y. now to further those plans. Radio listeners
two hours earlier heard the Rudy Vallee program doing a "Victory Parade"
shot in the Jack Benny time-with Groucho Marx as featured comic-from
Hollywood!

Remember Pearl Harbor

announcer at WFBM, Indiana

Ind., left the station last week to
port for supplementary trainin
the Naval Air Force at Glen
.

Naval Air Base, Ill. He is an En

"Plays For Americans"
Closing 20 -Week R
Originally scheduled for ei

weeks only, the Arch Obóler .,'er
of "Plays for Americans" was ter
nated on NBC last Sunday after
consecutive weeks. Completely

hausted from the arduous task

writing, producing and directing
original dramatic program on a
theme each week, Oboler will r
for the next few weeks, it is and
stood.

Final play on Sunday

entitled "Adolph and Mrs. Runyo
During the "Plays for America
cycle, Oboler's " J o h n n y Qui
U.S.N." was selected by the Instit
for Education by Radio at Ohio St
University as one of radio's outsta
ing morale plays. Olivia deHavill
starred in the vehicle.

RAY WINTERS
ANNOUNCER
S Years With Paramount Newsreel
21/2
Years With Manufacturers

Trust Co.

LA 4-1200

11
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WOWS Who IN RADIO
:c4TON KATIMS, guest conductor
e Alfred Wallenstein "Sinfonietit
r,rrogram, tomorrow (WOR-Muu11J8 p.m.).

;S RETARY OF LABOR FRANIPERKINS, on the "Fight Against
Alton" program, Friday (WORluial, 8:15 p.m.).

IV. LIU CHIEH, Minister-Counof the Chinese Embassy, on
ted Cross -General Mills "Thus

Live" program, tomorrow
3C -CBS, 9:45 p.m.).

aNIO GONZALES, commercial

lar attache of the Chilean Em in

Washington, and FRED

ING, comedian, on "Double or
ng," Friday (WOR-Mutual, 9:30

BEN JEPSON, soprano, on the
'4/Cola program, Sunday (WABC31 4:30 p.m.).

(Continued from Page 1)

r importance at this time

to

roadcasting industry. Chairman
Shepard, 3rd, presided. Others

tendance were George Storer,
o o, representing the Fort Indus group of stations and also the
t

zal Independent Broadcasters;
Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo,

representing the NAB; Eugene
m, WIRE, Indianapolis, Ind.,
;enting Network Affiliates, Inc.;
D. Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati,
;

3/tenting the

Clear Channel

)t.; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ and

a. Vlilwaukee Journal," represent -

le FM Broadcasters, Inc., and

I Ted Taylor, executive secretary
tl BVC.

Selective Service. Plan Set

reported yesterday that it

is

:'n.lating a plan which may short b placed before Selective Service
!lcls. This, it was explained,

op. provide for the retention, in
.st event, of the minimum per -

;11l

assistance of such men as Ned Ervin and
Frank Johnson, all young and enthusiastic about

the future of WBNX. Alcorn then saw that his
staff became affiliated with all

local Bronx

civic organizations and turned all available time

needed to run each of the

ti is broadcasting

outlets.

The

not to leave broadcasting "in
to larch." The BVC plan, it is
would help counteract the
it rain on technicians, which, if
z, cked, may force some of the

renewal of daily and Sunday anns.;
Cherner Motor Co. (Auto Service) ,
through Kal, Inc., Washington, D. C.,
renewal of spots Monday, Wednesday

and Friday; Country Gardens Mar-

ket, through Lewis Agency, Washing-

ton, daily and Sunday anns.; Cross

Shop (Furniture), through
Tutching, Washington, Monday spots;
Ford Dealer Advertising Fund (Used
Cars) , through McCann - Erickson,
N. Y. C., daily and Sunday anns.;
S. G. Loeffler Enterprises (Golf),
Roads

through Ferguson, Washington, Fri-

day and Saturday daytime

spots;

through Ryan,
Washington, daily and Sunday anns.;
Washington Amusement Co. (Dance
Hall), through Ferguson, Washington,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday spots;
Wood College
(School), through
Lewis, Washington, daily and Sunday
Thompson's

Dairy,

in the country. Power followed rapidly growing prestige. A $100,000 trans-

Powerful Mexican Outlet
Now Property Of Govt.

policies.

property of the Mexican government

mitter was put into operation in 1940 and power increase to 5,000 watts
day and night enlarged the scope of the station's activities and program
Alcorn is a staunch adherent of the rights of free speech, and he believes
it vitally important to keep foreign languages on the air. But recent Government controls of foreign language stations found Alcorn and WBNX ahead
of the parade. He had anticipated the move and had instituted strict control. But WBNX still remains the friendly voice of the foreign born, advising,
revealing news and giving information to persons who cannot understand
English.

Alcorn is a director of the Bronx Board of Trade, a member
Y.
City Civic Defense Council and has recently been appointed chairman of
B-1 division of the Tire Rationing Board of the Bronx. He is married and
lives in Larchmont. His favorite relaxations are outdoor photography,
bridge and golf.

(Continued from Page 1)

was made by the federal supreme
court. Court held that the Ministry

of Communications and Public Works,

had the right to confiscate the equip-

ment of XERA after it had broken
Mexican health laws, and aired material which the government held
was
in the best public interest.
A compensation of $52,500 was ordered paid to Bosquez by President
Manuel Avila Camacho.
It was understood that equipment
and transmitter of the confiscated
station would be brought here to be

set up in the suburb of Talalhua.
Two CBS War Programs Canada Receiver Sales
Station will be operated here by the
Set For Early Debut
Show Gain Over '41 Ministry of the Interior with Alonso

Noriega Sordo, a local sports anMontreal-Sales of radio receiving nouncer, as manager of the station.
primarily to advancing the war ef- sets in Canada during the first quar- Latest plans for a new broadcast
fort have been scheduled for early ter of 1942 numbered 87,953, com- station is one to be opened here
debut. "Youth on Parade," a weekly pared with 118,647 in the previous by Petroleos Mexicanos, the Mexican
Saturday morning program in tribute quarter and 61,038 in the correspond- government's petroleum company. As
yet no call letters, power or freto American youth's contributions to ing period of 1941.
victory, will begin Saturday, June 27, Sales in Ontario advanced to 43,- quency have been assigned but it
10-10:30 a.m., EWT. Originating in 522 from last year's figure of 38,437. was understood that the new station
Boston with music by Del Castillo's In Manitoba the increase was to 6,780 would operate with a power of 10,000
orchestra, the program will spotlight from 5,736; in Quebec to 15,904 from watts.
the war contributions of the Boy 13,956; in Alberta to 4,746 from 3,277; Station will broadcast exclusively
Two additional CBS series devoted

:trwould be flexible, basing itself
.-)di the
individual station's pro_
'arning set-up, and also take into Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4-H Clubs, Camp
,rleleration whether its transmitter Fire Girls, etc.
id :udios are at the same or differ Milton Grubbs, 13 -year -old "Junior
it cations.
members have voiced warm Reporter," will emcee the show, with
val of FCC Chairman Fly's re- songs by the Young American Chorstatement as to the vital impor- isters and Ruth Casey, also 13. Dramn of broadcasting to the war atizations will be enacted by the
f
and his appeal to radio tech - Junior Workshop Players.
c .s, especially of the smaller staOn completion of the "British o

WMAL, Washington, D. C.: Brodt's,
through Kal, Inc., Washington, D. C.,

anns.
Civic -minded.

voice of the Bronx, sixth largest population center

To Retain Manpower

t

SO thoroughly has William Carlton Alcorn embraced all facets of the
industry that both he and his station, WBNX, have received citations
and awards from the trade press, local civic organizations and the
George Foster Peabody citation for their efforts in creating good -will and
promoting Americanism among the foreign -born population of the Greater
New York area.
Born in Elkhart, Indiana, in 1878, this Hoosier dynamo grew rapidly
into a nation-wide reputation as a trouble shooter for industrial plants. He
entered broadcasting in 1933, when Emory
Haskell acquired three small stations in New
York-WBNX, WCDA and WMSG. A breakdown seemed imminent when the stations were
turned over to Alcorn's supervision. Astutely
sizing up the situation, Alcorn decided to merge
the stations and enter the foreign language
field. This field had been untouched although
70 per cent of the city's population were either
of foreign parentage or foreign born. With only
250 watts to begin, Alcorn called on the capable

over to civic programs. Soon WBNX was the

'V: Drafting Plan

1

WILLIAM CARLTON ALCORN

DEW BU5IDESS

American Festival,"

and in British Columbia to 6,802 all the gas and oil publicity of the
from 5,256.
In the Maritime

Petroleos Mexicanos company. It will

from 2,948.

user

Provinces there also air special programs telling
was a drop in sales to 7,171 sets from motorists how to drive and conserve
7,511, and in Saskatchewan to 2,927 their cars. Oil company is a heavy

To Discuss Negroes' Problems

of radio time on all of the
as many privately owned stations
government owned stations as well

Conditions facing Negro youth to- throughout the interior.

the Columbia day are discussed by two clergymen

Concert Orchestra conducted by Ber- over CBS when they address the

nard Herrmann begins a "Russian- meeting in Atlanta, Georgia, of the
American Festival," Friday, July 3, National Baptist Sunday School Conto celebrate the cultural alliance be- gress on Thursday, June 25, from 4ry's smaller stations to push the tween the two opponents of the Nazis. 4:15 p.m. The speakers are Dr. W. B.
button for good.
The concerts, to be broadcast each Jermagin, president of the National
suggests that Chairman Fly's Friday from 3:30-4 p.m., EWT, are Sunday School Union, and Dr. A. F.
a lent be made available to all to be formed of contemporary works Fisher, of Detroit, who hold the office
n personnel, "at least to tech - from both countries as well as of of president of the Baptist Training
;,

Wedding Bells
George

Wood,

genial

impresario

of the Shady Valley Folks, hillbilly
group heard over KWK, St. Louis,
Mutual network, was married last
week to Virginia Baur.

7.

d is."

older compositions.

School.

Franklin Butler, staff announcer at
WFMJ, Youngstown, Ohio, was married June 1 to Jeanne Wilson Patton.
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Outler Sums Up Advantages Customs' Reminder
Re War Occupations Of Current Radio Advertising
On Disk Censorshi

Theater Wing Queries
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

mechanics and others who are mem-

far exceeds a normal without
bers of the branches of the Inter- radio today. Outler addressed which
national Alliance of Theatrical Stage- the broadcasters conference held this radio. The radio audience of the
hands Employees, and is not ex- morning at the Commodore Hotel country is vitally important to the
here in conjunction with the 38th government."
clusively, actors and actresses.
Thus far approximately 10,000 of annual convention of the Advertis- Outler saw the continuation of rathe 27,000 which had originally been ing Federation of America. Other dio advertising during wartime as,

distributed have been returned. Proj- speakers were Lt. Col. Edward M. in some respects, an obligation:
ect is continuous for an indefinite Kirby, chief, Radio Branch, bureau
Cites Advertiser's "Obligation"
period, so that those who have not of Public Relations, War Department, "With radio taking such a vital
yet filled in a questionnaire may and Samuel R. Rosenbaum, president part providing ships, tanks, planes,
still do so. As yet no separate break- of WFIL, Philadelphia. Frank E. guns, men and provisions-it is even
down has been made for the radio Pellegrin, director of the NAB De- more important now to maintain
industry, though spokesmen indicated partment of Broadcast Advertising, these radio audiences. This is the
task was in its early stages and that presided.
function and-in many respects-the
tabulations and statistics would be
obligation of the advertiser. I say
Calls Radio "Tool"
forthcoming later in the summer.
Speaking on the subject, "Radio this because the American system
Lists 29 War Occupations
As An Advertising Medium in War- of radio is based on commercial efStudying one hundred. question- time," Outler prefaced his remarks fort and the advertisers are the only
naires taken at random as a cross- oy stating that he wanted to con- ones with the budgets and the persection, committee found 29 war oc- sider with those present "radio as sonnel who know how. And the fact
cupations listed among detailed back- a tool in your work-and how it that the advertisers will maintain
grounds. More important among these can be used to do a better job for these audiences provides the means
are shipbuilding, tool designing, ord- your advertising dollar-and how it and the channel for the government
nance inspection, camouflaging, weld- can be fitted into your own opera- to get its message across to the greating, radio construction and repair- tion." He recited radio's past history est number of people."
ing, and mechanical drafting. Just and "its staggering growth in the Considering again the purely comhow well all these are going to fit past few years" as "the clue to what mercial aspects of radio today, Outler
into the war manpower picture is is evident today and what may be said that "economic circumstances
still conjecture on the part of the expected tomorrow."
created by the war have added to,
committee, though, within the past Reviewing recent Hooper and rather than subtracted from, radio's
week, project advanced to point Roper surveys, the NAB Sales Man- effectiveness." To document his statewhere ten persons have been placed agers committee chairman emphas- ment he pointed to Hooper and other
in vocational training schools sub- ized "two elemental facts" regarding surveys showing the absence this
sidized by the federal government's radio: 1, that radio listeners buy year of. radio's usual "summer slump,"
Bureau of Education. Eighty per more than non -listeners and, 2, that as well as the absence of the usual
cent of..the questionnaires edited thus among the listeners, the longer they seasonal disruptive factor of daylight
far show that theatrical union mem- listen
saving time changes, partial gasoline
they buy.
bers are interested in, willing or
"In other words," Outler said, "the rationing, etc.
anxious to convert whatever apti- advertising dollar in radio can be
"If for no other reason than sheer
tudes they have to war efforts.
depended on to set up a continuing economics," he continued, "the radio
investment....The more they listen, audiences for June, July and August
the more they buy."
of 1942 will be greater than in any

summary for the benefit of 123,000
Norwegians in New York and 65,000
Norwegians in New Jersey.
The "School of the Air" will be
an adult education program under
the direction of Charles Baltin, station's director of war activities. There

Mentions WSB Survey

tion obtained from the thousands who

attended its naturalization school in
1941. Execs have approached local
institutions of higher learning for

tie-ups and cooperation. Series is

censorship of the wax products, e:
plained that the regulation concen
the dramatic pieces more so than tl
musical productions. All exporters

platters have been. furnished wi

new shipper's declaration forms. Fi
the most part, censorship works on
cordial, cooperative plan. Transcril
tion companies have instructions
notify the Customs' office when the
i

have a shipment ready. Censor
then sent to the firm's studios whei
he listens to the records made lc
export, watches the packaging to se

that the auditioned platters are tt
ones which are sent out, and the
seals and stamps the batch.
Among the larger firms, such

e

Columbia,

in Bridgeport,

Custom

agent pays regular weekly visits
the plant.

t

Commentator Programs Checked

When asked what type of materit
was being censored among the out
going transcriptions, Fishman recom
mended that the same codes estab

lished by the OWI, OFF and othe
information bureaus in the Govern

ment applied to the recordings. Any

thing deemed unfavorable

to

thi

because the very stringencies which
radio advertising.
"Truly, this is radio's great opportunity."

Planters Expands Time

hamper other media have actually tionals who lack complete under
added to the number of listeners to standing of the American way.

In

Tells Value of Immediacy
conclusion, Outler declared:

He cited a recent WSB survey "We know that the buyer of merwhich showed an 18 per cent sales chandise today can afford the luxury
increase when drug store displays of immediacy - the seller cannot.
were tied in directly with the radio Which fact places squarely on the
personalities of their respective pro- shoulders of the advertising craftsgrams. This and other surveys, man of today an obligation and an
Outler said, "is proving, rather con- opportunity - opportunity which is
clusively, that audience loyalty to a 22 -karat, diamond studded and neon
program is definite-and tangible- lighted. Failure to take advantage

will be no studio classes in keeping
with federal regulations. Program
will be aired in English in the evenings, and produced in several of and an advertising asset unknown in
the station's basic foreign languages other available approaches to the
such as Polish, Yiddish, Italian and customer's consciousness...."
German for airing throughout the Returning to radio in wartime,
day. Station's complete repertoire Outler declared that: "We have it
consists of nine languages. Contents from responsible government offiof new series will include American cials that the free system of Amerhistory, American government and ican radio has enabled a conduct of
the principles of Americanism. Ma- our war effort, in all its phases,
terial, to be aired daily, will be based
on interviews and information sta- slated for a start the first week in

toms, who is in charge of the Custoir

Government's and the Allied nation
war efforts is out. Regulation applie
to the recordings of news commenta
tors and other speech makers whoa
criticisms or interpretations might b
harmless for home consumption, bu
which are misconstrued by other na

Two New Language Shows Discussing radio's unique ability previous year in radio's history....
move goods, Outler declared that Radio as a means of mass communiInaugurated By WHOM to
"one prime reason stems from the cation today is even more powerful
WHOM, Jersey City is adding two fact that the average American is
new programs to its schedule, estab- a pretty decent sort of fellow with
lishing a "Summer School of the a rather rigid sense of fair play and
Air" in place of its naturalization obligation. He wants to pay for
school which had to be discontinued what he gets. And he doesn't mind,
with the U. S. entry into the war, in the least, paying for his entertainand instituting a Norwegian news ment or recreation."

(Continued from Page 1)

fice of the Collector of Custo
stricted Merchandise Section,
the waxers for purposes of ch
on their out -going product. One'r
learned about the censorship wh,
a Canadian shipment of transcriptio
had been returned here, by the trap
portation carrier, because the Censa
stamp of approval was lacking.
Irving Fishman, of the U. S. Cu

On CBS Pacific 'Nei
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles - Already sponsoring
William Winter's news comments
across the board on the CBS Pacific
Network, Planters Nut & Chocolate

Co., beginning July 6, will assume
sponsorship of Bob Garred's news,
casts Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri*
days from 5:45-5:55 p.m., PWT, oD

the same network for Planters pea,
of this opportunity cannot be laid at nut Oil. Winter broadcasts for
the door of the buyer. He's out there Planters, Monday through Fridal
waiting for you and a large number from 2:30-2:45 p.m., originating a.
of them can afford things today which KQW. New Garred program
yesterday were out -of -reach luxuries. emanate from KNX, going to
More listeners with more time to other Coast Columbia outlets.

listen and more money to spend for Raymond R. Morgan Co.
things they want or can be made to the account.

will
fivq

handle$,

want."

Another Van Horn Newscast
formation Bureau in London, and Arthur Van Horn, WOR newscaster,
July.
presented by the Royal Norwegian next Monday will inaugurate a neg
The quarter-hour of Norwegian Broadcasting Service, affiliated with program which will be a brief sum
news will start Sunday, June 28, for the exiled Norwegian government. mary of latest news flashes, to
a weekly airing at 11 p.m. as com- RNBS also shortwaves programs via heard every day, Monday throu
piled by the Royal Norwegian In- WRUL daily.
Friday, from 5:45-5:50 p.m.

COMPILATION OF RADIO

P.OGRAM IDEAS INCLUDING

-

NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAMS
DRAMATIC STRIP SERIALS

\ DRAMATIC SERIES

\ QUIZ PROGRAMS
VARIETY SHOWS
COMEDY SHOWS

MUSICAL PRODUCTIONS
NEWS BROADCASTS

\' JUVENILE PROGRAMS

\ FEMININE SHOWS
\' SPORTS FEATURES

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PRODUCTIONS

\' MISCELLANEOUS IDEAS

IN TH`

SHUffle (J)F TOMORROW

TO BE PUBLISHED BY RADIO DAILY TUESDAY, JULY 7th THROUGH THE
COOPERATION OF NETWORKS, PRODUCERS, STATIONS, AGENCIES AND OTHER

BRANCHES OF THE RADIO INDUSTRY.
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JAY JOSTYN, the

Tom Tully has been selected as WPAR, Parkersburg, West Virginia,
Attorney," acted as a volunteer "The Voice of General Motors" for held its annual 1450 Club picnic this
war bond salesman in one of New the movie short called "Victory Is past week with an estimated attendYork's department stores, Saks 34th, Our Business" which is scheduled for ance of 4,500. The club, now less
and in a half-hour guest appearance, national release soon. Tully is heard than a year old has 8,013 regular
sold close to $10,000 worth of war on such programs as "Grand Central members. Club's regular program
Station,' "Manhattan At Midnight," was aired from picnic grounds. Folbonds and stamps.
"Mr.

District

Ninety-one broadcasts weekly cl
from the KGO, San Francisco, tra;
mitter to cover every phase of wor
wide and regional news, as it con

-

direct from the major news servi'
or from Blue Network studios in N
York City and Washington, D. C,

-

"Death Valley Days," "Young Widder lowing the program an amateur con*
*
test was held with the winners re- Irene Beasley received an off
When the Kate Smith program Brown" and others.
*
*
ceiving war stamps as their prize. from the School of Music & A11í
leaves the networks Friday night,
Feeling
the
need
for a co-ordinator Miss 1450 and Mr. Announcer were Arts, in Winston-Salem, N. C.,
June 26, for the summer vacation,
*

Ted Straeter, the show's choral di- of Civilian Defense information and in complete charge of the affair. Re- teach a five -week course in

intt

rector, will devote all his time to a regular broadcast of same, KTKC, freshments included '700 gallons of pretation of popular music for rad
his new band and octette of singing Visalia -Fresno, California, has ap- lemonade made with 5,600 lemons, Her schedule of musical announc ,
sirens. Three summer replacement pointed Charles Neite, prominent in cake and ice cream. Storck Baking ments for Procter & Gamble's No
spots have already been offered Ted Valley civic affairs, as "Valley De- Company, sponsors of the program, Flakes, however, heard daily on .Cl I,
and NBC, made it necessary for h
and his songstresses, but he's waiting fense Reporter." Neite will co- footed the bill.

until the unit is ready, before intro- ordinate information from the three
Counties of Fresno, Tulare and Kings. Kermit -Raymond, producers of "Faducing it on the air.
In return, the three Defense Com- mous Fathers," sold the quarter-hour
*
The United Institute of Aeronautics mittees will publicize, in poster form, ET to eight stations in one day, last
time of broadcast, the station's week. Contracts, for 13 weeks, cover
has placed a 13 -week contract with the
etc....Gerry Erwin, for the following stations: WAJR, MorWHN calling for sponsorship of the frequency,
"Newsreel Theater of the Air" Tues- three years production manager and gantown, W. Va.; WSLB, Ogdensburg,
day, Thursday and Sunday nights, 11 musical director of KTKC, will soon N. Y.; WJLB, Detroit, Mich.; WCHS,
p.m. to midnight. J. R. Kupsick is become the station's program direc- Charleston, W. Va.; WTAR, Norfolk,
tor, replacing Charles Foll, who 'is Va.; WBLK, Clarksburg, W. Va.;
the Advertising Agency.
awaiting a call to the air force.
WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va.; and
*
*
WFVA, Fredericksburg, W. Va.
KONO, San Antonio, aired a spe*

honoring the

cial broadcast

USO

Club operated locally by the Jewish
Welfare Board. Program, aired directly from the stage of the center,
featured a talk by Col. O. J. Cohee,
8th Corps Area Chaplain. Remainder
of program included a special show
prepared by the boys of the serviée
who, prior to their induction, were
stage and radio stars. Music was

furnished by the Brooks Field Orchestra directed

by

Sgt.

*

at WOV, has been making flying Another broadcast approach to
trips to other Eastern cities on be- topics as blackouts, tire rationing, air
half of "Records for Fighting Men." raid wardens, and gas shortages, is

Her services consist of appeals made
on stations in cities she visits, as
arranged by the committee for RFM.
Last
she
in Boston,
and Saturday, she will leave to visit
Cleveland and Detroit.
*

*

Johnny

Ted Donaldson, 8 -year -old radio
Sparks. Plan calls for airing shows actor,
has been selected by the
from other USO centers.
Publishing Company to
emcee a new series of "Jack and Jill"
Agnes Vavrek, a graduate of the recordings, manned entirely by proOhio State University School of fessional children, and designed for
Journalism, last week became the children between the ages of 4 and 8
second woman to be employed in during air raids. The record book
the news room of WHK - WCLE, contains all the dialogue and words
Cleveland.
She replaces James to the music so that the children can
Burke, who is now an ensign in the follow and participate in the singing.
Naval Intelligence Department.... Young Donaldson has appeared on
Willard's WHK-WCLE orchestra was such programs as "Life Can Be Beauheard through WHK last Sunday tiful," "The O'Neills," Ted Malone,
night for the first time from a point and many others.
*

*

Musette

*

outside the Cleveland metropolitan
area.

*

The band, playing a date at

*

*

*

Meyers Lake Park near Canton, did On June 28 KROW, Oakland, Calif.,
a broadcast over MBS from 11:15- will broadcast the talk by Edward
11:30 p.m., which WHK relayed in Baker, Fire Chief of London, when
he speaks at the municipal auditorium
this area.
in Oakland before several thousand
Civilian Defense Auxiliary Firemen
and members of the regular city fire
1
9 4 2
department.

the new "Musical Portraits" program
heard on WWRL, Mondays at 8:30

II¡18!19¡20
=;.!25i26!21

June 24
S. Kirby Ayres
Ed Aronoff
Clellan Card
Harry M. Baldwin
Marty Martin
Jack Dempsey
Lois Ravel
Martin Pine
Tom Wildman

S

*

,

which she wrote just a year ago.
complete her versatility, Marcia a
companies herself on the piano

the Weylin Bar, where she is doublit
from her microphone duties.
*

*

*

Earle McGill, CBS producer, is
ting on a special War Bond progrol
tonight, 7-8 p.m., with talent inch!!
ing Milton Berle, Dennis Day, Donal
Cook, Dorothy Maguire, Eileen I's
rell, new CBS singing discovery; Rq

Combining original musical Bloch's orchestra and others. Rol
numbers, with bits of poetry and a Franken has written a special skete
dash of humor, the program aims for the occasion.
to tell the story of how Americans
are adapting themselves to the new CBC Studies Possibility
mode of wartime life necessary for
victory. Narrations are by Wade
Of Taxing Radio Tube ,.
Dent; vocals by Freddy Farrell, and
'.
the music, by Tedy Gaylor.
Ottawa-Intensive study of the poll
sibility of placing a tax on radi
The cavorting of jeeps, the vivid tubes in Canada has been made it
sham battles and colorful formation the CBC, Major Gladstone Murral
drills of the Army War Show were CBC general manager, told the HoUs
aired by WFIL, Philadelphia, when of Commons special committee ol
the show opened in Philadelphia radio broadcasting at a continue{
Saturday night, June 20. Show, pro- hearing which reviewed steps cnOi
duced under the direction of the ered to increase CBC revenues. How
United States War Department in ever, the long life of radio tube
Washington, was held in Franklin made it impossible for the conferel
Field, to demonstrate every type of to calculate any systematic revenui 1N
battle action, from anti-aircraft can- from that source.
nonading to really rolling caissons. Major Murray also stated that in.
Renditions by the Army Glee Club creases in radio license fees also had
p.m.

-n'i

us

:s

a

wir

d'.=

db

}

were under the direction of Sergeant been considered but were ruled oul
.Tohnny Carlin, formerly of WFIL.
of the question after much delibera lie
*

*

tion.

(Canadian radio set owners paY aA e
While the "Shady Valley Folks"
and the "Buckeye Four" of KWK, St annual fee of $2.50 for home radio{an4oI'
Louis, were making a personal an- an extra $2.50 for auto radios
nearance at a picnic. a terrific rain for battery -operated sets the fee
storm descended, cutting off all light- $2.00.)
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb., will cele- ing facilities. Performers struck up one The matter of CBC revenues h
brate its twentieth anniversary, July of their swing hillbilly songs and the been carefully considered from
26. Art Thomas, manager, is planning rest of the gang jived in. Approxi- number of angles, Murray continued;
on reading over the, air, letters re- mately 4.000 picnickers took off their He added that in his opinion the per á'
ceived from former staff members,
and stockings and stood in the tentage of commercial programs h
as part of the anniversary celebra- shoes
rain listening. When the lights finally reached a saturation point. He a
tion.
went on again three hours later, the outlined to the committee actto
crowd was still there. The "Shady taken with regard to some recom
Edward Krolikowski, who has con- Valley Folks" then put on an hour's mendations made in a report Pr
ducted his Polish American program chow. And not until the last note of pared in 1939 by the late Alan Plaun
on WELL, New Haven, for the past the show died away did the 4,000 CBC governor who resigned in Pr
five years, has discontinued his pre- soaked and dripping auditors dis- test at the delay in giving his rep
*

B

*

Marcia Neil, new vocalist on "Joh
ny Presents," is also a songwrit(
She has just received her latest roys
ty check for $23, for "Just a Kiss Agc

*

Maxine Keith, female platter jockey

*

to turn down the offer.

*

sentations.

*

*

perse.

consideration.
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Radio's Wartime Status
kw Tube Packaging
Developed By RCA
s a contribution to the war effort
ar an example of industry coopera in a most competitive field, Radio
poration of America is making
ilable to all manufacturers of ra-

tubes a revolutionary new prine in the packing of radio tubes,
ch is the result of research into

Contributions By Industry, War Dept.

No Disclaimer
Lt. Col. Edward Kirby, War Dept.

radio chief, revealed at the AFA
broadcast confab yesterday why

there is no official Army "disclaimer" on the General Motors
"Cheers from the Camps" program.

With the armed forces now receiv-

ing the entire output of General

Motors, he said, they could hardly
withold endorsement of the prod.

Group of between 60 and 70

Esso Goes Overboard radio -minded advertisers and

On Army -Navy Game

ucts.

s -packaging by Charles I. Elliott,

k packing engineer. Announce it of RCA's offer to competing
tufacturers was made at a lunch meeting held yesterday at the

Objectives, Commercial Aspects
Discussed At AFA Confab

Blue Safety Program

agency men attending the AFA
annual convention here yester-

day morning heard a

well-

Most concentrated coverage of any rounded presentation of radio's
commercial broadcast on record has wartime status. Meeting at the
been set by Esso Marketers, distrib- Hotel Commodore was ad-

uting subsidiary of Standard Oil of dressed by Samuel R. RosenN. J., for its airing of the Army Navy football game Nov. 28. In addi- baum, president of WFIL,
tion, a number of other important Philadelphia, who outlined ratpani_3 and the trade press. PrinSpecific indications, such as re- radio precedents will be set by Esso dio's contributions to the war
(Continued on Page 2)
quests for nearly 100,000 additional in sponsoring the game, first time
effort ; Lt. Col. Edward M.
of free leaflets and the in(Continued on Page 5)
SYnal Corps Plans Drive copies
(Continued on Page 7)
creased number of safety programs
'dorf-Astoria and attended by
resentatives of tube manufacturing

For Additional Trainees

ignal Corps of the U.S. Army is
fining an extensive program for
nine many additional men, either
civilians or soldiers, with pre is training along radio or allied
1.s not necessary if the trainee has
aptitude.

If he has had some

vious experience he may be imiiately appointed as an instructor

be ranked accordingly, according
Major -General Dawson Olmstead,
(Continued on Page 2)

Wins Commendation

instituted

in war plants are

listed

as proof of the success of the promo- UP Station Subscribers
tion campaign conducted by the War
Hit Grand Total Of 610
Production Fund to Conserve Manpower 'in connection with "Men, MaRapid developments on the war
chines and Victory" program on the fronts,
the entry of the United States
Blue. Credit for the promotional into the war, and the subsequent
(Continued on Page 3)
rallying of United Nations against

axis are reflected in a record
FCC Approves KYA Sale; the
radio expansion reported by the
(Continued on Page 2)
Dther Commission Activity
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - FCC yesterday dis-

tramount Sets Campaign
For "Holiday Inn" Film

missed without prejudice 56 broadcast

Texaco Again Signs

To Sponsor Met. Opera

applications, in accordance with its
wartime policy of not granting re- With the Metropolitan Opera set
quests involving use of materials to to return this Fall instead of can'estifying to the effectiveness of construct or change transmitting fa- celling for the duration as had been
io in promoting films, Paramount cilities for standard, FM and tele- feared, Texas Co. again will sponsor
tures is planning the most exten- vision stations. The largest majority the series of Saturday afternoon Met.
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 5)
network promotion to date for
)liday Inn," new musical featuring

g Crosby and Fred Astaire, with
sic by Irving Berlin. Paramount
(Continued on Page 5)

Braden from London
Tom Braden, former member of
the publicity department of WOR,
will head up the list of Americans

lo appear on the MBS broadcast
of the American Eagle Club lun-

cheon from London on Saturday at
p.m.. EWT. Braden left WOR
loot January to volunteer for service

with

the British

Army and

;when last heard from was
t officer's training in England.

in

Service -Men -Records

Get More Radio Aid
With recording program emcees of
New York, Philadelphia, Washington,
Baltimore and Boston lined up prac-

tically 100 per cent behind Records
for Our Fighting Men, Inc., representatives of the non-profit organiza-

tion to collect old phonograph rec(Continued on Page 3)

Ford To Start July 13;
Lines Up 107 Outlets
Ford Motor Co. will debut its new

institutional program on the Blue

Monday, July 13, on approximately
stations, it
AFA Closes 38th Annual Meet Network,
With 3 Wartime Resolutions Gastronomic Note
107
(Continued on Page 5)

Larry Loman To ArmyCommissioned As Major

Final sessions of the 38th annual
convention of the Advertising Fed-

eration of America at the Commodore
Hotel, yesterday, heard Dr. Miller
Lawrence W. Lowman, vice-presi- McClintock, managing director of the
dent in charge of operations of CBS, Advertising Council, urge business to

has been commissioned a Major in use advertising as a means of comthe United States Army, reporting municating to the public the need
to the Office of Strategic Service at for an all-out war effort. Business
Washington, D. C. Lowman actually session which was shifted from the
reported for active service on Tues- Tuesday schedule, re-elected the
day, and has been given a few days AFA's entire slate of officers, added
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 5)

was

Lovers of pot roast, who shed a
tear with Fibber McGee over the
NBC comedian's inability to get

a single bite of the luscious dish
during a recent program, now can
set their minds at lest. An executive of one of the country's largest
packing plants heard the show
and within 48 hours the McGees
(Jim lordans) had pot roast on their
dinner table.

'

yr
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RADIO DAILY
New Tube Packaging
Developed By RCA

Signal Corps Plans Drive
For Additional Trainees

(Continued from Page 1)
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ciple, if utilized by the tube industry,
will result in major contributions to
the war effort in the conservation of
shipping space, material, handling
and warehousing savings. The new
packing ideas developed by Elliott is
saving some 120 tons of packing material a year for RCA as well as
enabling the company to ship approx_

Thursday, June 25. lit

COmIIIG and GOI1101

(Continued from Page 1)

Chief Signal Corps Officer of the
Army. General Olmstead yesterday

played host to a group of radio newsmen and newspaper editors to whom

he outlined his plan at Fort Mon-

mouth, N. J. yesterday.
Gen. Olmstead stated that trainees

will not only be instructed in the

fundamentals of communications, but

imately twice as many tubes, thus for those of higher intelligence,

halving the need for critical shipping the advanced aspects of modern
space. The American Standards As- engineering, electronics and physics.
sociation is now studying the possi- He also pointed out that radio is a
bilities of setting up an American "must" in every plane, tank, or other
War Standard covering the packaging combat unit in the field. For this
tubes as a result of

reason he said that those who are

interested in radio, telephone and
Tremendous advantages have been telegraph communications,
are urfound in the new system of handling gently needed to aid in carrying
North
out
every
type
of
tube
including
televiHollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollythe
voluminous
duties
of
the
Signal
wood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
sion and transmitting as well as rePhone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337,
Chicago, Ill. - Frank Burke, 203
Wabash Ave.
Phone State 7596.

Entered as second class matter April 5, ceiving. These advantages will not
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., be felt so much at present among
under the act of March 3, 1879.
broadcasters, who are limited in their

Corps.

Group, following luncheon at the

Country Club, made a tour of the
and laboratories of the
purchases for the duration. However, classrooms
Post which revealed every phase

FINANCIAL.
(IVednesday, June 24)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. Ti Tel.
CBS A
CBS B
Gen. Electric '
RCA Common
Westinghouse

High
113
111/2
111/2
255/4
31/8
685/4

replacement parts, as far as tubes are
concerned, will immediately be affected by the employment of the new
principle. Obviously, broadcasters as
well as home purchasers of electric
tubes will receive its benefits, such
as the reduction of breakage, when
normalcy is resumed.

Net

Low

Close

113

Chg.

113

111/2
111/2
255/8
31/e
681/2

111/2

111/2 - 1/4

253/4 - I/a
31/e
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WJR (Detroit)
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2
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19
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Larry Loman To Army-

Commissioned As Major
(Continued from Page 1)

leave of absence to terminate his

National Spot Sales

The Mills Brothers quartet will end

a long absence from radio June 28
when it will launch a new series on

the Blue Network, Sunday from
6:45-7 p.m., EWT. Composed of three

sons and a father, who stepped into
the breach when one son died, the
quartet has been touring during the
past three years.
YOUR SALES TARGET .

.

.

WRITE OR WIRE
DIRECT FOR
ºTATroN nATA

of communications being taught. The
new Walkie -Talkie, which is a 28 pound short-range radio receiving

and transmitting set, packed on the

back of one man.

Brig. General G. L. Van Deusen.

Post

Commandant,

addressed

the

group also at the luncheon session
and later in the afternoon a Retreat
Parade and Review by the Officers

cent over last year's June record, the busses used for transportation.
marked this month as one of the

to

Washington

Ras

Depai

late yesterd

afternoon after addressing the broadcast

sessi

at the Advertising Federation of America
vention here.
KEN

DYKE,

R.

formerly

co

NBC director

of days in New York.

of Fac
a coup

DR. H. B. SUMMERS, head of the Blue Nei

work's public service division, to Iowa City t
attend the meeting of the Audio Visual Educr
tional Conference.

A. N. ARMSTRONG, JR., general manager
WCO?, Boston, is in town for conferences

the New York representatives of the station.

r

it

GEORGE CASE, formerly program and pro
duction manager of WCFL, leaves the Wind'
City tomorrow for Dayton, Ohio, where It

will join the staff of WIND as program director
HOWARD W. THORNLEY, president and die

engineer;

FRANK

TED ALLEN,

F.

CROOK,

treasurer, an

commercial manager, of WFCI
Pawtucket, on a brief visit here yesterday
leaving for their Rhode Island heath
last night.
E.
E.
HILL, managing director of
Worcester, Mass., is in Washington this+

after a short stop -over in New York.
back in Worcester on Saturday.

E

PEG MALONEY, following a vacation of.

weeks, has returned to her job as direct
public relations for WKRC, Cincinnati.

UP Station Subscribers
Hit Grand Total Of 610

Sydney Laurence Dixon
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Hollywood- Sydney Laurence

Dixon, NBC western division national

spot sales manager, 41, is dead here
of heart disease. Dixon succurlld
(Continued from Page 1)
1941. For the other months, Grabhorn
reported that gains in spot sales were United Press in a summary covering soon after leaving a session of the
Pacific Advertising Association conconsistent since the establishment of the first six months of this year.
the independent network and its na- According to A. F. Harrison, UP vention at Tacoma.
radio sales manager, 46 stations were
tional spot sales department.
added to the radio clientele; five
new radio news bureaus were estab-

Ad Club Round Table
Re Radio In Wartime

lished, bringing the total of these to
47, and four state radio circuits were
created in Kentucky, Wyoming, Neand Texas. Approximately
The Professional Publicity Group braska
510
radio
outlets in the United States
of the Social Work Publicity Council and possessions
now broadcast UP
will hold a round -table on "Radio in dispatches; 610 stations
in the western
Wartime," today, at the Advertising hemisphere receive the UP
service.
Club. Henriette K. Harrison, national
In
South
America,
the
expansion
radio director for the National Coun- has reached 60 Latin American broadcil of YMCA's, will be chairman, as- casting outlets. UP's Canadian wire
sisted by Bent Taylor, Community has been extended virtually across
Chest and Councils, Inc.; Dorothy
Lewis, of the National Association 'of the Dominion.

in Central Ohio's Broadcasters; Gloria Chandler, of the
Richest Market

returned

Candidate Dept. of the Signal Corps Texaco Again Signs
School, was held, during which one
To Sponsor Met. Op
of the Candidates was decorated for
National spot sales on the managed heroism. Capt. Harold E. Timmer(Continued from Page 1)
and operated stations of the Blue man, public relations officer, assisted
Network reached a new high in June by 1st Lt. Spencer Allen, formerly broadcasts on the Blue Net
which probably will b
when a normal seasonal decline is of WGN aided in acquainting the Airings,
ordinarily anticipated. Report was group with the Corps training Nov. 28, run from 2 p.m., EWT,
approximately 5 p.m. It will be
released by Murray B. Grabhorn, na- methods.
tional spot sales manager. The ban- George E. Wellbaum, of the New third consecutive year Texaco
ner month was listed for WJZ; WENR, York Telephone Co., did the chap- bankrolled the opera.
Buchanan & Co. handles the
eroning from the New York end. count.
Chicago, and KGO, San Francisco.
WJZ, with an increase of 45 per Benny Goodman contributed loan of

forces in the last month, Harry C. a 93 percent jump over reports for

Mills Bros. Returning

ment,

Show Rise On Blue M&O

biggest in the station's history with
affairs at Columbia.
Lowman is the second CBS officer regard to national spot sales. Sales
to be commissioned in the armed on both WENR and KGO registered
Butcher, vice-president in charge of
the Washington office, having been
sworn in as a Lieutenant Commander
in the Navy.
No successor to Lowman has yet
been named.

4.T. COL. EDWARD M. KIRBY, chief,
Branch, Bureau of Public Relations, War

in promotion and now with the Office
radio and Figures in Washington, is spending

outside of Greater New York, one year, $10;
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit of electronic
with order. Address all communications to
RADIO DATLY, 1501 Broadway, New York, RCA's study.
N. Y.
7.6338.

4i'

Junior Leagues of America; Earle

Stork News

McGill, of the Columbia Broadcasting A six and a half pound son was
System; Thomas Stewart, of the born this week to Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Junior Red Cross, Washington, D. C.; Kelley. Father had been sports
and Paul Fraily, radio director of the editor of WGAR, Cleveland, until
United Charities Campaign, Philadel- his affiliation with the Cleveland
Rams, football pros, recently.
phia.

Th'sday, June 25, 1942
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Me Safety Program

tins Commendation
(Continued from Page 1

*

ID IL C M C li II 4) 11
"Baby Parade"

)

et is assigned to the Fund's H. Denver's Meadowgold Creamery has
:azelrigg and Martha Linn. The inaugurated a new program on
lendation is included in a new KMYR with clever promotional tietin by Dr. H. B. Summers, head ups. Called the "Meadowgold Baby
e Blue's public service division. Parade," the program is a salute to
the first step in its campaign, new arrivals in the city. Advising
and had printed more than 100,- listeners that the stork is so busy
mpies of a promotional leaflet these days he needs help, the "Meadthree weeks prior to the open- owgold Godmother," Lillian Lewis,
roadcast on June 5. The leaflet "delivers" the babies. By keeping in
ed the seriousness of the prob- touch with the Vital Statistics Burf man-hours in war production reau, the program is always aware
tries lost through accidents and of new additions to the city's popuattention to the program. In lation. The morning after their arion, copies of a proclamation, rival, their names are announced,
resident Roosevelt emphasizing some mention of their parents made
eed for industrial safety, and of and a musical offering dedicated to
ter from Donald Nelson, WPB them. Meadowgold follows up by
were prepared. Finally, a sending the child a "Baby Book,"
;ription was made from the handsomely bound volume that gives
of the opening program and hints on baby care, child -rearing,

*

Service -Men -Records

Get More Radio Aid

Soldier Listening Habits

(Continued from Page 1)

"Meet the Soldier," a survey of ords, to be converted into scrap and
soldiers' radio listening habits, has the proceeds used to buy new recbeen prepared by KFEL, Denver. The ords for America's armed forces, will
booklet is based on surveys made by make flying trips over next week-end
the public relations departments of to ten other radio centers in various
both Lowry Field and the station. By parts of the nation.
carefully combing barracks, service
Washington turntable maestros have
clubs and gathering places of mili- joined the campaign 100 per cent,
tary personnel, KFEL has obtained Dick Gilbert, chairman of the disc
an accurate picture of the soldier jockey committee, reported yesterand his radio likes and dislikes in day after a week-end trip to the
the Denver area. The booklet is be- Capital and to Baltimore. Every
ing mailed to prospective clients and Washington station now is repreagencies to show the quickly expand-

sented on the regional committee,

ing market available to station clients. Gilbert said, which is comprised of
In addition to analyzing the soldier
WWDC.
as a listener, the survey indicates the Harkins,
Gilbert Host at Luncheon
spending power of the men stationed
In Baltimore Gilbert was host at
at four posts in the KFEL radius, to lunch
to Rosser Folks of WBAL,
what shows and commercials they

Eddie Hubbard and Bill Willse of

respond most readily and how often WITH, and Erwin Elliott of WFBR.
etc., and provides space for recording they tune their dials. It is said to be
At a breakfast meeting in Philatr,e first such survey prepared by a delphia
Direct Mail Used
baby's growth.
Monday, Arthur Simon,
,reek later a letter was sent to
station for public consumption. Frank general on
manager of WPEN, stated
:ssings prepared.

nanager of each Blue station, Department Store News Tie-up Bishop, station director,. guided the
g attention to the program and An elaborate promotion plan for gathering of the material and comsing copies of the leaflet, the news
bureau of KSTP, St. Paul, piling of the information.
3ent's proclamation and the Nelttter. A few days later, a press - Minn., has been worked out in conBlood Bank
with the Golden Rule Def the transcription was mailed junction
Local chapter of the American Red
partment
Store
here.
In
one
of
the
4 group of stations with the re - most prominent ground floor spots in Cross focussed its "blood bank" drive
that they be returned for mailthe store, the management has placed on KGO's new studios in San Fran) another group.

that he was confident "of the full

Groups, to whose members are phoned in regularly through the
s were sent, included radio edi- day to the store, with full credit to
rf 250 newspapers, officers of 490 the station's news bureau for the sertrial concerns affiliated with the vice. In addition the station has
nal Safety Council, public rela- placed a teletype nearby and sends
directors of 261 major industries in regular reprocessed dispatches
iustrial establishments, heads of throughout the day for the store paational organizations, such as tron interested in more complete de.ed Cross and U. S. Chamber of tails on the news.
nerce, 1,600 contact men for the
nal Traffic Safety Contest, 50 Wage Increases Hamper
)ers of the Executive Committee
AFM Coast Negotiations

contact idea that next Sunday Gil-

cooperation of this city's station man-

agers." Among the others present

were Leroy Miller of KYW; Pat
Stanton, vice-president of WDAS,
and Lou London and Al Henry of
WPEN.

Maxine Keith of WOV who visited
recently, with a full-fledged Boston reported that WCOP, WMEX,
he two weeks before June 5, the a huge map, with a special panel for cisco
Mobile Unit going into WHDH, WEEI and WORL have lined
made extensive use of direct bulletins. From each bulletin, rib- Donor Service
over the air lanes. Directing up behind the plan.
with letters and printed en - bons are carried to the point on the action
the broadcast was Bill Baldwin,
So successful was the personal
:es sent to more than 26,000 key world map affected. These bulletins KGO's
special events representative,
e.

e Fund and several hundred

who told the stories of actual blood- bert will fly to St. Louis, Pittsburgh,
letting experiences of KGO employees Cincinnati and Indianapolis; Miss
as they submitted to giving of their Keith will make a three-day canvass
blood during the broadcast. Last of Detroit, Cleveland and Buffalo,
month another delegation of the Blue while Paul Brenner, WAAT, is slated
Network's local outlet gave their to visit Syracuse, Rochester and
"Blue Blood" at the blood bank's Albany.
headquarters here.

Auto Club Renews Newscasts
Cuhel, MBS Reporter,
Chicago-Chicago Motor Club has
In Tues. Spot On Web renewed
its thrice -weekly news pro-

grams on WENR for another full
ers of the National Committee,
San Francisco - Local 6 of the
Frank Cuhel, Mutual correspondent year. The Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
'rectors of the War Production American
Federation of Musicians is in Melbourne, will take over the agency placed the business.
of the WPB, and 22,000 leading
with KFRC and KQW period usually allotted to Australian
ess and industrial leaders negotiating
for permanent contracts. Up to now news summaries on Tuesdays from
ghout the country.

stations have been operating on a
100,000 Copies Requested
its campaign, the more or less temporary arrangement.
received letters asking for Factor causing slow progress in
y 100,000
additional copies of negotiations is union's request for
.taflet distributed. Excellent re - wage increases for the 27 musicians
Expected that committees
e to the promotion is seen in involved.
osting of bulletin board notices will reach a compromise figure

a result of

11:15-11:30 a.m., EWT, effective June

30.

Cuhel's comments will be fol-

lowed by messages to home by American soldiers stationed "Down Under,"

)

serving in the U.S.A. Army in Australia and New Zealand.

andreds of industrial concerns, shortly.

the bulletins made up by
the program to the and the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.
:ion of their employees. Among In some plants, transcriptions are befitter group were such companies ing played for the benefit of those
'estinghouse Electric, Pullman, who are not able to listen at the
in

s

to call

LWAYSA.
OOD SHOW

' AN AN

JOE
CHICAGO..
NEW YORK.

N1O

time of the broadcast.
"Men, Machines and Victory," presented on the Blue with the cooperation of the Fund, aims to reduce the
number of accidents to workers on
and off the job. The 15 -minute pro_

gram, aired Fridays at

\o One of
America's Greatest
Local Radio Programs

10:15 p.m.,

EWT, uses dramatized incidents

which emphasize that every accident
takes its toll of manpower and re-

duces the equipment available for
men in the armed forces.

PAUL H. RAyMER CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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By FRANK BURKE

CRANK PENNY, former vaudeville
and team-mate of Bud Abbott

`-

rise.

Penny in reel life will again

portray the friendly theater manager.
Lou Bring, musical director for Al
Pearce and Gene Autry, was awarded
a silver baton by the National Swing
Club for outstanding conducting of
the Lena Horne record album.
Peter Potter, Hollywood platter
player heard twice daily on KMPC,
will make his motion picture debut in

the role of a Georgia boy in Para mount's "Star Spangled Rhythm,"

starting before cameras this week.
The Merry Macs have been signed
for a week at the local Orpheum Theater starting July 8. Prior to the
appearance, the Macs will cut eight
sides for Decca.

Frank Bingman has been assigned
the announcing berth on "Those We
Love," which premieres Wednesday,
"United We Sing," CBS song -show
starring "1,000 Americans," the audience, who sing over the airways un-

der the leadership of Art Baker and
with the music provided by Wilbur
Hatch and .his orchestra, will feature
Irene Rich as guest star on today's

1.'.V

.11."V111111111""-

yr1.

The Informer!

last vaudeville appearance of the

comedians just before their meteoric

Wonder how many denials well get in reporting that Abbott &

Costello will go to Camels next season'."
"Duffy's Tavern" will take
over the "Quiz Kids" time on the Blue Wednesday nites plugging a
Bristol-Myers' product-Minute-Rub or Sal Hepatica! We further hear that
if the show clicks, it may take Eddie Cantor's spot after Banjo -eyes completes his next 39 -week cycle'

. Turns renewed Horace Heidt for TWENTY-

SIX weeks and will add a repeat airing for the series starting in August
from 12:30 a.m. to 1. First time account has used a repeat show....
Richard Himber, who opens at the Essex House July 10, immediately
phoned a magic shop when he arrived in town'
Artie Shaw, who
reported to

the Navy as an ordinary seaman, was given a nine -day

furlough before donning a bluejacket'
Bob Hawk, lunching at Toots
Shor's yesterday with Dick Marvin of Wm. Esty, agency handling his
"How'm I Doin' " show, allowed Marvin to pay the luncheon check' .
Bert Lahr won't appear on the Fleischmann show as a guestar. Fabulous
price asked for Red Skelton to make an appearance....Mort and Lester
Lewis are now cooking up a show called "Hands Across the Sea" which
would feature entertainers from the American and British armed forces'

A press release concerning an important radio figure named to launch
a ship reached this desk with the statement that the time and place
wasn't given to the artist because Navy regulations prohibit such information to get out too far in advance. Then on the same day comes a second

Victor Borge, Danish comedian on
the Bing Crosby program, reports
that he learned. English in a few
weeks by going to double feature
movies all day long.

Army Air Corps camps from all
parts of the nation have flooded

"Fibber McGee and Molly's" agency,
Needham, Louis & Brorby, with re-

quests for recordings of the Army

Air Corps' song as sung by the King's
Men on a recent "Fibber" broadcast.
Edward G. Robinson recently was

guest of the commanding officer at
Camp Roberts. In addition to talking to the men, the "Big Town" star
enacted a scene from a recent broad-

cast in which he was a prisoner of

the Gestapo.

Sidney N. Strotz, vice-president in

charge of Western Division of the

National Broadcasting Co., addressed
the Pacific Advertising Association
convention luncheon meeting, Tues-

day, June 23, speaking on "Don't

Be A Quitter." The NBC executive's
address stressed the need for adver-

tising in war time.

Xavier Cugat's most consistent fans
are a group of South American avia-

tion cadets studying at a Southern
California flying field-they haven't
missed a "Rumba Revue" airing since
the maestro arrived in Hollywood.

Wedding Bells

Bob McCoy, former vocalist with
Horace Heidt, and currently, bass baritone at KOIN, Portland, Oregon,
'.as- been wed to Dora Dahl, member
of the station's business office.

ACS

RADIO has been advised to
ready for a test blackout in tht
Chicago area in the near future.
1)1

will be the first blackout of the
ropolitan area.
Shifting story scenes in
"Bachelor's Children" has bro
Phil Lord and Louise Fitch into
cast.

Ted MacMurray, director of "
Journey," this week started

twentieth year in radio.

Originating at Camp Grant, Ill'
the fourth, "Cheers From the Ca
program will be heard over W
CBS on Tuesday, June 30, from 8

9:30 p.m.

Mary Ann Mercer, NBC sin

and Raymond Jeffers of the S
agency back from a tour of sout
Army camps with "Jeff" repor

that Mary Ann has sold a tota

$2,225,000 war bonds and stam
Bill Ray, NBC press manager,
back next week from a vacatio
the Colorado Rockies.
Bill Irwin, former radio edito

the "Times" and now in the A
is reported ill with a heart ail
at the Fort Sheridan, Ill., hospi
Ten major stake races of the

to editors"-the exact time!
Life in the Service: In private life Ed Lasker hired and fired
Eddy Duchin. Also Eddie Peabody. At the Great Lakes Naval Training

handicap
Sept. 5.

Station, It's Lt. Comdr. Peabody, Lieut, Senior Grade Duchin and Lieut.

Jr. Grade Lasker'
Sgt. Ezra Stone, who is directing the Irving Berlin
"This Is The Army" show, has Carl Fischer, formerly with him at the
George Abbott office, as business manager....More than one-third of the
men assigned to the production of the Army show, have qualified for
officers' training following the run of the show. The men will do seven
evening performances and two matinees in addition to the regular drill
period daily!.

Harry Maizlish heads for N.Y. the end of the week to pick
up more business.... Bob Jennings is expected in N.Y. the first of next
Yorker" didn't accept her
week....Helen Strotz reports that the
story for publication and so she's ready to accept any reasonable bid for
Scrappy Lambert relates the story about a bandleader
the property'
he used to book. The maestro would have all his mail forwarded to the
booking office and whenever a bill or a letter from the Dept. of Internal
Revenue would reach the bandleader, the maestro merely wrote one word
on the envelope and returned it to the postman. The all-important word
was "deceased."
James Saphier, here from the coast to drum up some more
business, related a classic story concerning that classic character of show
business, Joe Frisco....Seems that the comic was called down by the
Internal Revenue Bureau to account for something like $12,000 in back
income taxes. (Whenever Frisco had that much, or less, he would play
the ponies.) Frisco didn't have the scratch and told the Revenue man as
much; he'll pay it when he gets it....Joe left the office and in the corridor
encountered another actor who was en route to see the same Federal
agent...."Whatta gonna see him about?" Frisco stuttered. The actor said
he was called down regarding $141 he still owed the government. Frisco
said he would attend to it for the actor and with that, he returned to the
office of the Federal agent. "Say," he called out, "will you put this guy's
bill on my tab!"

e

season at Arlington Park and W
ington Park race tracks will be br

cast over the NBC Red begin
Saturday, July 4, with the $1
Stars and Stripes Handicap at

release giving the date and place-adding a footnote as "confidential

broadcast.

At last- there has been found a fine
use for those movie double features.

`

Chicago111

Los Angeles
prior to the forming of the present
Abbott and Costello team, joins the
pair at Universal Studios in their
current film, "Who Done It?", in the
role he played in real life at the

25, 1945

lington and closing with the Bev
at Washington Park

When Barbara Fuller, young
radio actress, accepted Charlie
land's invitation to present a tro
to "Miss Victory" at the Des P1a'

Ill., OCD ball the other night
didn't know that "Miss Viet
would be a new friend and r

protege in the person of 17 -year
Mona Lee Cote. During a visit
lowing the presentation Bar
learned that Mona Lee had dram
aspirations and was interested

radio. She then agreed to coach

Cote and arrange a radio' au2'

for her.
WBBM's new transmitter at It
Illinois, held open house to the s
at

a farewell party for Les C

transmitter chief, who leaves fo
position in the Bureau of Naviga
at Washington. Part of the tr
mitter is now closed to visitors
the duration.
SELLING SALESMAN
A real planner and merchandiser
looking

for

a

good

Married

job.

draft -deferred -36 -wants

j

an

oppor-

tunity to earn better than an average

living. Good contacts. National local
experience major markets. Location

unimportant.

Write RADIO DAILY,

Box G, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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Goes Overboard

AFA Ends Convention

NEW PROGRAMS -IDEAS

With War Resolutions

irArmy-Navy Game

Children's News
Shortwave Series
(CunGuued tun !'aye 1)
A new series of shortwaved news A new juvenile attraction - chil- some new board members, and
ar be broadcast commercially. broadcasts from London every night dren's quiz direct from summer play- adopted three resolutions which reci;ure complete coverage and at 10:45 over WNEW feature Derrick grounds-will be featured all sum- ommended that members continue to
o ., avoritism to no one network, Prentise, noted BBC newscaster, and mer on WEOA, Evansville, Ind. Pro- dedicate themselves to support of
;g ¡ill use simultaneous Mutual,
a special analysis of the enemy's cur_ gram will be inaugurated tomorrow wartime activities, and which com3 rid NBC hookups to broadcast rent propaganda by James Fergusson morning and is scheduled as a weekly mended those who have been so doat 9:30 a.m., for a quarter-hour pe- ing.
e, ish, each network making its and Brent Wood, both star reporters
ickup and employing its own of the BBC radio news staff. With riod. Each week, the quiz will be Speaking at the luncheon session
a ,,r -play and color commentators this new nightly series, WNEW broadcast from a different play spot, yesterday, on "War Advertising-a
er that listeners may select rounds out a programming policy of with young persons from all parts of Challenge to Business," McClintock
The extensive coverage of the London the city participating. Weekly win- declared: "A mass response on the
combination.
e favorite
plus a part of our people is imperative for
o ast was offered to the Blue news consisting of regular pickups ners will receive a prize,
k, but the web was unable through BBC every Tuesday night at chance to compete in the finals at total war effort and advertising has
º it because of previous corn 8, with Vernon Bartlett and Frederick the end of the vacation season. Ques- a capacity to get this response more
it Its for the Metropolitan Opera Kuh alternating as newscasters direct tions used on these stump -the -chil- fully and more quickly than any
from the British capital. On Sunday dren programs will be based on' spe- other means of communication. . . .
rl
I my 18 states from Mainea to afternoons at 2:15 WNEW presents cial news broadcasts conducted by As never before, this emergency depro
B. Priestley, famous English au - Margaret Rosencranz for young lis- mands the fullest possible utilization
my the area whereErma,
has con- J.
tnor-playwright, speaking from Lon- teners Mondays, Wednesdays and of advertising, which has proved its
re distributed,
Fridays. Miss Rosencranz will handle capacity to mould the thinking and
fory a total of 160 stations don on various aspects of the War.
a
the quizers also.
the game. Of these 61 are
the feeling of.the American people."
u tl affiliates, 51 with NBC and
He also outlined the purposes of the
"This Is Your Home"
'h CBS. Arrangements for ad Fairway
Facts
Advertising Council, pointing out
a
new
is
Is
Your
Home,"
"This
ti 1 coast -to -coast coverage also KPO,
how it cooperated in the planning
a
KMYR,
Denver,
has
instituted
San Francisco, series based on
e ing made, possibly under the
of the salvage promotional campaigns.
"Golf
Round
-Table."
Heard
Monday
furniture.
of
history
romantic
the
o irship of other firms in the
nights, Mark Schreiber, the station's
Officers Re-elected
.
Show
was
initiated
last
Sunday,
with
mpeting areas.
by announcer Bud Heyde. sports editor, presides over 15 min- Re-elected officers include: James
event will be given possibly narration
'-Furniture of France," with its fusion utes of chatter on greens and fair- A. Welch, president; Tom Nokes, Ray
e )st extensive shortwave cover- ¡
of Roman and Celtic cultures pro - ways. A local pro and outstanding Maxwell, Forbes McKay and Mabel
re .er purchased by a commercial
amateurs participate each week as
According to the Esso ¡ vided the theme for the opening well as a prominent member of a G. Flanley, vice-presidents; Clara H.
o r.
Zillessen, secretary; and Robert S.
Marschalk & Pratt, Inc., ! broadcast. Transcribed background
classic pe - Denver country club. Predictions Peare, treasurer. Re-elected board
¡
music,
appropriate
to
the
available
International
station
e
will be an out - are made anent current tournaments; of director members are: Paul Garcountry will be bought, with riods dramatized,
feature
in
this series. Don courses, sticks and scores are con- rett and William A. Hart. Additions
e 3S stations, WCBX and WCRC, standing
to the board are: William O. Savage,
¡BC outlets, WRCA and WNBI, Thompson is writer and producer. stantly on the pan.
(Continued from Page 1)

tod-

Is

r y scheduled
ss.

to

receive the

1

S -ts announcers and color men
1 not yet been selected for the

I

o cast, which will originate from

Mabel G.

(Continued from Page 1)
u ipal Stadium, Philadelphia. As of the cases
were for standard broadp ed at the time Esso made the casting facilities.
On 30 of these
!a vith Army and Navy officials, cases hearings already
had been held,
r 100,000 for the rights will be while no hearings had been
d equally between Army and in 22 other standard cases.scheduled
relief agencies.
Two FM station applications dismissed were from the Piedmont Publ To Start July 13;
lishing Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.,
the Houston Printing Corp.,
Lines Up 107 Stations and
Houston, Tex. Television facilities
were denied the Allen B. DuMont
(Continued from Page 1)
..d yesterday. Program, which Laboratories, Inc., Washington, D. C.
)e aired seven nights weekly, and WIXG, General Television Corp.,
p.m., EWT, will present a na- Boston.
1 ¡ly known commentator, with The Commission yesterday granted
ctural difficulties reported still consent to transfer of the control of
11 lg up conclusion of this aspect the Eastern States Broadcasting
deal, with Earl Godwin still Corp., license of WSNJ, Bridgeton,
N. J., from Howard S. Frazier and
'ed to have the inside track.
ion, Inc., Detroit, is the agency. W. Burley Frazier to Congressman
Elmer M. Wene of New Jersey for
$3,047, representV YORK'S NEWEST STATION a consideration ofof
common stock.
ing 603 shares
Representative Wene, who operates
the Wene Chick Farms, one of the
largest hatcheries in New Jersey, was
visiting his district yesterday and
could not be reached for comment.
The FCC also granted consent to
the assignment of the license of station KYA, Palo Alto, Calif., from
CLEAR CHANNEL
190 KC
Hearst Radio, Inc., San Francisco,
to the Palo Alto Radio Station, Inc.,
for $50,000. Stockholders in the Palo
R

PiLI
4µt

"WI IS is fast becoming a favorite

with matinee dialers-

Ben Gross, N. Y. DAILY NEWS

Flanley,

Ray

Maxwell,

Caswell and D. R. Murray.
FCC Approves KYA Sale; Paramount Sets Campaign Harry
Charles E. Murphy was re-elected
For
"Holiday
Inn"'
Film
Other Commission Activity
general counsel of the Federation.
Miss

Beatrice Adams was elected

(Continued from Page 1)
of the Council on Women's
used network radio on several occa- chairman
Clubs.
sions during the past year to plug Advertising
The
three
adopted
resolutions were:
musicals, but the two half-hour shots first, that the AFA members
scheduled on the Blue Network for themselves wholeheartedly dedicate
war"Holiday Inn" amounts to nearly time duties; second, that theto
Federadouble any previous radio effort in tion commend those who have
albehalf of a single picture. Over 100 ready done outstanding war work;
Blue stations will be used on each of and third, that the Federation apthe broadcasts.
and thank officers and comInitial airing, August 4, 9:30-9:55 preciate
mittees for their services in planning

p.m., EWT, will coincide with the
New York and world premiere of the convention.
"Holiday Inn," while the follow-up
broadcast, Aug. 28, 10-10:30

p.m.,

EWT, will boost the show at the time
of its national release.

Talent is not yet set on the two

programs, but the first is expected
to feature a line-up of name bands
playing tunes from the movie.

Decision to go "all-out" in network
promotion of "Holiday Inn" apparent-

ly stems from successful results in
similar promotion of "Fleet's In" and
"Birth of the Blues" during the past
year. Former was plugged in two
15 -minute broadcasts via the Blue
and Mutual and the latter in a halfhour MBS airing.
Buchanan & Co. handles the Paramount account.

dered off the air sometime ago for
fraudulent statements to the FCC
Alto concern include Mary K. Brown, was granted his petition for a three
internationally known tennis star.
months' extension of the effective
Among other actions taken by the date of the Commission's order on
Commission yesterday, John Stenger, his . application for renewal of his
Jr. of Wilkes Barre, Pa., who was or - license.

ALWAYS A

GOOD SHOW

FOR THE LISTENER
ALWAYS A

GOOD BUY

FOR THE ADVERTISER

WHIO

DAYTON, OHIO
Basic C B S - 5000 Watts
G. P. llollingbery Co., Representative.
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To the Colors!
E. B. FITZPATRICK, president of
WHDL, Olean, N. Y., and general
manager of the Olean "Times -Herald,"

has returned to active duty with the
United States Army. He reported to
the U. S. Military Academy at West
Point on June 23 and has been assigned to the staff of the Academy.
-vvvSTEPHEN FULD, of the CBS sta-

tion relations department, has been
called into the Coast Guard as an
Ensign. He is to report in the near
future. Fuld has been with CBS for
five years. He came to Columbia
from WNEW.

- vvv -

FRANK SOMERS, of CBS engineering, has been made a Lieutenant
in the Navy. He reports next week
to Corpus Christi, Texas, to attend
the Naval Aviation Radio Training

School.

CHARLES

-vvvC.

CALEY,

assistant

manager of WMBD, Peoria, has been
commissioned a lieutenant in the

U. S. Army Air Corps and detailed
to the Officers' Training School at

Miami Beach.

- vvv -

GEORGE M. MENDENHALL, chief
studio and recording engineer of

WGKV, Charleston, West Va., has

taken up his duties with the U. S.
Army Signal Corps.

WORDS AND MIJSIC

tor and assistant to the vice-president of Fort Industry Co., has reported to Quonset Point, R. I., for
training' as a lieutenant in the aviar
tion branch of the U. S. Navy.
-vvvGERALD WOLPERT, of the technical staff of WFDF, Flint, Mich.,

who enlisted in the Marine Corps, has

been. made a staff sergeant and will
start training on June 27.
- vvv PAUL H. GIROUX, musical director of KTAR, Phoenix, to the army,
as volunteer. Assigned to Phoenix
Recruiting Station.
- vvv BILL WRIGHT, baritone soloist at
KVOO, Tulsa, Okla., is leaving the
staff to enter War Construction Service for the duration.
- vvv DON ANDERSON, director of the

visitor at the I. E. Loperts.... We always knew that Mary Margaret McBride
would smash attendance records whenever she made a personal appear.
cmce-but she topped her own record at the Laurel in Winsted, Conn., the
other nite. Fans of hers streamed in from 25 neighboring cities to color
her welcome.... Rare as a man who bites a dog is an actress who raves
about another's toiling-so that's what makes this news. We couldn't help
but overhear Jacqueline Susann put on a rave about Jessie Royce Landis
to Sylvia Lowy, who does the "Mr. D.A." casting. Sylvia could do worse
than look over Jackie, too.... Probably radio's busiest producer these sultry
days and nites is genial Ed Cashman who practically commutes between
army camps (by army bombers, trucks, tractors or what -have -you) with
1(.2y Kyser's big time show.

*

*

*

Ray Heatherton's packing them in at the Biltmore is the talk of
the street. One of the lovelier rooms in town-and yet for one

reason or another one of the toughest to fill-Ray has forced the
management to dust off the ropes practically every nite. A former
top radio vocalist, Heatherton organized his unit some three years
ago, opening immediately at the Rainbow Room without so much
as a break-in date. His booking at the Biltmore began the nite
after he closed at the Rockefeller bistro and he's been there every

season since.

*

*

Bureau signing Alfredo Antonini as guest conductor for some of the major
symphonies this coming season....Note from Rupe (WIBC) Werling: "Alter
a month and a half of digging, weeding, cultivating a nice case of sumac
poisoning, etc., my Victory Garden is a success. I've finally grown itone big, rad, luscious, curvaceous radish!"....Recommended: The Havana

Madrid's Don Gilberto and his "Rhumba One" orchestra-a new high in
Latin rhythms....Ed Hurley's mag, "Fighting the 5th and 6th Column
Menace," which exposes what most of us have too long suspected.

*

*

*

*

a best bet on scripting.... Patsy Campbell, who has been tabbed by

vertising Agency of San Antonio,
Texas, has been commissioned a captain in the U. S. Army Air Corps
and has reported for duty here at
Duncan Field. He was a flyer in

who starts a new series on "Aunt Jenny" this week.... Burt Raeburn,

in the Coulter -Mueller -Grinstead Ad_

World War No. 1.

Bercovici Gets Third Newscast
B. S. Bercovici, Mutual news com-

mentator, will be heard on Sundays
from 1-1:15 p.m., EWT, effective Sun-

day, July 5. The newly scheduled
broadcast is in addition to his regular
news commentaries heard over the
network at 6 p.m., EWT, Mondays
through Fridays. The new program
originates from WJW, Akron.

26

five -min. par .7 hl

Home

Forum," throu (pl
Harry Fligenbaum Adv. Agen,
Phila.; Socony-Vacuum Oil Co, (Jy ICI)
bilgas & Mobiloil) , 624 15 -min. net
casts, through J. Stirling Getcht

Inc., N. Y.; Ex -Lax, Inc.
18

one -min.

ETs,

(Ex -Le;',

through Jose
Katz Co., N. Y.; Peter Foxe Brewjl

Corp. (Foxe DeLuxe Beer), 78

min. ETs, through Schwimra
Scott, Chicago; Van Wert C

Guernsey Breeders' Assn. (Van

County Guernsey Sale), three

word anns., direct; Motor City
(Circus), 26 50 -word anns.,
Shell Oil Co. (Shell Petr
Prods.) , 150 one -min. ETs,' th
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.;

Furniture Store (Furniture) 13
dio pgms., "Don and Helen," d
,

Allis-Chalmers Mfg.

Co.

(Tra

Farm & Road Machinery), 27
min. anus., through Bert S. G
Adv., Milwaukee; "Chicago He
American" (Newspaper), one
min. ann., through Bozell & J
Inc.,

Chicago; Kellogg Co.
Krispies), 200 one -min. ETs, thr

J. Walter Thompson, Inc., Ch
Huntington County Guernsey B
ers Assn., three 100 -word ann

rect; American Legion Post N

(Memorial Service) four 50anns., direct; Gettle Optical
,

(Glasses), 13 15 -min. ETs, d
K n i g h t Hatcheries, three

"Roundsman's Hour," direct.
KFRC, San Francisco: Dr. P.
lips Canning Co. (Grapefruit Ju
"Breakfast Club" participation,
C. L. Miller Adv. Agency;
Breweries (beer), "Salute to
Allies," thru Brisacher, Davis &
Calif. Spray Chemical Corp.

Kilpatrick's Marvel Bakery (br

CHARLES P. MUELLER, partner

- vvi, -

"Modern

weeks, she's already been heard on "Easy Aces," "Aunt Jenny" and
"Light of the World." Currently, she's doing "Kitty Foyle" besides
modeling for Powers.
HEADS UP, DIRECTORS: Harda Klaveness, another Garbo....Helen
Larmon, who won't tell you that her father is an advertising exec.... Rush
Hughes, whose light has been too long under a bushel.... Howard Merrill,

WFBL,

Dry Cleaner) ,

Geta, Ant -B -Gone, Rose Spray,
Tox, Extrax, Contax, Flo -Tax,

Syracuse,

Men,"

WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, In
Radbill Oil Co., Inc. (Renuzit Frei

CASTING NOTES: Mandell Kramer an addition to "Hearts In
Harmony." Also on "Ellery Queen" this week....Jeanne Juvelier
signed for "Brooklyn, U.S.A." subway circuit tour....Chicago's
Alice Goodkin has found N.Y. very receptive. Here less than nine

N. Y., has enlisted in the U. S. Army,
and will report June 30.

"Minute.

DEW BU5IDE55,

By Sid Weiss

®UR TOWN: It's a boy at the Arnold Moss homestead. Born while pop
was on the air. (Arnold sez mom did a good job, too)....It's a girl

Benny Goodman will do another picture in August.... Arthur Judson

-vvv-

GEORGE L. YOUNG, former audi-

Thursday, June 25, i

Brock Pemberton to read for a big part in a B'way show....Jay Meridith,
whose voice plus piano adds up to radio.... And blonde Muriel Hutchison,
long of the theater, much to radio's loss.

*

*

*

Plenty of changes taking place in Ralph Edwards' "Truth or Consequences" staff due to marriage, the draft, mayhem, or what have
you. Lloyd Rayward has taken a Washington post with Phil Davis
replacing him. Esther Allen, formerly Ralph's secretary, is now a
member of his "idea" department. Martin Stevens has shifted from
his utility staff to NBC. Bill Haws has been tagged by the Navy
with Ken Tobey stepping in.

*

*

*

Remember Pearl Harbor -

plantone, Tri-Ox Wood Killer),
ticipation in "Housewives Prote

League," thru Long Adv. Se

"Morning Hostess" participation,

Emil Reinhardt Agency; McKe
Robbins Co. (Calox tooth pow
anns., thru John Blair & Co.;
terole Co. (Musterole), anns.,
Erwin, Wasey & Co.; Pacific Bre
& Malting Co. (Wieland's beer),

thru Brewer -Weeks Agency; Pe
dent Co. (tooth paste), anns.,
Lord & Thomas; Rainier Brewing
(beer), ánns., thru Buchanan &

Costello Joins NBC
Ned Costello, for the past 15 y
associated with newspapers, adv

ing agencies and radio sales,

joined the local and spot sales s
of NBC. He succeeds Walter S
who has been transferred to the
network sales staff.

Joins KDKA Technical Staff
Pittsburgh-Fred Leonard, for

ly transmitter operator at W W

and more recently with the Pres
.

Steel Car Co., of this city, has
the staff of KDKA as studio opera

n

txl:day, June 25, 1942
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Radio's Wartime Status
[il'by Lauds Trade

hr Part Played
iI uring Conflict

of censorship, the Army radio expert realize the severity and intensity of
explained, but merely in order not the efforts and sacrifices which every
to aid the enemy in determining the citizen will be called upon to make.
effectiveness of the raid or whether The course of the war will demon-

strate that the requests to be made

it was on time, etc.

(Continued from Page 1)

chief of the Radio
ch, Bureau of Public Reis, War Dept., explaining
7,

ns and objectives of the Army's

broadcasting, and John M.

Rosenbaum Warns
Of Dangers To
Indic Outlets

Kirby said this policy probably of our citizenry will increase with
would enable the press to "scoop" mounting intensity, and that cor- fact that affiliates are forced to pay
the radio, but pointed out that such respondingly the efforts expected of for their network land -lines and then
scoops were of little importance as radio stations to disseminate these were expected to broadcast free -of compared with military security and requests will be increasingly exact- charge patriotic programs received
ing.
over these same lines.
civilian morale.
"I have no quarrel with any public
Revenue Reduction Inevitable
Discusses "Language" Stations
utility, but I just say it is just an-

Problem of foreign language sta-

"At the same time it is a matter

t, WSB, Atlanta, recently named tions was considered briefly by Kirby of common knowledge that every other of those contradictions where
Ian of the NAB Salesmanagers who issued a warning that such radio station, except the compara- the radio station serves the public

:ttee, speaking on commercial broadcasters should look with sus- tively few favored stations of large
s of the industry in a wartime picion on any new advertisers who power in metropolitan centers, is
ny.
turned up suddenly with a flurry beginning to feel the reduction in
Five Problems Presented
of fancy prices and discounts which commercial revenue which is bound
Kirby, former public relations might turn out to be code. He urged to result from the impact of war
of the NAB, in his talk on thorough investigation of all clients production and rationing and disloGoes to War" presented the of foreign language programs.
cation of industry. National spot
hief problems confronting the He discussed also the War Dept.'s revenue is still holding up, but netDept. today from a public re- program on NBC Sunday afternoons, work revenue is beginning to feel
viewpoint:
"The Army Hour," pointing out that it, and local business is already causthe morale and well being of this represented the first time in ing marked concern to stations which
.11ions of men in the U.S. armed U.S. history the Army had made depend on it.
wherever they are.
"This is bound to have its effect
official use of the radio. He explained
o focus attention on the global that because of its foreign pickups not upon the willingness but upon
of the war.
of important persons it was impos- the ability of radio stations to con,ecognition, without overstress, sible to publicize the program in tinue to render the national services
sorrow and suffering resulting advance.
which are so generally taken for
casualties.
Stepping out of his official char- granted. The stations on the National
nity among the United Nations; acter for a moment to express a and Columbia networks are in a
!ring the Axis "divide and rule" "personal opinion," Kirby sharply fortunate position of being the most
;anda.
criticized representatives of certain prosperous economically and of
ncouraging realization that this other media who, he said, had taken broadcasting the large majority of
all-out war, with the fighting advantage of the necessity of silenc- the great popular commercial proroduction fronts of equal im- ing radio stations at times to try to grams for national advertisers who
ce.
lure advertisers away from the me- are making a real and intelligent
io has contributed much to dium. He termed this a "highly un- use of the medium to get the war
ing these objectives, Col. Kirby fair and unethical" procedure.
message across to their established
By its very nature, he said,
listening audiences.
Cites
Army's
Honor
Record
has focused attention on the
Asks That Problem Be Met
In conclusion, Col. Kirby pointed
aspect of the war through
"But
the stations on the other netto
two
characteristics
peculiar
to
the
n pickups, reports from the
:ones, etc. He paid especial American Army: "It has never lost works and the non-affiliated stations
to the commercial advertisers a war or failed to give back to the are those which make the major poreir part in aiding radio to do people what it asked them to give tion of their contribution on noncommercial programs and non-comale job, revealing as an illus- up in order to win that war."
Speaking on "Radio's Greatest mercial announcements and therefore
i the information that some
cal sponsors now are broad- Challenge," Samuel Rosenbaum out- on a sustaining basis, and therefore
; programs from various Army lined the services being rendered at their own expense as a public
by radio stations as a public con- service. It is these stations which,
throughout the country.
Kirby listed some of the War tribution in keeping the public fully in my opinion, will feed the impact
radio activities, describing informed on the many aspects of of war conditions more and more
Command Performance" series, rationing, production, conservation in the next twelve months, with defrom Home" and other short - and war preparation and pointed clining revenue and increasing deprograms. He said that such out that radio is rendering without mands for public service."
rave shows definitely are heard charge service for which newspapers, Rosenbaum said he felt that the
magazines, meeting halls, telegraph situation was one which national
S. troops abroad.
and telephone companies and printers authorities should begin to plan to
Talks on Air Raid News
meet. He did not suggest, he said,
are regularly paid.
irding domestic programs, Kirby
All of the things which broadd for comment "We the People" casters do for nothing, Rosenbaum
e General Motors "Cheers from pointed out, are taken for granted.
mps." He commended the for - "In fact," he continued, "I think it
or its shortwave pickups and would be better if this talk were

'le latter served two purposes: called `Taken for Granted' instead
nect the production line direct- of 'The Challenge to Radio'."

th the fighting line and as

a

Pill builder for General Motors.

Sees Threat

to Indies

Rosenbaum saw a real,
fuling to the functions of broad- ture threat to the existenceif ofstill
many
; under actual war conditions, smaller, independent stations in the
irby disclosed that in the event continued expansion of Government
ial bombardment, when radio use of radio and the concomitant
Is in one area are ordered off drop in local revenue.
r, stations in other sections of "To my mind the real challenge

free, and somebody gets paid even
by the radio station," he said.

Rosenbaum suggested that it would

match the contribution of radio stations in building public morale, if
telephone lines were contributed free
of charge so that necessary messages
of vital importance, like speeches by
the President, could be broadcast
simultaneously by all the 900 stations in the country without asking
for favors from the existing network

in the

t

companies.
"Meeting Challenge Honorably"

He said, in summing up the con-

tribution of radio stations to the war
effort: "Radio is meeting honorably

the challenge so far presented by
the war. With fair cooperation from
the central authorities, it will con-

tinue to meet that challenge with
Its greatest test will
be the preservation of its freedom
in the face of the ever-increasing
equal success.

control of communications which is
inevitable under war conditions.
"Its greatest test will come in the
preservation of its right to criticize
and discuss strategy and administration without intimidation or suppression. Its greatest test will come

in promoting an honest discussion of
views for fighting the war and winning the peace, without undue pressure from those in Congress or gov-

ernment. Perhaps the short-term license will prove to be the greatest
challenge to radio."
John Outler in his address on
"Radio as an Advertising Medium
in Wartime," details of which were
reported here yesterday, presented
the case for radio in competition

with other media under today's trying circumstances.

He built up a

powerful argument for the broadcast
medium, his remarks being well rethat radio stations wished to be ceive by those present. Addressing
paid for their contributions to the himself to advertisers, he stressed
war effort, but felt that "it will be- their opportunity which, he said, "is
come urgent within the next twelve 22 - karat, diamond - studded" should
months to provide some help" for the they use the publicity value of radio
smaller stations if they are to con- during the emergency.
tinue to render the service expected
Pellegrin Presides
of them.
Frank E. Pellegrin, director of the
Wants Small Stations Helped
NAB Department of Broadcast AdHe had no specific suggestions to vertising, presided at the morning
make in respect to the situation session, introducing the speakers and
other than that "it would be a fair making pertinent comments. Precontribution to the smaller radio senting Col. Kirby, whom he termed
stations if, in some way, lines were "the NAB's No. 1 contribution
to
made available to them so that they the war effort," Pellegrin pointed
could receive and broadcast impor- out that Kirby was, in effect, a "comtant national programs without hav- bat officer directing 900 good soling to pay for them." Rosenbaum diers." He referred, of course, to

ountry will not be permitted to radio to be presented by this
adcast news of the raid until war has not yet been presented," the
it is over or the Army gives WFIL president declared. "I
kay. This was not a matter the country has not yet begunfeel
to saw "a little contradiction"

f

the nation's radio stations.

1
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Coast -to -Coast
JIM BARNHART has taken over
studio engineer duties while Ed
Pulley has added functions of recording engineer to his chief engineer
role at WGKV, Charleston, W. Va.,
to replace George M. Mendenhall
who has been called to the U.S.
Signal CCorps...FCC recently author-

ized transfer of control of WGKV

Fred Keating, zaney of stage and Ed Barry, formerly associated with
screen, opens another bag of antics WMFF, Plattsburgh, N. Y., has
during his "Kidding With Keating" joined the staffs of WGEO and
program over WMCA Tuesday, June WGEA, General Electric's two Sche30 from 8:05-8:30 p.m. Keating is nectady short-wave stations. Barry
aided and abetted as usual by petite will be one of the English language
Peggy Bernier, song stylist -stooge, news announcers for broadcasts to
and the music of Don Bryan and his Europe, South America and Australia,
orchestra.
and also will help edit news for the
translators of foreign language proWJTN, Jamestown, N. Y., is mail- grams.
*
*
*

from W. A. Carroll to Worth Kramer.
...Three members of the WGKV staff
are distinguishing themselves in local ing out its latest off -set photographic
histrionic circles. Joe Farris, con- promotion piece. Under the title
tinuity editor, and Leslie Gorall and "Showmanship and Service Sells for
Ray Panner of the production staff, WJTN," the 4 -fold pamphlet shows
have the lead roles in "Mr. and Mrs. showmanship samples which sell the
North" presented locally by the station and service samples which
Kanawha Players.
sell programs to listeners and co*
operation to dealers.

An affectionate homecoming was
given Dorothy Fisher, young contralto, upon her return to KOIN,
Portland, Oregon, after spending two
years in voice training in New York.
The station staged a "Dorothy Fisher
Studio Party" broadcast in her honor,
with the entire music staff participating. Miss Fisher will fill assignments
with KOIN throughout the summer,
before returning to Manhattan in the

fall.

*

*

*

KUTA, Salt Lake City, Utah; and Radio City which will soon be in
KL,O, Ogden, Utah.
)peration. Held up to the light, the
*

*

4

*

WDRC, Hartford, is cooperating
with a special Youth Service Committee set up in Hartford to provide
entertainment and recreation for
soldiers, war workers and newcomers to Hartford. Five local
churches have arranged nightly pro-

stationery reveals an outline map of
he State of Wisconsin and the state
.iogan, "America's Dairyland."
*

*

*

All Denver stations cooperated with
city and state officials June 22, "War

Heroes Day." The huge rally in the

Denver Civic Auditorium was broad-

grams for the new Hartford resi- cast by all five local studios. In addidents and service men, and WDRC tion, KFEL handled broadcasts of
is putting on announcements each the parade from two points, using
day calling attention to the time and
place. of the evening's entertainment.
*

*

*

manager, Walt

promotion

Sales

Dennis, of KVOO, Tulsa, is up to
his ears in the current Oklahoma
rubber scrap campaign as vice-chair-

man in charge of publicity for the
state committee.
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June 25
Martin Gosch
Leo Cohen
Annette McGrady
Doug Largen
Smiley Whitley
Cliff Soubier
Arthur Tracy

ments according to a master

*

*

*

thumb.

I11
*

*

*

WWNY, Watertown, N. Y.,

itself to Sowan's Grocery.
a.m. Sowan's purchased one s
nouncement on the Betty
women's program, advertising

cial price per quart on straw

At the time of broadcast 34 c
berries were on hand at the
Forty-five minutes later Sowa
ephoned WWNY to cancel ad
in the country to lease a wire service spots. As all berries were sol
*
*
from the "Chicago Daily News" Foreign Wire Service. Copy started
At the very hour Roger G
rolling last Saturday when the in- WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., ann
stallation of a news ticker was com- was being married to Miss
pleted sooner than expected.
Westcott in Syracuse, a telegr
*
*
*
received in Schenectady from
"Minute Men Revue," road show rich's Syracuse Draft Board.
version of the "Musical Clock" of given until Tuesday, June 23,
WFBL, Syracuse, climaxes a season port for service. .. .Private
of S.R.O. performances in a score of Tupper, former WGY annou
towns, with an all -summer engage- now touring the country w
ment for appearances in Syracuse Army War Show Task Force.
public parks. The "Revue," featuring vere sunburn received while
the WFBL "Minute Men," Don An- an open car across the desert e
derson, director; Dick Workman, to Salt Lake City, Utah, cu
soloist, and Jim Deline and John WGY announcer Arnold Wilk
Batchelder as emcee, has been signed cation and left him prostrate
for nine performances in city parks. in the western city. Wilkes, w
Anderson will make his farewell ap- due back on the job Monday,
pearance this week. He leaves for under a doctor's care.
the Army June 30.
*

*

*

*

Colgate Okays Rene
For "Hobby Lobby"
Colgate -Palmolive -Peet Co.,

only last February sponsored
of 4 hours and 40 minutes we
CBS, yesterday had reduc
Columbia

schedule to

25

per week with no additions
Much acclaim was made over, the Saturday, June 27, and 3-4 p.m. on cipated before Fall. C -P -P
20 -odd Denver survivors of the Lex- Sunday, June 28. Series inaugurates has formally renewed for
ington," now home on furloughs.
the station's summer tennis season, 52 weeks the 25 minutes occup
*
which regularly covers the champion- "Hobby Lobby," which is al
Here is how WGBF and WEOA, ship play at Seabright and Forest behalf of Palmolive shaving
*

Evansville, Indiana, collected 1,500 Hills, including a complete daily covpounds of scrap rubber in 60 minutes erage of the National Amateur Chamlast Saturday night.. Listeners were pionships at Forest Hills in late
urged to telephone in their names August.

and addresses if they had any scrap
rubber.

Members of the

stations'

v

Davis' "Beacon Record" label during blend into the content of the
this week.
rather than stick out like

WNYC will broadcast the National
Wally Reef, KFEL newsman, and Ser_ Professional Tennis Championships at
geants John Connors and Hal Kanter, Forest Hills, Friday, Saturday and
radio men attached to the Air Forces' Sunday, June 26, 27 and 28. This will
public relations staff at Lowry Field. cover the quarter -final, semi-final
KMYR posted a mike on the review- and final rounds of the tournament.
ing stand to describe the parade, George Ward will again do the playwhich featured soldiers from all three by-play for the city station. Broadlocal posts, as well as heroes of Brit- casts will be heard at 2:05-3:30 on
ish and American fighting units. Friday, June 26; 1:30-3:45 p.m. on

*

5

charge of Ed Koops of the prof
department who has announce!
plan whereby every local sustain
show, either transcribed or liv
lib or written, will contain ann

tunes that he will record for Joe urged to make the announ

Bob Evans airs a new program,
Mary Anderson of the Broadway "The Household Quiz," each Friday
play, "Guest In The House," will be from 2-2:30 p.m. over WSPD, Toledo.
Allen Prescott's guest on "Prescott Bob's questions are slanted toward
Presents" tomorrow afternoon, WJZ at household subjects with a comedy
3 p.m. Mary will switch from heavy turn called the "Whifenpoof" for a
histrionics to comedy and will trade clincher. Norma Richards is hostess
okes with Prescott.
at the quiz session and Glenn Jack*
*
*
son announces.
*
*
*
Jim Riddel, tenor and chief of a
double quartet, has been assigned
KFEL, Denver, was the first station

`o vocals on the "Hello Again" show
rour days a week over KALE, PortFour new stations, bringing the land, Oregon...Jack Lombard, KALE
total to -80, have been added to those control room member, spent two
airing "Coffee Time," radio series Neeks in Victoria, B. C. on a visit
broadcast by Mrs. Ida Bailey Allen, .o his mother.
*
*
the Pan-American Coffee Bureau's
home economist. Among the recent New letterheads in use by WTMJadditions are KUJ, Walla Walla, W55M, Milwaukee, carry a line Wash.; WJMC, Rice Lake, Wisc.; drawing of "The Journal's" new

Wayne, Ind., has been placed ..

Koops' procedure involves su
the entire staff with a weekly
Bob Allen, whose band is heard five graphed list showing the
times weekly via remote pickups by and type of announcements
WOR, has engaged Larry Wagner and used. Entire talent staff an
Van Alexander to arrange the four tinuity department are co

*

*

*

*

Allocation of War Service
nouncements locally on WOW'
WGL, Westinghouse stations fn .

*

*

*

Jack M. Draughon, general manager

Renewal is effective July 4
reported here previously, th
gram will change from Satur

Tuesdays, 8:30-8:55 p.m., EW
ginning July 21.
The half-hour, Saturdays
p.m., currently occupied by
Lombardo for Colgate dental
has been cancelled as of July
it is understood the sponso

staffs were scattered throughout the of WSIX, Nashville, has acquired the
city in radio -equipped cars, and as special AP radio news wire from
the names of those telephoning in Press Association, Inc., radio subwere announced on the air, the squad sidiary of The Associated Press. The
cars picked up the names and called Nashville MBS affiliate operates on return the program in the F
Ted Bates, Inc., handles the a
5,000 watts.
for the rubber.
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Radio's Revised Code
ii!Breakdown Shows

l'ul-Network Benefit
to back up its claim anent
full -network 15 per cent
it plan that "the advertiser's
rw

e
id

:e in each additional area will
qtly multiplied," is circulating

ide with a breakdown of re-

e

four separate audience studies
n behalf of different programs
research organizations. All
show, according to Dr. Frank
a a, CBS director of research,
at itensive 'coverage from within'
'smaller' CBS station -cities
lt
a

No Middle -Man
Henry Morgan, in "singing the
praises" of Adler Shoe Stores, his
sponsor, mentioned on the air that
a certain friend of his visited one
of the stores and received service
that wasn't so good. "Old Man
Adler," as Morgan calls his sponsor, phoned Friend Henry to say
that he would appear on the program to give his side of the story.

Adler was heard on the show

last night.

Office Of Censorship Institutes Changes
Based On Five -Months Experience;
'Language' Shows Affected
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

WPB Receives Appeal

Washington-First revision of the

Code of Wartime Practices for American Broadcasters, was published tó -

by the Office of Lensorship.
To Save Indpt. ET Men day
Same Office yesterday afternoon is-

sued the first full revised edition of
Wartime Practices for the press, revealing that the Practices for radio
continue along a tighter and more
intricate type of censorship.
In format and contents, the radio
code has been considerably altered
since the original was issued on Jan.

Visualizing a critical s i t u a t i o n
wherein independent recording studios might be forced out of business
Coast Newscasts Up, while
stations continue record pro(Continued on Page 2)
duction, Hazard E. Reeves, president
of Reeves Sound Studios, Inc., has
S.F. Survey Reveals appealed
to the Radio Divisicn of
adder Named As Aide
Office of Censorship suggests that
the WPB for a preferential rating 15.
broadcasters
use the new issue, based
San
Francisco
Increasing
imporwhich
would
grant
the'independent
1) General Eisenhower
experience, as a
tance of San Francisco as a news- studios the same supply of recording on five months'
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 2)
lington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
casting point is shown in a check-up
W ington-Lieutenant Command- of local stations, revealing no less
ry C. Butcher, U.S.N.R., vice_ than 149 daily broadcasts as a weekly Lever Bros. First To Sian
.s nt of CBS, who was called to average
Value Of Exploitation
for KGO- KPO, KFRC,
CBS's New Discount Plan
duty with the U. S. Navy on KQW, KSFO, KYA and KSAN. Many
has been named personal aide more news programs are broadcast
1¿ a- General Dwight Eisenhower, over the eastbay stations of KLX,
While all CBS sponsors currently
Cited By Coast Web
Ir nder of the United States KROW and KLS in Oakland, and employing 90 or more stations, and
e in the European theater of
many with 70 or more, are expected
(Continued on Page 2)
le will leave Washington in
Los Angeles-Stressing the subject
to take advantage of the new Column r future for his new post and
bia full -network 15 per cent discount, of exploitation, and its application to
Lever Bros. yesterday became the radio today, the Columbia Pacific
(Continued on Page 2)
Newly Chartered Union
Takes Radio Publicists first client to officially sanction the Network has released the plan of
I

i

rir. o Stations Combine

iypo Rubber Salvage

(Continued on Page

"Radio publicists," a p p a r en t l y

meaning employees of network and
local station publicity departments,

2)

Noxon Renews Spot Skeds
In New York Territory

one of its most recent exploitation
campaigns which furthered the Columbia news analyst, Harry W. Flan (Continued on Page 3)

;a rrancisco-A city-wide variety were officially placed under the jurisitilizing talent from numerous diction of newly chartered Local 114 Expanding cautiously with an eye WNEW Extending Run
ti :, was produced at KPO to of the United Office and Professional
For "Russia Fights"
)s to national scrap rubber drive, Workers of America, CIO, yesterday, to possible national coverage in the
Noxon, Inc., has renewed for
ayed to KSFO, KJBS, KROW, according to an announcement by Fall,
another 13 weeks its spot schedules WNEW's series of dramatic protnd KLX. Another rubber
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 2)
grams, "Russia Fights!", will be aired
IS
was KQW's special producan additional seven weeks, comtturing Mitzi Mayfair of Holmencing Thursday, July 2, when the
(Continued on Page 2)
f

Fly's Testimony Continued
By Sanders Bill Committee

I

dl
b

a
C.

D
P=

te

Promotion
fo

fruit

and vegetable ped-

uptown,

Eastside,

finding

Less none too good, set up

utable radio on their push
and tuned in to WQXR.
nq
operatic programs, the
era chimed in with their own
s, taking all the roles that
along. The peddlers now

a vegetable market, indoor

WMCA's Special Shows
Staged For Service Men
Two half-hour live productions
with an array of Broadway talent are
being presented tonight by WMCA
in special studio programs dedicated

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-FCC Chairman James
L. Fly told the House Interstate Commerce Committee yesterday that he

would suggest "a number of ways"
how Radio Act of 1934 could be im-

proved. Asked whether he had any

objection to the amending of the Act
to entertainment of men in the ser- by Congress the Commission Chief
vices.
assured the Committee members atThe first will be for the benefit of tending the hearing on the Sanders
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 2)

Sponsor's Award
Pittsburgh-Duquesne Light Co.,
for its sponsorship of the half-hour
program of organ music by Bernie
Armstrong on KDKA each Sunday,

has received the national award

the radio division from the
Public Utilities Advertising Assoin

ciation, which conducted a "Better
Copy Contest." Station break announcements were included in the
winner's entry,

2
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WPB Receives Appeal
WMCA's Special Shows
To Save Indpt. ET Men Staged For Service Men
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
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Price 10 Cts.

blanks as is available to the broad- 100 United Nations' gobs who have
casters who have been designated A-3 been invited to the theater -studio,
in a WPB Preference Rating Order and will offer the entire cast of

Downtown Cafe Society, including
Reeves has already made one trip Teddy Wilson and his band, and Edto Washington, to iron out this situa- die Mayehoff, comic emcee. Gertrude
M. H. SHAPIRO
Editor tion, and will present additional data Niesen is also scheduled for a numMARVIN KIRSCH :
Business Manager to the WPB next week. The president ber on the program which will be
indicated he would submitted addi- aired between 8:05-8:30 p.m. as part
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays tional data contributed by other re- of "It's the Navy," which series staand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, cording studios, if concerted interest tion has been running in cooperation
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate.
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- on the part of the trade were forth- with the Third Naval District officers.
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester coming soon.
Studio party program is a deviation
B. Balm, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate,
The situation, as explained by from pr o gr a m's usual procedure.
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10; Reeves, indicates that the WPB had Forty Conover models are being
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit overlooked giving ratings to record- brought to the party for a jitterbug
with order. Address all communications to ing studios. The increased' -shortage session with the sailors who will be
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.
Phone WIsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, in coating materials, he pointed out, permitted to dance for the half-hour
7-6338.
Chicago, Ill. - Frank Burke, 203 will soon necessitate a reasonably lapse between this program and the
North Wabash Ave.
Phone State 7596.
next.
Hollywood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- high preference rating so that maJOHN W. ALICOATE

:

:

Publisher No. p-129.

:

:

CORIUM and GOIIIo
DON SEARLE, general manager of KO
Omaha, and KFAB, Lincoln, is in town fr
Nebraska for conferences with the local n
resentatives of the stations.
BENEDICT GIMBEL, JR., president of W
has returned to Philadelphia after spend'

three days in New York.
DAVIES, vice-president in

MAJ. EDWARD

charge of sales

here on station business at the present

time.

LYMAN BRYSON, head of the CBS educ
tional department, is in Chicago for the broa

casting of tomorrow night's "People's
program from that city.

Platforr

COL. HARRY C. WILDER, president of MY
Syracuse, in New York and visiting yesterday
Rockefeller Center.
LIN MASON, chief announcer at WKts'
Cincinnati, also HUBBARD HOOD, sales depai
ment; HELEN ORTH, secretary to Syd Come
program director, and MARY GROTHAUS, se

terials might be available for the Between 9:05-9:30 p.m., WMCA retary to Ken Church, national sales and pr
Phone Granite 6607.
director, have left on their annu
will salute the USO with another motion
Entered as second class matter April 5, manufacture of recording blanks.
vacations.
Since broadcasting stations have variety program featuring Walter
1937, at the postoffice at New York. N. Y.,
J. MATHESON, commercial manag
under the act of March 3. 1879.
been given the A-3 rating, those O'Keefe, emcee; Bea Wain, songstress; of JOHN
and Lili Damita, actress, in an origi- WHDH, is back at his Boston headquartet
wood Blvd.

¿:

which have their own recording stu-

dios can thus be supplied with re- nal six -minute script by Wally Gould.
Gobs will be invited to remain for
cording blanks.
the second party.

FINANC1AF

CBS Breakdown Shows

Full -Network Benefit Coast Newscasts Up,

(Thursday, June 25)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. & Tel.
CBS A
CBS B
Gen. Electric

High
113
115/8

Low Close
1125i8 1125/8

11%

11% 11%

Philco

115/8

113/4 +

-

81/4

8

8

3

31/8 +

Westinghouse

31/8
50
6
681/4

Zenith

127/8

RCA Common
RCA

FirSt

Pfd

Stewart -Warner
Radio

50
51/8
681/4
127/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Farnsworth Tel. C
Stromberg-Carlson

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Rad.

50
57/8

1/4
3/4
1/G

work pickups.
the CAB."
Statistics, which cover various CBS Evidence of attention focussed on

a

short business

trip through

col

p,
L

WILLIAM C. ALCORN, general manager r.
WBNX, is spending 10 days in Indiana.
KATE SMITH, following tonight's broadcas
will leave for her summer camp at Lake Placi
She will be accompanied by her mother, TE
COLLINS and members of his family.
BENNY GOODMAN and his orchestra off
i

Detroit for an engagement at the

I

Fox Theate

a'

GEORGE FOGLE, director of NBC's Chica

program, "Ma Perkins," has left
weeks'

vacation.

on

,`

Noxon Renews Spot Skeds 1,

programs, both daytime and night- the news by local residents is seen
In New York Territor ;it,
time, claim program ratings of from in two new sponsorships at KGO.
4.2 to 9.4 per cent higher in 'smaller - News by John Galbraith has been
city' -non -Hooper or CAB areas as signed for P. Lorillard Co. (Sensa- on WNEW,nt1nue
WJZfrnd aPW1AAT
compared with the regular ratings tion Cigarettes) , and George Apple - added participations on the Arth a'''
for the shows as measured coinci- gate's news is now under the banner Godfrey morning show on WAB
dentally in the larger, regularly of Foreman & Clark, west coast men's
July 9 a test in the Buffalt
measured cities. Samuel E. Gill and clothing chain. Lennen & Mitchell market will be inaugurated v
Crossley, Inc., conducted the studies. set the ciggie deal, the clothing con- WBEN. Other areas will be open rh'
One of the examples cited was tract coming through Botsford, Con- market by market.
a coincidental survey in May, 1942, stantine & Gardner.
Effective July 10, participations e1 °t:

as:

681/4 +
127/8 +

1/4

Vs

Bid Asked
1%
2
51/8

S.F. Survey Reveals

(Continued from Page 1)

gives the advertiser a higher pro(Continued from Page 1)
Net
KRE
in
Berkeley.
KGO, Blue Netportion
of
the
audience
than
he
gets
Chg.
work
outlet,
is
now
clearing 91 news
in
the
big
cities
where
ratings
are
- 3/s
computed regularly by Hooper and shows each week, in addition to net--

following
necticut.

55/8

16

19

19

21

'Frisco Stations Combine
To Hypo Rubber Salvage

of the Fred Allen program by Crossley. The Allen audience in 9 non Hooper CBS station cities was 22.6
(Continued from Page 1)
lywood, concert pianist Douglas as compared with the regular Hooper
Thompson, former Pittsburgh radio rating for the same broadcast of
star Paul Gannon, soprano Alma 16.5, or 37 per cent higher in on Cella, and Latin-American night club Hooper cities.
star Joaquin Garey.
Another wartime show was "Salute Lever Bros. First To Sign
to Russia," a KGO production relayed
to coast Blue Network stations. The CBS's New Discount Plan

program was dedicated to the War

(Continued from Page 1)

Savings Bond and Stamp Drive, and
talent included the Ukrainian Chorus elan and sign contracts accordingly.
of California; songs by Russian -born Program involved is the Tommy
Sonia Shaw, singing sailor John Riggs -Betty Lou show for Swan Soap
Laurence, and the KGO-Blue Or- which will debut on the full 114 -station CBS network, Tuesday, July 7,
chestra.
9-9:30 p.m., EWT. As reported here
previously, the Riggs program will
Two Time Shifts At MBS
serve as Summer replacement for
Mutual's Sunday "Overseas Report," the Swan -Burns and Allen show
with Owen Cunningham reporting which is scheduled to move into the
from Honolulu, Leslie Nichols speak- Tuesday CBS slot in the Fall. Burns
ing from Cairo, and Frank ,Cuhel air- and Allen show was on NBC Red
ing from Melbourne, and Irving during the past season.
Caesar's "Safety Song" series, both During the past year, Lever Bros.
get new time positions effective Sun- used an average of about 70 Columbia
day, June 28.
stations for its various programs,
The "Overseas Report" will be "Lux Radio Theater," "Big Town,"
heard from 6:15-6:30 p.m., switching "Bright Horizon," "Aunt Jenny's Real
from 12:30 p.m., and Caesar's pro- Life Stories" and "Big Sister."
grams are aired at 12:30 p.m., moving
Young & Rubicam, Inc., handles the
up from a 2 p.m. position.
Swan portion of the Lever account.

Butcher Named As Aide
To General Eisenhower
(Continued from Page 1)

will be stationed at General Headquarters of the U. S. Army in London.

Since having been called to duty on
June 1, Commander Butcher has been
detailed at the Office of the Director
of Naval Communications in Washington.

While his departure for London is
scheduled for the "near future" the
time as well as the mode of travel
will not be known until after he has
arrived in the British capital.

WNEW Extending Run
Of "Russia Fights"
(Continued from Page 1)

program shifts from its original Wednesday schedule. Show format, which

started May 13 under the auspices
of the Russian War Relief Society,
will continue with original dramatizations based on records of the
Nazi invasion of Russia, as written
by prominent radio writers, and acted
by stage and screen stars.

the Godfrey show for 'Noxon meta
polish will be aired Monday througt
Saturday, being first use of WABC I
by the sponsor. Godfrey program iE
broadcast daily from 7-7:45 a.m.

Ilel

Raymond Spector Co., Inc., hr -1

1ROi
AREA

COVERAGE
at 800 K C.

5000 WATTS
(Day and Night)

Mutual Broadcasting System

'
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flue Of Exploitation

Fly's Continued Testimony Heard

kited By Coast Web

Before Sanders Bill Committee

,lin,.r from Payr I)
Drive was under the direction
¡I V177 Pay, 1)
livid Davidson, former Para - Bill that he had no
such objection
Pictures exploitation director, in principle.
¡Bade capital of a book Flannery
"My position," Fly went on, "is
lust released through Alfred A. that
the broadcasting provisions of
Text
was
listed
as
"Asf Inc.
bill are highly controversial.
the
sent to Berlin."
Some broadcasters are moving in `o
((

'enology of the exploitation

is

NBC was "going along with the rule."
He said that by virtue of an informal
understanding with the Commission
RCA was moving along in the direction of complete separation of two

chains without the suggestion of a

"forced sale" in the disposition of

get certain amendments while the the Blue Network.

comer to the field in Iowa to litigate
either in Washington or in Oregon.

Only after this long and torturous
road would an applicant gain the

right to go on the air."
In answer to previous questioning
by Committee members as the number of stations taken off the air either
by revocation proceedings or refusal
to renew licenses, the FCC Chairman
introduced an exhibit showing that
about 8,000 renewal applications had
been filed by the Commission from

The FCC Chairman said that a
hearing
on the networks' suit enHowever,
in
the
other
direction.
I on the letterhead of the Co- we do not think this war period the joining the
FCC chain regulations
te Broadcasting System, to about proper time to introduce such amend- oefore the U.S.
Court in New
ookshops up and down the Pa - ments. I think the whole matter York to whichDistrict
it
was
recently restressing
profit
to
the
.Coast,
snould be considered in a studious manded by the Supreme Court, had July 1934 when the latter was created
in book sales, to be obtained atmosphere."
been set for next October 8.
up to June 15, 1942. All but 114 of
'emoting Flannery.
Representative Alfred Bulwinkle of
these were granted without hearing
This letter was followed by five North
Sees
Only
Minimum
Modificatic
.s
stated and 101 of this group had
Carolina asked the witness
tete postcard mailings informing
He went on to say that because Fly
their licenses renewed after hear,
tookstores of five different and whether he was implying that the
inws:impressive letter was

It

li
c
11

h
o
1

I,

u

Il

it

re -

attitude of the government definitely
is

of changes in the NBC policies, aside
et promotional moves made for Committee had not been considering from the option time clause, the
the
proposed
legislation
in
such
an
tery, explaining how they could
had "virtually no quarrel
to the greatest extent by co- atmosphere, Fly answered that he Commission
was thinking rather of some of the with NBC over virtually the whole
ting with each.
field of debate."
in Los Angeles, window dis- witnesses, even including himself.
He went on to say that if the court
stressing the book were set up,
Licensing Provisions
ruled
in favor of the lr'CC regulaMajor Bulwinkle thereupon de- tions, NBC
cost to the network, in recogwould have only "miniclared, "We are going to come back mum
stores.
modifications" to make, whereas
Flannery, using his book as a to peace some day; why not examine Columbia
had not confirmed as many
was interviewed by other Co- the peace -time short -comings of 15 rules as NBC.
la commentators on their respec- years' experience in radio legislation
Fly said that if it were ever de>rograms.
and prepare for the future?"
cided that the Congress had not
Bulwinkle expressed particular con- authorized
Journalistic societies of high
the Committee to write
Is carried stories on the book cern yesterday over the licensing
these
network
regulations he was
teld meetings to discuss its con - provision of the present act, indicat- "going to ask the
Congress to write
thereby adding definitely to ing he felt that the present two-year
rules, because they're necessary
lannery audience.
licensing provision or even the three- such
the public interest."
I'o explain his experiences prior year maximum provided for by the in Continuing
his discussion of the
writing, Flannery made guest 1934 Act were not long enough to
trances before many leading so - justify a station owner's investment. procedural changes inserted in the
Bill at the recommendation
flubs. and where personal ap- He said that broadcasters were in Sanders
nce was impossible, meetings "constant dread" as to whether their of the Federal Communications Bar
arranged for the purpose of license would be renewed and that Assn., the FCC Chairman said the
tsing the book.
the present licensing procedure acted joint effect of these proposals "is to
ull campaign of newspaper pub - "like a sword hanging over their slam the door in the face of anyone
accompanied the above sched- heads." Emphasizing that he felt seeking to enter the radio broadcasthereby rounding out the ex- the same way about this in 1934 and ing field."
.tion program.
Compares Procedures
that he was not in any way reflecting

ings.

Cites Denial Causes

He went on, "Of the 13 renewal
applications denied, four were denied
by reason of the failure of the applicant to appear and offer testimony,

the dissolution or bankruptcy of the
licensee corporation, and other types
of default. Three were formal denials, after the licensee had voluntarily withdrawn, three were for
technical violations, and one was

followed by the grant of a license
on another wavelength. One of the
two remaining cases involved false

representations to the Commission,
transferring control in violation of
the Communications Act, and the

other involved 'false, fraudulent and
misleading' advertising."
Altogether, the

Commission has

issued only 12 revocation orders, the
witness went on. Seven have been
rescinded, two made final and three
are still pending.
Hits NAB Proposals

The FCC Chairman described the
three proposals of NAB President
Neville Miller in the Sanders Bill
as "unworkable, productive of delay
and detrimental to the effective functioning of the Commission."

upon the way it had been adminisFly went on, "take the case of an
/tent Rights To Farnsworth tered, Bulwinkle continued, "sup- individual applying to the Commisyou and I get together and sion for a license to start a new
t Waynr. hid.-Philo T. Farns- pose
draw up an amendment to alleviate station. Under our present procet, executive of the Farnsworth
dure, if it appears that the applicant In connection with the first of
ision and Radio Corp., and Ar- this?"
Warns on License Extensions
is qualified and that a grant would these, calling for declaratory rulings
r L. Knox have both been award"But we don't want to amend this be in the public interest, we can on applications for construction peritent rights by the U. S. Patent
which have been assigned to
Farnsworth invented
thod of manufacturing cathode
abe targets, involving four new
Knox received credit for 13
ideas in connection with a recrompany.
a

i
e

hanging apparatus.

1

`

O'4NFO/S
SERENADE
-4th

I.,ilin American Tunes
Does

A SELLING JOB
IN PHIL AIIEIPHIS

3e KC

so as to give anyone property rights
in the frequencies, which are scarce
and must be used in the public interest," Fly answered. He pointed

grant the license forwith and he can
start to broadcast in very short order.
Under the proposed procedure, the
first thing that would happen is that
out that the license periods, gradually we would have to set this applicaextended, might soon reach the sta- tion for hearing. That takes time.
tutory maximum of three years. He If, after the hearing, the Commission
denied that the licensing provision should grant a license to the newwas being used as a censorship club comer, any competitor or other inand said he did not think this situa- terested person could file a petition
tion was analogous to the franchises for rehearing and this petition would
under which the railroads operate or automatically serve to stay the Comto the control of utility companies.
mission's action and hence to keep
Networks vs. FCC Trial Oct. 8
the newcomer off the air for a still
An amendment to assure the sur- further period. After final deterveillance of transmitters and another mination of such petitions by the
in connection with the merger of Commission, any competitor or other
telegraph facilities were among new interested person could gain further
legislation favored by Fly. He said delay by appealing to the courts.
he was "disappointed" that the The appeal may be taken either to
Senate. in approving the Western the Court of Appeals for the District
Union -Postal Telegraph merger, had of Columbia or to the Circuit Court
not authorized it to cover the inter- of Appeals for the circuit where the
national field as well.
applicant resides. Thus, for example,
Referring to the divorcement of a station in Oregon might have the
the Blue and Red network, Fly said option of forcing a proposed new-

mits or licenses, Fly said he thought

it would be appropriate to give the
Commission power to issue declaratory rulings "but undesirable to impose a mandatory duty upon it to
do so." By making a fairly large
number of requests for declaratory
rulings a licensee could "forestall

for a substantial time revocation or
refusal to renew his license."

Resumes Testimony Tuesday

Fly called the NAB President's
second proposal (Section 418) "en-

tirely superfluous" because it "states
in the main that the Commission is

not authorized to do the things it is
not authorized to do."
The language of Miller's final proposal suggesting an addition to Section 326 of the present Act was referred to by the witness as obviously
designed to affect our network broadcasting regulations. He indicated that

he would deal with this proposal
next Tuesday morning when the

hearing on the bill is resumed.
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By FRANK BURKE

ETI'Y RHODES' "Tune Up Amer.') ica" Wednesday nighter on KHJ

GOING all out for rubber a^
scrap salvage WLS "National Bi
Dance" goes to Bloomington, $

and the Mutual Don Lee network
sizes up as an all-around top pro-

gram for listener pleasure. A sample
being the program of June 24, which

featured the tip-top singing of La

Rhodes giving out with "Somebody
Loves Me," a trumpet solo by Sonny
Dunham, modern melodies in the
Dave Rose style, the Sportsmen
quartet, plus a timely dramatic spot
entitled "The Ferris Wheel," which
dealt with American air power and
its threat to the Axis to complete as
full a half-hour of air entertainment
as could be desired.

Battle of the Ether Wares!
(By Bernard C. Schoenfeld, radio chief of the WPB)
Totalitarian governments use the air men breathe for the

ness....But, the theory of our government in the unseen battle -front of
radio is this: Your government accepts you as its master-not its slave,
and consequently will continue to talk to you as adult, intelligent, free

10:30 a.m., CWT, Sunday, June Ili
James H. McBurney will be mol#.
erator.

men and women. Washington will continue to tell you, through radio:
(1) What your government is doing to win this war....It has already told

Tommy Tucker's orchestra, m

ing today.

you should pool your autos, why and how you should save gasoline, why

ances for the Army boys at Santa
Monica.. on Wednesday; played the
Al Pearce broadcast on Thursday,

4:30-5 p.m., Eastern broadcast, 7-7:30
p.m. repeat broadcast (the only show

she was paid for all week, by the
way) and then appeared on "Command Performance" 8-8:30 p.m. with
Al Pearce: Friday-a show for the

USO; Saturday night, two shows for
the USO; Sunday, a show and bond
drive at Pasadena American Legion.

(Sold over $45,000 in bonds.) Tuesday

again on the "Command Performance" show, with Ransom Sherman.
The Berner routines have become
a standby with the boys at the camps

which cause her to usually stay on
from 15 to 20 minutes doing a solo.
Who said
selfish?

Hollywood

people are

William Winter Renewed
Over CBS Pacific Web
General Cigar Co. yesterday re-

newed the "William

Winter -News

Analysis" program, changed time on
the show, and added four CBS Pacific

Coast stations. All are effective
Wed., July 1. Under the new sched-

ule the news program will be aired
Wednesdays and Fridays from 9-9:15
p.m., EWT, for Van Dyck Cigars.

Stations being added to the show
are: KQW, KOIN, KIRO and KFPY.
KNX, KARM and KROY are currently carrying the program Wednesdays and Sundays from 9:30-9:45
p.m., PWT.

Federal Advertising Agency handles the account.

Office of War Information will i
the subject for discussion on t

"Northwestern University Reviewfi

you why it has done certain things and acted in certain ways. It has
told you the how, where and what for the governmental curtailment of
things all of us have been used to buying for years, but now must give
it up. It has given you the backgrounds, interpreted the reasons for the
freezing of prices, and has tried to show you what this action means....
(2) What sacrifices you can make to win this war....Through radio, you
have been told how and why you must buy more Bonds, how and why

Sarah Berner is always busy, but
never too busy to do something nice
for somebody else. Last week the
much sought after comedienne and
actress performed on the "Red Cross
show" Tuesday; staged two perform-

or 100 pounds of scrap metal for tl
privilege of attending the broa
The position of the newly crew

enslavement of their own people, by telling them lies, by giving them
words cloaked in a heavy mantle of hysteria, in order to hide their naked-

Harry W. Flannery, former CBS
Berlin correspondent and currently
on Columbia as a news analyst on
the West Coast, plans a German
"ersatz" luncheon for newspaper and
magazine writers if his search for
the typical German wartime food can
be found for their sampling. Flannery, who returned from Germany
last fall, has arranged for an American style buffet luncheon to be held
ready for his guests' consumption
once they have had their samplings
of the type of food Germans are eat-

Saturday, June 27, where an e$
(eaj.
tribute either 50 pounds of rubb
mated crowd of 3,500 will each

and how you should save paper and metals, how and why you can

enlist in some particular branch of the service. Such specific information
will continue. ..(3) How you can get more planes, tanks and guns to
the battle -front.. ..Radio is being used by the government as a direct
contact with the factories, so that the war workers themselves can be
told how successful the things they have made have proven on the actual
battle -fronts, and how men and women can be trained for more skilled
work....(4) The relations between this country and the United Nations....
Government radio programs will continue to explain the partnership which
this country has with China, England, and Russia, and how a victory for
these nations will mean a victory for us. It will inform the people how
we can further help these United Nations. .(5) The documented truth
about the nature of our enemy....The government will continue to use
the radio to inform you of the systems, aims and methods of the Nazis and
the Japanese so that you may know whom you are fighting and what it
will mean if you lose.

A few weeks ago the War Production Board inaugurated a
new radio series called THIS IS OUR ENEMY. The purpose of the series
is implicit in the title: to inform the audience of the truth about the enemy.
Critics and listeners responded to the series enthusiastically....There were,
however, several listeners who wrote me and asked: "What business did
the War Production Board have producing a series of this kind? Why
should the War Production Board produce a series exposing the cruelties
and perverted theories of the Nazi government? After all, wasn't it the
job of the War Production Board to see to it that the greatest quantity of
tanks, planes, guns and ships were produced? What did such a series
have to do with production?"... To such criticisms, I answer: Unless the
people of this country realize exactly WHOM they are fighting, and know
the systems, aims and methods of the enemy-all of the planes, guns and
tanks will be of little avail.... A worker in a factory will work longer
hours and put more energy into his war work, if he understands the unbelievable shrewdness and cunning of the enemy and the plans the enemy
has to destroy all df the things he holds dear....The housewife will be
more willing to make sacrifices if she has a clear understanding of how
her plans for her child to live in a decent world are hated and mocked
by the enemy ....The motorist will more readily accept gas rationing and
the conservation of rubber if he is shown that the way of life of the enemy
(Continued on Page 8)

Stand" on WGN-Mutual, from I
Ray Pearl's band is getting

a CB

wire from the Melody Mill

their first Chicago appearanc

heard over WGN-Mutual from
Palmer House.
Bob Locke, formerly of
Beat," now on the amusement
torial staff of the Chicago "Sun
`

Radio Events Syndicat'
Dunkel Football Broadc
Radio Events, Inc. of New
and Hollywood will syndicate
Dunkel Football Forecasts for
according to an announcemen

Dick Dunkel, head of the D

Sports Research Service and A

tising Agency.

"Forecasts" is

eleven -week broadcast series,

stations being given the choic
airing the programs twice or
times a week. Already, one-thi
the stations which had used

"Forecasts" last year, signed for
1942 series which has been enla

the DDFF gave
via the gas stations of the Atl
Refining Company. Approxim
120 stations used the service
In

1942,

1,250,000 forecast sheets in the
Fall.

In addition to the for

sheets, service will include foo
score sheets.

Stock News
Dudley J. Connolly, program

rector of WWRL, New York, bet.
the father of a seven -pound boy
Monday, June 22, at Physic
Hospital, Jackson Heights, L. I.

mother, Jo Ann Connolly, was

merly with CBS and the
bureau

of

America.

the

Music

lec

Corp.

o/7
A One of
America's Greatest
Local Radio Programs

filay, June 26, 1942
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OVAR -PROGRAM IDEAS

GUEIT-ING

AGENCIES

KOLYNOS CO., a Sterling Products
BVC Suggestion
Harvest Recruiting
ANDREWS SISTERS, on
Broadcasters' Victory Council, in a In an effort to spur recruiting for subsidiary, will promote its new tooth
tual Goes Calling," today (WOR- series
of program recommendations, the emergency harvest problem, KPO powder with the "largest advertising
Jai, 3 p.m.).
suggested one which combines the scheduled four special programs in campaign in the history of the comand commentator format. cooperation with the Wartime Har- pany," it was announced Wednesday.
DA N N E CAGNEY and JOHN interview
is to scout among the station's vest Council. Roundup of harvest Product will be given trailer plugs
WELL, world traveler, on Dave Idea
for residents who represent news and job openings was broken on Sterling programs on all four nettn's "Hobby Lobby," tomorrow areas
one
of
the
United Nations. Each week up with interviews with Philip works. Blackett-Sample-Hummert is
,BC -CBS, 8:30 p.m.).
the staff commentator would present Graves, deputy superintendent of the agency.
different representative to acquaint schools; Philip McCombs of the
)Y CHAPMAN ANDREWS, ex - alisteners
with the people, achieve- YMCA committee lining up students FRITZ BLOCKI is taking a leave
;r and writer, and ELLSWORTH ments, problems,
and ambi- for the harvest; C. P. Tanner of the of absence from Benton & Bowles,
fTINGTON, explorer and geogra- tions of the Allies.culture
Research
within Wartime Harvest group; John Pickett, Inc., to work as producer on the
,
discussing "The Travels of the community is necessary to
find editor of Pacific Rural Press, and General Motors program, "Cheers
:o Polo," on "Invitation to Learn_ persons
From the Camps."
had originally come others.
Sunday (WABC-CBS, 11:30 from onewho
of the friendly countries.
Each week, then, the script would be
FRANK E. FERRIN, for five years
around that person's national
vice-president of Henri, Hurst & McELYN MILLIS DUVALL, exec- written
"Bonds Over Cincinnati"
background.
Donald, Chicago, joined H. W. Kastor
t director of the Association for
A series of programs called "Bonds & Sons this week after a two-week
fly Living, discussing "The Effect
iE

p

il

Over Cincinnati," under auspices of vacation. He will work in an executhe "Ten Per Cent Club," has been tive capacity in the service departarranged by WCKY to boost the sale ment.

he War on Children," on the

o

ple's Platform" show, tomorrow

Weekly Service Letter
U. S. War Bonds and Stamps.
the
idea
of
broadcasting
a
weekly
The
program was heard SaturEDERICK OECHSNER, foreign letter from Major General Frederick day, first
June 20, from 7:30-8 p.m. Other
spondent and former Central E. Uhl, commanding Officer of the broadcasts
scheduled are for Wedpean manager for United Press,
Corps Area, giving a brief nesday, June 24, from 7:30-8:30 p.m.
:nformation Please," today (NBC Seventh
report of activities at various camps, and Saturday, June 27, during the
8:30 p.m.).
and general information for persons 10 p.m. "Off the Record" show. The
in this area which comprises program seeks to induce listeners to
DY CANOVA, on Fred Allen's residing
nine states. The new series of letters
aco Star Theater," Sunday is scheduled to be heard each Mon- invest at least 10 per cent of their
salaries each week in War Bonds or
BC -CBS, 9 p.m.) .
BC -CBS, 7 p.m.).

KMOX, St. Louis, has inaugurated of

day at 4 p.m.

THUR GARFIELD HAYS, coun-

f the American Civil Liberties

J
e

DR. CHARLES PERGLER,
er Czechoslovakian Minister to
n;

Newly Chartered Union
Takes Radio Publicists

h Jnited States and now Dean of

(Continued front Page 1)

h ;dational University Law School; Lewis Merrill, UOPWA president.
ES N. ROSENBERG, noted at - Reference to radio press agents was

y and educator, and REP. M. made in connection with formal an!'EE of Washington, discussing

r,

nouncement of chartering of the
S uld War Curb Free Speech," on Screen Publicists Guild
as Local 114
lore Granik's "American Forum
the UOPWA, following a 172-39
t e Air," Sunday (WOR-Mutual, 8 of
vote of SPG members authorizing the
affiliation.

ANK CHAPMAN, baritone in a

d appearance as annotator on

e'

Jurisdiction Wide

SPG in April of this year completed

h Family Hour," program, Sunday negotiations for a contract covering
all publicists in the motion picture
G BC-CBS, 5 p.m.).
industry in New York.
According to Merrill's announceWILLIAM F. FRAZIER, on
ual's Radio Chapel," Sunday ment, the new charter gives SPG
jurisdiction over "all motion picture
R -Mutual, 11:35 a.m.).
publicists, theater publicists, radio
A. R. GIBB, of Oxford Univer- publicists, and all other similar and
it England, and former chief of related categories in Greater New
.r h Intelligence in the Near East; York and vicinity."
ERNEST W. HOCKING, pro- Jurisdiction over radio press agents,
of Philosophy at Harvard, and particularly at the networks where
IP W. IRELAND, assistant pro- sizeable groups of writers are emof Political Science at the ployed, has been more or less of an
!rsity of Chicago, discussing open issue in the past, with a number
t Near East," on the "University of unions, including AFRA, Radio
f

.

bringing the contract up to December
16, 1942. The other contracts consist
of short spot announcement campaigns.

"Living Art" Programs

Starts On CBS July 7

.

FTON UTLEY, news commenDR. MANDEL SHERMAN,
rs isor of Educational Psychology
e University of Chicago, and
4ETH E. OLSON, Dean of the
:e ill School of Journalism at
it

actions.

CBS Tuesday, July 7, from 4:30-4:45

Newspaper Guild has organized ra- p.m. The program takes the place
dio press agents at some newspaper - on Columbia's schedule heretofore
owned stations, but generally has filled by "Living History."

stayed away from the press agent

nally planned to drop its participation

in Nancy Booth Craig's "Woman of
Tomorrow" program on WJZ after
June 29, has renewed through Dec.
30. Atlantic, according to its agency,
Prudential Advertising, is testing for
its pastes and soups and may expand
into additional markets later on.
Stamps.
DANIEL S. TUTHILL, vice-presiWQXR Accounts Includes dent
of National Concert & Artists
Corp., has been elected a director of
Political Time Purchase the
Advertising Club of New York
The week's new business at WQXR to fill the unexpired term of Allan
includes the first of political time T. Preyer, exec. v. -p., Vick Chemical
buys for the coming New York State Co., who was recently elected to
campaign, an eight -week extension vice-presidency of the club.
of the General Foods Corp. contract, JOHN H. BOLL, formerly Fort
and business from "Omnibook" mag- Wayne, Ind., representative of the
azine, the Direct Realty Co., and the Reynolds & Reynolds Co., has been
Twentieth Century -Fox Film Corp. elected president of Superior AdverThe political time was purchased tising, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.
through the Henry Finkle agency for
the Communist Party. Young and HOWARD M. FILLEBROWN, for
Rubicam placed the General Foods the past six years an account execudeal for sponsorship of "Symphony tive with Calkins & Holden, has
Hall," a recorded symphonic concert, joined R. T. O'Connell Co. in an
Wednesday evenings for an hour, executive capacity.

"Living Art," a new weekly program that ranges from the art of
the advertising poster to the painthicago Round Table," Sunday Writers Guild and the American ings in the National Gallery, and
Red, 2:30 p.m.)
Newspaper Guild making moves in that aims to spell the word art with
this direction, but little came of these a small "a", makes its debut over
;

ATLANTIC MACARONI CO., Long

Island City. N. Y., which had origi-

gamy la NEW YORK?
Stay "Where Radio City
Meets

Times

Square"

Friendly atmosphere-spacious, cheerful rooms make you feel at home away
from home!

GoG

ROOMS, each with radio

and bath, from

$2.50.

Reason-

able Allexpense

Tours.

Write for
details.

The new series is to be presented

field as such. American Communicaconjunction with New York City's
o western University, discussing tions Association, .CIO, which usually in
I Can the Office of War In - seeks to employ the "vertical" for- Metropolitan Museum of Art. John
D. Morse, of the Museum staff and
ir tion Contribute to the Winning mula of organizing all station
per- former instructor at the Detroit Ine War," on the "Reviewing sonnel, has taken into its membership
stitute of Arts, conducts the program.
" program, Sunday
(WOR- radio press agents in certain particu- The producer is Leon Levine, assistu al, 11 a.m.) .
lar cases.
ant CBS education director.

7IhAW. at SILL ST. NEW YORK
RONALD A. BAKER. Many.,

ATT RADIO CITY
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Radio Code Revised

After 5 -Months Trial
(Continued from Page 1)

"handbook in voluntary censorship."
Although the revision represents an

expansion of the Office of Censorship's original suggestions to broadcasters. presentation of the various
clauses in outline form has made it

Radio's Wartime Code Revisions t
Based On Five Months Experieitcor
authorize blanket clearance in Lakes or other sheltered inland watenva,
Five months have passed since the office cannot
Each case must be considered in- unless specific instances require special rolls tt"
Office of Censorship issued the Code advance.
dividually in the light of the extent to which

of Wartime Practices for American

the enemy will be benefited if such informa-

(d) DAMAGE BY ENEMY LA

Broadcasters. This is a revision of tion is broadcast. Confusion and Inequalities SEA ATTACKS-Information on da
of competition can be avoided if stations will military objectives In continental

that Code, combining original provi_ consult the Office of Censorship promptly in
possible to reduce the actual wordage. sions with supplemental suggestions all such cases, either directly or through
The two headings under which the and interpretations which have de- their news service.
suggestions are presented are "News veloped out of our experience in EXCEPTIONS: Emergency warnings when
Broadcasts" and "Programs." The working with the broadcasting in- specifically released for broadcast by Weather
Bureau authorities.
news sections parallels the revised dustry.
Announcements regarding flood conditions
Press Code, issued yesterday after- The broad approach to the problem may
be broadcast provided they contain no
reference
to weather conditions.
of
voluntary
censorship
remains
unnoon, in all particulars except the
Information concerning hazardous road
conditions may be broadcast when requested
by a Federal, State or Municipal source, if it
avoids reference to weather.
semination of information which will
Weather Reports Barred
(NOTE: Special events reporters covering
As in the original Code, radio sta- be of value to the enemy and inimical sports events are cautioned especially against
mention of weather conditions in describtions are asked to broadcast no to the war effort. It is true now, as it the
contests, announcing their schedules,
weather information unless specifical- was five months ago, that the broad- ing
suspensions, or cancellations.)

In sum, this approach is
tion, enemy air attacks and com- that it is the responsibility of every
American to help prevent the dismunications.
clauses covering weather informa- changed.

ly permitted to do so by an ap- casting industry must be awake to

States or possessions, including: Docks;
roads, Airfields, Public utilities, Ind

plants engaged in war work.
Counter-measures or plans of dele
(e) ACTION AT SEA-Information
the sinking or damaging of Navy, o
chant vessels or transports in any wet
EXCEPTIONS: Information made
outside United States and origin sta
APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY: For
about Naval action AGAINST United
vessels in or near American waters: Na
Office of Public Relations, Washington. Iq
news about action BY United States vessel
or aircraft against the enemy In or net
American waters: Naval commander in di
trict where action occurs or Naval Office
Public Relations, Washington.

(b) TROOPS-Type and movements of
propriate authority. These two ex- the dangers inherent in (1) news United
(f) ENEMY AIR ATTACKS-Estimats
States Army, Navy and Marine Corps
ceptions have been added: "1. Emerg- broadcasts and (2) routine program- Units, within
or without continental United of number of planes involved; number
States, including information concerning: bombs dropped; damage to: Fortification
ency warnings when specifically re- ming.
Docks, Railroads, Ships, Airfields,

leased for broadcast by Weather
Bureau authorities. 2. Announcements

"Language" Control Stringent

Furthermore, it is pointed out,
regarding flood conditions may be particularly strict control must be
broadcast provided they contain no exercised over foreign language
broadcasts as well as over the hanreference to weather conditions."
Precautions suggested some weeks dling of news concerning air raids,
ago by Censorship Director Byron in cooperation with local Army
Price form the basis for a new clause commanders.
covering possible enemy air attacks. Radio station managements will
Should such action occur, stations continue to function as their own

outside the area attacked are asked
to refrain from mentioning the attack unless expressly authorized to
do so b ' the War Department.
The revised Code contains the original communications clause, requesting broadcasters to refrain from
mentioning the establishment of new
international points of communication.

censors. The facilities of the Office

of Censorship are at their disposal 24
hours a day to assist them with consultation and advice when any doubt

arises as to the application of this
Code. The following are the principal advisory guideposts which are
intended to aid them in discharging
their censorship responsibilities.
I

NEWS BROADCASTS

Radio, because of the international charChanges in Program Section
of its transmissions, should edit all
The Program section of the revised acter
news broadcasts in the light of this Code's
code contains several additions and suggestions, and of its own specialized
regardless of the medium or
significant changes. The section on knowledge,
through which such news is obtained.
Request Programs is broken down means
It is requested that news in any of the
into "Music" and "Talk" for clarifica- following classifications be kept off the air,
RELEASED OR AUTHORIZED
tion. Dramatic programs, originally UNLESS
FOR RELEASE BY APPROPRIATE AUcovered in

a summary paragraph,, THORITY.
are now established under a separate
(a) W E A T HER- ALL weather data,
paragraph.
either forecasts, summaries, recapitulations,
In discussing the expansion of pre- or any details of weather conditions.
should refrain from broadcasting
cautions to be exercised by foreign anyStations
news relating to the results of weather
language broadcasters, Director Price phenomena
such
tornadoes, hurricanes,
told a press conference Wednesday storms, etc., unlessas it is specifically
au-

that the revisions had been drawn
up to follow the detailed foreign language code issued recently by the

Location, Identity, Composition, Equipment,
Strength, Destination, Routes Schedules, Assembly for Embarkation, Prospective Embarkation, Actual Embarkation.
Such information regarding troops of
friendly nations on American soil.
Revelation of possible future military operations by identifying an individual known
for a specialized activity.
EXCEPTIONS: Troops in training camps

in United States and units assigned to domestic police duty, as regards location and
general character. Names, addresses of
troops in domestic camps (if they do not
give location of units disposed for tactical
purposes or predict troop movements or
embarkations). Names of individuals stationed in combat areas outside the United
States (after presence of American troops
in area has been announced and if their
military units are not identified). Names of
Naval personnel should not be linked with
their ships or bases.
(c)

SHIPS

(Convoys,

etc.)-Type and

work, All other military objectives.
Warning or reports of impending air raids
remote ad lib broadcasts dealing with raid
during or after action.
Mention of raid in the continental Unitd
States during its course by stations OUTSIDI
the zone of action, unless expressly as ii
pounced for broadcast by the War Departmen
in Washington.
News which plays up horror or sensation
alism; deals with or refers to unconfirma x.
reports or versions; refers to exact routs
taken by enemy planes, or describes couatet ,h
measures of defense, such as troop mobiiim
lion or movements, or the number and log 41
Lion of anti-aircraft guns or searchlights b oba
action.
F
EXCEPTIONS: After an air raid, general ati
descriptions of action after all -clear has bead Fa
given. Nothing in this request is intent*
to prevent or curtail constructive reportia+ e (
or programming of such matters as feats net, );
heroism, incidents of personal courage, of
response to duty by the military or by civilian
defense workers.
(g) PLANES-AIR UNITS-Military ail
units of the United States and the Unites '
Nations as to: Disposition, Missions, Move
melts, New Characteristics, Strength.
AIRCRAFT-New or current military air'
craft or information concerning their: Arms Ot
ef;

movements of United States Navy, or merchant vessels, or transports, of convoys, of
neutral vessels, of vessels of nations opposing the Axis powers in any waters, Including
information concerning: Identity, Location,
Port of Arrival, Time of Arrival, Prospect
of Arrival, Port of Departure, Ports of Call,
Nature of Cargoes, Assembly, Personnel.
Enemy naval or merchant vessels in any
waters, their: Type, Identity, Location, Move- ment, Construction, Performance, Equipment/
ments.

Secret information or instructions about

sea defenses, such as: Buoys, lights and other
guides to navigators; Mine fields and other
harbor defenses.
Ship construction: Type; Number; Size;
Advance information on dates of launchings,
commissionings; Physical description, technical details of shipyards.
EXCEPTIONS: Information made public
thorized for broadcast by the Office of Censorship. Occasionally, it is possible to clear outside United States and origin stated.
such news, but for security reasons this Movements of merchant vessels on Great

Foreign Language Stations' Wartime with an English translation. It is ment broadcasts." In a similar prefurther requested that such material cautionary tone, broadcasters are
Control Committee.
be checked 'on the air' against the asked to avoid portraying the horrors
Loyalty Stressed
The new paragraph covering for- approved script and that no devia- of war through dramatic productions,
eign language programs reads as fol- tion therefrom be permitted. These and to withold any sound effects
lows: "Broadcasters have recognized scripts or transcriptions with their which might be confused with air
that the loyalty of their personnel translations should be kept on file raid alarms.
Street Quiz Ban Stands
is of supreme importance in volun- at the station."

tary censorship; they recognize the
dangers inherent in these foreign
language broadcasts which are not
under the control at all times of
responsible station executives. Station managements, therefore, are requested to require all persons who
broadcast in a foreign language to
submit to the managements in advance of broadcast complete scripts
or transcriptions of such material,

Publll

Utilities, Industrial plants engaged in un

Cargo.

c,il

e

fo

he

CIVIL AIR PATROL-Nature and extent
>f military activities and missions.

Ri

ra;

MISCELLANEOUS-Movements of person oR

net or material or other activities by coo

mercial airlines for military purposes, In
eluding changes of schedules occasi
thereby.

a:
re

Activities, operations and installations
United States and United Nations Air Force,
(Continued on Page 7)

casters, including the following men:
Top Executives Cooperated
Neville Miller, president of

the

NAB, and C. E. Arney, Jr. his as"i

sistant; Kenneth Yourd, representing,
the CBS; John Shepard HI, Yankee

network president and chairman of
the

Broadcasters Victory Council;

The quiz program section again O. L. Ted Taylor, BVC executive
Pre -censorship activity in connec- suggests the elimination of man -in - secretary; Victor Sholis, representing
tion with foreign language programs the -street interviews and other re- the Clear Channel Stations; Philip
was not provided for in the original mote ad lib quiz programs; the Loucks, representing FM stations;
clauses relative to forums, inter- Paul Spearman for Network AM'
Code.
Under a new section covering com- views, commentaries and descriptions iates, Inc.; William B. Dolph, general
mercial continuity, broadcasters are have not been changed in the revised manager of Washington's Mutual station WOL; Carleton Smith, general
asked to "be alert to prevent the Code.
transmission of subversive informa- Prior to final approval by Price, manager of WRC, Washington, and
tion through the use of commercial the code revisions were submitted K. H. Berkeley, general manager
continuity in program or announce- to a representative group of broad- WMAL, Washington.
Asks Continuity Precautions

d;

rizy, June 26, 1942

11 DIU oMOTION
Summer Serial Promotion
Portland, Oregon, has in -

1W,

RADIO DAILY

Radio's Wartime Code Revisions
Based On Five Months Experience

rated a new promotion campaign
led network dramatic serials, un_
(Continued from Page 6)
he title, "Greater KGW Summer Ferrying Commands, or commercial companies
services for, or in cooperation with
1 Season." To get the campaign operating
Ferrying Commands.
ilig, a full -page advertisement was such
Commercial airline planes in international
r in "The Oregonian," followed up traffic.
I smaller ads.
EXCEPTIONS: When made public outside
e first week, five "Brides' Break- continental United States and origin stated.

' were held at one of Portland's (h) FORTIFICATIONS AND BASESlar restaurants, with 20 brides The location of forts, other fortifications,
rides -elect invited. The young their nature and number, including: Antiaircraft guns. Barrage balloons and all other
s were served breakfast, and air defense installations, Bomb shelters, Camtook part in a quarter-hour ouflaged objects, Coast -defense emplacements.
Information concerning Installations by
least on KGW, during which American
Military traits outside the contidiscussed the entertainment and

e
a
h

a

United States.
ational value of the serials. The nental
EXCEPTIONS:
None.
was that these young ladies were
(i)

PRODUCTION-PLANTS-Specifica-

ities.

specific nature or the specifications of such
production.

STATISTICS-Any statistical information
tegic or critical materials produced. imported
or in reserve, such as tin, rubber, aluminum,
uranium. zinc, chromium, manganese, tungsten,
platinum, cork, quinine, copper,
omanpower," the program which opticalsilk,
glasses, mercury, high octane gasoh .Seen heard over WJSV, Washing - line. Disclosure of movements of such mati beach Sunday since May 31 and terials and of munitions.
w h is devoted to getting women SABOTAGE-information indicating saboto )lunteer wisely in the war effort tage in reporting industrial accidents.

- )bably the first regularly schedprogram having for its purpose
a
allocating of women's work in
t

which would disclose the amounts of stra-

SECRET DESIGNS-Any information

about new or secret military designs, formulas or experiments, secret manufacturing
or secret factory designs, either
the war-will be heard over the processes
war production, or capable of adaptation
e CBS network from 12:15-12:30 for
e
for war production.

EWT, starting this Sunday. It
ROUNDUP S-Nation-wide or regional
w continue to originate at WJSV. roundups
of current war production or war
L, tion in the Nation's capital, it is contract procurement
data: local roundups
fie
enables the producers to keep disclosing total number of war production
plants
and
the
nature
of
their production.
el
to the source from which most
)' '.e war needs have their origina - TYPE OF PRODUCTION-Nature of prop.

duction should be generalized as follows:

tanks, planes, parts. motorized vehicles,
"omanpower," in pointing out the uniform
equipment, ordnance, munitions, ves-

for women to volunteer wisely
Ln le war effort instead of getting
in work where their talents might
3 c fasted or where the field already

s owded, tells where wartime jobs
fo vomen are developing as well as
'e they are not developing. It
;s in as guests each week women
are working on assembly lines,
n to WAAC, in Volunteer Nursing
related fields, to tell what abilia are needed and in general, hewn ;o the line that orderly mobilize_
of women for war should take
place of the helter-skelter volun;1

;e ng that now is going on. Featured
week is a dramatization of some
'e nine problem connected with the
effort.

.e problem to be treated this Sun is 'that of teachers, and the speak -

Dr. John Lund of the U. S.

e
)

pie, program conductors are asked to exercise special care. They should devise a
method whereby no individual seeking par-

of Lend -Lease war material.

of Censorship for review.

ticipation can be GUARANTEED PARTICIPATION.
(e)

FORUMS AND INTERVIEWS-Dur-

tion about the movements of the President ing forums in which the general public is
of the United States or of official, military permitted extemporaneous comment, panel
or diplomatic missions or agents of the discussions in which more than two persons
United States or of any other nation opposing participate, and interviews conducted by
the Axis powers-routes, schedules, destina- authorized employees of the broadcasting
tions within or without continental United company, broadcasters should devise methods
States. Premature disclosure of diplomatic guaranteeing against the release of any infornegotiations or conversations.
mation which might aid the enemy as described in Section I of the Code. If there
LEND-LEASE WAR MATERIALS-Infor- is doubt concerning the acceptability of mamation about production, amounts, dates terial to be used in interviews, complete
and method of delivery, destination or routes, scripts should be submitted to the Office
EXCEPTIONS: None.

(d) COMMENTARIES AND DESCRIPTIONS (ad lib) Special events reporters

should study carefully the restrictions suggested in Section I of the Code, especially
those referring to interviews and descriptions

enemy offensive action. Reporters
censorship function of program opera- following
master of ceremonies, and the schedules,
commentators should guard against use
duction or exact reports of current produc- tant
tion: keeping the microphone under the and
ikfast" portion of the campaign tion..
of
descriptive
which might be emcontrol of the station management, pcoved by the material
enemy in plotting an area for
handled by Peggy Williams, CONTRACTS-Exact amounts involved in complete
or its authorized representatives.
attack.
is KGW's director of women's new contracts for war production and the
(a) REQUEST PROGRAMS-MUSiC-No

manpower,' Of WJSV,
trts On CBS Net Sunday

w

information about casualties from a station's
primary area, as obtained from nearest of
kin. Identification of naval casualties with
their ships, unless such ships have been
officially reported damaged or lost.
DIPLOMATIC INFORMATION -Informa-

to become a part of radio's
which saboteurs could use to gain acII PROGRAMS
daytime listening audience, and tions
cess to or damage war production plants.
The following suggestions are made in
should become familiar with
order
that
broadcasters
will have a pattern
of the amount,
ierials programs. Homer Welch EXACT ESTIMATES
or delivery date of future pro- to follow in accomplishing the most Import

7

sels.

EXCEPTIONS: information about the
award of contracts when officially announced
by the War Production Board. the government agency executing the contract. a member of Congress, or when disclosed in public
records.
(.i)

UNCONFIRMEi) REPORTS, RUMORS

-The spread of rumors in such way that
they will be accepted as facts will render
aid and comfort to the enemy. The same

is true of enemy propaganda or material calculated by the enemy to bring about division
among the United Nations. Enemy claims
of ship sinkings, or of other damage to our
forces should lie weighed carefully and the
sources clearly identified. if broadcast. Equal
caution should be used hi handling so-called
"atrocity" stories. interviews with Service
men or civilians from combat zones should
he submitted for authority either to the
Office of Censorship or to the appropriate
Army or Navy public relations officer.
(k) COMMUNICATIONS - Information
concerning the establishment of new international points of communication.
(1) GENERAL-ALIENS-Names of per-

'e of Education. The shortage of sons arrested, questioned or interned as
viers throughout the country at enemy aliens; names of persons moved to
ent now numbers approximately resettlement centers; !ovation and description

i0 O.

of internment camps: location and descrip-

porter and narrator on the show tion of resettlement centers.
ART OBJECTS. HISTORICAL DATA-Ins VJSV announcer Gunnar Back. formation
disclosing the new location of

3; arch is done by Eva Hansl, direc- national archives, er of public or private
i, by Richard Linkroum and Rob- art treasures.
l'hrman. Washington actors take CASUALTIES-Mention of specific milidramatic parts.
tary units and exact locations in broadcasting

telephoned or telegraphed requests for musical selections should be accepted.
No requests for musical selections made
by word-of-mouth at the origin of broadcast,
whether studio or remote, should be honored.

if special programs which might be considered doubtful enterprises in view of our
effort to keep information of value from the
enemy are planned, outlines should be submitted to the Office of Censorship for review.
Caution is advised against reporting, under
the guise of opinion, speculation or prediction,

any fact which has not been released by an
TALK-No telephoned or telegraphed re- appropriate authority.
quests for service announcements should be
honored. except as hereinafter qualified. Such
(e) DRAMATIC PROGRAMS-Radio is
service announcements would include infor- requested
avoid dramatic programs which
mation relating to: Lost pets, "Swap" ads. attempt totoportray
the horrors of war, and
Mass meetings, Club meetings, Club pro- sound effects which
might be mistaken for
grams, etc.
air raid alarms, or for any other defense
No telephoned, telegraphed or word-of- alarms.
mouth dedications of program features or
segments thereof should be broadcast.
(1) COMMERCIAL CONTINUITY-Broadshould lie alert to prevent the transEXCEPTIONS: Emergency announcements, casters
mission
subversive information through
(such as those seeking blood donors, doctors, the use ofofcommercial
continuity in program
lost persons, lost property, etc.) may be or announcement broadcasts.
handled in conventional manner If the
in this connection, the continuity editor
broadcaster confirms their origin. They
should emanate from the police, the Red should regard his responsibility as equal to
Cross, or similar recognized governmental or that of the news editor.
civilian agency. Service announcements may
be honored when source is checked and ma(e) FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAMS
terial is submitted in writing. snb.iect to -Rrn"de'sters have recognized that the
re -writing by station continuity staff. Re- 'oya'ty of their personnel is of supreme imquests for the broadcast of greetings or portance in s olnntary censorship; they recogother programs to commemorate personal nize the dangers inherent in those foreign
anniversaries may be honored if the actual language broadcasts which are not under
broadcast is not made on the anniversary the control at all times of responsible station
date or at the time or on the date designated executives. Station managements, therefore,
in the request. These and ALL requests may are requesrd to require all persons who broadbe honored when submitted via mail, or cast in a foreign language to submit to the
otherwise in writing if they are held for an management in advance of broadcast complete
unspecified length of time and if the broad- scripts or transcriptions of such material,
caster staggers the order in which such re- with an English translation. It is further
quests are honored, re -writing any text which requested that such material he checked "on
may be broadcast.
the air" against the approved script, and
that no deviations therefrom be permitted.
(b) QUIZ PROGRAMS-It is requested These scripts or transcriptions with their
that all audience -participation type quiz translations should be kept on file at the
programs originating from remote points. station.
either by wire. transcription or short wave.
should ask themselves, "Is
he discontinued, except as qualified herein- thisBroadcasters
of value to the enemy?"
after. Any program which permits the public If theinformation
is "yes." they should not use
accessibility to an open microphone Is dan- it. if m.swer
doubtful.
they
should measure the
gerous and should lie carefully supervised. material against the Code.
Becense of the nature of quiz programs, in
If information concerning any phase of
which the public is not only permitted access
to the microphone but encouraged to speak the war effort should be node available anyinto it, the danger of usurpation by the ene- where, which seems to coupe from doubtful
my is enhanced. The greatest danger here authority, or to be in conflict with the genlies in the informal Interview conducted in eral aims of these requests; or if special
a small group -10 to 25 people. In larger restrictions requested locally or otherwise by
groups, where participants are selected from various authorities seem unreasonable or
a theater audience, for example, the danger out of harmony with this summary, it is
recommended that the question he submitted
is not so great.
Generally speaking. any quiz program at once to the Office of Censorship.
originating remotely, wherein the group is
The Office of Censorship
small, wherein no arrangement exists for
Myron Price, Director
investigating the background of participants.
and wherein extraneous background noises
cannot be eliminated at the discretion of
the broadcaster. should he discontinued. In - Films Sign Rosemary De Camp
eluded in this classification are all such proRosemary De Camp, actress who
ductions as man -in -the -street interviews, airport interviews, train terminal interviews,
and so forth.
in all studio -audience type quiz shows,
where the nudieece from which interviewees
are to be selected numbers less than 50 peo -

has been featured on a number of
CBS stations, has been signed by
Columbia Pictures for another film.
Assignment will be made later.
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IN support of the Greater New York
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Miss Hazel Kenyon, educational Ivy Calverley is the first girl James W. Gerard, formerly Ambaa
Fund's campaign to raise $5,000,000, director of KIRO, Seattle, attended operator to work at CKGB, Timmins,
WEAF will air a joint recital tonight the second annual Pacific Northwest Ontario. She replaced Don Mont- sador to Germany, will inaugurat
a weekly series of broadcasts entitle,'"
at 11:30 p.m. Miss Fannie Hurst, Audio -Visual Education Conference morency who left for Southern On- "Past,
Present and Future," ove
author, will have charge of the pro- in Portland, Oregon, recently. Miss tario and war work....A. William WINS, Monday,
29 at 7:45 p,n;
gram, and will give a short talk at Kenyon headed a discussion group Aldrich, a recent addition to the an- Shortwave pick-upJune
of the news direct,
its end. Concert will include Natalie on "The Correlation of Audio -Visual nouncing staff of CKGB, hails from from the British Broadcasting
Bodanya, Met soprano; Erica Morini, Aids in Education."
the United States by way of Peter- in London, formerly broadcast core
violinist, and Etta Moten, star of
*
*
*
borough. A baritone, he has a pro- WINS three times weekly, has ove'
-

Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess."
*

Charles P. Shoffner, Farm Editor
on WCAU, Philadelphia, this week

celebrated his twelfth consecutive

year of broadcasting on WCAU, and
his twentieth in Philadelphia radio.

During the past 52 weeks Shoffner
compiled and broadcast 253 programs

of the "Rural Digest," 36 . programs
of the "Garden Spot," 215 of "To
Whom It May Concern" and 52 programs of the "Farm Weekly." Three
hundred and two prominent guestsmen and women of renown in farm,
professional, economical and govern-

mental work-were featured on his

WTNJ, Trenton, N. J., pioneered in gram on the air, "The Trail Blazer," extended to six times weekly, at
p.m., Monday through Saturday.
*
*
*
*
the Treasury Department in Central
Jersey, with a continuous four-hour Over 100,000 luminous button preWHAM, Rochester, N. Y., is mal
show on June 19. Walter Lewis, pro- miums used in promotion of "The an effort to provide entertains
gram director, emceed the entire Shadow" transcriptions, have been for the 50 or 75 boys leaving
the
show, which included a quiz on distributed in this country, producer induction center each day. The
which $25 in War Stamps was award- reported. Three new stations, WQAM, tion, in conjunction with Major
ed. Nearly one thousand telephone Miami, Fla.; WMBS, Uniontown, Pa., man who is in charge of the int
calls were received during the quiz... and KGU, Honolulu, Hawaii, con- tion center, sends entertainment
WTNJ is one of two stations in the tracted for the program this week. the boys, and broadcasts chats i

launching the 10% Club plan for three times weekly.
*

1

e
the future soldiers in an effort
"It's A Woman's World," a new relieve the long hours of waiting
gram director, and Bob Carroll, chief program on KFRE, Fresno, Calif., be entrained for the training
announcer, handle the program five aired Monday through Friday for pots. Bob Pierce, known to mill

days a week.

*

*

*

Harold M. Coulter, director of sales
*
*
promotion for KYW, Philadelphia,
In connection with the exploitation was elected official representative of
of "Friendly Enemies," Mortimer the Pennsylvania Grocers' AssociaFrankel of United Artists, and tion and the Pennsylvania PharmaThomas J. Valentino, of Major ceutical Association, at the AdvertisRecords, prepared a quarter-hour ing Federation of America cAnventrailer transcription for exhibitors' tion earlier this week. Coulter also
use in tie-up with local radio sta- represented the station at the annual
meeting of the New Jersey Druggists'
tions.
*
Association held in Atlantic City,
Ronny Liss, juvenile actor, has Tune 24 and 25. Fourteen girls and
been cast for "Bright Horizon," "The five male members of the KYW staff
Andersons," "Bess Johnson" and 'lave enlisted for duty at Philadel"This Is Your Enemy." He'll become phia's Stage Door Canteen for service

fifteen minutes in the morning, gives
news of women the world over, telling what they are thinking, what
they are wearing, and what they are
doing for their country. Frances
Quinn, station's director of women's
programs, handles the show...Evelyn
Vail, wife of Dick Vail, former announcer -salesman at KFRE, is now
traffic manager.
*

*

*

*

L
tá

9

4

Hal Graves, WWRL announcer, has

2

.i 1

i17¡18119;20¡21¡22i23
=¡,J25126!27;28!29¡30

been signed by the Klinger Agency

5

to handle the transcribed spot announcements in behalf of Madison
Personal Finance Corp.

Mary Mason
Bob Nolan
Arthur Pryor, Jr.
Robert J. Ross
John M. Sayre
Fred Weber
William Wirges
June 27

Mrs. W. T. Bramblett
Seymour Heifer
Milton Mabie
Simon Mann

June 28
William A. Abernathy
Frank Chase
Forrest Clough
Kelvin Kirkwood Keech
Ann Leaf
J. Leonard Reinsch
Richard Rodgers
Ruth Russel
Charles B. Tramont

the interviews over the air

Monday, Wednesday, and Frida3
3:45 p.m.
*

*

*

William Holt, London correspc

ent of the "Christian Science M

tor," has been added to the lis
BBC newscasters to be heard ri
larly over WNEW, via shortu
from London. Holt, a former Y

continuity department is writing and

Conn.

AIfl STREET r
(Continued ; rom Page 4)

is a way of life based on the suppression of all freedom, even to the

Start On MBS Next Wee
Music, with a minimum of announcements, will highlight three

new weekly broadcasts on Mutual
from Philadelphia, starting the week
of June 29. Joe Frasetto's Orchestra

annihilation of the Church itself.

provides the musical background on

No, the War Production Board, it seems to me, is helping to
get out more tanks, planes and guns by putting on such a program. It is
not enough for a nation to be told that it is fighting a war and must win
that war. It must be told the aims of the enemy and the nature of the
enemy, and what kind of a world will exist should that enemy win. Such

Monday night series, starting June
29, entitled "Quaker City Serenade,
and the Thursday stanzas, "Qua

information is not propaganda; such information, based on authentic sources,

becomes as necessary and realistic as statistics on our shipping lists....
The rest is up to you. There is a battle of ether waves, a battle between
two ways of government. One is using the air for deceit; the other is
informing its people. We will win this battle of the ether waves hands
down. With truth as a weapon, we are certain of final triumph.

1)
?P.

riety show, "The Turner Field Melody

3 New Musical Shows
-7>

ar

producing a weekly half-hour va-

Mainliner," and writing scripts for
a thrice weekly hews and chatter
program, "The Turner Column of
tronics Dept., and will be located The
for the Turner Field post
in Schenectady, N. Y. He was for- of theAir,"
army air service, Albany, Ga.
merly the educational supervisor of Pvt. Berlin
was connected, also, with
the company's Appliance and Mer- WNYC's publicity
and continuity
chandise Department at Bridgeport, partment.

¡

June 26
Octavus Roy Cohen Truett Kimzey
James F. Kyler
June Marshall

as "Old Man Sunshine," carries

Frieda Bloom of the WFIL, Phila- shireman, will be heard every VI
delphia continuity department, will nesday evening at 8 p.m., begin
soon marry Sydney Levy, now at July 1. WNEW's news coverage f
Cramps Shipyard, Philadelphia.... London now includes BBC bri
Charles Gould, new 17 -year -old mail- casts at least once every day in
room assistant at WFIL, has already week.
had two stories published (one in
Nat Berlin, formerly of WNEW's
the "Reader's Digest").

a regular member of the latter com- men.
*
*
*
pany on the Mutual network.
"Metropolitan
Diary,"
*
a program
*
of human interest stories G. E. Burns has been named asWTAG, Worcester, Mass., fan let- consisting
ters report hearing station's FM told in a philosophical vein is aired sistant to R. T. Borth, manager of
times a week by Gilbert Condit the Methods Division of the General
affiliate, W1XTG, as far as Michigan. three
on WPAT, Paterson, N. J.
Electric Radio, Television, and Elec*
*
*
1

is

country now carrying an exclusive
"PM" newscast. Walter Lewis, pro-

programs.

'

194

all three shows, to be aired from
5:30-6 p.m., EWT.
Eddie Roeker, Lynn White and
Alice Regan will be heard on the

City Frivolities," effective July 2.
Thirty minutes of Cuban, Mexic

and South American tunes fill
Tuesday evening spot, beginning Ju
30. Show is called "Melody P
Americana," with vocalists Carlo
Dale and Armand Camp.
All originate from the studios
WIP, Mutual's Philadelphia outlet.
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No Rush To See Petrillo
'id Survey Reveals
!my Listening Habits
Diver-Popular music, sports reort terse newscasts and comedy
re 'te favored types of programs
mg
.o
fo

7

25,000

Field,

soldiers comprising
Fitzsimons General

11:15 a.m. on NBC and 1:45 p.m. on
Compton Advertising, Inc.,

AFRA Members Vote

CBS.

handles the account.

;al and Fort Logan, according

survey just completed by KFEL
'junction with the Public Rela-

t

Industry Adopting "Watchful Waiting"
Tactic To Force AFM Hand; Edict
Prohibits All Recording Work

10th Anni.
"Vic and Sade," one of the oldest daytime serials, celebrates its
10th anniversary on the air today.
Aired in behalf of Crisco (Procter
& Gamble)" the program is broadcast Monday through Friday at

On Convention Lapse
Newspaper -Monopoly

Radio industry and transcription

and recording companies will adopt
a policy of watchful waiting in meeting the latest threat of the American

Federation of Musicians, it was
learned over the week-end following

mailing of formal notices by James
In deference to the recent request C. Petrillo, AFM president, announcof Director of Defense Transportation ing that recording and transcription
n
to
Joseph B. Eastman, board of direc- licenses would expire July 31, 1942,
CBC
Probe
Subjects
t.
tors of the American Federation of and that "after August 1, 1942, the
ro le for sponsors. Sgts. Hal Kan Radio Artists late last week voted membership of the American FedOttawa-The question of monopoly to submit to referendum of the mem- eration of Musicians will not play or
d John Conners of Lowry Field,
in the broadcasting field highlighted
(Continued on Page 5)
proposal to eliminate this contract for records, electrical tranevidence presented before the House bership a (Continued
scriptions or any other form of meon Page 5)
of Commons special committee on
chanical reproduction of music."
'n'ard, Becker Divide
o

?a

division of Lowry Field. Re job is probably the first to
take the task of determining
stes of the soldiers, as well as
'tent of listening market they
t

Lcvman's Duties At CBS

radio

broadcasting, when

Dr.

A.

Frigon, assistant general manager of
CBC, was the chief witness. The
J es M. Seward, effective today, discussion started when Dr. Frigon
it assume the post of director of expressed the opinion that television
:ions for CBS, taking over most broadcasting was still a long way off

duties formerly handled by in Canada. The cost at present, he
would be prohibitive. This
ent now a Major in the U.S. brought a remark from M. J. Cold stationed in Washington with well, C.C.F. party leader, about face.

a once W. Lowman, CBS vice- said,
re

r

te Office

'd,
:S

of

who

Strategic Service.
has been assistant

ary-treasurer of CBS, will be
tsible for general administra (Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 6)

Soldiers In WJSV Area
Get 'Package From Home'

Unlike

past

experiences when

(Continued on Page 7)

Washington-"A Pa c k a g e from Motion Picture Firms
Home," program starting tomorrow
on WJSV, here, has been planned
as a service for the boys in the U. S. Increase Use Of Radio
Army camps within listening radius
of the station. By arrangement with Two major motion picture producother outlets throughout the coun- ing companies will use radio on a
(Continued on Page 2)
widespread scale, in what appears to
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Closed Circuit Preview
a trend to use the medium as a
Set For New Blue Series Mills Resigns Ascap Post be
regular channel of exploitation and
tie-up. Announcements on
To give high school students a new
To Take Effect July 1 exhibitor (Continued
on Page 6)

insight into the progress of the war,
and to stimulate their loyalty to
E. C. Mills, for nearly 20 years
national ideals and institutions, the associated with the management of WOV Recorded Program
Blue Network will inaugurate a new Ascap, has resigned effective July 1.
Shortwaved Via WRUL
13ay Wood and the "Hit Parade" series of programs, designed for class- He made no announcement regarding
-oj tm have been renewed by room consumption, starting October 6. his future plans, but it is understood
aq Strike Cigarettes for the 12th A closed circuit presentation, at the he may go into some branch of
Alan Courtney's recorded program
in, :utive 13 -week period, effective
on WOV will be shortwaved by
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 4)
u liately, assuring the program
WRUL, every Saturday, starting July
ee full years on the air. Re 4, between 6:15-6:45 p.m., show be-

i rrrican Tob. Picks Up
(ption On "Hit Parade'

T1E WFFE
IN I?&D10
... Radio Code Revised

(Continued on Page 2)

Officer Kate
ate Smith now is an honorary
ynber of the California State
;ce.

Jane Withers, official mes-

ger of the department, delivmi the shield when she guested
o7tthe Kate Smith program. Miss

Seth replied that while she has
rl!tived many and varied citatbs during her long radio career,
tl, is the first time she has been
mie a "copper."

By BOB LITZBERG

BASED on its five months of experi- Event which occupied the minds of

ence of broadcasting under war the industry last week previous to
time conditions, the Office of Censor- the issuance of the Code, was the
ship last Thursday released the first Advertising Federation of America
revision of its Code of Wartime Prac- convention held in New York.
tices for American Broadcasters. Re- War and post-war activity was the

vision represents an expansion of main theme of the meet, which, in

of Censorship's original suggestions to broadcasters; code is presented in two sections: News Broad_
casts and Programs, and is consider-

addition to the general and special
sessions, included a radio meeting
conducted under the auspices of the
NAB Sales Managers' Committee;

from the original issued last January.

(Continued on Page 2)

Office

ably altered in format and contents newly -elected chairman of the com-

ing heard locally at the same time.
(Continued on Page 2)

No Problem
Charles P. Scott, station manager, of KTKC, Visalia -Fresno.
California, was having a little
informal chat with Don Gilman,

Blue Network's Western Chief, at
a recent network meeting in Hollywood. Said Scott: "Our personnel
problem? Oh, we are sitting pretty
at the present time with two darned
fine 4-F men."

2
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FINANCIAL

.,

JOHN ELMER, president and commercial s0

ager of WCBM, Baltimore, was

on station and network business.

in town

Ft.

COL. HARRY C. WILDER, president of Wrw
Syracuse, has returned to his upstate Vr
quarters after spending a few days here 4
week.

JOHN MAYO, of Associated Music Publish

Inc., expected back this morning from
weeks' business trip.

a Mu

JOHN ELMER, president and commercial in
ager

of WCBM, was

up

from

Baltimore

Friday for visits with Blue Network execut
and station reps.
DAVE ELMAN, master of ceremonies on

"Hobby Lobby" program, is at Mitchel
today for an off -the -ether show for the ben
of the personnel of the U. S. Army Air Co
F

BRUFF W. OLIN,

JR.,

general manager

WKIP, Blue Network outlet in Pougbkeee
paying a business call Friday at Rockets
Center.

JOHN M. OUTLER, JR., sales manager
WSB, Atlanta, and chairman of the NM si

managers executive committee, is back at
Georgia headquarters following an extern
trip to Washington and New York.
JUDITH WALLER, NBC public service direct

and PROF. JOHN T. FREDERICK, CBS liter
critic, back in Chicago on Friday after

the convention
of the
Radio Act of 1934 could be improved the increasing importance of San attended
Library Association at Milwaukee.
Francisco
as
an
origination
point
for
....Following
the
AFM
convention
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
DON SEARL,
general manager of
Net in Dallas, Mutual, through its general newscasts; the other was prepared
High Low Close
Chg. manager, Fred Weber, issued a state- by the Columbia Pacific Network and Omaha, and KFAB, Lincoln, left for
on Friday. He had been here for three
Am. Tel. G Tel.
1123/4 1111/2 1111/2 - 11/4
stresses the value of exploitation and days
on business.
111/4
111/4
111/4 - 1/2 ment seeking to clarify its policy in
CBS A
its
application
to
radio
....Vick
Gen. Electric
255/8
25
regard
to
individual
disputes
among
25% - 1/4
WALTER
PRESTON,
program di
Philco
8
8
8
its affiliated outlets and the musicians' Knight was appointed executive pro- WBBM,
is in town for the CBS progr
RCA Common
31/4
31/4
3'/8
ducer
of
the
Biow
Company,
adverunion;
according
to
Weber,
MBS
poltors'
conferences
which
start
today an
RCA First Pfd.
511/2 511/2 511
+ 1Y2
avail- through Friday.
Westinghouse
673/4 671/2 673/4 - Y4 icy is to attempt to settle any differ_ tising agency ....RCA made
Zenith Radio
able to other tube manufacturers the
133/4
133/4 133/4
J/8 ences that may occur, but without
results of its research into packaging. Seward, Becker Divid
OVER THE COUNTER
requiring
affected
stations
to
accept
Bid Asked
union demands that such stations con- which will result in great saving of
Farnsworth Tel. & Rad.
13/4
2
53/4
sider unacceptable....RCA-NBC lost material, labor and breakage....Esso Lowman's Duties At
51/4
Stromberg-Carlson
WCAO (Baltimore)
151/2
18
their fight in the Federal Court, Chi- Marketers announced the most con(Continued from Page 1)

(June 26)

N

mittee, John M. Outler of WSB, At- the FCC ruled that all amateur radio
lanta, stressed his group's theme: transmitters must be registered with
"The more they listen, the more they the Commission by the end of August.
buy"; others who addressed the Broadcasters Victory Council met
broadcasters' meeting were Samuel in Washington last week and reportR. Rosenbaum of WFIL, Philadelphia, ed, among other things, the formulaand Lt. Col. Edward M. Kirby of the tion of a plan which would retain at
U. S. Army. AFA convention con- least a minimum of manpower to
cluded on Wednesday with the adop- operate transmitters and which would
tion of two resolutions dedicating the be placed before Selective Service
Federation to continued war effort officials in the near future.
and a third resolution commending War Production Training Commitits re-elected officers.
tee of the American Theater Wing
While Chairman Fly of the FCC War Service, Inc., revealed that an
was receiving the official okay of estimated 40 per cent of the people
the Senate Interstate Commerce Com- thus far questionnaired have had
mittee, which virtually amounts to some training in the mechanical
his reappointment to the Commis- trades and skills, which will enable
sion, his testimony was being heard them to enter war production if the
by the House Interstate and Foreign Government decides to draft labor
Commerce Committee investigating for war production.... CBS started
the Sanders Bill. Fly, who made "no to circulate the trade with four sepa_
bones about his NAB attitude" before rate audience studies to back up its
the House Committee, also won his claim, anent the new full -network
fight to retain Dr. Goodwin Watson 15 per cent discount plan, that "the
as chief analyst of the FCC foreign advertiser's audience in each addibroadcast monitoring service; in his tional area is greatly multiplied"....
testimony the FCC chairman also of- Two surveys were completed on the
fered his suggestions as to how the West Coast: one is used to bring out

-

cago, and will be required to file an centrated coverage of any commer- tion of the network, having
answer to Mutual's action within 60 cial broadcast for its sponsorship of vision over engineering, traffi
....Resulting from the request next Fall's Army -Navy football clas- sound effects, as well as the
American Tob. Picks Up days
of the Board of War Communications, sic.
tions end of programs and p
Option On "Hit Parade"
tion. Seward will give up his
WOV
Recorded
Program
Soldiers
In
WJSV
Area
as assistant treasurer, but will
(Continued from Page 1)
Shortwaved Via WRUL tinue as assistant secretary.
newal takes in, also, Mark Warnow Get 'Package From Home'
I. S. Becker, assistant direc
and his orchestra and Joan Edwards,
operations, will assume adde
(Continued
from
Page
1)
(Continued
from
Page
1)
vocalist. Show is aired over CBS,
sponsibilities under the new setui
Saturdays, 9-9:45 p.m. Lord & try, WJSV will obtain recordings of and will consist of a 30 -minute He will have control 'over Owl
local talent known to the boys in segment of the regular Alan Courtney aspects of programming and talc(
Thomas handles the account.
camps in the Washington area. The "1280 Club," aired nightly, plus spe_ over Lowman's previous contact
recordings will be broadcast. In this cial news about the bands and lead- with the AFM, AFRA, etc.
Bernice Foley In New Post
manner a Tennessee boy stationed in ing personalities in the show world. Announcement of the appointment
Cincinnati-Bernice Williams Foley, Washington may hear over WJSV Requests from the men in all the
educational director of WKRC, here, entertainment furnished by his United Nations' services will be was made Friday by Paul W. Kesten
and general manage'
has been appointed coordinator of friends back in his home state. heeded. The show will be beamed, vice-president
war effort programs and special The show will be heard every principally, to Iceland, Greenland, of the network.
West Indies and
events handled by the station.
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. The first re- Newfoundland, theBroadcast
will be
Caribbean
bases.
orcorded guest is Venida Jones,
Plidadelpitia
ganist at KMOX, St. Louis. The non-commercial.
Lt. Col. Edward Kirby, War Derequest to hear her came from Corp.
Harold Daringer of the Army War partment radio chief, commended
College, who, presumably, comes WOV and this new shortwave profrom the St. Louis area. Daringer's gramming idea, in a letter which
was the first request and A. D. the station received Saturday.
Willard, general manager of WJSV,
after complying with the request,
thought it such a good idea that he's
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
THE STATION
going to continue it indefinitely.
WJR (Detroit)

19

21

GENNETTSPEEDY-Q
"Tune in WFDF Flint, Michigan, everybody, for an

portant news flash!"

im-

"Death Valley" Shifts Time
"Death Valley Days," drama of
true stories of the old West, is heard
a half hour later on CBS beginning
Thursday, July 2.

Reduced Basic Library Offer Containing
Over 200 Individual Sound Effects
W rite For Derails

CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44th St.

New York, N. Y.

THAT SELLS
5000 WATTS

950 KC

Sa yeu IIiouqh ¿Ite4e'd Ge
Na NEW MODELS FOR '42?

","

Last year's cars and clothes and cooking utensils will have to do for the duration.
In network broadcasting, however, there's no need to wait for the new model. It's

here! It's the Mutual Network for 1942... the most improved model in the field!
Here are some Mutual improvements:
More Popularity (where popularity counts most)

Mutual stations for 1942 rate third or better in
popularity, day and night, in 12 of all 14 cities of
over half -a -million population. Primary coverage
of these MBS stations includes 44.4% of all U.S.

radio homes. And in other important markets,
Mutual programs rate up to four times as high as
in the kev cities.
More Power (where power counts most)

Mutual stations for 1942 serve the 14 largest

markets with 26,750 more watts than in 1941. With
one 1,000 -watt exception, Mutual stations for these

top markets have either 50 kilowatts or 5,000
watts. And the combined power of all Mutual stations is 150 kilowatts greater than in 1941.

More Economy (when economy counts most)
Mutual stations for 1942 deliver these advantages
at lower cost than any other network. For example,
less than $6,000 buys an advertiser five quarterhour daytime broadcasts a week, via as many as 80
1VIBS stations. And similar economies are available in all other Mutual schedules, each arranged
to meet the individual advertiser's problems.

The 1942 Model Network - Popularity, Power, and Economy - Where and When They Count Most

THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

4
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By JAC WILLEN
By FRANK BURKE

MORGAN BEATTY, Blue Net's
military analyst, will be heard on
the Pacific Coast in his nightly sum-

mary of war news and strategy via
the transcribed and rebroadcast routine starting this evening over Blue
Coastal stations. Time has been set
for 8 p.m., PWT, Monday through
Friday.
NBC -Hollywood's night studio man-

ager Jack Lyman has been upped to
staff producer to fill the vacancy
caused by Max Hutto leaving to join
the armed forces. George Volger

the vacated Lyman spot, and
in turn is being replaced by Grace
fills

Guarnera, formerly Alec Robb's secretary.
Members of Company B, 54th Sig-

nal Battalion, stationed at Camp
McQuaide, Calif., have voted Dick

Joy of KNX-CBS as their favorite
announcer. A letter from Corporal
Harold Shields, notified Joy of the
honor, and also invited him to visit
the camp as the company guest.
After five years as aide to Crane
producer of "Big Town,"
Thomas Freebairn-Smith finally made
his debut as an actor on the CBS airshow. Freebairn-Smith formerly proWilbur,

duced the Bob Burns program, and
has appeared on the English stage.

Mills Resigns Ascap Post
To Take Effect July 1
111

(Continued from Page 1)

Government work. Mills currently
occupies the post of chairman of the
Ascap administrative committee, a
group more or less abolished in the
recent reorganization of Ascap affairs
growing out of the Consent Decree
and -the long and disastrous "music
war" with the radio industry.
Committees of the Ascap board of
directors, working with John G.
Paine, general manager, and Deems
Taylor, president, now handle the

administrative functions of the Society.

New Vick Show For Blue

Vick Chemical Company will spon-

sor a five-minute program on WJZ

beginning Sept. 28. While the nature

of the program has yet to be deter-

mined, it will be aired daily Monday
through Friday at 6:40 p.m., for 26
weeks. Morse International, New
York, is the agency.

Herbert Greer French
Cincinnati-Herbert Greer French,
senior vice-president of Procter &
Gamble, is dead here at the age of
70. He had been with the soap con-

cern for 49 years and was widely
known as a patron of the arts.

thane You Met The voices
o'

GILBERT RACK
7

:1

LEX. 2-1100

SIMONIZ COMPANY, oldest cc
sistent advertiser on WMAQ, 1}1
.

Personal Postcards To:EDWARD G. ROBINSON: Pete Barnum has been promoted to
production chieftain at Ruthrauff & Ryan.... ABBOTT & COSTELLO: While
you two are all signed for Camels next season-the type of show, other
personnel and format are as remote now as the South and North Poles....
WINCHELL: Your Friday column was a gem....GUY LOMBARDO: Is it
rue that you've refused to play the Irving Berlin score from "This Is the
Army!".... EZRA STONE: We hear that songpluggers and other personnel
connected with the "This Is the Army" show were told to stay out of Lindy's
and other former haunts by their superior officers-because, we hear, it's
too similar to their civilian activities.... JACK ROBBINS: Your eldest heir,
Howard, who was attending officers' training school down south following
his enlistment, was brought up to N. Y. to help the song publishing enterprise of the Army Emergency Relief Fund-publishers of the Irving Berlin
score from "TITA" production. He accepted the invitation with the proviso
that he not be made to plug the tunes as a contactman-because it would
mean he'd be in competition with your three firms'
BARNEY BALABAN:
Do you realize that Paramount Pictures' two music subsidiaries under Dick
Murray's wing (Sid Kornheiser for one firm and Charlie Ross for the other)
have had No. One smash hits every four weeks of this past year! Now
"Jingle, Jangle, Jingle" is slated to be ten times bigger than "Deep in the
Heart of Texas"....LANNY ROSS: Thanks for writing from the south while

on tour with the USO entertaining the boys in camps....GENEVIEVE

ROWE: Your magnificent singing on the recent Coca-Cola show has four
agencies interested in your services for a fall airing....ALAN CAMPBELL:

Had a lovely plane trip

to Detroit.

Missed Harry Bannister and James

Hopkins....ARTHUR ANDERSON: Mickey O'Day, who plays Neddie Evans
on "Big Sister,"
Hospital in Newark last week

for an appendectomy-that's why you were rushed into the role....JACK
KAPP: The first month that the war is over, you may expect not less
than 20 new recording companies to enter the field. Mostly financed by
picture companies, too, to exploit stars and music!

ED WYNN: Everyone who has witnessed your current vaudeville show on Broadway-leaves with the greatest praise for your buffoonery.
As if that's something they've just discovered'
MICHAEL TODD: Everyone is talking about Marjorie Knapp's rendition of "I Don't Get It" in your
"Star & Garter" show....NICK KENNY: Glad that you and Charlie. after
knocking out some fifty or sixty smash songs, will finally get an opportunity
to write a complete picture score for "Follies Girl." It should result in a
Hollywood contract for you boys'
RALPH WONDERS: How does it feel to
spend your time at Tommy Rockwell's ranch in Munrovia'
MANN
HOLINER: Is that so"
JACK HURDLE: Someone should inform that

columnist that when people are married they shouldn't report innocent
luncheon dates for business purposes.... JACK PEARL: We hear that your
"Sharlie," Cliff Hall, will have his eye saved though it's doubtful whether
he'll be able to see out of that injured eye. The soldier responsible for the
action was indicted!
FRED KEATING: Fine reactions to your WMCA
show....LEWIS ALLEN WEISS: One of the finest programs in behalf of
the Government is the one aired from your Don Lee studios called "Tune
Up America" with Betty Rhodes and Dave Rose's orchestra. Besides being
fine entertainment it tells the story of Americanism that appeals to the
masses....RUDY VALLEE: We don't understand why there should be so
much discussion as to who should succeed the late John Barrymore on your
Sealtest show. Our choice would be W. C. Fields! Every important program
you dial in these days-features an imitator of Fields' magnificent delivery.
Even the superb "Tune Up America" had a character the other nite repre-

senting the "Average American Wise Guy"-who imitated Fields. He'd
be a perfect foil for you. Look what his association with Edgar Bergen
brought for that show in the way of listeners. The latter stanza has never
equaled the appeal since Fields' departure. Get him!

ordered its "Preview of Brand Nit
Records" for the ninth consecutirc
year under a 52 -week renewal col
tract, effective Sunday, June 28. Ti'
program featuring Norman Ross la`
emcee, is heard every Sunday, 11:4

12 noon on WMAQ. Sponsor has brr.4

using radio advertising consistent
since the twenties. George H. lb
man Company is the agency co:
trolling the account.

Another renewal announced
sales manager, was placed by
Oliver Morton, NBC local and

1

sp

tla

"Herald -American" for its "Turnit f

the Pages of the World" progra
on WMAQ got another 13

beginning Sunday, July 5. The
gram is heard Sundays from 11a.m.,

and features Betty Am

mistress of ceremonies.
Tom Wallace and "Uncle W
Doghouse" leave the air for
summer following their broadc

July 8 on NBC. The program
return to the air in the Fall, ac

ing to the Russel M. Seeds Age
Private Edwin T. Bottleson, f
assistant to Raymond Jeffers, p
relations director of the Seeds a

is reported missing in action i
Alaskan war zone. He was
gunner on a Flying Fortress.
Michael Stewart, featured ba
NBC's "Plantation Party," rec
the degree of Master of Music
the Chicago Conservatory of
last week.
Russell E. Hunt, of Towson,

named new studio relief

en

at NBC.
Starck Piano Company has re

the "Don Artiste" musical pr

for 52 weeks on WBBM. It is
Sundays from 11:15-11:30. Geo
Hartman is the agency.
WBBM-CBS radio engineers,
ducer Fritz Blocki and Mart Bo

narrator, off to Camp Grant, Il
the premiere of the General
new hour series, "Cheers fro
Camps" which will be hear
WBBM-CBS tomorrow from

9:30 p.m., CWT.

Wedding Bells
Henry Backs, WWRL anno
married Miss Dolly Distle of S
side, L. I., June 23.

The Champagne Music o

LAWRENCE WELK
DECCA RECORDING ARTIST
THESAURUS TRANSCRIPTIONS

Exclusive Management
FREDERICK BROS. MUSIC CORP.

L. A. Frederick, ['res.
N. Y. Address:

EEO Building

Chicago Addresst

75 E. Wacker Dri
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Fid Survey Reveals

WAR -PROGRAM IDEAS
"Blitz" ET Special Event

ace; they don't want long-wind- casting. Highlights from the speeches
wscasts; they don't want long - of the principal speakers were read commercials. .
corded, including those of Rear
ey actually get a kick out of Admiral Wat Tyler Cluverius, Govrous commercials. Corny or ernor Leverett T. Saltonstall, and
hey listen to them.
Mayor William A. Bennett. Handling
.

They don't want to know Proceedings were condensed into a
a product is the best. They half-hour program and re -broadcast
vant to know what the product by WTAG at 11:30 p.m. so that work!lention the name, make it ap- ers who were unable to participate
ig, make it impressive. Never might hear the show.

N

iu
is
p.
,

the details. Soldiers aren't in -

te

ed, and they don't have time

to

rite."

vey divides soldiers' tastes into

a.

a.

it

Feminine War Forum

Women's War Forum," a
program planned to help housewives
under wartime conditions, is broadcast by WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.,
every Tuesday afternoon. Charles
districts, of course.) The morn - Kebbe of Earl Newsom & Co., is

h morning and evening groups,
os

broadcast over the Stromberg-Carlson Frequency Modulation Station,

un.

a

re

tions with the workers as participants
are broadcast. The programs are

W51R, at 12:15 p.m. in order that the
factories may provide the broadthe broadcast was Barry tsarents, casts, through public address sysProduct Name Enough
ey are susceptible to smart who provided word -pictures of dra- tems, to assembled groups in the
tercials as long as they hit hard matic episodes during the exercises. industrial plants.
.

n

War -Worker Shows

(Continued 'rom Page 1)
Ceremonies attending the presenta- WHAM, Rochester, N. Y., in coingled out in the foreword of tion of the Navy "E" for excellence operation with the Rochester Ordesearch for survey credits.
to the Worcester branch of the Amer- nance District, is broadcasting true
a tip to those addressing com- ican Steel & Wire Company were case stories of Rochester's war
al plugs to men in the service, aired by WTAG, Worcester, Mass., workers. Each Wednesday and Frieport listed, "They don't want last week, utilizing the station's day at 6:30 p.m. and Sunday at
operas; they don't want gooey "blitz" method of transcribed broad- 5:15 p.m., interviews and dramatiza-

h

ting that soldiers, as a listening
tune in between 5:30 and 7:25
and again between 5 and 9:30
, primarily. (Hours may vary in

AFRA Members Vole
On Convention Lapse

Amy Listening Habits
a

5

RADIO DAILY

"The

n, Mows get plenty of attention be - director and master of ceremonies.
' men go through their setting -up ,Each week a nationally known wo:a 'automatically, being able to con- man is brought to the microphone
:eate on the radio. In the evening, and she discusses home problems
:a

(Continued In Page 1)

year's annual AFRA convention, now
scheduled for Aug. 29-30 in Chicago.

Referendum, which was mailed out
over

the week-end from national

headquarters here, is in the form
of an amendment to the AFRA constitution, only manner in which the
convention could be suspended, with
members asked to vote yes or no.
With no issues of major national
importance scheduled for the 1942

convention, it was believed the membership would approve the proposal.
Next year's (1943) convention will

be a crucial one, with national network and transcription codes coming up for renewal.
Had Been Planned for Coast

The Bugler's Job
Originally scheduled to be held in
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind., has Los Angeles, this year's convention
taken over the bugler's job at Baer locale had been shifted to Chicago
Field, army air base, and from 6-6:30 to ease the transportation situation.
every morning except Sunday, a pro- However, with the appeal on June 19
gram expressly designed to "Wake of Eastman the AFRA board decided
Up the Army" is aired. Program is to submit the convention question
picked up at the base and rebroadcast tG membership vote.
over its public address system. "First Eastman asked "deferment for the
Call" is played at 6, "Reveille" at duration of all meetings, conventions,
6:10 and "Assembly" at 6:15. During and group tours which are not closely
the half-hour, military marches and related to furtherance of the war

popular tunes are played; a typical effort," pointing to the steady rise
army man's letter is read; news is in the volume of passenger traffic
broadcast direct from WOWO's news on railroad and bus lines as necesroom and official army bulletins are sitating the change in order to facilitate the war effort.

or ams must be more attractive with the wives of General Electric published.
o Impete with soldiers' other in ¡'s. Evenings, often, are spent in
sessions and discussions of the
la developments, so that broad :a must be compelling to hold the
.e

:o1

r audience.

Radios Fairly Plentiful

and American Locomotive Co. war

workers. Among the feature speakers
have been: Mrs. Eddie Rickenbacker,
Katherine Fisher, director of Good
Housekeeping Institute; Clara Savage
Littledale, editor of "Parents' Magazine"; Inez Robb, I. N. S. feature

ort checked, too, on the avail- writer, and Carmel Snow, editor of
ib

y of radios, and listed that there "Harper's Bazaar."

v.:it least one radio to every bara though many had between ten
m Forty, catering to between fifty
m me hundred fifty men in each
Large number of radio sets
n Incoms' quarters, and the hosii' would average a radio for every

w it three men. In addition, all
h service centers and recreation
is are equipped with sets.
a morning diet, survey found
h. soldiers liked soldier humor.
T 7 want to hear from someone
n.,

choice.

By good music, we mean

classical compositions, symphonic or-

chestras and opera. They want 'gutbucket' swing by the masters."
Enjoy Army Post Shows

Other findings of the survey in-

dicate the soldiers "like

to hear

shows from other army posts. They

like to hear army talent, but they
don't want to hear army brass hats
making speeches. They'll listen now
and then, but only to jeer at the
hep to the Army and who can officers.... They listen to, and enjoy,
with the army jive. They want quiz shows. They want to answer

of nality .between their musical the questions first, to prove that
ra zriptions. They want solid bands 'those guys are stupid.' They want
n vocalists, the latter, preferably comedy always. The cornier the
e e.
They want novelty tunes better and the louder the better.
They especially enjoy army humor,
n' novelty commercials."
gags that'll reflect their own feelings,
Comedians Popular
own surroundings."
gram tastes in the evening in- their
As a parting shot, the report sumlu top-notch comedians. "Variety
the soldier as an audience
r ams are any sponsor's best bet marized
thusly: "Soldiers don't give much
n a evenings, as far as the soldier
u. nce is concerned," declared the of a damn why they're fighting this
u y. "Now and then they'll go war, despite all the patriotic talk.
I;

t
'h
o

ar

just want to know how soon
r drama-light drama. Heavy They
we can beat hell out of the Axis and
doesn't interest them.
ve got enough drama in their go home."
lives, what with a war to be
Stork News
.t, comrades dying, their homes
.

ay."

Jack Henderson, salesman at KWK,

ng musical lines, the report St. Louis, is the father of an eight"Good music is a rare pound boy.

is ised:
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Newspaper -Monopoly
(BC Probe Subjects
(Continued from Page 1)

simile broadcasting in which he said
success of this type of broadcasting

evidently was back of newspapers

trying to get hold of radio broadcasting stations.
Questioned by Coldwell, Dr. Frigon

said there are 26 Canadian radio stations in which newspapers are interested. Eleven are directly owned by
newspapers and in 15 others there is
indirect interest or association by
newspapers, he said.
Sees "Unhealthy Situation"

Coldwell said he had been told by
a newspaper publisher that a number

of papers were entering the radio
field and finding it more profitable
than publishing. He added, "This is

a very unhealthy situation and means
news is more and more under control
of a few organizations. The condition

is leading to a monopoly of public
opinion."

Dr. Frigon said new wave lengths
made available in recent years had
not been given to any newspaper pit

owned radio stations.
Rev. E. G. Hansell, M.P.-Macleod,
said he saw a danger of one business
obtaining too much control over radio and using it in its own interests.

Frigon declared eight stations
are operated by the firm of Taylor,
Pearson and Carson of Calgary. R.
H. Thomson of North Bay operated
seven stations and would open an
eighth it a few weeks, he said. The
Sifton organization owned two sta=
tions which were operated by Taylor,
Pearson and Carson, declared Dr.
Dr.

Frigon.
No CBC Ownership Policy
Brooke Claxton, M.P., Montreal,

said the CBC Act appeared to picture
a publicly -owned radio system with

private stations limited to the part
of the field the CBC did not wish
to occupy. "It would be interesting
to learn how profitable this is to
private stations and what they are
giving the public of Canada in return."

Dr. Frigon said payments by the
CBC to private stations for commercial programs handled by the CRC
were estimated at $635,657 for the
year ending March 31, 1942, in comparison with $287,999 for the year
I.

ending March 31, 1939. The CBC, he
said, had no definite policy laid down

on the ownership of a number of
stations by one person or corporation.
Not in Favor of "Jamming"

Earlier in his testimony, Dr. Frigon
said he favored constructive programs rather than broadcasts intend-

,

¡

ed to jam enemy radio propaganda.
This policy, he said, was adopted by
the BBC. Dr. Frigon said there was
no general audience in French Canada for shortwave broadcasts, in answering a remark that French Canadian listeners turned more readily to
shortwave broadcasts rather than to
listen to regular English programs
in Canada. Dr. Frigon said the CBC
French network had used more than
5,600 war programs and close liaison

was maintained with the Dept of
Public Information.

WORDS AND MUSIC
By Sid Weis.
NEWS OF THE WEEK: Biggest radio news of the week was the appointment of Vick Knight as executive producer for the Blow Agency. It
would be hard to visualize a better man for the post. Vick's background

has taken him through every phase of radio. He has written comedy
scripts and original dramas-adapted and condensed B'way plays for
the air-written hit tunes-and his directorial work with Vallee, Kate
Smith, Eddie Cantor and Fred Allen stamps him as a No. 1 "Show Doctor."

Vick is a Big Time guy-with the simplicity of your next door neighbor.
We're only joining the mob when we shout: "Good luck, chum!"

*

*

*

GAG OF THE WEEK: Arlene Francis was Miamiing not long
ago and for one reason or another brought all her jewelry down
there with her-but all. She was staying at the palatial home of
a friend and naturally figured it would be safe to leave her gems
on the dresser and go in for a swim. She returned to her room to
discover all the jewels missing, which made it a delicate spot all
around. After all, one can't very well go around accusing one's
host, can one? Besides, the host was practically "devastated" as it
was. Finally, it wound up with Arlene having to console him.
"That's all right," she soothed. "It happens to me all the time!"

*

*

*

BREAK OF THE WEEK: After knocking out some fifty or sixty hit tunes

in the pop field in the past seven years, Charley and Nick Kenny were
signed by Bill Rowland to score "Follies Girl" now being filmed in the
East. Insiders claim that the five tunes they turned out-"Lady, You're
Lovely,- ""Dancing in a Dream," "Today is a Rose," "Not a Man in the
House," and "Shall We Gather at the Rhythm, Yeah""-can't miss the
hit brackets, and should bring the Kenny freres a flock of offers from the
Hollywoods.

*

*

*

RETORT OF THE WEEK: Johannes Steel, the news analyst,
was tired and worn out by the day's events-so decided to go to
bed early. At midnite he was awakened by the 'phone. As was
to be expected, it turned out to be a wrong number-so Joe retorted
sleepily: "How can this be Circle 7-7800-when I haven't even got
a 'phone!"

*

*

*

ADVICE OF THE WEEK:

Muriel Hutchison, the blonde beauty from
stage and films, asked a radio performer the best way to crash the
broadcasting field. "The best way to get into radio," was the reply,

"is to start in 1929!"

*

*

*

PICKED UP IN TIRANSIT: Set-up on the Walter O'Keefe summer

show (filling in for Bergen) will be four vaude stars each week....
Some smart agency oughta grab director Howard Reilly for the
summer after the veteran performance he turned in on the Fred
Allen show..... Tim Marks vacationing at the Half Moon Hotel in

Coney Island-which will convulse only those who know the

Monday, June 29, 19,

Motion Picture Firms
Increase Use Of Radii
(Continued from Page 1)

this subject were made by Warn
Bros. and Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer.

The Warner Bros. pronounceme)

reported the inauguration of a ne

service to exhibitors, starting wit
the release of "Wings for the Eagle
According to Mort Blumenstock, wi

is in charge of the firm's advertisin

and publicity here in the East, th
radio trailer device will bring to

ea

hibitors a complete radio spot advea

tising campaign on one record, at
fraction of the cost that an exhibitc
would be put to in preparing spo!
locally. Each record contains a 2;
second and 55 -second announcemen

with a five -second cut-off on eac.
spot for local playdate copy.
Result of Much Experimentation

Decision to start the trailer servic
came after months of experimenta
tion, with recorded spot announce
ments on a number of the company'
pictures. Spot announcements wen
recorded, using the best professiona
talent plus hard-hitting one -minute
and half -minute plugs, and then
were tested in representative loca
situations with successful results.
Records will be supplied direct by
Stodel Advertising Co., Hollywood, a
a cost of $3 each, F.O.B., Hollywood
Arrangements allow exhibitors tc
Howard Dietz Wrote Skits

ten a series of special radio skits
which put the firm's trade-mark-a

lion's roar-on the air for the first

time. The one -minute recording was
tried out here, with success, for promotion of "Mrs. Miniver" engage.
ment at Music Hall. Plan, now, is to;
carry it to all out -of -towns for test
runs starting July 1. Recordings will'

be broadcast from all leading local
stations. (In New York program included, even, network's key stations.)

Skit consists of a chorus of seven
voices which pick up the highlights
of the film, sandwiched between
lion's roars.

Ac
Ef

St. Paul-The KSTP news bureau
is now being sold to the public as ,

well as to Twin Cities' leading bustness men and financiers. For over a
year the latest news bulletins received
in the KSTP news rooms have been
relayed to the exclusive Minnesota

ten weeks....Aside to Phil Carlin: Get a load of that octette (all
Powers models) that Ted Straeter is grooming along with his
orchestra. Terrific....

newsmen telephone the store's dis-

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

th:

KSTP Sells News Service
Direct To Dept. Store Í

and Minneapolis clubs, and the

* .*

,

For MGM, Howard Dietz, director
of advertising and publicity, has writ-

fabulous Tim.... Nominated for Oblivion: Those Iced Coffee transcriptions-which sound like an emaciated Boris Karloff....Rockhill
Prod" lining up plenty of five-minute transcriptions....A gal with
"heart" is Evelyn Streich, who isn't above taking a job with Gimbel's
when the going gets tough in radio. This, by was of explaining
to her pals who've been wondering where she's been for the past

*

_

make own deal with local stations.

#

St.1

Paul and Minneapolis athletic clubs.
Now the special teletype circuit has

been extended to the large Golden
Rule Department Store in St. Paul,
with the news machine and a bulletin
board set up beside the ground floor
escalator. In addition the KSTP

play advertising department three
times a day, dictating the latest head-

lines which are then set up in large
type, and pinned alongside a huge
map of the world with ribbons carried to the point affected.

e

0
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New Recording Ban
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For New Blue Series

the weekly broadcasts. These are
"Red Ryder" Promotion
Completing an effective merchan- used during mid -week, while on
other union groups with ready- dising job, San Francisco's KGO has Saturday and Sunday numerous spot
, "compromise" solutions-which just finished a campaign of four announcements as well as stories in
the unions virtually all they had week-ends on behalf of the "Red the newscasts call listeners' attento accomplish-the industry Ryder" airshow, heard over KGO tion to the importance of the War
time is expected to let Petrillo and the Coast Blue Network for Department's program.
out his own hand before enter - Langendrof Bread. Using an expe- The local newspapers cooperate,
he fray. Whole recording issue, rienced showman, Hillis Hubbard, having run, already a special story
is pointed out, is frought with from the late Golden Gate Exposi- written by the station's publicity deand other complicating factors tion, and a costumed "Little Beaver," partment, to tell how the War Dethere was a considerable body a cavalcade toured the city's resi- partment is unable to release in
dustry opinion which felt that
neighborhood in a sound advance the names of the famous
drillo were given enough rope dential
truck. Loud speakers used the actual United Nations leaders appearing on
e matter he might eventually program discs for musical interludes, the program. One paper gave the
himself, figuratively speaking.
with special announcéments covering story a 6 -column line in the feature
No Opposition Plan Yet
section of the Sunday edition of the
Red Ryder show.
any event, no definite line of theThe
publication.
unit's
appearances
in
various
strategy had been evolved over
(Continued from Page 1)

i,acicasters have rushed to the AFM
a

i

it
l

a

it
h

tr
t

of the city were heralded by
peek -end, other than to await parts
announcements on the air and by
.opments, it appeared from ques-

WOR-Warner Bros. Tieup

In a publicity tie-up with the
trailers at the Esquire Theater.
Ig a representative group of ex - screen
The
district
appearances
served
as
Warner Bros. picture, "Yankee
es ves of both the radio and re- part of the promotion for the Red Doodle Dandy," WOR will conduct
rs ng industries. Neville Miller, Ryder Victory Patrol Club.
a "War Song Contest" running for
president, was in town last
N
a month from July 4, the birthday
and
discussed
the
problem
with
kv
of George M. Cohan. Purpose of the
"Army
Hour"
Promotion
E xecs, it is understood.
contest, open to amateurs only, is
KSTP,
St.
Paul,
has
made
a
special
ion's position in the matter, acto find a new war song with a wallop
ng to a responsible AFM spokes- effort to promote the War Depart- to
ment's own program, "The Army Cohan's 1917-18 rallying cry, "Over
rn Friday, is that the Petrillo letter
There." Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, Morton
le disk firms, which does not Hour," publicizing it with special
Gould and Irving Caesar will be
newspaper
stories,
display
ads,
spot
¢r : exceptions for records for home
r for the Army and Navy patri - announcements and quarter - hour judges for the competition. The
d

ti

In

)t programs or for motion picture programs.
recordings, speaks for itself Each Sunday the station's engineer;o
that any move to modify the ing staff records the program and
;e -recording edict would have to then the production men go to work
:o from the industry. Petrillo was and re-record a couple of 15 -minute
n wn the latter part of the past programs featuring the highlights of
conferring with his assistants the hour-long show and plugging
,s
preparing the notification which
't led most firms on Friday.
NAB Currently Silent

o

far as the NAB is concerned no
al position has been taken in the

1r and none is expected to be Isabella King Beach, originator of
a i for some time, it was deter - the homemaker program, "Through a
n d in Washington. However, NAB Kitchen Window," until recently
:ts to make a thorough analysis heard on WINS, and author of sevif le situation, particularly from eral cook books, will be heard every
h egal end, and undoubtedly will weekday beginning today on the "Vic
something to say later on. ind Sade" program (NBC, 11:15 a.m.,
N her NAB will carry the ball for EWT; CBS, 1:30 p.m., EWT) in behalf
h ndustry or the broadcasters will of Crisco. Account is handled by
1u separately with their individual Compton Advertising, Inc., for the
1: locals is a matter of strategy Procter & Gamble Company.
I,-

h has still to be determined.
was agreed among those queried forcing the union membership to
tADIO DAILY over the week-end show its hand first.
h any move on the part of the
Odd development in this new trade
n ;try wbuld be playing in the issue is the fact that the recording
u I's hands, and repeating the mis- companies and the transcription lia of 1937 AFM negotiations.
brary services, which are trade rivals,
Army -Navy Use a Factor
will probably link efforts in the come producer pointed out that pro_ mon cause.
II on of recordings for the army
Greatest concern has been demonn navy raised a complex issue be - strated by the radio stations which
a ? such recordings would have no sell, primarily, musical recorded proo right limitations, and thus, there grams of up-to-the-minute numbers.
v
d be no way of prohibiting sta- There are at least 300 stations in this
from playing them. That the category. A few are in the big money
u I's ruling might have serious ef- income group, too, for the industry
e upon the morale program of the has developed the "name" disk jockey
Tnment, and its ultimate war who has become a boon to station
t, is also a consideration, spokes- sales departments.
pointed out.
Other Angles
nsensus seemed to be, also, that Other angles to the problem may
ne among the producers would swell the united opposition effort, for
urt materially, immediately, be- the entire music publishing industry
i

and managers of affiliated Blue stations will be held Thursday, July 30,
from 5-5:15 p.m., EWT for school
superintendents and other school ad-

ministrators who will listen in the
studios at the nearest Blue Network
station.
Mark Woods on Program

Appearing on the closed circuit
program will be General Surles of
the War Department, President Mark
Woods of the Blue Network, Commissioner John W. Studebaker of
the U. S. Office of Education, and
representative of the National
Education Association. In the course
a

of the presentation, school administrators will be urged to adjust their
class schedules, if necessary, to make
it

possible for the program to be
The series will be aired Tuesday

heard in the classroom.

from 2:30-3 p.m., EWT, originating

on station WMAL, Washington, D. C.

While the series will be an official
presentation of the War Department,

it has been arranged with the full
cooperation of the National Education Association and the American
Association of School Administra-

winning number will be published tors. First official announcement will
by one of the Warner music firms, be made by the War Department at
with royalties going to the winner. the national convention of the NEA
WOR will plug the contest, climaxing in Denver June 28.

the undertaking with a performance
of the winning work on a WOR program.

To Interview Heroes

Included in the general pattern of

the programs, as worked out thus far,

Kay Kyser's Bond Drive
Isabella King Beach
Joins "Vic And Sade" To Be Broadcast By CBS

n

(Continued from Page 1)

invitation of the War Department

will be interviews with army, navy
and air corps heroes, pickups from
various national shrines and special
recognition of contributions of individual schools to the war effort. The

Playing from a "Bond Wagon" on Army Band will be a regular feacity streets on front of radio studic ture and brief dramatizations may be
buildings, Kay Kyser and his or- used. On the whole, the broadcasts
chestra on Friday will start a series will be built to appeal not only to

of bond selling drives which will high school students but to every
true American as well.
Extensive publicity will be given
to the series by various educational
journals and by the War Department, which will also send a weekly
"Map of the War" to each of the

be broadcast over CBS from 4-4:15
p.m. Friday's program will originate
at WCKY, Cincinnati, and will be
followed by appearances at: Milwaukee, July 6; Indianapolis, July 9
and 13; Detroit, July 17 and 20.

27,000 schools throughout the counof the record companies, another set try. A major effort in itself, the map
of strange bedfellows would materi- will further publicize the broadcasts.
alize.

Only recently did the tran-

scription companies sign peace pacts

Departure from Policy

Worked out by the Blue's public

with Harry Fox, agent for the pub- service division, headed by Dr. H. B.
lishers, after cutting down on the
annual royalty fees for mechanicals. Summers, and the War Department,
the new series represents a deviation

Text of Petrillo Letter

Petrillo's brief letter is as follows:
"Your license from the American
Federation of Musicians for the employment of its members in the making of musical recordings will expire
July 31, 1942, and will not be re-

from the Blue's policy of the last

few years with regard to educational
broadcasts. With the conspicuous exception, the Damrosch music appreciation series, that the Blue has not

presented any program to be heard
in the classrooms of high schools
1942, the membership of the American and elementary. schools because of
Federation of Musicians will not play the difficulties created by time zones,
or contract for records, electrical varying school schedules and the
transcriptions, or any other form of opinion of administrators and teachers that such programs took out of
mechanical reproduction of music."
One prominent producer of tran- the school day time which should
scription libraries when queried by be used for direct instruction. Ben a of the inventories on hand. has much at stake in the program. RADIO DAILY on the Petrillo letter cause of the unusual situation created
I. log, it is expected, will enable Should the publishers take an active replied: "If he gets away with it he by the war, however, it is felt that
h ndustry to play a waiting game, interest in the situation on the side is Houdini."
programs of this type are justified.

_

I

newed.

From and after August

1,

ii
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Coast -to -Coast

G lJ EJ'T- I N G

To the Colors!

COL. M. THOMAS TCHOU, former
secretary to Generalissimo Chiang
Kai-Shek, and VERA DEAN, of the
Foreign Policy Association, discussing
the situation in the Far East, on

fiHE Victory Twins, Vi and Vilma John W. Vandercook, NBC news
1.Verne, who appear on the Blue commentator, has been booked by the
and Red Networks, returned to Hart- National Concert and Artists Corford this week to appear on a "Vic- poration to speak before the Boys'
tory House" show over WDRC, the
Buyers' Association meeting
"Spotlight on Asia," today (WABC- station on which they got their start. Apparel
at the Waldorf-Astoria on July 7.
CBS, 4:30 p.m.).
Vi and Vilma broke into radio on
*
educational
director
Sterling
V.
"At
Your
Service,"
WHN's weekly
WALLACE BEERY and MAR- Couch's young children's program
designed to answer personal
JORIE RAMBEAU, in an adaptation back in 1934. They held a happy re_ broadcast
of the film, "The Bugle Sounds," on union with him on the War Bond problems about Selective Service,
will present, in person, Col. Arthur
the "Lux Radio Theater," today show over WDRC.
(WABC-CBS, 9 p.m.).

t

*

*

FRANK SOMERS of the CBS!
gineering staff has been nam

lieutenant in the Navy and has
ordered to report to Corpus (Arlat

Texas, to attend the naval
training school.

announcer and staff vocalist respee
tively at KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore
are the latest of the station personae

to answer the call to arms. Mee,»
goes to the Army and Harris hai
V. McDermott, New York City direc_ volunteered for service in the U.S

Leather rationing isn't worrying tor of Selective Service, on the broad- Coast Guard. -vvvJOHN CHARLES THOMAS, bari- Licia Albanese, soprano on WOL-Mu- cast of Thursday, July 2, 8-8:30 p.m.
GUS CHAN, announcer at W
tone, on the great artists' series of tual's "Treasure Hour of Song." She The program is regularly conducted Woodside,
N. Y., has been ind
by
Al
Binder,
Service
authority
of
the "Telephone Hour," today (NBC has designed her own slippers, made
into
the
Army
and is at Camp U
the
"New
York
Daily
News."
Red, 9 p.m.) .
out of glass.
N. Y.
*
*
*
*
*
*
- vvv DR. CHARLES R. WILSON, head WTNJ, Trenton, N. J., is presenting Lester R. Gerken has resigned
BOB LEWIS, former chief
from
the
sales
force
of
WPAT,
Patof the History Department at Colgate a series of lectures by Professor Julius
nouncer at WFPG, Atlantic City
University, speaking on "Military Gilbert White, internationally famous erson, N. J.
J., is now a master sergeant in
*
*
*
Conscription, Civilian Equality," on nutrition expert. The lectures began
U.S. Army.
the "Living History" program, to- June 23 and will be heard daily until WHBF, Rock Island, Moline and
-vvvmorrow (WABC-CBS, 4:30 p.m.).
July 1. Prof. White is president of Davenport, opens and closes each day ARNOLD BACON and A
of broadcasting with a special three - GEORGE, auditor and announce
Associated Lecturers, Inc.
minute transcription that includes spectively of WNAX, Yankton,
*
*
*
IRVING BERLIN, on Dorothy Kilgallens' "Voice of Broadway," tomor- Tabulation by WMRN, Marion, George Washington's prayer for the members of the nation's armed fo
row (WABC-CBS, 6:15 p.m.).
Ohio, of its May broadcasts devoted nation composed in 1783. The prayer Former is a private at Fort Lea
to war efforts total 22 hours and 44 is preceded by a choral arrangement worth, Kans., and latter has
of "Onward Christian Soldiers" and selected for officers' training at
WILLIAM GROPPER, painter and minutes, or approximately five per followed
the national anthem. The Warren, Wyo.
cartoonist, and OTIS SHEPARD, cent of the total time on the air. This prayer isby
read
by religious leaders
- vvv does
not
include
references
to
reWrigley Chewing Gum artist, debatvarious denominations of the tri- JAY FARAGHAN, JAMES
ing "Easel Against Billboard," on the cruiting, conservation, or commercial of
CANN and FRANK DAVIS, of K
premiere of the "Living Art" series, programs devoted to the war effort, city area.
*
*
*
Philadelphia, have been called
tomorrow (WABC-CBS, 4:30 p.m.). but is a total of sustaining time.
A new daytime mail response map the colors. Faraghan and Mc
*
*
*
showing
counties from which mail have been replaced by Robert Be
JESS WALTERS, baritone, on the For the fourth successive year, was received from a single offer made and Franklin Evans on the anno
WNYC
will
broadcast
the
concerts
"Great Moments in Music" program,
on a daytime program has just been ing staff. Davis of the auditors
of the Juilliard Summer Festival, released by WHN. In addition to a partment has enlisted for avia
Wednesday (WABC-CBS, 10 p.m.).
originating in the Concert Hall of response from Maine, New Hamp- cadet training.
t
vvv HAROLD SMITH, Director of the the Institute of Musical Art, Mondays shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode
through
Fridays,
4-5
p.m.,
beginning
JAMES MATHENY, salesman at
Budget, discussing the nation's ecoIsland, Connecticut, New York, Pennnomic, policy, on the "Fight Against Tuesday July 7. Beginning Wednes- sylvania, Delaware and Maryland, WFBM, Indianapolis, has joined the
Inflation" program, Wednesday day, July 1, WNYC will broadcast on station received mail from 21 other U.S. Army.
- vvv Wednesday and Sunday evenings states and Canada. A corresponding
(WOR-Mutual, 8:15 p.m.).
NED NEIDEMIRE, announcer of
from Lewisohn Stadium. Concert will night-time coverage map is now in
WADC, Akron, Ohio, to the Army.
start at 8:30 p.m. and will continue
ROBERT NOLAND, tenor, on "Nel- until the station signs off at 10 p.m. preparation.
- vvv
*
*
*
lie Revell Presents," Wednesday Joe Fischler will announce both seSTEVE RICHARDS, announcer at
(NBC Red, 12:30 p.m.).
Ralph L. Abry, who helped install WAKR, Akron, Ohio, will join the
ries.
FM station KALW in San Francisco, Army Air Corps at the end of June.
*
*
*
- vvv DR. MARGARET LEWIS, health WSNY, Schenectady's new 250 -watt has joined the engineering staff of
ANSPACHER, formerly on
and safety advisor on the national outlet owned by the Western Gate- Hearst station KYA there ....Eugene theJOHN
publicity desk át 1E DR,
staff of the Girl Scouts, discussing way Broadcasting Corporation, isn't Raggett and James Burns are co -pro- Newnight
"How to Be Safe Out of Doors," on scheduled to go on the air until early ducing weekly programs of the 'Frisco Army,York, has been called to the
"Highways to Health," Thursday in July, but general manager George Barristers Club, a lawyers' group, on
-vvvMcIntyre, who spins BILL CANADY,
(WABC 'CBS, 4:30 p.m.).
R. Nelson has already signed several KYA....Hal
announcer and
on KYA's three-hour daily special
important contracts, two contracts for platters
events man at WORL, Boston,
"1260
Club,"
a
popular
music
show,
M A R L E N E DIETRICH, in an AP news. The Hudson Coal Company
tootles the saxophone Mass., has left for officers' training
adaptation of "This Gun for Hire," of Scranton, Pa., has taken the 6-6:15 occasionally
school at Miami, Fla.
and
clarinet
for
dialers' diversion.
on the "Philip Morris Playhouse," evening AP news across-the-board
with Colonel Jim Healey at the mike.
Friday (WABC-CBS, 9 p.m.).

-

ai

avid

-vvvBOB HARRIS and BOB McCOI

-

An 11 o'clock AP newscast will be
sponsored through the week by Port
Petroleum, gasoline distributors.
*

B

iia4
1

S

month will be
"KWK Night" at Jefferson Barracks,
each

1718119¡20¡21i2223

Army induction center just outside

June 29

St. Louis, for the entertainment of
the draftees. Included in the line-up
will be Rich Hayes and the KWK
orchestra; the Shady Valley Folks
and Roy 'Shaffer and his Gang; the

;';,25i26!27;28!29¡303
Tack Baker
Dorothy Gregory

Charles Kaplan
Roy Post
Ruth Warrick

Nelson Eddy
Milt Joselsberg
N. S. Livingston
Adrian Rollini
Muriel Wilson

Equipment

for

Radio

Station.

*

Starting today, June 29, the last

Monday in

* TELEVISION *

St. Louis. An hour -and -a -half show
will be staged by talent from KWK,

Swingtones; Russ Kaiser, and Johnnie
O'Hara, sportscaster. Ed Wilson KWK
announcer, will be emcee.

Charles Ross, Inc.,
carries the most complete line of MOLERICHARDSON Co. Incandescent and High Inten-

sity Arc Lamps in the East.
LIGHTING
Any

Purpose

EQUIPMENT
Anytime

Anywhere

333 W. 52nd St., New York City
Circle 6-5470-1

CHARLES ROSS,Inc.
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WPB Approves "Pool"
King Peter On Net

Ways And Means Remains Only Factor

The visit of King Peter of Yugoslavia to the Ford Willow Run

Plus Inventory Of Spare Parts
For Joint Availability

Siecial Air Campaign

nder CAA Direction
w recruiting campaign for flying

over previous army age

tialists
r

d
n
t
i

tirements is being launched un the direction of the Civil Aeroics Administration, according to
ter to all broadcast station execufrom the National Association
t

Letter, which is
ed by Arthur Stringer of the

o Broadcasters.
i

N 3 staff,

10:30 p.m., EWT, on the Blue Nettomorrow. Originating at
WXYZ, Detroit, the show will feature conversation between the
King and six Ford workers of
Yugoslavian extraction and will be
short -waved to Yugoslavia and the
rest of Europe.
work

urges that broadcasters

full cooperation to the campaign

.a

bomber plant will be highlighted
in a half-hour program from 10

advises them that the Office of

F s and Figures has given the
ect an AA priority as far as radio
a auncements are concerned.

icording to the CAA, some 600

Three Trade Groups

Mull Manpower Plans

(Continued on Page 5)

A's New Owners Plan
To Take Over July 28

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - At least three trade
groups are seeking to lay before the

Prominent Radio Role

In NEA Annual Meet

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-FCC Chairman James
L. Fly stated yesterday that the War

Production Board had accepted "in
principle" the radio equipment pool

recently proposed for domestic broadcasting stations. Fly said, "There is
Denver-With radio conceded to really no major problem outstanding

be playing a major role in the edu- as a matter of principle. The discuscation of primary grade students, sions are on ways and means."
particularly in the subjects of science, The FCC Chairman explained that
music and geography, steps will be one of the ideas behind the pool was
taken to widen the scope of this to get an accurate inventory of availeducational method to include able parts, and then make these

He went on, "It is
branches of higher education, it was jointly available.
(Continued on Page 3)
stated at the 80th annual convention
(Continued on Page 7)

Canada's Radio Tax
Shoe -Polish Companies
n Francisco-Plans to take over tion to the shortage of technicians
Sign FTC Stipulation
11.-st station KYA on July 28 are and engineers in the industry, adding,
Declared "Nuisance"
War Manpower Commission and the
Selective Service System, the solu-

b: g made by Palo Alto Radio Sta - rather than reducing to the already
Inc., just granted authorization complicated picture of the draft
b he FCC. A remote studio will status of radio personnel, and, at the
b: wilt in Palo Alto, from which same time, creating, in Washington
S ford University programs will be radio circles,
an amusing rivalry,
ii I occasionally, but the station will
(Continued on Page 3)
specialize in any particular type
roadcasting, according to Wilfred Appoint Bevo Middleton
t

i

(Continued on Pane 2)

i
o
9i

(Continued on Page 2)

special committee on radio broad-

casting during the testifying by Wal-

ter A. Rush, radio controller of the
Sales Manager Of WABC Blue Net Lists Shows
of Transport.
Available For "Team -Ups" Department
Rush had told the committee that

ied Info. Committee
Beverly M. (Bevo) Middleton was
Idds Radio Department yesterday
named sales manager of
;e

Thirteen distributors of shoe pol-

ishes or dressings have made stipulaOttawa-Many people in Canada retion with the Federal Trade Commis- gard license fees for the owning of
sion in which they agree to cease radio receiving sets as "nuisance
certain representations in the sale of taxes," Gordon Graydon, M.P. for
their products. Largest user of radio Peel, told the House of Commons

Names of nine programs particu-

(Continued on Page 2)

WABC by Arthur Hull Hayes, gen- larly suitable to advertisers for
ter - Allied Information Commit - eral manager of the station. Middle- teamed sponsorship on the Blue Netrecently formed as a clearing ton has been with Columbia for four
were listed yesterday by Phile between Allied (Nations) In- years, three as account executive and work
lips Carlin, vice-president in charge

MBS Sets Four Programs

,mination of information con-

present four special Independence

tation Services to facilitate the

ing the United Nations, has an i iced the addition of a radio de (Continued on Page 5)

Newscaster Wins
Pittsburgh - Jack Swift, newsister on KDKA, has won first
rise in the radio stations division
the Westinghouse War Bond
ontest for the best answer to
What Freedom Means to Me."

ift will receive a $50 War Bond

nd his winning entry will cornete for the grand prize of $3,000
ainst divisional victors in the
ther Westinghouse districts.

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

For Independence Day
Mutual Broadcasting System will

Potential Radio War Duties Day programs, devoting over three
Outlined By Miller To IRE
Preparedness
hours to the theme, Saturday, July 4,
(Continued on Page 2)

Set Special Ad Courses
For Columbia 'U' School
Columbia University will include
in its summer curriculum special advertising courses .to be conducted by
William I. Orchard, copy editor of

Cleveland-ET and recording standards for radio broadcasting as recom-

mended and adopted by the NAB

board of directors was presented by
Isaac P. Rodman, engineering and de-

velopment director of the Columbia

Recording Corp., to the convention of
BBD&O, and Professor H. K. Nixon. the Institute of Radio Engineers
"Advertising Copy" will be the sub- which opened here yesterday. Memject of Orchard's course, with Pro- bers also heard a paper read by Dr.
fessor

Nixon offering

courses in V. K. Zworykin, Associate Director

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 7)

Ted Steele, maestro of "Ted
Steele's Studio Club," is raising
rabbits, 24 hours a day, seven

days a week, as a means of helping in the defense effort. So for

Father's Day. Ted's wife gave
him three rare Blue does AND
an adding machine!! Incidentally,
the maestro, we are informed from
the Coast, has taken seven screen

tests for seven different studios.

2

MBS Sets Four Programs

For Independence Day

Canada's Radio Tax
Declared "Nuisance"

(Continued from Page 1)
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KDKA Well Over Top

In Payroll Bond Plan
Pittsburgh-Twelve per cent of the
KDKA total gross payroll has been
subscribed to the purchase of War
Bonds, it was announced yesterday
by James B. Rock, general manager.

The payroll deduction plan, with 100
per cent cooperation by the staff, has

network feature between 10:15-10:45

furnish music for the program.

Blue Net Lists Shows
Available For "Team -Ups"

G. W. "JOHNNY" JOHNSTONE, director of

news and special features for the Blue Network,
expected back today from Washington, where
he visited network and government offices.

ROBERT R. FEGGIN, general manager, and
ALFRED LOEW, commercial manager, of WBML,

Macon, are up from Georgia for a few days on
station business. The latter is accompanied by
MRS. LOEW.

HERMAN STEINBRUCH, station and commer-

cial

was

manager cf WKNE, Keene, N. H., who
in New York recently, has left his heada
short stay on Cape Cod.

quarters for

KEN CHURCH, director of national sales and
promotion for WKRC, is in Chicago on business.

HOWARD LANE, station and business man-

ager of

KFBK,

Sacramento,

and

chairman of

the station advisory committee of the Blue Network, has arrived for conferences at Rockefeller
Center.

HARRY MAIZLISH, general manager of KFWB,
Los
on

Angeles,

here frcm the Coast for a week

station business.

JOHN H. STENGER, JR., president and station

nanager, and A. W. GREBE, office manager, of
WBAX, Wilkes Barre, were in town yesterday

;nd visiting with the local reps.

BEA WAIN leaves town tomorrow for Atlantic

ue.

City, where she will make a series of personal
appearances at the Bath and Turf Club, returning in time for her regular Sunday night show.,

2[;
m,

program on

CBS.

president and director of public relations for General Motors, which
sponsors the program. Husing had
made one guest appearance on the
program.

L

(Continued front Page 1)

bia, Middleton served as sales manager of various independent stations.
Recently he was elected secretary of
the Radio Executives Club.

time in the group is Griffin Manuf,
turing Co. All agreed to cease advertising that their white shoe dressing
"will not rub off."
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Shoe -Polish Companies
Sign FTC Stipulation

AN AUDIENCE

Announcement

was made by Paul Garrett, vice-

In

Davis declared the station "may Jne year as radio sales executive.
pioneer some experiments," but ex- Prior to his association with Colum-

ley's "Believe It or Not," "Green

Hornet," "Daughters of Uncle Sam"
(currently off the air and touring
Webster Eisenlohr, Inc., has stipu- theaters) , "This Is the Truth" (cur_
lated with the Federal Trade Com- rently off the air), "Counterspy" and
mission to cease representing its "Your Blind Date."
"Webster-Eisenlohr Smokers" as being made of only imported tobacco. Husing Army Show Arbiter
Company uses spot announcements.
Ted Husing has been named permanent arbiter of "Cheers from the
SAMUEL FRENCH Camps," one -hour Tuesday evening

811 West 7th Street, Los Angeles
(Catalogue of Plays on Request)

from a two -weeks' trip to Mexico City, where
he conferred with radio executives of the LatinAmerican republic.

tion.

pects to follow usual radio procedure.
It will not affiliate with any network,
regional or otherwise, Davis said, but
(Continued from Page 1)
will remain independent and in conof programs. Teamed sponsorship, trol of its owners. Many of the direcnew idea in radio advertising, allows tors and stockholders are associated
f our non - competitive advertisers, with Stanford University, including
whose peacetime production has been Prof. Emmons Terman, president of
discontinued for the duration, to the National Association of Radio Ensponsor one program so that each gineers;
Dr. Blake Wilbur, son of
advertiser will be the featured spon- the university's president, Ray Lyman
sor once every fourth week and have Wilbur, former Secretary of the Inthe plus of a reminder -mention every terior; Davis, who once brought Leo_
fourth week.
pold Stokowski's Philadelphia orchesIn addition to "Alias John Free- tra to San Francisco, has more
the
following
programs,
all
dom,"
recently been associated with Columsuited to current win -the -war psy- bia Concerts Corporation.

Cigar Co. Stipulation

SINCE 1830
AUTHORS' REPRESENTATIVE
PLAYS FOR RADIO, STAGE & SCREEN
25 West 45th Street, New York

JOHN F. ROYAL, vice-president of NBC in
charge of international relations, has returned

KYA's New Owners Plan
To Take Over July 28 Appoint Bevo Middleton
matic documentary story of the U. S.,
originating in Mutual's playhouse
Sales Manager Of WABC
(Continued from Page 1)
here. Bob Stanley's orchestra will
L. Davis, president of the corporaTitled "What So Proudly We
Hail," the broadcast will be a drap.m.

been in effect for many months. In
liñé with the Treasury Department's
request, an intensive campaign was
staged to increase the amount of the
individual deductions, with the result that they are now well over the
10 per cent desired 'by the Govern- chology, were suggested by Carlin:
ment. An "Over the Top" banner is "Weekly War Journal," Robert Ripon display in the station lobby.

C0mIfG and GOIRG

(Continued from Page 1)

with two of the programs being full 89 per cent of the sets in Canada are
hours each.
licensed. He added that determining
The earlier of the hour salutes, benumber licensed was difficult but
tween 3-4 p.m., will be a tribute to the
that new information is expected
Stephen C. Foster. Bing Crosby and when the figures for the 1940 census
Dinah Shore from Hollywood, Sena- are compiled.
tor A. B. "Happy" Chandler and
The fact that the license fee was
Governor Keen Johnson from Ken- regarded
a nuisance tax was retucky, a pickup from overseas fea- sponsibleas
for
some criticism of the
turing an authentic colonel from Ken_ CBC, Graydon suggested. He advotucky serving abroad with the AEF, cated giving the whole matter attenand switches to New York and Pitts- tion now as there was a general feelburgh will comprise the program. ing there was too much duplication
Again, between 9-10 p.m., Mutual among tax collecting agencies.
will air "America Loves a Melody," Consideration had been given to a
with a collection of George M. Cohan straight government grant to replace
and Foster melodies. A dramatized licenses but it was considered the
version of the Colonies' bid for inde- saturation point for radios would
pendence, Bret Morrison's reading of have to be reached first as it would
the Declaration of Independence and be unfair to impose a general tax for
songs by Marion Claire, soprano, and a service used by 50 to 60 per cent
Attilio Baggiore, tenor, will be in- of the people.
cluded.
Questioned by Chairman Dr. J. J.
Between 11:30-12 noon, Mutual will McCann, M.P. Renfrew, Rush desalute Bridgeport, Conn., as an ex- clared the department did not make
ample of the spirit of a vital war a practice of making intensive proseindustrial center. Program, entitled cutions for purposes of intimidation
"Faith of a Fighting Nation," will but if a center appears poorly lihighlight Leon Henderson, Price Ad- censed, it will receive more attention
ministrator, and Grace Moore, Metro- from license inspectors. Dr. McCann
politan Opera soprano.
suggested inspectors concentrated on
The fourth of Mutual's Fourth of urban areas while in rural districts
July specials will be written, pro- hundreds of sets went from year to
duced and acted entirely by soldiers year without licenses.
at Camp Upton, Long Island, for a
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three Trade Groups

LCMCI

lull Manpower Plans

*

venture serial, replete with thrills
(Continued from Page 1
Salute Thrown In
soups involved being National As Anniversary program of the Mey- and chills, the program will not
'elation of Broadcasters, the Broad - enberg Milk Co. series, "Let There emphasize its educational purposeeaters' Victory Council and the Na- Be Music," was combined with a the development of friendlier attiOnal Independent Broadcasters. salute to America's National Dairy tudes toward the people of Latin
roups in the industry, at best, sp- Month and witnessed by a large au- America. Named "Captain Silver's
ear to be divided, and working in - dience in KGO's new 'Frisco Radio Chart," after the leading character,
!pendently, rather than in concert. City studios. The program, a half- the give-away map will indicate the
Meeting Tuesday, last, in their re - hour variety show heard weekly, points to be visited by Captain Silver
)

'active headquarters a few blocks fell on the 58th birthday of evaprant, the BVC, headed by John orated milk as introduced by the
eepard, 3rd, and the National Asso- famed Meyenberg patent process
ation of Broadcasters, polished off back in 1858.
eir separate deferment plans, both Sharing the limelight in the show
which are understood to be now was the firm's latest development
.nding in the confidential files of in evaporated milk, "Victory
Brand,"
e Board of War Communications which will be extensively plugged
ormerly Defense Communications on the air over west coast stations.
.lard) and the Selective Service.
Scripted

by

Caryl Coleman,

and his friends in his travels up and
down the coasts of Latin America
in search of adventure.
KDYL-Junior C of C Drice

KDYL, Salt Lake City and the
Junior Chamber of Commerce are

providing the spearhead of the local

WPB Approves 'Pool'
Of Radio Equipment
(Continued from Page 1)

hoped that by establishing these pools

in all parts of the country, we can
then get by on lesser consumption of
materials, and at the same time afford some real hope that the broadcasting industry, which has a heavy
turnover of tubes and other parts,
can continue operating. I think that
if we didn't have available spare
parts and materials only - about 27
per cent of the industry would be
in operation at the end of one calendar year. That's a pretty ominous
prospect, and that is why I think it
is to the interest of all of us who
want to have radio continue the big

job it is doing."
the War Stamp and Bond Drive for the
Fly's announcement was the first

month of June in the setting up and
staffing of a special War Bond and
Stamp sales booth in one of downtown Salt Lake's most prominent
matic
monologue
by
Zella
Layne,
and
lnnt for steps recently taken to
locations. The promotion has been
wartime
suggestions
for
the
houseproductive of a host of newspaper
ieck the growing shortage of tech - wives by John Galbraith,
cal personnel. These are assumed
stories; daily broadcasts are made
t be the same activities to which the
directly from the War Stamp booth
Authentic Maps
1'C-BWC Chairman James Fly re and special stunts are staged each
red on June 15 in a discussion of In connection with "The Sea afternoon at the booth to promote
personnel shortage, especially on Hound," new radio serial launched the sale of Bonds and Stamps. This
all stations. Fly remarked at that on the Blue Network yesterday, the marks the third time this year in
le: "Very properly, the BVC has Office of the Coordinator of Inter - which KDYL has assisted in the
en giving that some detailed atten- American Affairs has prepared a map operation of this special booth as an
n." He did not mention the NAB. of Central and South America to be additional aid to its part in the sale
:n its special "War Service Bul_ offered to listeners. A straight ad- of Stamps and Bonds.
in" the NAB devoted a column to
alining its own measures to meet that while DCB through Fly was
a manpower crisis,
gave evi- asked by Selective Service in Decemace of being irked over the Chair- ber, 1941, for a statement that radio
.n's omission. The bulletin pointed was considered an essential war int that the NAB plan had been pre - dustry, Fly referred this matter to
Td primarily for the guidance of the Board's Domestic Broadcasting
Domestic Broadcasting Commit- Committee, and "not until February
, BWC-familiarly known as Com- 12, 1942. was a statement forthcomBulletin Outlines Measures
features songs by ElizaBVC secretary, O. L. Ted Taylor, broadcast
beth
Russell,
Kalash's orchestra,
;ported that the council had passed Ann Holden'sCarl
domestic hints, a dra;resolution commending its manage-

ttee IV.
Radio's Importance Stressed

ing."

minated activity launched in May,
1 with a questionnaire "to estabi in the minds of Selective Service
cials the status of broadcasting as

which is authorized to present induslry manpower proposals to the board,

positive indication that the WPB had
agreed to the part -sharing proposal,
Board of War Communications yes-

terday recommended to WPB and
FCC that no future authorizations
involving use of any materials be

issued by FCC, nor further materials
be allocated by WPB to construct or
change transmitting facilities of any
stations operating in agriculture,
coastal, marine relay or fixed public
services unless stations in the last
three groups are proved to serve an
essential military or vital public need.

Neville Miller Chairman

'he NAB bulletin stated that this Neville Miller is Chairman of the
refully worded" recommendation Domestic Broadcasting Committee

essential war industry and an

lerstanding of its needs for trained
hnicians and other essential per_

which makes

recommendations to

Selective Service. Just what necessity there might be for competing
,rade groups represented on committee separately to refer their plans to
Selective Service was not clear.
Meanwhile, it is understood that
lirect representations to the Commis-

The statement concluded,
ntinuously throughout the inter ling months, NAB has assisted
ny stations with their Selective sion most recently from the BVC
vice problems."
and some months ago from attorney
'he NAB also pointedly remarked Andrew Bennett, representing the
nel."

National Independent Broadcasters,

Lfi1Ye 8//AGfT

iyfNr To 7NE

probably have done more to get action on the personnel emergency than
all the discussions and considerations
in the industry's committee since it
was created in January, 1941.
First Step Last February
It is

a matter of record that the

first step taken to remedy the situation, the Commission's general authorization of last February 17 for

second class operators to go on transmitters, came in response to an affidavit which proved that the shortage
wasn't "just talk." This SOS was

WORL
BOSTON, MASS.

submitted directly by Bennett from
a small southern station which had

lost three technicians, and was finding
it impossible to replace them with
first-class ticket -holders.

9
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By JAC WILLEN

By FRANK BURKE

Lou COSTELLO, famed comic star
of radio and of the screen, was

named harlequin of the Masquers,
noted theatrical organization, June
25, when Joe E. Brown, opposition
candidate for the high office, withdrew in favor of Costello. Bud Abbott,

Costello's

Universal

Studio

screen co-star, as well as on the radio, is running for Pierrot on the in-

dependent ticket headed by Costello,
is opposed by Charles Coburn.
A special broadcast of unusual in-

terest will take place today, 9:30
p.m., at the formal opening of the

exhibition of Contemporary Chilean

MARION CLAIRE, WGN soprano

and her husband, Henry Weber.
orchestra conductor, will be guest
artists at the inaugural concert of

Notes front the Notebook!
Ford is now reported looking for a big variety show along with
the seven -time weekly news series on the Bluer
Lever Brothers bought
Bob Burns in the "Arkansas Traveler" for Lifebuoy next season. Thus Burns'
recent sponsor, Campbell's Soup, who bought the half-hour preceding the
Fred Allen show on CBSundays, are without a show for the time....David
Broeckman wi:1 conduct the music on the "Treasury Star Parade" recordings

Art at the Pasadena Art Institute at

to be made in the East hereafter-because of the sensational job he did
with the series on the coast. Broeckman came East yesterday morning on

to South America, where it will be

the same train with Al Jolson, Bill Murray, Bill Bacher and Harry Maizlish
....Jolson will appear in Army camps for the next 30 days'
Expect a
change in the music personnel of "Abie's Irish Rose" when the program
returns Sept. 12.... Paul Stewart is the latest "menace" added to "Joyce
Jordon"....NBC will pay tribute to the late George Gershwin, July 4, with
an hour show headed by Paul Whiteman, Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore and
other stars ....The "Seventh Symphony of Shostakovich," never played in

Pasadena. Opening ceremonies will
be aired to the West Coast by station
KPAS, and will mark the first inter American broadcast from Pasadena

heard via short-wave.
During this first official exhibition
of art of a South American country to
be brought to the United States such
stellar guests as Dr. Millikan, Lawrence Hall, Manuel Hubner, Consul

General of Chile; Jose Perotti, one
of Chile's most noted painters and
sculptors, and Senora Rios, wife of
the Chilean President, will make
their appearances. In addition, a
dramatic sketch starring Edward G.
Robinson and Bette Davis, will be
presented. Among other movie celebrities who will appear on the
broadcast will be Walter Wanger and
Joan Bennett.
ace

er" for KPAS, will introduce the

program to South America and the
Pacific Coast.

Swing war tune, "Zip Your Lip,"

sung by the Sportsmen on last week's

Rudy Vallee program, was written
by producer Dick Mack and has already been requested by three other
program producers.
"Lum and Abner," inveterate swap-

pers on the air, are on the verge of
a big trade. On June 29 they'll swap
a Friday for a Wednesday! Beginning
on that date, their program runs
Mondays through Thursdays, instead
of skipping Wednesday and extending through Friday, as at present.
Harry Maizlish, KFWB headman,

treks off 'to New York again for a
three-week look at the East Coast
and business.
Bill Danch, who has been Don

this country before, will be aired on NBC, July 19, by Toscanini'
We
were so thrilled with the preview of "This Is the Army" on the "Kate Smith
Hour" the other nite, we sent our first fan telegram to Berlin, Collins and
Smith!

Well, now the Censor in Miami knows just what the "Crossley"
rating means. Recently, when Nancy ("Big Sister") Marshall, was talking

on the overseas telephone to her husband in Caracas, she was warned,
as usual, not to make any mention of troop movements or other news that
would give aid to the enemy, including state of the weather.... When the
the Censor phoned Miss Marshall saying: "I hated to interrupt
your conversation, but I'd like to know, what does third place in the daytime Crossley mean?" The actress was happy to explain that it meant her
program was doing very well in the popularity poll, which pleased her no
end, but couldn't be of the slightest interest to the Nazis!

Lou.

"Three Thirds of the Nation" loses

actors

Frank Graham and Glenn

Ford to Auxiliary Coast Guard Service this week.

THIS YOUNG WOMAN KNOWS RADIO

And She Won't Be Drafted!
Five years' experience: programming, acting, continuity, copy. Knows layouts, promotion. Interested in connection with pro-

i

station. Go anywhere. Box 547,
Radio Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
gressive

from 8:30-9 p.m.
Eddy Rogers, New York violinist orchestra leader, currently playing i
at the Hotel Schroeder in Milwaukee, i.

goes into the army in July. His orchestra will be taken over by Irene
Janis, girl vocalist with the band.
WGN winds up its series of "Blue-

jackets At Work" programs today,

after giving radio audiences the story

of the Great Lakes Naval training
station and other naval activities in
the 9th district. Programs were de-

signed to help navy recruiting

in

this area.
Phil Harris and his orchestra from
the Jack Benny show, opened a theater tour of midwest and eastern
houses at the Riverside in Milwaukee
this week.
Five songs by Guy Savage, WGN
announcer, are scheduled for early
publication and release. One of them
is "Wait At the Gate for Me Katie"
which will be given an early airing
by Eddy Howard's band on WGN-

Mutual.

Sid Harris, professional advertising manager of "The Billboard's"

Chicago office, will succeed Jack
Kalcheim in the general booking

division of the William Morris Theatrical Agency, Inc., in Chicago.
Harris had been with Billboard for

15 years, twelve of which he was
associate editor in charge of the

It was quite a surprise to Helen Wyant, staff organist of stations WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, when Mrs. Helen Hinchcliffe of Dallas, Texas,

travelled the 1,275 miles to Cleveland to take one organ lesson from Miss
Wyant....Mrs. Hinchcliffe, reading an article about the Cleveland radio
organist in a national publication, decided to go to Cleveland and persuade

Miss Wyant to teach her some of the "tricks of the trade" which make
Miss Wyant's broadcasts unique....She arrived in Cleveland on Saturday
and was unable to contact Miss Wyant until the following Monday. When
Miss Wyant learned of her mission, she readily consented....The Southern
lady took her lesson and returned home immediately to try her new techniques on her fellow -Texans!

Quinn's assistant on the "Fibber Mc-

Gee" show this season, takes over
the scripting assignments on the
Burns and Allen replacement this
summer, Tommy Riggs and Betty

the 1942 season of free concerts in
Grant Park which start July 1. Miss
Claire will be accompanied by thef
Chicago opera orchestra under the).
direction of Mr. Weber. WGN wilí
broadcast a portion of the concert)

Seven changes in the staff of KGW-KEX in Portland, Oregon,

were announced last week by the stations' managing director, Arden X.
Pangborn.... Two executive changes were made necessary by entries into
the nation's armed services. Commercial manager Paul Connet was appointed a Chief Specialist in the U. S. Navy. He departed for a month's
training in San Diego, after serving four years as KGW-KEX sales executive

....Norman Sugg of the sales staff was promoted to head the department
and Arch Kerr of Chicago, former station representative, was added to the
staff ....Edward Anthony Browne, continuity chief, World War veteran,
novelist and former newspaperman, was inducted into the Army. Kenneth
H. Tillson was appointed by Pangborn to Browne's position....Replacing
Tillson on the writing staff is Roberta Lanouette, who was music librarian
for the stations. Charlotte Woodward takes her place....Two new faces
are seen at the hostess desks, belonging to Barbara Robinson and Marjorie
Allingham.

vaudeville department. Harris will
take over July 14. Kalcheim leaves

for the army July 2.

"Quiz Kids" will have a newcomer
when Margaret Merrick, 14, joins the

show next week. A year ago Margaret was winning prizes in horseback riding, tennis and swimm"tg.,
Today she is on crutches afflicted
with infantile paralysis. Her handicap, however, didn't stop her passing
the "I.Q." tests with flying colors.
Ben Bernie's new show on WBBMCBS is now being shortwaved daily
to the army forces.
George Case isn't going to WING,
Dayton, after all. He accepted a
production job with WGN.

Donald McGibney, WBBM ne
analyst, is at work on a new p
He is the author of sixty short stori
and seven novels, most of them wri

ten some twenty years back.
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'ROGRAf REVIEWS
keeping with the general fad of
ving vaudeville both on the air
in the theaters,
led a new series

WOR-Mutual
of Thursday
ting comedy programs, June 25,

p.m., EWT, which, via old

le hands

intends to bt rlesque

quiz formula, reversing the nor -

order of procedure for louder
hs. The title of the program is

e indicative of its contents.
hereas on "Information Please"
erudition of the quiz master

his board of experts commands
and respect, the demonstrated

rance

i

s

of

this

panel

evokes

Cement which, in turn, calls up
belly laughs, but that type has
lace in the scheme of things too.
ho could more appropriately man
.ineup of so wacky a format than
seasoned vaudevillians as Tom
ard, George Shelton, Harry Mc;hton and Lulu McConnell. Judg-

by the first program, the show

i

h been custom-made for their style
o +ntertainment, for they are mast
of those forms of humor which
d e n d upon mispronounciations,
n nderstanding of words, and a
sf

tage

This

of mentality.

quiz,

ta h should end all quizzes, offers
ti
plenty of room to romp about
w their techniques, for the bound I" ,character
character of the program places
t

limitations

le

on

the

guffaw-

tting tricks.
r the premiere, Howard asked
lb questions, ludicrous of course,
w e the other dimwits reversed
b

I :.es,

mispronounced

w o r d s,

.ed and otherwise added to the

-o ' ision.

edless to report that they
r ged out every old gimmick lying
at e very bottom of the files. But,
h wasn't bad, if the whole had
ie better produced. There were
v slow spots, long dull waits for
;o thing
funny to happen, and
)" worded bits. Smart, daring edit 1

n would probably fix things up
for this program. The whole
td half of the program slipped
)e Ise the bit on the post hole

h was too deep, and then cut
o. short, was drawn out too thin.
;

WHO'S WHO 1N RADIO
PHILLIPS CARLIN

Pays To lie Ignorant"

-9

assigned to Miss McConnell

WHAT the old man was to the mountain, Phillips Carlin is to radio.
Old not in years (he's still comfortably in his forties) but in pioneering experience in virtually all ends of the business and both sides
of the microphone.
Now vice-president in charge of programs for the Blue Network, Carlin
and radio have been synonymous for two decades. His association began
early in the crystal set era when broadcasting was still wearing tri-corners
and its future was a matter of speculation. Native New Yorker and
graduate of New York University, where he excelled in debating and
athletics, Carlin's radio career began in 1922 as an announcer at station
WEAF. Prior to that he had been variously a salesman for a silk concern,
a salt company, a political campaigner for Hughes, a Naval Lieutenant
(jG). and a navigation instructor at the Pelham Naval Reserve School.
He also taught English, did social service work

and even took a flier in the export business-

oger Bower.

Lehman Hate Smith Guest

vernor Herbert H. Lehman, of
lr York State, will talk to liss of Kate Smith's daytime pro, Wednesday, at 12 noon, over
t

(Continued from Page 1)

"Advertising Principles and Advertising Psychology." The summer session, which starts on Tuesday, July
7, will cover a period of six weeks.
Registration commences on July 2.

Revolution,

PAT

and

ROONEY, on "Double or Nothing,"
Friday (WOR-Mutual, 9:30 p.m.).
GREGORY RATOFF, on "Infor-

mation Please," Friday (NBC Red,
8:30 p.m.).

CARLOS RAMIREZ, South American baritone, on the "Treasure Hour
of Song," Friday, (WOR-Mutual, 10
p.m.) .

WILLIAM HOLDEN, on the "Philip

of the First Presby-

terian Church of Roanoke, Va., on
` Mutual's

Radio

Chapel,"

(WOR-Mutual, 11:35 a.m.).

.

Set Special Ad Courses
For Columbia 'U' School

American

REV. DR. ROBERT A. LAPSLEY,

national pickups. Carlin saw a great future
for this new medium, and began to look more
and more to its internal operations. His execuknows all the an S ters.
tive and administrative ability, plus business
acumen, came to the fore and in February of 1927 he was appointed
manager of WEAF. Under his guidance the station became one of the
most popular on the dial.
When the National Broadcasting Company was formed, Carlin went
along with his ward, and was made assistant eastern program director.
Under his guidance, the network schedules were formulated and nurtured
to conform to the greatest public interest. The pattern was established
for the balance of variety and informative features
that mark today's
offerings. When the Blue Network was created last February as a separate
and competing entity, Carlin was the logical choice for the program post.
To him it was his first post all over again, but on a much broader and
vital scale.
Alive as ever to shifting trends in public taste, he says: "I have learned
what people like and want. But I recognize that these likes and wants
are not static, that interests change with changing times. Our new network is going to be receptive to new ideas, new radio fare, new techniques.
With due respect to precedents, we are going to see our network as a
proving ground of what pleases the listeners. We will try to give our
network a definite personality-we'd like to have people throughout the
nation talk about the Blue Network as the friendly network."
Carlin is married and has two daughters. He lives in White Plains, is
an ardent fisherman and fond of baseball and football. He spends much
time also listening to the radio, constantly searching for new ideas.

t be spruced up, for they must
(Continued from Page 1)
a
something more besides the schools will be equipped by July 1
es delivery to make them funny.
to take care of enlistments obtained
the half-hour, the comedians via the announcements. Station
exn . iged to send a studio audience ecutives are advised to keep in touch
et hilarious laughter more than with their local CAA pilot training
is
Howard, Shelton, McNaughton centers for proper coordination of
n McConnell, plus the idea of a the announcements with the training
se quiz, are all the reasons the program.
am should draw, other things
uring up. Show was produced

MRS. WILLIAM H. POUCH, president -general of the Daughters of the

JR., Minister

speaking stood him in good stead. He established a wide following among crystal set insomniacs, for studio as well as special events
assignments, when outdoor broadcasts were
paving the way for today's split-second inter-

Special Air Campaign
Under CAA Direction

GIJEIT-ING

Morris Playhouse," Friday (WABCCBS, 9 p.m.).

selling Holstein cows in New Jersey and Pennsylvania to Frenchmen who were rehabilitating
the dairy farms of France following the ravages
of World War I.
Winner of a Phi Beta Kappa, Carlin's collegiate studies of foreign languages and public

ni

', .
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Sunday

DICK STABILE, orchestra leader,
and his wife, GRACIE BARRIE, on
the Ellery Queen program, Saturday
(NBC Red, 7:30 p.m.).
BISHOP ROBERT N. SPENCER,
on "Columbia's Church of the Air,"
Sunday (WABC-CBS, 10 a.m.).

Allied Info. Committee

Adds Radio Department
(Continued from Page 1)

partment to assist broadcasters and
producers of patriotic shows and to

supply speakers and personalities for
programs. The committee is financed

by the governments of the United
Nations and is served by an international staff. A monthly work sheet,
titled "Inter -Allied Review," is published and picture, film and poster
services are also provided. Committee is located at 610 Fifth Ave., New
York City.

Georgia Gray To WKRC

Cincinnati-Georgia Gray has been
named director of women's features
for WKRC, of this city, it was an'Language' Stations Aid nounced yesterday by Hulbert Taft,
general manager of the station.
In New York Bond Drive Jr.,
The appointment becomes effective
July 6.
Foreign language stations here conMiss Gray comes to WKRC from
tributed to the cooperative and final WKBN,
Ohio. Her eight
efforts of the War Bond Pledge Cam- years in Youngstown,
radio
includes
with
paign over the week-end by using WOR, WTIC, KDKA, service
and
their facilities to reach the Jewish the Yankee Network. AWKBN
feature of
and Italian districts where language her work on WKRC will be
to
difficulties had slowed down the canvass. Stations plugged the drive
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, working closely with local newspapers
and the pulpits. Represented were
WOV, WBYN and WBNX.

duct

the

"Women's

Hour"

con-

aired
Mondays through Fridays from 9:1510:30 a.m. with participating sponsorship.

MUSIC

COPOSED

TOMPOEMS
Stork News
Send poem for consideration. Rhyming pamphlet free.
A son, Robert Francis, was born Phonograph electrical transcriptions made,
from
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Storch, Jr., June your word and music manuscript. Any$7.00
subject.
Patriot
le,
Love,
11 in Newark, N. J.
Home.
Sacred, Swing.
Father is assistant radio editor of the Newark KEENAN'S MUSIC
SERVICE
"Evening News."
Box 2140,

(Dept. R)

Bridgeport, Conn.
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new BU5IDE5S

WITHOUT

Tuesday, Tune 30,

MUSIC

To the Colors!

By SGT. HAL KANTER

Lowry Field

KPO, San Francisco: New Century
Beverage Co. (sparkling water) ,
anns., through M. E. Harland agcy.;
Planters. Nut & Chocolate Co. (Planters Peanut Oil) , music ETs, through
Raymond R. Morgan Co.; Peter Paul,
Inc. (candy and gum), anns., through

Brisacher, Davis & Staff; Fred Benioff
Co. (furs), time signals, through Theo.

G. Segall Adv. Agcy.; Larus Bros.,
Inc. (Domino cigarettes and Edgeworth tobacco), anns. ETs, through
Warwick & Ledler, Inc.; Ice Follies
of 1942, anns. ETs, through Allied

Adv. Agcies.; St. Francis Hotel, anns.;

Procter & Gamble Co. (Lava soap)
anns. ETs, through Biow Co., Inc.;

,

Lever Bros.

(Lifebuoy and Swan

soaps) , anns. ETs, through Young &

Rubicam, Inc.; Chuck Dutton's Music
For Fun (music course), pianologue,

through Emil Reinhardt agcy.; Borden

Co.

(ice cream), anns.
Young & Rubicam,

through
Nesbitt's Fruit Products
drink), commentary ETs,
M. H. Kelso Co.

ETs,
Inc.;

(orange
through

WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind.:
Cousins, Inc. (Jewelry) , 26 15 -min.

studio programs, direct; Olson Rug

(Rugs), 52 15 -min. studio programs, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Chicago; Tom Berry Music Co.
(Records) , 104 5 -min. programs,
Co.

direct; Murphy Products Co. (Supplemental Feeds for Livestock and
Poultry) 312 "Tom Wheeler Farm
News" programs, thru Wade Advertising Agency, Chicago; American
Steel Dredge Co. (Institutional), 13
,

"Hale

America"

programs, direct;
Joslyn Mfg. & Supply Lo. (Institutional) , 13 "Hale America" programs,
direct; Allied Mills, Inc. (Wayne
Feeds) , 78 15 -min. ETs, thru Louis

E. Wade, Inc., Ft. Wayne; Ft. Wayne

National Bank (Savings & Loans) ,

300 50 -word anns., direct; Ft. Wayne
Morris Plan Co. (Savings & Loans) ,
300 50 -word anns., direct; Farnsworth
Television & Radio Corp. (Radios) ,
13 15 -min. "Hale America" programs,
direct; Ex -Lax, Inc. (Ex -Lax) , 39
one -min. ETs, thru Joseph Katz Co.,
New York; Berg Bottling Co. (Orange
Crush), 156 one -min. ETs, direct; Rex
Research Corp. (Fly-Tox) , 26 one -

min. ETs, thru Miller Agency Co.,
Toledo.

KSFO, San Francisco: Walter N.

Boysen Co. (paints), news, through

Emil Reinhardt gcy.; Anglo California National Bank, anns., through
Ruthrauff & Ryan; Golden State Co.
(creamery),

participation

in

Art

Linkletter's quiz, through Ruthrauff
& Ryan; Pasa Pega Sales Co. (Old
Smoky Barbecue Book) anns.; Petri
,

Wine Co., anns., news, through Erwin,

Wasey & Co.; Wellman Peck & Co.
(food products) , anns., through Bots-

ford, Constantine & Gardner; Frank
Newman Co. (furniture) , participation in Art Linkletter's quiz; Howard
Clothing Co. (men's wear) , news;
Hollywood Film Studios, talk, through
Raymond R. Morgan agcy.; Lyon Van
& Storage Co. (moving and storage)
news, through BBD&O; Gardner Shoe
Co., anns.; Bank of America, remote
from Solano County Fair at Dixon.
,

Here's A Tip for You, Gentlemen.

AL CHISMARK and

.

(But don't thank me... just gimme a job when this is all over!)

THE new pay bill has been approved by everyone concerned, the President has affixed his signature to the good news for servicemen and
today, every buck private in this man's army will step up to his CO, snap
out a salute and rake in something close to fifty dollars. ("Something close"
because he'll have a few bills to pay, and orderly rooms take no chances:
they grab first)....Now, this added dough for doughboys means something
to you men involved in commercial radio. It means a hell of a lot of cold
cash to your clients; to those of you who are selling a product by means
of broadcasting. It means that because soldiers are going to spend twice
as much money as before. There are a lot of soldiers these days, to put
it mildly, and the United States now has the highest paid fighting men in
the world. And anybody can tell you that a Yankee soldier is the damndest
guy there is for spending his "G.I. lettuce."
After he's invested a portion of his salary in War Bonds (and don't kid
yourself-soldiers are investing plenty!) and sent a bit home, and straightened out a few shylocks, he'll still have more dough to hand out than

he had before....IC you know how, you can make him spend it with
you.. .Now, you already know how to sell a product. You know what
to emphasize, what not to; you've been in the game long enough to understand all about the psychology of advertising and everything that goes
into it. What you may not know is how to reach a soldier. You may
net know what a soldier will listen to, what he'll pay attention to, what
he'll get the biggest kick out of and, consequently, patronize. Stick around
a couple of minutes, and maybe this'll be of some help.
Station KFEL in Denver wanted to find that out, too, so they did some
research in the matter. They found out what soldiers in the Colorado area
think about radio and radio programs. They've outlined all their findings
in a pamphlet they call "Meet The Soldier." Soldiers who've read it say
that it's as accurate as you can get ....Stations all over the country ought
to do the same thing. Send men into the camps to talk to soldiers. Pick
them up in the PXs, the Service Clubs, in the hospitals and Red Cross
buildings. Stop them on the streets, post a listener in a USO recreation
hall. Ask former radio men stationed in Army camps. Request the aid

of public relations officers. It's easy-and it pays to find out.

Find out what they want, and then give it to them! If you ask a man
if he likes fish or steak and he answers "steak," you can give him a
lousy piece of beef and it'll suit him more than the best broiled rainbow
trcut. Why? Because it's his choice, and by Jupiter, he'll stick to it! The
same with radio. Ask a soldier what he wants. If enough of them say
they want a platter show-they'll listen to it. They'll feel, then, that it's
really THEIR show because they asked for it.... You can't slant a show
for soldiers until you know what they want ....Don't ask them to write
and tell you, because they won't. Soldiers hate to write, as a general
rule, and two letters a week home, three to their girl friend and one
to a buddy stationed at another camp is as far as they'll go. They won't
even write in for free razor blades, as one manufacturer found.... You've
got to get out and ask them. When you do, you'll find the bill isn't hard
to fill, either. Soldiers have simple tastes.... You'll find out not only what
they want, but when they want to hear it, when they have time to listen,
when they have the most time to relax and think about what's coming
out of that speaker.
Don't try it on a national scale, though, because your findings will be

too general. Get
posts, or several
to be distributed
listen. In Camp

specific data by concentrating on localities where large
posts are located. Then break your advertising down

at different times of the day, when men are able
Roberts, California, it'll be early morning.

to

At Lowry

Field. Colorado it' 11 be evening. At some other place it may be noon....
Find out, mister. It'll pay-and soldiers will appreciate you a lot more.

Remember Pearl Harbor -

CE

WALKER, chief engineer and ser
director, respectively, of WI
Troy, N. Y., have been commissic

Ensigns in the U. S. Naval Res(
and leave the station on July 1
training stations. Tom Armstrong

replaced Walker at the outlet.
-vvvJACK HASKELL, tenor, who
done considerable commercial ra

work in Chicago, has enlisted

flight training in the Navy Air Fm
- vvv JOHN O. BISHOP, control opera

at WTAR, Norfolk, Va., has job
the U. S. Army and is now at

Lee, Va.

-vvv-

JOHN GAUNT, former prod
man, and CECIL SANDERS, of
relations, are the latest contrib
of WRC-WMAL, Washington,
to the armed forces. Gaunt is
Naval Intelligence Department.
ders reports for training at the
Air School at the Universi
Georgia.

- vvv -

STANLEY PEER, control roo
erator at WDRC, Hartford, Conn
joined the U. S. Coast Guard.

-vvvHOWARD SMITH, announc

ti

KLX, Oakland, Calif., has joine
U. S. Navy.

-vvv-

HOWARD M. PAUL, formerly
tinuity writer for WTMJ, Milwa

is an Ensign in the U. S. Navy,
is stationed at Chicago's Navy
where he is charge of public

tions.

tt

-vvv-

GEORGE MICHAEL, until rec

an announcer of the "920 Clu

WORL, Boston, Mass., has bee
signed to the Army Medical Cor
Camp Pickett, Va.

- vvv

-

EWING JULSTEDT, who le
control room of WFIL, Philade)

te

recently, now works in the In
tions Section of the Material Br
of the Procurement Division o

United States Signal Corps.
- vvv ELMER M. KRAUSE, auditor
personnel manager of WGAR, C
land, has been commissioned a
.

lieutenant in the Army Air

and is located at Miami Beach,
- vvv RALPH FALLERT, former W
Pittsburgh, announcer, is now
tioned at the U.S. Navy Yar
Norfolk; Va. CHESTER CLARK,
formerly with the WCAE annou

staff, has been promoted to s
sergeant in cadet training scho
the Army Air Corps.

Willkie, DeGaulle Speak W
Wendell Willkie, 1940 Republ
Presidential candidate, and Gen
Charles

DeGaulle,

head

of

French National Committee, wi
heard over CBS in connection
celebration of Free French Week
Wednesday, July 8, from 5:30-5
p.m.

Willkie

speaks

first,

Freedom House in New York

f

after which General DeGaulle sp
from London.

e
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ide's War Duties

Prominent Radio Role

WAR -PROGRAM IDEAS

Outlined By Miller

In NEA Annual Meet

"Arms For Victory"
Letters From Soldiers
(Continued from Page I)
"Arms For Victory," a new series "Our Buddies" is the title of a new
(Continued from Page 1)
aboratories for RCA, in which of programs written and produced weekly half-hour program aired over of the National
Education Association
ykin revealed to the radio engi-

by professionals for the United States
t a new scanning electron micro- Employment Service, released by the
.
The paper was jointly pre - Social Security Board, is being aired
d by Zworykin, Dr. James Hillier over WWNY, Watertown, N. Y., three
Richard L. Snyder, all of RCA times weekly. It dramatizes men and
ratories.
Miller to Speak Today

events in the history of vital mate-

rials of war, paying tribute to
presenting the NAB ET stand - America's growing army of war
Rodman pointed out that "no workers, calling men and women to
and is of necessity permanent the defense of Democracy on the
e extent of restricting progress, production lines. The cast of 100
tandards prepared with the best voices-all men-includes such noted
hit of those men presently prac- actors as James McCallion, Louis Van
the art may be used by the Rooten, Jack MacBryde, Berford
try until such time as a duly Hampton, Richard Gordon, Frank
ituted body either adopts them Butler and Raymond Bromley. Radsly or prepares proper specifi- cliffe W. Hall, one of the two narcs. "
rators, is very well known to northlay the IRE attendees will hear ern New York listeners of WWNY.
le Miller, president of the Na- Kelvin Keetch is the other narrator.
Association of Broadcasters, on Also, a full orchestra under the
3tential war duties of the broad - direction of Rudolf Schramm, with
should the conflict come to the Jesse Crawford at the organ, plays
icon continent. President Miller original music written especially for
ay:
this series.
ch new stage of the war emphathe growing importance of ra- Fulton Lewis Tribute
Prior to Pearl Harbor, radio
aking an active part in defense
In Washington "Post"
in recruiting skilled workers
e defense factories, and soldiers,
Washington-The "Post" gave Fuland marines for the armed ton Lewis, Jr., Mutual's news commentator, a special tribute in its
Points to Cooperation
Sunday (June 28) issue, devoting
th the coming of war we have comment to Lewis' efforts on behalf
Government take more posi- of the country's war needs of sugar
iction in the radio field. The and rubber.
of Censorship has been estab- The article pointed out that because
The Office of Facts and Fig- Lewis has always been given a free
ias been active, and that work hand by Mutual, "the biggest headfie more fully developed under ache WOL has ever known has rerection of Elmer Davis. In ad - sulted."
to cooperating with these new The "Post" added: "Lewis would
;ies, radio has continued to co - start out in the morning carrying a
e with the activities of all the
of his theme music with him
nment agencies, and has ac- record
and
naming
a station in the Mutual
t
in its
3

isibilities.

stride the increased chain from which he would broadcast that night. This plan would work

third stage-actual warfare on
.merican continent-may come
ay, and if and when it, comes,
will again take on new respones, both as an agency to pre -

public morale and as
v of mass communication.
Invaluable During Warfare

all right except when Lewis was hot
on a story, and then nobody would
ever know where he was. If some

KSD, St. Louis, Mo. and sponsored which opened yesterday at the Palace
by the Food Center and Jim Remley Hotel. It will continue at the Denver
Super Stores. Presented at 9:30 Municipal Auditorium.
o'clock CWT each Thursday, it feaThe souvenir program of the contures letters listeners have received vention devotes an entire page to
from men in the armed forces, and thanking the networks for their
airs interviews with the friends and splendid work in furthering the
relatives of the service men along cause of education and for their
with Narrator Harold Grams' recital plans to broadcast the sessions which
of the letters. A "Buddy Box" con- will last throughout the week.
taining cigarettes, shave cream, razor
All major networks are well repand blades, stationery and pencil set, resented at the convention. Execufrom special "Buddy Booths" at the tives present include: A. A. Schechter,
sponsors' stores, goes immediately to director of news and special events
each service man whose letter is for NBC; Thomas Rishworth, manused. Keith Carver, vocalist opens ager of NBC's public service diviand closes the show with "My Buddy" sion; Lyman Bryson, educational diand his songs with the music of rector of CBS; Frank Bishop, of
organ and piano furnish the musical KFEL, representing Mutual, and
background for the half-hour. Joe Judith Waller, director of the public
Evans is announcer. The first weeks service department of NBC's central
of the program have brought letters division with offices in Chicago.
from service men stationed in the
by Schechter
far points of India, Australia and NBCDemonstration
executives, working with the
Ireland.
staff

-

of KOA, will present at the

Municipal Auditorium a "behind the
scenes" program entitled "Meet Mr.

KFRC 'Jamboree' Shows
Planned by Rishworth for
Back After Five Years NBC."
the entertainment of the delegates,
San Francisco-After

it will not be broadcast.

five-year
Schechter will give a special demabsence from the air, KFRC's famous onstration to show how short-wave
a

"Jamboree" shows, one of the first
variety programs ever heard on the
Pacific Coast, has returned to the
air. Because of schedule complications
the program, formerly known as
"Blue Monday Jamboree," will be

pickups are handled. He will converse with NBC representatives in
London, Panama and Honolulu.
The CBS network will broadcast
four programs originating at KLZ.
The network has established in the
heard Tuesday nights temporarily.
auditorium a display booth describThe broadcast was originated in ing the "School of the Air of the
the 20's by Harrison Holliway, then Americas."
KFRC manager, before he went to Over 500 speakers are expected to
KFI, Los Angeles. Its original cast appear between now and Friday on
included such future radio personali- the convention floor and with allied
ties as Brick Holton, Jean Ellington, groups. A special coast -to -coast
Claude Sweeten, Meredith Willson broadcast on Sunday, in conjunction
and Tommy Harris. Harris is the only with the NEA, will be produced by
member of the original cast who will Jack Lewis, of the Rocky Mountain
be heard in the new show, sharing Radio Council. Music will be under
honors with comic Jack Kirkwood. direction of Milton Shrednik, KOA.

government official wanted to get

in touch with him they would call

an WOL, to get the reply that the caller's

guess as to Lewis' whereabouts was
good as WOL's. It wasn't until
re than we realize, our life to- as
was actually on the air that
dependent upon communica- Lewis
anybody
know where he was
n times of peace our communi- and whatwould
he was up to."
facilities render adequate and The "Post"
It service, but an emergency ence responsereported "terrific" audito Lewis' efforts to
is an air raid will place such speed up war production.
It also
and upon the telephone system related how, after the Navy
had
completely clog the entire sys- succeeded in a nation-wide campaign
nd make it useless. Therefore, in getting only seven pairs of a cerio other reason than as a means tain rare type of binoculars, Lewis
serving the usefulness of our
a drive of his own for some
means of communication, radio started
and through his radio appeals
be used to the utmost. This more,
that stations must stay on the collected 600 pairs in a short period.

Wanted:

A

Billion Dollars a Month!

;

long as possible prior to a raid,
ust go back on the air as soon

;sible

after a raid. Moreover,

Wedding Bells

William N. Robson, CBS producer
nouncer on the job must pos_ and director, currently associated
:S id use that degree of judgment
with producing "Report to the Na_
li will make his services, in im- tion," and directing "The 22nd Letter,"
rt ce, second only to those ser - was married last week to June Wil.,, rendered by the pilot of the
kins, daughter of Paul Wilkins, Hol1r rptor plane."
lywood agent.

America needs your help in

encouraging employees to

set aside 10 % of your gross
pay roll for War Bond purchases. For details of the
Pay -Roll Savings Plan, approved by organized labor,
write Treasury Department,
Section U, 709 Twelfth
St. NW., Washington, D. C.

EYE RYDODy
EVERY PAYDAY

AR SAVINGS BONDS!
This space is a contribution to America's All -Out War Effort by
RADIO DAILY
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

16-28652-1
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Coast -to -Coast
JANET STRUGNELL WYNNE of Tom Hotchkiss, formerly of Tucson, Forty - seven sponsors participated
KYA's accounting staff is back Arizona, is the new announcer at
the hour and a half salute Sunday
after a four -week lay-off due to KROW, Oakland.... Elizabeth Pen- on
afternoon to Roland Hughes, new
pneumonia
Early vacationers at nell left the KROW producing staff station -owner at WJZM, Clarksville,
KYA include Hal McIntyre, producer, o join a 'Frisco ad agency... .Don Tennessee....A new series on WJZM
who went to New Orleans; engineers Logan has taken over production of Tuesday and Thursday nights will
Carlton Schwarz and Claire Morri- KROW's weekly "Radio Center The- be titled "Bond Brigade," and will
son, and mikeman Verne Wilson.... ater" plays....New panel board and be composed óf round -table discusKYA's Dude Martin Gang did spe- other equipment have been installed sions, music, speakers and "Treasury
cial cowboy shows recently at Fort at KROW.
Stars on Parade" transcription.

Miley Hospital, in Oakland and in
San Jose.

*

*

*

"The Wheel Chair Commentator

*
*
*
and His Wheel Chair Chat" is a new
KFEL, Denver, is attempting to KLX, Oakland, show, heard Tuesday,
judge the popularity of its weekly Thursday and Saturday mornings....
network offering, "Open House At Henry Hyde, western astronomer, is
Lowry Field," via a letter -writing doing a weekly KLX show on steller
contest. First prizes will be three explorations
Newcomer to KLX
autographed copies of "The Corpse announcing and newscasting staff is
Came Calling," Brett Halliday's lat- Cliff Naughton.
*
est Mike Shayne detective novel to
be brought out July 14 by Dodd - Madeline Gray, "The Bright Idea"
Meade. Author was a guest of the lady, who had her children's program
show last week.
aired over NBC for more than two
*
*
*
years, has just completed a book
Sport fans in this tri-city defense titled "The Bright Idea Book," based
area are getting 'round-the-clock ser- on her discoveries while on the netvice from WHBF, Rock Island, work. The book will be released next
Moline and Davenport. Five daily week through E. P. Dutton.
*
*
*
programs are devoted entirely to
sports and scores. Schedules for the
A large class of women students
day are included on major newscasts has enrolled in a new radio broadthroughout the day. Sports director, .asting course at the Samuel GomVan Patrick, has four shows which pers Trade School in San Francisco.
include the "Sports Extra," Mutual's The school operates FM station
*

"Baseball

Roundup,"

*

the

"Sports KALW, in cooperation with the
Trail," Ind the late evening sports school dept.
*
*
*
In addition, Howardsummary.
Emich, news editor and assistant In connection with the report in
sports editor, sets "Today's Sport RADIO DAILY, June 23, of the publicaScene" at 7:15 each morning. All tion of a secret Government report
except the Mutual sport show are in the magazine "Broadcasting," it
sponsored.
was stated that OFF' Radio Coordi*

*

*

"Victory Nursery Rhymes" is the
title of a new Kasper -Gordon series
of transcriptions which brings favorite nursery rhymes up-to-date to

nator Bill Lewis read a portion of
the same document in confidence at
a New York meeting on June 12.
Some readers have inferred from this

statement that there may have been

Some a link between the reading and later
of the rhymes re -written and mod- unauthorized publication. However,

tie up with our war effort.

*

Frank Byrnes has joined the KQ
sales staff in San Francisco. He fr

merly was at KJBS...."Jobs Ave
able" is title of a new KQW sho
presented weekly for the Civil Se
vice Commission, and intended
help find workers for Western d

fense industries....KQW

own

Ralph Brunton has announced to
big CBS web shows will stay on fi
the summer-the Coca-Cola progra?

John Devine, formerly with KEYS, "The Pause That Refreshes," and
Corpus Christi, has joined the an- "Family Hour," sponsored by Pnti
nouncing staff of KFDM, Beaumont, dential Insurance Co.
Texas.... KFDM broadcast "A Salute
*
to Russia" last week, commemorat-

Stone's KSTP, St. Paul, "Sur
ing the first anniversary of Russia's setDavid
Valley Barn Dance" which hr
entry into World War No. 2. The dra- been
setting attendance records
matic show was written and directed community
affairs and county fail
by Bob Neal of KFDM's production
throughout
the
northwest for ove
staff.
the year has been moved into For
* ,
Snelling, large induction center, fo
Gene Norman, said to have been the
duration. The Saturday nigh
co-author with Dave Elman of the show
taken off the road whet
MBS "Contact" program, has joined Josephwas
director of the Of
the mike staff at KNOW, Oakland... fice of Eastman,
Defense Transportation, or,
Ad Fried, KROW sales promotion

dered the suspension of all charteree

chief, discussed the history of broadcasting before the Oakland Tip Club.
...Phyllis Flynn of the KROW office

unnecessary travel. Avalon cigarette,

series directed by Don Logan.

broadcasts, but the station loses
share of the gate receipts which hi

bus service and the curtailment o!

Shell gasoline still sponsor por
staff has graduated to the role of and
tions
of the three-hour Saturday nil
actress, in the station's weekly drama
i

Jim Hawthorne, KMYR, Denver, been high.

whip -cracker of "Three Ring Circus,"

s

The Bridgeport Symphony Orches-

a daily platter show, has resigned tra will present a special program
to accept a position with Fox West Monday evening, 8:30 p.m., over
Coast Theaters in Hollywood.
WICC, from the ballroom of the
a
*
*

Stratfield Hotel, dedicated to "Songs
Russ Winnie, assistant manager and for Victory"..:.Fred Hoxie, formerlol
ace sports announcer of WTMJ, the of WBRY, Waterbury, Conn., joined
"Milwaukee Journal" station, is vaca- the engineering staff of WICC, re-,
tioning with his family in northern 'placing Floyd Jones, now stationed
Wisconsin. During his absence, Bob at Maxwell Field, Ala..... Val Lomas
Heiss, WTMJ program supervisor and WICC's tiniest employee, is recoverannouncer on "Heinle and His Gren- ing from a slight eye ailment....
adiers" feature, is handling daily Bradley Bunnell, chairman of Bridge"Sports Flash" assignment.
port's decontamination squad, con*
*
*
tinues his "Chemical Warfare" talks,,
Single mention over WSRR, Stam- Saturday, 7:30 p.m., this week speakford, Conn., last week, that a USO ing on "Mustard Gas," via ,WICC.,

ernized are: Humpty Dumpty, Jack OFF points out that only a few genHorner, Little Miss Muffet, Old King eral conclusions from the total surCole, Sing A Song of Sixpence, and vey were "ad libbed" by Lewis, and club in Fort Warren, Wyoming, had
a
s
*
Baa Baa Black Sheep. Platters are these did not include any of the sec- no sheet music to go with its piano,
The
Ohio
Oil
Company,
designed to help sell war stamps and tions of "American Attitudes Toward brought a response of over 250 pieces of Marathon products in the marketers
midwest,
bonds, promote conservation, ration- War News" which was later improp- of music, including some old-timers.
a 13 -week contract with
WFIN, Findlay, Ohio, for a summer
Vivien Della Chiesa, soloist for the series of outdoor concerts to promote,
Sportscaster Barry Barents of "American
Melody Hour" broadcast the sale of bonds and better care
The Dutch pianist, Egon Petri, will WTAG. Worcester, has been appoint- over the Columbia Network, and the for
cars by owners. The program
ed
by
Mayor
William
A.
Bennett
to
begin a new sustaining radio series
"American Album of Familiar Mua 25 -piece concert -symphonic
over CBS, Sunday, July 5, 11:05- serve on a Worcester committee for sic" on the NBC Red network, will features
the Army -Navy Relief ball game this sing the role of "Mimi" in the Cin- band under the direction of Professor
11:30 a.m.
Twinning.... Mr. and Mrs. Fred
week at Boston between the Braves cinnati Zoo Opera Company's pro- Carl
R.
Hover
celebrated their silver wed-,
and St. Louis Cardinals....Jean Con- duction of "La Boheme," tonight and ding anniversary
19. The staff,:
nelly, secretary to WTAG program - Friday night, July 3. Mme. Della members of WFINJune
of
which
Hover i
production manager William T. Cav- Chiesa, who has been with the Cin- general manager, presented
th
anagh, has resigned to join the cinnati company for the last two
couple
with
a
silver
service.
secretarial staff of NBC.
seasons, will return to New York
*
*
on Saturday, July 4.
*
*
s
"This Is God's War," poem by Carl

ing, and 'all-out cooperation with our erly published.
war effort.
*

H

*

*

*

a

signed

*

S

Byoir, has been set tó music, and

June 30

Frank Gallop
Phil Carlin
Nina Klowden
Barbara Heinze
Sunda Love George McCullough
John Mayo

John Heslip rejoined the WIBW,

will be aired July 4 by Sammy Kaye Topeka, Kansas, engineering staff. He
and his orchestra over an NBC hook- had worked at the Topeka station
up. The same song version by As- from November, 1940, to November,.
sociated Music Publishers will be 1941.

featured in a special spread by the
New York Sunday "Mirror," July 5, John P. Campion, of New Milford,
with a printing of the words and Conn., has joined WDRC, Hartford,
*

music.

*

*

as a control room operator.
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